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M'ide experience and much practical knowledge, coupled with a boundless enthusiasm

for the work, have made Mr. Beck one of the most successful bird collectors in a region

where such collecting is accomplished only with the greatest difficulty and even danger.

Through his efforts on the Brewster-Sanford Expedition to South America, there is now
deposited in the American Museum the most complete representation of Tubinares in the

world
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During the winter season, traveling through Smyths Channel, which extends from the Strait of

Magellan along the southern coast of Chile, one sees an ever shifting panorama of distant peaks and
white-garbed islands, with snow-encased fjords leading off to one knows not where

Narrative of a Bird Quest in the Vicinity

of Cape Horn'

Bv R O LLC 11. BECK

WIIl^N' we were leaving San

I'ranciseo, California, in

December, 1912, for a two

years" collcctino: trip along the coasts of

South America, rounding Cape Horn
was regarded as a ratlier remote pos-

sibility; but in December, 1911, when
we enjoyed our Christmas dinner only

thirty miles from Cape Horn, the same
possibility loomed large before us. The
disturbance in Europe contributed in

no small measure to our ])assing the

summer months in and about the re-

gion .so dreaded by saibu's— for nur

plans had been laid to visit the Falk-

land Islands that season.

' Article and illustrations copy

Perturlx'd conditions, evident before

we attemj)ted to land from the steamer

in the Falklands, and which were later

settled in the Falkland Island battle,

made us decide to try Cajie Horn for a

time. I h.ul journeyed down along the

west coiisi through Smyth's Channel
and othi-r iiilniid waters, and up
througli the Strait of ^fagellan in the

dead of winter, passing the months of

September and October at Mar del

I'lata, at the mouth of the Rio Plate,

collecting ocean birds while waiting for

tlie summer time to strike the .southern

latitudes. By the middle of Xovember,
wlieii I'lint.i .\i-eiias had begun to put

righted, 1918, by Rolio II. Beck
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on spring garments, I readily obtained

the best sealing cutter Magellan Strait

boasted, as the war had made sealing

unprofitable. This was a small twelve-

ton boat manned by three men and a

cook. It had a small cabin that aecom-

modated the collector and his wife,

while the four sailors bunked forward

close by the stove, which was fed with

wood chopped as we went along. Hav-

ing Ijeen accustomed to drying wood

thoroughly in California before burn-

ing it, I imagined we should need coal

about Cape Horn where rain or snow

thoroughly soaks all wood lying on the

ground. The captain, however, took

but a sack or two for emergencies, rely-

ing on freshly chopped wood most of

the time, and I was greatly surprised

to see how readily the newly felled trees

burned.

We left Punta Arenas on Xovember

25, and were not two hours out before

a great flock of birds was sighted, fish-

ing in the middle of the strait. We
changed our course and ran out to

them, but found they were dominican

gulls rather than the hoped for shear-

waters. It was the largest flock of gulls

I had ever seen, containing several

thousand birds, and resembled at a dis-

tance the great hordes of sooty shear-

waters that are seen at Monterey,

California, in the summer and fall.

Swinging back on our course again, we

headed for Point Isidro some fifty

miles down the strait, reaching it about

four o'clock, and anchored for the

night. An old Norwegian, whom we

dubbed "Quien sabe"' owing to his fre-

quent repetition of that questioning

phrase, was the sole warder of the de-

funct whaling station located in the

cove. In former Aears whaling from

this point had been a profitable occupa-

tion, many whales being taken in

^Magellan Strait. But they have become

scarce lately, and in o\ir two months'

trip only three whales were seen, these

being in Beagle Channel a short dis-

tance south of the strait. We antici-

pated a couple of hours of rough

weather crossing the strait, as the pre-

vailing westerly winds sweep strongly

up the channel from the western en-

trance to near Point Isidro where the

strait bends northward. We enjoyed

good weather, however^ and after cross-

ing, worked with a light wind and the

tide as far as King Island in Cockburn
Channel. The close view of Mount
Sarmiento, the snow-covered peak vis-

ible in clear weather from Punta Are-

nas, was enjoyed for hours as we passed

it, the usual foggy covering being ab-

sent in the morning.

After spending a day at King Island

until a head wind subsided, we started

out again and succeeded in getting into

tlie protected waters just beyond Breck-

nock Pass. This was a dreaded spot,

for the ocean swells roll up into the

channel, and some years before, the

captain had been capsized here and all

his companions drowned, a sudden

squall overturning their boat. We an-

chored in a small harbor in tlie lee of

London Island, working close in to tlie

edge of a kelp patch so that the sudden

williwaws or gusty gales sweeping

down off the rocky heights could not

disturb us. Several diving petrels came

into the bay from the sound during the

afternoon and I obtained a number,

shooting the most of them during a

thick snowstorm that raged for an

hour. These little birds, though be-

longing to the petrel family, resemble

in their forms, flight, and feeding hab-

its the northern anklets rather than

any of the other petrels, and I was in-

terested to find in Peru a closely re-

lated species unable to fly while molt-

ing the wing feathers, being in that

particular also like the auklets. Going

ashore at London Island and climbing

over the granite rocks toward the south,

a pretty lake was discovered lying in a

small valley, and as we were walking

along the shore, one of the brown-

breasted plovers that had been so com-

mon the preceding winter at Aneud, a
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thousand or more miles to the north-

ward, suddenly fluttered into view, re-

vealing a handsome set of eggs tucked

away under a tuft of short grass. Birds

were A-ery scarce; occasionally a small

flycatcher -would be seen or heard, or a

robin would make known his Avhere-

abouts, and in the stunted trees that

found shelter in little pockets or on the

got under way and spent the forenoon

sailing slowly along until an inviting

cove at Timbales Island, with a snowy

white kelp goose standing on the outer-

most point of rocks, induced us again

to drop anchor and go ashore. This

part of the vsound was studded with lit-

tle islands where the presence of

steamer ducks and kelp geese gave

The eggs ot the kelp goose, usually five or six in number, are, as a rule, stowed away in a dump
of grass dose to the beach. (Xote the nest at the feet of the feminine figure.) This goose lives largely

on bits of kelp and other salt water vegetation and is eaten only by the Indians. It is much tamer

than the upland goose, a few of which are also found on the larger southern islands. A close view of

the nest is shown on the opposite page

lee side of towering cliffs, the tiny

creepers could be heard. While the

barren rocks brought to mind similar

spots in the Aleutian Islands of Alaska,

the cheery song of the snowflake or

Leucosticte found no counterpart here.

Leaving this inhospitable anchorage

the morning of December 2, we sailed

out into Whaleboat Sound with a fair

wind, and through rain and snow

squalls reached the eastern end of

Grand Island where we anchored again.

The next morning at half past five we

l)romise of nests, although two or three

pairs of each were seen with broods of

downy young. Shortly before anchor-

ing, we saw the wreck of an Argentine

steamer, the captain of which had se-

lected the wrong channel between two

of the numerous i.«lands and had come
to grief on an uncharted reef. Tim-
bales Island interested us greatly, and
we obtained fine sets of eggs and photo-

graphs of both kelp geese and steamer

ducks. The sailors discovered the

goo.se"s nest a couple of miles from the



One of tlu' luiid bird^ of t!u' Cape Horn region is a small, dark culorrd. wnnliku wlustler,

called by the natives patra in imitation of its note. Although it is heard constantly along the bushy

shores, the bird seldom is visible. A single nest was discovered on London Island, and Mrs. Heck

may be seen taking a peek at its contents

shi]i. Jx'forc ,i2,ettin,^ back to the vessel

we had to endure a soakiiiof rain for an

hour, hilt \v(^ had learned to earrv our

rain coats with us wlieii intending to

remain away from the boat for any

leiiiith (if time, so we suffered little

When the eggs of the ki-lj) goose are first laid, little down is in evidence in the nest, but gradu-

ally more and more is plucked by the sitting bird from her breast until finally, when the eggs are

hatched and the young geese leave the nest, a great wad of soft feathers remains to be blown away
by the wind

9
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from rain squalls.

After leaving Ti 1 1
1-

bales Island we

sailed nearly south

for twenty-five

miles and swung

around into

Christmas Sound,

an island-dotted

channel which sep-

arates Hoste Is-

land from several

small islands bor-

dering the south-

ern ocean. We
anchored for the

night halfway

down the sound,

and when we
sailed again a day

later, we headed

for Ildefonso Is-

land which lies

about twenty miles

out in the open

ocean to the south-

ward. After get-

ting outside the

sound four or five

Steamer ducks are often surprised asleep on

some jutting rock in the quiet channels of south

Chilean waters

; '«.
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tri}) (if l\\i> iiioiiili- I do iidi rciiiriiilicr

SC't'illi:' :inv .idlllts. w liilc ;lccoiii|i;ini(Ml hy

voiiiil:'. w liirli coiilil imt ll\- when |mtss('(1.

( >il one III' 1 lie >iiiiil I i.-lcl - w ( I'diind ;!

skua's nest with t\V()t'^>:s rcidy tn li.-iidi.

The nest was on the opm. i:i-;iss\ to|). en-

tirely exposed to I 111' dii\ iiii; lijiil stiii'iiis

that swept overat l'r('(iu('nt intervalsiii_i;lit

and day. I)nt the birds, lu'iii^f (dothcd

with coarse lieavy feathers, seemed not

to mind. When we first reaehed tlie

ocean sid(^ of tlie islands the hcautit'nl

slcnder-ltillcd fulniai's were coninion.hut

Ii\ tlic time we had left lldcfonso Island

lirliind US llic riihiiai'> had |ia>>cd id

the soiilhwni'd Inwni'd thcii' hi-ccihni:'

<;"round> in ihc Sdnl h Shct hinds, scxci'al

hundred miles south of Ca])e Horn.

A stranije feature of the landscape at

the eastern end of Caroline Island,

where we were anehorecl, was the tufts

of earth sticking up on the lee sides of

the great granite boulders. The wind.

sweeping across the island, strikes a

moss-covered rock, and |)erha])s, in

some extra heavy gale, loosens the

tightly dinging moss at one edge. Suc-

ceeding winds tear away hits of the ile-

eayed roots and soil which have gath-

ered, until finally the rock is exposed.

and then it is merely a matter of time

umil the windward face of the rock is

swejit clean. \\\\\ on the leewai'd side of

large rocks the wind has mucli less force,

and the roots hold the matter together so

firndy that a soft ])iece of vegetation

and earth will he sticking ujx while

surrounding it is a solid barren rock.

The weather looked clearing on the

sixteenth and at half past one on the

morning of the seventeenth, as the sky

began to lighten, we towed out into the

open ,<ea again. A dead calm prevailed

until noon, but at nine o'clock I put

out in the boat and rowed along the

eastern slxn-e df the bay where Hoste

Island juts out in Jiigh perpendicular

cliffs, llundreils of the white-breasted

king shags were nesting nn the ledges.

with pendant-like bunches <d' t\i>sac

gr;is.- hanging from their n-'.-ts. and dn

a .-mall iincliinbablc I'dck ncai- llicin I

>a\\ iM\ tir-1 cd|dii\ df ihc handsdnie

|-cd-lidlei|. Iill||>||-i'd|d|'ed Scdre>li\ i^'ldls

lie-ting. .\ light lirec/.e -prang up al

noon and \\c -i<idd diil lowai'd lldc-

fdnsd w here I hdped to IJnd the yelldw-

nosed albatros- nesting. That was 1 he

particular desideratum of onr trij). In

I'unta .\renas the ca|)tain hatl assured

me Diego Hamii'ez Island. sevcnfN-livc

nnles to the southward, where llie hircl-

wei'e supposecl pi iie-l . cuild be reached

in dill- small hoal. but a Tier -eeing t he

>iidden sl<ii'ni> llial -prang up withdul

an hdiii-'s warning, we decide(| lldc-

fonso was ([uib' far endiigh friim -bel-

ter to satisfy lis. and helhdllgllt it pl-db-

al)Ie sonu^ of the birds nested tliei-e. ( )nr

light l)reeze die(l down toward e\cning

and we stood back in the dii-ection df

land, heading out again at midnight.

.\l threes in the morning tlie captain

I'diised nic dill in fdggv. drizzK' weather,

announcing the nearness of land. .\s

he exjiecteil a change in the wind he

wanted me to hasten ashore, but I held

off until five o'clock when, with camera

loaded, three of us dropped the whale-

boat overboard and pulled in along the

rocks. Px'ing oldtime .sealers, the two
sailors carried rifles, ex))ecting to find

fur seals on the rocks. We did see a

dozen or so at the entrance to a cave

and shot a cou])le. l)ut the expected

herd was not there. Black-browed al-

batrosses by the dozen sat on the stee])

sides and on top of the islaml. or sailed

<ivei' us, som(> alighting on the water

and others sweeping over and then back

again to tbt'ir nests. We rowed a mile

or two until a little Icilge gave us a

footing to climb the sli|)pery penguin

trail to where some of tlie albatros.<es

were nesting. 'I'lie nests. c<mlaining

newly hatched young, were built up of

mud picked np near at hand, and re-

luinded me at once of namiiigo nests,

riose by and under the albatross

nest? rockbdppcr and jackass penguins

had nests with liair-grdwn ydiing. and

I was bii.-\ with the camera^ I'dr an
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lioiir or two. tramping througli the

mud and slush searching for the best

spots from which to photograph them.

It was a surprise to see and hear several

creepers in ragged plumage in the long

tussac grass, as not a hush or tree was

in sight, and the}' are birds of the for-

est ratlier than of the open. Perhaps

an abundance of flies about the rook-

eries attracts them. A drizzly fog hang-

ing low over the island gave promise of

a change in wind, and after taking-

photographs and deciding that the yel-

low-nosed albatrosses were not present,

we returned to the sloop which was

standing on and off near shore.

We ran back toward Hoste Island,

passing in between Morton and Hen-

derson islands and close to a little

island where a copper mine had been

Avorkod some years before, then up
through a tortuous channel, finally an-

choring under the Diadem Mountain,

which stretches up about three thou-

sand feet. Mrs. Beck and I climbed

the mountain-side from the thick grass

and mossy tundra along the beach, to a

small lake where great cakes of ice w^ere

floating in the cold water. This was

probably two thousand feet up and was

surrounded by snow-covered mountains.

A flock of dominican gulls was stand-

ing on a snow-covered islet in the lake,

and some were bathing in the icy water.

The overflow water from the lake

poured down a rocky cascade and A\ent

tumbling over high falls to join the

salt water below. Pretty white verbena-

like flowers were blossoming on the

steep hillside and adding their bit to

make the climb qviite worth while.

The next day, soon after lunch, we

were surprised to see a small sailboat

appear around a headland, and as it

approached, our cook recognized the

steersman as a former friend from

Ushuaia. The sloop contained but two

individuals, the young man acting as

captain and an Indian boy as helper.

They had three dogs with them and

about fifty otter skins which they were

This article will be concluded in

taking to Punta Arenas to sell. After

making some inquiries about the course

and telling us they intended to try for

fur seals on an outer rock some miles

south, they vanished around a point—
and have never Ijeen heard from since.

"We made particular inquiries six-

months later in Ushuaia and Punta

Arenas, but their foolhardiness had un-

doubtedly brought its certain reward.

We moved a few iiiih's down toward

False Cape Horn the next day and from

a rocky point where a colony of tei'us

was nesting we secured a bucketful of

eggs to eat. December '2i Ix^gan with a

light breeze and, as False Cape Horn
was only twenty-five miles av^'ay, we

hoisted anchor at four in the morning

and headed for it. Getting away from

the protection of the small islands, we

could see the dark heavy clouds piling

u]) over the top of Hoste Island behind

us. This was a sure presage of storm.

l)ut our l)reeze freshening, we hoped to

get around the cape l)efore it struck us.

Just before reaching the cape a rain

squall hit us and with it wind. The
sea roughened suddenly, and as we ran

before the squall the boom hnmniered

the waves as they swe|)t ])ast. I-'oi'tu-

nately we W(>re a few miU^s to wind-

ward, and it took l)ut a short time to

swino- round the cape and haul up on

the lee side where the fine anchorage

at r.oi't Bay protected us from the bad

weather. Christmas day began sunnily.

and we went ashore for a couple ef

liours to Avhere an old Indian rancho.

as the wigwam frames are called, wa'^

standing as a reminder of a fast van-

ishing race. Wild celery grew in al)uu-

dance about the site, and mussel sliell^

showed through the rank vegetation

growing everywhere, ^^'e left on the

twenty-sixth for Hermite Island from

which we expected to round the Horn.

Anchoring at the east end and spend-

ing a couple of days there, we took pic-

tures of Cape Horn from the top of

Hermite Island in case our attem])t at

rounding the Horn proved futile.

the next issue of the Journal.



SCENES FROM THE VICINITY OF CAPE HORN
BY ROLLO H. BECK

Duotones from photographs tftkon on tlie Brewstur- Sun ford lOxpi'dition for thi' study of pilagic spciics of birds in tho

.southorn PiwKic. The i-xpcdition rcmaiiu'd one year in thu Cnpo Horn region iind visited reiuotu

ishii>ds whiTo albatrosses, fr.lniars. sli.arwatcrs. niid i>elrels, deserting their homo

on file open sea, re>ort to the hind to nest

BEACHING FISHING BOATS AT MAR DEL PLATA, ARGENTINA

When the fishing boats return with the day's catch, they come into port at full speed and drive up on the beach

as far as possible. They are then drawn still farther out of the water by horses that pull sideways

with a saddle instead of straight ahead with a collar as is customary elsewhere in the world

' Illustrations and te.\t, together with tlie preceding article, copyrighted, I'Jls, by ItoUo H. Beck
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Indian Corn as a World Food

F

15y (' 1. A l," K W I S S L K U

OOn.-Uul I'licl iir.' llic two >ul)jfc-ts iii;i»iii,i: <>f rniiiilii's in -ivjil iiiiiiuit':if

u|i|>t'niitist in llir |iiil)lic mind.

Starviil ion anil nrivnlion have

Inrini:- ami irailr rciUci-> arr reaching;

;i {Miini w liri-r the Jon.L: (•>lai>li>!icil niclli-

ot .MMnc williin \\\r cxiMTimc' of ilir u.l> uf ru.HJ iM-odm-lion and dish'il.ul ion

]U'<n»li' of the Tnitrd Siali- rxrcpt as will no lon-vr Milliiv. The |ia-rs of hi>-

individnal or local calaniilic-. In fad. lorv ami anl l)i-o|)oloL;ical liloralni-f show

we have conif to look upon faniincs as n>o\actlv what will happi'n ifwiMlonot

|trinuti\t' iilimonicna. dne lo

iinjirovidciit and nmlii-cftnl -o-

cjjil at-tivitit's. 'Iduis. when wo

road tliat whole trihe> of l^^-

kiiiio ]u'ri.-lt I'l'oni food sliortaiie

wf >lnMi,i;- onr shoiddcrs and

sav tlial this is dne to their low

Jtatc of cult life, a foim of <'\i>-

tcnce that takes no tlioui^'ht of

tomorrow. \v\. the facts art'

tliat tli(^ Kskinio ha> worked

out a scheme of life that nndei'

normal condit ion> |tro\ iik'- him

with plcnt \ and comfort at all

-eaxins of till' year: it is oidy

when his grou]) ovt? too laru'e

for thi' resources of the coun-

irv in which ]'\o lives that ca-

lamit ie- come, lint such di>as-

ters are not )iecnliar to the

Eskimo : the literature of tlie

American iiati\e. iKirtli and

south, furnishes many e\am-

]i]os of what may he foj-mii-

lated as a ]n-inci|)le. that is.

wlieil a ])eo])le Work out a

metliod <d' -u|)]ioi-tini:- tlii'm-

selvos in a iiiveii locality, they

tend to inerease in nund)ers

iintil a ]»oint is reaehed where

the demand is greater than the

sup])ly. Whene\er lhi> |ioint i~

reached, only the mo-t di'a^tic

efforts <-an prcxent a calamity.

Tlie fuel and fo..d -hortap-

whieh n<»w confi-onts us is a

warnin^f that our ra]iidly ex-

|)andinL:' ]»o|iulation and the

Hitliit>a digging slitk. riili.'. and lioi-. tlio first a heavy ash

pole liaidemd and sliarp.ncd b.v fire, and the rake a deer

antler, or willow slioots cleverl.v bent at the ends to form

teetli

'The illustrations a<-.onil)anving this artiele are from < oni Iw.ii;/ II,.- I,i<ll,n,s -./ //(-• / /«/"'• ^fl'"^'•,l,l

i.y George F. Will and George K. H.vde, published b.v the William Harvey .Miner Co., Ine.. St. Louis,

1917. Mr. Will is energetieally ijropagating many varieties of Indian >orn with a view to their intro-

duetion into the higher latitudes of the United States and Canada. .Samples of the varieties of orn

shown here, together with native farming tools, are on pxlii))ition in the Plains Indian liall
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at oiu-L' .<ct ill iiiDlioii tlic social ma-

chinery to nu't't the new coiHlitions of

the future. In short, food shortage and

ultimate famine are not the cliaraeter-

istics of priniit i\(' life. l)iit (lie rcsiills

of natural laws govcniiiig llic history

of all social groups, liigli or low.

It has h"cn suggcstcMl that we ri'ly

more and more u|)oii cultivatcil f I

plants. One cannot help applauding

the s])ii'it with which our ptM)[)lc rallied

to the lii'lds and gardens last s])ring to

do each his ndte in increasing our dwin-

dling sui'i)lus. I)ut there is also an-

other dii-e(-tion in which great gains

can he made. \\'hen CoUunhus found

America he discovered some new foods

destined to take tlie most important

places in the dietarv of the world. J

sa\- discovercf!, hut in reality, he ])la-

giai'ized or sim])ly appro]n'iate<l them,

for tlie (hscovt-ries had heen made hy

the ancestors of the American Indians

many centuries he fore Columbus was

Ixn-n. When we are reminded that more

than tliirty of the wcn-ld's im])ortant

food ])lants were already in cultivation

here in 14!)"?, we can form some realiza-

tion of our cultural oldigations to the

al)original American race. Of these

foods none take so high a place as In-

dian corn. In addition to being one of

the hest of the world's foods, it is the

one cultivated plant that seems most at

home in oui" country. It is the greatest

cvdtural triumj)li of the American race

and its origination mak<'s a strong-

claim to the higliest place in the world's

great deeds of culture.

It is therefore most tinu'ly that there

are now a]ipearing some excellent books

njjon this important plant. Among
these books is one deserving especial

mention. Corn Aiinnnj flic hiihans of

tJic Up/icr Missouri, which I'cxiews the

I'arly writiiigs u])on the subject and

gives some account of the known va-

rieties of corn cultivated by the Indians

in North and South Dakota. In the

main, this book deals with one tribe.

the ^VFandan.

'i'he Indian trihes of hoth South and

North .\iiierica culti\ated corn in about

every region where it covdd be raised

hv their metho(ls. in other words, corn

occupied ahoiit as large a place in the

culture (d' the Indians as it does in our

own. Long h(d'ore the day of Chris-

topher Colunil)US some Indian genius

hegan to tame the wild ancestor of

maize, a process which was carried ulti-

mately to such a pass that there is still

some doubt as to the identity of the

l)arent plant. Mrtually all the known
varieties of corn also had been devel-

oped liefore 1492. In fact, as corn is

cultivated today on our farms, the

nu'thods used are essentially the same

as those devised by the untutored In-

dians of prehistoric days. It behooves

us then, we who have so thoroughly and

grossly assimilated this great cultural

coi-n-complex, greatly to intensify and

improve upon it, that it may take its

])lace ill the great super-complex of

culture traits that must be evolved

if oiii- ex])a!i(ling ])opulation is to sur-

vive.

The ])rol)!em that confronts us is as

old as num : can we devise new methods

of feeding, clothing, and warming our-

selves that are workable on the scale

required l)y our ever increasing popu-

lation? It is plain that when Colum-

bus landed on these shores many parts

of the continent were supporting as

many Indians as could be maintained

in a seminomadic form of culture. In

other words, the aborigine had al)out

reached the limit of expansion until he

devised new ways of living, for the in-

exorahle law of supply and demand
checked his growth— if too many people

came into existence, there was a famine.

Although wc live under far different

conditions and on a widely divergent

])lane from that of the Indian, we must

give some consideration to the teach-

ings of culture history: that is, there

will come a time when the present

methods of food production and distri-

bution will be inadequate.
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ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL CHURCHES IN THE KREMLIN AT MOSCOW
The chief interest of Moscow is centered in tlie Kremlin, both for its historical associa-

tions and for its churches with their semibarbaric splendor and curious architecture. In one
of these churches all the Russian monarchs since Ivan IV have been crowned, in another they

have been buried. The dusky interiors are adorned with numerous icons of great antiquity,

covered with gems and precious metals. The great Russian Church has reformed and liberal-

ized itself since the Revolution without losing its fervent religious faith and sense of national

solidarity
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Tlic women's biittalion, Pcfrogrnd.— These women soldiers foutjl't galliinlly for tlieir

country last summer at many i>oints on the battle front

Public Health Problems in Russia

\W (' - Iv A. W 1 N S J. O W
Curator of Puhlic Healtli, American JIuseum of Natural History; Professor of Public Health,

Yale University; Member of American Red Cross Mission to Russia

Til !•; Aiiici-iciiii K(m1 Cross Mis-

>i(iii lo IJussiu (Dr. Frank

Billings of Chicago, Chair-

nian) left tho United States at the end

of June to offer aid, on l)elialf of the

American people, in tlic iiiilitai'v and

civilian relief problems itf (nir IJussian

allies. The trip was made by Canadian

Paeiiic steamer to Yokohama, across

Japan by rail, from Tsuruga to Vladi-

vostock by Russian A^olunteer Fleet

steamer, and across the 'I'rans-Siberian

Railroad by the one-time Imperial

train, which had brought the Root party

out and was held for our accommoda-

tion. The dining car on this train was

the one in which the Czar handed his

abdication to the representatives of the

Russian people, four muni lis before.

We found Siberia a beaut il'nl coun-

try and potentially a I'ieli and pros|)er-

ous one, a larger edition of our own

Xorthwest. Russia as ;i wbole was

surprisingly peaceful ami oiderly, con-

sidering the crisis tbroiigb which it used for government bureaus, the pic-

was passing. Police power had virtu- lures of the late royal familv were cov-

ally ceased to exist since the Revolu- ered neatly with brown ])a])er.

niustrations from photographs by the .Author

tion, yet I did not bear anywhere so

miieb as a voice raised in anger. Bread
lines. me;it lines, milk lines, tobacco

lines, ealic-o lines, were to be seen on al-

most every street, and in some of them
the people slept all night upon the

doorstejis oi- the pavement in order to

hold their places for the morning: but
I saw nowhere anything but patience

and courtesy, no single attempt to push
ahead and gain an unfair advantage.

The lack of bitterness or wanton
damage with which tbe Revolution was
consummated struck ns as another evi-

dence of tho self-control and common
.«ensc of the Russian people. The jails

and the secret service archives had been

burnt but otherwise Petrograd and
Moscow were unharmed. Great Cather-

ine's statue on the Xevski had been hal-

lowed to new uses by the simple process

of thrusting the red flag of the Revolu-
tion into her hand alongside the im-
]ierial scepter; and in the palaces, now
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Political control, while we wore in

Pctrograd, wa;^ in the hands of the la.-t

Kerensky cabinet, which was socialist,

as three fourths of l»u.~sia is socialist.

I)iit which stood for a ,i:radiial workiiit:'

out of the socialistic projifani and for

a vigorous prosecution of the war. The

Cadet party, which includes such men
as Miliukoff. T.voft', and othei-s to whom
we have looked in the past as leaders of

liberal Russia, was the chief opposition

partv. demanding a sterner discipline

than Keivnsky deemed attainaldc and

aiming at securing the fruit of the po-

litical revolution with as little disturb-

ance of the social order as i)ossiI)!e. On
the other «ide. criticizing the Kerensky

regime from a precisely opposite stand-

point, as despotic and bourgeois, was

the then smaller minority of the Brd-

sheviki.

Russia had passed through three

years of terrific military strain. She

had had two million men killed and

four million sick and wounded, while

two million and a half more were pris-

oners in the hands of the Central Pow-

ers. Yet she was maintaining an army

of three nnllion on the front last sum-
mer.

I'he medical care of the army was in

the hands of four great relief organiza-

tions, the Sanitary Department of the

Ai'my. the Russian Red Cross, the

Union of Zemstvos. and the Union of

Towns. Wo found those organizations

])rovided with admirable factories and

large stoi-chou.-cs in Potrograd and

.Moscow, and the hospitals and system

of handlinLT the wounded at the front

and behind were, in the main, woi'thy

of high praise. The gigantic scope of

the work is indicated by the fact that

•^()0,()()0 hospital beds had been pro-

vided for the care of sick and wounded

Russian soldiers. The technical staff.

l)oth surgical and sanitary, was of high

grade, and suj^plies wore in general ade-

quate. Some things, however, were lack-

ing and could not be obtained in Rus-

sia.— motor and)ulances, certain serums

and vaccines, certain drugs, rubber

goods and the like. Our first duty

seemed to be to supply these specific

needs : and at our request the four or-

ganizations named above formed a joint

Typical group of Russian soldiers at a Siberian railroad station.— It is these peasant soldiers,

ten million strong, who will determine the ultimate future of Russia
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roiiiiiiittcc l<» iiicct with our fc|t|-c>('n- The rciiioly. ;i> i'\ri\ w hci'c. i> cilucii-

tativcs ;ui<l prcpMrc >|H'*-ilifati()iis of tile tii'ii of the inotlicr in the |)rinci|)U's of

art icio i!io-i urLiviiih needed. AiiAnier- inl'aiil ear.', ami in the larp' eitio e\-

iean l{e(| ('|'o» liure;lll Wil- e-l,dili>lled eel lent I m'l; i U n i ni:> lia \ «' lieell niadeMJonL;

in I'etroLirad willi a -lnreli(iii-e in Mo>- ilii- line. I lia\e ne\er >een anyllnn.L;

i-o\v to deal willi llii'-e need> a> tliey liner I lian I lie I n I'ant W'el fare Sl;il inn ai

should arise; and lln- \\v>\ >lii|>nienl the Moro>o\ llo>pii,il in Moscow nrllie

of supplies un-

der this phin

left .\ineriea 111

.\ui:ii-t la>t.

On the ci-

vilian side, we

found exeellent

departments of

health in ilie

lai'i^er eilie>.

with lahora-

torie- anil sta-

ti.-tieal hureaus

of the most aj)-

proved type

and li'ood oi--

,ii<inizatit)ns for

the control of

com 111 11 nicahic

(liseaso. .\iiri-

t u h e nil I OS i s

work i> not.

howexcr. deVel-

o|»e(l ;i> in Knu-

laiid and Aiiier-

ica. and syste-

matic public

Statue of Great Catherine, on tlie N'evski, with the

red flag of the Revolution placed in her hand along-

side the imperial scepter

.M ll-elllll (d" the

Tal roiKiiie for

M o t ll e r liooil

and ('hildhood

a I l'et!-oi:rad.

.Viler the \\;ir,

howevel'. till'

w ork now lieiii;^

<lulie iiiii-t he

llllllt ipl led a

hiindredrold.

'['lie iiio>t in-

terest i 111:' fea-

ture of public

health work

ill I'us-ia i>

I he sy>tein of

ZelllstMi llli'd-

iciiie which

ha- hroiiLiht the

lllo-illLI- of

inedicjil care to

a larL;c pi'opor-

t ion (d' 1 lie peo-

[ile ihrou^diout

the \ast areas

of I he scattered

rural po])ula-

tion. Tbe repre-

sentative rural

asseml)lie.s have

recognized the

health educa-

tion along mod-
ern lines has

scarcely been

begun.

The greatest health problem of Hus- medical care of the peasant population

sia is infant mortality. Tlie death rate as a fundamental diit\ of the state.

among xouni^ children is enormous. and have provided in nio>t of the prov-

both in cit\' and count r\. one l);d)\ out inces of Knrope;in K'u.-.-ia medical di,—

of everv four dxiiig in the lii'-t year of tricts with -mall lio>pital> (from 4 to

life (as comprired with one in ten in '^O Iteds) which fui-nish free medical

New ^'ork Citv). The rates are high- care to all who come. There are. of

est in tho-e pi-o\inci-- with the piire>t course, even now far too W-w |)hysician-

liiissian itopulation. it is not the lack to care ade<piately for the rural ])oj)u^

of breast feeding which is at fault but lation: but when it i> remembered that

the almost uni\ci-al habit of giving the before the Zemstvos began their work

babv :dl soil- of other foods as well. the peasant never -aw a fpialificMl physi-



Typical Siberian house and peasant cart. — Siberia is a larger edition of our own Northwest, and
is a beautiful and potentially prosperotis country. We found Russia as a whole surprisingly peaceful

and orderly in view of existing conditions

^^l« liUi iirrt

I
irirr

Milk line outside the market in Petrograd.—MUk is particularly needed in Petrograd, the total

supply being only about one tenth of the amount actually required. People sometimes sleep all night

on the pavement in order to hold their places in line

J. ^

This palace was the home of a famous dancer before the Revolution, and later the headquarters of

Lenine, leader of the Bolsheviki
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ciiiii cxfcitt ;U soiiK' otlicial iincsli^a- the direction df school clinics, infant

lion. llic supply of I'vcn one |>liysician wcl fare clinics. tiil)crculosis clinics, and

lo cvcrv ",*.».00(1 population seems a re- the like, the course of historical dcvcl-

niarkahle achievement. opment \\i\< hccn precisely the opposite

It is cni-ions to note that while with in Russiii. There, tlio socialization of

ns |)nhlic health ollii-ials aflei- estahlish- medicine came first and the Zeinstvo

ini: the organization of purely jtrcven- oriianizat ions, orij^inally created for

ti\e and sanitary work are hcLiinnini: me(lical care, are now. in the more

to e\|>and aloni:' more me<lical lines in proLrressi\c provinces. cxpandiiiL:' alon.ij

A Pctrograd prison which was burned and gutted during the Revolution.— E.xcept to the prisons

and the srcrct iircliives. almost no damage was done in this remarkable awat<ening of the people

(rrou|> ot .Miir]L.'<)ii.'iii inu noy- m Manchuria.— llit- co.stiinn' and the pose of thi' .x^iaiic bad men"
strikingly recall old days on our Western Plains, except for the fact that some of these horsemen
li!iv<- f]ii>"i">' as thick as one's arm



Camels in Peking, where members of tlie American Mission spent a few days on the return trip

Flood in the streets of Tientsin. — .Members of the Mission stopped iit Tientsin on tlie way home

and were able to interest the American Red Cross at Washington in the relief problem created by the

recent floods which covered 1.5.000 square miles of territory
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the liiK's of sanit;i(ii)ii and the prcM'ii-

tion of disease.

We foniid iio >tri(lly >anil;wy or

lufdical civilian ])nililcms which wci-c

so urp'iil as to demand aid fnuii Amer-

ica (hii-iiii: the present (•i-i>i-. The

feedini;' of the ])o])ulat ion. ami pai-

ticidarlx' of tlie chihlren. in the larp'

cities will, however. re(|uii'e ener;:etic

efl'ort? if stnrvatiiHi and demoralizing:

disorder are to he avoided dui'iii^ tlie

coining winter. Russia has food enongh

for her needs as a wjiole. hut peasant

hoarding and deficient transpoi-tation

facilities prevent its efTective distrihu-

tion. grille is particularly needed in

Petrograd where tlie us(> of this essen-

tial food for children was limited even

in August to hahies under three, and

where the total supply was only ahout

one tenth of that needed according to

accepted dietary standards.

In connection with this prohkin we
worked in cooperation with the ]\Iin-

istry of Social Help in the preparation

of jtlans for fourteen district feeding-

points in Petrograd with night refuges

for the homeless, 'i'he ^linistry esti-

mated that 100. 00(1 chilfhvn would he

in need of food and oooo al)solutely

destitute. Here, a- in tin- ease of mili-

tary relief, it was the aim of the Amer-
ican licd Cross to supply those things

which could not he ohtained hy the

Russians themselves,— in this case milk.

— and a million pounds of condensed

milk left the United States in Octoher

for the use of the children of Petro-

grad.

Tt is of course possihle—hut not, I

think. ]n-ohahle— that the crisis created

hy the formation of the present Bolshe-

vick government may put an end to the

cooperation between America and Rus-
sia which began last summer with so

much promise. Even the Bolsheviki do
not dare openly to advocate a separate

peace with Germany : but their policies

would be likelv to lead to such a result.

and if K'u-sia shoulil deliiiitely abaiulon

th<' war I he energies of .\iiierica must
perhap> he applied elsewhere. I'etfograd

i> iiiii |{n>-ia. Iin\\r\er. and the \\n]-

>he\iki are imt ihe Kii>-ian people. The
!e;d li'ii»ia is ,-liaken hut not shaltered

hy three \ears of war, disorganized luil

iidl (lemn|-;dized h\- nine month- of

i'e\oliiI ion. In lhe>e Irving dav- we

may rememhei' the h'ii>>ia that hiiilt up

the Zenistvos, the Russia that con-

ducted an almost bloodless rcNohitioii

and maintained a siii'prising degree of

order without legally const itiiti'd au-

thoi-ity during the ensuing iiionth.-, the

Russia that through the Ministries of

Social Help and Education and many
other agencies is planning for a new
and solid future. We may think of the

great mass of the peasantry, conserva-

tive and law^ abiding, who will find

voice for the first time in the Constitu-

ent Assembly this winter, of the great

Russian Church which has reforined

and liberalized itself since the Revolu-

tion without losing its fervent religious

faith and sense of national solidarity,

of the Chevaliers of St. George and the

Battalions of Death, pledged never to

surrender nor to cease fighting until the

(h'l'inan beast is chained, of the women
of liussia who are not only doing more
than their share of the physical labor

and tile thoughtful planning of the new
]\e])uhlic but actually have been fight-

ing her liattles at the front with gal-

lantry and devotion.

Tt is this Russia which looks to Amer-
ica for aid. ^lajor Stanley Washburn
has said that as long as one division

of Russian troops keeps up the fight

against Germany we .should be behind

that division a million strong. If that

continue.- to l)e the spirit of America.

Russia will win through and will come
out of the struggle strong and liberal,

an effective bulwark against Prussian-

ism after the war and a sure guarantee

of peace and justice in the Far East.



VARIATION OF THE COMMON SUNFLOWER H. ANNUUS

A form selected from the group with light-tipped rays, obtained in 1916. The dark color is chestnut-

red. Mrs. McClintock, of the University of Chicago, named it "Halo"
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Sunflower garden at Houlder. wliere the red sunflowers were developed,

hidden among her jdnnts

Mrs. Cockerell is half

The Story of the Red Sunflower

By T. I). A. (' () (• K H 1{ K L L

Professor of Zoology, University of Colorado

Till-',
nrioinal vrd simtlowci' was

r<iiiiiil liy .Mrs. ( 'i)ck('i'cll clo.^c

til i>ur limix' ill IJoiildcr. Colo-

rado. Ainoiiii" many wild sunflowers

i^rowiiii: hy the roadside was a sino;le

individual in wliicii the rays were siif-

fusc'd with ciu'stnut-rcd. It was at

once recojrnized that here was an opjior-

tunity for the ])roduetion of a new lior-

tieultural ty]i('. as well as for seientifie

investigation. The plant was duii' u))

and removed to the uardeii. where it

eontiiuu'd to liloom until the end <d'

the .reason. 'I'lie .-untlower heiiiLi" <iii

annual, and at the same time infertile

with its own pollen, the only p()ssiV)le

way to jireserve the new variety was hy

erossin<r with the more ordinary sorts.

This was done, and in the followini:-

year many plants with reddened ray^

were ]»ro(lnce<l. These could now 1) •

crossed on one another, and a ]ieriiia-

nently red strain olitaiiied. Today the

ri'd sunflower may li<' found in gardens

in Europe and America, and even in

Australia. Xew Zealand, and South

Africa, all the plants heing de.>^cendants

of the single wild s|>orf which a]ipeared

at Boulder in ID 10.

The eiirreiit manuals of h')tany. at

lea.-t ill .\iiierica. pay very little atti'ii-

tioii to \ariat ion. I ii the new edit imi of

Dr. Britton's lUusiralnl Flora descrij)-

tions of varieties have heen omitte(l al-

together. This may he iiece>sary in a

work of such scojh-, wiiere only the

l)riefest outline of the flora is possihle.

Anything like a full treatment of vari-

eties would douhle the size of the vol-

umes, with necessarily a corres])onding

increase in cost. Xevertheless. we must

some day have a work on American
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"LITTLE WONDER"-A RED SUNFLOWER

A pretty vinous form obtained in 1917; named by Mrs. Cockerell. The heads are rather small

and the bases of the rays are a lively lemon-vellow
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l»()t;iii\ trcjitiiii:' tile >ul»jrrt witli that I'ui' tliis cnuiitrv tn ciiiiilnv a iuiml)('r

riillii('» of detail uliicli i> inM iiiicoiii- *){ >l<ill('(l l>(>tiini.-t> io make a iiii-

iiinn ill iiindcni l"'.iirn|icaii lliira>. Only mitc >tiiily of tlic varialiniiv of |ilaiits,

l>\ cloM' altciilidii to tlic |ilu'iioiii('iia of ami set tlicir ohscrvat ions t'ortli in u

\ariation can Uf t'\|)i'(t in iiiKlcrstaml scrirs of dicaii vohinics wliicli would
llic cxolnlioii of jilaiil -|ifiic-. and at >! ininlatc a far wider and moi'e intelli-

i:elil interest ill I lie .-lllijeel.

.\ltlioi|u|i ill ,,||,. sense the hi'eeder

the >anie time lo de\elo|i I ho,-e new

liort ieiili iiral ronii> \\lii<li iiia\ aild so

iiiiieh to the Wealth and heaiit\ i>i' creates lutthiiii;-. vet he does virtiiallv

fanns and «:arilen>. create in the sense that the new eo

We sonietiiiie> lic.ir of the "creai ion" hinations he produces are in efl'eet and
of new kimU of |ilant> hy the hreeder.

The plant hreeder can utilize oidy what

nature pro\ ide>. In the (ir>t in-laiice

he iiiii>t M'nrcli for iiialerial> to -erve

to all practical pui'poses actual novel-

tie.-. 'riii> may he illii>t rated 1)\- the

history ol' the wine-red suidlower. If

we take ravs of the ehestnut-red \aii-

lii> piirpoM'.-. for plants |)ossessin<i; ely and soak Iheiii in acidulate<l alcohol,

the (hai'acter.- he de>ire> to impart we L:ct a solution which is not ehestnut-

|o hi> new li(U't icult iiral roriii>. In Vf^] hut wiiie-red. The va] color is in

the case of the fed -Ullllower.

the variation was so con>pic ;-

ou> and reinarkahle as to ar-

I'est the atti'niion at once: vet

even so. the chances of the

plant heino- saved were rather

sli»;ht. it is perha])s n i exai:-

jieration to >My that a thousand

red sunliower- miL:'ht Moom in

as many American tow n>. w itli-

oiit anyone thinkii\ii' it worth

while to save tiie seed and

carry on hreedinji" experiments.

When we come to valuahle new

varieties of less coii-picuo.is

plant>. such as wheal or oats.

the present chances for isola-

tion and ])reservation are in-

finitesimal. Xot even the pro-

fessional hotatiist is. as a rule,

trained to ohserve minute d'f-

ferenees : lie often actually

prides himself on iirnorin'i

e\crythin.:;" lielow the grade of

a sjK'cies. Yet these small dif-

ferences may carry the poten-

tiality of an increase in yield

>unicient to feed thousands of

people, or of some new form of

heanty to gladden the eyes of

garden lovers in two conti-

nents. Thus it w(uild doul't-

less he a paying ])ropositii>n

Helianthus annuus variety primulinun, the pule yellow

type used in tlie first cross to obtain the winered (variety

rinostm) form. The primrose variety was introduced to

horticulture by Messrs. Sutton and Sons, of England, in

1889, it having occurred as a sport among the ordinary

orange plants a few seasons previously. The plant here

figured is an improved form, with two rows of rays, recall-

ing the star dahlias. Sunflowers witli additional rows of

rays have been known for a long time, however, as is shown
l)y Vandyke (1599-1641) in liis portrait of himself, now in

the collection of the Duke of Westminster
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fact due to a carmine pigment dissolved

in the sap; it appears cliestnut because

on an orange background. Knowing

this, the problem was to get it on to

another background, in order to bring

out the wine-red color. We should

have preferred white, but no white-

rayed sunflowers are known. The near-

est approximation is a very pale yellow,

which we have found as a wild sport,

but which has

also been long

in cultivation.

In England it

is called the

primrose sun-

flower, because

the color is like

that of an Eng-

lish primrose.

Crossing the

full red sun-

flower with the

])rimrose vari-

ety, we got, as

expected, off-

spring like the

red parent.

These were

raised in the

greenhouse dur-

ing the win-

ter, to save a

year, and were

crossed with

one another.

Their offspring

included chestnut-red, plain orange,

primrose, and the expected wine-red,

which is simply red on a primrose

background. All this appeared, not

only as expected, but nearly in the pro-

portions which were deduced on theo-

retical grounds. Thus we had the fol-

lowino-

:

Species-}iybrid Heiianthug annuim (red) x petiolari-n.

the latter being the seed parent. Grown in Boulder in

1917. The n. petiolaris parent was raised from seed

collected in Oklahoma

Chestnut-red
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till' li\lii'i(ls wiili tilt' praiiif simllowrr.

wliirli soiiu' hotaiiisls h;i\c rciiardcd as

a (lisliiicl >|icci('>. Ncmt! licli'>-. cxm
where there is aliuiKhiiil nr ,-iilllrieiiI

fertility, eoinplex ei'osses hreak u|t inl"

a llUlllhel' of (litTerellt t\|ies when

|)i'()|ta_i;'ate(l hy <{'rt\. and are ea|iahle id'

heini:' extraeled pure only after lalmr

exteiidini: (i\('i' M'vei'al years. This is

why apjiles eannot he iiroiiapitcd sue-

eosfully hy seed. althi)U_ii"h the vai-ieties

are readily |>reserved and >|iread

throniih graftin<:'. haldias. which can

he projiagated V('«ii'tatively hy means of

tiihers, ]M)sses8 many constant varieties.

althoii<ih tliese same \arieties would

rarely eoine ti'ue tViun ^cnl. Could we

inereaso the annual >unllower in the

same manner as the daidia. we should

now liave ahout fifty distinct and ree-

o^jnizahlo horticultural forms, any oi-

all of wliich could he ]ilaced on the mar-

ket. Three s])Ocics-liyhrids are illus-

trated, the (innuiis parent hoing in each

ca.-e a red variety. On ])a,<i(> 41 the

I'ight-hand figui'e shows an niniuux x

iirfjoplii/llus cross. //. (irf/oiilii/lliishcnng,

a rohust plant from Texas, remarkahlo

for its white silky pubescence. The
hyhrid shows the silky character dis-

tinctly, and is a vei-y pretty thing. The

//. finnuii.-t X ar(/(i/)li i/lhi>! hyhrid was in-

dependently produced liy Sazyjierow in

Russia, in this case witli the object of

obtaining a plant resistant to rust and

other diseases. 'J^he left-hand figure on

the same ])age rej)resents the cross //.

(in nuns X cucinnerifoUus, the latter

being also a species from Te.xas, but

small and branclied. The IT. nicuineri-

foliu.-t used were cultivated forms. A

.-iniilar cross, except that the (iiiiiiiiis

u>ri\ was not I'cd. had heeii made |)i'evi-

"Misly in I'lurope. //.iiiniilils iirlialn-

ris. new in lit 1 ;. j^ shown on page |(i.

It i> a heanl iful plant, nnidi hrandieil

and with niiuhTiui- licad>. Il remains
ill lull llowcr later than the common
>unllow I'r.

The remaining figures show dill'ercin

variations of the //. (iinniiis t \ pe. -onic

peculiar for the foi-ni of the ra\>. oihci-s

foi- the color and markings. Marking
factors, which control the distribution

of the colors, are iii(le])endent of the

color factors, and may be inherited

thi'ough plants which have no i-ed in

the rays at all. Thus, although //.

petiolaris is without red, it has a \cv\

distinct pattei'u or marking factor.

which appears in the hybrids with the

red annuiis as a red ring at the bases

of the rays.

Sunflowers are eulti\atei| very easily,

aiul anyone may experiment with them.

When carrying on breeding experi-

ments, it is necessary to jjut bags on

the flower heads before tlic flowers

o})en. and carry tlie pollen to the flow-

ers by hand, repeating the operation

several times on each head. If this is

not done, bees bring ])ollen to the flow-

ers, and it is impossible to tell which

varieties the pollen parents belong to.

In Colorado, at least, we find it neces-

sary to bag the heads at the seeding

stage also, to protect them from the

birds.

All the work in breeding suntlow'ers

ha> been done by my wife, who has de-

voted her summers to it for a numbei-

of years past.



Nature's Magic

REDISCOVEHV UF A KEMAHKAHLE Wool). FIKST KNOWN IN THE SIX-

TEENTH CENTL'RV. WHICH PRODUCES WITH WATER A BEAUTIFUL
OPALESCENCE NOT YET EXPLAINED BY SCIENCE '

]W W I L L I A M E. S A F F O R D
Ecoiioniic Botanist. United States Department of Agrievili ure

IN
a velhuii cdxcrctl Ixiok pi'intcd in

Seville in 1")T4 tlici'c is an account

of a strange wood which liad the

effect of imparting to water a blue

color. This wood was carried to p]u-

rope from Xew Spain in great quanti-

ties, and it was supposed to be efficacious

for certain diseases of the kidneys and'

liver. So great was the demand for it

that it was often counterfeited, and

many kinds of wood were offered foi'

sale under its name; but the attempted

fraud could be detected easily, for, as

the author warns the public, the wood

must make the water blue, and "if it

does not make it blue it is not the true

kind ; for they are now bringing a wood

that makes the water yellow, and this is

not the one wdiich is efficacious, but that

which makes the water 1)lue ; for the

kind tliat will make it Muc is the true

wood.""-

A wood possessing such rare qualities

could not fail to attract the attention

of the world and induce scientific re-

search as to the source of its mysterious

powers. There was, however, consid-

erable confusion regarding the identity

of J\()nuiii nephritinini. as this wood

was called in Europe, and its true ori-

gin remained unknow^n for centuries.

Pieces carried to Spain were apparently

taken from large trees, yet Francisco

Hernandez, who was sent by Philip 11

to study the resources of Mexico, antl

who returned about the time the above

account was published, was able to

obtain specimens of only a small tree

- Monardes, Histor'm nicdicmal de las cosas que

se traen de nuestras Indias Occidentales que sirven

en medicina, pp. 24. 58a. 59; 1574.

or shrid). called by the Aztecs coatl or

codUi (snake water). He described

this as having pinnately compound
]ea\t's like those of a chick-pea, but

smaller, and spikes of small longish

flowers: but he gave no illustration of

it. His somewhat confused account

was translated into Spanish from the

Latin in Kilo by Fray Francisco Xime-
ncz. who. Iiowcvcr. did nothing to clear

\\\) its vagueness.

About thirty years later a celelu'ated

German Jesuit living in Home had his

attention called to the peculiar qualities

of this wood on being presented with a

cup made of it by the procurator of the

Society of Jesus of Mexico. This eu])

he afterward sent to his Sacred Maj-

esty, the Emperor, as something rare

and little known. In his account pub-

lished in 1646'^ he described cups made
from the wood, the source of which was
unknown to him, stating that they

turned the water not only blue but all

kinds of colors. He says

:

"The wood of the tree thus described,

when made into a cup, tinges water

when poured into it at first a deep blue,

the color of a Bugioss flower ; and the

longer the water stands in it the deeper

the color it assumes. If then the water

is poured into a glass globe and held

against the light, no vestige of the blue

water will be seen, but it will appear to

observers like pure clean spring water,

limpid and clear. But if you move this

glass phial toward a more shady place

the liquid will assume a most delight-

ful greenness, and if to a still more

Kerelierius. Athanasiiis, Ar.s Mnr/nn Liicig el

Umbrai'. ji. 77. 1646.

1 Publislied with the permission of the Secretary of Agriculture

4S



f\nirtety of the Smilhsoitian Institution

CUP CARVED FROM THE WOOD OF THE NARRA TREE

A inysteriouB chemical property which resides in this cup made from the wood of the Philippine Lignum
iiephrificiim or narra transforms water into a liquid of the deepest blue, and this, when held against the light

(as in the flask), shines with opalescent hues of fiery yellow, bright red, glowing purple, and sea green; in the

rays of an arc light the liquid may shine with a blue light of sufScient intensity to illumine the faces of those

standing near by. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries these cups were gifts for emperors and kings, and

marvelous cures were attributed to the water allowed to stand in them. The phenomena have been the subject

of many researches by famous chemiBts and physicists, yet even today the mystery is unsolved





( ,,,n-ti-M!/ of thr SiiiilliMuiiiiiit 1 iixl it til ion

INFUSIONS OF THE MAGIC WOOD OF MEXICO

A section (lower corner) of the niaj^ic wood (En-imhardtia ,.oUMa,-hi,a) shows dark

hcartwood surrounded bv white sapwood. The four tubes contain water with a few chips of

the magic wood at the bottom of each. The colors from left to right are light greenish yel

low light opalescent blue, dark peacock blue, and brilliant orange yellow. The white sapwood

is in the smaller phials. It tinges water only slightly at first, but when left over night, the

infusion becomes a greenish yellow and glows with a decided fluore.scence. Chips of the heart

wood are in the large phials. They tinge water deep orange yellow which, held in front ot a

dark background, displays beautiful i)eacock colors

-lit
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shady place, a reddish color; and thus

it will change color in a marvelous way
according to the nature of its hack-

ground. In the dark, however, or in an

opaque vase, it will once more assume

its blue color.'"'

Although he says frankly that he

does not understand the phenomena,

the learned philosopher, true to his

boast that there was no problem in na-

ture he could not solve, ends by assert-

ing that his experiments have shown

him the cause, which he will later pub-

lish. This, however, he never did.

]^ot long after, another such cup was

described by a botanist ^ who received it

under the name palum indianum. This

ingeniously made cup, almost a span in

diameter and of uncommon beauty,

resulting from the variegated lines

adorning it, was accompanied by saw-

dust or shavings of the same wood, of a

reddish color and of no manifest taste.

When water was poured into the cup

and the sawdust macerated in it, the

water in a short time became tinged

with blue and yellow, and when held up

against the light displayed beautiful

opalescent hues, giving forth reflections

of fiery yellow, bright red, glowing pur-

ple, and sea green, wonderful to behold.

After quoting from the earliest account

of lignum neplirHicum, the author

notes that the great botanist C^sal-

pinius believed the wood to be a species

of ash.

It was not until 1663 that the color

phenomena exhibited by the extract of

lignum nephriticum were first investi-

gated in a truly scientific manner. ^

The account given mentions all phases

of the fluorescence, as well as the me-

dicinal properties claimed for the in-

fusion. The author calls attention to

the fact that the wood described by the

' Bauhin. .Johan. Historio Planfarum, 1650.

- Hon. Robert Boyle, Experiments and Con-
siderations Touching Colours, p. 203, 1664, a

Latin translation of which (1667), and also a

summary of the results of Boyle's studies in Rich-

ard Boulton's edition of Boyle's works (1700), are

in the library of the Surgeon General of the Army
at Washington.

learned Jesuit previoush^ cited was
called "white Mexican wood," whereas

that used in his experiments was of a

darker color. He does not find exactly

the same variations in color as those

named by the Jesuit, but owns that a

greater variety appeared when the in-

fusion was held in a partly darkened

room than when placed in full light.

He discovered also that if spirits of

vinegar were dropped into the liquid it

lost its blue color, but not its yellow,

and that the addition of salts of tartar

would restore the blue.

Many writers sought to identify the

wood in the centuries following its dis-

covery, but the results obtained were

very conflicting. Experiments with a

piece of wood labeled "cuatl" in the

Mexican exhibit at the Paris Exposi-

tion led to the belief that the lignum

nephriticum of early writers was Eijsen-

hardtia amorplioides. It was assumed

that l)oth the wood of the white cup

which yielded an infusion colorless as

spring water, and that of the reddish

cup made of palum indianum. were

identical with the dark-colored wood
used in the scientific experiments just

mentioned. This would mean that the

great logs described as "larger than

very large trees" were those of Eysen-

hardtia— an erroneous conclusion, since

it is certain that this genus includes

only shrubs and very small trees. On
the other hand, after an equally ex-

haustive research, one author confi-

dently asserted^ that the source of the

magic wood was not Eysenhardtia at

all but a j\Iexican tree belonging to the

genus Pterocarpus. If the statement

regarding the great size of logs of this

wood conflicts with the possibility of its

l)eing identified with an Eysenhardtia,

so does the description of its small pin-

nately compound or rue-like leaves pre-

clude the possibility that the plant

described could be a Pterocarpus. in

" See Moller, Hans-.Iacob. Lipnum nephriticum.

Berichte der Deutschen Pharmaz. Gesellsch. 23:88-
154. Copenhagen. 1913.



< i,,irt,sii ,,f III, SniiHisuiniiii I list It „t imi

LEAF AND FRUIT OF THE MAGIC WOOD FROM LUZON

Tills species ol' li</uiim m/iliril irii in is a larsc forest tree with droopiiiK braiiclu's,

and trunk often i)rovided with broad buttresses. The leaves, from eight to ten inches long,

are composed of from five to nine usually alternate leaflets averaging three inches in length

and two inches in width. The flowers are yellow. A membranous wing surrounds the large

one-seeded pod

51
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whirli the leaflets are not in the least

like those mentioned by this investi-

gator.

The explanation of these ineongrui-

ties is qnite simple. Beyond donl)t, two

distinet woods have been called Ugiiiim

nephriticum: the diminntive Et/seit-

hardtia poJystachya and Rtcrocarpus

indicus, a giant tree of the Philippine

Archipelago and adjacent islands. The

first of these agrees perfectly with the

description of a plant with tiny leaflets

and spikes of small longish flowers,

while the second conforms to the ac-

count of the great logs larger than very

large trees. Moreover, the wood of

Eysenhardtia is so very like lignuni-

vitffi that Dragendorff,^ in the absence

of leaves and flowers, may well be ex-

cused for referring it to a species of

that tree; and, judging from its color

and texture, it seems very certain that

it was the wood with which the first

scientific experiments were performed.

Both the red palum indianmii and the

white wood from which the famous

Jesuit's cup was made may be included

in the second species, for all accounts

agree that of its wood there are two

varieties, one pale-colored, the other

reddish. In the Philippines, where the

tree is commonly called narra or naga.

the pale variety, which yields a fluores-

cence in a very marked manner, is

called "female" and the red variety,

possessing this characteristic in a less

degree, is called "male" narra.

In connection with his work on the

economic botany of Mexico, the writer

has for years been seeking the source of

lignum nepliriticum. Among other

woods examined for the blue fluores-

cence characterizing this w^re specimens

of branches of Ej/.^enha rdtia polystachya

collected by him in 190T in the vicinity

of Aguascalientes, the infusion of

which gave no evidence of fluorescence

in ordinary sunlight. From this fact

and from the circumstance that all

samples seen were either of shrubs or

1 Dragendorff. Hril ,,fl,()iz<'n (p. 345). 1898.

trees too small to yield wood for the

manufacture of bowls or cups, the writer

was inclined to agree with the opinion

that Eysenhardtia must be discarded as

a possible source of the magic wood. ]n

July, 1914, however, specimens of a

medicinal wood from Mexico were re-

ceived for identification, accompanied

by herbarium material from the same

tree. This proved to be Eysenhardtia

polystachya, known by the modern
Mexicans in many localities as palo

dulce, or "sweet wood." Its collector

had not noticed anything peculiar about

the color of its infusion, but dwelt upon
its efficacy as a cure for certain diseases

of fowls. The wood was a section of a

tree trunk, which, when deprived of its

Itark, was 7 cm. in diameter. Unlike

all other specimens of this wood seen

l)y the writer, it consisted chiefly of

dense straight-grained dark brown

heartwood, very much like lignum-vita:;

in appearance, surrounded by a ring of

brownish white sapwood from 5 to 8

mm. thick.

A few small chips of the heartwood

in ordinary tap water tinged the latter

a golden yellow, which soon deepened to

orange and appeared like amber when

held between the eye and the window.

When the glass was held against a dark

background the liquid glowed with a

beautiful peacock fluorescence very

much like that seen in quinine. Placed

partly in a sunbeam, half of the liquid

appeared yellow and the other half

blue ; and when the sunlight was

focused upon it by the lens of a com-

mon reading glass, the vial seemed to

be filled with radiant gold penetrated

l)y a shaft of pure cobalt.

There was no longer any doubt as to

the identity of the wood. This could be

only the Mexican lignum nephriticum

of previous experiments, and it was un-

doubtedly the wood of Eysenhardtia

polystachya. a tree with small pinnately

compound leaves and with spikes of

small flowers which, although originally

white, had turned velloAvish in drying.



\ A rr /:/:'.< magic :»:?

corn'spiimliiiL; well wiili I Ici-n.-iiidc/.'s Tlmt the ciips ilfx-rilicd hv cjirlv

<lrscri|ili<i|) (if ihr mull of ||||. A/lco. Wilier- cunld iKtl |i;i\|. Keen lii.lilc fl-DIM

Chips of the sapwood tiiij^^cd tnp I lie diirk-colon-d wood used in llu' laicr

water oidy sliiilitly at lirsl. hut when sticiitilic cxiioi-iiiiciits is cv iilciit : and.

Ifft ovci' iiiiilit the inrii>inn divpciicil |ci iiiorco\cr. a -(.iich ihruii-huiii Mexico
a liTcciiisli ycUow and ,<ilo\vcd with a do- has I'aih'il to reveal even a liadition of

cideil llnoreseenee. With «1istilled water sneh cups. In a histor\ of i hr IMiilip-

iicilhcr the sapwood nor ihc h<'ar(wood |.iiic>. however, wrilleii in 1 i
.')

I . hut re-

|iro(hieed tluoreseeiice a.- >een hv ordi- iiiaiiiiiiii ii iipiihl i-hed iiiilil IMfj. a

narv siinlii^ht : hut thi> |»henoinenon dexriptioii is iiivcn id' >iiiiihir cups

was distinctly visihh' when lhe>e infn- hkkIc in >oiiiherii Luzon, and these are

sioiis were held in the ullra-\ioleI rav> idenlilied hy the author with the loni:

><( a lluoroceiice hiiiip: and it was also souii'ht for cups so popular in Spain in

di>plavei| in ordinary dayli,-iht. when a t he si \teeiil h aihl >e\ eiiteeiith ceiil llrie^.

-mall amount <d' earhonate of sodium Thex were made frniii the wood of the

or oiher alkali was added to infusions mirrfi or lunia { l'/t'rn,nr/iii^ im/iciis). a

of ihe woo(] in distilled water, liy hoil- niaiil livi' of the l'liili|ipine forest.-.

\\\'j: chips in taji water for several hours. 'I'li,. history .d' these cups i- closely as-

a deep amlier-coloi'ed extract was oh- soeiatecl witli the .lesiiits. who con-

tained, not unlike Afadeira wine in eerned theiuselve- wlieivwr llu'v went
colnr. When this extraet was placed not onlv with iiiakin.i:- convert- hut with

hcfore a window it ai)pGare(l to be out- inve-t ipitioii- in maiiv held- oi' re-

lined hy a deep hhie marginal ring, and search. Father ('aiiiellu-^ (George
when held away from the light, or when Joseph Kamel ). whose name is immor-
rhe light fell upon it ohlicpiely, the talized in the lovely rV////r'///V/. deserihe.l

fluorescence of the liquid gave it an thetrecMind its wood in Kill ami called

opalescence not unlike that of certain attention to the sea-hhie color of its

mineral oils. A drop of the extract in a in fusion. 2 Father Delgado tells of cups
glass of water caused the whole glass to ,,iade of it in southern Luzon and iden-

glow with fluorescence when held in the fifies them witli similar cups wliich he
rays of the sun adinitte(l through a hole had seen at Cadiz when a child, ahout
in a screen. By ordinary electric light the year Kdd. .\fter descrihing the

the infusion failed to show the phcnom- |„,ards made from the truid< of the

ena : hut when held in the rays of an tree, so wide that a single one ''sutflceth

arc light the liquid shone with an in- f(„- making a door or a tahle." and
teii-e hlue light which illumine(l the pi-ai>iii-- the diirahility of the wood, he

faces of tho.>;e .standing near hy. speaks of its medicinal virtues and adds
The genus Eysenluirdtia is conliiied that the cups are much esteemed in

to .\merica. Its range extends fn.ni Fur<.|ie where thev are rejrarded as a

Texa- and .\rizona on the north to gi ft wortliN' of a prince.

riuateiiiahi on the south. On the ele- 'pi,,. ,.,ips were indeed presented to

vated plateau of northern ]\Iexico it prince-. an<l there can he hut litth'

usually grows as a shrub about two doubt that those alrea<ly mentioneil

meters high, in southern Mexico as a were of riiilippine and not (d' Mexican
tree from six to eight meters high. origin : f<M' it must he remembered that

yielding wood which is valuable for

cabinet purposes.^
' It is probably this wood wliich Pa<lr.> B.-iiiab- •'•• Uf'scr. Fru.t. & Arb. Luzonis ad Jac. Petive-

Cobo. in hi<; HiMlorw d,-l .V//, ro Miiiulo (16.'j3).df riiim. Pharmac. Londinens. missae, anno 1701. in

s.ribed as the nrhol dr la iiimortalulnd : and. as the Kaiius. .loan.. Ilixt. PIntil.. vol. 3, append, p. 79.

wood resembles li(;niimvita'. it is possible that the 1704.

latter siiggested the name wliieli Cobo applied to il Delgado. .1. .1.. Ifiil. inii. di- tim IMaK dil

and led toils ineorreet ideiitifii-.-ition by I)rai;eiid(ir(T. I'miirtitf, lltiinailiix I'illiiiiiim. p. 41.^. 1><92.

- hitcnum ex siil)fiisfo rnfescens. a(|uam in qua
maceratur colore inticiens cymatili. Camellus. G.
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long after the discovery of America the

only means of communication between

the Philippines and Spain was by way
of Mexico, and many products of the

"Indies" attributed to New Spain were

really of Philippine or East Indian

origin. The lignum nephriticuni of

Mexico and that of the Philippines, al-

though very different in grain and

color, yield fluorescent infusions and

extracts so closely similar that they can

scarcely be distinguished. The Mexican

wood resembles lignum-vitae, the Philip-

pine is somewhat like Spanish cedar or

teak. The heartwood of the former,

which is extremely compact and heavily

lignified,is impregnated with a peculiar

substance which can be called neither a

resin nor a gum. Since this substance

is not found in the wood of the Ptero-

carpus, it will be seen that it is not the

cause of the fluorescence, which exists

almost equally in the two woods. More-

over, the resin-like matter is insoluble

in water, while that which causes the

fluorescence is freely soluble even in

cold water. Neither does this mys-

terious power reside in the red bodies

which give color to the Pterocarpus

wood.

The fact remains, therefore, that not-

withstanding all the painstaking re-

search which lignum nephriticum has

induced, the most interesting prob-

lem regarding it is yet unsolved—the

nature of the substance which causes

the beautiful color phenomena produced

by the wood. Eenowned throughout

Europe in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries for its medicinal prop-

erties, as well as for this wonderful

fluorescent quality, the magic woods

have been traced to their homes in the

Philippines and in Mexico and fully

identified, in spite of confusing and

conflicting evidence as to their identity.

But that which the learned Jesuit two

hundred and seventy years ago prom-

ised to reveal has continued to elude all

investigators down to the present time.

Courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution

The sweetly aromatic Mexican lignum nephriticum (Eysenhardtia polystachya) sometimes

occurs as a stunted bush with very small leaflets, sometimes as a spreading shrub with straight

stem and recurved branches, and sometimes as a slender tree. The small, white, fragrant

flowers turn yellow in drying



Game Farming for Pleasure or Profit

i;> II !•: \i I'. !•: i; t k. .i o w

of 'I'lic National Assoi-ialioti nf AiiiIiiIkiii Sociclii's

Dri.'INd th<- \:\M ['v\\ \c;ir> ii

I

i-i'm;irk;ililf t idc of inlcri'sl ii)

till' siihjrcl of ^aiiic faniiini;'

has arisen all ovci' the count rv. .lust

previous to this was a period of experi-

nieiitatioi). ami of skepticism on tlu'

j)ai't of many as to tlu' practicability

of the work— eoniparahle to a similar

period in the history of a\iati()n. Now
that -uccessful d(iiioii>i lai ion has been

maiK' by many persons, pune-farniing

enterjiriscs are >tartinj2: up all over tbe

I'nitcd States and Canada. While ef-

forts with some s})eeies oi' game are still

in tlie experimental stage, enough suc-

cess has been attained with various iin-

ptn-tant species to make proi)agation of

game i-learly worth while.

Aside from any financial profit,

there is a distinct fascination which

leads many to nndertake such work.

There is a widespread interest in wild

birds, an enjoyment of their very pres-

ence, especially of kinds of any consid-

erable size or which have become scarce.

The hunting instinct, of pursuit and

ac(ptisition. is also very keen in many
jieople. Actually to be able to produce

charming wild bird life. es])ecially such

as is connected by association with ex-

hilarating sports afield, to watch the

birds grow up. to ha\e them thus read-

ily accessible in the open, with superior

opportunity to study aiul observe wild

traits, are most enjoyable.

The ])ropagation of wild game is des-

tined, furthermore, to become one of

the most important factors in saving

and restoring valuable species which

the growth of "civilization" inevitably

would render extinct. It is most impor-

tant that legislation should enconrage

and promote the pro|)agation of game,

not obstruct it. We are just emerging

from a period when pi-ogress clearly has

been I'ctarded by Well-meant but short-

sighted ell'orts to sav(! it. A hiinler

pays a dollai- for a lieensi! and kills,

say. a hundred liirds. it has been law-

ful to ha\e many dead ones, but a crime

to be caught with one alive and un-

wounded I i)\\v domestic )»oullry was

originally a wild species— very wild—
with restricted range. Thanks to

"'game farming" it is now the most

al)undant and useful species on earth.

Had it been protected"" as wc have

been i)ro1ecting our game, there prol)-

ably would not be one left on earth to-

day. European countries are far ahead

of us in these matters. It is estimated,

for instance, that the pheasant popu-

lation of England is double that of the

human, the result of just a few decades

of broadminded legislation, allowing

])eople to hold, breed, and sell game
that they had raised. Happily, we are

emerging rapidly as a nation from our

recent darkness, and slate aftei- state is

])assing more liberal laws.

The pro])agation of wild game re-

quires careful attention to details, espe-

cially to matters of sanitation, as wild

species are very susceptible to diseases

of uncleanliness. No one is cpialified to

undertake it who has not a deep inter-

est in the birds themselves. Always

begin on a small scale, and learn the

technique by first-hand experience. It

would be tbe height of folly to lay out

])lans on ])aper and plunge into any

great game-farm ])roject. (Jame f;irm-

ing had l)etter begin as an adjunct to

other diversified farming, and make a

gradual and healthy increase.

In making a beginning it is usual to

start with a few ring-necked pheasants

for a '*try-oiit."' '^Phese are easily ob-

tained, are hardy, less liable to disease

than Mime, ami ev(»rv <l(\iler can fur-
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nish booklets sliowing liow

to proceed. Further, pheas-

ant raising is considered

the most lucrative branch

of game breeding at pres-

ent, even thongli many are

going into it. Tlie birds

are light eaters, of good
size, very prolific, and both

birds and eggs Ijring ex-

cellent prices, with wide

demand for them. The
common ring-necked pheas-

ant is the best all-round

species for market and for

stocking game preserves.

Many other kinds are

reared also, more particu-

larly for ornamental pur-

poses, being rather less

bringing fancy prices. Of these the

best known are the golden, silver, Man-
churian, Eeeves', and Lady Amherst's

pheasants. Beginners had better learn

with ring-necks before trying these.

The breeding and rearing of quails

of several kinds, now has been made en-

tirely practica]>le, although the com-

niercial side has not l)een thorouj^hlv

Ring-necked pheasants, being easily oV)tained, hardy, and
less liable to disease than other wild fowl, are usually chosen by

the beginner in wild game farming. This flock is on the farm

of .John Hevwood, Gardner, Massachusetts

hardy, but

the iiuai

The California quail (note that tlie b:ood is under the care

of a bantam hen) is a beautiful bird with a glossy black plume-
like crest. It takes kindly to civilization, and the young are de-

lightful to handle. The brood liere sliown was raised at the

Experiment Station, Amston, Connecticut

worked out. Young (piails arc delight-

ful to handle, and the actual rearing

of them on a small scale is considered

by some to be more easily accomplished

than the rearing of even pheasants, as

they stay with the hen and run with

her for shelter to the coop during show-

ers, whereas the young pheasants often

merely squat in the grass, and, further,

-tay better in one locality

when grown ujx The stock

in confinement, however,

cannot l)e crowded as

much as pheasants with-

out danger from epidemic

iliseases. Also finer wire,

which at present is very

costly, is required for (juail

])cns.

To rai.<c })heasants. we
may l)egin in either of two

ways. We may buy eggs

from a game farm and set

tlicni under hens, or we
may l)uy. in late fall or

early winter, adult l)reed-

iiig stock, usually one male
to four or five females. If

the second method is fol-

lowed, the pheasants, with

wings clipped, should be

kept in a wire enclosure,



GAMi-: fal'Mim; i-oi: rLi:.\sn:i-: on rnoirr a i

sheltered on north and wi'st. and eon-

tainino; simple hoard and Itrush shelters

under winch the hirds can taki' refui^e

from storms. Outdoor eohl does not

trouhle them when thus eared for.

Ahout the middle of Mareh thev should

ho removed to hreediiiii (iiiariris. j-'or

those a separate

small enelosure

should he ])ro-

vided for each

hreeding unit of a

eoek and four nr

live hens. Each of

these pens should

he ahout fourteen

feet square, hot-

tondess and \\ov\-

ahle. with two-

inch mesh wire, hut

boarded up two

feet from the

jrround. There

should he board

shelters from

storm, and brush

heaps under which

nests may be concealed. ]*heasants are

fed mostly on ordinary small fjrain, such

as "scratch-feed,"' and any convenient

"green-stuff,"" with a little rich laying-

mash in spring. In northern districtslay-

ing begins about the middle of April.

The young when first hatched must

he kept carefully shut in with the hen,

or they will escape and get lost. After

one day, hen and l^rood are removed to

a fresh coop, fed and confined for aur

other day. then for two days allowed to

run out through slats into a very small

yard. After this they are allowed to

run at will, the hen l)eing shut in the

coop when there are a nund)er of other

broods, to prevent mi.xing and fighting

of hen mothers: Otherwise the luii

could range with them. By this time

they know the call of the hen and stay

with her. ('oo]>s had liettcr be from

fifty to sixty feet a])art, in a grassy

field or pasture. There need be no

fence if cats, doirs. and vermin do uot

Mltack ihrin. i'reliniinai-y lra|)pingof

\cnnin i> iiiipori.int. l-'or any consid-

eraltle game farming, iiowevt'r. it is

l)ettcr to have at least two fields sur-

rounded by wire fences, sevi'U or eight

i'eet high, over wiiich animals will not

jump, and over which the young sel-

Tlit' >)luisli gray scaled quail (note its conspicuous white-tipped crest)

lias been bred and wintered in northern Connecticut by Senator McLean,

wliereas it is native to a wanner lionie in the southwestern United States

and in Mexico

I'liiliil Slater Senator George P. McLean, who
is the man that introduced before Congress the

Weeks-McLean Migratory Bird Law passed in

1913, lias raised ruffed grouse on his estate at

.'^inisbury, Connecticut
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dom try to fly until they are well

grown^ when they learn the way back

anrl forth, getting range and natural

food outside, but returning to the en-

closure at feeding time. When fully

fledged they can be caught readily in

traps and disposed of as desired.

(Quails are managed in the same gi'U-

('i"il way as pheasants, with modifica-

tions due to the fact that the species is

monogamous. The common bobwhite

breeds best Avhen separated arbitrarily

into pairs, a1)out the first of April, and

each pair placed in a small, separate

enclosure about eight by four feet in

size, with a thick brush liea|) at each

end and a little l)oard shelter for

storms. Each hen usually lays from

twenty to forty eggs a season, some-

times more. She will seldom incubate

her own eggs in captivity, and it is best

to rear The young with bantams. The
eggs ai'e so small and fragile that large

hens would surely crush them. For the

first week after the hatching treat the

young quails like pheasants, then re-

lease the hen and let bei- roam with the

brood, as they are by that time strong

enough to follow.

Other kinds of (|uail which can be

raised are the California, Gambel's,

scaled or "blue." and mountain species.

All l)ut the last are southern forms. Init

all ean stand cold under restraint, cer-

tainly when fed and sheltered froin

storms, and ])robably. with some care.

could be aecliiiiated U) conditions of

medium severity, as scaled quails from

^Mexico ha\e been bred and wintered

free in northern Connecticut, by United

States Senator (icorge 1'. ^rclA'an.—

altlioiii^li one storm took lieavv toll of

M,ill;inl .•--sl):iti-liini.'at('l(.vt- Villi,v( 'lull, im-.iv Vi-i-l>;iiik. Xeu V(irk

them. Of the scaled and mountain
quails the sexes resemble each other

and cannot with certainty be segre-

gated, but fortunately all these four

species breed when put together, each

kind by itself, in a larger enclosure.

The common partridge or ruffed

grouse, which is very hardy and might

be supposed to be one of the easiest to

breed, is in reality one of the most dif-

ficult, owing to peculiar traits, espe-

cially the pugnacity of the male, "^riiey

are raised in confinement in small num-
bers, but it requires a separate large

wire enclosure for each pair, making
the cost prohibitive as a business propo-

sition. Experiments, however, are un-

der way, and some solution may yet be

found. There are other kinds of grouse

yet to be made sid)jects of careful study,

notably the "prairie chickens" of the

West. Likewise there is an extensivi-

field with many foreign species of galli-

naceous birds.

Our native wild turkey is beginning

to be bred successfully under restraint.

This undertaking requires a consider-

al)le tract of field and woodland en-

closed with high wire fencing. Like

the domestic variety, the wild form is

sensitive to diseases of captivity, and

the young have to be managed very

carefully. ^lost of the stock sold as

"wild"" turkeys are only domestic ones

or crosses. 'i'lie domestic bird has a

white or light buft'y tip to the tail and

the same light edging to the feathers

of the rump, whereas these correspond-

ing feathers of the true eastern form

WW dark' rustv In'ownand reddish Itrown

or maroon i-es])ectively.

TJie l)ree(ling of wild waterfowl is a

most fascinating ])ui'suit.

esi)ecially the breeding of

wild ducks, and also of

some geese and swans.

The main re(iuisite is a

small ]iond. ])ref!'ral)ly

marshy. An acre or two

is an ideal size, although

for fewer birds one mucli
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Lunrh time on tlic V. H. l)\isette R;iiiili :il H;ul Anc .\liiliii;.in. wliirli calls togetluT a throng

of two thousand wild milliards cagor to be frd. The mallard, liy tar llic easiest duek to raise, has

berome very i>roliHc tlirouirli loiic breeding in captivitx

>lli;lllcr will (l>i. This >ll()lll(l l)c ell- illL:|-c;ll llll llllir|->. 'I'ln'oiiull lollLl' lil'crd-

elosi'd with a wire I'eiice f^ix or scncm iiii: in i;i|)ti\ity ii lia.s becoiuo very pro-

ft'i't liiiili. oiic-iiicli iiK'sli at the l)ott(Mii lilic and in tlii> I'cspcct it is in a ehiss

for alxMll llircc feet ll|). the ivst oi'ili- hy itself. The Icmlelley of long" eoii-

nary poultry .size. An ecpial area of liiicinciil is to iiiei-ease the size of the

land should l)e enclosed with the piniil. hii-d aii<l lcs>cn the power of flight,

preferalily luaivh. swamp, and Held. and in huyiim stock one must he on his

with plenty of rank ii'i'owth to hide ;iuai'd. if he desires to li;i\c true wild

nests. The mallard is hy far theeasie.-l ducks and not domestic fowl,

to raise, anil is lu'odnccd (in i:anic rarm> The wood duck, our mo>t hrautiful

tiiven u suiuli pond surrouiidi-d bi uii egiiiil urea ol uiaisli.v land Lawns a "anU growlli lo liid.

the nests, the breeding of wild dneks will be found not only a profitable but a very faseinnting pur-

suit. This band of vounsr e;invasbarks was raised in Manitob.-i liy Herbert K. .lob
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wild native waterfowl, is a charming

species to breed. Although not prolific

like the mallard, it will breed every

year, and produce two layings if prop-

erly managed. As with other wild

ducks in captivity, to hold them in open

enclosures for breeding the stock should

be pinioned. This species in the wild

state nests in hollow trees, but in cap-

tivity uses nesting-boxes on posts, with

a cleated board walk leading up to the

five-inch hole in the side. Small nail

kegs answer very Avell, or any ordinary

box. The posts are set out in shallow

water preferably, or else on shore amid
shelter of shrubbery. When the laying

is complete, the eggs should be taken

at once and hatched under a common
hen, one of fairly light weight being

best. The duck will probably lay an-

other set, which she may be allowed to

hatch and raise, provided the pond is

free from large fish, frogs, turtles, or

snakes, and there are not many other

ducks. Wood ducks are in great de-

mand as breeding stock, and bring from

$10 to $20 a pair, so that their propa-

gation is quite profitable. Until recent

years most of the stock used in this

countrv was raised in Holland.

Wild ducks' eggs also hatch quite

well in incubators, if given all possible

moisture, and the young can be raised

in brooders, although it is easier and
less exacting work to employ hens. In

tlie latter case the hens are kept shut

in the coop, and the young allowed to

run in and out through slats, confining

them to a wired yard on grass, and
moving them to a new spot now and
then. The coop should be kept very

clean, and fresh sand frequently spread

over the bottom.

Of course there are many other kinds

of wild ducks, but the work of breeding

them in this country, especially our na-

tive kinds, is still in its infancy. The
main hindrance is that wild captured

ducks are loath to produce eggs at

first. If kept in a suitable pond where

they are not disturbed, and where there

is plenty of cover, although they do not

lay the first year, they probably will

begin the second season, and do still

l)etter the third. The young should be

reared by hens, and will be tamer and

more ready to breed than their parents.

This is the way to build up breeding

stocks and solve this problem with vari-

ous native species hitherto largely un-

A band of wild Canada geese raised by W. R. Truman, of Marshall, Illinois, demonstrates the

great possibilities in domestication of wild fowl. Geese and swans are hardy birds, requiring little

care, yet not many instances are known of their being bred in captivity



Till' AiiiNloii K\|irriMii'nt Slation. in Connecticut, liMs solved the sei-ious problein of wintering

wild (lucks. A siui!)lo (struct lire, IC by 2-i fuel, is built on posts set out iti tlie pond. It is boarded

down into the water to within less than a foot of the bottom of the pond and from there down is

shut in with wire attached to a hoard sunk into the mud

triod. Siuli liiind-rt'.ii'cil st<>c niid swan.s raino ihcir own
riu- various species are hardy

vill (Jccsi'

prove verv vaiiiaiiic. and already are in youn*;'.

iiivat demand at ,<peeial priees. Tho^e and mostly take care of themselves, ex-

who ])ro(hiee them first will obtain the cept that one must feed them a little

iircattT rewards. lii-ain. Tliev are \er\- pniiiiacious dur-

The house faces south, with large win<lows in front and on the west. In the sunny swiininiiig

pool, whieh occupies two thirds of the interior, the water never freezes, although there is no artificial

heat and the otitside temperature may drop far below zero
'
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ing breeding time, and each pair nnist ilc\('lo|)iii(Mits of |i()|(iil;ii' studv of wiM

have a considerable area entirely to lii rds. It is ii I'cal ddiglit to see one".-

itself. The common native wild C-an- uw n ln-oods of plicasants or quails feed-

ada goose breeds readily in captivity. ing on tlic lawn or in the ])astnr('. or

bnt thus far there have been very few one's own wild dncks swiinniing trust-

instances of other species of American fully to tlicii' pi-otcctor on the ])ond

wild geese breeding in ca])livity. The .-liorc asking for food.— the same wild

same is true of our wild swans, 'i'lici'c game species, it may be. tliat one luis

is here a large field for ex peri mental liunted in gloriinis bygone days afield,

research. 1 speak from ha])py experience, as can

Practical ])]-ojiagation of u|iland many otbci's. ;ind I advise lovers of the

game birds and wild watertowl by the great outdoors and its wild dem'zens to

public is now an accomplished fact, and try for ilieniM'hcs this new intimate

is one of the most fascinating nioderu I'elat ionslii ji witli \\ild bii'd life.^

1 EeaHzJng that "game farii)ing" is proving one of the very best means of interesting the

public in wild bird life, its conservation and increase, the National Association of Audubon
Societies more than three years ago founded its "Department of Applied Ornithology," in

charge of the writer, the purpose of which is to interest and instinct the public in practical

measures to increase wild bird life. These measures include attracting, feeding, and pro-

tecting wild birds in general, and the direct propagation of those kinds amenable to such

measures. Besides employing various lines of instruction, such as publications, inspections,

correspondence, lectures, photographs, and motion pictures of wild bird life, the department
lias been enabled to secure and conduct a demonstration and experiment station in applied

ornithology, which includes, among other branches, "game farming." This is at Amston,
Connecticut, and is the property of Mr. Charles M. Ams, of New York City, who has placed

it at our disposal, with generous aid in various Avays. The tract embraces about three square

miles of beautiful diversified country abounding in bird life, and is the natural haunt of a

good variety of wild game. It includes a picturesque wooded lake more than a mile long, which
wild fowl frequent, and also other smaller ponds. Here we have begun various lines of bird

work, including the breeding of several kinds of game birds and of wild ducks. In a fenced

pond and swamp, an enclosure of several acres, ai-e kept fifteen species of wild ducks for

propagation experiments, including a fine stock of canvasbacks.

The problem of wintering wild ducks in cold latitudes has always been a serious one, and
this experiment station has already hit upon a method which furnishes a real solution. This

is an aquatic house built on posts out from the shore of the pond. It is a simple structure,

twenty-four by sixteen feet, boarded doAvn into the water to Avithin less than a foot of the

bottom of the pond, thence Avith Avire to a board sunk into the mud. It faces south, Avith

four large frame AvindoAvs in front and one on the Avest side. Within, tAvo thirds of the

area is a SAvimming pool, the remainder a dry platform, on Avhich the ducks come out to feed

and rest. The sunshine pours in so effectively that the Avater never freezes although there is

no artificial heat, and outside in miclAvinter the ice freezes tAvo feet thick, Avith the mercury
at times fifteen degrees beloAV zero. The deep-Avater or diving ducks ahvays have been the

especial problem. If kept out of Avater during winter their feet are apt to freeze, and be-

come sore and lame, as these birds are not Avell adapted to much Avalking. The neAv plan

Avinters tliem and every other species in the most com.fortable fashion. Even the most tender

species, such as the blue-Avinged teal, thrive under it. I consider it very much better than to

try to make the ducks live outdoors all winter in a little air hole in the ice Avhich they keep

open by sAvimming aroimd all the time, getting frozen in during severe spells and needing to

be chopped out in the morning, often with vitality greatly reduced by spring, making them
unfit to breed. By this neAV plan they come through in sjdendid condition.

The department, during the summer, while the breeding and rearing are under Avay,

gives instruction in practical details of propagation of game birds and Avild AvaterfoAvl, and
of attracting wild birds, and all persons Avho are interested in such matters and desire to

learn are welcome to come to the game farm at Amston. It is planned during the coming
season to hold regular summer school sessions. The tract has just been made a State Game
Preserve and Sanctuary, one of the largest in Connecticut. All the propagation or "game
farming," and the more important features connected Avith it, are within easy Avalking distance

of Amston railway station, Avhich is on the Air Line Division of the Ncav Haven Railroad,

between NeAV Haven and Willimantic, ten miles from the latter. Those Avho desire it Avill be
Avell cared for at the Amston Inn. The National Association of Audubon Societies has a
residence at headquarters, called the "Audubon House," Avhere visitors are received, and
Avhere are collections of pictures, and of mounted birds, also books and publications relating

to bird life. The Avriter Avill gladly ansAver inquiries addressed to the Ncav York office of the

Association, 1974 BroadAvay, or to his home at West Haven, Connecticut.

—

The ArTHOR.



Mr. l;o\ C'liapinan Andrews, leader of tlie recent Asiatic Zoological Kxpi'ditioii sent to

Vtiiinan. Cliina. by the American Museum, and author of IT'Ao/i- Uiintinu ii-il/i tlint iiml Cam-
• in. i\ |)Ol>iilar narrative covering his previous expeditioll^ to all parts of the world in a study

of whal.s

Giant Mammals of the Sea
Ki:\ii:\v OK A xi:\v book ox wiialk m ntix(;i

Till-",
lc;ulei"S of lllc .loliiXAl. wllifll sIpU'I l\ ;i flcl' .1 |i|ir;l I'rd nililcr llu"

kiiHW Mr. Koy C. Andrews title of 117/^//^ l/ni/lini/ irilli (Inn mnl

l'i-<Mii llic ncconnts of liis expo- Canirni. \\v. .Vnilrcws Ikmiil; r(|ii;illy

ililioiis to Kiircji. .I;i|iaii. iiml recently adept with either \\eii|ioii.

to China. a> well a- hy the iiitei'esting The ohserv at ioii> wei-e made dui-iii^;'

dcst-rijttion.-, aeeoiii|)anie(l hy e(|nally the eonr.<e of e.\|)i'ilit ion.- ean-ie(l mi

iiitercstino: pictures, of lii> adventures over a ])ei-io(l of >e\ci-al year.- with the

in search of wliales. intent of ohtainini:' for the Anieiieaii

When 'Sir. Andrews starteil on his ^rnseiiiii (d' Natural lli.-tory an unri-

la.-t ti-i|) to the Orient he hd't in the valed series of whale- whoso skcli'tons

hands of the printer a liook settinir and eonntei-|eii |ire.-eiii ments in tlie

fortli his ('.\]M'riene('s with whales. way of i'e|irodii(t ion- -honid he ^rath-

' Wliiilr Hunlinn vHli dun and Camera, by Key Chapman Andrews. 1). .Xppl.'toii anil ("oinpany. New
York. 1916. pp. 321. illvistrations from photographs by the A\itlior.
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Courtesy of D. Appleton and Company

To capture a whale with either gun or camera requires a quick eye and a steady hand. This photo-

graph, in which appear the back of the whale on the surface of the water, the harpoon and line and the

black smoke from the discharge of the gun, shows that the click of the camera and the crash of the gun

were almost simultaneous

Couvti'sy 0} D. Sppiftiin and Company

As the huge gray form rises from the water with clouds of vapor spouting from the open blowholes,

the excitement is intense. The gunner, standing by the photographer with his harpoon gun ready, cries,

"I shoot, I shoot!"' His words are drowned in the roar, as camera and gun act in unison

6i
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(•red iiitit ;i i^rcjit IimII of iiiarinc lift'.

.Mr. Amlrrws did his pMii ; llu' inntfriid

lias liccii Itrotiiiht l(\i:'ctlicr. Init. alas, it

ivsls in uri'at cralos and dari'; sloragc

r(it»nis await in,<; the coniinii" of morr

]ii'acffnl and [irosprroiis days when

these lexiathans shall he ualhei-ed lo-

gctlier i'or the edilication (d' llir puhlic

^feanwliile wi" liave his hook to kc('|> up

our interest in the suhject.

In this hook Ml-, .\iidre\vs takes lis

from Loni:- l>laiid lo the Pacific coast

and Japan, with side excursions to

.\la>ka. in'rino- Sea. and the St. Law-

reiiee. hut most of liis studies were

pretty evenly divided hetwiH'U Vancou-

ver and Osliiina.

Mr. .Vndrcws has participated in

many a wliah^ hunt : he was almost '^'in

at the death" of one oi' the last whales

taken at Ainagansett where whaling is,

or was until the whales gave out, car-

ried on exactly as it was at its birth-

place on the Basque coast a thousand

years ago. And yet we call this a pro-

gressive age.

A\'c arc told how whales feed and

play, how they care for and nurse their

voung. of their ciiciiiies and diseases.

We are shown many ])hases of tlie cap-

ture of whales hy modern methods

;

learn how they are ])ursued. killed and

utilized, turned into oil and fertilizer

or, as in Japan, sent to market to fur-

nish food for thousands— as is begin-

ning to be done here. And if, as a rule,

tlit> business-like methods of modern

whaling lack the excitement and dan-

gei- incident to the capture of the sperm

whale.— which, by the way is still pur-

sued and killed just as it was a century

ago,— there are yet occasions when

whaling by modern methods is suili-

cieiitly strenuous for the ordinary indi-

vidual. Such an incident was the chase

and capture of a great blue wOiale, which

lasted from sunrise to sunset: twice the

whale was struck and twice he escaped,

once by the breaking of the line which

.stands a strain of tweiit\ tons, and

when he was fiiiallv killed hv a third

shot, the sjeamcr \\;i> i:;(i miles fr<nn

lutiue.

If excilcmcnl i> ii>iiall\ lacking,

there is plciily of hard work and dis-

comforl. Iiiil a> a mailer of cinnpi'ii.-a-

tioii. i( is now pos>ilile id -ludy whales

as in'\er liefore, to pholdgrapli. meas-

ure, and examine ihem al leisure, so

that although the whales are rapidly

disa[)peariiig. we are getting to know

more and more about them.

^Fr. Andi'cws" hook' is roiimleil (uit bv

chapters (Ml old-lime whaling, in which

we are told how the sperm whale, the

fiercest lighler of his race, was hunted

during what may be termed the golden

— in some cases most literally golden—
age of the whaling industry, and liow

the great but clum.sy howhead was

chased from Spitzbergen to (ircenland

and Bering Sea and then all but blotted

out of existence, and how his cousin,

the right wdiale, which was driven from

Spain and Nantucket into the far north,

has become a name only over most of

his former range.

The smaller whales and jiorpoises are

not forgotten, and we read how the bot-

tlenose whales are taken in the Xorth

Sea and the porpoises off Hat t eras,

how the Indians chase the white whale

in the St. Lawrence, and how the stu-

pid blackfish are rounded up and driven

ashore on the Faroes and Cape Cod.

All these things, and many more, we

are told in Whale Ilunting with Gun
and Camera, supplemented by many pic-

tures of whales and whaling methods.

With the exception of the few chap-

ters noted, this book is the record of

])ersonal experiences, and Mr. Andrews

may say with ^neas— "all of which I

saw and a great part of which I was."

And it is only fair to i\[r. Andrews to

add that he tells his adventures more

modestly than did yEneas, who made
more of a to-do and got into more mis-

chief during a cruise over a small part

of the ^lediterranean than Slocum did

ill circumnavigating the glolie in a

tWellt\-|on -loop.

—

V. A. IjI'C.\S.



Favorite Food Fishes

THE NEW YORK MARKET SUPPLIED FROM INLAND AND OCEANIC
WATERS, NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN ATLANTIC SHORE

FISHERIES. AND VERY CONSIDERABLY
FROM THE PACIFIC

Hv .1 ( ) II X T. X I C H O L S

TO rank as one of the most desiral>le

fish in a big market like that of

NeAV York City, a species must have

otlier things in its favor than mere excel-

lence of flesh. To begin with, the number

of first-choice fishes is limited by the num-

ber of fish names the average consumer finds

it worth while to hold in his memory.

There is little demand for an unknown ar-

ticle. This number varies from about ten

to twenty. The first ten in the New York

Uiarket arc something like the. folloAving:

shad, salmon, smelt, Spanish mackerel, blue-

fish, striped bass, kingfish, cod, halibut, and

"sole."

The first six in the list justly earn their

preeminence, each having qualities Avhich

particularly appeal to certain palates. The

position of the salmon doubtless is made
still more secure by its long sporting career,

and the general difficulty the populace has

experienced in obtaining it in the past. At
times and places where it has been very

abundant in the market it promptly has lost

favor. Spanish mackerel, bluefish, and

striped bass at times are caught locally as

game fishes. The bluefish especially has a

local reputation as a game fish, which helps

its sale for the table. There was a time

when the bluefish was not well known here-

abouts and there was no sale for it.

The kingfish is a very delicious little fish

Avhich was more abundant near New York
City at one time than it is now, and more
extensively angled for. This unquestionably

helped to bring it to the fore, as did also its

regal name. Yarious species of fishes in

different parts of the world go by the name
kingfish, and these, so far as I am aware,

are always esteemed as food. The kingfish

in this vicinity is a small species allied to

the weakfish and drum. The kingfish of

Florida is a large mackerel not only sought

for sport but also holding a high jjlaee on

bills of fare in the South. New York im-

6fi

l)0rts a large quantity of this fish. In New
Yoi'k, however, the name kingfish is preoc-

cupied, and the southern fish therefore is

marketed as sering, becoming one of the less

desirable and cheaper fishes. A delicious

fish the size of a smelt is called kingfish, or

to be more exact, pez-el-rey, in Argentina.

Some years ago, I remember, a ship north-

bound from that part of the world brought

some of these southern fish on ice to the

New York market, whence one of them came

into the hands of the American Museum of

Natural History. The Museum had at first

no inkling as to its place of origin and was

inclined to consider it a species new to sci-

ence, as it certainb' differed from any fish

caught locally and even from those species

Avhich might have been im])orted from the

Pacific coast.

Cod and halibut are nortliern fishes which

were obtainable in large quantities by early

English fishermen. Their appreciation is

traditional with the Anglo-Saxon race,

which accounts in part for the high esteem

in which they are held. They belong to that

group of fishes Avhose general southern limit

lies about in the vicinity of Cape Cod. It is

natural, therefore, to find them occupying

an even more important place in the market

of Boston than in New York.

The name "sole" has an imjjortant place

on bills of fare, doubtless due to the justly

earned reputation of an abundant and de-

licious European species of the name. The
writer has never seen true sole served on this

side of the Atlantic, however, save on an

ocean steamer lying in New Yoi'k harbor.

The demand for "filet of sole" is filled very

largely by flounders of various species, excel-

lent fish to be sure but not notable above

many others. Of late years a particular

species of flounder has appeared in the mar-

ket Avhich through usage is acquiring a right

to the name "sole," or "lemon sole." This

is a deep-water form (Ghjptocephalus) which
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liiis hoiMi lirou^lit to tlu' not ice ol' the tiadi'

liy the riiitoil States Hurciiii of Fislu-iios.

Tlu- only coiniiioii <ish found on unr coiist

wli'n'li nii<ilit. from the i>()int of \ iiw of sci

I'licc, liavc a riy;lit lo tlic n.inic is virtiiallv

worthless for food, stn.-ill with vcrv roii<;li

scales so that it can scarccl.v lie drawn

throu^'li til.' iiand tail lirsl. it is said tliat

if a hojj slionid »illi'ni|'t to cat one ot' tliesc

fishes tail lirst, lie woulil l)e choked liv it; in

soiiio localities it j^oes In- the name of "hojj;

choker." While Ave are discussiiifj the sub-

ject of tlounders ami soles it is a|ii>roiiriate

to mention a small s|>ecii's known as sundial

or sand flounder Avhich is rather common

locally on sandy bottoms. This fisli is really

one of the most delicious found in tlu^ sea

lut jiroliably never will laidv iii^h in the

market because it is not (il)tainaiil(' in suf-

licient (numtity to bcconic known. I'^urther-

inore, its flesh is transparent, so that if the

fish l)e held to the light tlie shadow of an

ojtaqne obje<'t may be seen readily through

it, whidi gives the impression of its being

very mean and pooi-. The J']uroi)ean turbot,

of which it is the closest American relative,

shares in this translucency of flesh to some

extent.

The second ten fishes foi- which there is

great demand in the New York uuirket com-

l>risc something like the following: white-

fisli, mackerel, butterfish, pompano, sea bass,

red snapper, ]>orgy, sheepshead, weakfish, and

sea trout. Weakfish, sea bass, and butterfish

are obtainable in large quantities in local

waters. Weakfish, sea bass, porgy, and

slieepshead are objects of pursuit by the

local fraternity of salt-water anglers. Eed

snajijiers and pompano are among the most

excellent southern food fishes which may be

sliipped in good condition and considerable

(juantity to the New York market. The

whitefish is perhaps the most important

fresh-water si)ecies taken in our inland fish-

eries; it is allied to salmon and trout. Sea

tiout is the southern representative of our

weakfish, and is somewhat better flavored.

Doubtless its name of trout—to which, by the

way, it has not the least ichthyological right

—aids its sale here, trout being a familiar

Knglish liousehold word. The mackerel, like

the cod and the halibut, is a traditional food

of Hnglish-sj)eaking jieoples, and even salt

mackrrtd has a large sale, although to the

writer's mind it is one of the least enjoyable

forms of nourishment ])ur<diasable. White-

fish has very delicate white meat and is most

delicious broili'd. Also, a fine large good-

londit ioncd icd snappii- baked is unsnr-

passed.

Availability of .-i steady supjily of' anv

species is luie ol' the rec|iiisites for its |iroper

;i ppieciat ion in the market. The eastern

salmon supply is \cry l;irm'ly c'xhausteii, but

I'lesh salmon :ii-e broiieht on i<-e I'lom the

I'acific coast. Throne;li the winter these are

mostly steeiheads. In spiing the Chinook

salmon is runniTig in tin' Columbia and

other I'ai'ilic riv<Ts and al t a week later

makes its ajipearance in the .\e\v ^"o|•k m;n-

ket. The cold-stoi'age salmon here is very

largely the silver sahnon, a western fish that

runs later in the season than the Cldnook

ami that can be rnuLiht in <|nan1ities when
Pacific Slope ii\ers are low. These fisji

when taken aie a|i|iroariiin^ the spawning

period and therefore in ])Oorer llesli than the

other s])ecies; cold storage does mit improve

their quality, ami the fresh fish wIumi it

comes into tlu' market, although moie expen-

sive, is well Avorth the difference.

During periods of the year when the blue-

fish is not taken in the latitude of New
York it is imi)0i'ted from jioints farther

south. Through the wintei- a lai'ge amount

of Spanish mackerel is sliipped north from

Florida. It is jirojjcrly cleaned and packed

there, and in excellent condition when it

appears on our tables. Cod and halibut

reach us from the north, being taken off

the shores of New Englanrl and on the off-

shore and Newfoundland banks, although

of late years I believe the latter species es-

pecially has decreased in the Atlantic, and

a good deal of it comes from our Northwest

Coast.

The market in a metropolis like New York

is in part controlled by foreign elements in

the population that have brought from

their home countries the taste for special

kinds of fish. Thus we find that there is a

large sale of skates to Freiudi peoi)le living

here, the skate being an important market

fish on the northern coast of France, and

highly esteemed.

As to the food excellence of any kiml of

fish, the condition in which it is marketed

plays as important a part as does the species.

Certain fish dealers of intelligence become

very exj)ert in judging the intrinsic merit of

the wares they ha mile. If one can select

sni-li i) i-oli;il.|e dealei- who has been proved a
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good judge of fish, and will give him latitude

in the si^ecies furnished, a greater variety

probably can be used, without danger of

making a mistake, than would be practicable

to purchase in any other way. Probably

about a hundred species worthy of trial occur

each year in the New York market, Avhich

has a geographical j)osition rendering it ac-

cessible to a greater variety of good fresh

food fishes than any other world market

with which I am familiar.

Occasionally delicious food fishes not ordi-

narily common in the vicinity of New York

become abundant and are taken in large

numbers. A ease in mind is that of the

croaker, a very excellent pan fish which was

abundant during the past summer. Under

existing conditions this catch of croakers

was wasted. There should be some way of

"taking up such slack" in the market possi-

bilities.

Certain notable fishes are especially worthy

of introduction into the market either be-

cause of their special excellence or, if of an

inferior grade because they can furnish a

cheaper supply of fresh and Avholesome fish.

From time to time the United States Bureau

of Fisheries institutes more or less successful

campaigns for the introduction of . such

species. A recent attempt of this nature to

introduce the tilefish seems to have been one

of the more successful, perhaps because tile-

fish has an attractive and striking appear-

ance and a distinctive and easy name.

On the Pacific coast many smeltlike fishes

of great delicacy of flavor are taken in large

numbers. There probably is no reason why
the people of New York should not have

regularly the benefit of this supply, but we
are not aware that these species have been

brought to our market to any considerable

extent. A fish common on the Pacific coast

is the black cod (Anoplopoma fimbria) of

very distinctive and agreeable flavor. I find

that one of the things I look forward to

with great pleasure in a visit to Seattle, is

the opportunity to order a portion of this

fish in one of the restaurants there where it

is very largely used. A few years ago I

learned that black cod was being shipped

east after having been cured in a special

manner—in just what manner I never dis-

covered—and that it was being served regu-

larly in one of the downtown luncheon clubs.

It was thereafter my custom to visit that

club as frequently as I could to enjoy this

delicacy of the Northwest. Unfortunately

the discovery was made presently by pure

food agitators that the preparation of the

product entailed giving it a someAvhat arti-

ficial color, which was not allowed, and the

supply was shut off.

There should be a greater utilization of

shark for food, many species having flesh

which is nutritious, palatable, and not at all

tough. That they are not eaten more in this

vicinity seems largely due to prejudice. They

should be obtainable in sufficient quantity

and with sufficient readiness to be salable at

a reasonable figure. Furthermore, if the

destruction of shark were put on a commer-

cial utilization basis, the supply of other

food fishes, upon Avhich sharks prey, would

be augmented.

Eoughly, for commercial purposes, the

fishes of the Avorld may be divided into four

categories. Those of the north occur at

various dej^ths, often in vast schools, and are

frequently taken on offshore banks. In gen-

eral they are firm of flesh and excellent as

food. The fish of temperate latitudes are

found characteristically near sandy shores.

This group contains a great variety of deli-

cious species. Then there are fishes of the

tropics, found about coral reefs, or in deeper

water. Difficulty of obtaining any one va-

riety of tropical fishes in great quantity, and

special problems in marketing them, prob-

ably preclude their export, although in many
places they form an important factor of

local food supply, and should do so in others.

Finally there are fishes of fresh waters.

New York is almost unique in its accessi-

bility to a fish sui)ply from the first tAvo and

more important groups. Our hot summers

raise the temjierature of the inshore sea

water to the neighborhood of seventy degrees

Fahrenheit, and bring fishes of the second

group north into our bays. The bleak north-

Avesters of winter bring the cod down to us

from behind Cape Cod. Local familiarity

thus obtained with both northern and south-

ern species introduces them to the market,

and at any time of year they are readily

imported from a little farther north or south

along our coast. At the same time trans-

portation facilities from the west enable

NeAV York to obtain fish readily from the

extensive inland lakes and rivers, and even

to tap the unrelated fishery resources of the

distant Pacific.

Doubtless the fish supply of New York,
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:ui(l iiidocd of America, is ojipa1)lc of fjicat

oxpaiisioii, but in twniinjj to fish as a war

food wo slioultl not loso si>rlit of cert a in

jirohlonis involved. Whereas some s|(eci('s

liave been overlooked, others already arc iiti

lized to sm'h an extent that thev camiol re

euperatc from the inroads made u|i(ui tliein.

In increasiiii^ our eonsumpt 'khi ciT tlic-c we

are still further eatinjj np our capital. Then

not ordy does the price of fish rise in aym-

|iatiiy with that of other commodities in

K'sponsc to (M-onomic laws, but, furthermore,

l.ilxir is involved in obtaiiiin<x fish just as in

iaisiii;f cattk- or potatoes, ami it is |)rimarily

the shortage of hilior which is IniTij^in^f hnii-

Licr home to ns.

Museum Notes

SiNTE the last issue of the Jouknal the

followinjj persons have become members of

the Anu-rican Museum

:

ration, Mr. George G. Haven.

Life Members, Mrs. James J. Goodwin,

Tiir Rev. Harry R. Caldwei.i,, Profersoi;

('. I\. Kellogg, Dr. Wili,iam Dim.ki; Mat-

thew, Messrs. Thomas Bakuouk, Kph. A.

Karelsen, George Mercer, Charles A.

ScHiEREN, and Adolfo Stahl.

Sii.siaiving Member, Mr. 0. H. Tenney.

Annual Members, Mesdames Sylvan

Bier, J. M. Cohn, John Howells, Max
Kops, G. Langmann, Lucius K. Wilmer-

ding, Frank S. Witherbee, Misses Flor-

ence Dean, Virginia S. Loewenstein,

Messrs. .James Abbott, George J. Bald-

win, Felice Bava, A. C. Bechstein, Joseph

P. Bickerton, Jr., Roy Curtiss, Benedict

Ernstein, B. M. Ewing, Dudley B. Fay,

J']. Roland Harriman, Henry Lambelet,

Isidore H. Lehman, John B. Lunger, Max
L. Masius, J. Doull Miller, William W.
Miller, Louis H. Moos, Beverly Arden
NoRRis, Benjamin Patterson, William
Renult, Harold A. Rosenbaum, Morris

Rossi n, Raymond W. Storm, Thomas W.
Streeter, Myron C. Taylor, B. B. Thayer,

Robert Van Iderstine, C. Palmer Wood-

bury, The Rev. Wm. Brewster Humphrey.
Associate Members, Captain Henry

Rowan Lemley, Messrs. George White-
field Davis, Albert Douglas, Charles C.

Glover, Robert J. McKay, Charles Lester

Marlatt, Walter S. Mitchell, H. A.Nebb,

F. Curtis Perkins, Jr., Henry Clifford

Stuart, J. M. Tate, Jr., James Todd, Edgar
J. Uihlein, Harry TT. Willock, John
Woodw'ELL, The Hon. Willis Van Devan-

ter.

The sudden death, on December 19, of Mr.

L. 1'. Gratacap, curator of mineralogy and
of mollusca, was a great shock to his many

Iricnds in the American Museum, where on

tliat very day lu' had been at his desk. Mr.

(iratacap has been identified with the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History sim-e Octo-

ber 4. 1S76, when the collections were still

housed in the old Arsenal Building. Since

the <leath of Professor R. P. Whitfield, in

1«78, he has been dean of the scientific staff,

having been in the service more than forty

years. During this period he has held suc-

cessively the positions of assistant curator

of mineralogy, assistant curator of geology,

curator of mineralogy and conchology, and

{'urator of mollusca, the last of these since

1909, when he was placed in entire charge of

the mineralogieal and eonchological collec-

tions.! The funeral services Avere held in

Trinity Church, New York City, where the

American Museum was represented by the

many members of the staff who were his

personal fi'ieuds.

The death is announced of Mr. Augustus

R. Strader, head carpenter at the American

Museum of Natural History. Mr. Strader

has been actively employed in this institu-

tion for eighteen years. The members of his

department as well as his many friends

throughout the building mourn his loss.

The Ivxecutive Committee of the American

Museum at a recent meeting coulimied tlie

succession of Mr. George G. Haven to tlie

patronshij) of his father througli tlie en-

dorsement of his i)atronship certificate. Tlie

Rev. Harry R. Caldwell was elected to life

membership in appreciation not only of his

gift to the Museum of a collection from

China of about 8000 insects, but also of his

assistance to the Asiatic Zoological Exi)edi-

tion during its recent work in Yunnan. Pro-

fessor C. R. Kellogg was made a life member

' The .IoiknaIj will pulilisli a hiograpliical sketcli

of Mr. Gratacap in a later issue.
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in acknowledgment of his invaluable aid to

the Asiatic Zoological Expedition and his

continued interest in the development of the

American Museum. Dr. William Diller

Matthew also was elected to life membership

in recognition of his many services to the

Museum and of his scholastic attainments.

The American Museum has offered to

the National War Work Council of the

Young Men's Christian Association the

choice of any of its thousands of miscella-

neous lantern slides which may be found

suitable for the entertainment of soldiers in

camp, either in this country or abroad. A
cable received from France by the War
Work Council asked for as many colored

slides as possible, with a range of subjects

embracing architecture, art, science, war,

and the scenery of various countries. The

Museum is preparing also a series of lectures

to be circulated among the camps. Four of

these now in course of preparation are:

"Hunting Elephants and Other Big Game in

Africa," by Carl E. Akeley; "Whale Hunt-

ing with Gun and Camera," by Eoy C. An-

drews; "Down the Eiver of Doubt with

Colonel Eoosevelt," by George K. Cherrie,

and "Bird Life on an Antarctic Island," by

TJobert Cushman Murphy. The manuscript

f each lecture will be accompanied by

about one hundred slides. The lecture, pre-

])ared in the first person, may be read before

the soldiers with the same effect as if given

at first hand. Another plan of the American

Museum for providing relaxation and rec-

reation for the soldiers, is the loan of some

of the best of its motion picture films, such

as the Crocker Land material and the travel

films of Japan and China taken by Eoy C.

Andrews. These will be so fully titled and

captioned that they will be self-explanatory.

Many copies of the American Museum
Journal are now being distributed to the

libraries of forty-five army and navy camps.

At a recent meeting of the New York

Academy of Sciences the following members

of the American Museum scientific staff were

elected Fellows in the Society : Dr. Thomas
G. Hull, of the department of public health,

Dr. F. E. Lutz, associate curator of inverte-

brate zoology, and Mr. Barrington Moore,

associate curator in woods and forestry. Dr.

C. C. Mook, Avho is engaged on special re-

search work in the department of vertebrate

palaeontology, was also elected Fellow.

Mr. C. William Beebe, curator of birds

in the New York Zoological Park, has

returned from the Tropical Eesearcli Station

established last year in British Guiana by

the New York Zoological Society. While the

intention of Mr. Beebe's short trip was prin-

cipally to salvage books and instruments

until after the war, and to seek rest from an

airplane accident, yet opportunity was found

for a month of investigation. Several thou-

sand specimens, ranging from mammals to

insects, were collected, and more than eighty-

five representatives of various groups Avere

brought back alive. Among these were a

young tapir, an imperial Amazon parrot, and

a silky anteater {Cyclopes didactylus) , the

latter species brought north for the first time.

More than ninety paintings and sketches of

zoological subjects were obtained by the di-

rector's assistant, Mr. John Tee Van, and by

Miss Isabel Cooper. The list of known birds

of Bartica District was increased to more

than four hundred species.

Mr. Leslie Spier has returned from a

journey to Zuni, Arizona, undertaken the

latter part of October to continue archae-

ological investigations begun in the summer

of 1916. His researches indicate that the

Zuni at one time disappeared from the Zuni

Valley, to return later. Just where they

went during the period of their absence from

the valley is the object of the present inves-

tigation. As no trace of their wanderings

had been discovered in the north and east by

former expeditions, Mr. Spier confined his

explorations to the western and southern

parts of the territory.

The department of anthropology of the

American Museum has installed a neAv ex-

hibit of rare Indian baskets in the Southwest

hall of the Museum. There are Mission bas-

kets wortli almost their weight in gold.

These are made of the stems of California

grass sewed together with juncus reed, or

the shoots of the sumac, in their natural

colors. The reed imparts mottled variations

of yellow, brown, and green. The black

shades are produced by dyeing the juncus

stems with elder. These colors are arranged

in horizontal bands of simple and artistic

geometric designs. Soft-toned Tlingit bas-

ketry of the Northwest shows the great skill

of the Tlingit Indians in the selection and

blending of colors.
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The inotlol whit-li has lu'oii iiiaile of tli»^

Mttiila or "(U'villish" captiuTil in Florida for

till' Aiiiorican Musemn soiiii' time a«j;o l).v Mr.

l{iissi'll J. (\)los, lias Itooii woikcil into final

I'lUiii ill till' lii'i'.-irt mcnt ut' pii'iia i;it inn aihl

will sddii ill' on ]inlilir view. Maiiv nii'i-iiaiii

ral ilitVnMill ii's liail to lie i>\ rn-oiiu' tn priiiliiri'

a tlioroui^lily sat isfai'tory rxliiliit inn s|n'i-i

nun of this groat dianioml slia|M'i| ray, wliiiii

is moro than eitrhteen foot across. Tiir loin

]>lototl inodol, howovor, \vill bo not only tlio

first of its kind to bo jtlai'od on exhiliition

ill any nuisouni, but also of an oxci'llonco

which must remain unsurpassod for years.

Mdiitu. moaninj; "blanket," first appliod to

this soa inonstor by Spanish-speaking poo-

l>los on account of its great breadth, is in

many respects more desirable than the Eng-

lish name "devilfish," to which tlie giant

octopus has prior claim.

The library of the American Museum of

Natural History reports an exchange rela-

tionship with the Straits Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society. With the establishment of

the exchange, the library has acquired a

complete file of the valuable Journal of this

society, treating of the natural history and

anthropology of the general locality of the

Malay States. The field is one which has

been long in need of material, and the Li-

brary is particularly glad that, in spite of

the war, the exchange has been established at

this time. Another recent accession is Traite

f:Iimcntaire d'EntomuJogie by Maurice Gi-

rard, vokmies 1-3 and atlas, published in

I'aris 1873-1885.

The American Museum has imrchased

from Mr. Charles I^. Romaine one hundred

and fifty prehistoric pottery vessels from the

shore of Charco Azul, David, Province of

Chiriqui, Panama.

Among the semi-annual additions to the

collections of the department of mineralogy

are a number of very interesting specimens,

notable for size, scientific interest, or l)eauty.

Worthy of mention are : a large group of

translucent brown barite crystals, from Cum-
berland, England; a very beautiful inter-

crystallization of white quartz and amethys-

tine fluorite from Durham, England; a

singular tubular group of smithsonite from
Xow Mexico; crystals of wavellite; a broad

crystallized plate of sphalerite from Colo-

rado ; a remarkable honey-colored crystal of

scheelite (calcium tungstate), being a pyra-

mid of unusual size, from Sonora, Mexico; a

striking spocimon of calainiiio from Leail-

villo, ('(dorado, forinod of gray-white blades

III till' iiiiiirial ill a mass of shining spheres;

A ili'i'p i>r.iii;.;i' hall of diadtxdiifo; two niam-

iiiotli rrystals of ln't.-ilil r froiii Ma(l;i;^ascar
;

am! many otiirrs. Tlir most rrm,-i lUalilo ad-

ilition to till- coliri'lioii li;is Imtm llir largo

lump of iiatisi' antimony, weighing ninety

1
Is, ami wliirli so far as our knowledge

goes is iinii|ue. It was taken from Kern
County, California. It is hoped that the de-

partment will be permitted in the near future

to begin an installation of artificial mineral

crystallizations, such as are fornieil in tlic

arts. A small beginning has already been

made, and chalcanthite, alunite, gyi)sum, and
borax, all synthetic ])roductions, fine in color

and perfect in crystallization, have been

]ini-cliaseil.

Dk. Hekjian K. Haeuerlin, who visit oil

the state of Washington in pursuance of eth-

nological work on a Columbia fellowship,

gathered for the American Museum a consid-

erable collection of specimens from the fast

disappearing Indian tribes of that state.

Baskets, bows and arrows, beaded skin gar-

ments, gambling sticks, and ceremonial ob-

jects are among the articles received by the

department of anthropology. A unique piece

is a blanket of mountain goat's wool from
the Tulalip Reservation.

A I'AINTING of a herd of liulValo, with

Pike's Peak in the background, by Titian

Ramsay Peale (an account of whose career and
works appeared in the March, 1917, number
of the Journal), is a recent accession of the

Museum through the generosity of Mr. John
M. Hoffmire, of Newark, N. J., and Mr.

Charles W. MacMullen, of New York City,

nephews of Mr. Peale. The picture was
painted in 18.j4 from a sketch made by the

artist in 1819, when he was naturalist on

Long's expedition to the Rocky Mountains.

It is the largest of his paintings, and is of

interest as representing what is perhaps the

earliest sketch of Pike's Peak.

A HANDBOOK of Peruvian art, prepared by
Mr. Charles W. Mead, has been in greater

demand by the public since its recent i.ssue

than any other handbook of the American
Museum except the one on butterflies. The
pamphlet contains five plates illustrating the

fish, bird, puma, human, and mythological

designs to be found on Peruvian pottery

and textiles. A full explanation of each of

these designs is given in the text.
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Eelief maps, models, and photographs of

the Catskill Mountain -water-supply system

for New York City may be seen on the fourth

floor of the American Museum. The city of

New York uses 615,000,000 gallons of water

daily, and with the population increasing at

the rate of 157,000 a year and needing 100

gallons of water for each person, it is evi-

dent that the water supply is an important

problem. By the completion of the Ashokan

reservoir, the first of the artificial storage

lakes in the Catskill Mountains, 250,000,000

gallons daily have been added to the perma-

nent water resources which can be depended

upon by the city in the most prolonged series

of dry years likely to occur. The great en-

gineering project of bringing the water from

the Catskills to New York City was begun in

1907. The system ranks among the greatest

of Avaterw^orks, ancient or modern, and for

magnitude, cost, and complexity of physical

problems, stands with the great canals and

railroad systems of the world. The part now
completed constitutes three quarters of the

whole and embraces the Ashokan reservoir,

an artificial lake twelve miles long, the Cats-

kill aqueduct, extending ninety-two miles

from this reservoir to the city's northern

boundary and thirty-five miles within the

city's limits, including the branch to the

borough of Queens, Kensico storage reser-

voir near White Plains, Hill View equalizing

reservoir at the city line, and Silver Lake

terminal reservoir on Staten Island. The
water of the new system flows from gather-

ing grounds much higher than the city, force

of gravity alone providing sufficient pressure.

This is one of its great advantages, as the

necessity for costly pumjjing is obviated.

The large aqueduct through which the Avater

flows is of sufficient capacity to deliver

600,000,000 gallons daily. Kensico reservoir,

of which a model is shown, offers provision

for storing a large quantity of water near the

city. From the Ashokan reservoir the water,

at the average velocity, takes almost three

days to travel to the Silver Lake terminal

on Staten Island, during Avhich journey it

floAvs along many a steep hillside, crosses

several broad plains, pierces mountains, de-

scends beneath rivers and Avide deep valleys,

traverses the boroughs of the Bronx, Man-
hattan, and Brooklyn, and crosses the nar-

rows of New York Harbor.

To emphasize the features of Dr. Clark

Wissler's new publication. The American In-

dian, a special two-case exhibit has been in-

stalled on the main floor of the American

Museum near the Avest assembly hall. The

display is designed to portray the somatic

or bodily characters of the American Indian,

and to show his relation not only to mankind

in general, but more particularly to the

Asiatic mongoloids. This is done by means

of life masks, skulls, hair samples, photo-

graphs, and charts. The subject matter of

the labels is taken from Dr. Wissler's book,

Avhich forms the nucleus of the exhibit.

The American Anthropological Associ-

ation and the American Folk-Lore Society

met in joint convention at Philadelphia De-

cember 27-29. The sessions were held in the

auditorium of the University Museum. Pro-

fessor A. L. Kroeber, now of the American

Museum scientific staff, presided. The an-

thropological department of the American

Museum was further represented by Dr.

Clark Wissler, Dr. P. E. Goddard, and Mr.

N. C. Nelson. A dinner was given on the

evening of December 27 in honor of Dr.

Wissler, in appreciation of his recent publi-

cation, The American Indian. This book

was the theme of the after dinner discussion,

Avhich Dr. A. H. GoldeuAveiser opened by

giving a brief analytical summary of the

Avork.

Mr. Harry Piers, curator of the Provin-

cial Museum at Halifax, reports that the

specimens and labels of the Museum appar-

ently came through the recent disaster in

that city in far better condition than could

have been expected. Windows were bloAvn

in and the glass of cases was smashed,

Avater pipes burst, and snoAv drove disas-

trously in at one end of the building. Mr.

Piers calls attention to their good fortune in

haAdng used waterproof ink for labels. The

cases Avere boarded over soon after the ex-

plosion in order to make them available as

tables for Bed Cross relief supplies, thus pre-

A'enting a very careful examination of the

damage to date.

That the December number of the Jour-

nal did not reach subscribers by the middle

of the month Avas due to its detention in the

New York Post Office, pending investigation

of an alleged violation of post office require-

ments. A telegram from Washington finally

released the issue.
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THRoron the courtesy of the United States

Bureau of Fisheries there has been added to

the exhibits of the shell hall of the American

Museum a full series of photographic en-

largements illustrating the button industry

—from the work of the pearl mussel fisheries

of the Mississippi Rivor to the finished but-

tons. The pictures show mussel dredges of

various types at work; the shelters' camp;

transportation of the shells by scow to the

button factories; and scenes within the fac-

tories. From the shells are cut the "blanks,"

the foundations of buttons. The finishing

process includes grinding to obtain an even

surface, turning to form the button and de-

press its center, drilling the holes, polishing

in kegs of chemicals to give luster, washing,

sorting, and packing. Some factories have

been known to reach an output of one hun-

dred and forty-four thousand buttons a day.

Button manufacture from shells began in

the United States about 1890, and rapidly

increased in scope owing to the high tariff

on imported buttons. The fishing season for

the mussel (N^aiades) was formerly restricted

to August and December but is now contin-

ued througliout the year.

There has also been installed in the hall

of shells an extensive series of objects show-

ing the commercial uses of shells and liow

they are employed by Japanese craftsmen in

the construction of toys, utensils, jewelry,

charms, and ornaments of great delicacy and

beauty. Included with this collection are

gay shell baskets from the Bahama Islands,

and others in which shells are combined into

flowers, made for the tourist trade by the

Seri Indian women of Lower California.

The rare red ground monkey (Erythruce-

hus u'hitei) of Africa is the subject of a

new habitat group in the American Museum.

This species is shy and has habits of watch-

fulness and great activity which make its

capture very difficult. Native hunters sel-

dom get a chance to kill it. They therefore

attribute to it the power of rendering itself

invisible, and the Azande believe that the

skull of the red monkey imparts this power

to the fortunate possessor, who thereby is

enabled to approach and slay his enemies un-

seen. The large baboon (Papm doguera)

shown in the center of the new group is one

of nineteen species found in Africa. This

jtarticular species ranges from the plains

and forests of Uganda westward through the

Congo Basin and is here displayed in con-

nection with the red monkey because the two

species live in harmony, having similar feed-

ing habits. Like the red monkey, it is a

swift runner and very difficult to catch.

Most of the animals of this group were col-

lected personally by Mr. Jenness Richardson,

working under the direction of Dr. William

S. Rainsford, who headed an exploring ex-

pedition to Central Africa in 1912-13. The
mounting was done bj' Mr. Frederick

Blaschke, a i)reparator of the Museum, and

the background was painted by Mr. Albert

Operti.

A second monkey group is completed. This

shows the spider monkey, likewise a rare

species. Spider monkeys are dark brown,

with small bodies and long slender legs, ap-

pearing, when seen at a distance in a tropi-

cal jungle, like huge spiders. They are slug-

gish in movement, timid, good-natured, and

very quiet. They have no thumb, but make
up for this deficiency by having a prehensile

tail which serves the purpose of an addi-

tional hand. The variety shown in the group

is found throughout the greater part of

Guatemala and northward, east of the

mountains, through the state of Vera Cruz,

Mexico. The group is the joint work of

Messrs. Frederick Blaschke and William B.

Peters. These two groups, representing the

Old World and the New, mark progress in

the making over of the hall of Primates.

The report on the collection of lizards,

made by the American Museum Congo Expe-

dition during its six years' stay in Africa,

is Hearing completion. This collection of

fifteen hundred lizards is the largest ever

brought from Africa by a single expedition,

although collections from the richer lacer-

tilian fauna of South Africa and from the

West African islands have exceeded it in

number of species. In the 18 genera and 44

species recorded, all of the central African

families of lizards are represented, with the

exception of the Amphisbsenidse. Nine forms

are described as new, of which three are

geckos, three lacertids, and two chameleons.

Three others of the species have each been

known previously from a single type speci-

men, and an additional ten are rare in col-

lections. The large series of the Scincidae,

making jiossible a careful delimitation of the

sfiecies in that group, and the great exten-

sions of the range of many sjiecies probably

are of even greater value and interest than

the new forms. Among tlie turtles and
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crocodiles collected in the Ituri the most in-

teresting is a new genus of crocodile, related

to the west African Osteolcemus. The work

is in the hands of Mr. Karl P. Schmidt,

research assistant in herpetology in the

American Museum.

Professor A. L. Kroeber, of the Uni-

versity of California, has come to the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History as associate

curator in the department of anthropology.

Professor Kroeber will be with the Museum

for six months, exchanging with Dr. Eobert

H. Lowie, who is now on leave of absence at

the University of California.

That there is an abundance of material

in our Museums from which to supply an

indefinite number of artistic textile patterns

is becoming more and more evident since

manufacturers no longer are able to send

artists abroad for designs and are forced to

use the resources at command in America.

The recent exhibit in the west assembly hall

of the Museum fully demonstrated this fact

by the number and variety of designs. Work

was sent to the Museum from the public

schools of Paterson, N. J., and of New York

City, from Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, Teach-

ers College of Columbia University, Hunter

College, and the Art Department of the

Young Women's Christian Association.

An exhibit of clothing, to which the atten-

tion of the costume industry is being espe-

cially invited, has been arranged in the

Philippine hall of the American Museum for

the two weeks from January 3 to 17. About

one hundred and fifty handsomely beaded

and embroidered garments from the Chinese,

Burmese, African, Mexican, Philippine, and

American Indian collections are displayed,

with a view to demonstrating the artistic

possibilities which lie in these products of

primitive peoples.

Notwithstanding the fact that a spider

web is so fine and delicate that unless cov-

ered with dust or sparkling with dew it is

almost invisible, the Museum is now dis-

playing a series of these webs, twelve in

number, so mounted on dark backgrounds as

to be plainly visible. The spiral construc-

tion, widening gradually from the center

outward, is easily traced. The webs are

accompanied by colored plates of the spiders

which spun them. Some spiders live in the

Aveb they spin; others spend only the nights

there, hiding during the day in retreats often

some distance away, with a single thread

leading to the web. One of the larger

spiders, Aranea trifolium, for instance, spins

a thread from the center of its web to a tent

made of leaves and silk. Sitting in this

tent, the spider holds the thread in such a

way that it knows Avhen the web is shaken

by its insect prey.

A NEW canned fish product, known as

grayfish, is on the market and is recom-

mended by the United States Bureau of

Fisheries. Analyses have shown that the

grayfish contains three times the amount of

ammonia nitrogen found in an ordinary food

fish, and imless this is eliminated in prepar-

ing it for the table, the fish is likely to fall

short of proper appreciation. This sub-

stance can be removed easily by soaking or

cooking the fish in vinegar and water before

it is finally made ready. In any event, gray-

fish should be cooked thoroughly after being

taken from the can. Also, it seems that this

fish lacks the proper amount of oil. The

oil very probably is contained in the liver,

which of course is not canned. The fish,

therefore, is more palatable Avhen cooked

with some fat, such as olive oil, butter, or

cream. It may not seem worth while to take

so much trouble in the preparation of a new

product—which brings to mind the fact that

for a time after the potato was introduced

into the Old World it was little thought of

as a food plant, because people were igno-

rant of how properly to utilize it.

Dr. W. L. Hildburgh has presented to the

American IMuseum a very carefully selected

collection of archaeological objects from New
York State, containing some fine Iroquois

pots and pipes. This gift makes the exhi-

bition and study collections for New York

adequately represented in the Museum. Dr.

Hildburgh has resided for a number of years

in England and has made a large place for

himself among English anthropologists.

Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, who has spent

many years in the study of the small ruins

of southern Colorado, has presented to the

American Museum a collection of pottery

and other objects acquired during the course

of his work. The specimens are accompanied

by two models representing the exterior and

interior of the small dwellings whose exact

relationship to the larger pueblos and cliff

dwellings of the Southwest is not yet evi-

dent.



The American Museum of Natural History

Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was founded and incorpuralod in

18()9 for the purpose of establishing a ^luseuni and Library of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that end, of furnishing popular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made

for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.im.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thome
Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1916

:

Visitors at the Museum 847,675
Attendance at Lectures 96,353
Lantern Slides Sent out for Use in Schools 38,912
School Children Reached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,118,000

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the Journal. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the Museum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Resident Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (annually) $3
Annual Member (annually) 10

Sustaining Member (annually) 25
Life Member 100
Fellow 500
Patron 1,000
Associate Benefactor 10,000
Associate Founder 25,000
Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Eoom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Complimentary copies of the American Museum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-
seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges :

Current issues of the American Museum Journal—a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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wliich the Museum itself is dedicated—namely, that without tlecpruiiii,' apiuTcia-

tion (tf nature, no people can attain to tiie hiirhcst -irades of knowledLre and worth.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of the Muscmn coniiJi-isc ilic Memoirs. Hullrtin

ami A nlli riiii(ih))/i(itl I'tipcrs. \\\v Memoirs .nid lliilhlhi edited hy I'rank \\. Lulz.

the Anlliri)iiolo(lir(ll PajHis liy ('hirk \\'i>-lei-. 'I'he-e pnM ie;il ioir- e(i\e|- the Held

;inil l;llHi|-;itMV\' ri'-e;irehes ( d' tlie i ll>l i I II I i( >l I.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the llandhooks.

Leaflets, and General Ouide, edited by Frederic A. Lucas, and the .Ioiknai.. edited

bv ^lary Cynthia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

HANDBOOKS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

Hv Clahk Wissi.kk. Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
Bv Pf.ixy Eahle Goddard, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Fredeiuc A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By \V. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price. 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I. THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Ann' K. Thomas, Ph.R. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
.\ new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C-Iv a. Wixsi.ow. M.S., M.A. Price. 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By 11i:i;i;i;i;t J. Simndex, Ph.D. Cloth. I*rice. T5 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS
THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS

1>Y Fouis V. (Jkatacap. A.M. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
liY J. A. Ai.LKX. Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
I'.Y (ii:oR<iE 11. Pkim'KR Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Chari.ks W. Mead Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
I')Y IIari.ax 1. Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
By ("hari.es \\'. Mead Price, 10 cents

THE METEORITES IN THE FOYER OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Kdmixi) Otis Hovey, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN ART
By Charles \V. Mead Price, 10 cents
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SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Lawrence V. Coleman Price, 10 cents

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
By Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D. Price, 25 cents

Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner Price, 20 cents

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett Price, 10 cents

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 20 cents

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson Price, 15 cents

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY Price, 10 cents

THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY
By William Beutenmuller Price, 1 5 cents

SOME REPRINTS

THE GROUND SLOTH GROUP
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

THE WHARF PILE GROUP
By Eoy W. Miner, A.B.

THE SEA WORM GROUP
By Eoy W. Miner, A.B.

THE ANCESTRY OF THE EDENTATES
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HEREDITY AND SEX
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D.

THE STORY OF MUSEUM GROUPS
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D.

THE NEW AFRICAN HALL
By Carl E. Akeley

KEY TO BUILDING AND COLLECTIONS

Price, 5 cents

Price, 5 cents

Price. 10 cents

Price, 5 cents

Price. 10 cents

Price, 10 cents

Price, 5 cents

Price, 5 cents

SOUVENIR STAMP ALBUM
A series of 100 subjects printed from four color plates, each stamp 2Vs x 3

inches. Sold in sets of 15 stamps for 10 cents. Album providing space for

the entire series including 10 stamps, 15 cents. Album and complete series

of 6 sets of stamps, 75 cents
;
postage, 4 cents.

GUIDE TO THE NATURE TREASURES OF NEW YORK CITY
Price, 75 cents

The purpose of this illustrated guide is to render accessible under one cover

an account of the public scientific institutions of Manhattan, the Bronx, and
Brooklyn.



POPULAR BOOKS'
Based on Explorations, Collections, and Researches of the

American Museum of Natural History
"

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTES AND
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SCIEN-
TIFIC PUBLICATIONS OF loi i.

AsAi'ii Ai.i.KN. Aniiiifdii M tisiinii af

Xiitiinil llistnni. lUKi.

("Idtli, $-_'.:.ti: l':ii"'''- +-'•""

WHALE HUNTING WITH GUN
AND CAMERA. K'"v Ciiai-man An-
HKKWs. A nal iiralist "s ac<-ouiit of tlii"

iiKxIcni slioro wlialiiiji iinlustn-, of wlialcs

and tlioir hahits, aii<l of liuiitiiig expt'ii-

»Mices in various ]>arts of tin' world. I>.

.ipplrtou iS- Co., lltUi. Cloth, $!-•.")()

CAMPS AND TRAILS IN CHINA,
\\i)\ ClIAl'-MAN AnDKKWS AND VvKI'IK

BoKi'l' Andkkws. All account of the

Ainoricaii Musouui's Asiatic Zodioifical

l':xiM',lii ion. 1!)U5-17. Sixty-five illustra-

tions. /'. AppUton 4' Co. (In prepara-

ti(ni.t (Moth. $:!.<H)

THE WARBLERS OF NORTH
AMERICA, F. M. CuAi'M.vx. With li4

full pa,i;t' roloird plates, illustrating every

species, from drawings by Louis Agassiz

Fuertes and Bruce llorsfall, and half-

tones of nests and eggs. 1). Applet on i|-

Co., 1907. Cloth, $3.01)

CAMPS AND CRUISES OF AN OR-
NITHOLOGIST, \\ -M. Chai'man.
With li.jO photographs from nature bv the

author. B. Appleion 4- Co.,imB. Cloth, $3.00

COLOR KEY TO NORTH AMERI-
CAN BIRDS, V. M. Chapman. With
bii)li()graphical ajiin'iidix, and uiiward of
Mill drawings by Chester A. Reed. Eeviseil
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UNDERSEA AMONG GIANT CORAL
The Dunn diving lielmet lias been a part of the equipment of the Marine Biological Laboratory

of the Carnegie Institution of Washington at the Tortugas, Florida, since 1915, and has been used
by Professor W. H. Longley in his submarine exploration work about the coral reefs. He has di-

rected his attention mainly to reef fishes, living several hours among them each day for weeks at a
time. This is not Professor Longley in the photograph, but might well be. Tliere is shown the rubber
hose reaching to the attendant boat at the surface, also the stream of bubbles of expired air together

with the excess of air pumped from above which is escaping under the edge of the hood
— See "On the Use of the Diving Helmet in Submarine Biological Work," page 135
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Haunts and Habits of Tropical Fishes

OHSKKVATIOXS OF AN KX l'L( »K' IlK'. K*,*!! IM'KD Wri'll A I )I \l N( i-l H )(»!).

IN 'I'lIK INKNOWN \V(»RLI) OF CORAL LA I'.V i>' I N'I'I IS

AT TlIK I'.OTTOM OF TIIF SKA

H\ W. H . I. () N ( ; L i<: Y
(GoiuluT College, Baltimore, and the Departiiieiit of Marino Biology,

Carnegie Institution of Washin^ilon)

F|-'.\\

p.iris III' ilii' world seem at

oiice so sal'el}' accessible and so

little known as certain parts ly-

ing in water less than twenty feet deep

in tropical seas. Tropical reefs and the

reef fanna have been described repeat-

edly, to be sure, by itinerant natural-

ists; but no one who has not clothed

himself in some sort of diving equip-

ment, clambered over and among the

corals, and explored as best he might

the lalivi-intli of passages they enclose,

and iiicasurrMl Ids own height against

theirs ami that of spreading gorgo-

nians. which in surface view seem so

slight and graceful, really knows the

reef as it is.

The observer at the surface of the

water sees what lies below in little more
than two dimensions. From his posi-

tion he fails further to comprehend the

conditions under which the reef-popu-

lation lives, for water appears to him
to be essentially colorless crystal, which

blurs no outline, and in which to hide

would seem impossible. But when, cov-

ered by water, he stands upon the bot-

tom, he speedily realizes how imperfect

is his knowledge of the ground he may
have studied from above until every de-

tail seemed familiar, and how signifi-

cant are the changes in(liice<l by sub-

stituting a very dense for a rarer

"atmosphere."

I 'iiiiii;ii:inc(l (Icptli ol' shadow lies be-

neath unsuspected ledges inviting ex-

amination but no intrusion. What
seemed insignificant depressions become
veritable chasms, graven by fretful

waves upon an ancient shore now
sunken far beneath them. Apparent
high steps are abrupt walls, almost be-

yond scaling, if one's effective weight

were not so greatly reduced by his div-

ing equipment that trifling irregulai'i-

ties provide ample hold for foot or

hand. Profusely branched, gently

swaying gorgonians are waist or shoul-

der-high, and giant heads of coral tower

above, their mass in just proportion to

their hoary age.

Over all there hangs a veil of mys-

tery. The water is no longer colorless,

crystal-clear, and unsubstantial. Dark-

ening with depth, its soft tints are all

pervasive. Tt blurs and softens every

outline. Except when the light is

strongest and it is itself most free from

sediment, it denies one sight of all but

the immediate surroundings, and re-

solves one's world into a diminutive hol-

low hemisphere, filled with silence, and

on all sides fading into nothingness.

One's narrow field, however, if wisely

chosen, may teem with life. It is more
than ])robable that long-spined sea

nil liins. like animated caltrops, infest

tlic place. Iwiildlo their spines siigges-
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tivc'ly ii' oiiL' ai)|>ro;it-lR's. or iiuike iill' al

a surprising rate of speed to shady

places if disturbed. Yellow, brown, or

purple iroruouians, heavy with expand^-d

polyps, stand on every side, with an oe-

easional coiled basket star close wrapped

about their branches, where its inertness

i'0ni])lt'tely belies its ainazin«:; power of

motion. Large spiny lobsters, torn be-

tween distrust and greed. I'idin undei'

mushroomed heads of coral })rotrude

their antenna^ and wave them frantically

over prollV'red food. Hermit crabs with

lu'avy shells sit aloft on purple sea fans.

With their spoon-shaped fingers spider

crabs, ensconced in safe retreats, grub

off the encrusting growth of ])lants and

till themselves to repletion. Others lie

safely buried, to venture abroad only

under cover of darkness. But manifold

as are the forms and habits of other

creatures, and particularly of Crusta-

cea, the fish fauna surpasses all in num-
ber of species, vivid coloration, variety

of adaptations, and, one might almost

say. in personality.

The smaller fishes are an inexhaust-

ible source of entertainment. The
tiny, blue-striped Elacatinm^ oceanops

may be seen at almost any time creep-

ing over the bodies of larger fishes such

as grunts and groupers. Its jerky

movement seems a source of minor irri-

tation commonly borne with indiffer-

ence or an air of hopeless resignation,

even when the little fellows slip almost

within their host's capacious jaw^s. The
Severance of relations between the tw^o

usually occurs in stereotyped fashion:

the larger grows restless and with a

characteri-cstic movement halfway be-

tween jump and shrug rids itself of

its visitor, which then goes back to its

accustomed station near the coral heads,

or rests upon their vertical faces.

An interesting habit shared by some
blennies and their allies is that of liv-

ing in cavities, which they discover and
occupy, or construct for themselves.

Perhaps the extreme example is that of

Fiemsfer which establishes itself in the

cloai-a of lai'ge holothiirians. UnaLhij-

jiops anrifroiis, on the contrary, pre-

pares its own shelter in sandy ))hu'es

wliere the sul)stratum is suHieiently

compacl to iimke sii(cc>>fiil tunneling

j)ossil)le. ,l;n\s and gaping mouth are

its only in! i-ciicliing tools, but meet its

every need. It is found not uncom-
luoidy upon the open reef in little colo-

nies, the formation of which is probably

due in part to the discontinuous occur-

rence of suitable bottom rather than to

the social instiiicis of the fi>lics ihciii-

selves.

During the day. if undisturbed.

Glial III/pops may be regularly observed

resting nearly motionless in a semi-

vertical position above its burrow.

When alarmed it retreats into its hole

tail foremost and conceals itself until

the disturbance outside has ceased.

Then it reappears cautiously, its beady
black cA'es being so situated that it is

able to sweep the horizon with mini-

mum exposure. If nothing happens to

renew its alarm, it mounts a little

farther until its ventral tins are free,

rests for a moment in the mouth of its

burrow, and finally rises easily and
gracefully to its original position.

Still another of these fishes (as yet

unidentified) shows a different varia-

tion of the tubicolous instinct. It lives

in holes, quite possibly worm tubes,

which it discovers ready formed in

pieces of dead coral upon the bottom.

Its most striking structural feature is

the immense dorsal fin, which when
raised seems nearly as high as the fish is

long. Its most interesting habit is that

of protruding its body for about half

its length from the chamber it occupies,

and then elevating and depressing its

great fin rapidly, as if it were wigwag-
ging in piscine code. This impression

is heightened when two individuals sep-

arated by no great distance stand erect

and repeat the performance in alterna-

tion.

Displayed by less specialized mem-
bers of the great comple.x to which these
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species belong, one finds a type of re-

action from which those just mentioned

probably have been derived. There are

small blennies, of which Actaeis moorei

is perhaps an example, which do not

seem to have permanent habitations. In

an emergency they slip backward into

such tiny holes in the coral as may pre-

sent themselves. In this response there

is advantage the exploitation of which

seems to have resulted in the use of a

greater variety of refuges, their more

extensive employment by individuals,

and finally in their improvement, or

even in their construction, by their oc-

cupant.

Of the largest fishes one sees little.

Sharks, fortunately for one's peace of

mind, are comparatively rare at the Tor-

tugas. Great barracudas, veritable sea

wolves, on the contrary, are common,

and frequently come swimming about,

but are rather shy. Occasionally a jew-

fish (Promicrops) six or seven feet long

may come out of hiding with its atten-

dant remoras, scrutinize its strange visi-

tor and withdraw, or one may chance

upon a sting ray bedded in the sand

with little more than its tail exposed.

In that case, if the water has been still

for some time, the bottom may be pitted

from repeated burials until it has the

appearance of having been walked over

with snowshoes.

Some fishes so clearly establish them-

selves at definite places that one may go

to the same station day after day, or

after an absence of weeks, with almost

complete confidence that he will meet

well-known individuals within a few

minutes at most after his descent. The
acqiiaintance of particular fishes may
1)6 cultivated until they do such un-

heard-of things as eating from one"s

hand, and permitting one to take liber-

ties with them which would be quite

impossible in the beginning. A large

Kassau grouper more than twenty

inches in length manifested no alarm

upon attempted seizure. On the con-

trary, it would come for food I held in

one hand, slij^ping an indefinite num-
ber of times through the fingers of the

other or from under the arm with

which I attempted to press it to my
side. It followed me about when I was

studying other fishes, nibbled at out-

turned pockets, was commonly under-

foot when I was seated, and was in gen-

eral so attentive that without recourse

to strategy it could scarcely be coaxed

far enough away to have its picture

taken.

As one works repeatedly over the

same ground, continually extending

one's acquaintance, it gradually appears

that fishes of different species may es-

tablish relations with one another which

persist for days. Of such partnerships

one of the most interesting I observed

was between a red goatfish and a small

yellowtail which I saw a number of

times hunting for food together. Per-

haps, however, it would be more correct

to ascribe the initiative in forming the

association wholly to the latter, for it

seemed to reap all the advantages from

the existing arrangement. The former,

like others of its kind, went about ac-

tively stirring up the sand in search of

food, while its satellite stood by, ever

on the alert to dash after and snap up
the Crustacea routed out by its compan-

ion's fluttering barbels.

The variet}^ in the coloration of the

fishes is an unfailing source of delight.

Whether one looks down upon them
through the glassy water, or whether

they float into one's field of view

through the circumambient haze, they

provoke recurrent expressions of admi-

ration. One is thrilled as by the beavity

of Aladdin's garden.

To the bewildered gaze of the novice

the various forms flit back and forth

aimlessly on the whole, and all appear

to be doing much the same thing under

the same circumstances. No constant

difference in behavior is discovered

from species to species with which it

would seem reasonable that their color

might be correlated. As time passes,
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This photograph, taken in from seven to eight feet of water, shows many yellow grunts (Haemulon
seiurus) , three of the related species, the sailor's choice (H. parra), two gray snappers {Neomaenis

yriseus) . and one yellow goatflsh (Upeneus martinieus)

Nass;iu groupLT (iJ/iinciihctun striiUui-) coming to rest beside the body of a "crawfish" {Panulirus

argua). Equipped with a diving-hood one may walk about freely among the reef creatures and pho-

tograph them amid natural surroundings with much less difficulty than might be anticipated
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Hogfishes {Larhuolaimim maximtm) in dift'eiiMii ( olor phases, which may rephiru eiicli otlier iil

most instantaneously. Botli are feeding on sea urchins broken for theni. The liglifer colored indi-

vidual is over clear sandy bottom, the other over broken bottom among corals and gorgonians. The

mottled phase is not. however, conditioned solely by the environment, but tends to appear in resting

fishes.

It is of much interest that among creatures which justly have been called "chameleons of the

sea." changes in color and shade should enable those displaying them to adjust themselves to their

normal surroundings, and to assume the dominant colors of their changing environments, as they

pass from place to place
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This pair, the goatfish ahead, the yellowtail following, foraged together for days in succession.

There is a "slippery Dick" (Iridio bivittatus) as well as a second goatfish and a parrot fish in the

picture. Some of the difficulties encountered by the submarine photographer are well illustrated in

this case. On account of absorption of light by the water, one is obliged to use a wide stop in taking

snapshots. As a result, to be sharply in focus objects must be all nearly in one plane. Since the

fishes are at perfect liberty to come and go, it is often necessary to wait a long time before the de-

sired configuration appears. Taken in about ten feet of water

Porkfishes and tang

in the foreground

86

against a background of massive coral; sea urchin and sea fan out of focus
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llOWl'VlT. till' UllM'Ulld

pivssioiis boeomos ap

pirted relations arc n<>1

iiicroasiiiulv jtrobaMc

studies (if lln' cnlur.-il i(

yield result- of llieiUTt

It is dcUMUi-l I'idile I

stoiiuu-h eoiitents of f

mens taken at ditl'ere

day, that the \arious s|

one anothei- with refer

and phlee of tlicii' fe

upon liottonis tt)h'ral

ehai'aeter and not too

the o|)eration. «rives im

ahh' information sup

«;ained l)y livin,^- will

hours in succession iik

In view of data

l"i-on\ rhese various

sources, it is not

open to question

that the groups of

fishes one finds

swimmino^ togetlier

ahout the larger

masses of coral are

of the same hetero-

geneous nature as

the crowds one

meets on any busy

city thoroughfare

;

they differ from

one another in

habit as the people

differ in occupa-

tion.

"When the fishes

are classified by

habit, a nundier of

interesting rela-

tions are revealeil.

Variation in color

within the different

grou])s is less tlian

in random samples

of the same size

from the general

human population.

Particular colors, in

other words, are cor-

pa

Camera container for submarine pliotograpliy. Tlie mirror projecting

in rear view from tlie top of the focusing hood enables one witliout bend-

ing over to see the doubly reflected image of objects within the field of

the camera. The rods with milled heads are for focusing and for releas-

ing the shutter. Both are protected by stuffing boxes. A soft rubber

gasket lies between the cover and the body of the box. All other points

are permanently sealed by solder or cement. The cubical body of the box

is eight inches on the side, and the wciglit of the whole apparatus in air

is about fifty pounds
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related with spec ific habits. Eed, for

example, is almost wholly restricted to

nocturnal iishes which lie hidden by

day. The greens, on the other hand,

characterize such species as live upon the

green reef-flats, or swim near the sur-

face in open water. The fishes display-

ing the most vivid color combinations

move in the most varied environments.

The colors of all, in brief, appear to

conform to a rational and simple sys-

tem of distribution.

The coloration of many of the spe-

cies is changeable and may be experi-

mentally controlled. Equipped with a

diving-hood one may walk about freely

and thus lead carnivorous forms from

point to point by offering them food.

It is possible under such circumstances

to evoke their various color phases at

will by selecting the spot to which the

creatures are led, and, if desired, to

observe at closest range each minute

effect of their changed environment.

The movements of herbivorous forms

are not subject to quite such definite

control, but one may walk up to brows-

ing schools of tangs or parrot fishes,

follow them about, and secure special

information with little effort.

All tlie creatures may be photo-

graphed amid perfectly natural and

typical surroundings with much less

difficulty than might be anticipated.

Hence it has been possible to make en-

couraging progress in an attempt to

secure a pictorial record of the phases

assumed by a number of species under

controlled conditions.

The two pictures of the hogfish give

an idea of the extent to which changes

which for all practical purposes are in-

stantaneous may modify the appearance

of a species. In nature, so far as I have

been able to determine positively from
personal observation, such changes are

solely dependent upon two factors.

The first, and perhaps the chief of

these, is the color of the environment

into which the fishes move. The second

is their activity, or lack of it, for, pro-

vided they ever display them, banded

patterns appear to characterize the rest-

ing condition of fishes.

It is of much interest that among
creatures which justly have been called

''chameleons of the sea," changes in

color and shade should enable those dis-

playing the changes to adjust them-

selves to their normal surroundings,

and to assume the dominant colors of

their changing environment, as they

pass from place to place. It accords

completely with the discovery that the

colors of those fishes whose pigmenta-

tion is essentially stable are correlated

with their habits and in general repeat

those characterizing the stations they

frequent. Since the conspicuousness of

these creatures has not been regarded

as of an inferior sort, their changeable

coloration provides a physiological test

of the truth of the Neo-Darwinian hy-

potheses advanced to explain animal

coloration in terms of natural selection.

It may be added that if the observations

mentioned are correct and representa-

tive, it seems impossible that any ex-

planation of the biological significance

of the types of coloration in question

which assumes that they possess more
than minimal conspicuousness can be

correct, for what system of coloration

could render an animal more incon-

spicuous than one based upon the prin-

ciples indicated, if to these be added

the countershading the fishes almost

universally display?



On the American Fuel Famine
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I'rolis.-or ot (.icolojcy, Coluiiibin riii\crsil>

NK\'l';i;
lii't'di'c liMs the aviTUiji.'

litizdi o\' the I'nited States

trtiiiMcd liiuiscir seriously with

the question ol' our coal su|»|)ly. hut the

fuel shortatfe of the past few months

has raised the ([Uestiou in ahnost every

niiuil. I'he j)oj)alar eonet'iition of the

cause of the shortage is certain to in-

volve tlie question ol" possihic exhaus-

tion of the sources of suppl}. and rais(>

the specter of a permanent fuel iamine.

It is. on the whoh\ a vi-ry natural in-

ference in these days of lurnioil, wlicii

for the first time in our e.\])i'ricnce

many of us hegin to realize that the

whole world is living literally on llic

verge of starvation, with threatening

complete exhaustion of supposedly end-

less stores of the coininonest necessities

of life.

Is. then, our coal also ahout to fail ?

And are vre to he expected to add to our

hunger the further suffering that comes

from the relentless cold of our Ameri-

can winters? It is in the hope of heing

able to give a few facts bearing on this

question that the following momoran-
dum has been written.

21ic Real Question

As a matter of fact, the controlling

factors in the present fuel shortage

have very little relation to the matter

of coal resources or reserves. They are

almost wholly simple questions of trans-

portation together with the disturb-

ances of an abnormal demand. These

are affected somewhat also by labor

conditions and the difficulty of adjust-

ment to the extraordinary living and

cost conditions of the time. They might

be summarized, perhaps, briefly as fol-

lows :

(a) Inadequate transportation facili-

ties for this commodity, occa-

sioned by extraordinary require-

ments for other purposes,

(/' ) An unusuallv <c\(tc winter season.

((•) .\n aliiioiiiiid dcniand for coal of

cciiain liiglici- grades for ship-

ping and I'oi' export, as well as

in the inilii>l I'ies of our own
country, which are now called on
for maximum or increased out-

((I) Shortage of cllicicnt labor in all

sorts of related or contributory

work.

((') And llii' liaiidieap (d' increased

costs of all kinds.

II is not our ])urpose to discuss these

mailers. It is only fair to say, how-

ever, that there is no I'eal >lioi'tago of

conl reserves in the gi'ound. .\nierica

lia> llie most wondei-rul supply id' aiiv

coiml I'v in I lie woi'ld.

Tlic CoitJ Fields of the United States

America has all grades of coal in

very great abundance as compared with

the other countries of the world, but

certain grades characterize particular

fields and therefore this question as-

siunes regional importance to some de-

gree. For example, anthracite is the

highest grade of coal, but it is confined

almost entirely to four comparatively

small fields in eastern Pennsylvania,

which furnish tlie market in that grade,

although tliei-e are a few very small

anthracite occurrences in the Rocky
Mountain region that have local use.

On the other hand, lignite, the lowest

grade, is very widely distributed, espe-

cially in the Great Plains, Eocky !Moun-

tain and Gulf regions, and forms an

immense reserve which is drawn upon
to very small amount in the present

market.

The grades recognized by the United

States Geological Survey include:

Anihracite. or "hard coal" (the highest

grade of all coals).

Semi-anthracite,

Semibituminous (high grade soft coal),

Piitunnnons. (u- "soft coid" (the most
89
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Sub bituminous Coal LUjnite

In each case (1) indicates areas containing workable coal beds,

(2) areas that may contain workable coal beds, and

(3) areas probably containing workable coal beds under such heavy cover as not to be

available at present
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liUuminous and Anthracite Coal

Map !i(la|it<<l troiii Cnnl Resources of the World— an inquiry lundi; upon tlie initiative of the

XII Intprnational Geological Congress, Canada, 19i:t, witli the assistance of Geological Surveys and

Mining Geologists of different countries
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abundantly produced grade of coal The total production of the different
for the industries), grades of coal in 1915— the last year

Subbituminous (low grade soft coal), for which returns in this particular are
Lignite (the lowest grade of coal, also available-was as follows

:

called brown coal ).

The differences are based chiefly on
Anthracite, 89 048 500 tons valued at

,1 , -, , .in-, 1
-^ , approximately $184,750,000.

the ratio between the fixed carbon and Bitmninous and Subbituminous and
the volatile hydrocarbons as shown upon Lignitic coals of all grades, 442,624,-
analysis—anthracite being very high m 435 tons, valued at $502,037,688.
fixed carbon and lignite very low. The
anthracites are coals that have suffered In 1916 the production and value of

more elaborate inetamorphism or trans- anthracite were about the same as given

formation than the lower grades. Lig- above, but the production of bituminous

nites have been least transformed, often grades reached the enormous total of

preserving the woody structure of the 509,162,000 tons and was probably

plant accumulation from which they worth at least $600,000,000.

were derived. The bituminous coals The coal fields of the United States,

are the common steaming coals and which are literally distributed from
make up the bulk of coal production, coast to coast, are conveniently referred

but great areas of lignitic and subbitu- to under the following general names,

minous coals are known and constitute with grade of coal and areal extent in-

immense low-grade reserves. dicated for comparative purposes

:

The Coal Fiel<h of the United Sfafe.^-;

•D A ,„n Estimated remain-
Area in f™^"f^^ ing available re-

^'J-'"'!- short tLT serve supply in

snort tons

The Anthracite Fields 480. . 88,312,000. . 16,000,000,000
(1) Eastern Pennsylvania, Colorado, and New

Mexico 29 . . 53,445 . . ?

Bituminous Fields of the better grade
(2) Atlantic Coast Triassic Fields (Va., North

Carolina) 210 . . . . 199,000,000

(3) Appalachian Fields (Pa., Ohio. Md., Va.,

W. Va., Ky., Tenn., Ala., and Ga.) 69,755. .357,366,000. . 530,000,000,000

(4) Eastern Interior Fields (Ind., 111., and
western Ky.) 47,000 . . 91,024,000 . . 318,000,000,000

(5) Northern Interior Field (Mich.) 11,000.. 1,230,000.. 11,900,000,000
(6) Western Interior Fields (la., Neb., Kan.,

Mo., Ark., Okla., and parts of Texas) 74,900. . 25,650,000. . 187,500,000,000
Lignitic and Bituminous Fields (chiefly low grade

bituminous and lignitic coals)

(7) Gulf Coast Lignitic Field (Ark. and Tex.) 2,100.. 1,100,000.. 20,000,000,000
(8) Great Plains aud Eockv Mountain Fields

(N. Dak., S. Dak., Mont'!, Wyo., Ida., Colo.,

N. Mex., Utah) 126,022 . . 30,041,000 . . 1,969,000,000,000
(9) Pacific Coast Fields (Wash., Ore., Cal.) . . 1,900.. 3,025,000.. 21,800,000,000

(10) Alaska . 1,210.. ? .. ?

Groiiil Totals, sKhdiridcd on basis of (jradr

Total original amounts: Total amount used
Lignitic coals . . 986,855,100,000 tons to date, including
Subbituminous allowance for

(low grade) . . 860,331,100,000 tons waste, about . . . 15,000,000,000 tons
Bituminous 1,314,009,300,000 tons
Semibitumin ous

(high grade) . 43,477,800,000 tons
Anthracite 20,721,000,000 tons

Balance or reserve

3,225,394,300,000 tons supply 3,210,394,300,000 tons
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Tlic rail- ol" prodiiitioii al \\\v |ii'i'sciit

tiniL' is about G00,000,00(» tons jut year

and is iiiereasinfr. At this rate, and

allowing fifty per cent for waste and

loss in mining, it would a|i|Ma v i hai i lir

United States lias a vcsfivc -^ood foi-

something like 2000 years. \\"\\\\ grow-

ing demands, howexcr. tVoni oni- own

industi'ies and tlie neeils of tho>c |iails

(d' ihe world le>s favored uilh sneli ^ii|i-

l)lil'S. il is to lie e\|iec|ed tliat llie rale

of ]irodnetioii will iiiei'ea>e inatei'ially

for many yeai-s and lliat linal exliaus-

tion is well within thai lime. The an-

thracite reserves are being depleted at a

much faster rate and pi-oliahly will not

last a hundred years. It i> worth not-

ing also that tlie greatest reserves are

in the lowest grades.

As a matter of fact, the world can

look fiu'ward to the grim necessity in

the moderately distant I'nture of utiliz-

ing other sources of powei- and heat. or.

failing in that, of adjusting theii- wants

to the modified conditions, it is not at

all uidikely that many of tlie industrial

establishments now gi'ouprd around the

great coal fields will aliandon these lo-

cations and seek tropical and desert

regions where there may be hope of

harnessing the wind and sun to furnish

power, and where the demands for arti-

^ficial heat for the comfort of their peo-

ple are not so pressing. Others will

doubtless learn to rely upon the water

jiower of our streams, especially our

mountain streams, which will in time

be harnessed from source to mouth to

furni.^h power. On many coasts the

tides may also be utilized in much the

same manner.

Thus the resei-ve forces of the earth

loom up in the future industries of the

world. Perhaps in those distant times.

the present waste places of the earth.

such as our deserts, may blosscuu with

many attractions, forced upon them by

the exhaustion of less favored regions.

Coal Reserves of OUirr Coinilrics

It is of equal interest to compare the

co;d i-cM'i-\e> of ilic ditl'crent leading

c<uinl ries n\' ibc world, but in lliat case,

of course. man\ i|Ue>ti(uis lieNond our

|iresent imme(liale concern are involved.

It has ti> do with the futni-e o|' numy
counliie> in the economic competition

(d' tlie world, ;iiid nia\ in the long run
lie one i)\' ilic deciding factors in world-

|iowc!-, if nation- are still to strive for

>ucli a t liing.

If all grades of cdid are iiicliided, the

axailablc re>i'r\es (d' the dill'erciit coii-

t iiiciit - arc I'ougliK' a> follows :

North .\merica 5,0:;i, 131,000,000 tons

Asia . . . 1,27!), 58G,0()O,(i00 tons

Europe . . 784,190,000,000 tons

Oceania . . 170,410,000,000 tons

Africa . . . 57,839,000,000 tons

South America 32,097,000,000 tons

If these reserves are classified as to

grade, the rankings in the different

classes are somewhat modified, Asia

leadi]ig in reserves of anthracite. 1)ut

there is ]io large deviation from the

original order given. North America's

great reserve in all bituminous grades

is the striking thing, and places the

United States, which is the country

carrying the bulk of these supplies,

well in the lead in reserve power from

this source for the future.

The total available coal reserves of

the United States have been estimated

at 3.838.057.000.000 tons;i the total for

the whole world at 7,397,553,000,000

tons. In otlici- wiu'ds. the Ignited States

owns more than half of the apparent

world's su|)|ily.

It appears thercd'oiv that the ]»resent

coal faiiune is a very superlicial thing

and it is a satisfaction from very many
different ]ioints of view to find that the

Unife<l States is so well su|i|>licd with

|-eserve fuel.

' Tlio fiffures (jivcn at)ovp have licen compiled
from tlie Mitifral Kmoiirrig of thr I'liiti-d Stntrs.

Mineral Industry for 1916. and tlie monoRraph on
Coal Iffxnurci'H nf the ^'orld, jHiblislied by tlie

International Geoloffical Concress in 191H. These
figures are not to be regarded as absolutely arcu-
rate to the last ton or dollar but they are found to
be serviceable for comjiarative jiurjioses and they
are of the order of maKnitiide belonging to the
various factors of such a problem.
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The Coal Situation in the United States

ANi> TiiK l•:AK^^ iiisrom ok iiiI'; wou-k (»i' tiik

KKI»i:iv'.\L l'n;i, Al>MiNlsTK'.\TI<>N '

'If iiiliiiiKile steps he taken to bring to bear all Ihr potential possil)ililit's of our

i-i!sl coal and iron resources, in the irar of niiijlili/ machines driven

bif the enenii/ of coal, we sliaJI orcnrhc!iii Ihr cncnii/"

I'.y (' II A K' L !•: S U. \- A X 11 I S H

I'li'sidi'ilt of llio I'liivcrsitv of Wisconsin

OF ALL the count rios of the

world till' I'nited States is

iIk' rii-lu'st known in its coal

resources. Un October 10 the United

States Geological Survey sul)iiiitt('(l an

estimate that the tonnage of bitumi-

nous coal in the United States for the

year lOir would be 55-^,000,000 tons,

or 50,000,000 more than in 1916. This

is an increase of ten per cent, and as

compared with 1915, an increase of

about twenty-five per cent. For an-

thracite the increased production also

is estimated at ten per cent as com-

pared with last year.

A survey of the situation made in

Xovember, however, indicates that the

excess of coal required during the year

1917-18, as compared with the previous

year, will be about 100,000,000 tons,

thus leaving a gap of 50,000,000 tons

between production and requirement.

The great increase in the coal con-

simiption is due mainly to war neces-

sities. Munition plants running twen-

ty-four hours a day require from one

third to one half more coal than a year

ago. The demands for coal by the gov-

ernment, including the army and navy,

have increased by three hundred per

cent, or from 2,000,000 to 8,000,000

tons. The public utilities and indus-

tries of the country are asking for an

increase of coal by one third.

The problem of closing this gap of

50,000,000 tons, between production at

' From lectures given by President Van Hise at

Regulation in the United States during the World W

the present rate and absolutely neces-

sary consumption, must be met by tak-

ing steps to increase the i)roduction, by

facilitating transportation, and by en-

forcing the most economical use of

available coal. Activities which arc un-

necessary for the maintenance of mili-

tary and economic efhciency will lune

to curtail their supplies as demanded
by the necessities of war.

The work of the "Fuel Administra-

tion'" in the United States during this

winter of 1917-18 has been a ditlicult

one. The country is large. Problems

of transportation have been many. La-

])or questions have been difficult of ad-

justment. What judgment shall be

placed upon the work as a whole can

be told only in retrospect; and not

even then, for we cannot know in the

comparisons of various possible meth-

ods of procedure, except by supposi-

tion, what would have been the difficul-

ties in the untried courses of action.

We start with the fact that about

three j-ears ago, in consequence of the

war and the revival of industry, there

came an increased dniiand for coal. In

1915 the needs did not require the

maximum production of 1913; but the

demand during the winter of 191G-17

locally exceeded the available supply,

and there resulted hardship and indus-

trial difficulties, especially during the

latter part of the winter. With this

shortage went rapidly enhancing prices.

the University of Wisconsin on "Conservation and
ar."
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The situation became so acute by June,

1917, that Congress passed a resolution

asking the Federal Trade Commission

to make an investigation. This Com-

mission found the difficulties to be due

more to a lack of cars for transporta-

tion and to a shortage of labor than to

the incapacity of the mines to produce

the necessary amount of coal. The

shortage of cars was made even worse

by the withdrawal of boats in the At-

lantic coast trade from coal transporta-

tion, which necessitated shipping coal

by rail to the northeastern part of the

United States to a greater extent than

usual.

jSTotwithstanding the fact that the

estimates made of the amount of coal

needed during the year ending June

30, 1917, as compared with the previous

vear, indicated an increase of about ten

per cent, when it came time to make

contracts in the early summer of 1917,

the prices of coal had increased for

large consumers by one hundred to one

hundred and fifty per cent, and for

small consumers by two hundred to

four hundred per cent; indeed, in the

early summer of 1917, contracts for

many thousands of tons of industrial

coal were made for the country con-

tiguous to the interior basins at a rate

three to four times that which had been

paid the year before.

The fact that coal is basal to all the

industry of the country (with the pos-

sible exception of agriculture) and its

greatly enhancing price, together with

the difficulties of transportation, led the

Commission to make sweeping recom-

mendations June 19, 1917:

"First, That the production and distribu-

tion of coal and coke be conducted through

a pool in the hands of a government agency

;

that the producers of various grades of fuel

be paid their full cost of production plus a

uniform profit per ton, and
"Second, That the transportation agencies

of the United States, both rail and water,

be similarly pooled and operated on gov-

ernment account, under the direction of the

President, and that all such means of trans-

portation be operated as a unit, the owning
corporations being paid a just and fair

compensation which would cover normal net

profit, upkeep, and betterments." i

The coal situation continued to become

more and more acute; and during the

discussion of the Food iVdministration

bill in Congress, it became so clear that

drastic action was necessary regarding

fuel, that the Senate inserted a section

giving the President the sweeping pow-

ers concerning coaP suggested by the

Commission. He might do either of the

things which the commission recom-

mended, or he could make any prices

and regulations which he regarded as

necessary, even to becoming the exclu-

sive dealer in coal in the United States.

This bill became a law on August 10.

The President appointed as Fuel Ad-

ministrator, Harry A. Garfield, presi-

dent of Williams College—and thus be-

gan the work of the Fuel Administra-

tion of the United States.^

On August 21, however, and on

August 23, before the Fuel Adminis-

trator was appointed, the President re-

lieved the general alarm among the

people of the country by proclamations

fixing the prices of anthracite coal and

bituminous coal respectively. The

proclamation regarding bituminous coal

made $2.00 the basic price in those dis-

tricts where most cheaply produced

—

whereas it had leaped to $3.50, to $-1.00,

to $5.00, and even to $6.00 a ton, sale

price at the mines.

These lower prices could not go fully

^ Report of the Federal Trade Commission on
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal, June 20, 1917,

Washington, D. C, pp. 20 and 21.

- Act of Congress, approved August 10, 1917,

entitled "An Act to provide further for the na-

tional security and defense by encouraging the

production, conserving the supply, and controlling

the distribution of food products and fuel.
"

^ The organization of the Fuel Administration

comprises the organization of the forces at W'ash-

ington and the organization in the several states.

Following the plan of the Food Administration,

there has been appointed in each of the states a

Federal Fuel Administrator. Through local com-
mittees he has complete supervision of local dis-

tribution, and in this connection is charged with

seeing that the rulings of the President and of the

Fuel Administration with relation to prices are

observed. The most important duty of the State

Fuel Administrators is to see that the supplv of

fuel in their states is equitably distributed at fair

prices.
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illlH cllrrl ;U niicc, lidWCM'l'. lu'cjlUsc dl

juvvious c-(mtr;icts which liad hri'ii

iMJido, I'liCnriibh' liy hnv, ;il iiuich

. hii,''hi'r liiriircs. Hut it i> cxl rcincly

]irol)iibh' that, had nut this hiw bi'i'ii

])assod and the Fuel Adininistralioii

establishfil. the price ol" foal for the

coimtrv woidd liave bocu at least .$".'.<»<)

a tt)ii hiiiiiei" tliaii it is, for jiriees under

the coniiK'titive ]dan iindnuli!e(||y

woiihl have ednliinied tn ad\anre.

l-;\ell at the eonsel'N at i\e e-liniaie III'

$v\00 a ton, the saving- on :):)(».Odd. (Hio

tons of hituniiiioiis coal would he

$l.ldd.ddd.ddd.

The jM'iees tivst fixed have been soine-

wliat niodilietl by the Fuel Adminisli-a-

ti(Ui. aetiniT umlei' proideiil iai a|i-

l>rova]. In price lixini;' the Kuel Ad-

iniiii>l I'al inn has had the |ir(ib]ein lo

strike the nice balance which will result

ill the ji'reatest benefit to the people of

the United States ; a ])rice high enough

so that there shall be increased produc-

tion over that of |)revi(>us years, but not

so high as to place too heavy a burden

of cost upon the people. In the case of

bituminous coai it is to be noted that

the plan has been to fix the piicc sn

that each operator shall receiNc a lim-

ited profit. Hence the price is rela-

tively low for coal from the thick seams,

easily and chea})ly mined, and high for

the thin and poor seams fiom which it

is more expensive to mine.

The difficulty of the problem may be

illustrated by the very small mine
which under ordinary circumstances

would not be able to operate. Many of

these jiroperties do not even have rail-

road facilities: these are known as

"wagon mines." in conseciuence of

their lack of facilities they cannot prn-

duce coal as c-heaply as the larger mines

with better facilities: hence if they are

operated at all. it is necessary for them
to receive a high ])rice for their jti'od-

uct. which is no better: indeed, is likely

to ])e on the average poorer than that

from the largi^ mines.

While differences in jn-ices exist for

like products in the >ame districts, it

has been the aim of tln' Fuel Adminis-
tration not to make the dilferentials

grealei- ilia II nece>sai-y in order to se-

cure a grcal proiliict mu. The larger

pari oft he \ ai'ial ions in i he prices an-

nounced for liil umi non> cojd i> due to

dilference in (pialily of ihc cnnl and to

freight dilVei'eillials.

Till' practice followed is in complete
coni ra\en(inn of economic theories ac-

cepicd before I he w ;i r. If a mine were
rich and coinenicnl l\- located it gained
a milch larL'vr prolil per ton than did

iIk' poor mine badly located. The
owner of the lictler propcrfv gained all

the ail\aiii;Mc> of cheapness of opera-

lion ami coiixeiiienee in transportation.

l-;\eii with I he prices fixed, this is still

the situation to a considerable extent,

Init the ell'ect of the price fixing is to

reduce the differences between the

gains of the I'icli and the poor mine.

I'nder the fuel law another method
of attack would have been possible.

The law autlioi'ized the government to

be the exclusive buyer and seller of the

coal of the country. Had this author-

ity been used, the coal mined would
have been sold to the Fuel Administra-

tor at a fair profit for each operator.

The coal, then the property of the Fuel

Administration, could ha\e been |)oolcd

and sold at prices dependent u))on its

value, taking into account its thermal

]»oM'er, its other qualities, and its ]»osi-

tion in the country in regard to freight

and demand, the prices being fixed so

as to return to the Fuel Administration

its cost with a sulTicient amount to

cover administration. Indei'd. this was
the plan of the Federal Tiade ('omniis-

sion. except that the plan- of the Coiii-

mis.-ion went c\en further and rcipiired

the operation of the mines.

Had this suggested procedure b:'en

followed, the inecpudity of cost of the

same quality of coal at the same plac(»

Would have been a\(iiilc(|. The Fuel

Ailiuinistrat ion. however, would have

had the extremely difficult problem of
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determining the cost of the production

of coal at each mine, dependent as this

is upon so many complex factors, in-

cluding the cost of labor, reduction of

the value of the mines due to extractions

of material, the depreciation of perma-

nent property, and the interest on the

investments. The method would also

have placed upon the Fuel Administra-

tion the entire burden of apportioning

and marketing the coal, a gigantic un-

dertaking. While, therefore, the method

of buying coal b}' the government and

pooling the same might be theoretically

advantageous, its difficulties were such

that the alternative of price fixing was

chosen.

One of the most difficult and impor-

tant of the problems with which the

Fuel Administration had to deal was

that of apportionment of the available

supply of coal. The excess in the

demand at various places during the

summer of 1917 was very considerable

as compared with that of previous

years, and there was fear of an absolute

shortage on account of insufficient

transportational facilities. This situa-

tion was accentuated by many manu-
facturers baying far in advance of their

ordinary needs at high prices before the

Fuel Administration was established.

As illustrating a case of this kind, an-

nouncement was made October 2 that

the Fuel Administration had discov-

ered at one factory a reserve of 204,000

tons of coal— a years supply.

Supply for the railroads had to be

considered first, that they might oper-

ate to their full capacity. In conse-

quence of this fact, on October 11 when
it appeared that there was a shortage

for the Pennsylvania Eailroad, an order

M-as given that a sufficient amount of

coal should be furnished so that the

road might continue full operation.

Similar orders were later made to cover

the Baltimore and Ohio, Chesapeake

and Ohio, Lehigh Valley, the New
York, New Haven and Hartford, and

the Central New England railwav com-

panies. Under these orders the rail-

ways have priority over contracts.

Probably next to the need of the rail-

roads were those of the steel plants and

coke plants, in order that these prod-

ucts might be available for munition

and other war materials. Therefore

the Fuel Administration arranged with

the steel mills and coke plants that

their necessary needs should be sup-

plied.

Next came the necessity for accumu-

lating coal at the upper lake points

before the close of navigation, at Chi-

cago, Milwaukee, Superior, and Duluth.

Otherwise it would be necessary to

make all-rail shipments from the mines

to the consuming place in the territory

tributary to the lakes during the win-

ter; and this would make an excessive

demand upon cars—the point at which

the shortage is most acute. Hence it

was necessary that the customary sup-

plies be accumulated at lake points be-

fore the end of November, and accord-

ingly it was ordered on October 5 that

the accumulation of coal at the upper

lake ports should have priority over the

accumulation elsewhere. In order to

deliver the largest amount of coal, iron

ore boats which brought ore down the

lakes were compelled to carry coal up
the lakes on their return trips.

By giving Great Lake ports priority,

the Fuel Administration succeeded by

November 2 in accumulating at the

lake ports as much coal as usual at that

season of the year and the priority or-

der for the Northwest was suspended

on lines east of Pittsburgh. Later,

further modifications of the priority

orders were made, diminishing the

amount of coal which went to the

Northwest, and on November 30 the

priority for the Great Lake ports

ceased altogether.

Because of consideration of these

three demands the coal supplies became

reduced to very low minimums in a

number of states, so that alarm was

created as to whether the industries
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would not lie slml down. Tlir >ii n.it ion

w;is opccinllv Mi-tilc in New hjii:l;ind,

Ohio. ;ind .M idiiiiaii. and iil i lie cii ic> of

W'ashiiiiiion. NCw ^o|k, ;iiid ( liicii^o.

WliciU'v I'f a cax' aro>c, liowcxci', m
wliirli it ao|UiiiT<l thai there \\a> ncco-

sity for ininu'(liatc' actit)n in ortK'i- to

rclii'vc tlio coal shortage to krcp iiuhis-

trv in oi)C'ration, there was diveiicd a

sullieient amount of fncl to prcxcnt ac-

tual cessation of industi-y. As illu>li'a-

tive of the sort (d' aiiion nccosary to

meet loi-al needs, it may he said that all

the coal mined on Oetolier ;^9 in west-

ern Pennsylxania. Ohio, ]\Iiehigan.

eastern Kentuik\. and West A'irginia.

was diverted to ()hio and Michigan for

distriltution to liiuL-chohlcrs. This sus-

pended for one thiy the priority order

under which coal was to go to the lake

]>orts.

To inerease the eMicieney of the cars

of the I'aili'oails and to increase the pro-

}>ortion of tJ'ans])ortation by water, it

was announced on Xovember 7 that the

formation of the '"Tidewater Coal Ex-

change"" had been approved. This ex-

change requires all shippers of coal to

New England, Baltimore, and Hamp-
ton Eoads to work through this ex-

change. This pooling of coal and clas-

sifying of grades should result in very

greatly increasing the efficiency both for

cars and for vessels, since there may be

prompt unloading of the .cars to any

vessel which may be available.

On Xovember 12, in order to relieve

the situation in Xew England and to

accunnilate coal in advance, it was or-

dered that all mines having contracts

for Xew England coal should ship

maximum amounts for consumption to

the states of Maine, Massachusetts,

Vermont. Rhode Island, and Connecti-

cut. Thus it became possible in Xo-

vember to begin the accumidation of

coal in the central and eastern states,

and this accumulation went on rapidly

after December 1.

Another aspect intimately associated

with tlie coal for the United States is

thai ro|-('anada. I n con>e(|Uence of t lie

ihl'calencd -hol-|;iL;c ill ihe I'luted

Slale>. and especially because of the

fa<t that there had not been accumu-
laled coal a! ihe upper lake porl>. on

Sepieiiiiier 1 1, ilir fuel Adiiiini>l ratof

re(piested the l"]\po|-|- Ad in i nist rat i\c
i'>oaid lo allow no c(jal to he exported

on! of the Inited States without spe-

cilic 1 iceiiM'. ( )ii ( )ctober 1 . export at ion

<d' fuel to ( 'anada wa- pi'oliiliiled lo

dock conipaine> ami all prodiicei> and

jol)l)ei->. ('oal on the way to Canada
was diverted to ihe |,ake Krlr port> for

tran>mission lo the upper lakes.

it \\a> no! the intention, ho\vever, to

pri'\eiil ('auada from having an ade-

(piaie >upply of coal; on the contrary,

it is the puipose to furnish coal to that

country on the same basis that coal is

furnished to the states. Since the out-

put of the nunes probably will be about

ten ])er cent more than last yoai'. the

plan is to supply Canada during the

rest of the year at a rate not to exceed

ten per cent more coal than was ex-

ported to her last year.

The United States is not the only

country which has been confronted

with a fuel problem during the war;
indeed the same problem has confronted

e\'ery country engaged in the war, and
far more seriously than the United
States. Of these countries, England
has the larcest supply of coal. The
government took control of all the coal

mines in the United Kingdom, the

owners operating the mines. The cost

of production is supervised by the gov-

ernment. Thus, for tlie most impor-

tant element ill the cost, that of wages,

all ai'i'angements between the miners

and the Ojierators must be approved by

the go\'ernment. The niaxiiiium ])rofits

on coal are limited. The government

requirements are given priority in the

distribution of coal and the allotment

of coal cars. There is a fifty per cent

excess jirofit tax on the profits of the

nunes over those of Die two best years

of i!)ii, 1012, and i:M;;.
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In France the state has been made
the sole depositary of the coal. The
general and municipal councils act

as dispensiniT agent. Paris, her sub-

urbs, and other cities have been on coal

rations. Coal cards have been issued,

so that a central heating plant, a busi-

ness, or an industrial plant may each

receive its fair allotment of the dimin-

ished supply of coal. For domestic

consumption the quantity of coal per

month is based upon the number in the

family.

The Italian government produces no

coal. It imports all the coal of the

country and acts as a clearing house for

its distribution.

In Germany the control of coal has

been centralized under the government

administration.

That there has been fuel shortage in

all countries engaged in the war is

due largely to the fact that this is a

war of coal-clriven machines. This

war differs from previous wars in that

to a vastly greater extent than ever be-

fore its prosecution depends upon ma-

chines, that is, upon mechanical power

instead of man power. This is the first

great war which has been fought since

the modern concentration of industry.

This is indeed a war of machines driven

by engines; of gigantic guns, of shells,

and other explosive devices; of ships

and railroads; and behind these, the

necessary multiform supporting manu-

factures, of which iron is the most im-

])ortant. Any and all of these are pos-

sible only through the use of coal.

Coal, therefore, lies back of the war

efficiency of all nations. The nations

that possess abundant supplies of coal

are in an enormously advantageous

position. Germany's original strength

in coal—and in addition to that she

immediatelv acquired control of the

coal fields of Luxembourg, Belgium,

and northern France—has given her

a superiority in coal power as com-

pared with France and Italy which has

placed her in a most advantageous posi-

tion. Great Britain is the only one of

the nations of Europe that has coal

power commensurate with that of Ger-

many, and she has been compelled not

only to furnish coal for herself, but

also to furnish a large amount of coal

to the rest of the Allies.

Of all the nations engaged in the war,

however, the coal power of the United

States is by far the greatest. Indeed

our production of coal before the war
was more than ec[ual to that of Ger-

many, England, and France combined.

But even in the United States the enor-

mously increased demand for coal for

railroads, for munition plaints, for

shipbuilding, and for government use,

has made greater requirements than

can be met. This limitation, however,

is not that of the mines. The limitation

to some extent is that of labor at the

mines, but to a far greater extent that

of the railroads.

The railroads are unable to furnish

cars to transport the necessary coal.

The magnitude of this task frequently

is not appreciated. The tonnage of

coal handled by the railroads is greater

than that of any other commodity ; in-

deed greater than that of food. About

twenty-five per cent of the motive power

of the roads is used in handling coal.

As the war continues it is certain

that the demand for coal will continue

further to iBcrease. Since the produc-

tion of adequate coal is fundamental in

order to dominate, as our coal resources

make it possible, in the mighty mechan-

ical contest of winning the war, it is

absolutely essential that the railroads

shall have sufficient equipment in coal

cars and motive power to furnish the

necessary amount of coal ; and what-

ever steps are necessary to put the

railroads in this situation must be

taken. If adequate steps be taken to

bring to bear all the potential possibil-

ities of our vast coal and iron resources,

in the war of mighty machines driven

l)y the energy of coal, we shall over-

whelm the enemy.



PHOTOGRAPHY AND ORNITHOLOGY
A SERIES OK PHOTOGRAPHS RKPKODUCKD FOR THEIR SCIENTIFIC VALUE.

AS EXPRESSING THE NORMAL BIRD IN ITS MOST CHARACTERISTIC POSE

BY ARTHUR A. ALLEN

Assislniit Profi'ssor of OriiitliolKtcv , Coriii'll rnivcrsily

As tilt' study of tlio liviiit^ liird assiiincs :i uioic iiii|i()it:itit jilai-t' in ()iiiitii<)l(>;;_\ , iilidtujr-

liiiiliv liiM'omt's iiuTcasini^ly valiialilc. Willi tlif i-aiiii'ra, cimii)!!'!!' ainl iiislantaiii'oiis records

of olisi'ixations can he iiiailo, and acciiiat»> n'lircst'iitatioiis of tlio li\ iii<f liiids can lu» jn'c-

sfivod. It must not li(> thoujiiit, however, that the camera is infallilde. For, while it can
reproduce the living bird nearly as realistically as can the art of taxidermy, a poor photo-
jiraph is more (lanjjerous to ornitholoy;ical science than a jioorly iiuMiiited sj)ecimen is to a
museum, because, with seemiiiii truth, it often conveys an entirely erroneous impression.
'J'echnical faults of exposure and lij^htinij, ilistortion due to foreshorteniiijr or due to shal-

lowness of the focal area. rendiM- iiiijierfect a jjreat many of the pictures tiiken. Or a
photojjrajih may be ]ierfect technically ami still, owing to iinnatural setting or to an un-
natural position of the bird, have little scientilic value. Indeed a large ])ercentage of gooil

bird photographs, instead of showing the n'al «|iaracter of the bird, show only the bird's
resjionse to fear.

A perfect photograi)li shows at a glance what pages of text would fail in convey. More-
over, it shows it more accurately, and it conveys exactly the same imjjression to everyone.
In fact, the value of a ])hotograph can be measured by its degree of superiority over a
written descrijition. The percentage of perfect photograjilis obtained l)y even the must
experienced bird ])hotograi)her is always necessarily small.

The accompanying photographs have been selected from the author's entire collection.

With the excejition of the least bittern, the birds are devoid of fear and oblivious to the
presence of the photographer.

A WATER CHICKEN AND ITS NEST

The Florida g.-illinulc, water cliirkcii. or ni\i(i hen is alioiit the size of a liaiitaiu ami lias niaii>

lienlike notes including a loud raucous cackle, quite startling wlien heard close at hand. The
gallinulc belongs to the same family as the rails, and although it has the typical long.

slender toes without webs, it swims readily. It does not usually venture far from
the shelter of the reeds, however, and at the sliglitest alarm it patters across

the water for cover. Its large, spotted, coffee-colored eggs are laid in a

shallow nest of dried flags. If the water in the marsh rises, the nests

are often built up a foot or more to keep the eggs dry

nil



Wood ;-" '-. -1 'jirU 'j:' ili- ^.r'ii.i'': li'i '11' i|... 11. iiiijiiiM bird is standing i_-omposedly by

her nest on a dead branch after having fed her one remaining youngster. The nest is a shallow struc-

ture ornamented with bits of lichen, a concealing device employed also by the liumming birds and gnat

catchers

Yellow-breasted chat, a strange warbler. — This is the wariest, most timid, and therefore the most

difficult to photograph of all our birds. During the breeding season it is often seen to spring from
the top of a tree and, with dangling legs, jerking tail, and wings that seem disjointed, to flop through the

air like a bird wounded and striving to reach the adjacent tree before falling to the ground. Its notes

resemble everything from the clear whistle of a boy calling his dog, to the cry of a startled feline, or the

chugging of a motor cycle climbing a hill

Smallest of our birds, the ruby-thrnit. i , iiimmm Imd.— Here is a glimpse of the humming bird's

home life. The young birds have their mouths open and are about to be fed with the nectar and minute

insects that the mother bird has brought back in her crop. In feeding she inserts her bill far down into

the throat of the young bird and injects the food into its crop. This particular nest, with its concealing

lichens, is saddled on the branch of a pitch pine, a rather unusual site
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A SECRET IN THE CAT-TAILS, THE HOME OF THE MARSH HAWK

To portray cliaractcr is tin- aiiilntioii of an artist. Ijut licrc tlu' tauu-ra has cauglit the wild, tierce

nature of the hawk just as the bird has aliglited upon its nest and glanced about to see if all is

well. The marsh hawk is a bird of open fields, shores, and marshes, and seldom alights in trees. It feeds

mostly upon mice and frogs but sometimes takes birds. Its face is somewhat owl-like, owing to its large,

though concealed, ears and. as with the owls, hearing probably plays an important part in the bird's pur-

suit of mice as they dart about in the long grass
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A water sprite, the Louisiana water thrusli.— This is a bird of ravines and cusc^uli's. Kver tilt-

ing its body as though it had difficulty in balancing on its slender legs, it runs lightly over the wet

stones. This photograph shows it resting for a moment in midstream, its bill full of Vjlack fly larvae

picked from the rocks in the swift current. Its young are near in a nest on a moss-covered ledge

overhung with roots and ferns

A rocky cradle. — Tlie killdeer builds no nest but merely scratches a lioUow in the ground. The
young killdeers do not need a soft nest because they are able to run about as soon as they hatch from

the eggs. The killdeer formerly was shot as a game bird but it is now grouped with other migratory,

insectivorous birds and given the protection that it deserves. Killdeers frequent fields, shores, and
ploughed ground, sometimes far from water, and feed upon locusts, cutworms, and other insect pests

Thin as a rail.— The proverbial rail was more likely a fence tlian a bird, but tliiuness is quite

as characteristic of these strange birds of the marshes. The body is compressed like that of a flea, to

enable it to slip through the dense vegetation. Here a Virginia rail is sneaking to its nest
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THE MEADOW LARK, A BIRD OF THE FIELDS

The meadow lark is ever alert ;uh1 w atcliful, wary yet not timid. It is here shown perched on a rock in

the grass near its nest. From tlie flirt of the tail to the glint in the eye, it is a wild, free meadow

lark, unabashed by the presence of the concealed camera. In its bill arc some insects for its

young. Indeed the meadow lark is one of our most valuable, as well as most striking birds,

consuming with great avidity grasshoppers, cutworms, army worms, white grubs, and

other destructive pests of the field and garden. It is found in open fields through-

out the eastern United States, and its clear plaintive whistle of several notes

is one of the sweetest sounds of spring. In the West it is replaced by a

very similar species, whose song, however, is quite different

loy



SHEATHBILLS ON THE COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA

The sheathbills or kelp pigeons are allied to the shore birds, coming up in the fall from islands

hundreds of miles south of Cape Horn where they nest, and spending the winter months

along the beaches of South America. The crews of sailing vessels when passing through

the Strait of Le Maire between Tierra del Fuego and Staten islands in the winter

often see the birds flying out from shore to circle about their ships
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Narrative of a Bird Quest in the Vicinity

of Cape Horn'

Hv 1M> L L (> II. i; !•; (• K

0\ I'm-: twenty-oiirlith of IV-

eoiul»or, 1!M4. wo hoisted nn-

chor at five thirty o'cloi'k in

the morning and started soutli fioiii

Herniite Ishind for the Horn. Ho fore

an liour had passed fog was pouring

over Hcrmite Ishuul, and the wind in-

creased to a strong hreeze. We headed

in behind Jerdin Ishmd and dropped

anchor once more. The wind died

down in the evening, and on tlio twenty-

ninth we turned out again at five

o'clock and got under way. A light

northeast wind carried us down to

Horn Island, and we rounded the Horn
in flying style as the wind freshened on

Hearing the cape. Being in a small

boat and the wind off shore, we passed

close along the southern side of the

island, taking photographs of the cajie

from different angles and, although at

times sailing with the rail under water

in the sudden fierce gusts that swooped

down off the high cliffs of

the promontory, we en-

joyed to the full this

pleasant passage of the

Horn— a trip I had many
years longed to make.

Shearwaters and alba-

trosses swung high and

low around us, and the

rapacious skuas hurried

from one flock of fishing

birds to another in search

of food, while the timber-

strewn beach reminded us

that the stories of wrecks

credited to this point were

not all fables.

We sailed to the south-

ward about ten miles, but

the breeze freshenins, we

tiiriic(l linck. jiiiil Uy thr tiiiic Ilorsohd

Island was gained a heavy wind hur-

riod us up tlio South Soa Pass to an

anchorage at tlio southornniost point of

WolJasfon Island. Wo wore held at

WoUaston Island a week by ])rolonged

gales, but found much of interest

there, discovering and photographing

sooty shearwaters' nests being the most

ini]iortant work. iSTear the top of a

rocky ridge I found my first nest of

this shearwater, and glancing up as I

reached it, saw Cape Horn looming

over Herschel Island just below me.

When I thought of the thousands of

sooty shearwaters I had seen about the

islands of southern Alaska, and the

hundreds of thousands in ]\Ionterey

Bay, California, it seemed as if I had

made a long journey before I finally

laid my hands on my first nest within

sight of Cape Horn. For ferocity in

nesting birds I have vet to see the

When making long vo.vages the sextant is one of tlie instru-

ments used by the navigator to determine his position. The
above scene suggests to the initiated that eight bells soon will

be struck and the man at the wheel relieved

' Conclusion of article begun in the January Journal. Article and illustrations copyrighted.

1918, by RoUo H. Beck
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A steamer trip through Beagle Channel or Smyth's Channel in winter is most interesting. The
snow-covered islands with narrow channels between are always presenting new views of surpassing

beauty, and although the fog may hang low for a time, one always has the hope that the next turn of

the channel will reveal sunshine ahead

At liiTtrand Island which lies only fifty uulcs iiortli of fapi'

Horn, a few hundred sheep are raised yearly. The owner
transports the surplus animals in his schooner "Antarctica" to

Ushuaia, a small town in Tierra del Fuego, and his sailors are

shown here passing a cargo from the lighter to the hands on
board. The high price of wool and mutton makes the business

a profitable one at present
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equal of the sooty shear-

waters. They scratched

and screamed and were ut-

terly unmanageable, abso-

lutely refusing to remain

in any position in the nest

where their heads would

show. After several birds

were tried, I finally took

one photograph with the

bird ramming her head far

up in a crack in the after

part of the nest. Alaskan

scenes were brought back

to memory here also when
I unexpectedly flushed a

large seed snipe from the

top of a rock-cTowned

ridge. The actions and

color of the bird were so



iiinn (jih'sr i.\ rii/-: i /r/.\//) or r.i/-/-; iionx ii;;

\\kv tlio.-c cf ilic croiicliiiii:' \\ Inh'-Inilcd luil (lillinili id \\;ilk ;iI(iiil; dh lop of tlu'

])tariiiii!aii iliai >(|ii,Ut('il liy lichen- hi-dw tli. Wlini (uic nDt a little liiglKT,

marked rorks oil the rocky |K'aks alioiii lio\ve\er. w liere the unrestricted lasli

Seward. Alaska, that I \voiidere»l at the of the wind was felt, tlie hraiielies

reseiiihlance. I >|ient niurh I inie t r\ in<i- dropped down into vinelike rnniiors,

to ohtain >pecinieii> and did tind a and crept alon<i' for yards over t he face

hrood of yoiin<;-. hut the oM hjnU ehuleil of the tfraiiite rocks and lioidder> w hich

me until latt r. littered the niountaiii-sides. Jleiv also

'^i'lu^ adaptahility (d" tlii' heeches. the \\c>a\\ hiirrous of tlie sea otter and the

Fewer than a huncircd of the fast disappearing Valigan Indians ol southern South America now
remain, and tlie absence of children about their settlement at Rio Douglas. Xavarin Island, is the most

noticeable feature to tlie traveler who has seen tlie al)uii(laM<-e of children about otlier Indian villages

principal tree of the southern forests,

was shown here also. One could find

within thirty yards trees from thirty

feet or more tall down to creeping ones

that could not exist if they raised their

branches six inches above the granite

rocks over which they crept. It was

merely a question of location. One

could walk along under the trees helow

a ridge, hut as he began to get up where

the wind from the west swept across,

the branches suddenly multiplied and

in some places were .so thick that it was

well-worn trails leading from the water

up to them. Although we had seen

many shells of the delicious centolla

crabs at rocky points where otters had

Ijeen feasting, not an animal did we

encounter. We enjoyed on several oc-

casions the excellent mussels which oc-

cur in .-uch abundance in this region,

and which in winter probal)ly form the

principal diet of the Indians. Cen-

tolla crabs we preferred to lobsters,

which had been fed to us in abundance

on Juan Fernandez Island the vear be-
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fore. The sailoi's caught very few fisli

for some reason, but the mussels and

crabs and a couple of young fur seals

which the captain palmed off on us as

canned mutton proved very welcome

additions to our larder. We used the

wild celery in soup, and the Italian po-

lenta, made of cornmeal and chopped

duck and plovers, prepared by our cap-

tain, who sometimes took charge of the

culinary operations, was excellent.

The wind subsided somewhat on the

fifth of January, and we sailed around

to the northern side of Wollaston, pro-

ceeding the next day to Bertrand Is-

land, on which is probably the most

southern sheep ranch in the world. A
few years ago some sheep were kept for

a while on Wollaston Island, but the

Indians gradually killed them off. Ber-

trand Island is owned by Captain

Grande, with whom I sailed a couple

of. times around Tierra del Fuego Is-

land. His family being at the ranch

when we arrived, we were treated to a

piano recital by the daughter and tea

and cakes by the senora, which brought

us quite within civilization again.

We spent the next night anchored at

Rio Douglas Mission, where the Yahgan
Indian is making his last stand against

extinction. It seems to be a losing fight,

for the kindly, conscientious missionary,

Mr. Williams, who had been in the coun-

try many years, told us not more than

eighty remained of the hundreds that

roamed the straits thirty years ago.

When we visited them, only a dozen

were about the encampment and, al-

though there were at least four women
to be seen, only a single child was noted,

a babe in arms. The colony differed in

this respect from the Indians of other

localities visited, where as a rule one

found from four upward to be the aver-

age number of children to each woman.

Although Darwin, on his memorable

voyage in the "Beagle," decided that this

was one of the most degraded of human
tribes, we found some of these Indians

at least able to understand and speak a

little English and Spanish besides their

own language. Two of the men were

working in the garden adjoining their

huts, but the others seemed to have no
pressing labor on hand. Several of

them, however, the next morning gave

us a hand in towing our boat out of the

river against the tide, and we passed

northward through the Murray Nar-

rows to the Beagle Channel and headed

back toward Punta Arenas. Our prog-

ress was somewhat slower going west-

ward, as the winds usually blew from
that direction. For forty miles the

channel nowhere exceeds four miles in

width, and it narrows down to less than

a mile at one spot. The mountains

close to the channel run up three thou-

sand feet or so, although French Peak.

seven or eight miles back on the Tierra

del Fuego side, stretches up more than

seven thousand feet. Several glaciers

crawl down and drop their ice into the

cold waters of the channel, and the trip

through this part of the archipelago is

one of exceeding interest.

One morning, just after passing the

most picturesque part of the journey,

we saw smoke curling up from behind

a point of land near us, and on investi-

gation discovered an old Indian and his

squaw camped on the gravelly beach,

preparing to enjoy a repast of boiled

young shags. The manner of cooking

the birds was most simple : they were

grasped by the neck in the same condi-

tion as when taken from the nest and

deposited in a kerosene can half full of

boiling water. As the lower bird in the

can became cooked it was hauled out

with a stick, and an uncooked bird

pushed down in its place. A small cat

and three dogs accompanied the In-

dians, who later came paddling past our

boat in their little dugout canoe with

dogs, cat, fire, and food distributed

promiscuously from stem to stern.

Although we had started westward

in Beagle Channel on the eighth, the

head wind and bad weather retarded us

to such an extent that Brecknock Pass,

about a hundred and fifty miles from

Murrav Narrows, was not reached until
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tlio nineteenth. As we reaeheil tlie pass

the squalls increased, and wo had to

run in and anchor. Kain. hail, or snow
would sweep over the island in a sud-

den squall, after which, perhaps, the

sun would shine for a few minutes and

then be blotted out bv another squall.

While awaiting; fairer weather, I

climbed up to the top of Brecknock Is-

l;in<l aiul obtained several of the lars^e

seed snipe first seen on Wollaston Is-

land. On a nest with four eggs, by the

side of a small rock, a sitting bird was
wholly e.xposed to the beating hail

squalls. One of these passed over just

before I reached the nest, the cutting

pellets driving with such force that I

could not face them. A couple of

broods of half-grown young were seen

running about among the rocks, but

they were as invisible as young terns on

a gravelly beach the moment they

squatted down to hide.

Heavy seas and squalls drove us back

three times when we essayed to weather

the point into the open Cockburn Chan-
nel, and the third time we drifted on
to a sunken rock w^hen edging in to an-

chor. Although WT ran out the kedge

anchor, it was not until a substantial

rise in the tide assisted us that we
finally slid off our precarious perch.

The fourth trial was successful and we
ran out into Cockburn Channel at five

o'clock on the morning of January 22.

Heading northward before a fair south

wind, we made the ninety miles to

Punta Arenas by seven o'clock in the

evening, thus finishing a most interest-

ing two months' trip in a locality

where, unless one is provided with ex-

perienced help, he is very likely to be

reported missing, as were the two

youths we met during our short cruise.

Although the trip had been w^ell

worth while, and a most interesting lot

of material had been gathered. I had

not obtained the yellow-nosed albatross,

one of the most desirable birds of the

southern ocean. Meeting Captain

Grande, who was carrying firewood

from Beagle Channel to l?io Gallegos,

about forty miles north of Magellan
Strait, I bargained with him to run out

to Diego Bamirez Island with me after

he had discharged a small cargo at

Ushuaia, the Argentine penal settle-

ment just across Beagle Channel from
]\rurray Narrows. It was two months
bef(u-e we got away from Punta Arenas
and it was April 7 before we reached

Lort Bay again, having had to turn

back on account of bad weather after

getting a few miles outside of False

Cape Horn. Diego Bamirez is similar

to Ildcfonso Island inasmuch as only a

fair weather landing can be made. We
remained at Lort Bay until April 20,

having both anchors down most of the

time, and howling gales with heavy

snowfalls to prevent our leaving. As
we had expected to return to Bertrand

Island about April 10, we had taken

only a couple of sheep and a guanaco to

eat and these had been consumed by

the twentieth. Therefore when clear

weather showed on that date we sailed

back to the captain's ranch and I de-

cided, as the birds probably had left the

nesting ground by this time, to take a

chance on finding them off the south

side of Tierra del Fuego as we sailed

out of Beagle Channel. We took a load

of sheep from Bertrand Island for

Ushuaia and left Beagle Channel witli

a load of firewood for Rio Gallegos on

]\Iay 6, but although wandering and

black-browed albatrosses were seen, none

of the yellow-nosed were sighted, nor

Avere any seen on the run up the

coast.

As winter time was near at hand and

there was a probability of some of the

pelagic Antarctic birds coming up
along the Tierra del Fuego coast, I

made a second trip around this island

with Captain Grande, and in Septem-

lier hired his vessel for a run out to sea

around the Falkland Islands down to

Staten Island and back to Magellan

Strait. In all these months I never

once saw an unmisrakable yellow-nosed

albatross and finally gave up the quest

as the suuinicr tiino drew near.
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The Mounted Skeleton of Moropus in the

American Museum

A ••(!,AWKlt rXdlLATK" FK'cM TIIK M11»I>LK TKini A I: V nT N Kl;!.' ASK A

I'.v \V. 1). .M A T 'I' II !•: \V

MDROPrS is a l>iii- t'Xtinet ani-

mal that livid in Xorth Anior-

iea. It was oiu' of the oddest

looking heasts of its time, a (oiiil)i na-

tion of horse, rhinoeeros. and raiiirl ny

giraffe in its general a])pearanee. but

with enormous claws on the front feet

and smaller elaws on thr hind feet.

utterly uidiko the hoofs of the ordinary

ungulates or ''hoofed mammals."

All of the large herbivoi-nus animals

today and nearly all of the extinct

kinds have hoofs on the feet. They

have no need for claws. The feet are

used to carry them about, but not for

attacking other animals or for tearing

their prey or for digging, as in the

clawed animals. This is so general a

rule that it was long thought to be uni-

versal, a law of nature, and it was, in

fact, included in the Law of Correla-

tion expounded by the famous natural-

ist, Cuvier, a century ago. Horns and

hoofs he declared were the exclusive

prerogative of vegetarian animals. If

the horns were in pairs, so too were the

hoofs. Conversely, claws pertained to

carnivorous animals for the most ])art.

while no carnivorous animal had hoofs.

They tell a story about Cuvier to

illustrate his confidence in this ''Law

of Correlation." It seems that one of

his students, who desired to give the

Maitre a scare, disguised himself as the

Devil, with the usual horns and hoofs

and l)arl)-tipped tail. He jienctrated

at midnight to Cuvier's room and.

standing by his bedside, roused him

from sleep with the announcement.

"Cuvier, Cuvier, wake u]i! 1 am the

Devil and am come to eat yt>u uj)." The
scientist ga.^ed at him sleepily, looked

him o\ci' for a moment, and replied.

"llmm hoi-ns— hoofs- you're gi-ami-

ni\oroii>. ^'oii can't di) it." Whereupon

lie turned ovi'.r and went to sleep again

;in<! the student retired discojufited.

But for all Cnxicr's faith in his Law

of Corri'lal ion. there are some excep-

tions, and our Moropus is one of them.

Many years ago, when the first scat-

tered bones of this animal and its fossil

relatives in Europe were discovered, the

teeth and skull ])arts were described as

related to the rhinoceroses and the ex-

tinct pala^otheres and titanotheres, all

of them lielonging to the Perissodaetyl

order of ungulates which includes al>o

the horse and the tajtir. The claws and

other footbones were supposed to belong

to an entirely different animal related

to the anteaters. Cuvier himself de-

scribed one of the great claws as a "pan-

'

golin gigantesque""— a gigantic ant-

eater. It was many years before it was

found that these skulls and these foot-

l)ones belonged to the same animal. No
complete skeletons have yet been found

in the Old W..rld.

In this coiinti"\' a few scattered hones

of Mnro/iiK had been found thirty or

forty years ago. hut it was not until the

discovery of the gi'eat Agate Spring

Fossil Quarry in w(\<tern .Vebraska

that much was known about the animal.

This quarry was first discovered by Mr.

James H. Cook, of Agate, Xel)raska.

and was opened up and worked on a

large scale by the Carnegie Museum of

Pittsburgh between 100 1 and 1008.1

' They ol.taiiucl :i i;ic:il scrir.s of .skriftons of

llip little pair horned rhinoceros, Diceratherium.

:i skeleton of the giant pig, Dinohj/us. and a

number of incomplete skeletons of the Moropun
from which a mount was reconstructed.

1121
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The American Museum has had parties

working in this quarry for several years

past, and has been especially fortunate

in obtaining a whole series of more or

less complete and finely

preserved skeletons of the

Moropus, besides quanti-

ties of other material.

There are no fewer than

seventeen skeletons, each

being the bones of one in-

dividual, and the best of

them are virtually com-

plete.

The task of extracting

and preparing these thou-

sands of fragile and deli-

cate bones has been a long

and difficult one, and it is

only now that we have

been able to place the first

skeleton of Moropus on ex-

hibition. ^ This is mounted

in a standing position, the

pose adopted representing

the animal as looking off

into the distance (toward

the visitor as he enters the

hall). Other skeletons, of

both male and female ani-

mals, will be added later to

form a group.

The Moropus was a rela-

tive— albeit a distant one

— of the rhinoceroses, ta-

pirs, and horses, and be-

longs with them in the

order of Perissodactyls,

hoofed animals with an

odd number of toes on the

hind foot. The ruminants.

Skeleton of Moropus, found in the great Agate Spring Fossil

Quarry, western Nebraska, and recently placed on exhibition in

the Tertiary mammal hall of the American Museum. Note the

large claws on the fore feet although it belongs to the ungulates

or hoofed animals. The big extinct Moropus was one of the

oddest looking beasts of its time, a combination of horse, rhinoce-

ros, and camel or giraffe in its general appearance, but as seen

here, with enormous claws on the front feet and smaller claws

on the hind feet. American Museum parties working in this

quarry for several years past have been unusually fortunate in

obtaining a large series of Moropus skeletons, no fewer than

seventeen representing the bones of as many single individuals,

and the best of them virtually complete

^ The field work and prepara-

tion of the specimens have been in

charge of Mr. Albert Thomson of

the Museum staff. The skeleton

was mounted by Mr. Charles Lang.

The technical skill, carefulness,

and scientific accuracy through all

stages of the work make this skel-

eton one of the finest examples of

modern methods of dealing with

fossil vertebrates. The visitor

with a little constructive imagina-

tion can readily see in the skele-

ton the proportions and pose of

the animal ; and it is as accurately

true to life as the most careful

scientific study can bring about.
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(•ailU'ls.l»i,U>.illl(l llil)|ii>|)(i|iililll.-r>li:i\r;ili

t'Vi'ii nuniltcr of t»»i's citlur two or I'dui-.

Morojius has three, like a rhiiiocci-os or

tapir. It is ahoiit the si/c of a rliiiiocf-

ros, but \i'r\ (lilVfi-ciii in |iroporti<Mis.

Tlie head and neck an' |iro|tort ii>ncd

more like tho.-e in the horse, the

rounded hack su^<:t'sts the ta])ir, and

file le«r.s. while massive, art' longer than

in the rhino, es|)c>cially the fore liiiili-.

The feet with their ,t;reat flaws are i-n-

lirrlv dilVcrrnl. and more like those of

anteaters and similar diir.uin;; animals

than any of the hoofed animals to

which Moni/iiiM I'eally Ixdouns. The
front teeth are like thos(> of ruminants,

while the «,n'iiidin,ir teeth ai-e most like

some of the extinet Perissodaetyls— the

l)al;vother(^ of Kurope and the titano-

there of Xoi'th America.

The teeth show that the animal was

herbivorous, of browsing- hal)its. and

t|uite inojl'ensive. W lial u>c he made of

liis hi*: claws is rather a ])uz/.le. They
coubl not have been of much value for

fighting, for the foot and limb are too

stiff and elnmsy to be used except for

ordinary locomotion, j-'oi- tlie same rea-

son they could be of only limited use in

<ligging. The anteaters and armadillos

use their great claws in digging out ant

hills ; the sloth uses his in hanging from

trees: the bear finds his claws useful

both in digging and fighting, while the

cat family reserve their sharp claws

-trictly for fighting. ]>\\\ bears and

eats have much more mobile limbs and

feet, and it is certain that the Morojnix

did not live on ants oi- any such food,

and could not possibly climb a tree,

much less hang from one. The teeth

-how cleiirly that lii> {i»n\ wms leaves

and herbage, and that he cropped it

after the fashion of a deer or cow. lie

was not even omnivorous like the ])ig.

which do;'.; a c(in>i(lei'alile ani<Mint of

digging after >nccideni riMit> and tu-

bers with lii> snout ihongh not with his

fc.'l.

'i'lie onl\ |ilan>ible suggol ion tliat

ha- lieeii made i> that the great claws

were designed to aid I be MorD/ms in

sci'a|)ing away >:\\\(\ in diy riverbeds or

otbei- -uilalile |ilace- io make a water
hole wliiTc he might driidc. There is

good i-ea>on Io believe that the western

country whei'e he lived was even then

nioi'e ()!• less arid, with a scanty water

>n|i|ilv ill the >iimiiiei' or seasons of

di'oiighi. ill ('eiitral Africa today the

animals congregate in great numbers
around the scattered water holes, and
some (d' tlieiii may dig out the holes

more or less with their paws. Our Mo-
rojiiis could do that sort of thing to

great advantage, and the powerful

claws often might enable him to dig

<lown in a sandy riverbed to water that

otherw i>e would be beyond his reach.

'i'he modern moose and caribou n.se

their long and rather narrow hoofs not

only to support them on soft ground.

but also to dig down through the snow

and uncover food beneath it in the hun-

gry winter season. But it is not likely

that the Western Plains was a region

of cold winters and deep snows in the

time when the Moropus lived there.

Rather was it like Central Africa today,

at least in the summer .season, although

not having a tropical climate the year

around.



Conrtesy 0/ tin .\ 1 <• I'i'L Zoological Society

SMALL-MOUTHED BLACK BASS WINTERING IN NEW YORK AQUARIUM
Although the various species of fresh water fishes react differently to cold, it is known that many can

endure very low temperatures, even freezing. Certain species of the North like the Alaska blackfish

have extraordinary vitality, and when thawed out after lying frozen for many months will prove as

lively as ever. In winter at the New York Aquarium the water flowing through the tanks sometimes
reaches a rather low mark. When it is below forty degrees Fahr., some of the fishes become sluggish

and take little food. Young yellow perches remain on the bottom but the young black bass poise in water,

fifty or more compactly bunched, mostly heading one way. For the game qualities of black bass see Fishes,

by David Starr Jordan. Vol. II, pp. 301-304
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Democracy and Science

F.'iih iiKiii. iiic/i ill) II. iiirli tliinrii s/iiinliiiij fur irliiil il is, irilli nil

till iinriiH III III iiiiil:i -III lii n llirmrii nil"

I'.y i> A \'
I 1) s '1' A i; i; .1 (> 1.' I) A N

T\\\\

s)>iri1 of <l('iH(»cr;u'y t';i\'ni's llic ;h1\;iiic<' oT

sciciict'. 1 )('iii(i('ra<'y seems ;il lii'st t<» 1('\<'1, licc.-msc

il teai-s down all artificial jJi'ops. All men start alike,

;iii(l Jill ideas must st ruut!,"l<' alike foi" existence. 'I'lic tra-

dition ol' a thousand years to a d<'m(»ci*acv, is, to lioi'iow

Huxley's jdirase, 'H)ut as the heai'say of yesterday." Ami
this should he ti'ue (»f all tradition in tln^ face of trnt h. A
truth is valueil foi- what it is

—

iiothiuu' nioi'c. In a de-

mocracy truth stands on its own t'e(4, as a man ou.nht to,

and opinion may he assailed from any sid(\ Tradition

does not help it, and there is no weight in authority.

Democracy jit last brink's eacdi one to his own. It is not

a leveler. It is the ureat unequalizer, the powei" whi(di

makes ea<di man eipial to his own fate, regardless of the

fate of all othei' men. And as no two men deserve the same

in life, fair jday must end in final ine(pudity.

In the fields of Science, it is easy to notice the influence

of political conditions on the individnal point of view.

The American worker applies his rules re.uaiMlJcss of

whether they aft'ect great men or small. He knows no
tradition larg<^ enough to (dieck the movement of knowl-

edge. Among the Scandinavians and the Dut(di, in

nations too small to obscure the democracy of learning,

we find much the same feeling. In (Termany, in France,

even in England, the tradition of great names, the customs
of great institutions, largely outweigh the testimony of

things themselves. There is always a reserve of excep-

tions in favor of great men or the tiadit i<»iis of great in-

stitutioiis. The willingness to ado}»t new views, to utilize

new classifications, t(» see things in new lights, is, broadly

speaking, in ])ro]>ortion to the s]>irit of democracy by

which a woi'ker is sui-roumled. A i)erfect demo<'racv

means a ]M'rfect intellectual ]>erspective— eacdi man. each

id<'a, each theory standing for what it is, with all the

"uai'iniMit of make-believe thi'own off."
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MAIDENHAIR GROWING ON THE PERPENDICULAR SIDE OF A LIME SINK

The shady or southern side of lime sinks often harbors such a luxuriant growth of this graceful fern that the eroded

rock wall is completely hidden by drooping masses of brilliant leaves, giving the appearance of a green water fall.

This plant grows as well on the horizontal hammock floor, concealing from view the numerous little well-like

sinks. It thus makes walking in the hammocks dangerous. Scattered among the maidenhair may be

seen a few leaves of the halberd fern, and in the shadow in the left-hand corner are a few leaves

of the creeping wood fern. On the hammock floor, about the edge of the sink, is a plant of

the strap fern with erect leaves, and to its right a cluster of leaves of the sword fern

11^6



Only after a rainfall does the resurrection fern expand its leaves and become green and as con

spicuous as it appears on the prostrate log in the foreground. At other times the numerous leaves an-

curled up and shriveled, exposing only gray, scaly, lower surfaces, and the plant appears as a dead

mass attached to the trunks of trees or lying on the branches. The spore cases are set in pocket like

depressions on the lower side of the leaf blade, thus helping to retain the spores during alternate ex

panding and shrinking of the leaves.

In the moist soil of the bottom of the sink are several plants of the leather fern. These remain

fresh and green throughout the year, and sometimes attain a height of ten feet. The numerous spores

and spore cases complet(»ly cover the lower surface of some of the le,-iflets willi a red or lirown feltlike

coating

Ferns of Tropical Florida'

]W .1 ( ) Jl N K r X K ELS y\ A L L

Head Curator of the Museum and Herbarium of the New York Botanical Garden

THE fern flora of tropical Florida

is exceedingly rich. The num-
ber of ferns and fern allies in

this region is quite remarkable when

we consider tliat the area involved com-

prises only a few hundred square miles,

a mere fraction of the state's large area.

Although variety in soil and other

])hysical features is slight, this area

barbors more than fifty per cent of the

fern flora of Florida. An overwhelming

majority of the species are typically

tropical American. In addition to

these, there are several cosmopolitan

and a few endemic ferns. Nearly one

third of the species are epiphytic, liv-

ing on the moisture of the air onlv,

while anchored on trees or on pros-

trate logs. This condition doubtles.<

makes up to some extent for the lack

of variety in topography, climate, and

soil.

Tropical Florida, as here understood,

consists of two definite areas composed

' Written as preface for a new handbook on the ferns and fern allies of tropical Florida, now in

preparation by Dr. Small. The illustrations are from photographs by the Author
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of limostoiic ami ol' coral rotk. TIk' one

area comprises the Everglade Keys'

(liinestone)j wliieli are situated in tlie

southeastern part of the Everglades;

the other, the Florida Keys (coral

roek and limestone), which are situ-

ated in the tropical sea. Although

outside the hounds of the t»n*rid zone

tlu'ir vegetation, like that of tlu'ir

neighhors, the greater numher of the

l-5ahania Islan<ls. is prcdnminanllv trop-

ical.

The Everglade Keys consist of two

main divisions, the Biscayne pineland-

and the Long Key pineland. The foi-

mer group is made up of ahout a dozen

larger islands, which are mostly

hounded by the Everglades on two sides

and separated from one another by nar-

row channel-like intersecting prairies.

The Long Key group has a much
smaller area than the Biscayne pine-

land. It consists of about five larger

islands and a few smaller ones. Both
groups are of limestone, and they are

sliglitly elevated above the Everglades.

The rock is rather porous, and the

softer spots of the almost universally

exposed surface have been eroded

mostly by leaching out, so as to form a

surface honeycombed with all sizes of

cavities having very ragged and sharp

edges. These limestone islands are al-

most completely forested with the

Caribbean pine (Pinus caribcea) which

grows nearly everywhere on the exposed

rock. However, the pine woods, or

pinelands, are interrupted here and

'The word "key" (Spanish cayo, Britisli ca>i).

primarily applied to islands along the coast in and
near Spanish speakiniE: countries, largely replaces

the use of the word "island" in southern Florida,

and by the inhabitants is applied to islands in the

Everglades as well as to the islands of the coasts

and reef of Florida.

- These two groups of islands are separated from
each other by a distance of three miles. The in-

tervening Everglades contain a number of sloughs
which represent the upper reaches of an unmapped
river that flows southward and empties into the

Bay of Florida. The larger or eastern group of

islands takes its name from Bay Biscayne which
washes the shores of one of the islands for a dis-

tance of about fifteen miles. The smaller group
takes its name from Long Key. the largest island

lying west of the sloughs referred to above.

lliiTc l)y ti;iiiiiini(k>''' or areas of hard-

wood .-liiiili> Mild t rcr-, xiiiic areas small

;iiid some mucii larger, although all

lakcii together these comprise l)ut a

very small |ieicciitage of the region un-
iler consideration. The hammocks may
lie divided into two groui)s: First, the

high |»ineland hammocks which are

islands, so (o speak, of hardwood trees

in the pine woods. They are dry except

for the water contained in deep lime

sinks and in the humid air. 'J'hey num-
lier atiout a score. Second, are the low

l)ineland hammocks, indefinite in num-
licr and situated along the boundary
line of the pinelands and the Ever-

glades proper and prairies. These are

usually high and dry toward the pine

woods and low and wet along the Ever-

glades or prairies.

The ratio of pineland ferns to ham-
mock ferns seems astonishingly small.

Only two kinds of ferns are naturally

])ine]and plants. Even these two ferns

will spring up in clearings in hammocks
which have been partly destroyed either

by nature or by man. The other fifty

species of ferns are hammock plants

!

Their habit ranges from the stiffest to

the most graceful, and their structure

from the coarsest to the most delicate.

The pineland species are strictly terres-

trial in habit. The hammock kinds are

to a great extent epiphytic.

The hammocks of the Biscayne pine-

land are rich repositories of ferns.

Xearly all the kinds of ferns of tropical

Florida may be found in them. The
well-like lime sink.?, the hammock floor,

and the trunks and limbs of rough-

barked trees are the habitats of the

many specie.^, and each and all form
ferneries of indescribable beauty. They
can be appreciated by the eye alone,

even the camera falls far short of doing

them justice. In some places the deep

^ A hammock— the word proltahly of Indian ori-

gin— is a dense growth of mostly broad-leaved
shrubs and trees, thus giving shade, in a pine
forest or on a prairie. The use of the word is

confined especially to Florida and adjai'eiit states.

It was formerly confused with the word hummock.
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sinks have their sides eompletely cov-

ered with mats of iridescent filmy ferns

to the exclusion of all other vegetation,

while adjacent tree trunks and logs are

completely covered with another kind

of filmy fern. The filmy fern is com-

mon in tropical America. It was not

discovered in Florida until 1901. Some
species are found in dense hammocks,

ffrowing on trees and shruhs both near

the ground and high up, often covering

trunks and limbs with masses that can

be stripped off as mats several square

feet in size. In other sinks the small

halberd fern, the most abundant of the

fern species, predominates, while in still

others we find the honeycombed rock

sides adorned with various ferns,

filmies, maidenhair, halberd fern, Avood

fern, and spleenwort, not to mention

the rarer holly fern.

The hammock floor is another kind

of fernery. There the strap fern, va-

rious wood ferns, maidenhair, spleen-

worts, sword fern, and large halberd

fern, comprise the most conspicuous

kinds. One species of wood fern

(Dryopteris ampla) is, at the same

time, the most conspicuous and the

most elegant. This is the largest of our

shield ferns and grows in small lime

sinks on the hammock floor. The erect

rootstock is commonly raised a foot or a

foot and a half above the surface of the

ground, thus forming a trunk which

supports a crown of beautifully arching

lacelike leaves with a spread of twelve

feet ! Thus, in habit it is a tree fern.

The large leaves separate readily from

the rootstock, and in parting retain a

dense tuft of brilliant red scales at the

base of the petiole. Still other varieties

of the shield fern prefer the hammock
floor to the lime sinks, and in the dense

jungle often grow very large. Leaves

eight feet long with slender narrow leaf-

lets are not unusual. A tangled mass

of these large plantsj covering from a

square rod to a quarter of an acre, is a

wonderful sight.

In these remarkable hammocks there

are ferns everywhere— ferns under-

ground, ferns on the ground, and ferns

in the air. The trunks and limbs of

rough-barked trees are actually clothed

with masses of ferns, as well as with

orchids and other air plants. The res-

urrection fern, the leaves of which

shrivel and curl up in dry weather, but

are restored to a perfectly fresh state

by a rainstorm, the strap fern with its

long narrow leaves, and the Boston

fern, are the most common epiphytic

kinds. The last mentioned has the dis-

tinction of having the longest leaves of

any of our ferns, a length of eighteen

feet being not uncommon, while the

maximum length is twenty-seven feet

and two inches. These long leaves

often clamber like vines over shrubs

and up tree trunks and hang over the

limbs of trees. The climbing fern oc-

curs plentifully in one hammock. Its

stems and branches adhere closely to

the stems of shrubs and trees, especially

to the smooth-barked kinds. Occasion-

ally it climbs up trees to the height of

twenty-five feet. Palmetto trees are

often conspicuous ferneries. Below the

crown of leaves and growing from

among the old leaf bases one often finds

a collection of Boston fern, grass fern,

hand fern, and serpent fern.

One rather extraneous area comes

within our range, namely Eoyal Palm

Hammock. 1 This is an Everglade ham-

mock lying between the Biscayne pine-

land and the Long Key pineland. It

has a low rock floor, which is covered

with a foot or more of humus. Thus

far it is not known to have any ferns

that do not grow also in the hammocks

of the rest of our area. There are about

a dozen kinds of ferns common in its

jungle.

The Florida Keys comprise two di-

visions of a chain of rock islands which

are really situated in the waters of the

1 Known also as Paradise Key. Now within a

reservation with the official designation of Royal

Palm State Park. See Tropic Magazine. 4: 5-16,

1916. and Jovrnal of the New York Botanical

Garden, 17: 165-172, 1916.



WOOD FERN OF TROPICAL AMERICA

Till' l)f<i of whicli the iiicture sliows a part, was several square rods in extent. Large areas of the floor in hijili pine-

land Iiamniocks are often covered by this fern, especially where the shade is not too dense. The more or

less horizontal blades of the arching leaves are commonly so numerous that they completely hide

the ground beneath them. The leaves do not take root at the tip; the fern reproduces

itself only by the myriads of spores which are distributed from numerous small

spore cases borne on the under side of the leaves
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Gulf Stream. These are the Uj)per

Florida Keys (coral) and the Lower
Florida Keys (limestone). The Upper
Keys are for the most part long and

narroAv ridges of coral rock and are

clothed with hardwood forests which

harbor two species of ferns not yet

known to occur on the Everglade Keys.

The Lower Keys are more spread out,

and rather less elevated above the sea.

They are clothed both with hardwood

forests and, in the case of a half dozen

islands, with pine woods at least in

part. The Lower Keys have as yet dis-

closed no ferns not already known on

the Everglade Keys. In fact, the

Florida Keys have a much smaller fern

flora than the Everglade Keys. Only

about one fifth of the species of the

Everglade Keys have been found there.

No doubt in their past the fern flora

was larger than it is now. It may have

rivaled or excelled that of the Ever-

glade Keys, for the Florida Keys con-

sist of two areas of different ages,

coral and limestone; but this region

has been for a long time decidedly on

the wane.

In addition to the leaching process of

erosion that has reduced the surface of

the Everglade Keys, the Florida Keys
have had the mechanical and chemical

action of the sea to contend with, and

the evidences of reduction are not hard

to observe. Compared with the Florida

Keys the Everglade Keys have had a

very peaceful existence. The latter have

been sheltered by their inland position,

while the Florida Keys have received

the hard knocks. These islands not only

have been worn down and washed away
l)y the never ceasing action of the sea,

but also by the hurricanes of ages. This

is quite evident. The rock surface, par-

ticularly in the case of the Lower Keys
whose limestone corresponds to that of

the Everglade Keys, is polished off and

platelike, instead of merely leached out

and honeycombed. What the former

fern flora consisted of we cannot even

imagine, but we are safe in assuming

that it was more extensive than that

which we find there now.

About two score years ago a writer on

ferns, judging from a few collections

that had reached him from southern

Florida, predicted that more tropical

American ferns would be discovered in

that region. Since the beginning of this

century his prophecy has been fulfilled

by the discovery of about a score and a

half of ferns and fern allies before

know^n only from insular and continen-

tal tropical America.

This creeping wood fern is a "walking fern." The long tips rest on the surface of the rock, take

root, and form new plants, which in turn repeat the process. The fern is reproduced also by spores

which are borne in round spore cases on the lower surface of the leaves. This colony of walking fern

was found growing on the perpendicular walls of a lime sink in a high pineland hammock



On the Use of the Diving Helmet in

Submarine Biological Work*
By K. \V. (i r I) (i i: K"

Professor of RioloK.v. Stntc Normal ColU'ge, tircoiishoro, Xortli Ciirolinn

IN
a luiiiihtM- of tho liulh till of I Ik .V« n-

York Ziiokuiical Soviet ti f«tr 191ti, l>i-.

Alfred G. Mayer i referred incidentally to

the use of a diving helmet for work in siil)-

niarine biology at the Tortugas, Floriila,

Marine Biological Laboratory of the Carne-

gie Institution of Washington, and gave a

figure of such an ajiparatus in actual use.

In accordance with Dr. Mayer's customary

liberality in providing everything available

for furthering the work at Tortugas, the use

of such a hood there was inaugurated in the

season of 1915. At that time this helmet

was a new thing, and its utilization for the

study and collection of marine organisms in

their natural habitat was thought to be its

first use for such a purpose in the liistory

of science. However, such is not the case.

At Tortugas, during the season of 1915,

Prof. W. H. Longley and Dr. Lewis R. C'ary

did considerable experimental work with this

diving helmet. During the summers of 1916

and 1917 the helmet was in very frequent

use, both these men becoming quite skilled

in descending to moderate depths and in

studying the fauna and flora there. By its

use Professor Longley was enabled to go

ilown on to the coral reef off Loggerhead

Key and there, in Dr. Mayer's words, "to

become a fish among the fishes," which he

studied literally at arm's length. Thus

equipped and thus located, he has made ob-

servations of the habits of reef fishes as

valuable as they are interesting. Further-

more, wearing this helmet and using a cam-

era contained in a specially devised water-

tight metallic Vjox, Professor Longley has

been able to take some remarkable sub-

marine photographs of the fishes in the

rocky recesses of the reef, their home. Es-

pecially valuable are these photograjjhs in

the study of. the changeable color phases of

the fishes when under the influence of vari-

ous emotions, or when changing from one

' Mayor. Alfred G.. Longloy's and Rpighard's
Studies of the Reef Fishes of the Tortugas. Florida.
Bulletin Xew York Zoiiloijical Soriiti/, 1916, vol.

19. pp. 1.335-1336. 1 fig.

* Indebtedness is acknowledged to Mr. W. F. Mil
Florida, for the use of the illustratioiiK in this artii-le.

colored snbstratiiiM to another, or when vary-

ing with the amount of light received.

-

The diving helmet'' is really an appara-

tus as sinii)le as it is efl'ective for tise at

moderate dejiths. It consists of a barnl-

shaped brass hood with a conical top having

a handhold or grij) for putting it on or lift-

ing it ofT the head of the diver. In front,

<'orresponding in position with the face of

tiie diver, is a ]>late glass window through

which the wearer makes his observations. At
the base of the hood are metal flaps de-

scending a short distance over the lireast and

back of the wearer Init cut away in th<'

region of the shoulders to let the apparatus

fit snugly and securely around the neck and
on the shoulders. To the back flap, and if

necessary to the front one also, may be at-

tached masses of lead to overcome the buoy-

ancy of the diver and to hold him firmly on

the bottom. Fastened to the hood is a rub-

ber hose extending to the attending boat at

the surface where it is connected with a

double-cylindered hand pump worked by a

long lever so attached as to compress the air

in each cylinder alternately. The respired

air, together with the excess of air driven

into the hood by the pump, escapes under

the edge of the hood in a great stream of

bubbles. The shallow and w^onderfully clear

water at Tortugas makes it possible for a

man sitting in the boat and using a "water

glass" (a bucket having a pane of glass set

in the bottom) when the surface of the water
is covered with ripples, to see easily what is

going on below and hence to regulate readily

the amount of air sent down for the use of

the diver. Professor Longley found that

about eighty pounds of "ballast" were nec-

essary to steady him on the bottom in water
from eighteen to twenty feet deep, and that

he could easily remain down for thirty min-

utes in comparative comfort.

- Longley. W. H.. Studios upon the Biological
Signifiranee of Animal Coloration. Journal nf
Kxpfrimtnlnl /oiiloi/n. 1917, vol. 23, pp. 533-600
1 pi.

^ Invented by Mr. \V. .S. Dunn of Miami. Florida.

.r. president of the Miller Dunn Company, Miami,
as well as for valuable data. — K. W. G.
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The writer conjectures that the idea re-

sulting in the development and use of this

diving hood probably originated in the fol-

lowing interesting way. The building of

that wonderful over sea railroad, the Flor-

ida East Coast Eailway Extension, from

Homestead to Key West, called for the erec-

tion of miles and miles of concrete viaduct,

most of it in relatively shallow water. In

this work the services of many divers were

in constant demand. The work of such men

called for hours of service and for quickness

of movement when in the water, as well as

for quick ascent to the surface and ready re-

moval of the armor, rather than for protec-

tion from a great weight of superincumbent

water. To meet these exigencies of service,

the regular scaphander or diving suit was in

the main abandoned, the helmet only being

retained. The gain in ease of work while

in the water, in quick ascent to the surface,

and in ready removal of the helmet when

in the boat, at once will be perceived by any

one who has watched the snail-like move-

ments of an armor-encased diver, his slow

ascent to the surface, and the slower process

of removal of the helmet. Wearing the hel-

met only, a diver, in case of danger or of

trouble in the matter of his air supply,

needs but to lift off the helmet to be driven

to the surface like a shot. I have myself

seen a diver, working on the railway docks

at Key West, sitting on the bottom in

twenty feet of water calmly sawing off piles

with a one-man crosscut saw. When tired,

or when his work was done, he would climb

a ladder to the surface, his helmet would

be removed and he would sit down quietly

until wanted again. Then in three minutes

he would be at his post.

The use of the helmet alone of a diving

suit probably is common in shallow and clear

waters the world over, but its use in the

United States seems to be restricted to the

clear waters of Florida.

i

The use of the scaphander or diving suit

^ That the use of the helmet alone in diving is

not a new thing, and that it did not originate as

conjectured, I have ascertained since writing the

above. Mr. Ernest Cotton of Marathon, Florida,

division engineer of the Florida East Coast Rail-

way, Key West Extension, has been in charge of

the underwater work of the over sea railway since

its inception in 1906. He informs me that al-

though in his work very extensive use has been
made of the helmet alone of the diving dress, it did
not originate with this work, but that Key West
divers had made use of it for some years prior to

its use on the Extension. His men often have
worked in forty-foot water with the helmet only,

in submarine work dates back to about 1839.

Its use in biological work apparently is lim-

ited and recent. Its use in the commercial

collecting of sponges, however, has attained

considerable importance. Virtually all the

\essels of the Greek s2)onging fleet having

headquarters at Tarpon Springs, Florida,

are so equipped. To this the writer can

testify from personal observation of such a

fleet forced into harbor at Key West by a

hard "blow" in June, 1915.

The use of the diving helmet for sub-

marine biological work would seem to have

originated at the Tortugas Station in 1915.

but such is not the case. In Quatrefage's

Bamhles of a Naturalist- may be found the

data given below concerning the apparatus

used in a search made by Milne-Edwards

over the bottom of the Bay of Taormina on

the southern coast of Sicily some time be-

tween March, 1844, and June, 1845.

"The apparatus employed by M. Milne-
Edwards in these submarine explorations

was that which had Ijeen invented by Colonel
Paulin, a former Commandant of the Fire
Brigade of Paris, to be used in case of fires

in cellars. A metallic helmet, provided with
a glass visor, encircled the head of the diver,

and was fastened round the neck by means
of a leather frame supported by a padded
collar. This helmet, which was in truth a
miniature diving-bell, connnunicated by a
flexible tube with the air-pump, which was
worked by two of our men, whilst two others
stood ready to replace their companions."

The reader pirobably has come to the con-

clusion that this was a unique occurrence,

the first of the kind in the history of the

world, and, used for the purpose Milne-Ed-

wards had in mind, it probably was the first

;

but history repeats itself. The full or closed

helmet diving dress, essentially in its present

form, was practically perfected by an Eng-

lishman, bearing the German name of Augus-

tus Siebe, in his work on the wreck of the

"Eoyal George" about the year 1839. This,

however, was but a perfection of the open

but his understanding is that Key West divers
have gone twenty feet deeper without having to

put on the full suit.

Even though this use of the diving helmet did
not originate as has been conjectured, there can
be no doubt that its use was carried to its present
perfection in the submarine work necessitated in

the building of the scores of miles of concrete
work on this remarkable railroad.

- The Rambles of a Naturalist on the Coasts of

France, Spain and Sicil;/, volume II of which,
translated into English by E. C. Otte, was pub-
lished in London in 1857.
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Courtesy of Miller-Dunn Cutnpanu

The diving helmet is extremely simple— a brass

hood with a handhold at the top, a plate glass

window in front, and lead weights below. Pro
fessor Longley found about eighty pounds neces-

sary to counteract the buoyancy of the body.

This photograph shows Mr. Rex Beach, the au-

thor, about to go down in eighteen feet of water

helmet diving dress invented by Siebe in

]819 (the authorities differ as to the date,

some assigning it as the year 1829). This

consisted of a metal helmet with metal

shoulder plates terminating below in a can-

vas or leather jacket, under the free edges

of which the respired and surplus air es-

caped. This in its turn seems only to have

been a refinement of the crude apparatus of

Kleingert of Breslau, who in 1798 made use

of an egg-shaped metal cylinder which was

slipped over the head and trunk of the

wearer. This, however, was probably a some-

what modern development of still earlier

diving apparatus.

The earliest known figure of a submarine

diver attired in his suit is probably that con-

tained in the 1.511 or 1532 edition of the

De Be Militari of Vegetius. This engraving,

which I have not been able to locate, is saiil

to represent a diver attired in a leather hel-

met with a leather tube extending to and

supported by a bladder at the surface of the

water. Such an ajiparatus at once recalls

an elephant swimming wholly submerged but

for the tip of his trunk extending above the

surface.

Furnishing a steady supply of air under

pressure to the diver seems to have origi-

nated with one Borelli in 1679, who attached

a simple air compressing pump to such a

leather diving helmet as that described above

All these devices are, of course, but re-

finements of the crude diving bells used far

back in ancient times, in one of which Alex-

ander the Great descended to the bottom of

the sea and studied the plants and animals

found therein, to be noted as probably the

earliest submarine biological observations

ever recorded. The earliest account of the

use of any sort of diving apparatus is found

in Aristotle, who records its use in times dat-

ing back to about 1000 B.C.

Probably the latest and simplest, and by

far the cheapest, development of diving ap-

paratus for use in shallow water, is that

perfected in the diving hood described in

this article. So valuable has it been found

in submarine biological work at Tortugas

that it has been made a part of the perma-

nent equipment of the station there.



Ernest W. Smith: In Memoriam*

A hoVKIi ANlt ACCIK'ATK nl'.SKin'Kl^ OK N ATl'in:. WITH U.WiK I'oWKIv'

T(» .MOlNT HIK'DS SO THAT THKV HAh A SK.M liLAN'CK OF l.N-'K. A N D

TO K'KI'K'ODl'CK KLoWKIv'S Willi WAX ANl)OOl>oK S()TliATTllK^

||AI> Till". DI'.I.KATI'. I'.IIAI'T^' <
>!•" TIIK IJN'INC oK'lOlNAhS

CIMM'AIN WDiils arc lacking; from tii.'

I'.ii<i;lish languayo, iiiiu)ii>,' tlnMii tliosc

that, mijfht differciitiati' botwctMi

various jjrades of taxidermists and servo to

distinj;juish betwoen Ainerioan artists like

Akolfv. and those well defined as "bird stutV

CIS." 80 we can only say of the late Krncst

W. Smith that he was

an unusually excellent

and artistic taxidermist,

with a keen eye for

noting the facts of na

ture and skilled hands

for embodying what lie

saw in pose or form

in permanent materials,

lie rarely dealt with the

larger mammals, an<l in

the early years when he

did work with them

methods now employed

were unknown, but the

stately Alaskan moose

that confronts the visi-

tor at the entrance to

the North American hall

in the American Mu-

seum shows what he

might have done.

His work was directed

especially to birds and

to wax reproductions of plants and How-

ers, and was characterized by accuracy

and finish. This made his aid invalualtlc

in such pieces of work as the New England

spring group and the great Florida grou]),

on the latter of which he was engaged just

prior to his death.'

Mr. Smith was always pleasantly free

from "artistic temperament" or professional

jealousy, and this made it possible for him

to work in harmony with other taxidermists

and to accept and carry out suggestions—

and there are times when this is quite as

important as purely original work.

' In conjunction with Mr. Frederick H. StoU,

who lias continued the work to its completion.

" Mr. Smith stopped work on the Florida group
threatening inroads of the tuberculosis he had fou

New Jersey, October 5, 1917.

.Mr. Siiiitli rami' to tlic .Vmcticaii .Museum

of Natural History in JMHI ;iiid was there

until litiiH. wiicn on account of failing health

lie was foiced to seek conditions under

whicli he could devote much time to out-of-

iloor life, aii<i work when best he eould.

During these later- years he mounted in the

Brooklyn Museum the

gr(Mi|) of I'ribilof sea

birds, ill wlii<di the indi-

\idual birds for cor-

rectness of form, pose,

and expression are un-

e(|naled. He also pre-

]iai(<l the seasonal

groups of wild flowers

that form one of the

attractions of the Crane

Museum at Pittsfield,

.Massachusetts, and some

of the bird groups for

the collection of Mr.

.John F. Thayer in

Lancaster, Massachu-

setts.

The foliage and flow-

ers in the New England

spring group in the

American Museum tes-

tify to his dexterity and

power for accurate de-

tail and delicacy of finish. Mr. Smith was one

of several who obtained their first knowledge

of the technical methods of reproducing fo-

liage from Mrs. E. S. Mogridge who, with her

brother Mr. H. Mintorn, prepared the leaves

and flowers for the small habitat groups of

British birds that were installed long ago in

the British Museum, and were the genesis of

tlie large groups of today, but he, like others

of Mrs. Mogridge 's pupils, improved greatly

uj)on her knowledge and technique.

Mr. Smith will long be missed by those

with whom and for whom he worked, as his

cheerful, kindly disposition and his deep in-

terest in whatever he undertook made friends

of all who knew him. — F. A. Luc.vs.

at the American Museum in May, 1917, because of

ght so many years, and died at his home in Dover,
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HEADS OF VARIOUS KINDS OF ANTS

Not a new assortment of brownies. The jaws or mandibles of ants vary remarkably in

form, in accordance with the uses to which they are put. Figures A, B, C, and O are piercing

jaws of highly predacious ants; D, E, and K are mandibles used in jumping; H represents a

pair of jaws adapted for cleaning and severing, and G and / for tearing. The others are of

more ordinary types. M shows the part of an ant head used in stopping the entrance to a burrow
(From Wheeler's Ants, by courtesy of the Author and of the Columbia University Press)
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The Biting Powers of Ants

I'.v w. 1-. .M ( A T i: !•:

liiilcd Slati's Bioloi;i<'.'il Survey

IF
Till'; title Ii;h1 not l.cfii to.) loiiy, not to

say jiodaiitu', this papor iiiiy;lit well liavo

boon lioailod "The Natural and Artificial

Uses of tho Maiiilihiilar I'owers of Ants,"

neither would it have been amiss to entitle

it "l^ses and Misuses of Ant .laws."

.laws iiuiy he used for many tliinj^s, and

so indeed they must, in the case of most

invertebrates, as in addition to the normal

functions connected with eating, the Jaws

form the sole means of prehension, and

therefore are the most important medium
of contact of the organism Avith its en-

vironment. Mandibles are hands and tools

in one, but they have many special uses, ;ind

this is particularly true of the order of in-

sects to which ants belong.

It is well known that many of this group

(Hymenoptera) maintain tluir position

while sleeping, or in other words, keep them-

selves in bed, by the use of the mandibles.

In Texas two species of bees resort regu-

larly to certain trees for sleeping and firmly

insert their jaws into the wood.i At a

hymenopterous "hotel" at Falls Church, Vir-

ginia, two species of bees and three of

wasps were observed to sleep on grass stems

which they grasped tightly with their man-

dibles.2 Enough similar observations have

been made to prove that this is a more or

less general habit, not onl)' of species in the

United States but also of those in other

countries. Parasitic Hymenoptera have been

found attached by the jaws to their host

insects, apparently awaiting a favorable

opportunity for oviposition. This has been

especially noted in the genus Scelio, Avhich

deposits its eggs in those of grasshoppers.

Proceeding to ant "jaAvology" in particu-

lar, we may best divide the discussion into

(1) The biting poAvers of ants as used by
themseh'es in their own, or Avhat they con-

sider their OAvn, affairs, and (2) The use by
other animals of these poAvers of ants. In

' Observation of Mr. E. A. Schwarz.
" Fact reported by Mr. Nathan Banks.

the |iiiisiiit of their ac<'nstoMiei| activities,

ants naturally use their Jaws chielly in ways

advantageous to themselves, but good things

often are carried too far, and ants in using

their JaAvs furnish no exception to the rule.

\\r therefore have a category of actions

wliirli are di.sad\'antageous.

The advantageous uses of the jaws form

a i)art of most of the normal activities of

ants: "The mandibles, being the parts Avith

Avhicli the ant comes into most effective rela-

tions Avith its environment, present, like the

beaks of birds and the teeth of mammals, a

bcAvildering variety of structure. They are

used for excavating soil or Avood, cutting up

the food, fighting, carrying the prey, their

young, or one another, and in some species,

even in leaping by closing them rapidly

against hard bodies. Ants are remarkable

in being able to open and close their man-
dibles independently of the maxilla? and
lal)iuin."''

Mandibles of the normal type "are pal-

mate, toothed along the receding edges, and

terminate on the inside margin in a large

pointed tooth or tusk. These tAvo opposed

instruments, Avorking against each other,

form the composite tool and Avar Aveapon of

ants. With these they dig their galleries in

the earth, or carve them out of Avood, cut

doAvn grass, defoliate trees, seize and cut up
food of all sorts. Being palm-shaped as a

rule, the gathered and comminuted material

can be compressed into their holloAvs, and so

carried as conveniently as in a basket or bar-

roAv. As the muscles permit the application

of much or little force at the insect's will,

the mandibles can be clamped together with

poAver enough to break and tear tough fibres,

or approximated so gently that the soft

eggs and tender larvae can be borne about

as daintily as an infant in a mother's

arms."*

Ever}' one has obserA'cd trees that have

'Wheeler, W. M.. Antu, 1910, pp. 18-19.

* McCook, H. C, Ant Communiliea, 1909. p. 206.
* This article by Mr. McAtee Avas prepared originally to be read before a learned body of scientific

men, the Biological Society of Washington ("for their amusement," Mr. McAtee explains); it neverthe-
less obtrudes no technicalities of language or distracting bibliographical references— although presenting
through frequent footnotes the authority for every statement and the original sources for further re-
search liy thp interested student.—The Editor
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been hollowed out by auts and it is apparent

that their biting powers are equal to work-

ing in the hardest Avoods. In tunneling,

ants are expert, and authentic cases are

known of their tunneling under ditches and

streams. Indeed a South American ant is

said to have excavated a tunnel under the

bed of the Parahyba Eiver at a place where

it is as broad as the Thames at London

Bridge. The nest mounds of ants, entirely

the work of their versatile mandibles, are

familiar to all. Those made by some tropi-

cal species reach an enormous size, but even

in the United States, the hills of Formica

fusca reach a height of four and one-half

feet and a diameter of six. In making the

gigantic hills of the tropics, the ants tunnel i

from ten to thirteen feet or more below the

surface. It goes without saying that this

hastens the decay of the rocks. "The im-

pression one gets from the work of the ants

... in the tropics, is that they are vastly

more important as geologic agents than the

earthworms of temperate regions." (Bran-

ner, p. 152.)

Aside from their use in constructing nests,

the busy jaws of ants find multifarious uses

in the normal round of life. All food is

gathered by their aid; the eggs and young

are tended with solicitous care; and the

queen is groomed and fed; the plant lice,

the ant people's cattle, are moved from place

to place, and shelters are sometimes built

over them; the mandibles take part in most

features of the toilet of ants—and they are

very clieanly creatures; supernumerary males

and the dead are disposed of; often the

ground about the nest and long trails lead-

ing away from it are cleared of all vegeta-

tion and obstructions; and in some species

"the soldiers bar the entrances to the nest

with their heads, and snip intruding ants

in two with their strong mandibles." 2 In

Pheidole instabilis "the soldiers have an

office for which their abnormally large heads

and strong jaws peculiarly fit them. . . .

Their heads are so large proportionately to

their bodies, that if turned upon their backs

they are often unable to right themselves,

and if not relieved may die practically

standing on their heads. This big-headed-

ness, with its corresponding development of

the jaws . . . has led to a peculiar service.

The soldiers act as the communal carvers or

trenchers, and crack the shells of the oily

seeds and the . . . chitiuous cases of the in-

sects which the foragers collect." 3

All this is mandible work, some functions

calling for strength and others for delicacy

of action. One domestic phenomenon, in

which the mandibles play an interesting

part, deserves more extended description.

The green wood ant of southeastern Asia

(CEcophylla smaragdina) makes its nest of

leaves fastened together by a fine white web.

The adults, however, do not have the power

of spinning silk; that is an accomplishment

i:)Ossessed only by their larvae. The edges of

the leaves being held together by the jaws

of workers, other Avorkers carry in larva

which spin fine threads from their mouths.

By touching the freshly issuing threads first

to one side then the other, in fact using the

larvae as shuttles, the worker ants quickly

fasten the seam.

"The assiduity with which ants carry bur-

dens, and especially the grain-collecting hab-

its of various species inhabiting warm
countries, led to their being introduced as

£eed-sorters into fairy tales. We find a

typical instance of this in the story of Cupid

and Psyche. One of the first of the impos-

sible tasks imposed upon Psyche by the

malice of Venus, was the mixing of poppy,

vetch, millet, wheat, and other seeds and

grains into a large heap, which Psyche was
commanded to sort out, each kind into a

separate heap. But an ant who was passing

took pity on Psyche, and called all its com-

panions to her assistance. They came forth

from their habitations in troops, like the

waves of the sea, and very soon sorted each

kind of grain by itself, and when they had

finished the work, they withdrew to their

nests." 4

Among other uses of ant mandibles, fall-

ing in the category of advantageous ac-

tions, is that of leaping. Leaping seems

quite a different function from biting, but

as we shall see, it is made possible by the

simplest of all the movements of the man-

dibles—namely, closing them together. "In

Odontomachus, the 'tic-ant' of the tropics,

for example, the linear mandibles are in-

' See article by Professor John C. Branner, en-
titled Ants as Geologic Agents in the Tropics,
Journ. Geol. Chicago Univ., 8, 1900, p. 151.

2 Kirby, W. F., Marvels of Ant Life, 1898, p. 137.

' McCook, H. C, A7it Communities, 1909, p. 203.

^ Kirby. 1898. p. 149. This tale is related in

the myth of Eros and Psyche in Apuleius' "The
Golden Ass."
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sorted close together at their bases ninl ]>rn-

vidcd along their inner edges with :i fiw

sense-hairs which are nearly as long as the

mandibles. When the ant is excited it

opens its mandibles to their utmost extent,

till they form together a straight line at

right angles with the long axis of the body.

Then as soon as a hard object is touched by

the sense-hairs, the blades are suddenly

closed, striking the object with their tips

with sufficient force to throw the insect

backwards into the air for a distance of

several inches." This habit is also exhibited

by several other genera and species with

similar mandibles, among them "the Jarge-

eyed Brazilian Giganliops destructor, which

is able to 'leap from twig to twig,' and an

Indian ant, Harpcgnathus cruentatus, with

extraordinary mandibles, which is said to

leap forward like a grasshopper to a dis-

tance of eighteen inches (Wroughton),"i

A New Guinean ant only three mm. long can

spring on the average forty-seven cm., which

is more than one hundred and fifty times its

own length.

From remarkable leaping performances it

is easy to pass to feats of strength. The

following observations - were recorded a few

years ago:

"While walking on the university campus
the other day, my attention was arrested by
what appeared to be a grasshopper moving
along the sidewalk without using his hind
legs. Upon closer examination, I saw that
the grasshopper Avas dead and was being
dragged along by a small ant.

The difference between the size of the lit-

tle laborer and his load was so extraordinary
that I thought it might be of interest to
know the exact Aveight of each. I accord-
ingly weigliod them carefully on an analyti-
cal balance and obtained the following fig-

ures:

Weight of ant
Weight of grasshopper

.3.2 mg.
190.0 mg.

Thus, the ant was dragging a load that
weighed approximately sixty times his own
weight. This is equivalent to a man Avhose
weight is 150 lbs. dragging a load of 4^/2

tons, or a horse of 1,200 lbs., a load of 3H
tons! Is this not somewhat remarkable?"

We must admit that the feat is remark-

able, but this record like so many others, has

emphatically been broken. An Australian

ant (Myrmccia forflcata) has been known,

'Wheeler. Ants, 1910, p. 180.
' Observations by Mr. Armand R. Miller. Sci-

ence, Vol. 16, X. S.. Sept. 26, 1902. pp. 514-15.

while suspending itself by its feet, to sup-

port ill its mandibles a pair of gloves which

were more than 1100 times its own weight.

Working out ecjuivalents after the fashion

above, it is clear that this performance

would only be e(|uale<l if the one hundred

and fifty pound man, hanging by his toes,

supported in his teeth a weight of eighty-

two tons.

Seriously, however, these feats—the real

ones of the ants, I mean—do point toward a

conspicuous characteristic of the biting pow-

ers—namely, tenacity. This is the threjid

upon which will be strung most of the re-

maining incidents in "jawology" I have to

cite. The ant just mentioned as supporting

the gloves is popularly known in Australia

as the bulldog or bull ant, it not being

known "whether they most deserve the name
of bulldog from the square shape of the

head, their pugilistic disposition, or from

their tenacity in retaining a hold. They cer-

tainly deserve the title by reason of their

courage." •'

The latter trait is common to all aiits;

fear does not enter their make-up; battle is

unhesitatingly entered into with any foe no

matter what the odds, and self-sacrifice is a

universal rule.

"The mandibles are the principal weapons
and these alone in the larger species of
Camponotus and Atta are sometimes em-
ployed with telling effect. In the Myrmi-
ciuse and Ponerinae their action is often sup-
plemented by that of a Avell-developed sting.

Many species of Formica spray their ene-
mies with formic acid, or inject it into their

victim by moving the gaster forward and
centering its tip on the wound made by their

mandibles. In battles with other species or

aliens of their own species they pull their

opponents' legs or antennae with their man-
dibles and spray the tense membranes be-
tween the joints. ... In Polyergus and
Leptogenys all the workers have sickle-

shaped mandibles adapted to piercing the
heads or bodies of their victims." *

"This instrument, for the two mandibles
work together as one organ— ... is at once
a war-club, battle-axe, and sword ; it will

decapitate a foe with the facility of a
sabre or guillotine, will sever a leg or an-
tenna as deftly as a scimitar, or crush a
skull in its formidable vise as would n

tomahawk or club. It is terrible to see, in

the fierce encounter of emmet warriors, the
cruel havoc wrought by this weapon." =

^ Quoted from Mr. K. R, Barker, Virtnrinn
Xntiiralitit, 20. N'o. 8. Dec, 1903, p. 105.

Wheeler, Ants, 1910, pp. 181-182.
* McCook. Ant Communitieg, 1909, pp. 206-207.
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The sanguinary character of ant battles

is -well illustrated by the following account i

of a conflict in which a small species {Cre-

mastogaster Iceviceps) conquered a much

larger kind {Formica purpurea).

The larger ants were seized by six or eight

of the smaller, "which held on with bulldog-

like tenacity, whilst more of their comrades
sawed the hapless prisoner into several

pieces. "When once the small ants get a good
hold they never let go, mutilation, and death

even, failing to loosen their grip. Many
of them were bitten off at the neck by the

powerful jaws of the large species, but still

the heads remained clamped on to the legs

and antennae of their adversaries."

Ants pursue the same bulldog tactics in

capturing living prey. In Bermuda a small

red ant is a common enemy of the house fly,

as related beloAv:-

"This creature attaches itself to the tarsus

of the fly by means of its mandibles. It

was a matter of common observation to see

flies on the wing with these small ants at-

tached. On one occasion I disengaged the

ant and placed it on a table. It remained
quiet until a fly came within suitable dis-

tance, when it made a rush, and was carried

off clinging to the leg of the fly. I believe

that the attack was made for the purpose
of finally eating the fly. The ant hung on
until its host became exhausted, and then
attacked a more vital spot than the foot,

and killed it."

It is probable that this method is effec-

tive with a variety of middling size prey,

too large to be carried off bodily, but yet

small enough to be gradually worn down. I

once observed a common spotted cucumber

beetle (Diabrotica duodecimpunctata) with

a peculiar bunch underneath the fore part

of the body. Upon examination this bunch

proved to be an ant that had grasped both

front tarsi (how he got both of them I

would like to know) of the beetle in its jaws.

Even with this handicap, the beetle was able

to crawl up the window pane. It is prob-

able, however, that this incident would have

resulted in victory for the ant as the beetle

had no means of getting rid of its little

tormentor.

Larger prey is clung to in the same way,

often, by several ants. In India an ob-

server 3 "once caught a butterfly (Euplaa

^ By Mr. J. Booth, Fighting Ants, Victorian
Naturalist, 22, No. 4, Aug., 1905, pp. 75-6.

- By Major H. A. Cummins. Science-Gossip, Vol.
VI, No. 64, London, Sept., 1899, p. 124.

2 Dr. Erich Haase, Researches on Mimicn/, Part
II, 1896, p. 99.

siameasis), which was especially conspicu-

ous from its extremely erratic flight, and

found that a red worker of the large wood
ant {CEcophylla smaragdina) had bitten it-

self fast on its body." Another interesting

case describes a struggle between some har-

vesting ants and a caterpillar

:

"I was once a witness of a singular con-

test between a soft-bodied, smooth, greyish

caterpillar, about an inch in length, and two
medium-sized barbara Ants. The Ants were
mere pigmies in comparison with their prey,

for as such, I believe, they regarded the

caterpillar, but they gripped its body with
set mandibles, showing the most savage de-

termination not to lose their hold.

"When I first discovered the group, the
war Avas being waged in a tuft of grass over
one of the entrances to the Ants' nest, and
the caterpillar was striding along the leaves,

and thrusting itself between the culms in the
hope to shake off or brush away its little

persecutors. From time to time the cater-

pillar would turn viciously around and en-

deavour to pluck away its assailants; but
though it actually succeeded in stripping,

by means of forelegs and mouth, five of the

six legs of one of the Ants, which was within
its reach, they never loosened their hold.

"At length, a chance movement of mine
shook the grass leaf on which they were,
and the Ants and caterpillar rolled together
down a steep and rocky slope to about four
feet distant. They tumbled over and over
several times, but still the Ants gripped
their prey as firmly as ever.

"The last endeavour of the giant victim
was to rub off the Ants by burrowing into
the soil ; but on uncovering its retreat I saw
that their position was still the same. After
watching this struggle for twenty minutes,
time failed me, and I returned home, carry-
ing with me, however, the combatants. When
on my return I opened the box in which they
were imprisoned, these bulldog Ants were
clinging with mandibles locked as firmly as
ever ; and now as I write, in death they are
clinging still, drowned in a sea of spirits

of Avine." *

The last observation reminds me of the

experience we have in examining bird stom-

achs filled with ants; some of the ants have

grasped other particles of food; some their

own limbs (and one finds jaws clamped

down on nearly severed legs) ; many seize

other ants, and sometimes, Avhen picking out

an ant from the mass with the forceps, a

Avhole cluster, like tacks attracted by a mag-

net, follows—bound together by the death

grip of the jaAvs.

While still holding to the thread of tenac-

ity we cross the dividing line between ad-

*\Vood, J. G., Insects Abroad. 1874, p. 447.

Observation attributed to a Mr. Moggridge.
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vantagcous and *lisiulvaiitay;eous uses of tlio

jaws. Tenacity witliiii reason brings desir-

able results, but we have seen that in this

particular iield of endeavor ants know no

limit, lience they sometimes yet into trouble.

This is usually the case wlien tliey attack a

larger animal which can defend itself by

biting or otherwise. Various insects are

occasionally captured with the heads of ants

clinging to their legs. A tiger beetle {Cicin-

drlii launntii) and several other species

have been seen so adorned.' Tiger beetles

probably have no difficulty in decapitating

ants, but they are unable to break up the

hard heads themselves.

The same sort of tenacity is illustrated

in the story of a slave-holding ant which

went home with a dissevered head of an

ant dinging to its leg.2 Professor \V. M.

Wheeler, of Harvard University, told me
that he once came upon a colony of harvest-

ing ants {Poffonomyrmcx molcfaciens) evi-

dently recently visited by an army of driver

ants (Eciton ccecum). Almost every har-

vester had several Eciion heads dangling

from its legs, the bodies having been bitten

off.

Anotlier observer '^ relates that on one oc-

casion he had put two ants of the species

Componotus pcnnsylvanicus, which had come

from an oak log in his room, into a bottle

with a turtle {Kinostenion pennsylvanicum)

,

and that they had attacked the turtle and

had bitten so hard that the heads remained

attached to the turtle's neck after the bodies

had been removed. Still another observer *

tells me that lie once collected a ground

squirrel in the Southwest that had an ant's

head fastened in the edge of one of its nos-

trils. The part was entirely perforated, and

the head swung loose; the animal thus had a

veritable nose ring and it was certainly of

unique pattern, even if not of so much value

as those affected by certain savage tribes.

It is rather a common occurrence, further-

more, to collect flickers—birds which dig

into ant hills and feed freely on their in-

habitants—that have ant heads attached to

their wing and tail feathers.

In all these cases, disadvantageous jaw-

work is illustrated; the ants had bitten off

' Observation by Professor D. E. Lantz.
- McCook, Ant Communities, p. 200.
^ Wm. T. Davis, Journ. N. T. Ent. Soc, Vol.

XVI. No. 3, Sept., 1908, p. 196.

* Mr. Vernou Bailey, of the United States Bio
logical Survey.

more than they could chew. As a rule they

encounter the same state of affairs when
they attack man. They may annoy or even

severely punish, but ultinuite victory lies

with the attacked. One scientific gentleman •"'

told me of an experience he had with an

ant accidentally taken into his mouth with a

berry. The little fellow at once set his jaws
into the inside of the cheek; in dislodging it,

the first pull brought away the thorax and
ai)d(>iiu'n, but the head remained. At the

second attempt the head was brought out

but a jiiece of ej)ithelium came with it.

The driver ants of the tropics, Eciton in

America, and Anomma in Africa, are a ter-

ror to every living thing. When they are on

the march, those creatures able to flee do so

at once, those which lag behind are quickly

consumed. These ants at times make things

very interesting for man. When their line

of march takes in a native house, the owners

decamp immediately, and the ants are left

in full possession. They soon pass on and
thes-e visits are not without advantage to the

house dwellers as all cockroaches and other

vermin are thoroughly cleaned out.

Another observer s tells me that at times

when looking among the tree tops for birds,

he has been taken unawares by an army of

these ants. The soldiers among the driver

ants have tremendously developed heads and

jaws; their bite brings blood and they hang

on until the heads are pulled off. The most

interesting feature of their attack is the

remarkable unanimity with which they set

their teeth into the skin. Whether they

accomplish this by mental telepathy or

otherwise, the fact remains that several ants

scattered here and there over one's anatomy
all decide to bite at one particular moment.

Considering the severity of their bite we
may well believe the observer's statement

that a surprise party of this kind fairly

lifts a man off the ground.

An African ant of similar habits, the

siafu, has a broad flat head with crescent-

shaped mandibles which it buries in the flesh

of its victim and there literally stands on its

head. This ant exhibits the same biting

habits " described for the Central American
species. As a result one may have twenty-

^'The late Professor F. E. L. Beal. of the Unitfd
States Biological Survey, Washington, D. C.

"Mr. E. A. Goldman, United States Biological
Survey.

' Authority of Mr. Kdniund Heller, African ex-

plorer.
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five to thirty ants upon him before he real-

izes their presence. The only remedy is to

strip and pull them off individually, and

usually each one picked off takes a piece out.

An old fable (one of ^sop's collection, in

fact) found by the writer in somewhat al-

tered style among the Creoles of Louisiana,

has as its main point the singular effective-

ness of a good honest ant bite. Briefly the

fable is as follows: A dove seeing an ant

struggling in the water threw the insect a

leaf by means of which it was able to reach

shore. Another day the dove sitting drow-

sily in a tree was approached by a hunter.

As the hunter raised his gun and was about

to fire, the ant, taking in the situation,

quickly climbed to the man's neck and bit

with all his might. With a sharp cry the

hunter put his hand to his neck, and in so

doing dropped his gun. The commotion

aroused the dove which flew off in safety.

Another fable exj)lains how certain ants

acquired their thrilling power of jaw. A
black ant of Ceylon, called by the natives

coddia, is said to "bite desperately, as bad

as if a man were burnt by a coal of fire;

but they are of a noble nature and will not

begin unless you disturb them." i The rea-

son the Cingalese assign for the horrible

pain occasioned by the bite is curious. "For-

merly these ants went to ask a Avife of the

Noya, a venomous and noble kind of snake;

and because they had such a high spirit as

to dare to offer to be related to such a

generous creature, they had this virtue be-

stowed upon them that they should sting

after this manner. And if they had ob-

tained a wife of the Noya, they should have

had the privilege to sting full as bad as he."

The "Noya" is, of course, the well-known

Naga, or cobra de capello.2

In the categories of biting thus far con-

sidered, the ants were in no sense the tools

of other creatures; they were doing just what
they pleased. The fact that they sometimes

lose their lives in misguided ventures does

not alter the entirely volitional character of

these attempts. But the mandibular powers

of ants are put to use by other animals,

chiefly by man. Some of these uses are praise-

worthy, others are decidedly the reverse.

The terrific biting powers of some tropical

ants, together with the abundance in indi-

viduals of these species, have prompted their

^ Quoted from Knox.

^Kirby, 1898, pp. 146-7.

use not only in moderate punishments, but

also in revolting forms of torture and execu-

tion. It has been found 3 that in British

Guiana biting ants are used in certain ordeals

and in punishing youngsters. The ants are

placed in the interstices of specially woven

mats, and held there by stretching upon the

handles. These ant mats are then applied

to various parts of the body of the victim,

where the ants naturally bite their best, thus

carrying out the wishes of the monitor. There

is an account * that among the Mundurucu

and related tribes of Brazil, biting and

stinging ants are used to test the courage

of the young men. Bark cylinders half full

of ants are put on a young man's arms, and

while enduring the most fiendish biting and

stinging, the victim must go about the vil-

lage paying his respects to various house-

holders and officials, showing no signs of

distress. From the fact that the fire ant or

tecandiero is preferred, it is certain that the

stinging is more essential to the complete

success of this ceremony than the biting.

Ants are used even as executioners. In

Burma the criminal is usually tied to a tree,

smeared Avith honey, and left to be devoured

by the ants. The Kafirs of South Africa used

to stake doAvn their prisoners upon an ant

hill, "and they Avere eaten atom by atom in

a few hours." s

Passing to less exciting but more praise-

worthy uses of the biting poAvers of ants, Ave

must remember their utility to science in

cleaning skeletons. Those Avho have tried

this method know that a beautifully cleaned,

but still articulated skeleton is the result.

Their proficiency in this occupation is some-

times painfully obtruded upon the zoological

collector.6

It is stated that during pioneer days in

the Southwest, it Avas a custom to throAV

clothing upon an ant hill, for the purpose of

freeing it from the vermin frequently an

unavoidable accompaniment of mining camp

5 By Dr. W. E. Roth, Journ. Roy. Anthrop.
Inst., 42, 1912. p. 539.

* By Captain Mayne Reid, Odd People, pp.
134-6.

= Authority of Sir Richard Burton. Kirby, 1898,

pp. 134-5.

^ Mr. Heller states that the siafus often com-
pletely consumed the catch of his entire line of

traps, the skeletons only remaining. Messrs. Nel-

son and Goldman became acquainted with a Mex-
ican ant which had a very precise formality to be
accomplished before actual skeletonizing began.
The hair of the specimens Avas all bitten off close

to the skin, leaving the mice and other small mam-
mals looking as if they had been shaved.
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life. We have it on the autliority of au

army surgeon, that "one of the best exam-

j.lcs of scavenger work of the ant" may be

had by taking a bed ridden with bedbugs,

or better, a mattress, and i)lac'ing it over an

ant heap. Every nook and ereviee will be

idealised of eggs and bugs in a fashion that

will jmt disinfectants to shame.' Ant colo-

nies are placed under houses in China so

that the ants n:ay destroy the termites that

infest them.

The most interesting use of ants liy man

that I have so far learned about is in sur-

gery. I present part of an account given by

the director of the Laboratory of the Medi-

cal Faculty of Paris :-

"The mandibles of ants and of several

coleopterous insects, Scaritcs in particular,

have long been employed in Asiatic surgery.

This usage is of the most ancient date with

the surgeons of India and is perpetuated in

our day in Algeria by the Arab operators

and to some extent by the Turks in Asia and
the Greek barbers of Smyrna.

"According to an English entomological

.iournal.'! the barber presses upon the edges of

the cut with the fingers of the left hand and
applies each ant by means of forceps held in

the right hand. The mandibles of the ant

are widely opened, the animal being in the

defensive attitude, and as the insect is grad-

ually brought near the wound it seizes the

projecting surface . . . and immediately
forces its mandibles through the flesh . . .

and remains in this attitude, pressing the

one mandible against the other with force

and consequently holding the two edges to-

gether. Then the barber separates the head
from the thorax with a snip of the scissors,

and the head with the mandibles remaining
in place continues its function while the

thorax and abdomen fall to the ground.
"The same operation is repeated with

other ants until at times there may be a
dozen pairs of mandibles placed at regular

intervals, so that through its whole length
the skin is united by this very ingenious
procedure. The heads are allowed to re-

main a few days, after which, since the heal-

ing has been effected, they are loosened and
having performed their office are henceforth
useless."

It is stated on good authority * that in

Brazil the savages use this species "for

' Capt. P. L. .Tones, The Military Surgeon, 27,
1910. pp. 78-79.

- Baudoin. M., The Use of Ants in Operative
>redicine. Rev. Scit-nt. du Bourbonnais, 11, 1898,
pp. 2.52-253.

^ Mr. R. M. Middleton who wrote the article in
an English entomological journal referred to by
Dr. Baudoin, gives the name of the species of ant
used in Asia Minor as Catagbjphia viatica Fabr.
A South American leaf-cutting species Atta cepha-
lotes L. is known to be used for the same pur-
pose.

* M. E. Moquerys in the Bulletin of the Enlo-
moloijical Society of France, meeting of October
2:^. 1844.

holding together the edges of a wound. . . .

Then they tear away the abdomen and the

thorax leaving only the head at the edges of

the closed wound. It is not rare to see

among the Brazilian natives one who has a

wound in which the process of healing is

assisted by the heads of 7 or 8 of these

ants" (p. Ixvii).

I know of but one instance of the use of

the mandibular poAvers of ants by any ani-

mal other than man, but this single instance

is decidedly interesting and I believe indi-

cates that future observations will bring to

light other similar phenomena.

The observation is as follows: •'

"The occupants of a recently disturbed

ant hill were excitedly crawling about the

hill and the adjacent cement walk. They
were large, and to a blue jay in a neighbor-

ing tree they luust have looked luscious, for

thing down, the jay began to pick them up

with an eagerness that seemed to say that

this was an opportunity that might come his

way but once. As rapidly as he could do it

he seized the ants, with each capture lifting

a wing, sometimes one, sometimes the other,

and seemed to deposit his prey amongst the

feathers back of and underneath it. So
ijuickly he worked and with such evident

eagerness to make the most of this rare

occasion that, as he lifted the wing, putting

his bill amongst the feathers, it often seemed
that he must lose his balance and topple over

backwards. But he kept his poise, worked
on with all speed and had laid in quite a

store when a passerby frightened him from
his task."

There can be no doubt that this bird was
taking advantage of the biting-on habit of

ants to attach a number of them to its

feathers. What the ultimate object of the

action was can only be learned from further

observation.

To sum up, the biting powers of ants are

brought into play in practically every ae-

ti-vity of these insects; to themselves the

more delicate functions of the mandibles, as

well as their most powerful piercing, cut-

ting, and crushing uses, are valuable. To

other animals the strong biting powers and

especially the jaw locking habit of ants seem

mo.st important. The adaptation of these

qualities of ants to ordeals and executions

is ingeniously cruel, and their use in sur-

gery by savage tribes is wonderful. What

then shall we say if it is confirmed that

an animal lower than man has learned to

turn to its advantage the instinctive death

grip of ants?

^ Bv Grace EUicott of Newcastle, Ind., Note on

the Food of Blue .lay, Guide to \ature, I, No. 5,

Aug., 1908. p. 168.



FOR OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF GOD'

Mural decoration, by Will S. Taylor, mural artist at the American Museum of Natural History. Pre-

sented to the City Park Chapel, Brooklyn, by Mr. Frederic B. Pratt

Mr. Taylor has recently painted a decoration for the City Park Chapel, Brooklyn, which is so genuine
and sympathetic in its presentation of child love that the Journal considers itself fortunate to be able to

reproduce the accompanying photograph taken in the studio at the Museum before the removal of the paint-

ing to the church. Any black and white reproduction carries a poor conception of the picture, however, as the

color is handled with great charm. It is a pleasure also to quote in full, with the permission of the Art Editor

of the New York Times, the notice of the decoration which appeared in the Magazine Section of this news-
paper October 28, 1917. A most interesting suggestion is made in this appreciation of Mr. Taylor's work,
namely, that the American Museum, in its murals and group backgrounds, is in line to create a new school

of historical painting. In this school, the work will not necessarily lose in atmosphere and poetic influence

compared with the standards of art, this depending here as everywhere on the personality and power of the

individual artist; it will gain in never departing from a basis of truth.

—

The Editor
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A New Type of Mural Painting'

Crifiriil iiofi nlii/iri Id flu <li iihhIhuis in flu Smfli I'ncilic Intll

of flit A nil riant Musi inn

TIN',
iiiiiial (Ifidratidiis liv Will S. Tay-

liM- at till- Aiiii'iican Miiscimi of

Natural History liavf attracted at-

tention liy their freedom from eonvention and

tlioir mural (|uality. The artist has just coni-

jdeted a mural j>aintin}x for the City I'ark

Chapel in Brooklyn in which he has followed

the same general course as in the Museum
paintings and produced a decoration that

is quite personal and unhackneyed, although

based upon a theme, Christ blessing little

children, that has been a subject for artists

through many centuries.

"The chief interest of the painting for

students of art is the management of the

light and shade. The easiest way to get a

mural decoration to seem a part of the wall

upon which it is placed and not a hole

through the wall or a relief detached from

it, is to treat the composition like a map,

tying the parts together with a strong

bounding line surrounding the larger patches

of color, after the fashion of designs for

stained glass windows. It may be taken for

granted that to be satisfying to the observer

the decoration should seem a part of the

architecture of the building, but there are

other ways of solving the problem. Mr.

Taylor treats his composition in the spirit

of the sculptor carving his wall in low relief.

He permits little reflected lights to bring

out the salient forms of his design and his

figures have a look of solidity, and never-

theless keep well within one plane. He also

pays attention to character. There is no

halo and no religious mystery in his picture.

The Christ, friendly and benignant, has come

to a public square surrounding a well, where

the children play and the mothers congre-

gate for gossip, according to the custom in

Eastern countries, where the drawing of

water is the important feature of the day's

occu|(ations. lie is seated among the chil-

dren and is talking affectionately to those

nearest, while others stand about in atti-

tudes of interest and curiosity, as they

might today in any of the east side streets

where something out of the conmion was

attracting their attention. The gestures and
poses are entirely natural. The little girl

' Quoted from the Magazine .Section of

at t lie left lioliliii^' .'i ii;iliy in Iht arms

might 111' ilu|ilirati'il any day in the pooi'cr

(|uarters of .\ew Vork.

"The artist has, in fact, picked up his

models here and there from among the young

\ isitors to the -Museum or the children he

has observed in the nc'ighborhood. The cos-

tumes have been made tor liim with as close

an approach to archa;ological accuracy as

could be managed, but they clothe the fig-

ures naturally and have none of the arti-

ficiality of reconstructed history. The pic-

ture is flooded with sunlight, which streams

over the buildings in the background and

makes bright patches on the pavement in

front of the well. This letting the spirit of

Dut-of-doors into a church also is a modern
nntc. The greens and blues and yellows of

the color scheme are skillfully managed and

make a strong harmony. Without making

any pretense of greatness, the whole decora-

tion speaks of sincerity and the delight of

the i)ainter in his work. It would not be

surprising if a distinct type of mural deco-

ration grew out of the work done in the

American Museum of Natural History. The
painters working there are surrounded by

objects of the past, not as they are repre-

sented in art, but as they are discovered and
preserved for precise study, and their spe-

cial concern is to place these objects in a

natural environment. They have as much of

nature as can persist through the disinte-

grating processes of time to suggest color

and form, and many contrasts and resem-

blances. In the mineral section alone are

palettes ready set with colors in beautiful

and extraordinary relation. And they have

for their benefit, as well as for their hamper-

ing restriction, an atmosphere of respect for

actual fact which discourages much indul-

gence in poetic license. Even if no master-

jiieces are created in such an environment,

there probably will be enough interesting

and well-considered compositions to form a

distinct school of historical painting wholly

different from the empty and dull imagin-

ings of the earlier historical painters. Hol-

man Hunt ami the young ^lillais would have

a good word for Mr. Taylor's methods."

the -V' (<• York Timig, October 28. 1917.
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Copyrighted by W. S. Taylor, 1916

WELCOMING CEREMONY OF THE BELLA COOLA INDIANS
The murals in the North Pacific hall of the American Museum, executed by Will S. Taylor, already have

won distinction and praise, especially for their color and composition values. There are two series of these
murals completed. Six panels on the west side of the hall tell stories of Indian industries; a second six,

ceremonial in character, run the length of the east wall. A preliminary study for the sL\ty-foot canvas to

occupy the full width of the south wall is at present on exhibition at the New York Architectural League
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Museum Notes

Since the last issue of tlu- .Ioiknal the

t'ollciwinjj persons liavo bocii elfitcil iiiciiiliirs

ul" the Amerioaii Museum:

litnt'faclor, Mk. J. V. Mouijan.

Patrons, Mrs. Chas. B. Alkxandkk * and

Mi;. John E. Thayer.*

FfUows, Mks. Gkokgk Bakton Frknch *

and Messrs. Georhe Barton French,*

liEwis A. Platt,* Mortimki; L. StiiiKF,*

and Charles Steele.*

Life Members, Mrs. Henry R. Hoyt, Mrs.

Ralph Sanger, Misses Josephine Adams
Osi'.ORN, Alice Lee Welcher, Amy Ogden

Welcher, and Emma Park Avery Wel-
cher, and Messrs. Edward G. Acheson,

W. W. Atterhury,* Henry Balfe,* David

L. Brainard,* Reginald Brooks, Henry G.

Bryant,* Robert A. Chambers, E. W.

Clark,* Henry Dodge Cooper,* Grenville

T. Emmet,* C, W. Gordon,* Geo. M. Gray,*

Levi H. Greenwood,* Henry' Hornblower,*

M. J. Look,* Charles F. Mathewson,*
Paul B. Morgan,* Effingham B. Morris,

.Iames C. Parrish,* Samuel T. Peters,*

Louis A. Shaw,* Charles A. Stone,* W. B.

Thomas,* Paul Tuckerman,* Edwin S.

Webster,* Frank G. Webster,* aud R. H.

Williams.*

Aniiual Members, Mrs. L. Luykx van

Oosterzee, Mrs. Jennie E. B. Webster,

Mrs. Maurice Wektheim, Miss Henrietta
M. Schwab, the Rev. H. G. Enelow, Dr.

Arthur Hastings Merritt, and Messrs.

John H. Abeel, Harold G. Aron, George
Bender, Henry Kelly Brent, Stanley W.
Dexter, Wm. H. Eddy, James M. Edwards,
William Fox, Thomas A. Howell, How-
ard McW^illiams, Henry B. Reed, A. T.

Simpson, J. J. Slocum, Phineas Sondheim,

and Neil A. Weathers.

Associate Members, Miss Ly'dia T. Mor-
ris, Dr. Lloyd P. Shippen, and Messrs.

William Macrum, F. Corlies Morgan, S.

Rowland Morgan, F. W. Morris, Jr., C. S.

W. Packard, M. L. Parrish, H. W. Ray-
mond, James M. Rhodes, William Biddle

Sheppard, Charles S. Starr, J. Barton
TowNSEND, Wm. Henry Trotter, Charles
Wheeler, and Charlton Yarnall.

A memorial service for the late Mr. L. P.

Gratacap was held in connection with a

* Honorary election in rerognition of

Micct in<;of the New Vui k M iiicralogical Club

ill the Aini'iifari Muscuin oii the eveninjj of

.liinuarv Hi. XuiiiiTdUs triliutes to the lov-

aldc character of Mr. Gratacap and to his

sclent itic attainments were made V)y friends

and associates |iresent. A collection of his

writings %vhi(h was placed on view shows a

very consideralde range of subject as well as

the great amount of Naiuablc work accoiii-

idishcd.

The cover design of this mniiini- of tiic

Journal, "A Characteristic Reef Scene," is

from a copyrighted photograph taken in

about ten feet of water by Professor W. H.

Longley at the IMarine Biological Labora-

tory, the Tortugas. The massive coral at the

right is about four feet high; the fishes,

about eight inches in length. Both the more

numerous yellow and the common grunts

{Ha'mulon sciurus and plumieri) are noc-

turnal species. They rest during the day as

indicated, but scatter over the reefs at dusk

to forage individually. Both are changeable

in color. The common grunt, in particular,

adjusts its shade accurately to that of the

underlying bottom.

In appreciation of his many generous con-

tributions and of his continued interest in

the work of the Museum, Mr. J. P. Morgan
was elected benefactor at a meeting of the

board of trustees of the American Museum
held on February 4.

The Journal wishes to call attention to

the list of research associates appearing

on the inside of the front cover under the

scientific staff of the American Museum. It

is as follows: In anthropology. Dr. J. How-
ard McGregor and Mr. M. D. C. Crawford

;

in ethnology, Dr. George Bird Grinnell; in

vertebrate i)ala^ontology. Dr. Charles R.

Eastman ; in geology, Mr. W. Elmer Ekblaw ;

in physiology, Mr. Alessandro Fabbri; in

mineralogy. Dr. George F. Kunz; in coleop-

tera, Mr. Charles W. Leng; in annulata, Dr.

A. L. Treadwell. Through the interest of

these men, the Museum derives great benefit

along special lines of scientific research; and

the large significance of their work and the

importance of their connection with the in-

stitution cannot be overemphasized.

support of Crocker Land Expedition.

151
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Attention is called also to the use of the

title honorary curator in connection with

the names of Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn,

Dr. W. M. Wheeler, and Dr. Bashford Dean.

This title is now reserved for men who for-

merly have been at the heads of departments

and are still connected with the research and

scientific work of the Museum.

"Foreign Monuments, Their Erection, Pro-

tection, and Eestoration," was the subject

under consideration by the American Scenic

and Historic Preservation Society, which

met in the main assembly hall of the Ameri-

can Museum on the evening of January 17.

Addresses were made on : "Protection and

Destruction of Historic Monuments," by

Edward Hagaman Hall; "Care of Allied Sol-

diers' Graves," by Colonel Henry M. Sackett

;

and "Ancient Monuments of China and

Tibet," by Eoy Chapman Andrews. Each

lecture was accompanied by many beautiful

illustrations on the screen. The following is

a copy of a resolution adopted at this meet-

ing:

Sesolved, That the American Scenic

and Historic Preservation Society and the

American Museum of Natural History,

meeting in conjunction, desire to extend to

the President of the Eepublic of China their

felicitations upon the plans that have been

made for the protection of Chinese monu-
ments and antiquities from vandals, and the

collection of these priceless relics of the his-

tory of China. We renew the expression of

our hope that these collections may be safely

p>reserved in a national museum.
Following the memorial which was ad-

dressed in nineteen hundred fourteen to the

Government of China by fifty-two American
institutions of art, learning and humanity,
the members of our institutions desire to

renew the pledge that we shall use all our
influence to prevent the despoiling of China
by the unauthorized sale of ancient works of

art. We also believe that it is the duty of

the civilized countries of the world, so far

as possible, to return to China her ancient
historical national monuments and antiqui-

ties for proper preservation under national
custodianship.

A NEW anthropological publication, to be

known as the Journal of Physical Anthro-

pology, has been established with editorial

offices at Washington, D. C. Dr. Ales Hrd-

licka will be editor in chief of the new jour-

nal and among the associate editors are Dr.

Clark Wissler, curator of anthropology in

the American Museum, and Dr. J. H. Mc-

Gregor, research associate in anthropology

in the American Museum and associate pro-

fessor of zoology at Columbia University.

That whale meat may form an acceptable

addition to the diet was well demonstrated

at a luncheon tendered to thirty guests of

the American Museum by Professor Henrj-

Fairfield Osborn on Friday, February 8,

where whale hors d'oeuvre, whale pot au feu,

and planked whale steak were the prominent

features of an attractive menu. A small

model of the humpback whale, which is the

kind most frequently captured and which

makes the best eating, decorated the center

of the luncheon table. The luncheon was

arranged to call attention to a large possible

source of meat supply which has not yet

been taken into account by the food admin-

istrators. The 15,000,000 pounds of meat

obtained by the capture of one thousand or

more whales annually on the Pacific Coast

are now used only for fertilizing the soil.

Whale meat is said to be equal in food value

to beef, and could be marketed in New York

City at twelve and a half cents a pound.

The Victoria Whaling Company furnished

the steak for the luncheon, which was pre-

pared and served by Delmonico. Among the

guests w^ere: Mr. Arthur Williams, New
York City Food Administrator, Mr. Roy
Chapman Andrews, the authority on whales

at the American Museum, through whose ef-

fort whale meat as a war food has been

brought to the attention of the Food Ad-

ministration of the United States, Admiral

Robert E. Peary, Dr. Frederic A. Lucas, and

Messrs. Charles H. Townsend, Herbert L.

Bridgman, Caspar Whitney, William T.

Hornaday, George H. Sherwood, Bashford

Dean, Louis Wiley, William Fellowes Mor-

gan, Severo Salcedo, Don C. Seitz, and

Charles M. Puckette.

The American Museum received a visit in

December from M. Alphonse Mathey of

Dijon, France, who came with a letter of

introduction from Mr. Barrington Moore,

associate curator of woods and forestry, with

whom he has been closely associated abroad.

A series of lantern slides for use in the sol-

diers ' camps was presented by the Museum
to M. Mathey. These slides included sub-

jects taken from the American Museum and

scenes in various parts of the country from

San Francisco to New York.
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On Fohniarv -J^. V.Hs.

the Anierii:iii Mummiih

of Natural llistor.v. in

cooperation witli tlio ilfl

ogatos from tin' Now

York Acacloniy of Sii

ciicos. Section H of tin'

American Association for

the Advancement of Sci-

ence and the New York

Mineralojjiiiil (luli, will

lioiii a memorial meetiiiji

at the American Museum

of Natural History \t\

honor of Al)l)e Rene .lust

llaiiy. 174;?-1S22, the

great French crvstallog-

rapher. I'ajiers are ex

|)ei-teii from Ktlgar T.

Wherry. l-Mward II.

Kraus, George F. Kunz
and others, and one writ-

ten for the celebration

by the late L. P. Grata-

cap will be read. Por-

traits of Abbe Ilaiiy aifd

the Haiiy Freres, as well

as niLneralogioal books of

the eighteenth and nine-

teenth centuries, will be

shown.

An important addi-

tion to the American Mu-

seum 's collection of Asi-

atic insects has been

made through the pres-

entation by Mr. Harry

E. Caldwell of the large

number of specimens col-

lected by him in China.

The gift is of particular

value because of the pre-

viously small representa-

tion in the Museum of

insects from this most interesting region.

A SERIE.S of lectures by Professor A. L.

Kroeber was given in the American Museum
during the month of January. Professor

Kroeber discussed the traits of culture of

each of four native tribes of California, two

in the northern and two in the southern part

of the state, whom he classified as legalists

(the Yurok), indifferents (the Wintun),

mystics (the Luiseno), and dreamers (the

Mohave). It was shown that these four

"
t2ajdiw/md ^2uA:<^r i/tii C^A-^d t/^ ^j^My/u eti/^MM^ra/c^if

Indian groups, all witliin the boundaries of

one state and usually considered as among

the lowest in the scale of primitive peoples

in this country, are as distinct from one an-

other in their philosophy of life as are the

j'eoples of any four countries of Europe.

Two interesting fish groups are nearing

completion in the dejjartment of preparation

of the American Museum. One, featuring a

large blue shark with a lirood of young, pre-

sents a scene in the deep currentless region
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of the Atlantic known as the Sargasso Sea,

where the drifting gulfweed comes to rest,

scattered loosely about or forming great

yellow fieldlike masses. The blue shark,

which grows to a length of about ten feet,

is perhaps the commonest surface shark of

the open ocean. It is a beautiful blue above,

matching the color of the sea, and a dazzling

white below, slender and graceful in all its

lines. Many problems of lighting had to be

contended with in this group, to make a sat-

isfactory view below the surface of blue off-

shore waters. When seen from below, the

surface of the w'ater is an almost perfect

mirror. By introducing an actual mirror a

more realistic effect has been obtained than

could have been produced in any other way.

Material is being assembled for an adjoin-

ing group designed to show protective adaj)-

tations of smaller pelagic fishes, many of

which hide in the drifting gulfweed, -which

they resemble so closely as to be almost in-

visible, or seek protection about the powerful

stinging tentacles of a bright-colored "Por-

tuguese man-of-'war.'"

Six beautiful specimens, three of opal and

'

three of tourmaline, have been added to the

gem collection of the American Museum
through the generosity of Mr. J. P. Morgan.

The three opals, which glow with shades of

green, red, and blue, are from Humboldt

County, Nevada. Two of the tourmaline

specimens, of the rose red or pink variety,

are from Minas Geraes, Brazil; the third, a

large uncut piece, is from San Diego County,

California.

The entire series of carved ivories col-

lected by Mr. Herbert Lang during the Amer-

ican Museum's Congo Expedition is now dis-

played in the gem hall of this Museum, where

it occupies a twenty-eight foot wall case. The

exhibit is fittingly placed in this hall, as the

ivories are in the nature of crown jewels to

the African chiefs. Whenever a native shows

aptitude for carving he is immediately at-

tached to some chief and uses his talent for

him alone. The size and importance of the

collection made during a chief 's lifetime are

an indication of his rank. When he dies the

carvings are destroyed, which accounts for

the fact that no very old objects are to be

found. The exhibition includes large carved

.

and etched horns, ornamental hair combs,

arm bands, weapons, bowls or cups, knives

and forks, mortars and pestles, fine ivory

pins, and ceremonial objects—all showing

remarkable skill in carving and many of

them exceedingly rare.

Russell J. Coles, who has spent several

weeks on the coast of southwest Florida in

reconnaissance of the possibilities of winter

shark and ray fisheries, tells us that these

large fish, formerly wasted, are now being

shipped from that field to northern markets.

He looks forward to great expansion of the

shark and ray output along our entire coast

within the next few months, and a signifi-

cant addition from this source to the na-

tion 's food, leather, and oil supplies.

Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews, associate

curator of mammalogy in the American Mu-
seum of Natural History, was elected corre-

sponding member of the Zoological Society

of London at its meeting on December 19,

1917.

Dr. Edmund Otis Hovey represented the

American Museum at the annual meeting of

the Geological Society of America, in St.

Louis, December 27-29. The meeting was
well attended considering the disturbed con-

dition due to the war, and many papers of

scientific interest and some of direct bearing

on the relations of geology and geologists to

the conduct of the war were presented.

After the meeting Dr. Hovey visited the im-

jjortant new lead and zinc mining district of

northeastern Oklahoma, and made arrange-

ments for the collection and transfer to the

American Museum of material illustrating

the beautiful grotto developments of the

ores growing in the mines there.

Dr. Bashford Dean of the Metropolitan

Museum of Art and the American Museum,

now Major of Ordnance in the United States

Army, returned from Europe in .January.

Dr. C-E. a. Winslow, of the department

of public health of the American Museum, was

awarded a presentation medal by the Na-

tional Institute of Social Sciences at its

meeting on December 18, for his services to

the cause of public health.

Mrs. Elsie Clews Parsons, who for sev-

eral years has been carrying on independent

investigations in the social organization and

ceremonies of the Zuiii and other Pueblo

Indians, has signified her willingness to be-
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(•(line a voluntfor worker uinlcr tlio ilircctinii

of the (leiuirtinoiit of aiitliiopolo^i.v of tlu'

AiiuM-ican Museum. She will jjivo particular

attention to the important ceremonies of the

In.lians, in order to determine how far these

may have lieen inlluenced by Spanish ru\-

ture, ]tarti<iil;irly liy the teachiiiy:s of I lie

church fathers. Mrs. Parsons is now on her

way to Zuni to l)Ogin this work.

Till'; New York Aiiiiiiriuni, iiihlcr the di

rectorship of Dr. Charles 11. Towiisend, has

increased its attractiveness, as well as its

usefulness, by the enlarfjemont of several of

the jjlass froided exhibition tanks on the

;;round tloor of the l)uildin),'. The orijjinal

tanks, built of heavy masonry, were only

seven feet long and four feet from front to

back. By removin<x the partitions between

some of these small tanks larger ones were

made, averaging fifteen feet in length. The

rear walls of the tanks wore then extendnl

to the outer walls of the building, giving a

depth of twelve feet. Thus space was ob-

tained in which could Ik' shown a laiger

number of species for eacli tank ; also

sharks and sturgeons, formerly kept in large

jiools on the central floor of the A(|ua

rium, could be exhilnted behin

glass. The greater watei

space in the new tanks

produces an undersea

effect which the smaller

tanks did not ailord,

and adds much to

the appearance of

the exhibit, be-

sides greatly

improving con-

ilitions of life

for the occu-

jiants. In or-

der to make
two of the en-

larged tanks

of the fresh-

water series

availaV)le for

salt-water exhil)-

its, an extension

of piping was

made. When cold

weather came, an un

used wooden storage

tank was converted into

a water heater, which
(;i()uii(l iilan

made it possiV)lc to ex- position

hibit in this water system many local sea

lishes not to be found along our shores in

wilder. This imiirovement is especially valu-

abU>, as marine sjtecii's of fishes and inver-

tebrates are nnudi nmre numerous than fresh-

water species, and should be given a larger

re)iresentation in the collection than has

hitherto been possible. Due to Dr. Towns-

fiid 's |>ersonal initiative and clVort in the

woik, idevcii of tlir ni'w eniai'gcd taid\s aic

ahc'idy o|ifii tor rxliiiiition and an addi-

tional four are under construction.

A PAi'Kii by Mr. G. K. Noble, ready for

publication, covers the Nicaragua amphibian

collections ot' the American Museum, Of the

twenty-seven species two are described as

new, and four others are reported for tlie

first time from Xicaiagua. Many of the

species are rare in colici-tions. Iljila hoiilcn-

t/i ri, whicli foinierly was known only from

liir type, is icpresented l>y three specimens.

It is interesting that one of the new species,

a semi-arboreal salamander, should have

b<'en taken at several widely sejiarated lo-

calities. The Nicaragua Ornithological Ex-

pedition, liUT, coilecteil one specimen on Mt.

of tlio .Vcw York Aqiiariuni, sliowing

of till' iiilarj,'('il cxliiliition tanks
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Mombaclio in the west, while the Nicaragua

Eeptile Expedition, 3916, found the species

almost at sea level in the east.

Mr. Leo H. Miller, assistant in ornithol-

ogy in the American Museum, is now located

at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, where he is engaged

on active duty as lieutenant in the Aviation

Corps of the United States Army. His in-

clusion in last month "s Journal among those

commissioned in the infantry was an error.

Through the courtesy of Mr. John M.

Hofifmire, of Newark, New Jersey, nephew

of the late Titian Eamsay Peale, naturalist

and artist, the library of the American Mu-

seum is the recipient of a very valuable un-

published work prepared by Mr. Peale. This

consists of a book of colored sketches of

Lepidoptera and their larvae with the plants

upon which they feed. The sketches, which

are accompanied by written descriptions of

the subjects, bear dates ranging from 1833

to 1880.

The American Museum has acquired by

purchase about one hundred and fifty pieces

of pottery taken from a single ruin near

Adamana, Arizona. This pottery portrays

a type of ware and decoration hitherto repre-

sented but little in the collections of the

institution. A dugout canoe, made many

years ago by the Indians of Ulster County,

New York, is another fortunate acquisition.

The canoe is in an excellent state of preser-

vation.

An exhibit of birds used in falconry, on

the second floor of the American Museum, is

attracting the attention of those interested

in mediaeval practices. The birds in the

exhibit range from the small hobby falcon,

iised by the young squires in the pursuit of

small game, to the large golden eagle, ca-

pable of carrying away a small mountain

goat. The taming and training of birds of

prey for sport was practiced in China as

early as 400 B.C., and although it was not

introduced into Europe until much later, it

had become the usual custom in western

Europe and England by the end of the ninth

century. In the language of falconry the

term "falcon" was applied only to the fe-

males ; the males, which were about one third

smaller, being called "tiercels." In Shake-

speare's time everyone who could afford to

do so kept a hawk, and the rank of the

owner was indicated by the species of bird

Avhicli he carried. To a king belonged the

gerfalcon; to a prince, the falcon gentle; to

an earl, the peregrine ; to a lady, the merlin

;

to a young squire, the hobby. A yeoman

carried a goshawk; a priest, a sparrow-

hawk ; and a knave, or servant, a kestrel.

When an attempt was made in 1917 to

introduce into England the practice of sell-

ing song birds in the food market, the Eoyal

Society for the Protection of Birds quickly

interfered. The custom is common in south-

ern Europe and northern Africa and once

was prevalent in our own state of Louisiana.

In England, however, larks are still sold

legally and in large numbers in open season.

A PLAN to restore the bird population of

France is advanced by M. Andre Godart in

a book entitled Les Jardins Volirres. M.

Godart calls attention to the scarcity of

birds in France, due to insufficient protec-

tion, and the consequent loss to grape grow-

ers of the Gironde in 1910 of forty millions

of francs, as well as a decrease in the oil

production of southern France so great that

the olive growers threatened to abandon the

industry. He suggests that goldfinches, bull-

finches, linnets, yellow-hammers, thrushes,

blackbirds, and starlings, all of which nest

readily in gardens, be reared in large and

specially designed aviaries and released when

full grown to repopulate the now deserted

woods and fields.

The department of geology has just ac-

quired two important collections of inverte-

brate fossils, principally from the famous

fossil coral reefs at the falls of the Ohio,

near Louisville, Kentucky, and from other

important localities in the Middle West,

many of which have noAV been exhausted or

otherwise rendered unproductive. One of

these is the George K. Greene collection, com-

prising some four hundred thousand speci-

mens including about five hundred types of

the species of corals which were described by

Mr. Greene. Mr. Greene was an industrious

collector of the old school, being contempo-

rary Avith Collett, Bassett, Meek, Worthen,

and other well-known collectors and palaeon-

tologists of the Middle West in the last cen-

tury. The other acquisition is the Wm. J.

McConathy collection, which consists of

about seven thousand specimens, principally

silicified fossil corals from which the lime-

stone matrix has been carefully etched away

with acid.



The American Museum of Natural History

Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was fomuled and iiuoiporatiM] in

18t>!» for ilic })ur{)ose of i'stal)lishin<^ a iMuscuiii and Library of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that end, of furnisliing ])()j)ular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made

for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in antliropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1916

:

Visitors at the Museum 847,675
Attendance at Lectures 96,353
Lantern Slides Sent out for Use in Schools 38,912
School Children Reached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,118,000

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the Journal. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the ^luseum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Member annually 10

Sustaining Member annually 25

Life Member • 100

Fellow 500
Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder 25,000

Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the Americax ]\Iuseum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-

seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal—a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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whic'li the Museum itself is dedicated—namely, that without deeiK'ninj,' apprecia-

tion of nature, no people can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the Memoirs, IhillcLin

and A iilliroiiohn/iiitl I'lipcrs. llic Mcinoirn and Ihilh'Uiti edilcd hy l''raidc K. T^utz,

the A iilliro/Kiloi/iidl Uitjiifs 1)V Clark W'issler. Thoe |iuMi(al ions eo\er ihe Held

and lalHii-atof\ re-eai'ihc- id' the in>l il ill ion.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the Handbooks,

Leaftets, and General Guide, edited hy Frederic A. Lucas, and (he .Iuluxal, edited

hv ^larv Cvnthia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

HANDBOOKS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

By Clakk Wlsslkr. I'li.l). I'aper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
By Pmny Eahle C.oduahd, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By \V. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I. THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Ann E. Thomas, Ph.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
A new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C-K. a. WiNsi.ow, iM.S., :\r.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By IIkrhert J. Spixden, Ph.D. Cloth. Price, 75 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By ItOUIS p. Gratacap, AM. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
P>Y J. A. Allen, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By fiEOHGE 11. Pei'I'ER Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
P>Y Charli:s \V. Mkad Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By Harlan T. Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
By Charles W. Meau Price, 10 cents

' Prices not; postJigf" nxtrn
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THE METEORITES IN THE FOYER OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Edmund Otis Hovey, Pir.D.

PERUVIAN ART
By Cjiakles W. Mead

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Lawrence V. Coleman

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
By Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D.

Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Ldtz, Ph.D.

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY
THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY

By William Beutenmuller Price, 15 cente

Price,



POPULAR BOOKS
Based on Explorations, Collections, and Researches of the

American Museum of Natural History

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL NOTES AND
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OK SCIEN-
TIFIC PUBLICATIONS OF .Imm,

AsAi'ii Ai. I.F.N. Aiiicnniii M iistinii of

.\,ihinil llishnii. ll>l<i.

Clotli, .fL'. ;)(); I'lijuT. $L'.(l(i

WHALE HUNTING WITH GUN
AND CAMERA, K'oy Ch.m'.m.w An-
HKiws. .\ naturalist's account of the

moilcni sliorc wlialin;^ iiuhistry, of wlialcs

ami tln'ir lialiits, ami of liiintiiijj exiH'ii-

iMici's in various parts of tlif worhl. JK

.tpphtoii .»'• Co., UtH). Cloth, $2.')0

CAMPS AND TRAILS IN CHINA.
K'nV ( IIAI'MAN A.MUJKW.S A.\I> VvKlTK
lioiaf Andkews. An account of tho

Ainorican Museum's Asiatic Zoolofjical

Kxpedition, 1916-17. Sixty-five illustra-

tions. I). Appleton 4' Co. (In prepara-

tion.) ("loth, .t:?.n(f

THE WARBLERS OF NORTH
AMERICA, V. M. (^iiai'max. With li4

lull pa^f colored {dates, illustrating every

siiccies, from drawings by Louis Agassi/,

Fuertes and Bruce Ilorsfall, and half-

tones of ucsts and eggs. D. Appleton it-

Co., 1907. Cloth, $;5.()()

CAMPS AND CRUISES OF AN OR-
NITHOLOGIST, v. M. ClIAI'MAX.

With '17>\) photographs from nature hy the

author. D. Appleton 4- Co., l^QS. Cloth, $:?.()(»

COLOR KEY TO NORTH AMERI-
CAN BIRDS, F. M. CiiAi-MAX. With
Idldiographical appemlix, and upwar<l of

son drawings by Chester A. Reed. Revised
edition. D. Appleton cl' Co., 1912.

Cloth, $2. .'30

HANDBOOK OF BIRDS OF EAST-
ERN NORTH AMERICA, F. M.
Chai'Man. With introductory chapters on

the study of birds in nature; full-page

jdates in colors and black and white by
Louis Agassiz Fuertes, and text cuts l)y

Tapjian Adney and Ernest Thompson
iSeton. Revised edition. D. Appleton I'j-

Co., 1912. Cloth, $^.5^)

BIRD LIFE. F. M. Chapman. A guide to

the studv of our common birds. I). Apjile-

ton <( Co., 1912. Cloth, $2.00

TRAVELS OF BIRDS, F. M. Chapman.
Our birds and their journevs to strange
lands. D. Appleton <;• Co., i91fi. .$ .4n

HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED
PLATES OF TERTIARY MAM-
MALIA AND PERMIAN VERTE-
BRATA, i;i>WAi;i) DiMNKKi; Copk and
Wii.r.iAM Oii.i.KK Matthew. I'uldished

and ilistributed with the cooperation of
the United States Geological Survey
American Museum of Natural Ili.stori/,

1915. Cloth, $5.00; Paper, ,$4.25

I In Hlplialii-tiral

-' Whi.lly..rin .•

DOCTRINE OF EVOLUTION. ITS
BASIS AND SCOPE. IIenuy 10.

( 'uA M I'TiiN. Ciiliniihiii r II irersit 1/ l'res.s,

1911. Cloth, $l.r)0

STUDIES ON THE VARIATION.
DISTRIBUTION. AND EVOLU-
TION OF THE GENUS PARTULA,
THE SPECIES INHABITING
TAHITI, Hknkv !•;. Ciiami'ton. Car-

ne<iic Institution of ll'asliini/toit, 19l(').

$1.''..(MI

' A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FISHES,
liASHK(ii;i> Kkan. lOidarged and edited

by Charles Rochester Eastman. 2 vols.

Publications grouped under names of

authors; Vol. I, A-K; Vol. II, L-Z.
American Mu-wum of Natural Ilistori/.

Vol. I, 191(5. Vol. IT, 1917.

I'ajier, per vol., $5.50

THE FROG BOOK, Maky C. Dicker-
son. North American toads and frogs

with a study of the habits and life his-

tories of those of the northeastern states,

with more than ;^00 photographs from life

by the author. Doubleday, Page <)'• Co.,

1!M)(). Cloth, .$4.00

A REVIEW OF THE PRIMATES,
DaNIEI- GlItAUD Ki.IjIOT. 3 vols. \'ol. 1,

Lenuiroidea, Anthropoidea; Vol. II, An-
thropoidea; \o\. Ill, Anthropoidea.
American Museum of Natural Histori/,

191.3. Paper, $35.00; Cloth, $37.00;
Morocco, $fi0.00

CHECK LIST OF MAMMALS OF
THE NORTH AMERICAN CONTI-
NENT, THE WEST INDIES, AND
NEIGHBORING SEAS, Daniel
(iiiiAii) Ki,i,i()T. American Museum of
Natural lli.storj/, l!tl7. Paper, $1.25

GEOLOGY OF THE CITY OF NEW
YORK, LouKs P. Gratacap. With nu-
merous illustrations and maps. 3ril edi-

tion, enlarged. For use in schools, insti-

tutes, and classes. Ilenry Holt 4' Co.,

1909. Cloth, $2.50

POPULAR GUIDE TO MINERALS,
Louis P. Gkatacap. With chapters on
the Bement collection of nunerals in the
American Museum of Natural History and
the develo])ment of mineralogv. D. J'an

Nos1ra)id Co., 1912. Cloth, $3.00

THE ORDERS OF MAMMALS, Wil-
liam K. Gregory. Parts I and II, Au-
thor's edition. Bulletin of the American
Museum of Natural History, Vol. XXVII,
February, 1910. Cloth, $5.00

BOOK OF THE PEARL, George F.
Ki Nz AND CiiAKi.Ks II. Stevenson. The
history, art, science, and industry of the
queen of gems. Century Co., 1908.

Cloth, $12.,50

onler of Authors.

oiisiiU'raLlf pnrt.
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THE CURIOUS LORE OF PRE-
CIOUS STONES, George F. Kunz. A
(loscrii»tion of their sentiments, folk-lore,

superstitions, symbolism, mysticism, and
use in medicine, religion, etc. J. P. Lip-

pvicott tj- Co., Philadelphia, 1915.

Cloth, $5.00; Morocco, $10.00

MAGIC OF JEWELS AND CHARMS,
Ge()i;ge V. Kunz. With 90 illustrations in

color, doubletone, and line. J. P. Lippin-

cott 4- Co., Philadelphia, 1915.

Net, $5.00; Half Morocco, $10.00

IVORY AND THE ELEPHANT IN
ART, ARCHiEOLOGY, AND IN
SCIENCE, George F. Kunz. The Bel-

gian Congo edition. Douhleday, Page if
^

Co., 1916. Cloth, $7.50

RINGS FOR THE FINGER FROM
THE EARLIEST KNOWN TIMES
TO THE PRESENT, George F. Kunz.
With full descriptions of the origin, early

making, materials, archaeology, and his-

tory of rings, with 290 illustrations in

color, doubletone, and line. J. P. Lippin-

cott 4- Co., Philadelphia, 1917.

Cloth, $6.50

RHYNCHOPHORA OR WEEVILS
OF NORTHEASTERN AMERICA,
C. W. Lexg and W. S. Blatchley. The
Nature Puhlishwg Co., Indianapolis,

1916. Cloth, $5.00; Paper, $4.00

CULTURE AND ETHNOLOGY, Rob-
ert II. Lowie. Lectures offered by the

department of anthropology of the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History. Doug-
las C. McMurtrie, 1917. Cloth, $1.25

ORGANIC EVOLUTION, Richard
SwANN Lull. A text-book. MacmiUan
Co., 1917. Cloth, $3.00

FIELD BOOK OF INSECTS, F. E.

LuTZ. With especial reference to those of

the northeastern United States, aiming to

answer common questions. G. P. Put-
nam's Sons, 1917. Cloth, $2.50

AGE OF MAMMALS IN EUROPE,
ASIA, AND NORTH AMERICA,
Henry Fairfield Osborn. MacmiUan
Co., 1910. Cloth, $4.00

MEN OF THE OLD STONE AGE,
Henry Fairfield Osborn. Their en-

vironment, life, and art. Illustrated by
Upper Palajolithic artists, and by Charles

R. Knight, Erwin S. Christman, and others.

2nd edition. Charles Scrihver's Sons,

1916. Cloth, $5.00

ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF
LIFE, Henry Fairfield Osborn. On
the theory of action, reaction, and inter-

action of energy. Charles Scribner's Sons,

1917. Cloth, $3.00

PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN GEOL-
OGY, William North Rice and others.
A series of lectures dealing with some of
the problems of the Canadian Shield and
of the Cordilleras, delivered at Yale Uni-
versity, on the Silliman Foundation, in

December, 1913, by William North Rice,

Frank D. Adams, Arthur P. Coleman,
Charles D. Walcott, Waldemar Lindgren,
Frederick L. Ransome, and William D.
Matthew. Yale University Press, 1915.

Cloth, $4.00

THROUGH THE BRAZILIAN WIL-
DERNESS, Theodore Roosevelt. With
illustrations from photographs by Kermit
Roosevelt and other members of the ex-

fjedition. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1914.

Cloth, $:!.50

A HISTORY OF LAND MAMMALS
IN THE WESTERN HEMI-
SPHERE, William Berryman Scott.
Illustrated with 32 plates and more than
100 drawings by Bruce Horsfall. Mac-
miUan Co., 1913. Cloth, $5.00

STEFANSSON-ANDERSON ARCTIC
EXPEDITION OF THE AMERI-
CAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY, Vilhjalmur Stefansson.
Preliminary ethnological report. An-
thropological Papers, Vol. XIV, Pt. I.

American Museum of Natural History.
Paper, $3.50

MY LIFE WITH THE ESKIMO,
Vilhjalmur Stefansson. With report
of the natural history of the expedition,

by Rudolph Martin Anderson. Illustrated.

MacmiUan Co., 1913. Cloth, $4.00

THE BIG GAME OF AFRICA, Rich-
ard Tjader. With many illustrations

from photographs by the author. D.
Appleton 4' Co., 1910. Cloth, $3.00

ANTS—THEIR STRUCTURE, DE-
VELOPMENT, AND BEHAVIOR,
William Morton Wheeler. Columbia
University Press, 1910. Cloth, $5.00

WATER REPTILES OF THE PAST
AND PRESENT, Samuel Wendell
WiLLiSTON. University of Chicago Press,

1914. Cloth, $3.00

THE AMERICAN INDIAN, Clark
WissLER. An introduction to the an-

thropology of the New World. Douglas
C. McMurtrie, 1917. Cloth, $3.00

FOSSIL VERTEBRATES IN THE
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATU-
RAL HISTORY, Department of Ver-
tebrate Palaeontology, A^ol. V. Articles

collected from the American Museum
Bulletin of the years 1913-14. Authors:
Henry Fairfield Osborn, William D.
Matthew, Barnum Brown, Walter
Granger, Charles C. Mook, Robert
Broom, W. J. Sinclair, Friederich von
Huene, R. W. Shufeldt, and Albert
JoHANNSEN. American Museum of Nat-
ural History, 1916. Cloth, $5.00

NATURE LOVERS LIBRARY. Vols.

I-III, Birds of America; Vol. IV, Mam-
mals of America; Vol. V, Mammals of

Other Lands; A^ol. VI, Birds of Other
Lands. University Society, Inc., 1917.

Cloth, $29.50
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS
VoLUJiE I.^ Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes 11-\'11 1.— Anthropology.

Volume IX.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-XIV.— Anthropology.
Volumes II, IV, A', All. \l\\. X-X1\', and an Etiixograpiucal Album
form tlic Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes 1-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

BULLETIN
Volumes I-XXIV: XXV, parts 1 and 2: and XXVI-XXXVII.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS

Volumes I-IX : X. parts 1-G ; XI ; XII. parts 1-5 : XIII ; XIA^ parts 1 and -.'

:

XV, part 1 ; XVI, part 1 : XVII. parts 1-1; XVIII. parts 1 and 2; and XIX,
part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elliot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-
brates. By Coi'E and ^Matthew.

A more detailed list, iciih prices, of these jiuhlicaiions may he had

upon application to ilie Librarian of the Museum.
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

MEMBERSHIP
For the enrichment of its collections, for scientific research and

exploration, and for publications, the American Museum of Natural
History is dependent wholly upon membership fees and the gen-

erosity of friends. More than 4000 members are now enrolled who
are thus supporting the work of the Museum. The various classes

of membership are

:

Benefactor $50,000
Associate Founder 25,000
Associate Benefactor 10,000
Patron 1,000

Fellow 500
Life Member 100
Sustaining Member annually 35

Annual Member annually 10

Associate Member (nonresident) . . , annually 3

Full information regarding membership may be obtained from
the Secretary of the ]\Iuseum, 7 7th Street and Central Park West.

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURNAL
The American Museum Journal, recording popularly the latest

activities in natural science and exploration, is published monthly
from October to May, inclusive, by the American Museum of Natural
History. The subscription price is One Dollar and Fifty Cents a

year. The Journal is sent to all classes of members as one of the

privileges of membership. Subscriptions should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Museum.

POPULAR PUBLICATIONS

A large number of popular publications on natural histor}^, based

on the exploration and research of the Museum, have been issued

by members of the scientific staff and those utilizing the Museum
collections. A detailed list of these publications will be found in

the Appendix to the Journal. Price lists and full information

may be obtained by addressing the Librarian of the Museum.

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

The field and laboratory researches of the American Museum of

Natural History and other technical scientific matters of consider-

able popular interest are represented by a series of scientific publi-

cations comprising the Memoirs, Bulletin, and Anthropological

Papers. A condensed list of these publications will be found on the

inside back cover of the Journal. Price lists and complete data

may be obtained from the Lilirarian.
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DONALD B. MACMILLAN

Leader of the Crocker Land Expedition, which went North in 1913 and returned in the summer
of 1917. The main aim of this expedition was to find and explore land which Peary thought he

saw northwest of Grant Land and which he had named Crocker Land. This appearance of land

undoubtedly was a mirage, for a sledge journey was made by Mr. MacMillan over moving .sea ice

to a point beyond where the land was thought to lie, without discovering any conditions indicating

nearness of land. Other sledge journeys of geographical interest were made, notably to Finlay

Land and North Cornwall and along the western coast of Ellesmere Land from Cape Sabine to

Clarence Head.

According to agreement among the three organizations supporting the expedition, the Ameri-

can Geographical Society, the University of Illinois, and the American Museum of Natural History,

publication of all geographical rejjorts lies with the American Geograpliical Society. It is with

pleasure that the JouRN.\t. presents the accompanying article on "Food Supply," together with some

of Mr. MacMillan's remarkable Arctic photographs.
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of tlu- Xoi-tli Folc li\(' tlir Smitli o\ lldds : Ici n> >it witli the uiollicr and

Sound l"]skinio>. 1 he iiio-i nocih- cliildi-cii upon liic lied plalforni.— l»c-

orn jii'o|i|i' in llic world, I'lir away fi-oni conic one ol' tliuni.

tlio jrrcat strn,ir«flo of nations. Today The iniimte subdivisions of time re-

while We are en,i:a,i:('d in a Worhl War \cal the energy, the fcr\(ir. the aiiilji-

and are tryin.i;' to solve |irohleiiis of tioii. the |)rot,n'ess, and the |iroiliict ive-

food and. fuel shortage, they, in their iicss of civilization. There are no -|)lii

warm rock huts heiieath turf, gi'uss. seconds from Cape York lo i']lah. no

skins, and snow, are sin.ii:ing the htng miinitcs. oi- hours, or days of the week,

dark niglit away, and talking of the Time mils majestically on without reg-

white man in tlu' south who has gone ister. no trains to catch, no whistle to

'' jn-liJoil-Ill" (run amuck). The naked hlow. no ciirl'cu> to ring. The Ivskinio

eliihl on the l)ed ])latrorni is sucking a takes his time. ""Why hurry through

frozen ('^^is: the mother is ripping the life when life is too short as it is?"" an

skin from the body of a frozen dovekie; old man (pieried of nu", as I impatiently

the fatlier liold.s in one luind a pieee of kicked my toes against my sledge,

raw bear meat, in the other, pure fat

—

There is. liowever, a cei-tain definite

I)n'ad and huttei' to an F.-kimo. time to which all l-]>kimos look forward

Conservation of food >up]ilies is llie with unguarded e.\|ire»ioiis of pleasure.

predominant topic of the day. not It i^ the -iibject of coii\er>ation loi-

alone in o\ir eounti'y but throughout the weeks in advance. The long dark night

world, so far-reaching is the great war has given way to eoiitinual sunshine:

in its etfect-. The Kskimo at the top the snow is melting on southern slopes;

of the world dot's not dream as yet thai watei- is dripping from bergs; ])ools of

a prolonged world struggle might affect watei' are found in the hollows of rocks;

his welfare .seriously. How could it? linally the time comes when the blue

He clothes himself in skins, and eats a of the sky is scanned eagerly day after

]>ui-elv meat iliet— this he lia> done for day. and then i-csounds through every

centuries without the jielp <d' while village the glail cry. "The little auks

man. are liere I""

T.et us review the year's work of the The ai-riv.il of this biril marks the

Eskimo people: follow the hunter out transition i'roni winter to summer,

over the drifting ])aek ice, up over gla- From now on it is one long feast.

' Articli- 1111(1 illustriitioiis copvrigliti'd, 191H, b.v Doii.'iM li. Ma.Millnii

IGl
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Hunger, suffering, and privations of

the past winter are forgotten, as trying

fineers work the sealskin thonii:s into

nets and old harpoon handles into

poles. ''Arh-pood-e-arh-suit ! Ark-pood-

e-ark-suit!" (Little auks ! little auks !)

is heard from tupik to tupik. Pets,

pups, and cripples among the dogs (the

good dogs are away with their masters)

strain at their traces in an endeavor to

haul a sledfje load of shouting women
and laiighing children to the bird cliffs

a mile away. Here are the birds in

countless numl)ers. The talus slope is

literally covered, and the air is filled,

the birds reseml)ling at a distance noth-

ing so much as a gigantic swarm of

mosquitoes.

The women take their positions in

holes among the rocks which have been

used for centuries. As flock after flock

wheels past within reach, the long dip

net sweeps across the path, catching

from one to ten birds at a sweep. ^lany

of these birds are eaten raw upon the

spot, some are cached under the rocks

for the following winter, others are

placed in sealskin bags and taken to the

tents to be boiled, each person eating

about eight birds. The skins are sucked

thoroughly to remove the fat, then

dried, and used in the manufact\ire of

birdskin shirts.

The ('gg< of this bird and those of the

eider duck are delicacies with these

northern people. I have often been one

in a party that gathered six thoitsand

eggs in a few hours. Strange to say,

these eggs i-emain fresh for a year if

left under the rocks out of the direct

rays of the sun. Chilled during the

summer, they are frozen hard in Sep-

tember and during the following

months. The Eskimos eat manv of

This is Borup Lodge, headquarters of the Crocker Land Expedition at Etah. North CTreenland, as

seen in early spring from the hill above. The house is one of the warmest buildings ever constructed in

the Xorth, the walls being double with a four-inch air space. It contains a large living room, four

sleeping rooms, a work room, an electrical room, and a photographic dark room



i'(K)i) Sir/'/.)' or I'lii-: smith soi xd Eskimos k;.-}

these eji<;s v:l\\\ siuiiel iliies lioil llieiii. lereiil |i;irl~ nl' ;i >c;il ; \r|-\ little is

;inil Jllsn lti'e;il\ llieill into tlie illle>tiM;ll Wilsleil. 'I'lic >kiii is ux'il ellietlv I'ur

-llcillll (if ,1 >e;ll. lllll> liiilkilli;' i"j:'^ s;ni- eliilhiiiu illlil I'm-lellts; the I'ilt for fuel;

sillies r<>i- the winter mimths. The ehil- iiml :ill the remaiixler of the Ixxly Tor

ilrell silcU the frozen ei^ii' ;is ;l cllihl ;tt loinl. even llie intestines ;in<l cves.

hnnie .-nek- e.indy. \v,iv\\ in the -|M•in^^ ilhmii tlle e(l<r(;

The st;i|»le I'iuhI nf | he hl-kinin. how- 111' ihe ice nijiny n:ir\vh;il-. the r;ihh'(l

e\t'r. is the .-e;il, which hci;in> to -un nniciirn-. ;ire -een. I'l\l i-eiiic|\ \\;ir\.

itsel r on the snrfiiee 1)1' the ice iiliont tlie thev iire M|)|)ro;ichcil .hhI cjini^ht onlv

lirst of M;iv. 'I'he hnnter hides liis up- hy the nio>t skillful in llic trihe. 'I'his

]M-o;ieli hy nie;in> of ;i white clot h hoiniij Iwenty-fool ;!nini;il i- ImliIiK |irize(| hv

to a snnill sledge, throni^h a hole of ihe women, lor from it- hack is oh-

wliieli a rille is pnintetl — a camonilap'. lained ihe \cr\ he.-t -incw for ilire;iil.

I'nshiiiir the sci-een in fnmt of him. ihc The -niooih mutilcd >kiii. c-|icciallv

l">kinio creeps stealtliily to wilhiii when fro/.en. i> con-idcrcd a dclicacv,

thirty yanls of the seal, takes carefnl and tastes \rv\ much like ehe.-l mil-. A
aim. and nsnally wonnds tlu' seal — al- s(piare foot is none too mnch for a

thtni^h a larijfe luimher sncceed in wriu- moilerale catei-. The meat itself is

ixWu'j: into their holes to die henealh the dark. h|ood\. and oil\ : frozen hard and
iee. conse(|nentl\' vei'y tender, it is (k'licionis

Mr. Hoover w'onld he deliiihied in at the close of a loni;- colil drive— al-

seeini;' how an I'lskimo ntilizes the dif- most aii\thinii" is.

Til" .Vrctic lioiiic of the CrockiT I>iinil Kxpcditioii. its it .ipiicarcd during tin' short .\rctic siimniiT.

Wi'U lifiitfd during the long \vint«'r, lighted by flcctricity, and liiiving tclfphone comtnuiiiriition with the

.s\irrounding Kskimos in tlicir igloos beneath the snow, this house provided quarters more comfortable
and convenient than many a .\ew York apartment during the late eold snap
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For Eskimo clogs, walrus is par ex-

cellence the food. A walrus weighs

from one to three tliousiiiid pounds,

and its capture is of vast importance

and a source of congratulation. Sel-

dom unaided does an Eskimo accom-

plish this feat. Ijecause of the fighting

qualities of the animal and its tremen-

clous hulk. Help is always at hand

and eagerly proffered; for to all \vhi»

help conies a ])ortion of the precious

meat. Small Ijoys are seen with large

knives Imsily engaged in amputating a

huge hind flipper, skillfully severing

muscle attachments and avoiding all

hone. The hody seems to fall apart of

its own weight into twenty-two pieces,

which apportioned, or better, seized hy

all engaged, are cached under a jDile of

rocks to be sledged to the winter home

by dog team some months later, where

they arrive as hard as boulders.

For a few days while thawing, the

meat serves as a buffet lunch for family

and visitors, who are continually hack-

ing- it with hatchets and knives. Frozen

meat is much more tender than cooked,

is easily digested, and highly nutritious.

.Strange to say^ the Eskimo affirms that

it has greater heating properties than

when cooked. Kaw, frozen walrns liver

served with bits of fat, we should say at

home, but at Etah, "a bite of liver and

a bite of fat," is the entree which often

assumes the proportions of a full meal.

Walrus meat is tough, too tough for the

weak jaw muscles of a white man.

Fish do iiot seem to ])e caught or

eaten much by the Eskimos of Smith

Sound. The number of salmon caught

is negiigil)le, a few being obtained at

the head of Inglefield Gulf, at Etah,

and from the lakes near Rensselaer

Harbor. The meat is very poor in qual-

itv, seeming to lack flavor-] )r()ducing

fat.

In the fall, Arctic hare are numer-

ous, and in excellent condition after a

two months' diet of grass, willow, and

the tender leaves of various kinds of

low plants. The meat is excellent and

relished by all. Oftentimes, I believe,

The little auks were in countless numbers on the talus slope; the ground, too. was literally cov-

ered with them, and often the air was so filled that at a distance they resembled a swarm of mos-

quitoes



It is a great day for the Kskimos of Ktali when the littU' auks arrive, and immediately the women
and children start for the little auk elifFs at the head of Foulke Fiord. Laughing and shouting they

set forth, for they are certain to capture from one to ten of the birds at each sweeji of their long dip

nets, and the food shortage of this most anxious part of tlie year is past

The Kskimos gather the eggs of both eider dui-k and little auk l>y the lioat load. I have seen si.\

thousand gatliered in a few hours. These eggs will remain fresh for at least a year if placed under

the rocks, away from the direct rays of the summer sun. Kggs are sometimes boiled but more often

are eaten raw and frozen. A frozen egg as a winter delicacy brings as much enjoyment to an Ks-

kimo child as does candy to the child in the United States

Ki.-.
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Till' Imlf rui^rcl M'ul forms tla- staple diet of tlie Eskimo. All food adiniuisUatui - ui il.. World

War would delight in the Eskimo's conservation of this food supply. No smallest part is wasted, even

the intestines and the eyes are utilized as food. The skin furnishes tent material and clothing, and

the fat is stored for winter fuel

in tlie past this animal has kept the empty. Dui'ing the winter months

Eskimo family from starvation in the many visitors have called. Walrus and

decreasing twilight of better times

—

seal meat, birds and eggs are gone,

the lono- summer dav. The locker is There is but little blubber. In semi-

yeals begin to appear on the ice above tlieir breathing holes about liie lirst of ilay. Tin- E>kimo

seal hunter makes use of what we have learned to call a camouflage. He approaches his quarry

screened by a white cloth which he binds on the front of a small sledge. Creeping stealthily across

the ice to within thirty yards of the seal, he aims his rifle carefully through a hole in the screen and

usually succeeds in wounding tlie animal

172



Kroin tlu' -kin of llii- bi-ariliHl si-al the K>kinios iiiMiuifaciurc llu'ir liiirpooii liiif'- ami tioot soles

tlarkih'» till' l-]>kiiiio raiiiilv sits I'lilly

dressed upon the bed platform listening

to tiie roar and wliizz of wind and

driftinii- snow past the translucent win-

dow of soal intestines. Where is the

meat to eome from? The sea ice ex-

tends olfshore about twenty miles. Far

away at its edge there may l)e walrus,

but if sea and wind should break the

pack, death would be the inevitable re-

sult. Xo seals are up on the surface of

thi- ice as yet. ami the lircalliiiig holes

are hard to liiid. On the land in the

neighborhood of the Eskimo village

there are but two living things, the xero-

tic hare and the Arctic fox. Before the

advent of the white man, the fox was

caught in rock traps, the hare was

snared and shot with the bone bow and

stone-tipped arrow. At present cheap,

small caliber Remingtons and Winehes-

ters are used.

Th
-Arklio. dog driver of the expedition, and dead fiirihou at the nortlieni end of .Axel Helberg Land.
K-kimo values the caribou for its tender meat, but more for its light warm fur

i::]



With an equipment consisting of harpoon and float Eskimos hunt the walrus from their kayaks.

The capture of a walrus is cause for great congratulation to the successful hunter

In the coast region between Cape

York and the Humboldt Glacier, musk
oxen became extinct in 1860, not due

to the introduction of firearms, but to

the human instinct to kill something.

This animal, with the help of dogs, is

easily and fearlessly approached, and

falls a victim to the killing iron as read-

ily as to the modern rifle.

Since 1898, when Pearv first Avin-

E-took-a-shoo is inflating a sealskin to be

used as a float in hunting walrus. This will be

attached to the end of the harpoon line, and its

position on the water after the harpoon has been

thrown will mark the spot where the body of the

walrus has sunk

174

tered in Smith Sound and obtained

musk oxen at Bache Peninsula, Elles-

mere Land, the Eskimos have journeyed

almost annually to these musk oxen

grounds. In ]90T they first crossed the

heights and descended into Bay Fiord

and Eureka Sound, from which region

hundreds of musk oxen were taken out

last year, furnishing the very best meat

and skins.

x\nother important food of the Es-

kimo is the caribou which is valued

more for its light, warm skin than for

its flesh. Caribou meat is tender and

sweet, but lacks stamina-giving prop-

erties for dog or man. Each year, in

October, six or seven sledges can be

seen slowly ascending Brother John's

Glacier at the head of Foiilke Fiord.

The trail leads to the north, to the

I'ocky valleys and glistening lakes lyiug

Ijetween the coast and the ice cap of

Greenland. The children laugh, and

chatter, and talk of hearts, tongues,

and liver; the women watch their fox

traps dangling from the back of the

sledge and visualize themselves riding

into southern settlements durinsf the



i-oon sri'i'i.) or riii: smitii soi .\n i:sk/M()> i;.-)

luiii:- iiiooiilil periods in llicir iirw liliic >iicff»riil |>iil;ir licir ImiiltT is hii^lilv

I'o.x coiits. Tilt' iiifii t;ilk of loiii; ditli- i-('s|»('fli'i| 1)\ ,ill in llic trihe.

elllt sIiot>. of i-;i\\ triidcrlnin. ;inil 'I'lirrc i- nnr ollirr (li>li wliifli llic

frozen hniins, l-l-kinm i- \i'i\ |ii-oiiil lo olVcr to liis

I'nhir litMf liiinlini: iniL;liI well lie rrit'n(l>. on.' Mrrli,i|i.- ilir most lii^dily

called tile ii-itioiial >|>ort of the Mskiino. prized of all. j-'ollou ini;- my arrival at

l-'atlier and niotlier and eliild are lilleil a winter imnie >e\eral miles helow ('ape

with stories and t raditions of .\'(n/(*(*/,'- ^'ork. the Im.-l immediately harnesseil

siiiili .'"
( hii^- iiear ). K inir of the White lii> doi;- anl dashed olV in the ilark-

N'ortli. lie has oiilv two eneiiiie>. till' ne>s. retiirnini: an hour later wit h uliat

l"]skimo and his doi:'. See the picture! resemhled the Kudv id' a seal. I poii

A vellowish white hod\ moiinled on a closer examinalion. it proved to he I he

>now-white peilotal. siirroiindeih a> I -iiilTcd skin of a larL;e rini:ed seal,

often saw him. hy ninety doi^s 1 .\\\i\ lma,L:ine m\ siiipri-e upon seeini;- the

not a doo- with eonrap' to i^n wiihin l'",-kiino ciii a slit in the -ide. mil up

n'aeh of those powerful cla\\> and 'j:\\>- his sleeve, and plunp' in hi- ai'm to the

teniiii:' white teetli. elhow. .\> he withdrew it. cliilchiiiL; in

Hear llesh cooked is oilv and loiii:li : his hand >e\ci-;il ()l)icci> uf (piest ionahle

frozen and raw. it is delicious. What food \aliic. I decided that in the dark

is ohtained is jtut in cache, and cai'e- he had lii-oii;^lii in the w i-oiil;' hai:'. oi'

fiillv preserved foi- the foi't hcomiiii:' w a> iioiml;' lo fecil i lie dni:-. I'liii i f you

visits of rehitives and friends. It is the t-oiild onl\ ha\e la>tcd iIiom' hlack

lies! which the host can oll'er. a hadge strips of meat! My introduction to

of honor and a mark of pi-owess. Tlie di-ied carihuu toni;ue some years hefore

Tlic wiilnis wcinlis froin oiif In lliiif iIioii^mimI |m>\iiii|v. iiiiil lis i-npl lire is not oftiTi effected b.v

.•in Kskimo iiniiiiled. Iiecaiise of its (if^liting qiialitit-s iis well as on ureount of its liuge bulk. The flesh

is prized by the funiily iind is also tlie liest fooil for the dogs
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among the Xaskapi Indians had been

ver}^ pleasant. M}'^ second introduction

to dried meat—the contents of the bag

had proved to be dried narwhal— served

with oil was even more agreeable. The
definition of what constitutes good food

varies according to a man's appetite,

the magnitude of which depends upon

his physical condition. Extremely low

temperature in the north demands heat-

producing food. The internal fires must

be kept at full blast. However, no Es-

kimo of my acquaintance ever "greed-

ily consumed the contents of an oil

lamp," as narrated by travelers, or "de-

voured blubber in huge chunks." He is

not a blubber eater, as characterized.

We relish fat on our bread; the Eski-

mos relish fat with their meat.

When the body is compelled to draw

all its nourishment from meat alone,

naturally very large quantities are con-

sumed, in the endeavor to seize upon all

the various ingredients needed for en-

ergy and for the renewing of wasted

tissue. An Eskimo family of four easily

consumes four thousand pounds of

meat in a year, about half of which is

eaten raw and frozen. A kill is always

followed by gorging, and a long sleep.

'*Eat all that you can possibly hold" is

the law of the Eskimo, who believes in

enjoying his food while he has it, for

days are coming when caches are empty
and the larder lean.

It is interesting to note that among
these apparently perfectly healthy peo-

ple there are lacking what we as civilized

people consider essential for the main-

tenance of good health, namely, bread,

fresh vegetables, fresh fruits, salt, and

sweets. The medical profession for

years considered fresh vegetables or

lime juice necessary for the prevention

of scurvy, so prevalent among the crews

of whaling ships and Arctic expedi-

tions. The Eskimo of Smith Sound
knows no scurvy.

Is it true that the World War is so

far-reaching that no nation or savage

tribe will not feel its effects? At first

thought the Smith Sound tribe of Eski-

mos, three thousand miles to the north,

seems as remote and as independent of

civilization as any tribe in the world.

Yet within a year after war was de-

clared, the warning note reached the

Eskimos, "Save your cartridges; the

white men in the south are fighting and

need them all."

Had the white man never gone into

the north, the savage would still be free

and independent of white man's goods

;

but after becoming used to them, if

deprived of them today, he would fare

ill. I am afraid, for years to come.

From 1891 to 1909 Eear Admiral

Peary kept the Smith Sound Eskimos

well supplied with what they now con-

sider essentials, namely, firearms, am-

munition, wood for kayaks, sledges, and

harpoon shafts, steel traps, knives,

matches, needles, thimbles, and tobacco.

During the last eight years there has

Ijeen a Danish trading station at North

Star Bay, which has supplied the Eski-

mos with these and various other com-

modities— at present utterly lacking be-

cause of the scarcity and high price of

supplies and the nonarrival of the trad-

ing shi]) in 191T.

After these years of dependence on

white man's goods, it would demand of

the present generation of Smith Sound

Eskimos most severe discipline, extreme

suffering, and probably death, to be

obliged to return to the hunting meth-

ods of a century ago, to the bone bow

and stone-tipped arrow, to the unwieldy

ivory harpoon shafts, to flint and me-

teoric iron knives, and to the patient

stalking of caribou and seal by the imi-

tation method. This tribe, to which the

American people owe so much, cut off

from the world to the south, poorly

clothed and ill-fed, would dwindle in

numbers to a pitiful few. When an-

other summers sun temporarily frees

the waters of ice. they will be standing

on the cliffs watching for the smoke of

the on-coming steamer to tell them that

the world is at peace.



SCENES FROM THE EASTERN ARCTIC '

REPRODUCTIONS IN GRAVURE FROM PHOTOGRAPHS
BY DONALD B. MACMILLAN

LEADER OF THE CROCKER LAND EXPEDITION. 19131917

In addition to its scientific data and collections in geology, botany. zooloRy, and other lines of field rcseaich. the Crocker

Land Expedition brouKht back nearly 5000 neRaiives and 12/JOO feet of motion picture film These are of

especial value in showing the country and the manner^* and customs of the Smith Sound Eskimos

PAN ICE AT ETAH, NORTH GREENLAND

Salt water freezes in the North to a thickness of from six to nine feet. This shows one season's ice which drifted from

the inner bays and fiords out into the harbor of Etah about July 1- There are about ten Eskimos livinK at Etah.

There are 276 Eskimos altogether in the Smith Sound tribe. Contrary to the prophecy of early explorers,

this tribe is increasing in numbers. In 1906 there were only LM 1 . Etah is the most northei n settle-

ment ; the most southern i-^ Capt- Seddon in Melville Bay

' Illustrations and text, together with the preceding article, copyiiphted. 1918, by Donald B. MacMillan
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Weird effect of the midnight sun behind an iceberg

The midnight sun photographed at twetityminute intervals from Sunrise Point looking due south over

Littleton Island—well known for its marked place m Arctic history. The dip of the sun in the North depends

upon the latitude of the observer. At the North Pole such a line of suns would be nearly straight, that is

parallel with the horizon, gently rising until June 21. after that date falling until September 20, when the sun

would set below the horizon for the long night of six months
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"The Origin and Evolution of Life'

A NoTAliLK I'.ooK I'.V lIKNin KA 1 l.'I'l KM t oSlloK'N

By K i; A N K 1{. L I L L 1 K

I'lofcsM)!' of Z<iiil<ii;> Ml till' I ' iiiv I i--il> i>f Cliinii^o

Tl I I S ;im'lll|>I In (Ictilli' 1 lie |i|'t)lt- i:t'(>|it^i>l ;m<l lllllS lilVS llold (if lllc

Iriiis of t)|-i;;illic ('\ oliit i<iii ill p-licsis dI' tlic ciirtll itx-H'?' Hut llic

trim- of nioilnn mt'<li;inist ic |t;ilii'<mt<il<t,>:ist wlin woulil iittriii|il tliis

science i-c|»n'M'iits the lir>t cimiitrclicii- iiiii-t link li;iii(l>^ willi tlic lii(il<iL:i>t who

-ivf clVorl ill this (lircctinii. I'or iii:my i'\|ici-iiiii'iii> .ind (lc;il> wiili lifr in

vciirs tlu' tciidciKV nl" n'scjinli li.is hfcii .ictioii.

InWiird s|t('ti;lli/.ati«)ll ill ;l «tinstillllly :l(- I'l-orrsxu- O-lxnii li;i> tlicsr cniililcts

•Icrat iiiiT rate, with a coiiM'iiucnt acrii- ami has ii>cil thciii: hf ha- had thi- <•<)-

iimhitinii of sciciitilic t rcasiiiT in pliysics (ijicrat ion tif -cii'iit i>l > in all lirlds. His

and chcinistrv. ill astfononiy. in lit'oloiry, hook >tand- midway in the Male ( 'os-

iml ill the various l)iolo;:it'al sciciitcs. mic h]\nlnlinn Sciic- (d' Lcct urcs oj" Ihc

1 11 the last, progress has hi'cii iiiarki'tl hy National Academy (d' Sciences, whicli

a more riirorous cxiictiiess ot' hioloirical opened with Sir I']i'nest K'ntherrord's

oiue|itions. 1)V the extension of liiolo^fi- discourse on "The Constiliit ion of Mat-

' al cheinistrv and the oriirin of new ter and the Involution of the Klements,"

ideas concerniiii:' dieinical coi-relatioiis and conliiund with "The M\olulion of

within thi' organism, hy an immense the Siai> and the |-'ormalion of the

devehtpnii'lit of the cell doct riiie wlijeh Mai'lh"" li\ William Wallace (amiihell.

• loininates the s])eeial |)liysiolo<:y of ;ind the "Oriiiin of the Karth" hy

every part, hy tlie rise of exact ireiietii- Thomas ( lirowder ("h;iml)erlin. It thns

-tinlv and thi' extension rd' ex|)erinient rests on tlie-e aut hoi-itat i\e pi-eseiita-

lo all parts of the analytic hiolo<rieal tions of the i»reseiit slat ii- of inor^'anic

Held, hy the rapid <:r()wtli of ])aliv:)ii- evolution, and e>.-ays to hridire the

tolo^ieal knowledtr,. jind the consequent ^nvatest *rap in the evolution prohlem—
revision of animal and plant classifica- from lifeless to Iiviii>i- and to fornni-

tion—and hy much hesides. I-]\eiy late the mo-t difficult of all evolution-

-peciali>t was so en<rrossed in thehi-anty ary prohleui<. that of lixiiiL;' thin;z^.

and fertilitv oi his own proldems. and The authoi' is fully aware of the

-o inijiressed with the almost radically iirealness (d' hi> task. I n t he prtd'ace he

iivsolultle character <d' the fundamental say>: "In these lectures we may take

• piestions of his own Held, that the >ome of the initial steps towanl an eii-

L'reat<'st of all hioIo<rieal (piestions. the eri^y conception of Involution and an

>vntliesis of the whole— the orijrin and eiiei'i^y conception of Heredity, and

evolution of life— seemed even farthei' away from the matter and foi-m conce]i-

reinoved and nior<' dillicult than it could tions which have |)revailed for o\er a

have appeared to the naturalists of century." A^rain : "We are not ready

harwin's time. for a elearlv deveIo|)e(l ener<ry coneej)-

To he the arcliitoct of this supreme tion of the oiiiiin of life, still less of

construction, who so fitted as the jiahe- evolution and of heredity; yet we lie-

oiitoloirist who has the .sense of time lieve that onr theory of the actions,

the creator— who cor»|>erates with the reactions. an<l interact ions of Iivin<r en-

' Thf Ori'/iii anil E>i>Uilii,n nf Lifr. nn tif Thmril of .[rtinn. h'<ii<liun iiinl I i\l>iiiilinn o/ Eiiirmi. hy

H.-nry Kiiirfifid Oshorii Cliiirlcs Sirilnn-rs Sons. New York. lill". \>i>. xxxi. ;fJJ with i:ui ilhistriitions.

lit:;
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ergv will ])r<)ve to he a stej) in the i-iglit

direction.""

The proljlem leads from a piii'cly in-

organic world to a world with simple

life forms, and from such a simply

])eopled world to one witli all the amaz-

ing richiic-> and di\crsity of the living

present. Asironomy and geology fui--

nish ns with a elear and simple conce])-

tion of the evolution of the stellar uni-

verse and of the earth itself, demon-

strahle in many of its features. Do
these pi'oces<es of evolution lead to the

origin of life foj'ms. oi' with the origin

1)1' life foi-nis have we a manifestation

of some new princijjley If life forms

originated conformahly with stellar and

woi'ld forms, was it a gradual or a sud-

den pi-ocess? Has the farther evolu-

tion of oi'gnnisms ])i-ocee(led according

to definite ])hysiological laws of devel-

opment, or has it heen gaiided \)y chance

as conceived l)y Darwin?
Whatever the difficulty of these ques-

tions, however inconceivable it may ap-

pear that demonstrable answers can bo

furnished, or that the almost infinitely

various detaile(l ]n'oblems on which the

solution of the wdiole rests should he

workt'(l out. it is impossible that the

attem])t should not be made to work out

a single causal nexus of events. A great

merit of the ])resent work is that it

evades no difficulty, hut clearly sets

forth the prol)]ems to be solved, and

utilizes all the resources of the various

evolutionary sciences to furnish sug-

gestions and ])ro])ose hypotheses.

That evolution is due to the actions,

]-eactions. anl interactions of the forms

of matter and energy of the ])rimitive

world. M'hich occur everywhere in the

universe, is the guiding idea. These

constitute four groups in the actual

evolutionaiw ])rocess. namel_y, the inor-

gaiuc envii'onment. the organism, the

heredity-germ, and the life environ-

ment—hence the term tetraplasy—and
selection is oi^erating constantly at

every stage of the process.

The chapters deal with the prepara-

tion of the eai'tli for life; the sun and

the ])hysicoclienncal origins of life: en-

ei'gy evolution of bacteria, algs, and

plants ; the origins of animal life and

the e\<)lution of the invertebrates; the

visil)le and invisible evolution of the

vertebrates ; evolution of body form in

tile fishes and amphibians; form evolu-

tion of the reptiles and Ijirds; evolution

of the mammals.
The aspect of adaptation runs all

through the treatment. To begin with.

I'rofessor Osborn takes over with ap-

])roval Henderson's conceptions of the

fitness of the life elements and of the

inorganic environment; he finds fitness

in the nature of the colloidal system of

])rotoplasni "])eculiarly favorable to . . .

tlie free interchange of physicochemical

enei'gies."" He emphasizes the adapta-

tion of the organism to the environ-

ment, and the adai)tation of the in-

ternal correlations of the organism

through internal secretions, enzymes

and the nervous system. Special as-

pects of adaptation are dealt with in

the laws of form evolution with refer-

ence to locomotion, offense and defense,

and reproduction, as illustrated in the

laws of convergence and of adaptive

radiation. The inde})endently adaptive

aspects of different organs, as they radi-

ate in evolution in correlation with

\ai'ie(l en\ ii'onments, "is fatal to any

form of belief in an internal perfecting

tendency which may drive animal evo-

lution in any particular direction or

directions. Finally, it is fatal to Dar-

win's original natural-selection hy-

])othesis. which would imply that the

teeth, limlx. and feet are varying for-

tuitously rather than evolving under

certain definite although still unknown
laws."

The study of evolution runs in two

closely related parallel lines, the visible

line of the body or soma and the in-

visil)le line of the germ or "heredity-

chromatin." The author states the

Damarckian hypothesis that somatic

evolution precedes and controls germ-



••/•///•; onniis .\m> i'aoij rios or Lii-i-y v^:^

I'volniiim niitl tlu' rcviM'tl Darw iiiinii

liy|>iitli«->i< llial irtTin-fVolulioii is |tri-

iiiiirv Imt imdircclcil. .-iikI Im»(|\-c\iiIii-

I imi >r(nii(liir\ . I If liitl(l>

"tliMt <iiir M ;ircli fur ciinsrs iiui.-l inn-

(•((•(1 iilnii-j till' line of (Iftcrmiiiin^'

wliifli attii'iis. rcacl ions, and inlcr-

aciiiin> iir.arialily iircccdc and which

inxariahly rollow— ihnsc of the hody

cclU ( l.ainarckian view) or those of

thf ihroMiatin ( Darwiii-W'cisniann

\ic\\"). The Laniarfkian view tliat

adaittation in the hody cells inmri-

iihli/ jirecedes similar adapt ixc reac-

tion in ihe chronnilin i> not >n|i-

porled ''itlier l>y experiment or hy

ohMTvalitm : >ncli |)reeedenci'. while

occasional and even rre(|nent. is liy

no means invariahle. The l)ar\\inian

\ ii'W. nanielv. that chronialin evolu-

tion i> a matter id' chance ami di>-

]ilavs it<''lt' in a variety of direcii(ni>.

is contradicted hy paheontolonical

evidem-e ])o\h in the Invertehi-ata and

\'ertel»rata. amoni:" which we oi)serve

that loiiliniiil 1/ (iiiil htir in cliroiiinliii

rrnliihiiii /in'rml orrr llir I'riih'iicf

rilhrr nf fortitili/ or of siidtlcii Icdjis

III- iiiiihilioiis. that ill I III' i/i'iir.^i>i of

iiiiiiii/ rlhiniclcrs llirrc is ii sloir iniil

jiroloiit/i'il ri'i'tii/riiifiil ion or di rrcl cro-

I III ion of llio rli roniiil in hnrnrd iiihiji-

lirr mils. This is what i> meant in

oni- introdnction hy the statement

that in evolntion law ])revails over

chance."

The chapters on the evcdntion of the

vei'tchrate cliisses are a hri<'t' and ilhi-

minatiiiir survey of a field of the iii-cal-

est ]>opiilar and M-ientilic interc-1.

which has hitherto lieeii aecessihie (inly

to the speciali>t. Tlii- part id' the -uh-

ject lie- within the anllioi'^ uwn Held

of research. an<l has >pecial intei'ot on

that account. It is illu>trated with

many heautiful reconstr\ictions and

«lniwin;:s of extinct forni> lia^'d on the

rich collections of the .\merican Mn-
>enm <d" Xatnral IIi>torv and other

MMirces. In the work he has had ihe

coHahoralion of Dr. \V. K. (irej,'ory in

the recon-t iiici ion>. am! the .-killfnl

animal arti-t ('liarle> 1{. |\in;.dd in the

drawiiiL^s.

The cMiiie i;i'a|)hie and fascinalin-f

presentation uf the history id' life n|>on

the earth i- >iich a> (ndy a ma>ter in

pala'ontoloL;\ could |)resi'nl. Tliethectry.

thertd'ore. naturally coneeni- primarilv

thei;real e\ olul ionai-y movement-. The

wi'iti'r. howe\ei-. c(m>lantl\ emplia>i/e-

the principle, i hat the Lireat e\.ilnt ion-

ai'\ e\enl- and tendencies that may span

million- of years are the resultant <d'

ihe elem'entarv laws <d" liioloi^y. I'lUt

he (loe> liol .-(llempt to utili/.e >Ueh hlW.-

in I lieiii'ct ieal eiiii-i I'licl iiiu. hul rather

for Mlii-I ral mii urieii nf an cxceedinLily

apt clia I acler : an example i> 1 lie appli-

cal juu 111' hormone i lieoiaes to explain

certain ilianuc- of propdrtiim n\' part>

in the cMiliilion of mammal-. The law-

of inliei'itance and (d' expei'imental hi-

olo^N with relation to evolution are.

lioweNci'. to fiii'm another vttlume of the

same -erie- li\ l'r<d'e>sor ('oiiklin.

\\\ \iiiue ol' it> \er\' riiidi' and coni-

pl'ehensi\Clle-- the hook leaxcs u- willi

a -eu-e of almost inlinite inadi-ipiacy

liefiire the prolilem of (he ])hysio1o<i-y of

I'oiau and ( haraeter evolution. The

moi'pholo'^v of the pi'ocess we are hejiiii-

inni;' to know with some approach to

coinpleteni'>- in eei-tain ]ihices. Will it

ever lie po--il)le to trace the actions, re-

actions, and i iilei'aet ion> of Professoi-

()-l)orn"> four couiplexe- of cuerLiy in

the cMilulion id' living- thini:--? Cer-

taiidv liel'ore ihi- can lie done the phy>i-

oloi^v of emhi'vonic development and of

hei-editv must he mucli farther devel-

oped. Hut to have surveyed for ns the

held from <o rich a fund of experieiue

i- a notalile ,-ervice |o that inte<fi-at ion

of -cieiitilic work which is so ijreat a

need nf the |il'e>ent.
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HEREDITY-CHROMATIN-
A CENTER OF

PHYSICOCHEMICAL ACTION
"

Osborn's book. Tlir (Jiiiiin and Ero-

hitiim of Life, discusses four gi'eat

interrelated evolutions guided and

controlled by four great sets of inter-

acting energies. One is the evolution

of tlie earth itself, whicli becomes the

environment or liome of any organ-

ism, to wliich it must adapt itself or

die ; another is the great world of

plants and animals among which any

organism lives, its life environment,

where also it must adapt itself or die

and end its race— in other words

where "selection" acts to preserve or

eliminate it. The other two are re-

spectively the visible and the invisible

(the latter purely speculative) evolu-

tions that take place in the organism

itself, that is (1) the evolution of the

body which is temporary and will die

and (2) the evolution of the heredity-

chromatin of the germ, that connec-

tion between organism and organism

of successive generations, which does

not die and represents the continuity

of life from the beginning until to-day.

The heredity-chromatin (shown

black in the figures), always in a sur-

rounding protoplasm (shown grayish

dotted), is visible under a microscope,

and certain items of its behavior can

l)e observed. Chemically it contains

an unusually large amount of jahos-

phorus, and is one of the most com-

plex of all substances. Scientists be-

lieve that it carries the heredity deter-

miners, both of the individual and of

the species. Under its influence the

cell protoplasm divides and subdivides

into self reproducing cells.

T1ic iipjKr fi<lllfc uliotvs (III ifif/ riJl

from fill' orurji of u m-a urchin. In

litis ri-Hiiti<i siiKje the cliroiiiatiii is

cotici'iifrafed into a small xpherc

III till- iiiidiili' fif/iirc arc cells from
riijiiilhi (/roiriiH/ root lip of onIhc

onion.

Hiloir (ire crlls from the einhri/o

of a ijiont redirood tree.

In the large cell in the center the

chromatin is seen dividing into rod or

sausage-shaped masses. These are

grouped in two rows facing each other

at the middle of a spindle (the two

rows are somewhat indistinctly shown ;

note later stage in a central cell of figure next above). Later the cell divides through the

middle of the spindle so that one row of the chromatin rods is drawn into one half of the

cell and the other row into the other half. The heredity determiners derived from both

parents are at first united and then in this way redistributed so that every cell (with certain

exceptions) in the developing body of the new organism has an equal amount of chromatin

carrying heredity determiners



i'l-diii //-. Or

CHROMATIN OF REDWOOD TREE AND TRILLIUM

It is tliought that each species remains constant in tlii' l)\ilk of its lu-redity-chromiitin ; l>ut tliis bulk

may bear little relation to the size of the organism. The chromatin (black rods, magnified about one

thousand diameters) of the embryo of the redwood tree is somewhat less in bulk than that of the low

woods flower, trillium— the former nevertheless carrying heredity determiners for an organism two hun-

dred or more feet tall and of very long life (two thousanil or more years), the latter for a relatively

minute, short-lived form.

Profound interest in the study of the chromatin lies in the bare fact that it carrii-s the heredity

dfti-rmincrs and. distributing itself throughout the given organism, controls it to take on not only its

normal species form but also its inherited individual variations and to maintain liotli ofti'ii through mai\y

decades of radical iliange in the actual mattfr composing it.

It is remarkable that in plants, all of which, even the largest redwood tn-e, lack a nervous sy^ti-ni.

there is perfect and sometinn-s rapid coordination of parts and response to stimuli. This is probably

brought about by physicochemii-al interactions, resulting in the circulation through the tissues of invisible

"chemiial messengers." corresponding willi certain ft-rini'iits and secretions of ilucth-ss glands in the

animal body
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PERSISTENCY OF TYPE

All inliabitant (2I(ihiria f.iiiuift'ra,

at the left) of tlie seas many mil-

lion years ago (mid-Cambrian), pre-

sented for comparison with its

modern descendant, the common
liorseshoe crab {L!nii(li<s) .—They
well illustrate adajitation to their

sand and water environment, and
also the persistency of a type

tlirough vastly long periods of time.

In such an e.xample of evolution

(visible of the body and invisible of

the germ), the body has been iu

direct contact with the forces of the

inorganic and the living environ-

ments ; the heredity-chromatin of the

germ has been remote from contact

with external environments. Pro-

fessor Osborn records that, never-

theless, the study of prehistoric ani-

mals tends to prove that the evolu-

tion of the heredity-chromatin. while

slow and prolonged, always is di-

rected toward adaptation of the

species to its life in the given en-

vironment.

A geologic estimate made in 1899

(Geikie). of the age of life, or of

the earth since bacterial life appfiirfd. is lioiii out- hundred to four hundred million years: an estimate

made in 1909 (SoUas) gives from thirty-four to eighty million years. These estimates were made by

computing, at rates of deposition today, the limestone and other deposits due to the work of bacteria

(followed later by other mineral-depositing life forms, algae, diatoms, protozoans, and mollusks).

Whether chromatin is as old as the bacteria, or in fact whether it exists in the bacteria of today,

is a disputed question. It is the opinion of the author, following that of Wilson (Columbia University,

New York) that chromatin is as old as protoplasm, and that it takes its place with protoplasm as one

of tlie two great tangible elementary structures of all life even unto man.

OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ADAPTATIONS
The carnivorous "tyrant" dinosaur ( Ti/raiinosaurus) (it towers about 18 feet from the ground) is

approaching a group of horned herl)ivorous dinosaurs (Ceratopsia)

.

I'he Orif/in and Evolution of Life discusses the theory of the beginning of life as a recombination

of energies and elements preexisting in the cosmos. It puts forth the idea that there is an energy
control of life, that energy is the cause of evolution, that some combination of energy always precedes

and molds form in the living world. We recognize that invisible energy lies back of the phenomena of

the electric train and of wireless telegraphy ; it is possible that the energy transmitted from the micro-

scopic chromatin, acting in an infinitely com])lex and. to us, mysterious way. can control the develop-

ment of a giant tree or a dinosaur.

The author emphasizes that it is the function of life to "capture" energy wherever it can be found
and to utilize it. Earliest forms of bacterial life, feeding directly on inorganic matter, used heat energy
from the sun; green plants capture light and heat energy (they can make starch only in sunshine),
storing these within themselves in passive form (in starches, oils, sugars, etc.) which the animal retrans-

forms into active energy when the plants are used for food. The giant dinosaurs were the climax in

capture, storage, and release of energy. The evolution of the defensive types proceeded step by step

with that of the offensive types, producing an example of counteracting evolution similar to that in

Xorth American wolves and bison or deer. This approach by Osborn to life and evolution through a

study of energies primarily and of matter and form secondarily sets a direction for future researches
by the many— instead of by the few as in the past



rill-: ()i:n;i.\ A\n i'aoia rio.s of lii'i:

EXAMPLES
OF CONVERGENT
ADAPTATION

Aiiinials Imm-oiih' Ntnirlunill.N iHliipli'cl

to tin- ciiviromiii'iit in wliicli llii-y live,

iiiid forms not i-lost-ly ri'liitt'd — in fiii-t

very disliintly rrliiti-il luul living in

widfly M'lmnitccl pnrts of llii> k1<>'"'~

may tiiki- on I'xactly ^iIuilat• ailiipla

lions when artrd ni>on liy similar en

vironnn-nts.

Tliis is t-Hsily stvii in adaptations

for aqnatic locomotion. In each in

slanro tlio mtrliunical ri'sistanrt' of

tin' watiT to rapid motion is overcome

li_\ lonu and sli'iidcr liodv linc^ and

^idcwisc tiattcniiit; of llic lail: rapid

propnlsion is accomiilislicil li_\ >iniioiis

niovcmcnt of this lonj; l)0(l> . and

swooping puddle work of llic t:iil.

aided by movement of the fore and

hind appendages which take on more

or less perfectly the form of fins.

The three upper drawings repre-

sent restorations of tliree extinct re))-

tiles,— ichthyosaur, primitive sea liz-

ard, and sea crocodile; the foiirth be-

low, is an extinct amphibian; the fifth

a mammal (a primitive whale) — and

we know that rapid-swimming fishes

also have the same adai)tations.

Such development of similar struc-

tures and habits responsive to simi-

lar external forces, implies similar-

ity in the physicochemical energies

of protoplasm and chromatin and

orderliness in their behavior, as well

as constant similarity in the working

of selei-tion

^MBOSPONOrLUS

^^SMii.'

GEOS*URUS

^-„;^̂ ^

CRETACEOUS

\^^

CRICOTUS PERMO-
CARBONIFEROUS



CHOIR OF THE LITTLE CHURCH ON THE CERRITO DEL CARMEN

Built in 1620 this chapel survived the frequent and heavy shocks of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries only to collapse on the night of January 3, when within two years of its third centenary
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The Guatemala Earthquake

iy S V I.
\- A N I S (i 1,'

CiirufKii- Iii^lilulion.

I s w (> L i> .M (
M.' L I-: ^

\\ii-liiiii;t<in, I). ('.

Tl I l:i( I-:. Mild c.'kIi tilllr liii'iilr.l

III .1 tlilVcrciil >|tiil. till' ciiitiliil

<>{ (liiiiti'inal.i li;i> Itcfii tli'-

.-trnyt'il liy fartlu|iiak('.- : in l"iM. in

ITT;!. iiMil lastly in tlw rccriit >li()cl<> df

Chri.-tinas wcrk. 1!'1T.

Clo-c itji til I'liiir ri'iitiirio ai;i>. in

].">*.' I. I'rijri) ill' Al\ aiMiln. a raptain nf

llrniaml'i ('nrtrz. tlir intr('|iiil rmi-

t|iu'ri»r itl" Mrxicit. lu'iu-t rali-il tlii> n-

^'ioii I'lT till' lirst tinii'. anil !iriiUL;iit it

uinli'f tile liamiiT ol" t In- K ini;' ol' Spain :

anil in 1
")•.'? his lirutlicr. .lor;i:i' Alva-

railn. JDUiiili'iI tin- (irst capital of tlir

iirw Kiniiilitni nj' (luatcmala in tlir

>iiiiliiii; xallry of tin- Pandioy at tlir

very liaM' dl" tin- lofty Milraim of Ai^na.

In >pit(' of its sitnnrous tillr. "Santi-

airo <li" los Cahallcrns ilc (Juatrniala""

(Saint .lanii's of llir (irntlrnirn of

(iuatrinala ). this \\v>\ city of the name
was ilotincil to a .-liort life On the

iiiirht of ScjitcmlxT In. I'lll. after

sonic ilays of excessive rainfall, there

was felt a pfojon^rt*'! and violent iiio\e-

inent of tlu' earth, and inmiediatt'ly

thereafter the city was deliiired hy a

torn-iit of water, iiiiid. and rocks, whicli.

rnshiiiii- down the side of the voh-ano of

A^rna. tilled the city's streets, destroyed

its houses, and killed many of its inhah-

itants. In this calamity many jieople

of the city, iiicludinij Beatrix de la

Ciieva. the widow of the Adelantado

and his successor in the rule of the

kinjjfdom. lost their lives, 'i'he Adelan-

tada was drowned in the private clia|)el

of her own home whither .-he had tied

with twelve of her ladies-in-wait iiiLi to

escape the rushiiijr waters.

'rhi> e\cnt cast a |)rofoii!id hIooim

over the >urvivors. and the following:

year the new capital, the second city of

"Santia«ro de lo.'^ f'ahalleros de (iuate-

mala." was fotinded in the same vallev

lull aliollt one llliji' ;|||d ;| |ial f ea>t of

the old jocii inn. 1 Ii;ii i-. f;irl her a\\a\

from t lie lia>e of t he \o|(iiii(i. .\iid all

that now reniaiii> of the llr>t ca|>ital i>

a eriinihliiiL:' ruin said to have hecn the

house of hona iicatriz. The >ite was
not eiitireK aliaiidoiird. Imwexer. and a

Miiall \illai:e ealled La ('iiidad \'ieja.

The Old City, has >iiice i^row n up I here.

1 11 t inie the new capital hecaiiie t he

nio.-t ma^Miiliceiit and popnlou- eit \ in

('eiitral America. Iiaxiiii:' as many a>

sixty thousand inhahitants hy the mid-

dle of the ei,i:litecntli century, and more
than lifty eliiirelie.-. iiioiia>terie.-. and
con\ent>. The l-"raiiei>(;]n>. honiini-

cails. ( 'apllchi ll>. .Ie>iii|>. IJeeollect-.

and of the sistci-lioods. tlio>c of Santa

'i'heresa and Santa Clara, all had lar.<re

and .-pleiidid e>talili>limeiit> in thecitv.

the i-iiins of which still excite the live-

liot admiration. And all of this en-

te!'pri>e ill tile faceid' repeated di.-eour-

a,::('iiieni.- on the part of nature, for the

earthipiakes continued at frcipieiit in-

tervals. Indeed the histoi-y of the si-c-

ond city of Saint .lames of the (ientle-

nicii is one loiiM series of ilisa>lrous

shock.-: I.)(;.'). ]')]:>. iriTc. Iot; (two).

loSti. jtwi:. n;:)]. ice.;;. iii::t. icsi.

Kis;?. icsi. I (is;, icsi). iTo-j. i:i:.

irii). i::.l. i::.:. l
:(-.:). and four dur-

Iiil;- the hitter half id' 1 TT."!.

This last hlow of fate, four shocks

within a six-month (two even on the

same day), was loo much foi- the loui:

sutrcriiii:" citizen.-, and after main
stormy ses-iim.- id' the city council, tlie\

linally decided to move the capital a

second lime. In fa\or of this chanijfe

were the ci\il and military authorities:

oppOM'd. Wei'c the ecclesiastics. Both

the .-ecular clerjfy and the monastic or-

ders had too heavy an investment in

churches and \a.-t coineiitiial estahlish-
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Jiients to \ icw witli ecjuaJiimily any

change wliicli would tend to decrease

property value, and tlicy l)irtei'ly olj-

jeeted to the ])roposed c!ian,::c. Kut in

spite of this o])position the matter "went

slowly forward.

Koyal engineers were sent over from

Spain, and after due delibei'ation ;md

stvidy a new site was chosen in the next

valley, twenty miles east of the former

capital; and in 1776, the third city of

Santiago de los Cahalleros de (Guate-

mala was formally founde<l liere. al-

though the government itself was not

moved ovei' until three years later.

Again, as in the case of the first city,

the second was not entirely abandoned.

Many people refused to leave their

homes, and under the name of Antigua

the place has been occupieil down to the

present day. It is for all that, however,

a city of the past: its magnificent

churches and public buildings are in

ruins, and its population has shrunk

from sixty thousaml to less than ten

thousand.

The third city of Guatemala was lo-

cated where it now stands because of

the supposed immunity of the place

from earthquakes. And when the site

Mas chosen there were some grounds for

such belief. There had stood here since

1620. on a little hill in the midst of the

])lain. called the Cerrito del Carmen, a

small church and monastery, which had

weathered successfully the numerous

shocks of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries. The site, moreover,

was surrounded on three sides by steep

l)arrancas or canons. Kightfully or

wrongfully the royal engineers be-

lieved these canons to have been re-

sponsible for the immunity which the

little church ami the sni'i'ounding ])lain

had enjoyed.

In due course of time and in >pite of

repeated shocks, 1827, 1830, 1852,

1853, 1855. 1858. 1861, 1862, 1870,

1873. 1874. and others of lesser inten-

sity since, a new and still larger and

more beautiful city grew up. A hand-

some cathcdi-al wa> built: cluin-h and
government buildiug> wci'c <'rccted.

The i)lace finally cauic to lia\c a hun-

dred thousand inhabitant.- and Kecami-

known as "The Pai-is of ("cntral Aiuer-

ica.""

'I'hc procnt "family"" of earth([uakes,

which culniiualcd iu the gi'cat shocks

of Dcccmhei- 25 and 21). r.H:. and of

January -). I!»ls. began as fai' back as

the middle of XovcMuber: and indccil

are probably to be correlated more I'c-

motely with th<' same subtci'i'aiican ac-

tivity as that which caused the dotruc-

tive earth(pud\'c and \dlcanic ciniptiou

in San Salvador six month> cai'licr. ou

June 7, 1917.

On the evening of Xo\ember 17 last.

(Juatemala City ex])erienced a brisk lit-

tle shake but of short duration. During

the days which followc(l. scarcely a

week went by without some slight

li-cnioi' of the earth being felt. Imt noth-

ing came of it. The people became

inured to these tciiiJ/Jorritos or "little

shocks"" as they were called, because of

their very fre(|uency. and ceased to

worry al)ont them. It >eemcd that cm'U

Mother Earth could cry tlie wolf too

often. At seven o'clock in the e\'ening

of r)eceml)er 24 there was a second

brisk little shock. Dishes rattled on the

tal)les. electric light fixtttres swung
back a]id forth, people even I'an from

their houses for the moment : but again

nothing came of it. exce|)t one wise

order from the government that there

l)e no performances in the moving pic-

ture theaters on the following evening.

Christmas evening al)out seven we

felt a slight tremor but scant notice was

taken of it. Perhaps by relating my
own experiences in the few honi-s that

followed I can best descril)e how the

shocks came and how the city reacted

to them. I had been out to dinner that

evening and was returning to my hotel.

The night was cold for the tro]ncs.

about 55° Fahrenheit, and a bi-illiant

moon was in the sky.

Suddenly and without previous warn-



CHURCH OF THE RECOLLECION, GUATEMALA CITY

This was on»' of tin- largt-st cluirclH's in the rity imd was oniplctcl.v (Icstrovi'd. The sliork of

.liiiMiiiry :t liroiiRlit down tlic two towers aiul tin- lu'ditiH-ni ln't wi-imi. shown lis still standing in this pic

tnr«- taken after the shocks of Decemlier "J.") and '-'>
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A typical street scene. House after house in ruins aiul the interiors exposed to viei

Temi)oi;ir\ ^lielters ul luattiiig, cloth, canvas, and sheet iron.—Thousands are living in huts like

the above

The Villa Earnestina on the Paseo de la Reforma, the sulnirban residence of the former Presi

dent Reina Barrios, completely wrecked
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A lirokcn wiitiT luiiiii in front of Ilu' Niilioiiiil I'uImic s'Tvcs many uses. Clotlii's arr waslird on

till' stoni' fluffs of llu" strtM't just wlicrc tin- watiT Inililili-s forth, and arr spread on l)lo<ks of fallen

masonry to dry. Water for cookitiK piiriioses is <lra\vn here, and even the nniles ))artake of the flow.

Most of the mains are liroken. and such cliance sources of supply as this constitute one of the >;ravest

menaces to the health of the city, whiili our Aini'ricaii Red Cross is striving hard to shii'ld from disease

The military scliool on tlie Fasco de la ICeforma. the We^t I'oinI of (iuateniala. This view was
taken after the shocks of Decemher "J.'i and '_'!>; tin- shock of January ii did even ijreater damage

•Jd.'i
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iiig tlic hi'ouikI liii'clif(| \i|) under my
feet ami hcizan to sliake violently. An
arc li.^ht overhead went out, tlaslied

on. oil', and on a.^ain. Wires sliort-

eireuited, spluttered and spit. Tlie

I )U ill] in.lis on l)Oth sides rocked back and

J'oi-tli. .My first thonij-ht was of the

A\ire>. and J darted into the nearest

doo]-\\;i\' to e.-cape electrocution. I'las-

lei- and e\en In-ick began to i-ain (]own

here and J ]'an back into the street to

esca])e falling walls.

] jieix-eived at this instant, that the

oidy safe place in my immediate vicin-

ity was the Plaza de Armas or the large

cejitral s(juare of the city. a]id I set

oil I'uiniing thither at top speed. As I

])assed tile American C'lul) there tuni-

ble(l From the big front entrance pell-

mell into the street perhaps a dozen

men who joined me, rnnning toward

the plaz;i. i>y the time we reached

there peo])le sketchily clad were pour-

ing into it from all sides. 'J'lie air was

filled with a fine impalpable dust from

the fallen adobe walls and a mist had

drawn over the moon.

Slight tremors followed one after an-

other almost without cessation. One

felt instinctively that it was not over

and all braced themselves for the next

shock. At half past eleven the ground

The new market on the Plaza de Armas in front of the Cathedral.— The stalls were removed
from the old market to this o])en spai-e and business goes on in the new quarters as usual

Church of the Sanctuary.— In the foreground are temporary slielters with sides (if matting and
cloth and roofs of sheet iron



Tin' .\liiii^;r\ oi \\ ,ir occ>i|>ii"« tlii> oinMi tliatc-licd slicil fiu-inir tlii' Plaza <\r Armas

Ttniporarv diapcl of woo<l ami riolli lia>lily iTi'ctfW on tin- Cfrritci <lfl ('ariiicii lo ^li.-lt.T tin-

Hlfiirt". of the Clirist and Ilic Virgin Marv n-sciicd from llu' i-liun-h. ami llir iiiiiirovisi-d altar. Tin-

<oiii;rii;ation sits in tin- o|>i'n

2<»7
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lifted a scc-oik) time iindei- our feet,

jerked Ijaek and forth, and all Imt upset

lis. Buildings crashed down, wires

short-circuited, and a cliokiiiL;- dust

again filled the air.

In view of the fact that their homes

were heing shaken down almost about

their heads, the inhabitants were sur-

prisingly calm. I, saw very little hys-

teria and no disorder. The Indians

fell on their knees when the second

shock started, and l)egan to pray.

Lighted tapers were produced from

somewhere and the drone of many
prayers came from all sides. This sec-

ond shock was far more severe than the

lii-st. and was the one which really de-

stroyed the city. Subsequent shocks

only Ijrought down previously cracked

and loosened walls. There followed an

interval of minor quivers until ten min-

utes past two in the morning, when the

third and last great movement of that

long night shook the city, bringing

down many more houses.

We all underestimated the damage
that night. In the darkness there at

the ])laza we could see and hear only a

small part of the destruction going for-

ward, and it seemed that the city was

weathering the assault fairly well. But
dawn undeceived us as to the true con-

dition of affairs. Guatemala City was

in ruins.

I had been in San Salvador a week

after the earthquake of June T, and the

destruction there was nothing compared

with this. To Ije sure Guatemala is

twice as large as San Salvador, but

relatively, as well as actually, the de-

struction was greater. ]\Iy first walks

through the city showed that the streets

were filled with the debris of fallen

houses, tiles, bricks, plaster, adobe; fa-

cades were ri\en l)y tremendous cracks;

interiors were exposed to view, the inti-

mate details of the home opened to the

curious ; walls leaned at perilous angles

;

roofs hung l)y single l)eams; a tangle

of wires draped the telephone poles;

and everywhere ^^eople were huddled in

the streets waiting, waiting, waiting.

Later in the day it was possible to learn

further details of the catastrojjbe.

liailroad and telegraphic communica-
tion with both the Atlantic and I*acific

coasts was cut. Indeed it was not until

forty-eight hours later that the first

news of the disaster left the stricken

city.

hi the shocks of Christmas night

al)Out seventy persons were killed.

mostly in the poorer quartei's where the

))uilding construction was of adolie

bi'ick. of very inferior type, which ci-uiu-

])led like a bouse of cards. Considering

the amount of damage done to the

houses, the loss of life was sui'jiris-

ingly low. That it was not biuher.

may be laid to the fact that the first

shock, although it drove everyone out

of doors, actually brought few bouses

down.

The government at once took the sit-

uation in hand. Martial law was de-

clared. Emergency tent dispensaries

and hospitals were estal)lished in all

])arts of the city, and the free distrilni-

tion of food (corn and l)eans) w^as

l)egun. Business ceased while the peo-

]ile took up the work of moving their

lares and penates into the streets. ])arks.

squares, plazas, and open lots al)out the

city. Wooden sheds were erected in the

Plaza de Armas, and here the govern-

ment dei)artments. l)anks. and drug

stores opened temporary oifices. Gradu-

ally confidence returned ; slight tremors

continued but nothing violent; jiciiile

ventured again into their homes to sal-

vage their belongings from the wreck-

age—and then fell the next blow.

At two o'clock on the afternoon of

December 29 the fourth heavy eartb-

(|ua]<e shook the city. This time the

motion was horizontal, not vertical as

in the ease of the preceding three, and

in consequence many more walls top-

pled over. And also because it was in

the daytime, and peo))le were in the

houses, more were killed than on ( *brist-

mas nisht. It is estimated that more
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than one hundred lost their lives in

this one shock alone.

The inhabitants were now thoroughly

terrified. No one could tell when the

thing was going to stop. All waited for

the volcanic eruption, which would re-

lieve the tremendous subterranean pres-

sure and alleviate the situation as it

had done in San Salvador six months

before, but none came. A great exodus

began. People fled from the city by

the hundreds, going for the most part

to the cities on the Pacific coast-plain,

Esquintla. Mazatenango, Quezalte-

nango, and Eetalhuleu.

A new and gruesome situation de-

veloped. Hundreds of recently buried

corpses were thrown from their vaults

in the cemeteries and a pestilence there-

from was imminent. The government

again acted with gratifying prompti-

tude, however, and vast funeral pyres

lighted the sky on that and succeeding

nights. It is estimated that more than

four thousand bodies were then dis-

posed of.

Again the stricken city strove to com-

pose itself. Slight tremors still con-

tinued but of diminished violence. A
few shops opened here and there ; fewer

people left the city; confidence was re-

turning a second time, when at twenty

minutes to eleven in the evening of

January 3. the city was rocked to its

very foundations by the most tremen-

dous shock of all. The earth lifted up

as though pushed by some vast subter-

ranean agency seeking outlet, held a

moment thus, and then in terrific jerks

and twitchings. settled back. By stop-

watch this mighty movement lasted

eleven minutes from its first cataclys-

mic second to its last dying tremor.

And the destruction which it accom-

plished was more than that of all the

others combined.

It is true, that the citv had already

been fairly well loosened in its joints,

but the earthquake of January 3 fin-

ished the work of destruction. What
the others had spared, it shook down.

The lofty twin towers of the cathedral

were hurled to the ground like so many
pill boxes. The massive pediment be-

tween fell in one solid block. The roof

caved in. This edifice, the largest, cost-

liest, and most magnificent in the coun-

try, is in ruins. Even the little chapel

on the Cerrito del Carmen built three

centuries ago, around which this third

capital had been built, succumbed to

this last violent movement of the earth.

The roof fell in, and only with difficulty

some of the faithful extricated the

statue of the Christ and installed it in

a temporary shelter outside. More than

a hundred lost their lives in this last

shock, bringing up the total of deaths

to about three hundred. The city again

was demoralized and thus it was when
I left it five days later, coming down
to Puerto Barrios on January 8 by the

first train to leave the city after the last

shock.

For the third time since its organiza-

tion the capital of Guatemala finds

itself in ruins. For the third time the

work of relief and rel)uilding must be

undertaken.

Nearly one hundred thousand people

are now living under temporary shel-

ters of the flimsiest sort, matting, can-

vas, carpets, curtains, boards, sheet iron

roofing, theatrical scenery, tables, beds,

carts, wagons— even in the open : and if

greater suffering and loss of life are to

be averted, these people must be ade-

quately housed before the rainy season

in June. Money, building materials,

and what might be called "allevia-

tion and reconstruction" experts are re-

quired more than anything else in

Guatemala's present extremity. The
need is urgent : the oblicration ours.
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Adult skimmer, type of revealing coloration, and yonng skimmer, t\|>c of concealing coloration

Common Sense and Animal Coloration

ox THK FrTlLITV AND ABSURDITY OF BASINd GENERALIZATIONS
REOAHDINii THK COLORATION OF ANIMALS FROM BUTTERFLIES

TO PRONGBUCKS ON OBSERVATIONS OF ONE ISOLATED,
HIGHLY SPECIALIZED GROUP OF FISHES

liv T u I-: () I ) ( ) K' !•: K' () ( ) s !•: v h l t

SOME vt-ars a<:(» I wrote a pajxT^

"liscussing the f|nestioii of con-

cfalinof coloration anionic l)irds

and nianimal?. It was done in ele-

niontarv fasliion, because in its tjroiind-

work essentials the question is one of

kinder«rarten simplicity. I Jut niitil

writers have pas.>Jed the kindi'rLMrtcn

stage they are not fit to deal with thr

more advanced and intricate phases of

the question. The kinderfrartcn stage

' Bullftin of tlie American Museum of Natural
History, August. 1911.

niustrations from photoeraplis of

is that ill which rea.^()iial)ly intelligent

jMTsons learn that among the higher

vertebrates there are thou.<ands of

sj)eeies with coneealing coloration, and

thousands with revealing coloration.

Until this fact is grasped in such man-
ner that all discussion about it isseento

he as siiperllnous as discussion whether

the earth goes around the sun, there is

no use trying t<t deal with the more in-

tricate develojmients of the matter. But

as tlie (piestion .<eems to invite confusion

of Miind among (piite ;i miiiiber of pcr-

xliiliits in till' .Vnierican Museum

211
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sons, it is worth while to take it up once

more. But let my readers remember
that I am dealing only with elementary,

with kindergarten scientific matters.

Professor W. H. Longley, who has

been working at the Marine Biological

Laboratory, the Tortugas, Florida, has

recently published an interesting paper ^

on animal coloration. The paper really

consists of two wholly distinct parts.

It is primarily a careful study of the

colors and color changes of West In-

dian reef iishes ; secondarily, it consists

of a number of obiter dicta, and of

recklessly drawn generalizations, on the

subject of concealing coloration among
the higher vertebrates.

As regards the first, the legitimate

part of the study, I am not qualified to

express an opinion. Professor Longley

traverses and emphatically denies the

justice of the conclusions of Professor

J. E. Eeighard^ in his study of the

same subject. Longley's studies have

been so painstaking and so seemingly

scientific that I would unhesitatingly,

accept them were it not that his very

unscientific remarks on the general sub-

ject give just cause for inquiry as to

whether a mind so biased may not un-

consciously twist facts out of shape. As
it is, before accepting his conclusions

— and while fully admitting that on

their face they seem at least in large

part justified— I should like to get the

careful judgment thereon of some ex-

pert like Professor Eeighard, whose
purpose obviously is to find out the

truth wherever it leads, and who is not

betrayed by any prejudgment into ex-

pressing or suggesting on kindred mat-

ters conclusions which have ho warrant

or basis in fact.

It is the second part of the paper,
' Studies upon the Biological Significance of

Animal Coloration, Journal of Experimental Zool-
ogy, August. 1917. By \V. H. Longley, of Goucher
College, Baltimore, and the department of marine
biology, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Tortu-
gas, Florida.

^ Jacob E. Reighard, professor of zoology at the
University of Michigan. Author of An Experi-
mental Field Stud!/ of Warning Coloration in
Coral Beef Fishes, Papers from the Tortugas Labo-
ratory, Carnegie Institution of Washington. Vol.
2, pp. 257-325.

containing these ohiicr dicta and gen-

eralizations on the general subject of

animal coloration, with which I pro-

pose to deal. Inasmuch as Professor

Longley has done me the honor to in-

clude me among the writers (Wallace,

Weismann, Beddard, Reighard, Allen,

Selous, Dewar and Finn) whose state-

ments he regards as "diametrically op-

posed to the just inference from the

facts" noted by him, for the purposes of

this paper it will be sufficient for me to

deal with his comments on the positions

I myself have taken, save where, as in

the case of Dewar and Finn, I have

made the statements of others my own.

Professor Longley's position in the

specific matter to which his words above

quoted refer, well illustrates the pecu-

liar twist in his mind, when the ques-

tion of animal coloration is concerned.

He writes^ that the statement that

"movement will betray an animal even

if protectively colored" is based upon

"wholly illogical" reasoning, is "dia-

' In Prof. Longley's paper. Biological Signifi-

cance of Animal Coloration, in the section which
discusses color change and states that various
species of fish in moving from one environment to
another change color to match, we find the follow-
ing paragraph {p. 553) :

"At this point one should refer for a moment to
an idea one frequentl.v encounters, and which
seems in fair way to become an article of faith in

the matter of animal coloration. The reasoning
upon which it rests is wholly illogical, as the
reader will observe. Sometimes it is simply af-

firmed ex cathedra : 'Absence of movement is abso-
lutely essential to protectively colored animals.'
(Beddard, '92, p. 90.) Sometimes it is stated
with some attempt at justification: 'No color what-
ever could make a flying butterfly invisible to its

enemies, because the background against which its

body shows is continually changing during its

flight, and, moreover, the movement alone is

enough to betray it. even if it is of dull color.'

(Weismann, '04, p. 74.) 'Xo observer of Nature
can have failed to remark how the least movement
on the part of an animal will betray its where-
abouts, even though in color it assimilates very
closely to its environment. . . . Thus in order that
protective coloration may be of use to its possessor
the latter must remain perfectly motionless.'
(Dewar and Finn. 09. p. 200.) The same senti-
ment is expressed by Werner ('07), Selous ('08),
Palmer ('09). and is quoted from Beddard with
approval by Roosevelt ('10, p. 493). It reappears
in Allen's ('11) review of Roosevelt's Revealing
and Concealing Coloration in Birds and Mammals,
yet is diametrically opposed to the just inference
from the fact noted in the present section of this
paper. It is one of the 'obvious' things, the num-
ber of which used in constructing theories of col-

oration is so great, that if all were eliminated, the
skeleton remaining would be scarcely recognizable.
It is so inconsistent with the fact that an unusu-
ally active fish, such as Iridio bivittatus, which
seems never to rest by day, possesses three color
phases, which it changes appropriately as it passes
from one environment to another, that farther com-
ment is unnecessary."
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iiK'tricallv oppdsi'il" to tlir fiicts lie li;is mammals. The lads as rej^ards tlu'se

noted about reef fishes, ami imlecd is arc so olivioiis that any man of common
"so inconsistent" with what he has oh- sense must realize them, if he wislies to

served ahout one lish that "fuller com- translate his theory into action. To
ment is unnecessary." In other wdnis, deny them htands literally on m jmr

heeaus<> I'rofessor Loii>rley linds. or with denying: that two and two make
thinks he timls. that jiroteel ivc eolora- four, or that a strai«,dit line is the .-hnrt-

tion is (d' eoneealiny valu(> to certain est distance hetween two points,

coral reef lishes when in motion, there- NO man can successfully shoot ducks,

f(»re he takes the position that this oh- no man can successfully hunt hi«j; orame,

servation on a small nundier of lishes without treating as axiomatic the fact

necessarily proves that motion does not that suddtMi motion on the part of the

reveal protect ively colored animals <fen- liiiiilcr. if in view of his (piarrv will
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of big mammals (not to mention many
thousands of birds). I have found by

indefinitely repeated experience that if

I was entirely motionless I was very

rarely observed; but that, no matter

how carefully I chose a concealing col-

oration for my clothes, I was almost

invariably revealed by motion— cer-

tainly by anything excepting stealthy

motion— if within ken of the animal's

vision. (In my writings I explicitly

state that in order that concealing col-

oration may actually conceal an ani-

mal, there must be either lack of mo-

tion or stealthy movement.)

But there is no need to go after big

game to test this fact. In the woods

near my house wood frogs are common.

I almost never see them unless they

Jump, and at the end of the first Jump,

when my attention has simply been

attracted by the motion, I usually lose

sight of the frog ; but by moving around

in the neighborhood I make it reveal

itself by another Jump, which I follow

with my eye so that at its end I am
usually enabled to place the frog. It is

practically invisible when still, thanks

to its color, and without regard to its

color it is instantly seen when it moves.

I am almost ashamed to have to recite

such an "experiment" ; a child of six

who has been in the woods ought al-

ready to understand its truth. I shall

quote a far keener and more experienced

observer than I am. Mr. William

Beebe,^ speaking of the creatures of the

tropic forests, says that "one of the

most pronounced laws of the Jungle"' is

that "the operation of protective colora-

tion" depends entirely on immobility.

"Clad in white, or in any conspicuous

color, you may successfully hunt the

wariest of Jungle creatures, provided

you select some suitable spot and remain

quiet. Garbed in leaf green and the

most invisible of khaki, the common
agouti and the trustful trumpeter bird

will easily escape you if you persist in

^ Ornithologist at the New York Zoological Park.
Author of Tropical Wild Life in British Guiana,
from which the quotation following is taken (p. 73).

walking about or moving some part of

your body or hands."

Professor Longley's thesis is that

there is no warrant for belief in the

existence of "conspicuousness of ani-

mals of high color," and he in effect

denies "that there are con.spicuous ani-

mals," and states that what he believes

he has shown to be true of one group of

fishes is inconsistent with the assump-

tion that animals of high color "pos-

sess more than minimal conspicuous-

ness under natural conditions." The
marvelous logic of this last proposition

is that the existence of concealing col-

oration on certain fishes is inconsistent

with the assumption that such utterly

different animals as ravens, flamingos,

white pelicans, sable antelopes, white

goats, and black squirrels with white

tails "possess more than minimal con-

spicuousness under natural conditions."

He announces the "essential truth" of

Mr. Thayer's "hypothesis of concealing

coloration." ^

Mr. Thayer's book^ deals mainly

with mammals and birds. Dewar and

Finn in their capital book deal mainly

wath mammals and birds. I specifi-

cally stated that what I said referred

only to mammals and birds. Long-

ley's observations refer only to reef

fishes. Thayer states that all animals

which ever are prey or are preyed on

(which means virtually all) are con-

cealingly colored, coloration being a

survival factor produced by natural se-

lection ; and the great majority of his

illustrations and examples are drawn

from among birds and mammals, as to

which two classes he specifically and

sweepingly lays down his—imaginary

—law. I state that as regards birds

- The Laiv that Underlies Protective Coloration,

Abbott H. Thayer, The Auk, Volume XIII, 1896,
and Smithsonian Yearbook, 1898. Thayer's hy-
pothesis states that animals are "countershaded,"
painted by nature darkest on those parts which
tend to be most lighted by the sky's light and vice
versa, and that this causes them to disappear,
their colors and patterns becoming pictures of
such background as one might see if the animal
were transparent.

^ Concealinfi Coloration in the Animal Kingdom,
being a summary of Abbott H. Thayer's discov-
eries. By Gerald H. Thayer. The Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1909.
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an<l mammals tluT*' arc \crv many spc-

cii's where the adiiltf^ ur tlie young, or

the adult individuals of one sex, are

(•oncealingly colored, this coloration

d(>id)t]t'ss being a survival factor, and

very many others as to which this is

not so : and that among the latter are

mimerous animals with a conspicuous

or advertising or revealing or directive

coloration— I care not which t(>rm is

used.i This is the point at issue.

Professor T.ongley apparently takes

the ground that animal conspicuous-

ness does not exist in natun'. lie says

he is "impressed by the uniform ab-

sence of effort to demonstrate that cou-

s])icuousness exists." by various ol)serv-

crs. including myself, and adds, "tliat

the conspicuousness so lightly a>>iinici|

is a subjective phenomenon is capal)le

i>\' demonstration." and ]>roceeds to

"demonstrate" tliat \ am in ermr when

I speak of a /iniin/lnirli' as conspicuou.-

' Tilt-re has. Iiitlicrto tx-fn no snrcossful effort to

answer my articles in whirli I discussed Mr.
Tlia\er''i sweepiiie theories: Professor I,oii>:ley cer-

tainly do<'K not : and if he will turn to Mr. Heelie's

l«M)k al.ove mentioned (pp. 104-108). he will find,

in a purely incidental allusion to coloration, the
kiiid of recorded observation which really does help
to throw a little licht on the siilijeit.

1)V saying that other obxTVer?- have

mistakenly thought red fisli to be con-

spicuous I I would really like to know

just how rrot'essor Longley regards

this as a "demonstration." He refuses

to "grant that there are conspicuous

animals." and "demonstrates" that

sucli animals as prongbucks are in-

conspicuous by saying that red fishes

live in the dark and come to the open

surface only by night, having nocturnal

feeding habits I Would he regard this

statement as to red fishes to be "demon-

strated" to be erroneous by my point-

ing out that ml liir(]s. such as tanagers,

cardinals, tiaiiiingos. and macaws, are

diurnal r

Now. as to the failure to "demon-

strate" that "conspicuousness exists,"'

as ill the case of the prongbuck : the

troiiiilc i- in (lem<mstrat ing the self-

ex idcni. ir I were asked to "demon-

strate" that a lilack coal scuttle on a

white -licet, or ;i crow on a snowbank.

is cons|iicU(»us. I sluuild be rather puz-

zled to know where to begin; and a

Kockv Mountain goat or a cock ostrich

is normallv a- conspicuous as (he coal

•Jl.'i
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>cUllk' on till' .-licet. 'riiriT i,-; |)|-nlialil y

IK) such tliiii,ix aiiumi^f iiuiiiiiiiiils iiml

l»ird.< as a coloration wliicli under all

the conditions of the wearer's life is

always either coniplotely revealing; oi-

ciunplrlely conccalin»;; hut it may he

one or tiic other. !•!•!> tiinos out of the

thousand. Out in the Bad Lands of

the Little Missouri I once saw a raven

airainst a coal seam in a ditV. ami it>

color for the moment was conccdim: :

and once at dusk a poor-will lit on the

hare verantla heside me, and its color-

atiim was for the moment revealing,

^'et under all ordinary circumstances,

the diroct reverse is true in each case;

and it is just as ahsurd to deny that a

raven (or a crow, or a grackle, or a cow

hunting, or a white egret, or a full-

grown hlack and white skimmer on its

nest) is revealingly colored and con-

spicuous, as to deny that a whip-poor-

will (or a nesting grouse, or a desert

lark, or a iledgling skimmer) is con-

cealingly colored and inconspicuous.

However. I will attempt the ''demon-

stration.'' Tiie proughorn on the plains

of the Little Missouri was conspicuous

exactly as a wildeheest on the plains of

the Athi or the Guaso Xyiro was con-

spicuous. If camped for any length of

time in their haunts, I always grew to

know the jirohahle range of each group

of pronghorns or wildeheests, as the

case might he ; and then there was

never the slightest difficulty in seeing

them. Around my ranch there were

occasions when a small herd, or a

couple of pronghorns, or a single ani-

mal would settle down in a certain lo-

cality: and then it was impossible not

to .«ee them if I went thither: T could

always find the party of docs and kids,

or the solitary old buck, or the two

yearlings, which I expected to find. In

the same way, in Africa, in the camps
where we spent a considerable length of

time, there would often be wildebeest

stationary in the locality; in one in-

stance which I remeinl)er there was a

herd which haunted the neiixhborhood

of a hill and. on the other -ide of i-amp,

an olil hull which kept with a herd of

gazelles, and I could always find either

without dilliculty. 'I'he coloration of

the |ir<inghuck nuule me see it even

when I was half a mile away or more;

the wildclieot >I ruck mv eve when I

was nearly a mile away: and under su<h

circutnslances to deny that the ani-

mal was "conspicuous" seems to me to

rcpifsi-nt (piilihling over terminology,

and not the ell'ort to appreciate facts and

to draw therefrom honest conclusions.

Is the above not a "demonstration"?

Conspicuousness is of course relative,

just as is the ca.^e with speed. On the

])lains where the i)ronghorn dwelt there

were skunks and jack rabbits. The
jack rabbits ran faster than the skunks.

I assert this in the "sweeping" and

"reckless" manner to which Professor

Longley objects. The fact was "obvi-

ous''— again to use the word to which

Professor Longley objects. I never

"demonstrated'' this fact, however, any

more than 1 "demonstrated"' the con-

spicuousnt'ss of the prongbuck. One fact

stood just as much in need of demon-
stration as the other, and no more so.

Whoever needed to have either fact

"demonstrated" to him would have

quarreled with .'Esop or Uncle Kemus
about the relative running capacities of

a rabljit or hare and a tortoise.

There must be a foundation of com-
mon sense for every scientific struc-

ture. Until a man understands that a

crow is conspicuous and a wood frog in-

conspicuous (and that there are very,

very many— doubtless thousands— of

other animals as revealingly colored as

the crow and of yet others as conceal-

ingly colored as the frog), he has not

learned the .\ B C of animal colora-

tion; and if he perversely refuses to

learn the alphabet his future studies

will not tend to enlightenment.

Mr. Thayer's book is delightfully

written and contains valuable artistic

truths: just as Milton's account of the

creation of life in Paradise Lost con-
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tains noble poetry; and as regards

mammals and birds Thayer's book con-

tains just about as mucli new scientific

truth as does Paradise Lost. To treat

his book as in this respect superior to

such a book as Dewar and Finn's,

stands on a par with ranking the noble

Miltonic poem of the creation as scien-

tificall}' above Darwin's Descent of

Man. Until we have attained the ele-

mentary knowledge necessary in order

to understand that the facts above out-

lined have been amply "demonstrated,"

further biological discussion does not

tend to edification.

My discussion 1 of revealing and con-

cealing coloration among birds and

mammals covers but a tiny corner even

of the question of animal coloration

;

but I do not think that it is possible to

controvert my main thesis, which is,

that as regards these higher vertebrates,

concealing coloration (with or without

countershading as a basis), as a sur-

vival factor working through natural

selection, has been of trivial conse-

quence in producing the special color

patterns on the great majority of birds

and mammals; that it has in an im-

mense number of cases been wholly in-

active, so that in very many of these

cases the animals are extraordinarily

conspicuous in nature at almost all

times, including the vital moments of

their lives ; and that in most of the

large number of cases where it has ac-

tually been a factor it has merely set

limits of conspicuousness. sometimes

very narrow, sometimes very broad,

which must not be exceeded, but within

which innumerable tints and patterns

are developed, owing to some entirely

different slant of causation.

I have not tried to deal with reptiles

and batrachians as a whole, nor at all

with fishes and invertebrates. I am
very confident that as regards some

common land reptiles and insects which
' See Bulletin of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, August. 1911: Xfrican Game Trails,

Scribner's," 1910. Appendix, pp. 491-512; also

Life Histories of African Game Animals, Scrib-

ner's, 1914, pp. 54-148.

] continually come across— black snakes

for instance, numbers of black or show-

ily colored beetles, and woolly cater-

pillars which are boldly marked with-

black and red or which are white— the

coloration has not the slightest con-

cealing, and probably has a revealing,

(juality ; that they are conspicuous.

I am quite prepared to find that the

reverse is the case as regards many, or

even the vast majority, of the lower

forms of life, including especially all

those in which the individuals undergo

a rapid change of color corresponding

with the change in the color of their

backgrounds. It seems to me utterly

unscientific to try to generalize, nega-

tively or affirmatively, about all ani-

mals from observations on one highly

specialized group; and above all to try

to apply deductions from observations

made on such a group as that of the

coral reef fishes to groups of animals

like prongbucks or white goats, or os-

triches, or crows, or white egrets, or

scarlet tanagers, where practically every

condition is entirely different. In the

bay beside which I live are mollusks

with white, black, dark green, slate,

gold, silver and brown shells; and the

pebbles on the beach have about as

varied colors : but I do not try to gen-

eralize from the shellfish to the pebbles

or vice versa.

There is ample room for genuinely

scientific study in order to find out

what coloration laws, if any, apply uni-

versally to Long Island Sound shell-

fish, to coral reef fishes, to land insects,

to reptiles, to forest and desert birds,

and to mountain and plains mammals

:

and what laws apply only in one or an-

other group. But in order that our

studies shall be to good purpose, we

must be willing to face all the elemen-

tary facts, including our ignorance as

to most of them; and when once these

elementary facts have been shown to be

obvious, we must not waste time in re-

investigating them without sufficient

cause. November 15, 1917.
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AN Al'l'KAl. '1(1 llli; l"A,Mll.li;s ANI> I'KIIiNDS (>l' nil; 1 1 i:ix'( )|( •

Tlv'X'I'S AM> TO Till-; <<>MM(.\ sliNsl-; (»I'

I'lii; A.Mi'.K'h AN I'lK'ri.i:

i;v W . W. K !•: i; N, .M.l).

Kuicritus I'rol'i'N.'-or of Siirci'i'.v, .Ii'ft'iTMm Mrdicul Colli'i;!- ; Mnjor Mi'dical lii'M-rvr CorjiH,

I'liid'd Sliilfs Ariiiv

Fl
liST of all let u\v make two I'ai-ts

1 . Tlii- |ia|tci' ha> Keen u rii ini

fuiin-ly on my (twn ri'spoiisihilily and

nut at the siiiiiTrstion (lircctly (»r in<li-

rcctlv of till" lu'il ("ro>>. I lia\r Ikth

inovctl lo write it solclv in the inlcrc>i

of our lira\o sol(lii'r>. and csprciallv Wc-

liuisi' tlu'ir suiTt'i'injrs and lives are in-

volved in the suit a<rainst the lied Cross

Ity the antivivisectionists to prevent

tile use of $1()(),()()0 of the Red Cross

funds in sueli heni'liei'nt life-savini; re-

searches.

2. The Ked Cross as an or^^anization

is neither an opponent, nor an atlvocate,

nor a defender, of vivisection. It states

oHieially that the supreme aim of the

Ked Cross is to relieve human suffering

[and it might well have added ''and to

save thousands of human lives" |.

"Ttic War ('(Hiiicil was aiivisod from tlif

al'li'st sources available that an iniiiiediatc

appropriation for nieilical research wouhl

eontriliute to that end. The War (nuiicil

couM not disregard such advice."

They then refer to the manv un-

solved medical and suri:ieal |ii-olilciiis

that have arisen frttm wholly new con-

ditions and methods of warfare. Let-

ters from a nund)er of my own surgical

friends in France emphasize and the

medical journals teem with papers on

these new prol)lems. They relate to the

treatment of the horrihly infected

wounds— and practically all wounds are

of this kind— never met with in civil

surgery: to the treatment of "trench

fever"- a peculiar form of fever never

' Quoted from Hcience, February 2

liefoi-e M'cn : (d" "I rem-li lieart" : of

"trench fool." ulicii followed liv lock-

jaw : of "li-ciich ncplirili>" (intlaiiima-

lion of ilic kidneys); gas gangrene;
tetann>: .-licll -hock; |)oisonous ga.^^cs

;

fearful compound fractures, especially

of I lie iliigli. cic. I-Acry man enahled

to rclui-ii to ;icl i\c duly a> a I'c-ult of

solving tlu'se ]>rolilems helj)s to win the

war. livery man who dies, or is per-

manently disahled hecause nl' our igno-

iMHcc. Iiiiidcr> our winning the war.

ll nm.-t lie icniemtiered that our sur-

geons. ])hysicians. and ])hysiologists

over there are the very flower of the

American medical profession. These
fine men, under the supervision of the

-Medical Stalf of the rnite<l States

Army, supei-intemi all the work, \otli-

ing is done that has not the direct ap-

]>i'o\al of l>rigadier General A. E.

Bradley. ^ledical Corps, U. S. Army.
Kx))eriments on animals form a nec-

essary hut a nnnor feature of the re-

searches.

"The animals used are princijially >,Miiiiea

I'igs, rabbits and white rats. If operations

cjiusing pain to animals are performed,

anesthesia is used."

This certaiidy does not suggest "cru-

elty" or "toi-ture."

1 ajipeal to the common sense of the

American peoj)le and especially to the

families and friends of our hrave sol-

dier hoys: Which do you jmdV'r, (1)

'J'hat our soldiers shall he i)rotecte(l

from attacks of these new (as well as

of the familiar) disea.>ies, their suffer-

ings les.^eiied or even prevented, and
1918. with slight aildilioiis \<\ Or K. .11

•-•lit
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their lives saved, or (2) will you insist

that not a single guinea pig, rabbit, or

rat shall suffer the slightest pain or

lose its life, in researches to lessen the

suffering and save the lives of our sol-

diers ?

Eemeniber, if you choose the second

you deliberately condemn your son,

brother, or husband to sufferings far

beyond any suffering of these animals.

In many cases, as I shall show, you will

condemn your dear one to death, and in

some cases a horribly painful death.

In the "Bill of Complaint" of the

antivivisectionists, seven grounds of

opposition to vivisection are mentioned.

The sixth reads as follows:

"That altliough it [vivisection] has been

jji-actised for many years, nothing has been

discovered by means of it that is at all bene-

ficial to the human race."

This is the crux of the wliole matter.

If this were true I would vigorously op-

jiose vivisection myself.

I entered upon my medical studies in

1860. I took part in the horrible sur-

gery of the Civil War— as we now know

it was. I have taught anatomy and

surgery to not far from 10.000 students.

I taught and practised the old dirty

surgery— the only kind we then had

—

up to October 1, 1876. Since that date

I have practised and taught the new

antiseptic surgery, which has been cre-

ated by researches similar to those now
proposed. Since the Great War began I

have diligently studied the newest sur-

gery. I submit, therefore, that I may
be presumed to be fairly familiar with

these three stages of surgery. Let me
give now a few examples of some of the

things that have "been discovered by it

[vivisectionj'" and that are "beneficial

to the human race."

I may remark in passing that ani-

mals themselves have benefited by the

same means, almost, and possibly quite

as much as the human race.

1. Typhoid Fever.— This has been

one of the historic scourges of armies.

In 1880 the bacillus— the cause of the

fever—was discovered. It was soon

proved that the disease was spread

through infected milk, infected water,

and very largely by the house fly. The
last, after walking over the excrement

of a typhoid patient, and then walk-

ing over our food, conveys the disease.

Prevention of contamination by these

three means— sanitary measures based

on the discoveries of bacteriology—pre-

vents the disease to a large extent. But
our real triumph over the disease was

not achieved until lately.

I may here call attention to the fact

that the antivivisectionists entirely re-

ject bacteriology, a science which has

disclosed to us the causes of many dis-

eases, and has enabled us to prepare

antitoxins to neutralize the poisons de-

veloped by these bacteria. Without bac-

teriology the physician and the surgeon

today would be as helpless as a mariner

without a compass.

Cases Deaths

During the Civil War ty-

phoid fever resulted in. 79,462 and 29,330

In the Boer War there

were 58,000 " 8,000

(In that war the total

number of deaths was

22,000. Typhoid alone,

therefore, was respon-

sible for more than one

third of all the deaths
!

)

In our war with Spain

there were 20,738 " 1,580

Our Army numbered

107,973 men. Therefore

every fifth soldier fell

ill with' typhoid in 1898 !

Over 86 per cent of all

deaths in this war were

due to typhoid ! !

During the Boer War imperfect at-

tempts were made to control typhoid by

an antitoxin similar to that against

diphtheria, which has saved such mul-

titudes of children. Gradually the

method has been improved so that in

our army it was at first recommended
as a voluntary protection (1909). The
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ri'siilts were so fiivornMc tli;it in I'.'I I it

Wiis iii.-ulf coinpulsorv. 1 1 li;is lifcii >;iiil

lliMt it should still lie vtiluiitarv. lint

ii> r\rrv case of ty|thni(l inipi-fils tln'

lirallli and life dT mult it ihIcs \vc suri'lv

have a riiiiit !<• make it fompulsitrv su

as 111 |M-<>tcTt all llif ff>t. All that is

ufct'ssarv to provf this is to l<»ol< at

these tallies of cases and deaths in our

Army and Na\y.

TYrnoUi KKVK.IC IN TIIK INITKI)

STATKS AKMY
Vfiir (jis.-* H.'iitlis

100«> 210 12

1S>07 124 7

lt)OS 1.16 11

1909 173 16

litlO 142 10

I
V.VCCISATIOX M.MiE COMITI.SORY

|

liMl 70 8

1!»12 27 4

litl.H 4

1914 7 3

1915 81

TVI'HOUI KKVKK IN THE I'NITKD

STATKS NAVY

19(19 189 17

191(1 193 10

1911 222 15

[vaccination mal»: compulsory]

1912 57 2

1913 22 4

1914 13

1915 15 1

On the Mexican licn'der, ihuugh the

fever was rife near the camps, only one

man out of 20.000 troops, a civilian,

who unfortunately escaped vaccination,

fell ill with it.

Xow let us see the results in tlie

armies in the present war.

In the British armies, on March 1,

li'lT, Mr. Forster, I'nder Secretary for

War, stated in the House of Commons
that

Tlio last weekly returns sliowrd only t\ven-

tyfour cases in the four Hritish armies in

France, Salonica, Egypt and Mesopotamia.

He added that the total number of cases of

typhoid fever in the British troops in France

'Four in tlif riiitcd .Stati-s : 4 in Iliiwnii.

down to .Nov.'ihixT 1. 191C.. was l.(i.s4, of

|iaratyjilioid -' 2,5.'{4, and of iii.lclinitc cases,

l>5:{, inakin;,' a total of l,.')71 of tin- typhoid

^roiiji.

\i>\\ the l";nL:li>li armiry numlier at

le;i>t ."..(1(1(1.(1(1(1. W they had MllTerctl

as our .\rmy diil in is'.'S there would

have lieeli I .()()().(»()() case> ! In I'aet

there have lieeii less than l.(i(i(i: Be-

>ide,- that, the pereentaiic of fatal cases

in the inoculated men was 1.1 per cent,

in ihi' uuinoeidated '?;{.") per cent ; and

jH'rforatioii of ihc liuwcl. ihr nio-t dan-

ofcrous conipl ieat ion. occurred six Itiin's

more frfiiiiiiil li/ amoni:' the unvacci-

nate(l than ariKUi^ those who had heen

prolccteil. In the British arnnes the

antityphoid vaccination is still \<ilun-

larv lint more than IHi pci' criii have

.<()U_Mlit il> pnileciion. If it had heen

compulsory, liundre(ls of the |.")1 1 irho

(J if (J iroiild have been saved!

In our own Army in more than four

months (Sepieinher 21, lOIT. to .lanu-

arv 25, I'.MS). a period one month

Ioniser than oui' war with Spain (the

Sur<:eon (ienei'aj's Otlice i:i\cs me the

official ti,i:'ure.- ). we have h;!il an average

(i. e., every day of tiiese four months)

of 742.f)2() men in our cantonments and

camps. These men have come frmn all

over the country, in many cases from

where autumnal typhoid was reapinir its

anmud harvest, in practically all cases

unprotected hy vaccination. Between

these two dates there have heen 114

cases of typhoid and o of paraty|)hoid.

Ifatl the coiiditions of 1S9S i>n'valleil

I ill' re would have been l^Jt.oOG cases in-

sh'iid of no in nil ! The reason is clear.

The men wwr all immediately vacci-

nated a«rainst tyjihoid. paratyphoid and

smallj)o.\.-'

Besides this as soon as the anti-

tyjthoid inoculation was completeil the

nundier of ca.<cs rapidly fell and from

Decemlier 11 to Fchruary lo— !» weeks

- A form of fever raiiticd by a biioilliis soincwiiiit

Riniilar to tlu- typlioid bacillu.s but causini; ii niucb

milder infection.

' Of tlio last disease, there have Ix-en only 4

caKCH, all iinvaccinated.
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—there have been only 6 cases of ty-

phoid and one of paratyphoid among

probably now nearly 1,000,000 men!

Truly marvelous

!

Now all this is the direct result of

hacteriological lahoratory ivorl-. Was it

not worth while ? Has it not "benefited

the human race"'? Are you not glad

that your son is thus protected?

I may add that the German armies

show a similar absence of typhoid. I

have seen no figures but only general

statements.

Tetanus or ''Locl--jaiv."—Yew people

realize what terrible suffering this dis-

ease causes. The mind of the patient is

perfectly clear, usually to the very end,

so that his sufferings are felt in their

full intensity. All of my readers have

had severe cramps in the sole of the foot

or calf of the leg. The pain is some-

times almost "unbearable." In tetanus

not the muscles of the jaw alone are

thus gripped, Init the muscles all over

the body are in cramps ten or twenty-

fold more severe, cramps so horrible

that in the worst cases the muscles of

the trunk arch the body like a bridge

and onlv the heels and head touch the

bed

!

Never shall I forget a fine young soldier

during the Civil War who soon after Gettys-

burg manifested the disease in all its dread-

ful horror. His body was arched as I have

described it. When at intervals he lay re-

laxed, a heavy footstep in the ward, or the

bang of a door, would instantly cause the

most frightful spasms all over his now
bowed body and he hissed his pitiful groans

between tightly clenched teeth. The ward

was emptied, a half-moon pad was hung be-

tween the two door-knobs to prevent any

banging; even the sentry, pacing his monot-

onous steps just outside the ward, had to be

removed beyond earshot. . . . The spasms

became more and more severe, the intervals

shorter and shorter; it did not need even a

footfall now to produce the spontaneous

cramps, until finally a cruelly merciful at-

tack seized upon the muscles of his throat

and then his body was relaxed once more

and forever. He had been choked to death.

Do you wonder at the joy unspeak-

able which we surgeons have felt of late

years as we have conquered this fearful

dragon? In 1884 the peculiar germ,

shaped like a miniature drumstick, was

discovered. Its home is in the intes-

tines of animals, especially of horses.

The soil of France and Belgium has

l)een roamed over by animals and ma-

nured for over 2,000 years, even before

Julius Caesar conquered and praised the

Belgians. The men in the trenches and

their clothing are besmeared and be-

mired with this soil, rich in all kinds of

bacteria, including those of tetanus, gas

gangrene, etc. When the flesh is torn

open by a shell, ragged bits of the muddy
clothing or other similarly infected

foreign l)odies are usually driven into

the depths of the wound. ISTow the tet-

anus bacilli and the bacilli of "gas gan-

grene" are the most virulent of all

germs. It takes 225,000,000 of the

ordinary pus-producing germs to cause

an abscess and 1,000^00.000 to kill,

while 1,000 tetanus bacilli are enough

to kill. This readily explains the fright-

ful mortality from tetanus during the

Civil War. It killed 90 patients out of

every hundred attacked.

In the early months of the Great War
the armies suddenly placed in the field

were so huge that there was not a suf-

ficient supply of the antitoxin of tet-

anus. Hence a very considerable num-
ber of cases of tetanus appeared. Xow
it is very different. At present every

wounded soldier, the moment he reaches

a surgeon is given a dose of antitetanic

serum. As a result, tetanus has been

almost iviped off the slate. I say "al-

most." because to be effective the serum

must be given within a few hours. The

poor fellows who lie for hours and even

days in No Man's Land cannot be

reached until too late. All the surgeons

on both sides concur in saying that

tetanus, while it still occurs here and

there, has been practically conquered.

Ever]! step of this worh has been ac-

complished by the bacteriologists and



•/•///•; i:i:n cl'oss wd riii-: .\.\ ri\ n'lSh'crioMsrs -j-.':;

///( siiri/iDlts inn-kiuil lii</rtlifr in llir |in\ I li;il "liilir r;i>cMiC(iin-i'il '111 ri llir llic

lithonilitni uml llif hitsjiital. Witiild yoii \c.ir"" |;im(iiiii llic riiili|i|iiii(' S.(>iil>l.

srriouslv advise that no such ('\|U'ri- M\ \v\r\\A ;iii<l runner student. Dr.

mental reseanlies shouM have lieen ear- Nuiur (i. Il,i-(i'. a- director of liealth

ried nn and that \nur hnv >li(udd -ulVer in ihe IMiili|i|>inc Uhiiid- I'm- ycaiv-, \ ac-

the Imrrilile fate .d' inv own |M.(ir (lei- einalcd n\^-y s.ikmi.imki |ier>nn- without

tv,-luir,i: Im>\ r Ceiil'e-- honolly. are nnt adealh and w il h what re>ull r Inand

tliese ami other siniihir researches to lie around Manila I lie ii-iial lull ofsnudl-

deserihed as humane?— as desirahle? pox had heen alinin •.':.. (i(i(i cases ami

nav. as im|>erali\e y (iOOO ileath> anniiall). In the twelve

Xav, more. '"We feel." say forty-one months after hi> \aeeinat imi eam|iai>rn

of our medical otiieers on duty in Kranee, was linisheil there was //"/ <nir ilrnlh

"that any one cntleavoriui: to stop tlu' from >mall|io\.

KN'd Cro-v from assistimr in its Inunani- rrr<niilni. in 1 ss.') in Montreal, as

tarian and humane desire to prevent dialed hy ()>ler. one rullmaii porter iii-

Anu-rican soldiers fnun heiiiir diseased. Irodueetl >mallpo\ into a lar;:ely iiii-

and protect iiiiT them hy sol villi: the pe- vaccinated eii\. 'I'lieie followed :>l(if

culiar new pri>hlems of disease with deal li> and eiioi-iiions lo>se,- to the Moiit-

which the .Vrmv is confi'onteil is in real meicliaiil >.

ri'alitv jrivin<: aiil and eomfui-i lo the liiil why >ay more;' We all know

eiUMuy."* But the antiviviseetionists de- that a sin,<,de case in any community

elare that l)acterioloiry is false— that causes every intelli<:ent jx-rson to ho

such vaccination is "lillini: tlie veins protected hy vaccination,

with '.^^cientifie iilth' called serum or (l"s nxnt/ri'iic— Onv of the terrible

vaccine'" I They are doinu their best to and new surs,ncal diseases developed by

jiersunde our soldiers not to sulnnit to llii> war is called "ojas gangrene." It

aiiv such "'vaccination" I ha- no relation to the poisonou.s gases

Smallpo.r.— T\u- word vaccination introduceil hy the harliarous Germans

leads nie to say a word about smallpox. at Ypres. Al.oiit iwenty-five years ago

I confess that T was amused bv a r(>cent Trofessor W. 11. WCIch, of the Johns

[laiier in an antivivi.section jonrnal en- llopkin- Ilo-piial. discovered a bacte-

titled "Vaccination as a r^n/.NV of Small- rium which pro(liiced gas in the inter-

pox"! During the last year hundreds stice> bet ween and in the mn-cles. This

of thousands of soldiers have been vac- bacillus does not occur in Great Brit-

einated against smallpox. Surely there ain. T never saw a case of gas gangrene

>hould have been some cases of that dis- in the Civil War. and but one case since

gusting disease if it were caus(>d by then in civil practice. On the contrary

vaccination. in Belgium and France in the .soil and.

But what are the facts? I have just lheief(,i-e. on the <lothing and on the

received the Eeport of Surgeon General >kiii of the >oldiei> these bacilli abound.

(Jorgas for 1017. The section on Small- i'loin wlial l'>a>lifoi'd lalls the "cesspool

|»ox reminds one of the celebrated ihap- of the wound" the germs travel up and

ter on "Snakes in Ireland." On p. s] down in the axis of the limb. If the gas

on Smallpo.x in the .\rmy in the Tnited escapes from a punct\ire it will take fire

States. 1 read "Xo ca.ses of smallpox from a match. (ia> has iiei-n observed

oeoirred within the United States within live hour>. .\n .ntire limb may

)u-o|)er during the year." Onp. 17."i. 1 become gangrenous within sixteen

read "Xo cases [of .simalli»ox or vario- hours. If the whole lindi is amputated

lnid| occurred in the islands" [among the gas may be so abundant that the

the .\nierican troops in the Philip- limb will lloat in water! Death is not

pines]. On p. 188. I read under Small- huig delaye(l.
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Xow 3'our son in France runs a very

serious risk of becoming infected with

this deadly germ. Would you be will-

ing positively to forbid any experiments

on animals which could teach us how to

recognize this infection as early as pos-

sible ? Would you forbid any experiments
which might teach us how to conquer

or better still to prevent this virulent

infection and save his life? Which
would you prefer should suffer and verv

possibly die, a few minor animals or

your own son? If a horse or a dog or

even a tiny mouse can help in this

sacred crusade for liberty and civiliza-

tion, if it even suffers and dies, is it not

a worthy sacrifice? Should they be

spared and our own kith and kin give

up their lives?

I need not wait for a reply ! I am
sure you would say "My boy is worth
10,000 rabbits or guinea pigs or rats

!

Go on! Hurry, hurry! and find the

remedy." That is true humanity which
will save human lives even at the ex-

pense of some animals' lives.

Xow see the result. By careful ob-

servation and experiments with differ-

ent remedies the surgeons have discov-

ered valuable methods of treatment.

But very many still die. Prevention is

always far better than cure. At the

Eockefeller Institute Drs. Bull and Ida
W. Pritchett have discovered a serum
which in animals prevents this gas gan-
grene and yet does no harm to the ani-

mal. It is now being tried on the sol-

diers in France.

Again I ask : Is it not our duty even

to insist on such experiments so that

our troops may be spared the dreadful

suffering and even death following this

virulent infection? If the Bull-Prit-

ehett serum proves ineffective should
not our efforts be redoubled ? The com-
mon sense of the American people will

reply : "Yes, by all means. You will be

recreant to humanity and to your duty
if you do not."

Modern Surgery.— "Lister;' in How-
ard Mar.sh"s fine phrase, "opened the

gates of mercy to mankind." Pasteur

and Lister are the two greatest bene-

factors of the human race in the do-

main of medicine. I am not sure but

that I might even omit the last five

words.

The revolution which Lister pro-

duced in surgery is so well known to

every intelligent person that I need
say only a few words. Forty years ago
a wholly new surgical era was inaugu-

rated by Pasteur and Lister. In the

Civil War there were recorded 64

wounds of the stomach and only one re-

covered. Otis estimated the mortality

at 99 per cent. In more than 650 cases

of wounds of the intestines there were

only 5 cases of recovery after wounds
of the small bowel and 59 from wounds
of the large bowel— together only 64

out of 650 recovered, i. e., more than 90

out of every 100 died

!

The complete statistics of the present

war cannot be tabulated and published

for some years. I give, however, the

result of one series of abdominal gun-
shot wounds as a contrast, on a far

larger scale and in far worse wounds.

Out of 500 such operations, 245 recov-

ered! and only 255 died. Contrast 51

per cent of deaths in these wounds
with mutilation and infection unutter-

ably worse than in the Civil War,
with 99 per cent of deaths, according

to Otis.

Is not this a triumpli of bacteriologi-

cal and surgical research? Would you

prohibit similar researches now when
your boy"s life may be saved by

them ?

Is not this one of the things that

have "been discovered" by vivisection

and has not such change in surgical

treatment been of "benefit to the hu-

man race"? In all honesty would you

be willing to have your son treated as I

myself (may God forgive me!) igno-

rantly treated hundreds during the

Civil War?
This advance I not only think and

BELIEVE, but also I KNOW is due to
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I'astfur Mini Listrr jiml llirir t'ollowcr-. |u lir ;ili;iiiilniic(l iiiid mii- xtldici-,^ left to

I kiinw il lt\ |icrMin;il cxiicrii'iicc ju^l piTi-li w lini wf imii mivc tlicir lives?

;is vou know llu' lii,<:li cosl of li\inL^ tin- I <iiii s\ iii|iiillii/r with the il('f|t fccl-

shortiiL'f "I" siiLrnr, Jiml tin- >c;irrily of in,i.^s of tliosf who wish to s|t;ir(' pain to

cual. aiiiiiiMis, hill i> il not a hiiihrranil more

The l>a<'lfriolo_<:y which tlir aiiti\i\i- iin|>t'iMl i\f. a liolin- syiii|iath\ that has

scctioiiists scorn ami reject I know i> s|>ai-c(l ami will spare pain c\entiially

the ( ui;\i:i;-siom: of nidtlern snr^rery. to Innnaii liein<.f> ami also to uihn- ani-

Hefore !.i>ter*s ila\ out of HMl cases of mats in uneonnted nnniher>y

conipoiiml fractnre liii ilied from infec- I >o yon wcnidn- that after nunc than

tion. Now the percentap' of deaths is foiMy years of steatly |»raclice, teaching;

Irss llnin oiii' o\[\ ()\' ]in). Uefore l>ister and wi'itin,<: I assert, eonseions of the

ni\ old nia.'>ter in snri:er\. Di-. \\'a-h- i:i-iat ropoiisihility of my wnrd>. that

inirton I.. Alice, one id' the pioneer> in "I i-e,L;ard evperiniental rc-eai-ch in

practising:' ovariotoniv. lost ".' ont <d" medicine as a medical, a moral and a

everv .'{ patients— now oidy ".' or :! in Christian diili/ toward animals, toward

KMl die. Bid'ore Lister we never dai-cd my fellow men. and toward (o)d."'

to (ipcn the head, the cliot or the alulo- There i> >o mnch yet to he learned.

men nnless thev were already openetl chielly hy experimental roeareh! So

h\ the knife, the hullet or otlier wonnd- many de\otcd lives to lie >aved to onr

inir hodv. Now we oju'ii all id' the.-e conntry and to mankind if we only

irreal cavities freelv and do operations knew how! 1 )o yon vvondei- that I am

of which the ixreat siirp'oii> id' the past in dead earnest r

never dreamed in the wildest lli.^lits of I'inallv. What have the ant i vivi,-ec-

tlieir imagination. Could they return tioiii>i> theniM'lvo done to diminish

to earth thi'V would think us stark era/.y sickness and >ave lifer

until they found tliat tlie mortality was .1. In animaU? Ahsohitely nothin>r.

almost ne^diirihle and the lives saved In spite of the enormous ravairos of

numltered hundreds of thousands. animal diseases causin,^ enormous suf-

I have iriven hut a few instances of ferin*,Mo animals and costin<:this eoun-

the many wonderful henefits which have try $2i:).n(Mi.(Mi(i every year, not a

resulted from medical research in every sin«ile disease has had its rava^res dimin-

departinent of medicine. But I Ix-lieve ished or aholished as a iv.-iilt of aiiy-

they are sutficiently eonvinein<:. 1 tiling llwi/ have dtme. They have not

-hould have heen glad to tell the story even tried. But medical research is sav-

of tuhereulosis. syphilis, the huhonic ing every year thousands of animals

jilagut'. yellow fever, malaria, the liook- from anthrax, hog cholera, ohieken

worm disease, diphtheria. ty])hus fever. cholera. Texas fever, and other diseases,

cerehrospinal meningitis. Malta fever. />'. In human heings? Ah.^olutely

leprosv. and many other diseases, every Jiothing. T do not know a single disease

one of which has had its ]irogress of human heing> which has had its rav-

staved. its victims rescued, its toll of ages checked, ahated or aholished hy any

human lives cut down enormously. work ever done hy the ant iviviseetion-

Mimetimes to one half or less, hy re- ists. Again, they have not even tried,

searches similar to those which will he The oidy thing they lutrr done has

conducteil in France, ^[ost important heen to throw as many ohstaeles as ])os-

and life-saving researches on surgieal sihle in the path of those who are striv-

>hock already have heen made hy Tor- iiig to henelit hotli animals and men.

ler. Cannon, and others. Ought these Tlii- prcMiit -nit is characteristic.





TTie Sea Lions of California
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Assistiiiit Professor of Zoolony, Stanford I'tiivcrKity

LI'TI.I-;
;i> Ihcv look llkr li«'Il>. \\\r

-ca lions of ilic I'acil'u' coast have

f the assertion ttf sufli rcscnililancc

tirmlv li.xctl n]>on tlicin liy tlirir iianic.

Xor is tlu'ir rcscniMaiur l<» wolves any

more apparent.alllioni.'^h llie early Span-

isli residents in California evidently so

iniajriiied. for they ealleil them sea

wolves. Tliev are sometimes called hair

seals to distinjiuish them from their

iirst cousins the fur seals, hut the nami'

"seal" applied to either the fur seal or

the sea lion is rather unfortunate. Uw

thev are very ditVerent from the true

seals. Perhaps of all the nanu>s that

have heen applii'd to tluin that of ''sea

hears" is most appropriate. This name

indicates their true relationshi|i, for

they are thoufrht to he more closely re-

lated to the bears than to any other

strictly land animal. They are rather

hearlike in their movements. As the

old males go on their swin_triu<r nm1)le

across the rocks, their manes hristlinjx.

their head.* ?wayin,si from >ide to side.

thev have a strikinu" resemhlaiice to

hears.i

' The group to wlii< h these animals lielong— the

Pinnipedia— infludes the sea lions, fur seiils. wal

ruses, sea elephants, and true seals. This groui>

has been divided into three families, the first of

which contains the true seals and sea elephants,

and the second, the fur seals and sea lions, the

walruses forming the third. The fur seals and
the sea lions are closely related to each other,

and form a family known as the eared seals.

They are separated from each other chiefly on ac-

count of the character of tlie hody covering, tlie

fur seal having an under f\ir that the sea lion

laclcR.

The eared seals have small external ears. Their

hind flippers instead of pointing straiglit back are

bent forward at the ankle joint like the hind feet

of a V»ear. and have a long web extending beyonil

the claws. There are claws on the hind feet only.

In the fore feet the web extends far beyond the

bones of the toes. The fliiipers are large enough
to raise the body completely from the ground, and
enable the animal to climb steep rocky din's. They
can attain considerable speed over the ground in a

sort of an awkward trot. Thr- neck is long and the
head may be held erect at an angle with tlie body.

(»n the ('alifoi-nia coast are two

species of sea lions, Steller's sea lion

( Kiiniflojiiiix jiilxilii) and the Califor-

nia sea lion ( Zulu jili Its i-dllfoniinniis)

.

Stcllers sea lion is much the larp-r.

the males reachinji a length •>f fourteen

feet and the wei>rht of a ton. while the

males of the California sea lion do not

exceed eii;ht or nine feet ill lellLrtll.

'{'he females always are very much
smaller.

Steller's sea lion is found from

Heriuir Sti-ait .-outhward to the Santa

Barbara I -land-. The ranj^e of the

California -ea litm has not been well

madi' out. It is fouiul alonf^ the entire

California coast and indefinitely north-

ward, its southern ran^re is at least to

Cape San i>ucas and the (iiilf of Cali-

fornia. Althoufih these two forms niin-

,<,de ahuisr the Pacific coast for several

hundreds f)f miles, their l)reedin<i

ranires scarcely overlap, for the south-

ernmost rookery of Steller's sea lion is

said to l)e on Santa Posa Island, while

the northernmost rookery of the Cali-

fornia sea lion is said to be on San

The true seals, of whicli the common leopard

seal, or harbor seal, found on both our Atlantic

and Pacific coasts, is an example, are more
aquatic than the eared seals, the flippers being

much better adai)ted to life in the water than on

land. The flipi)ers are very short, and both the

fore and hind ones are armed with claws, beyond
which the web scarcely extends. The hind flippers

cannot be bent forward at the ankle joint. The
true seals are very helpless on land. They cannot

raise tliemselves from the ground, but progress by

a series of short hitches. The neck is short and
there are no external ears. They do not venture

very far from the water's edge.

The old zoologists naturally believed that the

seals and sea lions bridged the gap in the rela-

tionship between the land mammals and the i)urely

aquatic, whalelike mammals. It is now apparent
that the whales are descended from a group en-

tirely different from those tliat gave rise to the

seals, so while the seals and their relatives are

not a link between the land and marine mammals
they are, nevertheless, intermediate in the use of

their limbs, for these are adapted for use both on
land and in water.

' Illustrations from photogrnph" by the .Autlior and Mr .lulin lwi«|.
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Miguel Island, which is only a few

miles north of Santa Rosa Island.

^

The sea lion seen by the visitor to

zoological park and circus, is almost

always the female of the California sea

lion, although occasionally a small bull

of that species, or a cow of Steller's sea

lion, is seen. A large bull of Steller's

sea lion never has been taken alive.

Once on one of the Santa Barbara

Islands a boat's crew of fifteen men
succeeded in getting a rope around the

neck of a sleeping bull of this species,

but they might as well have lassoed a

locomotive. The sea lion kept the rope

as a souvenir.

^ I record this with considerable doubt and hesi-

tation, and emphasis on the words "said to be."
I have personal knowledge that these rookeries
are as recorded for the above species, and also

that the several rookeries I have visited south of

Santa Rosa were only of the California sea lion,

but for the coast between San Miguel Island north
to Ano Nuevo Island, I have only hearsay evi-

dence^ obtained from men who apparently were
able to distinguish between the two species.
Among these men, however, was a boatman who
for many years has made a business of catcliing
sea lions on the Santa Barbara Islands for zoo-
logical parks and menageries, and who knows the
sea lions probably better than anyone else on the
coast. The Santa Barbara Islands include the
above islands and lie just below Point Conception,
where the coast bends sharply eastward, and
where a break between the breeding ranges of the
two species logically might occur, for here several
subtropical aquatic forms find their northernmost
range.

There are several rocky islets along

the California coast that are known as

".seal rocks." Such are the famous

Seal Rocks off the Cliff House at San
Francisco. These are not breeding

grounds but resorts of the sea lions and

seals, although an occasional pup may
be born on them (usually by a cow in

her first year of breeding). Hence the

observer must be cautious in reporting

these resorts, or so-called "hauling

grounds," as rookeries.

Among sea lions the same breeding

grounds or "rookeries" are used year

after year. Just why a certain piece

of rocky coast should be selected always

when the contiguous pieces are appar-

ently identical is not known, but so it

is. The sea lion is polygamous, the

breeding bulls forming harems of from

ten to twenty or even more.^
- The names applied to the breeding habits and

breeding place.' of the sea lion are most curiously
mixed, and these names are used even in scientific

literature. The breeding adults are known as
bulls and cows ; the adults not yet breeding are
known as bachelors and virgins ; the young of

both sexes are called pups ; and the breeding
places are known as rookeries. Thus the names
of the breeding adults are the same as those ap-
plied to cattle ; the names of adults not yet breed-
ing are those used for humans ; the name of the
young is the name used for the young of the dog

;

and the name of the breeding place is the name
applied to the breeding places of birds.

I'liotiiant/ilicd from g/it'ciiiirnji in thi> American Museum
Skulls of male and female of the Steller's sea lion (on the left) and of the California sea lion (on

the right) show the comparative sizes of the two species. In the Steller's sea lion the two posterior

upper molars are separated Vjy a wide space, whereas those of the California sea lion are close together
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Ollcc 1 Watclicti till' I'tirillillLT nf tlir

liart'IMS of Slc||c|-"> >r;| Ijitil ;ll Aflo

Nui'vo Islaml. a littlf I'ocky i>laiiil

Iviiii: nearly a iiiilr oil" -linic on ihc

niidillr ( 'ali toi-nia coa."-!. Tlii- i-ooi<rrv

ht'n> is the Ix'st situatcil for

(•'hscrvation ol' any on ilic

roast. 'I'lic irtivcrnnicnl lia>

a four siiriial and li<rlil >ta-

I ion on the i>lantl. and tlir

liirlit k('t'|u'r's lionu' makes

a convenient place to stay

when one is t'orhinate

enoni:li lo have him for a

friend. 1 was snre of a wel-

come, for I had ]tassed some

time there the year before,

duriiii: the last of the

lireedinir .reason. A coii|ili'

oi hnndred yards oil' onr

end of the island are two

smaller islands of hare rock.

On one of these is the rook-

ery. One may sec nearly

the whole of it from the

lariTi-r island, or one may
row over to it and find

many convenient hiding;

))laces from which to watch

the animals at close ran;.;!'.

In the latter case it will he

nee(\<sarY for the observer

to for^jet that he has a sense

of smell.

1 arrived at the rookery

on ^lay 30 and fonnd it in

[lossession of a year-old

]uip, bnt I was told that a

few days before a band of

fifteen or twenty cows had

'iiauled ont." to n.se a seal-

er's term, for a few hmirs.

The ne.xt day small hands

of cows landed at different

times, bnt no l)nll.s ap-

peared nntil evcnino;, when

a larfje one came and

started a nudens of a

harem of three or fonr

cows. By morn in;,' this had
increased to r'i-_rh(ccn cows.

Two other liull,- had ai'i'ivcd. hut their

linic wa- -o occupied in i\cc|iinL: oiii of

the way of the first hull, who was a hii:

halt Ic-scai'rcd old veteran, and drivim:

a\\a\ l>aclic|or>. who pcr>i>lc(| in land-

h'liiiii s/nriiiiiiiM in lln .\ iin ririiu .\[ iiMtinii

An upper view of the .skull.s of the female of both species re-

veals u marked difference in shape of the region between the

Th.

i- r»i,i Mp.riinriiM III t li , .\ ,„. r irini .\f iim

under side of the same skulls shows clearly the gap be-

tween the posterior upper molars of the Steller's sea lion and the
regularit.v of spacing of the rorresponding teeth of the California
v|„.<-i,.«
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Ano Nuevo, an island bearing a United States lig))t and fog signal, one mile off the California

coast, twenty miles north of Santa Cruz

Steller's sea lions on the bare flat rocks of Ano Nuevo. The rooliery on Aiio Nuevo Island is best

situated for observation of anv on the California coast

At Ano XiKvu I^hiud uiic ma.\ ruiicli the flat rocks of the rookery and photograph the young sea

lions at his leisure
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iiiLT on iill sides, that tlifV ctuiM (In l-'rniii .liiiic ;> to " things went on in

nothing towanl l(»nnin,u haivnis. alumt the sanic wav. the herds inereas-

The next ninniinir (.'line 1) (ini- chl \u\i in tlie morning' and deereasin<f in

]tati-iai-eh had a harem of twenty-three the ariernmin. Ilenee I deeich-d that

eows, and one of the other l)ulls Innl the al'teMioon an<l nJLdit were the hunt-

li\e. Six or eiirht more hulls arrived

(hiring' the day, and hy niirht there

were two small harems hesides the first

lari:*' t'Hc. Our old frienil, whom I

iluhlu'd Hriiiham Youni:. appeared sat-

isfied with the numher of his wivos and

remained (piiet all day, exeept when an-

other Inill would

(.ome too eloso.

Then he would

make a fliTce rush

to do hattle. hut

the intruder never

aeeepted the thal-

lentre. When a

cow attempted to

lan<l. the other

two bulls made
sueh a rush that

they succeeded in

drivinjr her away

more often than

"rounding lier up""

in their liarems.

The other hulls

kept to them-

selves, occasionally

fighting and occa-

ionally retreating

nor. I ii(' liiiclielors

si.-tent in landing

seemed to ha\(' lost

a lillle hand on tin

While tlie "pups" are young, the "cows" do

not always desert on approach. They may prove

somewhat aggressive instead

ing and feeding times. Other harems

were stai'tetl, and souk- <d' them lost, or

fell, to the might of s(»me stronger war-

that had heell per-

on the njokery

heart, and formed

other rocky islet,

from which point

they answered the

roars of the old

hulls in a li'ss cer-

tain key.

liy the middle

id' the month the

cows nuinhered

aliont one hundred

and fifty and were

in charge of six-

teen or eigiitcen

old hulls. Nearly

a hundred pups

had heen born.

The harems were

now not at all sep-

arated, being in

one large herd in

which here and

there a bull could

i»e distin>aiished.

before the rushes of some of the three Ap])arently each hull luul marked out

with harems, but not yet attempting to for him.self a certain arliitrary area

form harems for themselves. over which he was lord and master by

On June 2. the herd had incrca.«ed to right of might, and he never left his

fifty, but by night had decreased to station except to offer battle to the lord

of somi' ailjacent realm.

Soon even this indication of harems
about what it was the day before. The
next morning I counted eighty, but by

night there were not more than thirty.

'I'herc were still only three harems di-

vided among our three old friends,

who .s<'emed to have an understanding,

and no longer trespassed on one an-

other's territory. Three times on twtt

successive days the entire band stam-

was lost, for the bulls did not appear to

confine themselves to any one area. No
bachelors were allowed to land on tlie

rookery, however. By the twentieth of

the month virtually all of the pups had

lieeii horn, about one hundred and fifty

fat. sleek, slecjiy little chaps. They

peded into the water for some unknown were wholly without fear, and one could

reason, but st/on returiKMl to its original handle them and walk about among

station. them if he were a little careful to avoid
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their puppy-like snaps, for their jaws

were armed with very sharp little

teeth.i

I have read somewhere that a child

with a popgun can drive a whole herd

of sea lions into the sea. This is usu-

allv so but not alwavs, for they refuse

' Eaeh cow bears a single pup each year, the

period of gestation being nearly a year. The cow
nurses the young nearly to the time the next pup
is born. I have been told that when a cow loses

her pup for any reason she allows her pup of the

year before to keep on nursing. As evidence con
firming this I once shot a fat California sea lion

pup that was about two months over a year old.

and found its stomach filled to its capacity with
milk. I have no opinion or evidence as to how
long this might continue.

Cows in their first breeding year have their

pups earlier than the older ones, often even Vjefore

the harems are formed. I saw three of these

early pups drowned on the Ano Xuevo rookery,
having been washed from the rocks or clumsily
knocked oft by their mothers. That the mothers ,

were inexperienced was shown by tlieir futile
'

attempts to save them. I have frequently seen
old cows seize their pups by the nape of the neck
and dive into the water with them, easily support- ii

ing them, and at last bringing them safely

again.
out

L.

The young sea lions spend much of their time sleeping con-

tentedly on the hard rocks. These pups are probably four or five

weeks old

But apparently the cows sometimes have not

the skill, or hesitate to do this, for I watched five

pups on the main island, that supposedly had been

washed off the rookery. Their mothers came every

night and at intervals through the day and nursed

them. Two of them I saw swim unaided back to

the rookery, a couple of hundred yards distant,

and against a strong wind and a rather rough sea.

They could not have been more than three weeks
old, although under other conditions I never saw
pups voluntarily enter the sea until they were six

weeks or more old.

The Steller's sea lion pup weighs hietween forty-

five and fifty pounds. Its use of the fore and

hind flippers in climbing about the rocks is well

shown here

to be driven for a short period after

the pups are born. At this time they

may be dangerous. Al-

though I have never heard

of anyone being harmed by

a sea lion, boatmen tell

many stories of having had

to run from a wounded
bull or an angry cow. I

have had cows make savage

luuges at me open-mouthed

when I approached too

near to a newly born pup.

and after receiving such

warning I had little in-

clination to get closer to

those big white teeth and

bristling whiskers.

Those of us who have

children as an excuse for

going to the circus, or who
are honest enough to ad-

mit that we go for our own amusement,

remember seeing the trained sea lions

catch balls that are thrown to them.

This seems to be a .natural instinct.

Once, when I wished to get a cow out of

my way that I might examine a certain

pup, I threw a stone at her, and to my
surprise she caught it in her mouth. We
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>. ,, II, .11 \'\\\<-. >lio\viiit; liow III.- ljoii\ I- lilliil

from till' Krouiui and tlu' liiinl flii>i>er is linil fur-

wi»r<I in walking

lillll> I;lki' ll'i l'o(i(i \vll!ltt'\cr. Ill cjlcll

nl" I'dUrtrcli l.rccdillLT l)ull> >ll'it ;lt lllc

(•ml nf ilic >c;i>tiii llic .-tiimncli \\;i>

roiiiiil ciniity.

(>lic |)|-iil)|r||| I li;|(| ill lllillil \\;i>

ulu'llu'i" ii |m|i wiiiild \h' mIIowciI t(t

iiiir--i' rnim niiv Inil il> i>\\ii iiiullicr.

()rirll I li;l\r MTll ;l |MI|i cMinr HKsiniT

ll|i 111 .1 cnu ;iliil 111' Jiicki'il lip liy lllf

neck Mini tlll-iiWll Ifll III- twelve fcrt

il\v;iv. ("11(1 n\cr clid, so tllMt it was :i

woiidi'i" its ii('(l< Wiis nnt hnikcii <>r it>

skull rrilclUP'd. SniiK'tillirs the ])ll|»

Wniild hiiid ;iL;;lill-l nV llriir Jlllnlllcr coW

wliicli Wdijjil niiLirily lliniw il ;iL'-;iiii.

( )ii(t' I >,i\\ .'i |iii|i ! Iiii> t liruw 11 I lircc

limes liel'ore it Uii> allowed to rest,

'riiouirh the ])U|i may not know its

mother, there is no douht that the

mother knows her piifi. It was a cnni-

nion si^dit to sco a eow 1:0 through a

lot (d' |iii|i>. iMishiiiLT llii'iii asifle \intil

she I'uund her own, whieh she wouhl

had quite a ,iramo of toss and eatcli until

-lie heeanie enra^joil and chased \\\v.

I found, durin^r a count

of two breed inij seasons,

(hat more males were born

than females. What be-

comes of the excess males

is difficult to determine.

At the rookeries there are

two or three times as many
females as males. Some
of the hulls are perhaps

killed in their fights, and

one man asserted that most

of the breeding bulls die

at the end of the breeding

"eason. .\t any rate, all of

the old bulls leave the

rookery by the first of

.Fuly, and it is .<aid none

are .M'cn until the next sea-

son. The bachelors stay,

however, and niav be seen on the eoa.-t cuddle be>ide her with the greatest sat-

at any time. But even if all of the isfactioii.

breeding bulls die, that does not ac- Once 1 marked a pup whose mother

count for the elimination of two tliir<l> had been killed so that I coidd recog-

of the males. iiize it at a distance. I watched it for

The cows fre(|uently leave the rook- ten days, but after three or four days

eiv to get food, but during the three or it began to grow thinner ami thinner

tour weeks of the breecling season the from day to day. It often tried to

.Some of tlu-ni look :it \ti\\. imininn

to note particularly your apjiroai-h
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When annoyed, the young sea lions may growl and snap at your hand, puppy-like, hut are quite harmless

A Steller's bull never has been captured alive. The combined efforts of fifteen men, who once las-

soed a huge fellow, were insufficient to prevent his escape, lasso and all
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iiur.-f lull ill t'\t'rv in>v \v;i> illt nalrd.

iiiul ill the iiiJiiiy times I saw it tiv. 1

(1(» not liclii'vc it ever succt'cdrd in ^fd-

liiii: tlic U'Hst nourislinicnt. 'riicn- wcrr

always soino starving; |'"I'^ "'" ''"' i""'^-

(TV. One (lay one of tlirsc |)crsi>l(il in

sucking' till' car of a very fat ami

sleepy lieijrllhor J)ll|». The >Iee|)y fUle

would sliaki' tile other oil" and ltpowI.

Iiiit it was so slee|>y thai it eimld not

keejt its eyes open, and the ininute it

would dro|) oir the other would i:o at it

airain. It would hi' interest iiiLT to know

whether a cow that had lost her pup

wmild adojit one of these or|)han>.

Several years ajro 1 hel]ied to exani-

iiK^ the stomachs of forty sea lions that

were shot for this purpose. The sea

lion has always heeii a l)one of conten-

tion hetweeii peo])le who are interesteil

in preservin<; them and fishermen, wlm
claim that the animals arc depletiiif.^

th(^ fisheries. Fifteen of the forty were

Steller's sea lions, all cows hut one

yoiiii': male. Ei»,dit of the.se had fish

remains in the stomach, ami three of

the ei^rht had iSfpiid in addition. The
stomachs of the remaininir seven were

empty. In other words, those that had

anything; in the stomach at all had fish.

One of them had nearly thirty ])ou]ids

of rock cod; one was full of sardines;

on.e had salmon hones.

Twenty-five of the forty were Cali-

fornia sea lions, ei«rhteen cows, five

young males, and two hreedin<; hulls.

Five of these had squid and fish re-

mains in the stomach ; eight had squid

only; and twelve were empty, two of

which were l)reedin<r l)ulls. Among the

stomachs that had food remains, two

had about two hundred .squid pens each,

and one had three hundred. The squid

]»en is a liorny rod, shaped like a lance

lu-ad. that is found along the hack of

the .s(|uid. The .s(jiiid has a heak much
like that of a parrot. In the sea lions"

stomachs were a few beaks, but many
f-i\\\M\ j)ens. Sometimes many ]»ens

\MMild he picMiit and no h(>aks at all.

The only way \w ctiuld explain this

wa> that the. sea lion had bitten the

.«(piid oil" behind the head. The beaks

are of the same sulotaiice a> tln' pens,

but iiiiich harder in com|»osit ion ; so it

is scarcely jiossible that they could have

been dissohed by the gastric juices

without the pens also dis>olving.

.\iiotlii'i- thing easier to explain was

the finding of the "ear bones'" <d" lishes

when other bones had disappeare<l. In

this ca>e the digotive juices had ili>-

SoIvimI the other bones, but the ear

JMUies. being of harder substance, had

reinaiiied to the last.

Terhaps the mo>t astiini>hiiig things

to llnd in the stomachs were stones.

These Were stunetimes in stomachs

oiherwise enijity; sometinu's with much
or little food. One stomach had a stone

in it as largi' as a ba,<e ball ; one had

three stones of good size: one had fif-

teen stones etpial to a couple of (piarts

in bulk; two had four stones of good

size in ea<li ; one hail thirty-one small

stones. All of these but the first were

of the ralifornia sea lion. The econ-

omy of this habit never has been ex-

|)laine(l. Fishermen, looking at it

from their stand])oint. call the stones

ballast.

I do not intend to enter into a dis-

cussion of the damage sea lions do to

the fisheries. It is certain that some

animals do a considerable amount of

damage to fishing nets and to netted

fish. Sojue fishermen claim that shark.s

do more damage than sea lions, others

that seals do the most, and still others

that all three of the.se animals— sharks,

sea lions, and seals— are equally to

blame.

Just why these great animals with

such interesting haliits have been

studied and written of so little is diffi-

cult to understand, and one reason for

my writing this article is the hope that

1 niav inlluence someone to studv them.
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On the Planting of a Class Tree'

[Ktwu'hdf/e of the prove)<ses of nature U'adx man to give deeper and wiser

thouf/ht to human aff'airs'\

By T. D. A. C CKE RELL
Professor of Zoology. University of Colorado

I

WAS just recovering from my astonish-

ment at being asked to speak on this oc-

casion, and was thinking of the kindness

which had given me such an opportunity,

and how I might improve the occasion—or

at least avoid disgracing it—when I received

a "wireless message" from the tree itself.

"Now," said the tree, "I suppose you are

thinking tliat you are of some consequence

in this matter, and of the grandiose things

you will say; but let me tell you, it is I who
am of consequence, I who am to be planted,

I who must carry to posterity the message of

this 'class. Long years hence, I must bear

witness to successive generations of students

and teachers that there once was a class who
trusted me, who cared to regard me as a sym-

bol of its hopes and aspirations. For this I

must live and grow, and for this I shall

modestly esteem myself a little better than

the other trees growing hereabouts. But be-

fore entering upon this great career, I should

like to say a few words, and will ask you to

convey them to the class, lest earthly ears be

too dull to catch directly the whisperings of

my boughs." Thus spoke the tree : and much
abashed, I at once signified my willingness

to give up my own proposed speech, and
read whatever the tree might dictate. I took

down her very words—I say her, for as the

Latins well knew, all trees are feminine

—

and here they are

:

The Message of the Tree

Like you, my masters, I once was green.

In my freshman days, encouraged by the

warmth of the sun, I unfolded my delicate

buds and exposed my small green leaves to

the light and air. Scarcely, however, had I

assumed this verdure when the cold blasts of

a storm withered my young foliage. I was

chagrined, but with the elasticity of youth I

returned to the effort, and tried once more

to helj) fill the landscape with greenness.

This time I was more successful, and before

long had the pleasure of hearing the passers-

by say, "What a nice little tree!" "Isn't

that a jolly little sapling!" or words to simi-

lar effect. This made my sap flow fast, and

now that the sun Avas warm and the air

balmy, I grew apace. All might have been

well, but for a lot of envious, disagreeable

bugs and worms, which fell upon me, and

devoured my leaves, nay, even burrowed into

my stem. These attacks, as summer wore on,

made me feel sick and made me look shabby,

but I kept on growing, and I realized that I

was coming to know intimately the wicked

ways of this world. Thus, in the fall, now
a senior or a veteran—what you will—I put

off all greenness, as inappropriate to my
wiser and sadder estate. My leaves, as

though in final defiance of all enemies, turned

brilliantly red and orange; my wood hard-

^ Address on the occasion of planting a class tree at the University of Colorado in the spring of 1917.
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eiunl to be ready for all trials ainl dilliciil-

ties. Winter found me strong of stem and

branch, bare but capable of resisting cold

and wind which earlier would have been

fatal. T was not so gay, not so tender, as I

once had lieen, but I had suffered and groAvii

stout of heart and strong of body. Well,

what now? My masters, let nic tell you a

secret, it concerns you as Avell as nie. Pres-

ently, I shall grow green again! Once again,

unwarned by past experience, my tender

leaves will spread toward the sky. Again I

shall find myself a freshman, timidly setting

out on a new journey. Hope and love and

joy once more will impel me forward, mind-

less of the perils on the way. I shall for-

get, for the time being, that there are storms

or worms, forget the cruelty of frost and

hail, and the withering summer drought. The

old story will be as new as if told for the

first time, yet I shall be stronger and better

for the experience of past years. Thus I

shall win through to the fall and winter, to

wait for another spring. So it Avill be year

after year, and as I renew my growth I shall

think of you, and wonder whether you have

done the same.

For life is rhythmic,—is a process of re-

newal. The freshman stage is not to be

passed and forgotten: we are continually

seeking new adventures, exposing our tender

hearts and minds to the unknown. Wisdom
fosters ignorance, in the sense that it leads

us to new jiositioiis, where we are compelled

to learn. Hope feeds on the unknown. Love

delights in mystery. Some day, when we are

old and rigid, the only renewal possible will

lie through the gates of merciful death; but

let us preserve as long as may be the ability

to I'enew our verdure, to wonder and to hoi)e.

Yet as the years pass, the fruits of our la-

bors will accumulate. Nothing need be

wasted, and posterity may yet bless us for

'.vhat we have done. I, your tree, silent after

this, shall stand and bear witness, and may
I not hope, in the words of a great American

poet,' that . . . the eyes that look upon me
in Miy later, nobler growth,

"Look also on a nobler age than ours

;

An age, when, in the eternal strife between

Evil and Good, the Power of Good shall win

A grander mastery; when kings no more

Shall suTuinon millions from the plough to

learn

The trade of slaughter, and of populous

realms

Make camps of war; when in our younger

laiul

The hand of ruffian Violence, that now
Is insolently raised to smite, shall fall

Unnerved before the calm rebuke of Law,

And Fraud, his sly confederate, shrink in

shame.

Back to his covert, and forego his prey."

^ William CuUen Bryant in Among the Trees.



CHARLES SPRAGUE SARGENT
Photograph of the bronze bust by C. S. Pietro

This bust has been given permanent place in the forestry hall of the American Museum in honor of

Professor Sargent's work in bringing together the Morris K. Jesup collection of North American woods
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Museum Notes

Since the last issue of the Journal the

following persons have become members of

the American Museum

:

Sustain iiig Member, Paul J. Bonwit.

Annual Members, Mrs. Lester M. New-
burger, Misses Eleanor Ferguson and M.

M. Kennerly, Professor Emil Roller,

Doctors Cornelius G. Coakley and Scud-

der J. Woolley, Messrs. a. Balinky, Louis

P. Bayard, Theodore Bernstein, Robert

E. BiNGER, J. P. Blair, Irving I. Blooming-

dale, GusTAV Blumenthal, H. p. Bonties,

M. J. Breitenbacu, Chas. Brodmerkel, Jr.,

Walter Brown, Oscar Burgi, E. R. Bur-

nett, CiiAS. C. Castle, Frank H. Cauty,

Frederick H. Cl.\rk, Wallace Fairbank,

Percy S. Mallett, Frank Seaman and

Louis Webb.

Associate Members, Mesdames Chas.

Uly'SSes Bear and Chas. Lyman, Major
General H. L. Scott, U. S. A., Doctors

Glenn F. Bowman, Don M. Campbell, J.

H. Carstens, Joseph C. Guernsey, Ernest
W. Haass, Edward K. Hopkins, Howard
Morrow and Geo. C. Pardee, Messrs. C. L.

Brumme, Leo M. Butzel, Wm. B. Cady,

Henry Walton Campbell, B. G. Chapman,
Austin Church, Frederick L. Colby, John
T. Coolidge, Jr., Winfield S. Davis, F. T.

Ducharme, Robert Kuhn, Henry Ledyard,

Alvan Macauley, Edward E. McNair,
John Brockway Metcalf, J. Henry Meyer,
Edmund T. Paterson, Julius C. Peter, A.

V. Phister, Gerald L. Rathbone, George
B. Sperry, Hollinshead N. Taylor, Sam-
uel Hinds Thomas, Ralston White,
George Whittell, Baldwin Wood and
Chas. M. Woods.

As an expression of appreciation by the

American Museum of the valuable contri-

butions made to the science of silviculture

by Professor Charles Sprague Sargent, di-

rector of the Arnold Arboretum, Brookline,

Massachusetts, a bronze bust, executed by
Mr. C. S. Pietro, has been placed in the for-

estry hall. Professor Sargent received ap-

pointment to the position he now holds in

1873. With great scientific ability he com-

bines business faculty and a keen perception

of landscape beauty. The work that he has

accomplished as head of the Arnold Arbo-

retum is of the highest importance to the

science of dendrology, and that institution,

tiirough his efforts, is unique both in the

arrangement of its large collection and in

the extent and completeness of the experi-

mental work in planting, pruning, and cul-

tivating all varieties of trees and shrubs that

will thrive in the climate of New England,

lie has striven to discover and introduce

hardy varieties from all temperate regions

of the world. From 1879 to 1884 Professor

Sargent made, under government auspices,

a survey of the forest areas of the United

States, with especial reference to the geo-

graphical distribution of various kinds of

trees and their commercial value. As a

practical continuation of this work, Pro-

fessor Sargent, through the generosity of

Morris K. Jesup, at that time president of

the American Museum, made the representa-

tive collection of American woods now on

exhibition at the Museum. Twenty years of

constant work, during which he visited al-

most every species of tree in its own haunt,

were required to accomplish this undertak-

ing. His Silva of North America, in four-

teen volumes, published as a result of his

explorations and his collection of the Jesup

woods, is the only work of its kind and is

recognized as among the most notable bo-

tanical works in America.

At the Fourth National Conference of the

American Game Protective Association, held

at the Waldorf, New York City, on March 4

and 5, the alarming statement was made
that the upland game birds of America, in-

cluding the bobwhite quail, the grouse, and
the woodcock, are nearing extinction. The
woodcock, in particular, according to Mr.

E. W. Nelson, chief of the United States

Bureau of Biological Survey, have greatly

diminished in numbers within the last few
years. To account in part for this situation

a theory was advanced by Mr. John Burn-

ham, president of the association, to the

effect that in addition to rigorous winter

weather and bad nesting seasons, every ten

years there is a cycle of disease which kills

off the upland game birds. In a discussion

of the present demand, especially in rural

districts, that the game laws be suspended

for the duration of the war in order that

beef and pork may be replaced by game. Dr.

William T. llornaday, director of the New
York Zoological Park, urged the passage of
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bills now before Congress providing for the

establishment of game sanctuaries, claiming

that by this plan it would be possible to

furnish for the nation 's consumption not

only vast numbers of wild fowl, but also two

million deer annually. At the Waldorf meet-

ing the life of migratory birds in Louisiana

was shown in motion pictures, and Mr. M.

L. Alexander, conservation commissioner,

told what that state is doing to presei-ve the

migratory birds within its borders. Other

means suggested by different members of

the association for the preservation of game

in the United States were a shorter open

season and smaller bag limits.

Another mounted figure for the African

hall has been completed in the studio of Mr.

Carl E. Akeley at the American Museum

—

the giraffe-like okapi from the Congo re-

gion. The same process of mounting has

been followed as in the ease of the young

bull elephant shown in the accompanying

illustration, and with the usual lifelike re-

sult. The okapi, standing more than five feet

to the shoulder, has head uplifted and large

ears thrown forward as if alert for the

sound which will cause it to plunge into the

depths of the underwood—its natural habi-

tat. With its purplish brown body so nearly

tlie color of the tree trunks, and its white

legs barred with black, simulating alter-

nate streaks of light and shadow amid the

gloom of the forest, this animal may be con-

sidered a good example of protective colora-

tion. In structure it resembles the giraffe

in having only two toes on each foot, and in

the shape of its teeth; it differs in being

smaller and shorter of leg and neck, and in

having the fore and hind legs about equal in

length. The long muzzle is well adapted for

feeding on the low forest underwood and

swamp vegetation, and the short horns are

probably also an adaptation to life in the

forest. This animal was first discovered by

Sir Henry Johnston in 1901, in the Semliki

forest of Uganda, East Africa, and so far as

is known, it is confined to that region.

Dr. Herman K. Haeberlin, who was ap-

pointed last summer as assistant in the de-

partment of anthropology at the American

Museum, died in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

February 12, 1918. Dr. Haeberlin was a

young man of great promise, peculiarly

fitted for anthropological investigation, and

his death is a decided loss not only to the

Museum but also to anthropology in gen-

eral.

A series of monthly meetings is being

held at the American Museum, under the

auspices of the New York Academy of Sci-

ences and the American Ethnological So-

ciety, for the purpose of reviewing the

results of the Museum's explorations in the

Southwest under the grant from Mr. Archer

M. Huntington. Dr. Clark Wissler, curator

of anthropology, introduced the series in

January by a general discussion of "The

Cultural Problems of the Southwest." On

February 25, Mr. N. C. Nelson dealt with

"Southwest Archaeology," with especial refer-

ence to the chronology of the Pueblo ruins.

The March meeting will be devoted to an

illustrated talk by Mr. Earl H. Morris on the

X)rogress of the investigations being carried

on at the famous Aztec ruin in New Mexico.

Mr. Earl H. Morris, in charge of the

American Museum's explorations at Aztec,

New Mexico, arrived in New York about

the middle of February. Between June 10

and November 2.5, 1917, seventy rectangular

living rooms and eight circular ceremonial

chambers were cleared of debris. This neces-

sitated the removal of more than six thou-

sand wagonloads of earth and stone. The

excavated part constitutes the east wing of

a quadrangular structure 359 by 280 feet,

whose solidly built sandstone walls rise to a

height of twenty feet above the surrounding

plain. Although the mound of earth result-

ing from the disintegration of the upper

stories of the dwelling had preserved the

walls which it covered to a surprising de-

gree, the adobe mortar, wherever moisture

had penetrated, had lost its cohesive prop-

erties, and, in addition, parts of the walls

had been too much weakened by strains

developed before the collapse of the struc-

ture to pennit them to stand long after the

removal of the jjrotecting soil. Where such

was the case, the walls were torn down and

rebuilt in a manner to withstand for many
years the action of the elements.

An excellent collection of specimens was

obtained during the process of excavation.

Burial chambers yielded pottery vessels of

varied form and ornamentation, and thou-

sands of beads and articles of personal

adornment. From refuse deposits were

taken many discarded weapons and imple-

ments, besides a surprising representation

of textiles, and articles made of hide.





Steller's sea lion (Eumetopias stelleri), subject of the above group in the new Museum of tlie Cali-

fornia Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, ranges from Aiio Nuevo Island, near Santa Cruz (on wliich this

rookery is located), northward to Bering Strait. The large male in the center of the group weighed 1810

pounds. Although most fishermen believe sea lions to be very destructive to commercial fisheries, investi-

gations have proved the contrary, and they should be protected at least to some extent. A second species,

the California sea lion (Zalophus californianus) , is common from San Francisco southward. It is an in-

telligent animal and is frequently seen in captivity in zoological parks

Although the position of the Aztec ruin

in the chronological sequence of the South-

west marks it as relatively ancient, its ex-

cellent masonry and the manufactured

articles collected in last year 's work show

that its inhabitants had developed a wealth

of material culture which the Pueblos never

surpassed in later times.

In its new museum in Golden Gate Park,

San Francisco, the California Academy of

Sciences has recently installed a number of

habitat groups illustrating the most inter-

esting species of California mammals and

birds in their natural environment. Both

the taxidermist and the artist visited the

various regions where the animals were

obtained, in order to make the settings,
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whether painted or natural, as realistic as

possible. The case for each group is twenty-

five feet long, thirteen feet deep, and eight-

een feet high, with a forty-foot curving

background. As there are no windows in the

exhibition halls, the lighting being from

above, reflections in the front glass of the

groups are almost entirely avoided. The

northern mule deer and black-tailed deer,

found in the coast mountains of California,

form the subjects of two groups showing the

beautiful scenery of that region, while the

elk and antelope, of northeastern California,

are no less charmingly presented. In con-

trast with these is the desert-like region in

southern California, in the vicinity of San

Jacinto Peak, where mountain sheep are

fairly common. The barrel cactus, which
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Islaiiils, ami a desert bird group, depit-tiiig a bit

lit' till' Colorado desert near the Saltou Sea, rep-

resent three phases of bird life. The groujjs

have,been installed under the general direction of

l>r. Barton Warren Everniann, the director of

the museum. The manunal groups were ]ire])areil

niidiT the immediate supervision of M i-. Jiilin

U'owley, assisted by Mr. Joseph P. Herring, wliiie

the bird groups were prepared by Mr. Paul J.

I'nir. Most of the backgrounds were painted

hy Charles A. Corwin and Charles B. Hudson.

A i)ix.\i':ix in hunur of Mr. V. W. Hodge, nntil

lately Chiel' of the Bureau of Ethnology, Wash-

ingliin, 1). ('., but now connected with the Mu-

seum ol' till' American Indian in New York City,

was given at tiie Faculty Club of Columbia Uui-

\ersity on the evening of March 9 by local an-

thropologists. The guests numbered about

thirty. After-dinner speeches, voicing the grati-

liratiou of the many friends of Mr. Hodge in

Xcw York that his work now lies in this city,

were made by Professor Franz Boas of Columbia

University, Dr. Clark Wissler and Dr. P. E. God-

(lard of the American Museum, and Mr. George

H. Pepper of the Museum of the American In-

dian. ]\Ir. Hodge responded in appi'eciative

terms. That hearty cooperation should exist

among all scientific institutions was the prevail-

ing sentiment.

furnishes for these animals both food and

drink, appears in the group. Another group

shows the northwestern black bear, with its

young, in a den among the rocks. This bear,

in California as elseAvhere, may be either

black, brown, or even cinnamon, young of

two colors sometimes appearing in the same

litter. A second rocky den is occupied by a

family of mountain lions, largest of North

American cats and destructive to deer, being

said to destroy annually an average of one

deer a week. Moraga Valley, with Mt.

Diablo for a background, is a picturesque

setting for the coyotes. Four species of this

animal are recognized in California. In the

colder parts of its range it acquires a good

coat of fur which has a fair commercial

value. Raccoons and skunks, both well-

known fur bearers, are seen in another group,

while seals and sea lions are picturesquely

represented in three different regions south

of 8an Francisco. Water biids in the San

Joa(|uin Valley, sea Idnis on the Farallon

Arcth' fishes are so few in munber that

almost all of them are known to science.

Yet rarely are any brought back in a suffi-

ciently good state of i:)reservation to be

studied to advantage. A small collection

obtained by the (Jrocker Land Expedition is

therefore of considerable interest. The

trout, or more properly speaking, charrs,

from this collection (the only fish which

were found in fresh water) are now being

examined by Dr. William C. Kendall of the

United States Bureau of Fisheries, who has

for many years made a special study of the

species and distribution of trout. The

marine fishes with the exception of the in-

teresting smeltlike capelin are mostly allied

to the cods and the sculpins, in fact, are

almost identical with cold-water species of

these groups which abound off rocky New
England coasts. A particularly fine se-

ries of Greenland sculpins,—large-mouthed,

thorny-headed fishes whose mottled colors

blend with the bottom on which they lie, will

furnish exhibition material to illustrate

sexual dimorphism. The males have more

contrasted colors and the first or spiny back
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fin, comparatively high and broad. Stomach

examination shows that the Greenland scul-

pin had been feeding on small crustaceans

(resembling our shrimp and sand hoppers)

which abound in polar seas. They doubtless

will eat almost any creature that comes

within reach of their cavernous maws.

Dk. C-E. a. Winslow, curator of the de-

partment of public health at the American

Museum, is serving as a member of two of

the subcommittees of the Medical Advisory

Board of the Council of National Defense, in

connection with nursing and child hygiene,

respectively.

The department of invertebrate zoology

of the American Museum has just received

from Mr. Charles W. Leng an important ac-

cession of Coleoptera, adding more than

seven hundred species to the Museum's col-

lection.

During January a new window group was

put on exhibition in the Darwin hall of the

American Museum, illustrating the animals

and plants of a tide pool on our northern

New England coast, based on studies made
by the department of invertebrate zoology

at Nahant, Massachusetts, during recent

years. It is the work of Messrs. Show
Shimotori, Chris E. Olsen, Herman Mueller,

and the late Ignaz Matausch, under the di-

rection of Mr. Eoy W. Miner. A more

detailed description of this group with illus-

trations will appear in an early number of

the Journal.

Miss Mary Eliza Audubon, grand-

daughter of the famous naturalist, died on

November 23, 1917, at the home of her sister

in New Haven, Connecticut. Miss Audubon
was born in New York City, at Audubon
Park on the banks of the Hudson, then her

grandfather 's estate. She was a woman of

dignity, sweetness, and unselfishness. The
large painting entitled "Pheasants," the

work of Audubon, had been recently pre-

sented to the American Museum by Miss

Audubon, who was connected with the insti-

tution for many years as life member.

When the ))uilding which stood at Broad-

way and Quincy Street, Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, burned early in 1917, a notable

landmark was thereby destroyed, one

which might well have been preserved for all

time as a monument to one of America's

famous men. For this house had been for

many years the home of Professor Louis

Agassiz, and after him of his son Alexander

for a longer period. Designed especially for

Professor Agassiz, it was occupied by him
from 1854 to 1873 and during that time was
the scene of many interesting events. It

was here between 18-55 and 1863 that hun-

dreds of young women received instruction

from the great naturalist, who was assisted

in his work by his wife and daughter. The

house was known as one of the most hos-

pitable homes in Cambridge and Boston.

Distinguished men of science were enter-

tained within its walls, and many a Harvard
man who was young at that time remembers

with pleasure its hospitalities. The land

upon which the house stood was bequeathed

by Alexander Agassiz to Harvard College.

It is hoped that when the war activities

which now engross the attention of the en-

tire university are no longer necessary plans

may be developed for marking the site of

the Agassiz House.

On the evening of February 28, 1918, the

American Museum, in cooperation with dele-

gates from the New York Academy of Sci-

ences, the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, the New York

Mineralogical Club, and other institutions,

celebrated the 175th anniversary of the birth

of Abbe Bene Just Haiiy (174.3-1822), the

founder of crystallography. There were

read papers by George P. Kunz, Herbert P.

Whitlock, Edgar T. Wherry, Frank D.

Adams, Henry S. Washington, Alexander

Vachon, Edward H. Kraus, and Alexander

Hamilton Phillips, and one written for the

celebration by the late L. P. Gratacap was

also presented. An exhibition of books, por-

traits, and other memorabilia was arranged

in special cases in the mineralogical hall of

the Museum aud included one original letter

and two photostats of the only four letters

still in existence which were written by Abbe
Haiiy.

With a knowledge of crystallography it

frequently requires but a glance to deter-

mine a mineral either by its crystalline form

or by its cleavage—or perhaps the measure-

ment of a few faces by a hand goniometer

—

obtaining a result that can be verified chemi-

cally in a few minutes; whereas an analysis
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would require hours or clays. To Abbe Keue

Just ITaiiy we are indebted for the discovery

upon which the science of crystallography is

based. One day he accidentally dropped a

hexagonal crystal of caicite (carbonate of

lime) and his keen observation noted in a

moment that when the crystal broke it

parted or cleaved into rlioinbohedrons, and

that these wduld luciik into rhondiohedrons

(id infinitum. lie ascertained that these

cleavage forms were always the same in the

same mineral; and from the fact that cer-

tain substances h.-nc a

constancy of crystalline

structure the world over,

more especially in the

cleavage, he established

the jirinciple tliat the

identity of a mineral al-

ways could be determined

by its crystalline form.

Thus caicite is always

rhombohedral ; the dia-

mond is octahedral; and

others in like manner.

Furthermore, when cer-

tain minerals crystallize

in the same system, some

slight peculiarity on the

surfaces or striations on

the side will aid in iden-

tifying just what the

mineral is. The study of

crystallography, there-

fore, was never more im-

portant than at the pres-

ent time, when, because

of the constant search for

war minerals, it is most important that de-

termination of these minerals be made
rapidly.

Mr. B. T. B. Hyde has presented to the

library of the American Museum a large

number of the original plates of J. O. West-

wood "s Arcana Entomologica; or illustra-

tions of new, rare, and interesting Insects,

published in London in [1841] -1845, in two

volumes.

The large Florida reptile group, in a dark-

ened gallery on the second floor of the

American Museum, constructed under the

direction of Miss M. C. Dickerson, is com-

pleted, and Avill be open to the public by the

end of March. Among those who have

worked on the group are Mr. Frederic H.

Stoll, colorist and wax modeler, Mr. Hobart

The late Dr. Henry M. Liipziger,

supervisor of the Board of Public

Lectures, New York City

Xichols, landscape artist, and the late Mr.

Ernest W. Smith, taxidermist.

The death, at the close of 1917, of Dr.

Henry M. Leipziger, supervisor of the Board
of Public Lectures of New York City, was
an event of large importance inasmuch as it

deprived this city of a man whose concern

for the education of the masses has been one
of the great uplifting influences in the com-

munity. Dr. Leipziger was a native of

Manchester, England. He came to America
in his youth and obtained

ids education in the pub-

lit; schools and colleges of

New York City, in which

he afterward gave in-

struction for eight years.

Til health compelled him
to give up this work,

whereupon he traveled

iind studied in Europe
for three years. When
lie returned to New York,

in 1883, the city was en-

deavoring to deal with the

problem of adjusting

itself to the needs of a

large influx of Jewish im-

migrants, and he was
asked to take charge of a

trade school for boys.

Later, he organized the

Hebrew Technical Insti-

tute. Dr. Leipziger com-

bined the qualities of the

student and thinker with

wide human sympathies.

It became the dream of his life to bring

the privileges of higher education within

reach of all the people. To this end he

devised and introduced into the schools the

public lecture system, which from a small

beginning has developed into a number of

elaborate courses, each comprising a series

of lectures upon topics of general interest

in science, literature, music, and art. The
American Museum has been one of the cen-

ters for these lectures for many years. It

is hoped that this great work for the people,

to which he devoted his entire energies for

more than twenty years, will not be allowed

to disappear from the public educational

system of New York.

A BULLETIN entitled "A War Time Diet,"

issued in February by the department of
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public health of the American Museum, pro-

vides a marketing list designed to show what

food an average family of two adults and

three children should buy weekly on an in-

come of fifteen hundred dollars a year. The

list sets forth the various proportions of

starch, sugar, fat, protein, fruits, vege-

tables, and milk which should be consumed

during the week to insure a well-balanced

and healthful diet and at the same time

provide for the economies urged by the

United States Food Administration. The

public is asked to check u-p weekly purchases

and see if food has been bought intelli-

gently. All possible readjustments in our

former mode of living should be made to

meet the special needs of our army in France

and of our Allies.

A particularly large and handsome speci-

men of copper ore from Arizona and an

unusual specimen of lemonite and man-

ganese oxide showing a mosslike devel-

opment, in which are crystals of native

copper bearing tufts of malachite, have been

presented to the American Museum by Dr.

L. D. Eicketts.

Ax accession of considerable importance

to the work in herpetology at the American

Museum was recently obtained through an

exchange with the Conunercial Museum of

Philadelphia. While there are many exotic

species in this collection, especial interest

attaches to the specimens from Costa Eica

and Colombia, which include the types of

twenty-five species described by Cope. The

bulk of this material was collected by Mr.

George K. Cherrie for the Museo Nacional

of Costa Eica. In return for these speci-

mens an exhibit of cotton plants, prepared

in the taxidermy shops of the American

Museum, will be sent to the Commercial

Museum.

The Fifth Annual Eeport of the Pension

Board of the American Museum, for the

year 1917, shows the increase of membership

in this Fund during the year to be thirty-

six, with losses due to resignations, dismis-

sals, retirements, and deaths to the number
of twenty-one, making the present total 256.

Through the good ofiices of friends of the

institution, the Board has been enabled to

provide various forms of relief in the way
of employment or medical attention to the

members of families of deceased subscribers.

In addition, endowed beds in the Mt. Sinai

and Presbyterian hospitals have been placed

at the disposal of the secretary, Mr. George

X. Pindar, where free attendance will be

given to employees who may need hospital

treatment. Through a plan formulated by
the officers of the Board, and by the gener-

osity of certain trustees who advanced the

necessary funds, opportunity to subscribe to

the Liberty Loans on easy payments was

given to the members. Many officers and

members of the Fund, which amounted to

$22,250, are now in w'ar service. Dr. George

M. Mackenzie, medical examiner for the

Board, is at the Brooklyn Navy Yard serving

as medical examiner for the Naval Eeserve

Force. Mr. S. Herbert Wolfe, consulting

actuary, after being detailed to Washington

where he assisted in drafting the present

measure for soldiers' insurance and com-

pensation in the United States, was sent to

France. Of the members, some have entered

the Federal Service from the National

Guard, some have enrolled in various

branches of the Army, and others have en-

tered the Navy.

According to Chancellor Jordan of Stan-

ford University, a new food fish, which may
prove of considerable economic importance,

has appeared in the California market. This

is the priest fish (Erilepis), which reaches a

weight of two hundred pounds and is found

also in Japan. Dr. Jordan says: "It will

probably be found in abundance on rocky

shallows in the North Pacific; if so, it will

prove one of our best food fishes, ranking

with the halibut. The flavor is rich and

delicate, a little fat, but the oil without the

strong flavor seen in mackerels and sardines.

It is in fact very much like that of Anoplo-

Ijorna, which is now being largely pushed

under the name of 'sablefish' and is, by the

way, both fresh and smoked a real addition

to our food supplies. The fishermen caU the

priest fish 'deep-water cod.' " The priest fish

has not the least right to be called cod, nor

indeed have several other excellent food

fishes which bear the name, for instance, the

Alaska black cod, another name for the

sablefish, and the cultus cod, an excellent

and important food fish of our Pacific coast

which reaches a weight of from thirty to

forty pounds. All three of these fishes are

related to one another and remotely related

to the seulpins, a very uncodlike group.
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Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was founded and incorporated in

1869 for the purpose of establishing a Museum and Library of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that end, of furnishing popular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made

for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1917

:

Attendance in Exhibition Halls 786,151
Attendance at Lectures 115,803
Lantern Slides Sent out for Use in Schools 63,111
School Children Peached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the Journal. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the Museum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Member annually 10

Sustaining Member annually 25
Life Member 100
Fellow 500
Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000
Associate Founder 25,000
Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the American Museum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-
seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal—a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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which the Museum itself is dedicated—namely, that without deepening apprecia-

tion of nature, no people can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum
The Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the Memoirs, Bulletin

and Anthropological Papers, the Memoirs and Bulletin edited by Frank E. Lutz,

the Anthropological Papers by Clark Wissler. These publications cover the field

and laboratory researches of the institution.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the Ilandhoohs,

Leaflets, and General Guide, edited by Frederic A. Lucas, and the Journal, edited

bv Marv Cvnthia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

HANDBOOKS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

By Clark Wissler, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
By Pliny Earle Goddard, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I. THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Ann E. Thomas, Pii.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
A new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C-E. a. Winslow, M.S., M.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By Herbert J. Spinden, Ph.D. Clotli. Price, 75 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By Louis P. Gratacap, A.M. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
By J. A. Allen, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By George H. Pepper Price. 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Charles W. Mead Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By Harlan I. Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
By Charles W. Mead Price, 10 cents

' Price.s net; postage extra
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THE METEORITES IN THE FOYER OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Edmund Otis Hovey, Ph.D.

PERUVIAN ART
By Charles W. Mead

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Lawrence Y. Coleman

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
By Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D.

Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D.

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY
THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY

By William Beutenmuller Price, 15 cents

Price,
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS

Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes II-VIl I .
— Anthropology.

Volume IX.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-XIV.—Anthropology.
Volumes II, IV, V, VI I, VITI, X-XIV, and an Etiinogiiaphical Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

BULLETIN

Volumes I-XXIV; XXV, parts 1 and 2; and XXVI-XXXVII.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS

Volumes I-IX; X, parts 1-6; XI; XII, parts 1-5; XIII; XIV, parts 1 and 3;

XV, part 1 ; XVI, part 1 ; XVII, parts 1-4; XVIII. parts 1 and 2 ; and XIX,
part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elltot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-

brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, vntli prices, of these publications may he had

upon application to the Librarian of the Museum.
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China's Ancient Monuments
Hv \i O V (Ml A P M A X A X \) U K W S

Illustrations from pliotogriiplis by the Autlior

many remote corners of the eighteen

provinces on a systematic search for

(il)jects of art or archfeological value,

and the menace to the records of China's

ancient civilization has assumed ahirm-

mg proportions.

Xot only have smaller o])jccts heen

carried away but pieces of sculpture,

bas-reliefs, and parts of temples t'oo

large for ready transportation have

l)een cut from their places and some-

times irreparably broken, leaving a

scarred and disfigured reminder of an-

cient glories. Unfortunately this work

of despoliation has been aided only

too effectually by certain unscrupulous

Chinese themselves who saw an oppor-

tunity for material gains in the plunder

of the art treasures of their own coun-

try. Moreover, China is doing very

little toward protecting the monuments

and buildings which form not only the

record of her own ancient civilization

but which are of the utmost importance

in the history of the world.

The Chinese are great builders, but

they seldom repair the monuments

which they have erected. In Peking,

one of the most unique, picturesque,

and romantic cities of the world, there

are dozens of ancient buildings which

form a precious heritage of the Chinese

])eo])lo and as such should be cared for

* As stated in a note in tlie Ft-bniary .Toirnal. a joint meeting of tlie American Scenic and Historic

Preservation Society and the American Museum of Natural History was held on January 17, 191S. A
resolution, introduced by Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn, was unanimously adopted by the members

of the two institutions, extending to the President of the Republic of China felicitations upon the plans

that have been made for the protection of Chinese monuments and antiquities from vandals and for the

collection of these priceless relics of the history of China, and renewing the expression of hope that these

collections may be safely preserved in a national museum. The resolution also renewed the pledge that

our influence will be used to prevent the despoiling of China by the unauthorized sale of ancient works

of art.
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AMEMUIUAL was addressed to

President Yuan Shi Kai of the

Chinese Republic in 1914 by

fifty-two American institutions of art,

learning, and humanity.^ The imme-

diate result was the promulgation of

an edict making legal recognition of

China's monuments and antiquities

and urging national cooperation in

their preservation. Moreover, the gov-

ernments of the United States, Great

Britain, and France through their min-

isters at Peking instructed their con-

suls throughout China to use all possible

endeavors to further the suppression of

vandalism on the part of their citizens.

Although this was an excellent be-

ginning, political events soon gave it an

unexpected check. Within little more

than a year Yuan Shi Ivai's monarchical

ambitions were made public, and a re-

bellion immediately started which in-

volved all China and resulted in the

death of Yuan. Since then the republic

has been in chaos or has, to say the

least, maintained a state of unstable

equilibrium. ^leanwhile the despoiling

of China's monuments and antiquities

has progressed unchecked. In the last

ten years foreign collectors have visited

' This was after an energetic campaign by Fred-

erick McCormick. secretary of the Asiatic Institute,

in which Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn took

an active part on behalf of the American Muse\iin

of Natural History.
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by the nation. Tlie Temple of

Heaven, with its golden dome glow-

ing like a great Ijall of fire above

the pnrple tiles of its sloping roof,

the white marble altar open to the

sky, made saercd hy tlie worshi]) of

China's most illustrious empci-ors.

the beautiful p'ni Ion. and tin- juai'-

ble walks belong to China's postei'-

ity as records of her ancient glorie-.

But such rare treasures need care

to protect them from tlie ravages

of time and weather.

When I visited tin- 'rciiiplc of

Heaven less than two years ago. I

found its spaciouscourtyardschoki'(l

with uncut grass and its beautiful

walks and tile-capped walls almost

obscured l)y growing weeds. The
tiny roots were slowly but surely

accomplishing their deadly work.

The marble slabs were cracked, tlie

tiles broken, and the walls crum-
Ijling: the great round tem])le itself

was filled with dust and decay. In

a very few decades this almost sa-

cred spot will present only a hea]*

of ruins overgrown witli grass and

weeds, and one more page will have

been torn from the 1)Ook of China's

history.

The "Yellow Temple," not far

from Peking, is one of the most sacred

spots near the capital. Here are buried

the garments of a holy Tashi lama Avho

came as an ambassador from Tibet tn

Peking. It was the lama Pauchan
Bogdo from Tashi Lumpo, who died of

smallpox in 18T0. The ashes of his

cremated corpse were .sent to Tibet, but

over his clothes the artist emperor,

Ch'ien Lung, erected a stupa in old

Hindu style, a mausoleum of marble
and gold. When I visited it first, in

1912, a yellow-robed priest showed me,
with sorrow in his eyes, the atrocious

destruction which had been inflicted on

this sacred monument in 1900. This

was during the Boxer Eebellion. when
Japanese soldiers w^antonly knocked
off the heads of statues with the butts

of their rifles and damaged bas-reliefs,

but fortunately only a small part of the

marvelous detail was destroyed by this

act of vandalism.

On my second visit, in 191(3, after an

absence of four years, 1 M^as appalled at

the signs of decay. The ancient temple

of gray wood, with faded but magnifi-

cent columns, yellow, blue, and green,

was full of cracks and rifts. It was

already leaning and seemed about to

fall. In place of a beautiful ifai lou

which formerly faced the stupa, lay a

heap of plaster, stone, and 3'ellow tile.

It is a very, very old temple but with

a little care could still be made to stand

for years.

At the end of Ha-ta men street are

the "Temple of Confucius" and the



View from the porch of the main temple at the Ming totnbs. These temples and tombs, among the

most interesting in China, with only a small amount of care coulfl be preserved for many >ears. Note

the thick vegetation growing among the broken tiles of the roof

"Hall of ('lassies. (_)ne passes throu^li

a littk' door in tlie wall and (niters a

i[uict courtyard full of trees, some of

wliicli were planted a thousand years

a,ii"o under tlir Sunj.;- dynasty and, al-

though twisted and wrinkled, are still

stately and dignified like ancient sages.

Xear a large wooden gate are ten

curious old stones ahout three feet high.

'I'hey are the holy dniins of the I'hou

dynasty and arc v^Too years old. Al-

though pi'icclcss relics of antiquity,

they remain outside. open to the ravages

of cold and heat, of frost and rain, in

the temple is the wooden soul-tahlet of

Confueins and in adjoiniii'i hnilding>

are taljlels of many disciples and pupils

of the master.

The Hall of Classics is a group of

temple-like huildings in a large garden

where the text of CMiinese classics is

kept engraved on stone tahlets. There

is a wonderful p'oi Ion. and in the cen-

ter of a heautiful lake surrounded hy a

marhle lialustrade stands a splendid

temple. Il is the "Hall of Meditation."

hut now is deserted and covered with

dust : dust is every wjiere. hlown in from

tlie (lol)i ilr>ert liv whirlwinds from the

north. The line doert sand is ])()W-

dered thickly over the >tatelv throne

.-ind panrlcil sei-eeii. and ha> didled the
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Stone tablets at the entrance to tlie Temple of Confucius.— Upon these great slabs of stone are cut

many of the Confucian classics. They are of great value and should be carefully housed instead of being

left to the destructive action of heat and cold. Chira should have an active society— an ArchiEological

Survey— financed by the government and administered by trained men, to guard and keep in repair her

ancient monuments, and thus preserve for the benefit of posterity priceless treasures of art and antiquity

Marble bridge at the Ming tombs.— The bridge has been broken away at the end and within a few
years will be entirely destroyed unless some action is taken to preserve it
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P^ai lou in the courtyard of the Hall of Classics.—An atmosphere of neglect, decay, and dilapida-
tion rests on the temple, creating in all observers a feeling of sadness that so much beauty is left to
perish

One of the buildings of the Confucian temple. —Weed-grown tciia.i ,

falling walls are now characteristic of these splendid temples

luuibliiig stuirwa\s, and



Interior of a Confucian temple.— Dust is everywliere— blown in from the (iolii ilist-rt by wliirl-

winds from the north. Stately throne and paneled screen are covered thickly with tlie fine desert

sand, which ha.s dulled the color of the red-lacquered wood and golden ornaments

color of the red-lacquered wood and

goldeu ornaments. In other halls stand

classical texts engraved on stone, but

between the sacred tablets are piles of

boards and benches. An atmosphere of

neglect, decay, and dilapidation rests

on the Temple of Confucius. iSTot only

is the material dust of the Gobi desert

s]irinkled over it, but something like

mental dust as well, and one leaves it

with a feeling of sadness that China's

most precious treasures of wisdom and

beauty are left untended to perish from

the earth.

A few hours' ride on the railroad

brings one to Nank'ou and the Ming
tombs. At the entrance to the valley in

which lie the mortal remains of the

great emperors stands a noble /A/i lou.

one of the most beautiful in China. A
magnificent road, once paved with mar-

ble slabs but now a crumbling ruin

grown thick with weeds and grass,

leads through waving fields of corn.

Passing down the "Avenue of the Ani-
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iiials. wlicrc 111 huge marble lignres,

standing and recuinbent, all the crea-

tures of the earth are symbolized in

mourning for the emperors, one arrives

at a shallow stream once spanned l)y a

l)eautiful marble bridge. This bridge,

too, is in ruins, and at the s])londid

temples and tombs beyond one finds

falling walls, weed-grown terraces, and

crumbling stairways.

Throughout the h-ngtli and l)rea(h]i

of China the picture is the same— relics

priceless to history and to science

neglected and cruml)ling in decay for

want of the care which every civil-

ize(l nation of the earth lavishes u])on

the records of its antiquity. Fortu-

nately, the story is different in Japan,

where the temples and monuments are

cared for by the nation and its ])e:)])le

and stand today as permanent memo-
rials of her ancient civilization. In the

'Society for Preserving Landscapes

and Historic and Natural Monuments"
Jai)an has a custodian for her national
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treasures and a safeguard of her his-

tory. China should have a simUar ac-

tive society to protect, care for, and

repair her buildings, monuments, and

antiquities. She needs an Arcliajologi-

cal Survey, financed by the government

and administered by trained men, to

locate and appraise her scientific treas-

ures and to undertake the establishment

of national and provincial museums
where her priceless objects of art and

antiquity can find a permanent resting

place and be open to exhibition and
study.

In this period of transition China's

peril is great. She must awake to save

the memorials of her ancient civiliza-

tion or they will be stolen from her by
ruthless vandals, bartered to enrich the

coffers of soulless traders, and the rec-

ords of her glorious past will lie in

cruuiljling walls and heaps of dust.^

^ See A merican Museum Journal, Vol. XVI, pp.
109-112, and Vol. XVII, pp. 525 and 530 for
further illustrations of Chinese" monuments photo-
graphed by Mr. Andrews.

Gate at the old city of Tali-fu in Yunnan.— Marco Polo passed through this gate about the year

1284. The famous traveler visited China during the reign of Kublai Kahn, and it is mainly to his

book of recollections that Cathay, as the Chinese empire was known to mediseval Europe, owed the

growing familiarity of its name in Europe during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The Polos

were pioneers of a very considerable intercourse between China and Europe, which endured for about

half a century, or until the end of the Mongol dynasty. Trees are growing from the upper parts of

this historical monument and it soon will be a crumbling ruin



A Point of View on China

\W \j. II. P, A I I. K V

Formerly Diri'itor mikI 1)c;iu of the Xt-w York State C'olli'jjf of Agriculture, at C'onull ruiversity

IT
is impossible for me to uiidcrtake

a positive discussion of the mission-

ary cnteri)rise in China for the rea-

son that 1 am not a student of the siil)-

ject nor did I allfinpt any investigation

of it in my hi'iet' visit. I went to China

for a very diiferent purpose. Yet one

who is interested in the problems of the

people necessarily must consider the

foreign or outside intluences, and of

these intiuenees the missionary move-

ment has outstanding importance.

Moreover, for a short e.\|)eri(m('e. \ ac-

tually saw much of the missionaries, of

different groups and denominations.

I do not approach tlie subject of the

missionaries from what might be called

the professional or evangelical side, al-

though in sympathy with tliis funda-

mental phase of the work. The social,

civic, and other results cannot be over-

looked, particularly at a time when
China is itself in the flux.

If we are to consider betterments in

China, we necessarily assume that the

present status of the country is mark-

edly defective. This is naturally an as-

sumption of occidentalism. I do not

know how far the Chinese make such

assumption, although I was impressed

with the readiness with which they in-

vite suggestions and tlio great courtesy

with which they treat the recommenda-
tions of foreigners. It seems to be a

prevailing opinion that China is closed

and sealed to outside influence. This

may be true in the sense that China has

learned much in her long liistory and

has incorporated this accpiisition into

her philosophy and institutions, but she

is ready for change, and her people, so

far as they have had advantages, seemed

to me to be eagx-r lo take hold of mam-
new thinirs.

ill our occidentalism, representing a

(i\ ilization now expressed in terms of

commerce, we are likely to tliink of

China as a lieathen land, lacking in

the development of natural resources

and in the applications of science, weak
politically and in education, primitive

in sanitation, stationary in agriculture,

undeveloped in industry. On these

questions I now make neither affirma-

tion nor denial. Yet a few great out-

standing considerations must be kept

constantly Ijcfore us.

Bear in mind that I here develop a

])oint of view only. This view is per-

sonal to me, representing some of my
impressions. It is not my purpose now
to state any sets of facts as such. Nor
do 1 overlook the many deficiencies that

are so likely to impress the visitor from

the West, and which have been so often

described. These defects, while incon-

venient to the traveler and the business

man. do not necessarily express the real

capacities or potentialities of the people.

China did not impress me as either de-

cadent or worn out, but as arrested.

The history and experience of China

stimulate speculation as to its future,

and raise certain reflections on our own
status. Naturally all such statements

as here made are relative; and the

queries I propound are only to challenge

the westerner, not to express dissent.

First, China is generally considered

to he the most permanent society or

civilization of great dimensions on the

globe. Yet it is not a political or patri-

otic society in our understanding of these

words. Its cohesion is of another kind.

(Query: Is the highly developed na-

tionality of the Occident the solution

or even the bi'st expre.-sion of liumaii

progress?)

' Kiiliirged from au by request, before a missionary grouj).

26c
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Second, the increase of population

apparently has outrun the available

land and the food supply; or. to state

the case otherwise, the scale of living

has been forced to very low terms.

There must be something in the organ-

ization of their society highly condu-

cive to race increase; there must be a

high essential morality and a govern-

mental system that is on the whole

kindly or at least not repressive.

We must be careful not to confound

racial customs, particularly in their re-

lations to the sexes, with essential

morality.

Third, we must recognize that the

Chinese have learneid the great art of

economical living. They know how to

use nourishing vegetable foods to the

greatest advantage. The Eomans knew
the value of pulse. Daniel refused that

he and his associates should use King
Xebuchadnezzar's meat and the wine he

drank, but insisted on the simpler diet

of the Israelites; and a test was made
to the result that the king's dainties

were taken from his own men and they

were given pulse to eat. We think of

China as a land of rice, but it is also

a land of soy, and the odor of the bean

curd announces your approach to a

village. With all our violent conserva-

tion, we are not yet in sight of the

Chinese economy ; and yet I was im-

pressed Avith the fact that the Chinese

>' live well in proportion to their incomes.

They have food freely, and in surpris-

ing variety, although simple among the

common folk.

We are to hope that we shall never

be driven to the extreme food reduc-

tions of the mass of the Chinese people,

yet we must recognize their maintenance

of population in the face of such reduc-

tion ; it would be well for us to make
more extended studies of their dietaries.

( Query : Have the chef and the

menu added to the virility of our west-

ern people? Most of our people do

not have these aids: is there any rela-

tion here to the birth rate? Are the

results of our studies of calories any-

thing more than the elimination of

materials which over-supplied persons

have learned to add to their stomachs?)

Fourth, there is limitless latent power

in her population. China is often de-

scribed as a country of vast potential

natural resources; of tliis I do not

know. l)ut I was much impressed with

llic jiotcntialitics of bci' undeveloped

luiman resources, llrrc i,- endless ca-

pacity for labor, patience in the face of

great difficulties, a reserve force that

some day the world may sorely need.

(Query: Do we of the West give too

much weight to the development of the

individual, as a separate unit? Or is

there an evolutionary ])ower in nnm-
bers?)

Fifth. Cliina has withstood the shock

of invasions from without and of up-

risings within. We think of the pres-

ent war as the most destructive of

life in the world's history; yet I have

l)een told that the estimated loss of life

in the Tai-])ing reliellion and as a iv-

sult of it (this rebellion ended about

the time of our Civil War) was many
millions. There must be some powerful

]>rinciple in the Chinese civilization,

some abiding merit in tbe institutions,

to account for these recoveries through-

out the centuries. China has recovered

l)y means of her own internal strength

without the need of external help. She

has not gone forth for to conquer.

China has minded her own affairs:

among the great self-governing peoples

or powers she is peculiar.

Sixth. China is farthest removed

from being a military nation. It has

been the diversion of the rest of the

world to laugh at her army. Yet she

has these centuries to her credit. She

has maintained herself. The Chinese

invented gunpowder. It is said that it

was used to drive away the evil spirits.

If she had used it to kill her neighbors

we should now class her with the Great

Powers and probal)ly wordd not need to

send teachers to ln'i'.
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China is the great example of a

country at peace. She has not been

tranquil within herself, for it is a mis-

take, as I see it, to regard Cliina as

complacent; but essentially her contact

with tlie world has not been of tlie con-

quering-hero kind. I have been in-

terested to see her conquest in the South

Seas. A Chinese comes to a place

quietly. He asks no favors, no protec-

tion of his government; he raises no

flag. Presently he has a good business

;

he makes himself useful; soon he con-

trols important affairs; he conquers the

country, but the conquest is not in the

name of China. It is a racial con-

quest. The only way it can be stopped

is to prohibit immigration.

China has had the presumption to put

the soldier lowest in the social scale ,,

and yet she has persisted longest; this

makes her perhaps the luost remarkable

and the most significant country. Since

China began, Greece has finished.

Egypt has buried herself in her sands.

Alexander the Great has come and

gone. Christianity has come. Kome
fell. Spain planted her language

around the world. Great states have

come out of the renaissance; by vast

heroics they are trying to keep their

heads above water. China is the Great

Fact in history. It was a sensation to

me to find that her native systems of

education are innocent of Greece and

Rome.

(Query: Has nny continuous mili-

tary method of civilization justillc(l it-

self? ^Iny we h()]io for the contimicil

development of a ]H'ace-loving China as

the greatest safeguard in the world?)

Scmilh. China has not had a con-

tinuous government. We think of the

Chinese monarchies as extensively des-

potic, yet such is not the case except

within rnthcr naiTow ]iowers. liife m;iy

have been chca]) as against th(^ will ol'

dynasties, yet the powers of govern-

ment have lain largely in the provinces.

Dynasties have been short, an average

it is said of abont two hundred vears.

and every succeeding dynasty has been

of a different kind and stamp from its

predecessor. It is the unwritten law

that a dynasty does not write its own
history. China has seen marvelous

changes of governmental direction. We
think she has been sleeping. Some peo-

|ilr> are too wakeful. They do not rest

well. When they turn over in bed, the

bed ercaks, perhaps the windows rattle.

When China turns over, the bed falls

down, the house collapses, the founda-

tions separate into their elements.

China has lived long enough to prove

that there are more enduring things

within a people than government. We
of the West have not yet learned this.

In some parts of the West we still think

that government is a copartnership

with God.

Kiillith. China is described as the

oldest great country of widely dissemi-

nated learning. This learning may not

be universally acquired, but it is never-

theless accessible. Wherever 1 went.

I was impressed with the nuiid)er of

books on sale. I do not know what

was in these books, but I saw them.

(Query: Is universal popttlar educa-

tion essential to permanent institu-

tions?)

X in III. China has had jirobably the

most perfect educational system yet de-

vised. We may not agree that the edu-

cational result has been most worth

while, but it has led directly into civic

office and has opened a career fnr

talent.

In the fofiiier Chinese system, which

came to an end practically with the fall

of the IManchus. in very recent years,

the wealthy youth even if from the city

was not much favored over the j^oorer

youth even if from the cnttntiw. The
clan or family supported the poor boy

of promise for the sake of the clan : we
support such a one for sweet chai-ily.

or the government extends its benevo-

lence. There were no extensive an<l

ex]")ensive laboratories and technical

schools. The exercise was pure learn-
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ing, such as should dcliylit the lieart of

the purest classicist.

Modern educatitiu in the ;ill-wise

Occident is an urhaii cultTprix". It is

very expensive. Introduced into China

it is likely unduly to favor the city

youth.

(Query: Do our great compulse y
systems of uniformity in education

open a career for talent? In the old

academy days. pul)lic opinion allowed

one student to be treated differently

from another : we still bnast of the

strong characters that came out of the

academies.

)

Tenth. China has now thiMw ii nil' the

alien Manchu dynasty, has washed her

hands clean of it, and has set herself

to the repairing of the expci'ienee of

the last hundred years or so. I was in

China in 1917 when the young Manchu
]H'ince was restored. Even in a time of

internal dissension and of Avorld dis-

turbance, the youth was allowed in a

few days to return to his pursuits. The
old order is ended. China cannot live

on her past. She knows it.

Eleventh, the Chinese ha\e Icariuvl

that some things lie lieyond the iuquisi-

tiveness of man. They have accepted

this fact. Confucius taught that some

'truths of nature are not discoverable.

With all our iu(|uiiM('s we seem to he as

far as ever t'mui the ultimatts. The
Caucasian assumes that he can solve the

riddle of the universe by rule and bal-

ance, l)y retort, by microseojie and tele-

scope. Yet the basis of any science 's

at first an assumjition. Perha])- we
shall some day (•oncludc that the idti-

mate truths must b:' projected rather

than discovered.

((^uery: Have we yet learned how to

use natural science? Is it to be used

for powi'r that we mav accumulate to

ourselves the physical and material

goods of life? Are we not now at bat-

tle with this idea?)

Some day we shall learn that science

is not merely a handmaiden to indus-

tr}^ but that it may expand the soul.

I could much extend these interest-

ing categories but I have given enough
for my purpose, which is to suggest

that China has much to teach us and
that we should send our instructors in

no spirit of superiority or complacency

;

and also that we are not to judge China

by what we of the West are fond of call-

ing "progress."

The objective civilization of the West
has much to learn from the subjective

experience of the East. China is in-

deed weak in the occidental commer-
cial sense, and we assume that whatever

is weak commercially is weak essen-

tially. Here we make a profound mis-

take. We are even now at war with

this idea. We have been dazzled by the

efficiency of Germany as a highly or-

ganized state, incorjDorating the meth-

ods of business into its system. The
western world has prided itself on the

discovery of Efficiency. We have wor-

shiped at the feet of the God of Effi-

ciency. jSTow we find that it is only a

species of idolatry and soon avc shall be

trying to smash the idol. We Ijegin to

see that we have l)een Avorshiping the

Golden (*alf.

T am not much given to the demand
that we fill the great responsibilities

with business men. We live in a com-

mercial civilization, but not the pro-

grams nor even the methods of business

are necessarily sujierlatiA'c. For public

work we need much more than so-called

business alulity. We need liroad views

on puldic questions, outlook into future

results, passion for public service. The
activity of accumulation, Avhich is the

guiding principle in business, is not the

best training for puldic service. I have

noticed in good business men a singu-

lar lack of judgment on large public

policies, and a short reach in dealing

Avith many of the elementary principles

controlling economic and social ques-

tions. I have come to feel that I want

the outside vicAV. The business man is

trained in judging men and situations

as they affect him. Personally he may
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be wholly \insrlli>li. Imt liis liahituiil Any I'oreijj^n influence to be iicniia-

atlitude is likely to iiiilil liiiii foi' ail- iiciil and eorreetive must flrst of all

niiiiislratixc dill ii's all'cci iii^- uri'al com- |(^alll llic wcirarc of llio (Chinese, and

plcxit ics of inlcrrsls. W'c inako a iiiajoi' \ci'y iiiiicli as the best ('liinese tbciti-

iiii>lako w lioii \\i' a->iiiiio llial lui-iiicss scl\cs iiicasiii'c ihal wol I'ai'c Wo ba\('

men ai'o b\ thrir cxpcriciicc b/llcr iiuicli |o do |o conTcl and to ri'|Hidiali'

(|iialili('d than all ollici's in cxocatiNc what has boon done in ('bina b\' tbo

ability. I roont the coniitlaccnl as- roi'oiL;i)cr in ibr name of civilization.

.-nniption tbat "biisincss"" is natni-ally i'^xcn bccauso a man is weak or lame is

and a- a matter of coni'M' >u|»ci'ioi-. no I'cason \\li\' \\c sboidd take bis coat.

Ti'adc is indeed ji'ooil foi'

(

"bina. but it Tbis outside inllueiice must be >ym-

?bould be subordinate. |iallietic. It seems to be a eommon idea

All this btMn,u' my line of a|)|ii'oacb. n\' the foreiiiiier tbat be must carry his

vou will understand that I have no own institutions into ('bina and ])laiit

I'cinedies and certainly no ])anaceas for them there ratbei- than to develo|) the

what we may call the delicieucies in native in>t it ul ions. 'I'his is well e.\-

('bina. The ]M'oblem is ('hina"s. I can- pressed in the ai'cbileeture of the for-

not look on the missionaiw as hei' sal- eiuiiei's. 'i'liere ai'e iiumy interestinji"

\ at ion. altbouLib I am sui'e he is mak- lines and details of motif in Chinese

iui:' a \ast cont i-ibut ion. So lonu' as architect ui'e that can be carried over

China does not intei-fei-e with the peac' into modern construction; yet. with the

and pi'ospects of other peoples, lu'r exce])tion of an occasional concession in

l»roblein is not the responsibility or even roof lines. 1 saw little of the oriental in

ibe business of any other peo])le or coun- the toreii;'!! buildiuii's, no sufficient sul-

try, it is not the civic ri'sponsibility gestion of adaptation to the ]XM)])le

(d' the missionaries except in so far as amonu' whom these foreigners live, nor

they nuiy aitl China toward a right invitation of kindly sympathy. Con-

solution. The r(d'orniati(Mi of (*bina (if sidering its ]ilace, some of the intro-

reformation is necessary) is not to lie duced arch it ectui-e is repulsive.

accomy)lished bv the occiib'tdalization We are in gi'cat haste to '^'ojien up'"

of it. nor by tln' mere int I'oduct ion of China, ^'et 1 fail to see the need for

invention and the extension of com- haste. It might be a vast gain to hu-

mei'ce. "I'lie Caucasian is not called to manity if most of the remaining re-

monit<n' the world. sources of the planet were allowed to

Commerce or trade is particularly lie until we have learned how to utilize

disqualified for the service needed just them lagbteously. What matters it if

now in China, and for the very good China wei'c not "developed** for one

reason that it i> not disinterested. hundred or even two hundred years? I

'i'rade does not undei'take fundamental doubt whether the ( 'hinese are yet ready

solutions, but operates in the realm of for this development; and for the rest

expediencies, combinations for control. of us. why not leave some of the oppor-

gain foi- those pel-sons who happen at tunity foi- i-icbes to our sons" sons?

the moment to be transient on the earth. l<]\-eryone asks me whether China

The opei-ations of the l'o\\ci-s in China will ])idl herself out of her difficulties.

ha\c been largely on the commercial ^My greatest fear is that the Powers will

])lane: the exhibition has not been alto- not k(>ep their hands off. She will right

gether edifying and much of it will not bei-sel f slowly. The process ought to be

receive the approval <d' coming genei-a- >lo\\. in kee])ing with her history. Sup-

tions. Yet. the way may lia\e been pose it i-(>fpiires twenty-five or even

opened for the i'elea>e of China fi-om llft\' \cai's to woi'k out a government

herself. suiteil lo the modei'ii nee(ls of China:
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what is that as against her thousands of

years? It is often said that an inter-

national commission should be consti-

tuted to govern China. I think an

international commission is indeed

needed: its function should be to de-

vise ways and means to let China alone.

Tliere are two quickening forces for

China : Education, Eeligion. There

are no others. If tliese forces join

hands, regeneration will come irresist-

ibly, if we are patient and if we leave

the application to the Chinese.

I have seen something of the mis-

sionary-work. I admire it and think

its results have been remarkable, yet

some of it does not strike bottom. You
cannot Christianize the Chinese or any

others independently of the everyday

needs of the people. This the mission-

aries have learned : to their evangeliza-

tion they have added schools, hospitals

and medical services, industrial educa-

tion. The strong medicine of evange-

lization must be accompanied by much
economic, social, and civic sanitation.

It is estimated that eighty-five per

cent of the population of China is agri-

cultural. The missionary Avho can aid

the people in their farming will have a

double hold. Essentially the same need

exists in every missionary country. Tlie

agricadtural mission must be one of the

strong movements of the coming years.

The fundamental situation in China

today is not its government, its social

institutions, or its commercial develop-

ment, but its agriculture. Those mil-

lions of people must be clothed, fed and
supported, and the scale of living must
certainly rise. The spirit in which all

this is accomplished will determine the

spirit of the people and their civiliza-

tion. China needs a vivid awakening

in her agriculture. I should beware of

any laid-down system of improvement.

I should prefer to teach. I wish that

some gifted far-seeing spirit, knowing

the rural background of the race and
in touch with modern science and prac-

tice, could spend some years in China,

unattached to any mission, uncon-

nected with government, perhaps sup-

ported by an organization designed for

the purpose, and that he would analyze

the rural problem for the people, seeing

it from the outside, and present it to

them in a clear picture by tract and
speech, to the end that they might plan

ways to meet the situation, rising to it

as they see it.

The Chinese are a people of broad

moralities, much given to ethical ad-

monition. They are guided by prov-

erbs and sayings. Their philosophy is

very different from that of the Occi-

dent, apparently lacking the Scriptural

postulate of the fall of man. "The na-

ture of man is good," saith the Teacher,

and this statement is repeated in the

schoolbooks. The admonitions develop

this natural goodness. Lacking the

effort to recover the original state of

sinlessness, the elements of contrition

and repentance, as understood in the

West, seem to be absent, with the theo-

logical conceptions of atonement and

redemption. This attitude largely ex-

plains much of the history of China,

taken in connection with its ancestorial-

ism. China has been chained to its

l)ast, much dominated by its family

histories.

The civic value of repentance and re-

mission of sins lies in the fact that one

regrets the past and desires a new fu-

ture. It stimulates constant freedom

from oneself. So the worship of a liv-

ing God rather than the religious ven-

eration of an ancestral tree looks for-

ward and assimilates all that is new.

It is the forward look, as I am im-

pressed, that is needed in China, but I

trust it may be the racial outlook of

the Chinese rather than an imitation of

tlie West.



Position of Science in the Present War

'

Imcrican invcnlivcness in science, u-liicli lias tjiccn birth to (he telegraph, the

telephone, the phonograph, the rapid-firing gun, and the flying machine,

put also the submarine into the hands of the enemy in the great

World War, but tliis same American inventiveness will

soon prove the submarine a most fragile weapon

hy M. I. IM" IM N
Professor of Electromeclianios, Columbia University

IX
a world crisis like tlie prc^cnl war

each human factor plays its true

part. Virtue and merit shine with

everlasting glorV; sham and pretense

are swept away like chart' before the

wind. That which is strong stands and

makes things move, that which is feeble

falls and is buried in the dust.

Xo human endeavor during this

world crisis has proved its virtue more

splendidly than the efforts of the men
of science. When the war started, Brit-

ish scientists rushed to the trenches of

Flanders ; all honor to their patriotic

zeal I But before the war had pro-

gressed ver}' far, England discovered

that the true place for her scientists

was not in the trenches of Flanders but

in the research laboratories where they

could apply their training and their

skill in developing those scientific ap-

pliances without which no victory can

be expected over an enemy who has for

nearly fifty years been preparing for

this war in the finest scientific labora-

tories of the world. The misapplication

of science by a ruthless enemy forced

England to start in the midst of this

war a wise and efficient application of

science. She recalled many of her

scientists from the trenches of Flan-

ders and started tliem to work in the

lal)oratories of the Fnited Kingdom.

Tn this manner was born the Advisory

Council for Scientific and Engineering

Research in the United Kingdom.

General Haig in one of his reports

sj)caks in the very highest terms of the

great services which this scientific body

contril)uted to the defense of Great

Britain. England's preparation for this

war consisted not only in drilling her

armies and in reorganizing her indus-

trial plants but also in organizing her

scientific research facilities for the de-

fense of everything for which England

stands. The result has been magnifi-

cent.

What I have just said of England is

equally true of France. The fate of

France is just as much in the hands of

her men of science as it is in the hands

of her heroic soldiers, who kept the

Teuton out of Paris and out of Ver-

dun and are forcing him now to retreat

from the sacred soil of France. Carnot,

the greatest scientific genius of his

time, was also a great power in the de-

fense of his country when, a hundred

vears ago, France was attacked by the

great League of Europe. Today Pain-

leve, the mathematician, is a distin-

guished meml)er of the War Cabinet of

France, and Painlcve is the general of

the great French army of scientists who

are making the attacks of the French

arms so deadly to the enemy.

The scientific men of the United

States are better organized today than

they ever were before, because they feel

that the country needs now the very

best efforts of their service. About two

years ago President Wil.«on appointed

a Xational Advisorv Committee on

' Presidential address before the New York Aoademy of Sciences.
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Aeronautics, consisting of scientific

men capable of advising the govern-

ment on the development of the aero-

nautical art. The result has been most

excellent, and a continuing three-year

program has been evolved which will

y-ive within that interval of time to the

United States as good an aerial service

as there is anywhere in the world. A
little more than a year ago Secretary

Daniels appointed a Naval Advisory

Board, consisting of splendid engineers

and scientists, capable of advising our

naval departments on every question

that may arise in the course of our

naval preparations. One of the great

results of the work of this Xaval Board

is the splendid appropriation of several

million dollars for the organization of

a naval research laboratory. Every sci-

entific problem which is before the

Xavy, as, for instance, the corrosion of

guns, is referred to the Naval Advisory

Board, and receives there the very Ijest

sci(>ntific consideration.

A year ago President Wilson,

through the National Academy of Sci-

ences, started the movement for mobil-

izing all the scientific research facilities

of this country, and thus the National

Research Council was born. In this

National Eesearch Council we have now

a splendidly organized coijperative body

of all men of science, embracing not

only our universities and engineering-

schools, but also members of the vari-

ous scientific bureaus in Washington,

and our industrial organizations, and

all the members of our national engi-

neering and scientific societies. This

cooperation is already bearing fruit.

Scientific problems wdiich are connected

with the defense of the country have

been solved or are in rapid process of

solution, as, for example, the produc-

tion of optical glass, and the production

of nitric acid.

One problem of the war deserves

id)()vc all a s])ccial nicntioii here. It

is the submarine problem. The Ger-

mans have announced to the world that

unrestricted submarine warfare is their

trump card, and that they are staking

their all upon this card. The result of

this move of German ruthlessness has

been most serious ; it forced us into the

war, and we have now to condmt the

very wea})on which the inventive genius

of this country produced. The subma-

rine itself, as well as the instrumen-

talities employed in its operation, is the

])roduct of American inventiveness, the

same inventiveness which gave birth to

the telegraph, the telephone, the phono-

graph, the rapid-firing gun, and the

flying machine. But the Germans

ought to have known that the same

inventive genius which gave them the

submarine weapon will also knock it

out of their hands.

The scientific men of this country

connnand an art which has been devel-

oped here during the last five years by

scientific research of the very highest

order. Some of the vei-y best scientific

minds of America are confident that

they will soon employ this art to con-

vince the Germans that the submarine

is the most fragile weapon which they

are wielding, and if this weapon is really

the last truni]) card up;)n which they

liave staked their all. then tliey have lost.

Victory will be ours and the people of

this country wdl recognize that after

all Scientific Research is the most valu-

able asset which the country possesses.

c^^o



Nesting Habits of the African Hornbill'

Bv H E U 1'. K \i T L A N (i nnd A >I !•: S I'. (' II A I' I X

Tl I
!•; not ol'.-i |i;iir'>r A lVii-;in lioi-ii-

liills \v;is (lis(M)V('i'('(l ;lli(Hit lil-

tccn iiiilr> Miiitli(';i>t III' Mi'd jc in

till' i-ftlumnnr t I'lmk of a iii;mili,M> {Mn-

crulubiinii Pcircrrci ) . (Hic of ihr \\\()>[

statoly t !•(<•< (if

the C'oiiud fofots.

bv natives \vorkin,«i-

for llic Amorieaii

Musciinrs Congo

Expedition. Tlie

tree measured H<>

I'eet. almost tin'

avera,iie heiiiht.

and the entrance

to the nest, a pro-

jecting knot-hoh'

facing east, was

seventy-on(^ feet

above the ground.

^Iaml)ao trees oc-

curred in great

numbers in this

locality, and as

this ])articular

tree had to be

felled, we were

forced to test the

hardness of the

r e d d i s h - b r o w n

wood, so highly

valued for con-

struction purposes

because it is not easily attacked by tci-

mites. The plaster of mud that neai'l\

filled the opening of the nest was care-

fully removed by the man who took oiil

the brooding bird. Then the ^IimI jc na-

tives, according to their custom, in-

stalled their frail fifteen-foot scatfold

for the woodcutters and finally, after

four hours of strenuous effort during

which the native axes had to be shar])-

ened continuallv, the "io-antic tree

A frail scatfold of slender poles is bound to-

gether with lianas. Large trees are cut from
fifteen to twenty feet above the ground to avoid

the broad buttresses. The huge weathered col-

umns left standing contrast strangely and pic-

turesquely with the tiny native huts below—
especially in moonlight

inirdeii.-. niei'e

his eounli'iiance

cra.-lied (low II. .\ live-l'odt section con-

taining the nesting site was cut out and
fortunati'ly proved fairly hollow so that

the work ol' splitting and sawing into

|ioiiei'"s loa(U was considerably facili-

tated, yet fifteen

men were needed

I'oi' the transpor-

tation of the dif-

IVreiit |)ortions.

.\rter two days

of liai'd work. made
])articularly dis-

agreeable l)y ter-

rific rainstorms,

an incident oc-

curred which ex-

plained one of t he

reasons why the

natives value the

hornbill and its

nest. The chief

of the nearest vil-

lage, al)0ut ten

miles distant, paid

lis a visit, fearing

that we intended

to gather a niedi-

c-inc of remark-

able potency from

the nest, but, on

seeing the porters

shouldering their

)ieces of firewood,""

immediately brighf-

eneij and with great delight he told

us that such trees, not hollow, liow-

e\('r. find of better wood, were growing
I'iglit neai- his village. If we would give

liiiii plenty of cloth, copper, brass rings,

liead>. and salt, he would have as many
cut a> he had lingers on his hand, and

his people would bring them to the

post; not e\('n the smallest branches

' There is now installed on the second floor of the American Museum, a group of African hornbills

and their nest, the materials for the group having been collected during the Congo ?2.\pedition of 1909—
191.-).
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would be left in the forest. The white

man would never need to come into the

wilderness.

On the floor of the nest were the

The male hornbill seals the knot-hole leading to the nest with

a plaster of mud, except for a small opening (visible at the lower

left corner). The female and ^ oung are imprisoned within, and

are fed by the male through the small opening. Thus, in the

free-standing columnar tree a stronghold is secured for the breed-

ing female and defenseless young, to which nest-pilfering mon-

keys, birds of prey, and even snakes can hardly gain access

hard, black seeds of a large tree {Rici-

nodendron Heudeloti Baillon), in such

quantities that they helped to raise the

level of the moist bottom. They had

passed through the birds"

digestive tract without

any apparent change. Init

when ()i)ened they dis-

tinctly showed that the oil

they contained had been

extracted. Three of these

seeds are enclosed in a

capsule which, when ripe,

drops off and automati-

cally opens, scattering the

seeds on the ground, where

the hornbills are forced to

collect them. This is a

really perilous feat for the

l)irds because they gather

around the spot in such

numl)ers and with such

loud cries that the natives,

informed of tlieir where-

al)outs, find it a simple

matter to entrap them in

carefully set snares.

There are TO species of

h(>nil)ills (Bucerotidae),40

of them being found in

tropical Asia and the East

Indies, while the other 30

are found only in Africa.

The birds in the group.

Cerafogi/mna atrata Tern.,

lielong to the largest spe-

cies among the hornbills

of the West African rain

forests. One usually sees

tile l)irds in pairs, most

fre(|uentlv in the highest

tree tojis. rather avoiding

the neigliborhood of vil-

lages. Half a dozen or

more may gather near cer-

tain fruit-bearintf trees,

making their presence

known by the mournful,

oft-repeated "whao ....
whao . . .

."" for which the

]\rantrbetu imitativelv calls



M'jSTLXd iiMiri'^ or 'I'/i/-: .i/'/z/r.i.v iioumiill

tiiiu's this call is uttci'cil

(IllI'illL:' till' Inlli;-, (lcc|» 1111-

(hilaliniis of their cliarac-

lcri>lic tliuht and can he

heanl at llie (li>lance of

hall' a mile. A siwe indi-

cation of their |iro\iinity

is the |ieciiliar swishiiii:'

xiimd made hy them as

t lie\- |ia>s fruill 1 I'ce to 1 Tee.

The lii-eedinL;' liahits (d'

li(irnliill> ha\e attracted

inucli attention and aiv

certainly reiiiarkahle. I'or

the male, to all appear-

ances, seals the hen

perem|iti>rily in a hollow

tree, thus forcing her into

an iinprisoiiinent often

last iiiL;' two niontlis or nii-

til the youn.i:' hird is fiill-

Hedo-ed. .\s a matter of

fad. howcNcr. the parent

lurd> act in |)erfect har-

mony, their actions heini;-

,s:-overned, apparently, by

the concerted idea of shut-

tini:' out all troubling in-

tluenees that might inter-

fere with the successfnl

I'aising of their offspring

which is hoi'ii in a par-

ticularly h(di)less condi-

tion, without down, and

remains hlind until after

the fejilhers l)egin to aj)-

]iear. Though tlie knot-

hole .-elected leads into a

ca\ it \' liardh' large eirmgli

to hold the mother and

the young hird. they are

less inconvenienced than

Young liornbills arc most liclidess at birth. Their cyt's remain

closed even after the featliers begin to appear, as shown in this

two-weeksold bird. So well does the male feed botli female and

.voung that their plump condition is proverbial among natives,

who are sure to find fat morsels when looting a nest

This young female hornbill was reared in the tree now on

exliibition at the American Museum. The tail folds forward

against the back and thus the feathers are never damaged by the

crowded condition of the nest. The young usually sit on their

heels, which have no spinelike excrescences such as those found

in toucans, woodpeckers, and barbets. The bill is rather soft

and delicate, and the casque does not appear unt.l later

one would suppose, for

there is a peculiar, hinged joint at the

root of the tail so that its long feathers

can easily he l'olde(l over the back, thus

enabling the l)ird to he comfortable in

a smaller space than otherwise would

be possible. The grouiul hornbill {llu-

corviis), said to build an open nest, is

])rohal)ly the only exception among the

hornl)ills to this general practice of

nesting in hollow trees.

The entrance to the nest is usually

situatecl from GO to 120 feet above the

ground, eitlier in the main stem or on

the lower side of a Itrancb. awav from
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neighboring boughs or vines. ISTest-

pilfering monkey's, genets, or even

snakes would have difficulty in securing

a hold upon the surrounding smooth

bark. The male hornbill, when feeding

his charges, clings to the tree much as

woodpeckers do, using his tail as a sup-

port.

In the big tree-hornbills, such as

Ceratogymna, the female, after court-

ship, enters the nest without collecting

any nest-building material and lays one

pure white egg directly upon the detri-

tus of decayed wood. The male then

undertakes the task of gathering soft

earth from the edge of one of the nu-

merous brooks, and, from a distance of

several hundred yards, carries it in his

bill to the nest. The beak hardly

seems a suitable instrument for cement-

ing this mixture of coarse sand and

clay, yet both parents use it with ad-

mirable success until the big hole is

narrowed to a mere fissure (about one

incli in width) sufficiently large to al-

low the insertion of food for the female

and young. The mixture, perhaps ren-

dered more plastic by the addition of

saliva, becomes very hard and. in spite

of a thickness of several inches, no

cracks are noticeable and perfect adhe-

sion to the bark is secured. The female

hornbill is evidently a willing prisoner

as she increases the thickness of the

plaster considerably by adding to the

inside excrement containing chitinous

particles of insects and seeds of forest

trees. Females of smaller species

(Lophoceros and Ortholoplnis) which

lay two or possibly three eggs, do not

give up their liberty until courtship is

ended and both or all three eggs have

been laid.

Contrary to what has 1)een stated of

hornbills in general, the female of

Ceratogymna does not emerge from

confinement with a complete new set of

feathers. Only a few of the larger

quills are shed inside the nest, and from

our subsequent experience we found

that the process of molting is not al-

ways completed during the breeding

period. Gradual molting of adults and
young may occur throughout the year,

and the nesting season does not seem

to be restricted to any particular time,

for only near the southern and north-

ern borders of the West African rain

forest are seasons well defined.

The plump condition of the young,

and sometimes even of the female,

proves how great is the devotion of the

spouse, for hornbills as a rule are lean.

So zealous is this self-appointed pur-

veyor in the task of bringing food to his

charges that his continuous flights, in-

creasing with the growth of the young,

often invite destruction, for, to the

watchful native, they are the welcome

signal for looting the nest. It is not

only the hope of the roasted bodies that

furnishes the incentive, but superstition

puts a high price on the possession of

the bills of breeding hornbills, so that

the native seldom hesitates to spend a

day or two in climbing these enormous

trees, and he sometimes succeeds in

trapping the male birds as well as cap-

turing the females.

When taken from their nests, horn-

bills bite savagely, but once tucked into

a basket, they hardly defend themselves.

The big bill,^ with the formidable look-

ing casque of the male, consisting

mainly of thin-walled cellular tissue, is

weak except for the sharp tip and the

serrated edges. Indeed, it is chiefly

ornamental for. in encounters, this

weapon is good only for snapping, as it

lacks the forceful thrust of a long neck

as in the heron. The birds are neither

bold nor aggressive in temper as their

feeding habits prove, for vegetable food

forms their main sustenance. We have

found in their stomachs the fruits of

eight different kinds of forest trees, to-

gether with the oily pulp of palm

' There is a curious analogj' between the horn-

bills of the Old World and the toucans of the New

:

both have big bills, both nest in hollow trees, in

both groups the young are born helpless and
naked, and in both the tail can be folded upon the

back.
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nuts, wliicli are often swallowed with

their seetls. A great variety of hard-

shelled insects are sometimes taken

in flight, and some caterpillars whieh

occur on the leaves in great numbers

are eagerly sought, r.nnd crabs are

taken occasionally, and in rare cases,

as other species proved, a lizard or a

shrew completes their diet.

To the African native, l)irds and

beasts are invested with properties

widely different from those known to

science, but quite as interesting. Those

attributed to the hornbills are as fan-

tastic as the appearance of the bird

itself. The Medje, ^Mangbetu, and

Azande firmly believe that a man who
wears on his neck the l)eak of a breed-

ing hornbill can be sure of the afTection

of his wife, and the younger, newly-

married men especially seem to be

desirous of pinning love to their hearts

in this fashion. Again, the huge beaks

of nearly all species of hornbills are

fastened to the waists of tiny children

as a cure for malnutrition, for the

mothers of these youngsters know that

young hornbills are well fed, and so

they hope to secure a charm which will

fatten their own emaciated little ones.

Often, however, a less kindly quality

enters into the superstition, and the

bird is even supposed to aid in gaining

revenge of a certain kind. A disillu-

sioned Azande husband may roam the

forest in search of a hornbill's nest

merely to collect some of the pellets of

excrement, for if he throws the dirt

actually taken from the hornbill's se-

cure home, at his unruly wife, she will

wander forever without finding another

husband, a Sfreat dissrace in a laud

where the umnari'icd woman is consid-

ered an outcast.

Iliirnliill> li,'i\c cNcn been made the

toicni (if I lie \\';iK;ili tribe living along

thr llui'i iind Annvinii rivers. Tliey

hold the hirgc black-and-white species,

Bi/ainislcs nihotllildlis. in greater rev-

erence tlian tlicii- own people, for as

cannibals tbcy migbt not spare rela-

tives, but no one would dare eat this or

any other hoi-nbill.

Wabali men arc proud of their tribal

marks, a series of crescent-shaped scars

on breast and abdomen, readily distin-

gui.shing them from their neighbors, a

vital factor in the thick of battle or

other eii(i»nntcr when they fight for

each other <»r die. N'o coward can be

so marked, for as mere boys they must
prove in puldic that they can suffer

great pain with a smile.

The famous ceremony of initiation

includes a terrible thrashing from the

elders, who flog them with long switches

until tired. Woe to him who murmurs
or cries out,—he can never be bitten by

the incensed mother hornbill kept ready

to acknowledge his unwavering cour-

age. As a matter of fact the hen horn-

bill is only an accessory satisfying their

superstition, for the wounds are cut by

medicine men when the boys are blind-

folded. Those who withstand the or-

deal wear curious collars of a fibrous,

brown material, later thrown into the

big, unchanging river, but in the mean-

time supposedly protecting them from

sickness until the sores have healed

:

and these scars make them men in the

eyes of all. Forever thereafter a Wa-
bali is considered brave, striving to

raise and protect his offspring as suc-

eessfnllv as the hornbill.
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PRAIRIE CHICKENS ON THE GRASSY PLAINS OF NEBRASKA

During the mating season prairie chickens gather in the early mornings on certain open fields wliich have served

them as dance areas for many generations. The resemblance of this prairie chicken to the heath hen in

appearance and in the habits of the mating season is at once apparent. In fact, not until 1885 was it

discovered that the birds of Martlia's Vineyard were distinct from tlie prairie chicken. The species

had then been killed out on the mainland and it was too late to determine how far west it had
ranged, but it is known to have been abundant in the country east of the Appalachians

and south to Pennsylvania. The photograph above is made from the habitat

group in the American Museum, constructed in 1906 under the di-

rection of Dr. Frank M. Chapman
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Martlia's Vineyard, tlio last rcf\ii;i <ii ilir Immih inn I'hr ininicdinlr si-cnc is tin' iirst-

ing site studied for reju'oductioti. with iirsi .iiul liinls. in iln' Aiiii'i-icnii Muvcmii. ( S(>e

dctiiil on imtri' "JSO)

The Heath Hen of Marthas Vineyard

I'.v !•: 1) W A KM) now E V () R R r S II

Slate OrnitlioloKist of JNIassacluisetts

AW IDl] plain covered with diniiiin-

live leafless shrubby oaks and

L low liiishos. with stunted ])iii('s

showiiii;- licre and there; to the west

low rolh'ni;- liills; to the south on the

far horizon the wide Atlantic : such is

the prospect on an April morning- from

the fire tower on the ]ilains of ]\Iartha's

Vincvaril wlien^ the few remainin,u'

heath hens now makf ihcir last stand.

Here in the gray dawn a strange, weird

stnmd fills the air. It swells and dies

u]ion the ear. l)ut never rises or falls.

and becomes intermittent or ceases only

when the sun rides up the sky. Appar-

ently it is not a vocal effort. It is

neither whistle nor call : there is no

other sound quite like it in natni'c. One

iriight imagine it the wail of the wind

si)irit. hut no man nnderstands jnst

what it is or how it is made. We know
only that it emanates from strutting.

(laiieing lieath cocks, and is one of their

e\istoinai'\' mating sounds. Ileanl t'l-oni

a di.-tanee. l)orne on the sea wind, it

swells to tlie fnlliiess of a grand nnder-

tone. ming-ling with the oi-dinary

nearer sounds of the rolling ])lain.

Like the trilling of the toads in a

million pools, like tlie morning ehorns

of liii'd >oni:- on a thousand hills, it is a

vital, \irile expi'essioii of the feeiinditv

of old ^lofher Earth. It is a rnne of

i-e|)i-odnel ion. forctcUing the renewal

and limit i plication of the s|)ecies in the

coming spring awakening. It is a

pa'an of hope and joy. a foi'ernnnei-

of the pnlsating. vigoi'ons life of snni-

mei'.

No satisfactory exjilanation has IxM'n

advaiu'ed regarding the means by

which this sound is pi'odueeij. As we

listen to its volume the wonder grows;

fifty birds seem to make noise enough

for a thonsand, and this tliey do ap-

parently without opening their months

or using their vocal organs. The sound

mav he heard under favoi'alde condi-

tions foi- about two nules. Some futnr;'

invest igatoi" may solve the I'iddle of its

ju'oduction.

The heath hen is the eastern form of

the ])i'aii-ie chicken. It is snuiller and

ruihlier or rustier abo\e ihan its west-

ern congener and much less white be-

low; its tarsi are both relatively ami

actnally shorter; the rigid feathers of

the neck- tufts are more acutely jiointed

and fewer in number. Foi-merly the

heath ben was abundant in suitable

localities in Xew l^nuland and the

Middli' States east of the .\|i|ialachian

Mountaiiw and south ti> I'ennsyl vania.

It mav have e.xtendecl farther west.

With illustrations from i)hotoKra|>lis from life li\ Dr. (ieorsfe \V. I'ieUl.
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even to Kentucky, but as it was not

distinguished from the prairie chicken

The nest of the heath hen, merely a slight

hollow scratched in the ground, is likely to be

under low shrubby oaks or pines. When the

young are hatched they are ready to follow the

mother within a few hours. (Photographed from

group in the American Museum)

until 1885/ when it had been extir-

pated from the mainland and was con-

fined to the island of Martha's Vine-

yard, Massachusetts, no one knows
where its range ended and that of the

prairie chicken began.

Its extirpation on the mainland was
due mainly to lack of statutory protec-

tion and law enforcement. Its preser-

vation on Martha's Vineyard may be

attributed partly to local pride in the

species as a distinctive bird of the

island, and in part to the efforts of the

Massachusetts Commission on Fisheries

and Game, under whose authority a

reservation for the protection of the

species has been maintained since 1907,

where shooting is prohibited at all

times. Since the establishment of the

reservation the birds have increased

greatly from time to time, but they

have been decimated by forest fires. On
May 2, 1907, following a severe fire in

1906, the Commissioners could find

only twenty-one birds. On January 11,

1908, the number in existence was
Itelieved to be between forty-five and

sixty. In a careful inspection of the

region in 1916, I accounted for fully

eight hundred birds, and the super-

intendent then in charge believed

that there were about two thousand.

Shortly afterward a raging fire swept

the reservation. This was followed

during the ensuing winter by a flight

of goshawks which are very destructive

to grouse, and in April. 1917, I could

not account for more than one hundred

and twenty-six, a large proportion of

which were males. It is probable that

fewer than fifty females survived the

winter. A few birds meantime had

l)oen sent to Long Island, 'Sew York,

and to Essex County, Massachusetts, in

the hope of establishing new colonies,

Init those on Long Island did not- sur-

vive. Such in brief is the history of

tlie heath hen.

The most remarkaljle and interesting

^ Brewster, "William, Ank, Vol. II, Jan., 1885,

p. 80.
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COUrtrSU Ma.S.SlU J, U-\. i :.^ ' ,:,,: ,1. I.s.M,',,, ,

un Fisheries and Game

The heath heu (Tiimiianuchtis cupido) is very similar to the prairie

chicken {Tiiiupanurhus americanus) but smaller and darker in color.

The neck tufts are composed of acutely lance-pointed feathers

habits of this bird arc those of the

mating season. These are not unique,

as other American grouse give more or

less similar manifestations of the mat-

ing instinct, but they are worth going

far to see. My opportunities for watch-

ing their mating antics have been

all that could be desired. Some
of my observations have been

made from a blind raised about

two feet above the surface of the

ground so that the birds could

pass not only all about but under-

neath, and they not infrequently

alighted on top of the blind, thus

affording chances to view tlicni

from all directions.

The male birds begin to "toot"'

and strut about four o'clock, or

even earlier on bright mornings.

Many gather on certain open fields

or cleared spots that have served

as their assembling places I'oi'

many years, and there the dance

goes on apace until about seven

o'clock, when it begins to subside

and the birds scatter. The "toot-

ing" however may
hi' iicard at inter-

vals (luring the day.

Again towai'd snn-

(Idwii t lici'c is anotlier

gathering that lasts

until the dusk of

I'xcning. My obser-

vations, therefore,

have lieen made early

in till' morning, or

towai'd sunset, and

were ])Ossible only

tlirough tlie conrtesy

of the ^Fassachusetts

jirA^ C'Oinmissioners on
'^ Fisheries and Game

and their superinten-

dent on the reserva-

tion, Mr. William

Day.

In .\pril, 19i:. I

went to the reserve

in company with "Sir.

A. C. Bent. On April 25, at three in the

afternoon, I entered a "blind"' in a corn-

field where the birds were accustomed to

dance and where corn had been thrown

out to attract them. The standing corn

had been cut and removed, providing an

While tlie male is dancing the phimnge is flulTed, the

tail erect, and the droojiing wings almost touch tlic ground
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The Dance.— His beauties displayed, the heath c-ofk is a handsome fellow— if somewhat bizarre and

unbirdlike. The neck tufts may be erected and thrown forward over the head with the points together

like an inverted V

unobstructed view. At first no heath

hens appeared. Red-winged bhickbirds

came and alighted on the blind, then

descended and fed on the corn. A
robin came, and it was interesting to

listen to the timbre of its well-known

notes at a distance of less than three

feet. At 4 : 40 the first heath hen ap-

peared, and soon the show began, but

no bird came very near the blind until

about five o'clock. Then for an hour

the dance went on all about me until

the superintendent appeared. This was

the signal for the end of the perform-

ance. The day was clear, the light ex-

cellent, and all conditions for observa-

tion were of the best. Only four

females came within my range of

vision, 1)ut from twenty to twenty-five

males were in sight constantly. Oc-

casionally a female picked up a little

corn, but the males did not feed. They

seemed to be obsessed with their own
antics and devoted themselves with

great enthusiasm to the dance. This

exercise consists of running, strutting,

bowing, posturing, cackling, calling,

flapping up and turning about in the

air, and even fighting a little from

time to time. All in all it is a great

28''

and exciting expression of the abouml-

ing energy of the species. While the

male is dancing the body is inclined

forward, the neck stretched out hori-

zontally with the bill pointed down-

ward, the plumage is fluffed, the tail

erected and spreadmore or less, the wings

drooping or partly spread downward
but tlic lowest of the separated pri-

mary (piills rarely reaches the ground.

The pinnates, or "neck tufts," are

erected like rabbit's ears, or thrown

away forward, over and in front of the

lowered head, with the points together

like an inverted V. In this position

the bird inflates the orange air sacs on

the sides of the neck, which sometimes

show pinkish or flesh color around the

edges, or even purplish at the upper

edge, but look much like small oranges

and are aljout the size of a tennis ball.

In some cases they appear more trian-

gular than round, but visually they

seem globular when seen in profile, and

project considerably on either side of

the neck. The yellow combs over the

eyes are enlarged also at the same time

and become turgid, while the bird

seems to increase in size. The white

tips of the tail coverts show like the
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On the Kun. — In tlif (iMncr lie runs and postures, rises and turns aljoul in tlie air, and even fights

a little from time to time. Tlic neck tufts are thrust forward like a ral)liit's cars, and the air sacs are

inflated until they resemble small oranges

"white flag" of a deer. With all his

beauties thus displayed the heath cock

is a handsome fellow, but seems bizarre

and unbirdlike to human eyes.

The booming or "tooting" sound is

])rodueed, not when the air is expelled

from the sacs, but while they are swell-

ing, and stops then until they have

been more or less detiat^'d. Jt is not so

deep and resonant as is that produced

by the prairie chicken, and never re-

sembles "the distant croaking of bull-

frogs or the grunting of buifaloes,"

resemblances which Xuttall ascribes to

the booming of the prairie chicken. It

may lie likened to the soughing of the

wind, or the noise produced l)y l)lowing

gently into a small bottle or phial, but

is more musical. It is commonly a

double iroo'-doo. or at times a triple

oo-no'-inn). with tlic accent on the sec-

itnd sNJlable and all on the same pitch.

Tliere is no ))erce|it ibie linal falling in-

flection, but it ends in the air like a

Scotch ballad. Harely the last note

comes on a lower ))itch than the others,

and a few birds sound a deeper tone all

through it. but most of them maintain

the same pitch, ami when forty or fifty

are engaged in tbc dance a tjreat vol-

ume of sound is produced lasting al-

most continuously for two hours or

more. It has something of the quality

of the subdued and distant echo of

many medium pitched steam whistles.

Above this can be heard a medley of

vocal notes, some like the squeal of a

frightened rabbit, some regular war

whoops, such as ivoooiv or waugh, others

flatter, snarling calls given when two

males are facing each other. There are

numy cackling and laughing sounds,

some resembling those emitted by gulls,

others those given, by barnyard fowls.

There are queer clucking and chuckling

noises. The conversational character

of some of these sounds recalls similar

notes heard in more subdued tones

from a flock of bobwhites. There are

others resembling the whine of a puppy

and one of the calls of a jay. Cooing

also is heard, but no billing is seen.

When close at band the cries are more

striking than the continued chorus of

the ''tooting," but at a distance of a

mile or more, where the booming was

plainlv audii)le. only (me of the louder

vocal c;ills could be lieai'd.

The males danced much of the time

while producing these sounds. The
28;5
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dance reminds one of similar perform-

ances by Indians. The bird bows or

leans forward with muscles tense and

rigid, lifting the feet stiffly but quickly

and striking them down hard and very

fast upon the ground, so that the sound

may be heard for rods. Sometimes he

stands in his place while dancing or

merely wheels a little to right or left.

Again he runs forward five ox ten feet,

or makes short rushes around the fe-

male in segments equaling about one

third of a circle, sometimes circling her

in three or four runs, but never seem-

ing to approach very near her. I have

never seen one caress or molest a fe-

male during these mating antics. How
the hap]\v pair perform when finally

mated no one seems to know. The
dancing is accelerated at the end until

it somewhat resembles the quick tap-

ping of a muffled drum, ending in a

roll. This rapid stamping causes the

whole body and especially the wings to

quiver in unison with the drumming
feet. The roll of the drumming can be

heard continuously as it mingles with

other sounds of the dance, but two

hundred yards away it is inaudible.

While dancing the male keeps the sacs

and the combs over his eyes more or

less distended, but in the "tooting"

which usually precedes or follows the

dance the sacs are fully inflated. They
swell with each toot or syllable and con-

tract more or less between each. I

watched four birds perform thus at dis-

tances varying from five to eight feet.

Audubon, experimenting with the

prairie chicken, found that the bird

could not produce the sound if the sacs

were punctured. Evidently it is emitted

in some wav during the intake of the

air.

Sometimes a male seems to challenge

all creation by flying up a few feet,

cackling meanwhile, and turning to

different points of the compass so that

upon alighting he faces in another di-

rection from that in which he started.

Two males sometimes, after posturing.

dancing, and blowing on the way,

charge toward each other for many
rods as if urged by the frenzy of battle,

and then squat on the ground facing

each other, open their beaks, and utter

a variety of cries, as if trying to intimi-

date each other or to muster up suf-

ficient courage to fight. Sometimes one

turns and runs away, or backs off, or

they may fly at each other like domestic

cocks, or one may leap over his oppo-

nent, or they nn^y even flutter up a few

feet in actual combat, but I never saw

blood spilled in any of these con-

tests. Often they strut, dance, and toot

without even offering to fight. Withal

there is great excitement, constant

sound and motion, each bird acting "as

the spirit moves," and performing his

part with ludicrous seriousness and

self-importance. In the midst of all

this commotion the females move about,

calm and cool, apparently interested

only in looking for something good to

eat. Indeed they seem so unconcerned

and indolent as to squat or lie down to

eat corn rather than take the trouble to

reach down and pick it up.

As night comes on the birds become

more quiet and gradually steal away

into the shades. It is remarkable how
quickly and silently they can disappear

in case of an alarm. They can hide in

stubble where it would seem difficult to

conceal a mouse, but if flushed they fly

swiftly, fluttering and sailing much
after the manner of a meadow lark. In

this way they can quickly cover a mile.

A flock of fifty birds thus speeding

across country is an inspiring sight.

The nest of the heath hen is made on

the ground, sometimes at the base of a

stump, often among sprouts or bushes.

From six to twelve or thirteen eggs are

laid, buff in color and unmarked.

When the downy young are hatched

they are ready to follow the mother

within a few hours, and she broods

them under her Avings wherever night

overtakes her. They frequent dry and

sandy plains and never have been seen
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to go to the water to drink or bathe.

Probably thev get wliat moist \ire they

need from their food or from tlie dew

or rain, but captive birds have l)et'ii

known to take walfr supiilii'il to them.

l)iii'ing tile liottci- paiM of the day ihi'V

seek ihi>ting placc> in ilic di-y sand

ah)ng the roads, whci-c ihcy wallow and

work the dust into their plumage. They

feed upon green vegetation, such as

grass, buds, clover and alfalfa, also on

berries, acorns, grain, ucimI seeds and

insects. Tliey seem to roost on the

ground or in low shrubbery, but some-

times alight on ti-ecs. fences, and build-

ings.

There are sevei-al historical legends

regarding the heath hen thai have been

jiassed along down the years and may
have some foundation in fact. Ai)j)ar-

eiitly it was a common bird in (>arly

colonial times on the sites of some of

the largest cities of the Atlantic sea-

board. DeVries and ilegapolensis

speak of it as common where Xew York
City and Alljany now stand. Nuttall,^

writing of the bird in ISo'?, asserts that

according to (Jovernor Winthrop the

species was once so common on the "an-

cient bushy site of Boston, that labor-

ing people or servants stipulated with

their employers not to have the heath

hen brought to table oftener than a few

times in the week I"

In 1834, when the legislature of

^[assachusetts enacted a law for the

protection of this fowl, it is said that

the printer made a slight typographical

' Xuttall, Thomas, Manual of the Ornithology of

the United States and of Canada. The Land
Birds, 1832, p. 662.

erroi- ;iiid that the document as printed

appeared oil the desks of the astonished

members with the following title: "A
Hill foi' the I'rolection of the Heathen
of Martlia".- X'iiieyard."

In it> liiial refuge the heath hen
lias the aihantage of thick shrubby

coxcr and W-w enemies. The chief of

these, the domestic cat and certain

hawks, are kept down to some extent by

the guardians of the reservation. There
are now few if any foxes, skunks, or

raccoons on the Vineyard, and minks
are i-are. Therefore the species has a

better chance to increase on the island

tban on any area of similar size on the

mainland. If it becomes numerous
there again in the near futuiv, there is

a region on Cape Cod similar in soil

and vegetation to the plains of Martha's

Vineyard, where surplus birds may be

introduced and protected until the

species again becomes established in its

original habitat.

The future of the heath hen depends

upon the treatment accorded it by the

people of Massachusetts. If the game
olificials of the commonwealth are worthy

of the trust reposed in them, if the peo-

ple can be taught to refrain from slaugh-

tering these birds, this remarkable spe-

cies may be reintroduced into many of

its old haunts in the New England and

the Middle States. Otherwise, it will

not be long ere the last individual of a

vanishing race will see its last day fade

and die over the hills of its island

home, and another species will have

joined the long list of those that are no

more.



Museum Documents and Modern Costume'

By .M. I). C. (' R A W F O K D

WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY CLARK WISSLER

Art museums are places where the various art products of the historic nations are pre-

served for the inspiration and instruction of our artists. But the nonhistorie peoples of

the world also produced art objects which are exhibited in the anthropological collections of

museums dealing with the natural history of man. The primary object in preserving these

examples of primitive art is to instruct us as to the older forms of man's culture traits.

We know that the facts of primitive culture are worth while because they inspire and

broaden our outlook upon life. But primitive art is nevertheless art and often extremely

good art. The readers of this Journal are aware that textile artists have but recently

discovered these primitive art collections and drawn from them the greatest inspiration.

What they found was a great wealth of originality. Yet textile art is seldom a thing of

itself, usually being a mere phase of personal adornment, as costuming. We often think of

primitive folk as the unclothed, but that is a matter of definition. The facts are that they

give a great deal of attention to costume and body ornamentation, and wherever textile

arts flourish these are employed for the embellishment of costume. The American Museum
collections contain many examples of primitive costume designing that have artistic merit.

Their strong point is their originality. Hence, it is not strange that the costume designers

of our day find these collections an unfailing source of inspiration. All this suggests the

great potential value of a systematic Tuuseum collection of primitive arts and the justifica-

tion of the space and energy that have been given to such exhibitions. But, in particular,

this article upon costume designing in the Museum indicates how the movement for a new

American textile and costume art has progressed, a movement which originated in New
York City and which centers around the American Museum.

—

Clark Wissler.

1

jST one sense, this is frankly a fash- practical demonstration of a very im-

ion article. It deals with practical, portant development in the costume

modern costumes that have been industry in America,

passed upon, executed, and placed on x4bove and beyond the artistic merit

the market by experts. It shows not of these costumes, however, tliey illus-

only some work of young artists, but trate in a definite manner a very im-

expresses as well the ripened judgment ])ortant feature of the educational

of professional designers and buyers. possibilities and public usefulness of

For the sake of comparison, the illus- the American ]\Iuseum. Every single

trations include a wide range of cos- garment in the collection was founded

tume types, and the specialists who on a specimen in the collections of this

have contributed are among the leaders Museum. In certain instances, the in-

in their profession. In examining the spiration is perhaps difficult to trace,

illustrations, it must be remembered but in others it is quite obvious. These

that this article deals neither with a garments represent the first fruits of

theory nor with a promise of the fu- what I may term "creative research" by

ture, but with an accomplished com- the American costume industry. The

mercial fact. It is intended as a documents in the Museum were studied

' The sketches which accompany this article were made by Harriet Meserole, Ruth Reeves Olds, and
Sylverna Prior and are among the results of a campaign for the improvement of commercial design both

in fabrics and costumes in America conducted by Women's Wear during the last three years. In my
position as design editor of this publication, I have found of inestimable value the documents in the

collections of the American Museum and in its library. The actual work in the Museum with individuals

and in talks to groups of artists has been supplemented by the publication of designs and articles in

Women's Wear, and I take this occasion to say that the debt the American costume and fabric industries

owe to the American Museum of Xatural History is immense.—The Author.
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EXAMPLE OF MODERN DESIGN FROM MUSEUM DOCUMENT

A house coat of silk duvetyn, decorated with hand embroidery and trimmed with fur. This

costume was designed by Miss Jesse Franklin Turner, of Bon wit Teller d- Co., from a Koryak
fur coat in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History.

The color plate was donated by Bonuit Teller &" Co.





DESIGNS SUGGESTED BY INDIAN DOCUMENTS
At the left, a dinner jjow n, or negligee, embroidered in wool. The method of connecting

the ends of the belt was suggested by girdles from the Goajiro Indians, in the Museum's col-

lections from northern Coloml)ia. and the decoration was inspired by a study of North American
Indian collections. Cimrtcs}! of Bonirii Ti'ller it- (Jo.

At the right, a black satin evening gown with silken and bead tassels. The idea of the

tassels owes its origin to the buckskin thongs that hang from a Dakota Indian costume. Cour-

tesy of Edward L. Mayer.

1287
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In a gown of her own designing.—A class of

advanced students in Teachers College, Columbia

University, under Miss Ruth Wilmot, instructor of

costume design, has created many modern gar-

ments along lines of form and decoration suggested

by a study of specimens in the American Museum.

The success of Miss Wilmot's work is attested by

the fact that most of these garments have found

ready sale among professional designers

with the view of applying ideas, either

in decoration or in line, to modern cos-

tumes. Instead of the usual method of

importing modern foreign costumes

(themselves based, generall}^ on for-

eign museum collections), our design-

ers, familiar with the practical needs of

today, have gone direct to original

documents for their inspiration. The

work, therefore, marks one of the most

important movements in the develop-

ment of a truly American type of in-

dustrial art.

Last year I described in the Journtal

a similar development among the fab-

ric designers in this city. It may not be

out of place to note that this work has

continued steadily, that the results

have been not only artistically but also

commercially successful. Many of the

most interesting designs in printed silks

and cottons now on the market owe

their origin to some specimen in the

American Museum. Not a day passes

l)ut I see some textile design either

worn in a garment or on display in a

shop window that owes its origin to

museum inspiration. Thus the Mu-
seum has been responsible not only for

commercial prosperity but also, by the

character of the designs, for an im-

provement in national taste.

In spite of the importance justly

attached to fabric decoration, costume

designing is of more vital moment.

The problems of the costume artist

(()ni])rehend not only surface decora-

tion, but color combinations, use of

ornament, the general outline or sil-

houette, and a knowledge of the mass

psychology of woman. The perfect

artist in dress must have not only some

of the feeling of the painter, but also

of the sculptor, and added to this rare

combination, a vision suflficient to

judge the general feeling of women at

least six months in advance.

One lesson we have learned from the

war is the necessity for cooperation. The
development of our natural resources,

the proper expression of our national

life, rest upon the perfect cooperation

and coordination of our physical and in-

tellectual powers. The basis of modern

life is a perfectly regulated industrial

system. If we are to endure as a great

power, if we are to hold and advance

our place among the great democracies,

we must employ not only the skill and
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vision of the scientist. l)ut the knowl-

edge of the schohu" also niid the feeling

of the artist as well, l^ui it is not

etlieieney alone that we need : we nmst

hriiig hack to modern indiisti'v as far

as possihle the pei'sonnl intei'est that

was in the ancient hand ci-ari>. WC
niii>t inciii'jiorate in nm- industrial art

the charm and enthusiasm of other

days.

It is not ditlienlt to understand how
important a part our great museums
and lihraries must ])lay in the proper

indu>ti'ial e\]iression of art. They are

for the artist inexhanst ihle nunes of

suggestion. The art of each peoi)le and

age is an evolution from some former

type. The artist, especially the decoi-a-

tive artist, is concerned not alone with

purely original creation, hut with the

inspired selection of certain ideas and

motives of ancient origin that may have

a fresh significance for his own time

and people. The scientist and the

spirit. 'I'liey rellect in .-implicity and

suhdned oi-nament the I'eaction of our

womanhood to the grave responsibilities

and ])i-ohlenis of the hour. The super-

hcial and the ostentatious have been al-

ino>l eliminated, and yet all the appeal

and chai'in of brighter days retained

_iind eidiaiiceiL 'I'he common sense and
iiner feelings of American women have

resisted every effort to put them into

drab uniforms. Had it been otherwise,

we should have lost a wonderful charm
fi'oni our li\cs. Whatevei- our subse-

((ueiii experience, almost our first im-

j)ression of color comes to us through

costumes. And there are great num-
l)ers of people whose only art education

is derived from faljrics and dress. If

we exhibit in our museums the textiles

and the garments of former ages, if we
pro])ei-ly regard them as objects of art

worthy of comparison with the can-

vases and marbles of the masters, we
must admit that modern fabrics and

scholar study the past, reject what is of costumes (if they are up to the proper

no avail or is false, and Iniild upon the standard) are worthy of consideration

refined residue our modern science and with contemporaneous art productions,

literature. Elimination and acceptance In every age that expressed an art

are of equal importance. So must

the artist sift the artistic heritage

of the past and salvage what is

beautiful and appropriate for his

own time.

The spirit that has guided Amer-
ica in this titanic struggle for

democracy has enriched beyond

estimate or appraisal our spiritual

lives. The burdens and sacrifices

that we have l«)rne with pride and

willingness, the splendid ideals for

which we strive, have added a dig-

nity and a feeling to our national

life tliat must find expression in

every phase of our physical and in-

tellectual existence. We may con-

fidently expect that the great in-

dustrial changes going on about

us will be accompanied by a revival

in art and literature. The yoke and the knotted ribbons on the right side

11T^,^„„' ^^„i,,„, „, „,. Ai „ i2 i of this wiiite silk tailor-made blouse were taken fromW omen s costumes are tlie nrst „ ^ ,, „ ,r • n .• r^a Korean blouse in tlie Museum s collections, tour-
objects to feel the effect of this new tesy of Edivanl L. Mayer
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worthy of the name, its influence was

felt in even the most commonplace ob-

ject. The real masters of form and

color drcM^ no snobbish divisional line

between the so-called "fine" and "ap-

plied" arts. T'he definition of the word

"artist" should be: "an individual bv

whose mind and hands beauty is im-

parted to any object." The method of

execiition, the mediums of expression,

are of minor importance. If we con-

sider a Peruvian poncho, a Sioux war

shirt, or a Soudanese burnous as works

of art, it is but fair to give to the prod-

uct of our costume artists of today

(when it merits the distinction) the

same consideration. Antiquity, no

doubt, has a charm and an interest

apart from any other attribute, but it

should not be the sole factor that de-

termines the merit of artistic expres-

sion.

The costumes shown in this article

are the work of five individuals,— Miss

Euth Wilmot, instructor of costume de-

sign in Teachers College, Columbia

University; Miss Mary Walls, of John

Wanamaker's; Miss Jesse Franklin

Turner, of Bonwit Teller & Co.; Mr.

Max Meyer, of A. Beller & Co.; and

:\lr. Edward L. Mayer.

Last fall Miss Wilmot brought a

small group of advanced pupils to the

American Museum to study certain

primitive costumes. As a part of their

regular class work they created from

these suggestions modern garments.

When the garments were ready, ^liss

Wilmot asked me to show them for

criticism to a professional jury. Miss

Turner, Miss Walls, and Mr. Edward

L. Maver were good enough to come to

the Museum one evening and offer sug-

gestions on the work submitted. It is

surely a splendid endorsement of Miss

Wilmot's effort that Miss Walls and

Miss Turner bought from her class vir-

tually all the garments shown. It also

proves to students of costume design

the practical value of museum research.

Miss Mary Walls, of John Wana-

maker's, has long been interested in the

development of native talent in costum-

ing. About six months ago she invited

a number of young artists to meet her

at luncheon to plan for a practical ex-

hibition of their work in her depart-

ment. Most of these young people have

been constant students of the costumes

in the American Museum and have at-

tended a number of informal talks

there on the subject of the application

of primitive designs to modern cos-

tumes and fabrics. Some of the cos-

tumes that resulted from this interest-

ing cooperation are illustrated in this

article.

Miss Jesse Turner, of Bonwit Teller

& Co., is a most conscientious and ap-

preciative student of the costume col-

lections in the Museum. With the

assistance of independent artists and

her own capable staff, she has created

many beautiful modern garments from

ideas developed through this study.

The type of garment she creates makes

it possible for her to follow the docu-

ments as closely as her taste and experi-

ence suggest. For a number of years

Miss Turner has traveled in the Orient,

studying primitive costumes in their

native environment. Her wide experi-

ence in creative research qualifies her

to appreciate the artistic and profes-

sional value of the Museum collections.

Mr. Edward L. Mayer and Mr. Max
Meyer are wholesale manufacturers of

exclusive costumes. Their creations no

doubt are worn by many readers of this

Joi'RXAL, but have passed unidentified

through the hands of some retailer, spe-

cialty shop, or dressmaker. Men of

their standing in Paris wou.ld have re-

ceived public recognition long ago, but

unfortunately in America there has

survived a faint prejudice in favor of

imported goods. Where this prejudice

is expressive of superior merit, it is of

course quite proper, but the very words

"imported" and "domestic" have been

distorted from their true meanings and

have come to infer excellence and lack



DECORATION OF AFRICAN ORIGIN
A negligee executed in wistaria velvet, the design being produced with wool embroidery

in multiple harmonious colors. It was developed from a garment in the African collection of

the American Museum, the decoration being virtually the same but the silhouette somewhat
modified. Courtfiin of Bonn'it Ti'Ui'f <t; Co.
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of exeollenee. All rMir-niiiidod ])c()|)l('

will a^iTCO with me that tlu' intrinsic

merit of tlir ])r()(hict imis t hciiisclvcs

should bi' eoiisidci'cil. i-allicr than the

>:voti-ra])liieal location of mann fact urc

It' the professional rc|Mitalion ihal these

two ii'entlenicn onjoy \\a> pas^'d on to

the ]iuhlic. it would lie iioi didy a lit-

tiii,i;' I'ewafd for I heir years of patient

ert'oi't. lull al-o an encouraii'enient to

otiier art ists in the same Held.

In all forms of decorative art today,

there is I'videnco of hiii'lier standards.

The puhlie taste has advam-ed diirinii-

the ]iast di'caik' in an iiiimistakahle

manner. \o doubt the great prosper-

ity in .\merica, the more settled eco-

nomic conditions, the diffusion of art

education among the people, have all

contributed to this condition. The in-

thieiice of art schools all over the coun-

try is making itself felt in the public's

heightened appreciation of what is

really fine in decoration. That there is

still a great work ahead of us— that

many of the methods of teaching need

modification and amplification— does

not alter the fact that propaganda of a

highly important character has been

spread abroad. We should lay more
stress on practical craft work ; we must
accord to our native talent the recogni-

tion w'e so freely yield to foreign ar-

tists; and, lastly, we must make ample

provision for training artists to our

industrial problems and ensure to them
legal protection for their ideas.

The Museum's share in this broad

]U'oblem is a very important one. Its

public halls are a constant influence

toward good taste; and the facilities it

offers to specialists for research, enrich

bevond estimate our industrial arts.

Space does not ])ernnt a detailed discus-

sion of this latter phase, but perhaps a

condensed statement of some remarks

that are ciuistantly connng to my ears

nia\' not lie out of plai-e. l-'abi'ic de-

signei's and eosluniei's of prominence

are simply astounded at the wealth of

suggestion that the collections offer to

them. I (piote from a letter recently

i'ecei\cd fi'om Mr. Edward L. Mayer:

\\'e ha\(' fiumd its collections full of

inspiration, and it a storehouse of deco-

rative detail. .\ sympathetic apprecia-

tion backed l)y an adequate technique

should make it an active influence in

ours as in all the arts and crafts." This

is but one example of many I might
(|Uote. Secoiul oidy to the artistic value

of the documents themsodves is their

accessibility. The freedom from red

tape, the constant interest and assis-

tance of the scientific staff of the in-

stitution, are matters of the highest

praise.

The problems of the fabric and cos-

tume designer are many-sided. Success

in either of these professions requires

special training and a special view-

point. But however intricate the ques-

tion becomes, each fresh creation must

be based on some suggestion or idea,

and the Museum collections (open as

they are and free from all unnecessary

restrictions) offer a wonderful field for

research of thi.s character. The Avork

has grown so rapidly and has entered

into so many different phases that it

is impossible to keep trace of the results

any longer. But it is not too much to

say that the American Museum is a

full generation ahead of the other

forces that are working for good deco-

ration in this country.





"Competition of the Centuries"

}\y L. P. G K A T A C A P

A nature wise

With u-atching from the dim verge of the time

iriidt tilings to be are visible in the gleams

TJirown fnnrard on them from the luminous past.—Lowell.

The Journal publishes on succeeding pages many words of appreciation and praise of the late

L. P. Gratacap, but it could publish nothing about him which would stand as so powerful a revelation

of character and so forceful a memorial as his own words quoted below. They are taken from a speech

delivered at the Annual Dinner of the Associate Alumni of the College of the City- of New York, in

1901, almost two decades ago, yet, in many ways, might well have been said today. It is a privilege to

present them here.

—

The Editor.

A moment ago I uttered the word years,

and as the vibrations of the sound passed

from my lips through this intervening space

of air, touched the delicate tympana of your

organs of hearing, and awoke motions that

were communicated to the reportorial activ-

ity of that group of bones which Professor

Draper insisted should appear on our exam-

ination papers in physiology, and passing by

filamentous nerves reached the receiving

brain, and there stirred the conscious mind,

what fancies, what regrets, and among the

younger members of us, what tumultuous

anticipations, did it not arouse!

I know the subject of years is a delicate

one. We have grown accustomed to believe

that the fear of age, and especially of its

confession, is a feminine foible, but I have

noticed in a lifetime, not altogether unob-

servant, that it is also a masculine weakness,

usually met with masculine intrepidity in

the form of an unmitigated lie. For my
own part, and speaking in the confidence of

post-prandial satiety, I think I can say in

all frankness that I no longer feel any ti-

midity about the confession of my years. I

have passed that transition period when I

viewed with apprehension my increasing

grayness and the widening of my tonsure,

and when I indulged in an imaginative

struggle still to retain a despairing clutch

upon tliat part of my life I had called my
youth. Now resignation, filtering down

through all the porous and susceptible sur-

faces of prevarication, has so hardened me
that I can meet with equal coolness and

equanimity the inquisitorial needs of the

polling clerk and the gentle importunity ot

the census man.

But years are not simply matters of per-

sonal reflection. Years are those chrono-

logical atoms which build up the centuries,

those temporal molecules whose incessant

repetition fills out the everlasting voids of

time. Behind us is that vast accumulation

of mounds we call the nineteenth century;

and even while I am speaking, the ticking

of the clock and the infallible motions of

the stars are forming the outlines of a new

era.

We are to be the witnesses of the "Com-

petition of the Centuries," and some here

may survive long enough to be the arbiters

of the supremacy of one or the other. It

seems to me that men of my years who are

not so young as to seek self-immolation in

the membership of a football team, nor so

old as to consign their physical activities

to the discretion and dispensations of a doc-

tor, may hope, as they have seen the achieve-

ments of the nineteenth century, ... to

be able to determine the motions and mean-

ing of the twentieth. Certainly we all, at

299
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present, on the 26th of January, 1901, be-

long to the nineteenth century, and as we
look back upon it, how great it appears!

Prom those first years when Napoleon, with

avenging violence, stepped out upon the

plains of Europe and smote its traditionary

monarchies to dust and shame ; from those

early days when Dalton, with painstaking

and scrutinizing care, devised the theory of

atoms, which today solves the mystery of

chemical mechanics; from that young dec-

ade when Channing brought to the pages

of the Old Testament the spirit of reconcil-

ing grace, how there has swept through it

from end to end the antiseptic winds of

thought, cleansing from out the crannies of

its civilization the miasmas of superstition

and the hideous contagions of fear.

If with one word we should attempt to

characterize the spirit and the results of

this age, that word would be Knowledge.

In chemistry, from the first crude begin-

nings of analysis through the successive dis-

coveries of more perfect methods, the splen-

did speculations upon the differentiated

cycles of the elements, to these days of rapid

industrial improvement, when in every ave-

nue of manufacture the beaker glass and the

balance of the chemist determine the force

and feasibility of each new investment of

capital, how astounding has been the prog-

ress of knowledge

!

The new elements, the new views on the

composition of compounds, the new com-

pounds themselves, the subtlety of those

processes of inspection by which the air we
breathe is split up into new and precarious

parts, are all contributions to the vast and
overwhelming depositories of knowledge.

In geography, we have pierced the secret

places of the world, are engaged in ransack-

ing to their furthest limits their territorial

secrets, have even consolidated the Powers
in a mutual contract of plunder upon all

their available resources. In astronomy,

the terrifying abysses of space have re-

sponded to the occult touches of photog-

raphy. In medicine, the scenic splendor of

a complete reversion of the ghastly armies

of torture and shameless pain has unrolled

before our eyes its transforming tableaux.

Knowledge in this regard has entered our

daily lives, and taught us to walk with dry

feet, and warm bodies, and renovated lungs.

In natural science, the endless series of

the creations of iiature have gone already

into card catalogues, and even the story of

creation itself stares every schoolboy in the

face.

In mechanics, invention, which is applied

knowledge, has made the work-a-day world

a vast concatenation of boilers and pistons,

cogs and levers. In physics, we are enter-

ing upon deep and far-reaching schemes of

thought and application, and by night our

earth rolls through space, an orb bathed in

the glory of its own radiance.

In business, knowledge has taught us our

selfish interests, and great combinations of

capital spread their titanic webs in silence

where once the inarticulate clamor of con-

test spread panic in the commercial agen-

cies, and filled the sheriff 's office with fees.

Not indeed that this portentous silence

seems altogether healthful or auspicious, but

it is one form of that knowledge which

rises everywhere, like an effluence of the hu-

man mind, from the nineteenth century. In

war, knowledge has taught us the economy

of slaughter, and we may soon expect that

conflicting generals will play whist with

each other over telephone wires while their

fighting machines effect the necessary

amount of carnage in an adjoining field,

and the interested taxpayers wait for the

results in the evening's extras.

Knowledge—I trust I speak with respect

—^has entered the pulpit, and in that unac-

customed citadel has added a new virtue to

the church. But why epigrammatize longer?

Every day the papers are engaged in prov-

ing to us the pertinacious fact that in the

nineteenth century the human mind has

striven with unabated and reckless energy

to drive out mystery from the world, to

dissect the unknown, and to nail upon the

pillars of the temples, "All are free."

But let us not be deceived by our en-

thusiasm for an unrealized ideal. Mystery

yet remains, the unknown, yet unabashed,

sits in the nectar-sprayed corolla of every

flower, and you and I, the protagonists of

libertj', yet limp with shackled minds, and

beneath the firm glance of defiant hope

carry the quivering lip of suspense and

doubt.

With all our laboriously gathered facts,

we still fail to touch the hidden recess in

which sits the supreme fact. With all our

multitudinous books, we fail intelligently to

display the Essence, or should I say the

Entity, of whicli all facts are but the ex-
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piTssion aud syinptuni. With all our inter-

minable analyses, refined to the intense cir-

cumscription of microscopic areas, we fail

to put the noodle point of our objective upon

the ox(|uisite pulse of Ufi' itself. . . .

Wo cannot certainly say what is nuittor,

or what is onory:y; and when we turn to

th(> batllinir 2)rol)lom of the conversion of

atomic motion into mind, we fiiul the Ari-

adne thread of research suddenly cut short.

But leaving scientific or philosophical enig

mas aside, and looking at this great worM

as human beings endowed with supernatural

ambitions, how clear, or luminously full of

purpose does it seem. See this phantasma-

goric earth, its wars, its fan\ines, its pesti-

lences, and its bewildering obstructions!

Read its history, the unintormittont strugi^le,

the sacrifice of the individual, the under-

lying untold tragedies of millions of work-

ers, the subterfuges of vanity, the deceits of

greed, the mockery of pretension, the hurly-

burly of doing and undoing, of everlast-

ingly getting there and never getting there.

It may be one increasing purpose runs with

the process of the suns, but is its vindication

very clear, or is it at all merciful?

Now is it possible that the twentieth cen-

tury will supersede all competition by bring-

ing revelation to fix and justify knowledge?

Can it be imagined that a voice, a touch, a

presence, outside of human effort, or study,

or sentiment, will illuminate it with a trans-

figuring message, shall insert the rectifying

key into the run-down machinery of our

common faith and bring to some proper

plane of realization the present helplessness

of our songs and our psalms?

Let us be honest. The reading over of

impossible statistics does not constitute the

highest form of elation. The building up

of more and more unwieldy encyclopedias is

all right, but if there is no confirming and

conforming progress in the social fabric, . . .

they are all wrong. I do not wish to par-

ticularize. I would not dare to lift a sig-

iiilicMiit tinker at the p!()l)loins you are ham-

mering at today here in New York. We all

know the woild niDM's; that sanitation and

cheap riotliing and department stores have

alle\iated the domestic burden and covered

the nakediu>ss of man. . . .

But, my friends, the spiritual sense of man
is dying. Will the twentieth century light

again its consuming fires? It is not neces-

sary to ask for fanaticism. How often we
pinch (lurselves to find out whether we be-

lieve in aiiytliiiig at all.

Hut our spiiitual sense will not endure a

prolonged famine. Behind a sentiment there

nuist 1)0 the overmastering touch of reality.

Lot me speak boldly, even at this convivial

feast. The message of Christ needs today

re-enforcement, re-establishment, re-inearna-

tion ! Will the twentieth century bring it?

Let us hail it in that hope; let us trust in it

with that faith, and watch with expectant

eyes for the light that never was on sea or

shore, and listen with straining ears for the

voice that shall revive the souls of men.

May it not be that at the end of the twen-

tieth century our desolate humanity, pros-

trate upon the ruined throne of its high

hopes, prostrate upon a grave of buried as-

pirations, prostrate upon the broken staff

of an alluring but deceptive faith, shall lift

its tear-stricken eyes into that unriven sky,

that pitiless and voiceless azure, that can-

opy of stars, in whose obscure depths not

even the plummet of the inerrant telescope

has ever yet found the vanishing threshold

of any Heaven, and cry out, Eli, Eli,

lam a sa hachtha n i ?

No! No! Rather may it be that celestial

voices shall re-awaken the orphic vision of

man 's supersensual destiny, and with new

promises, and new premonitions, quicken the

recognition of the divinity within him, and

outside of creed or dogma, or book, or bell,

or candle, bring upon the earth the apoca-

lyptic glory of peace and righteousness and

life!



Biographical Sketch of the Late L. P. Gratacap

By GEORGE FREDERICK K U N Z

President of the New York Mineralogical Club

THE late curator of mineralogy at

the American Museum of Natural

History, Mr. Louis Pope Gratacap,

was born at Gowanus, Long Island, on No-

vember 1, 1851. He was of English and

French ancestry. He received his education

in the schools of New York City and was

graduated in 1869 from the College of the

City of New York. After a year in the

General Theological Seminary, he entered

the Columbia School of Mines, from which

he was graduated in 1876. Thereafter he

devoted his life to scientific and literary

pursuits. He came to the American Mu-

seum of Natural History (then in the Ar-

senal Building in Central Park) in 1876, and

was appointed assistant curator in mineral-

ogy in 1880, curator of the department of

mineralogy in 1909, and curator of Mollusca

in the same year. He was a fellow of the

American Association for the Advancement

of Science and a member of the Society of

Naturalists of New York City, as well as

assistant general of the Natural Science

Association of Staten Island.

In the death of Mr. Gratacap, on Decem-

ber 19, 1917, the American Museum of

Natural History lost one of its most valued

officers. Earnestly devoted to the study of

mineralogy, Mr. Gratacap combined to an

unusual degree a knowledge of minerals with

a happy faculty of making this knowledge

available for the benefit of the many stu-

dents attracted to the Museum by its splen-

did collections. The work he accomplished

in the cause of public education and in the

diffusion of a love for mineralogy scarcely

can be overestimated.

]Mr. Gratacap was a pupil of Dr. Thomas
Egleston i-—one of his most notable students.

He was preeminently a "curator," and the

' Dr. Thomas Egleston was professor of min-
eralogy at Columbia University and founder of

the School of Mines of that institution opened
in 1864. He was an American but had studied

in the Ecole des Mines of Paris. He elaborated

for the New York school the system of installation

of collections which existed in the Ecole des Mines.
The impress of Dr. Egleston's work is distinguish-

able in many of the museums throughout the

United States, whose curators had been students
under him.
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mineralogical and precious stone collection of

the American Museum of Natural History,

as it stands today, is probably the best dis-

played collection in this country or abroad.

It is remarkable for its absolute cleanliness

and for its labeling, and for the evidence

of great attention given to specimens. Min-

erals require care not necessary in the case

of many other exhibits, for a single hard

touch may mean the permanent injury of a

specimen and may result in the displacement

of a brittle crystal, such as of sulphur, cin-

nabar, or wulfenite. With the work that

his position involved, much of his time was
consumed, preventing him—as has been the

case with many other museum curators

—

from devoting the time to original work that

would have been possible if he had assumed

charge of a well-established collection rather

than of one in its formative period.

In addition to his special activity as

curator, Mr. Gratacap found time to write

a great number of valuable papers for sci-

entific journals on his favorite subject and
to compose several books of sterling merit,

in which may be noted a most happy blend-

ing of scientific accuracy and wise popu-

larity. Examples of the latter are his

"Geology of the City of New York" and

"Popular Guide to Minerals." Among the

many papers contributed to scientific jour-

nals, a group devoted to early museums in

New York City, and to the rules to be fol-

lowed in constructing and arranging a typi-

cal nmseum, is especially worthy of atten-

tion as embodying the study and experience

of one who had large practical knowledge

of this subject.

In his "Formative Museum Period," Mr.

Gratacap reminds us that "scientific activity

developed more slowly and was less encour-

aged in New York in the earlier years of this

[last] century than in its neighboring rival

cities, Boston and Philadelphia." This he

attributes, reasonably enough, to the pre-

dominant New Y''ork interest in mercantile

pursuits. In the decade prior to the estab-

lishment of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History, two societies, the New York
Academy of Sciences (founded in 1817 and
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since 187G called the Lvceuni) and the Tor-

rey Botanical Club (1870), "were the guar-

dians and shrines of the scientific life of the

city."

There are very many articles by ]\Ir. Grat-

acap treating ably a variety of themes. In

the Museum Guide Leaflet, he })asses in re-

view the princijial donations of minerals,

the Clarence S. Beinent collection, whidi con-

stituted the nucleus of the Museum "s niiner-

alogical display, and the Sjiang collection

acquired in 1801. An interesting pajjer is

that on the singular class of clay stones an<l

concretions which occur in clay beds of re-

cent or Quaternary age. Devoted to a

study of certain aspects of plant life, is a

paper relating experiments on plants with

solutions of hydrochloric, nitric, suljthuric,

and carbolic acids. Certain fossils and traces

of extinct animals in the Triassic rocks at

Weehawken, New Jersey, furnish material

for another paper. An interesting study of

a very restricted area is that treating of

the flora and fauna of Central Park. The

important question of the "zoic maxima" of

fossils forms the subject of a paper in

which the irregular distribution of fossil re-

mains in the successive strata of fossilifer-

ous rocks is considered to depend upon

causes still in operation today.

In his "Palfeontological Speculations" Mr.

Gratacap recognizes the "valuable results se-

cured by surveys like that of New York in

the search for those variations whose accu-

mulated force ushers in new forms in the

life series, and by whose action on the or-

ganism as a whole a kinetic influence is es-

tablished in a new" direction." A more spe-

cial study in his favorite field of mineralogy

is that of a sjileudid calcite from Joplin,

Missouri. The fascinating aspects of far-

away Iceland in a geographical and niiner-

alogical direction are well presented in an

article "In and Around Iceland," the min-

erals being specially treated in another

paper which gives interesting details regard-

ing the calcite of Iceland, the famous "Ice-

land spar."

Endowed with an analytical mind, anil

having a wide scientific culture, Mr. Grata-

cap was a prolific writer. In addition to his

great amount of published material he has

left a considerable number of unpublished

manuscripts.

As a slight illustration of the high degree

of appreciation accorded to his character and

i<cliie\cnients liy those who long knew him,

we add here a t'cw items and extracts from

letters i-ecently sent to the writer.

|)r. Ix'oliert Aiibe, who was a member of

the City College (dass following, states that

Mr. Gratacap's classmates were most deej)ly

impressed by his oratorical abilities. Not

only his eloquence, but his deep, resonant,

and attractive voice compelled attention. He
had a very distingnished manner, especially

noticealiie in an undergraduate; and he was

admired and loved both by the members
of his own (lass and those of the class below

him. One could not fail to be impressed

with his seriousness of purpose.

Director Charles A. Colton, of the New-
ark Tecduiical School, writes that his ac-

(juaintance with Mr. Gratacap dates back to

the latter 's student days in the School of

Mines, when it was his privilege to be his

teacher in crystallography, blowpipe analysis,

and mineralogy. He was always a most care-

ful student, and "the surprise and pleasure

on his face the first time he obtained a

silver button in blowpipe analysis still lin-

gers in my memory. . . . His trip to Iceland

was a never ending source of pleasure to

him, and he would often entertain his

friends with reminisceuces, in that pleasing

modest way so characteristic of him."

The following testimony of Mr. Grata-

cap's classmate and best friend, Mr. Greorge

C. Lay, serves to explain the stimulating in-

fluence he exerted upon those who came in

contact with him, either as students of min-

eralogy or in social and friendly intercourse:

"Always of studious habits, wide reading

and much originality, he was not only a pro-

lific writer on scientific subjects, but was

also the author of several novels. Very early

in life he began a diary in which he recorded

his travels and the incidents of his life with

vivid and rich description. This grew to

many volumes. Possessed of an enthusiastic,

buoyant temperament, which in spite of all

the disappointments and cares of life made
him ever (dieerful and optimistic, he never

lost his intense interest in the struggles of

suffering humanity. He was remarkable in

his denu)cratic habits, always appearing to

put himself on an equality with those who

associated with him, however humble, with-

out loss of dignity, and his benefactions and

his ever ready sympathy, so characteristic of

his kind and genial soul, will long be re-

membered. Ho was gifted with a high sense
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of humor and as a conversationalist he was

almost unrivaled. No one could listen to

him without imbibing fresh and charming

impressions of life and without learning

something of interest, which he drew so

readily from his stores of learning and re-

search. His modesty, and in the latter years

his seclusion in his home life, i^revented him

from achieving phenomenal success as a lec-

turer, as would otherwise have been the case

;

for, gifted with a marvelous vocabulary and

flow of speech, he fascinated his auditors

by his voice and manner, by his wonderful

charm and originality of thought."

One who knew Mr. Gratacap as early as

his college years, Mr. Marcus Benjamin of

Washington, D. C, considers him to have

been an unusually able man, and gifted with

great versatility. He says: "He was very

modest and even diffident, and it may be

that his personality prevented a greater ap-

preciation of his real worth. As I look back

over the almost half century since I first

met him, I cannot but yield to him all honor

and praise for his achievements."

Mr. Julius Hyman, another old friend and

fellow student at City College, says of him:

"Louis P. Gratacap was a wonderful man. To

a superior intellectual ability he had added

the power and charm of a wide cultural de-

velopment. And yet withal he remained a

man—a simple human who liked humans and

liked to be with them. . . . By instinct and

habit he was a gentle-man. A noble courtesy

informed all his actions. . . . Endowed be-

yond the average with natural gifts, he was

modest and retiring to the point of diffi-

dence. ... He had a discerning mind and

ever kept his sense of proportion. He de-

spised sham and pretense. He paid homage

to merit. In his analysis of leaders of men,

in his books on pulilic affairs, he hastened to

point out the good in them, and to emphasize

the constructive side of their policies. . . .

He was a great American, and he loved

America greatly. He was for America first,

last, and all the time—that America that

was to prove the world's leaven. For him

America was the justification of history. It

was the leavening that would bring salvation

to the world. He used to say to me, 'Hyman,

America is the greatest experiment in de-

mocracy the world has ever seen. Ultimately

the world must come around to us. If we

go, then the world goes. ' . . .

"Louis P. Gratacap was an optimist. He

was perennially young. He had life-zest. He

lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow—and loved

to describe it in felicitous phrase. He was al-

ways enthusiastic—never downcast; his was

the Greek's en iheos, the 'god within.' . . .

He was of fine humor, at times almost boy-

ish in its quest. Goldberg's cartoons, with

their ingenious grotesqueries, would stir his

risibilities much. lie had a hearty infec-

tious laugh. He enjoyed a joke and could

tell a funny stoiy. And he did love con-

temporaneous life—the life of our cosmo-

politan New York. Of original native stock,

he met the more recent Americans with a

discerning eye and a mind of understanding.

' Where others saw but a motley crowd, he

saw the soul of man Itehind it. ' In old Trin-

ity 's churchyard, on that gentle southern

slope, just where the daily flood tide of

Broadway's bustling business men, clerks,

and jetsam swirls into that swift current

of bankers and brokers that comes rushing

out of Wall Street's commercial caiion, in

the very heart of that old New York he

loved so dearly, a true civis Novi Ehoraci,

he now lies in peaceful rest. ... * His

life was gentle, and the elements so mixed

in him, that Nature might stand up and say

to all the world, "This was a man." '
"

In a paper on Mr. Gratacap, read before

the Staten Island Association of Arts anil

Sciences, Mr. William T. Davis said:

"The versatility of the man, as his bibliog-

raphy will show when published, was quite

remarkable. As a lecturer he had few

equals, and his many ideas were not only

presented entertainingly, but also through

the medium of a remarkable vocabulary. It

is related that ex-Governor Benjamin B.

Odell, a guest at an alumni dinner, after

listening to Mr. Gratacap, turned to the

president of the occasion and remarked

:

'That man a cold scientist? Why, if he

went into public life, he would class with

orators like Joseph Choate and Horace Por-

ter.' But Mr. Gratacap did not care to

go into public life; he was a student, and

thought more of the quiet of his home,

where after the death of their j^arents, he

and his brother Thomas lived alone, except

for the servant. He lived only for his work

and for his friends. Very many can testify

to his kindly acts both in financial and other

aid."



The Tree of Saint Louis in the Forest

of Fontainebleau

By \V I I. L I A M A. .M l' K* K* I L L

Assistant Director of llio Xew York Hol:niicMl (iardi'ii

THE forest of Foiitainclilcaii, sittiati'd

about thirty-live miles east of Paris,

is the largest and moat lieautiful

tract of woodlaiul in France. Conspicuous

among its trees are splendid oaks and pines

and beeches, and the forest tloor is covered

here and there with dense undergrowths of

bracken fern. Where the soil is sandy and

water scarce, as at Franchard, i)icturesque

gorges and passes appear with rocks heajjcd

about in confusion and stretches of heather

with an occasional stunted juniper or skele-

ton of a dead tree, presenting the greatest

contrast to the subdued and attractive forest

depths.

While visiting Fontainebleau not long

ago, I was struck with the number of trees

bcai-ing the nani(>s of noted men. Most of

tiiese trees were oaks, named for Charle-

magne, Clovis, Francis I, Henry IV, and

others; but the one that attracted me most

was a beech called the Tree of Saint Louis.

Louis IX, or 8aint Louis, stood almost

alone among the kings of France for virtue

and piety. His piety was simple and fer-

\ent, his life frugal, honest, and chaste.

Tall, strong, keen-eyed, and sanguine, he

delighted in the dangers of the chase and
was calm and fearless in battle. The strife

of his early years and the disasters of his

crusading expeditions served only to develop

the sterling qualities inherited from his

mother, Blanche of Castile, and at the end

of his reign he was the first prince in Eu-

Sp^S£-,^t|r'
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rope, the exemplar of all that was best in

his age and the very ideal of a Christian

king. Under his just and beneficent rule

France enlarged her boundaries and made

great advances in learning and the arts.

The exquisite Sainte Chapelle, built by him

in 1245, may still be seen in Paris; in the

palace at Fontainebleau visitors are shown

the Salle de Saint Louis; and in the forest,

on a main road leading from the palace, is

this aged beech, the Tree of Saint Louis,

bearing many scars on its trunk and

branches from rough handling by wind and

weather, but apparently sound and healthy

still.

Under this tree the king and his court, a

large and brilliant company, assembled to

worship. The custom was especially in

vogue at the close of the seventeenth century

The Tree of Saint Louis (Louis IX) has added ring after ring

of wood slowly marking the years of all the centuries of French

history from about 1200 a.d. until today. The peasants of Fon-

tainebleau still hang crowns of beads upon the tree in memory of

the pious king whose name it bears

when Louis XIV created the royal and mili-

tary order of Saint Louis and designed a

medal bearing his image. This manner of

worship doubtless had its origin in druidism,

which was common among the Gauls in the

days of Julius Caesar. Druids were then

men of rank who practised mystic rites in

woody retreats and held the oak sacred,

esteeming everything that grew upon it a

special gift from heaven. Druidism re-

sembles oriental pantheism and is probably

connected with the ancient religion of the

fire worshipers in the plains of Persia,

where the plane tree was venerated. Why
the beech was chosen in this instance instead

of the oak it is impossible to determine with

certainty. I noticed, however, that the beech

is very abundant and very beautiful in this

part of the forest, that the region is level

and easy of access to parties

coming on horseback from the

castle, and that its distance,

as well as its attractiveness,

must have made it a very de-

sirable spot for ceremonies of

this kind.

The ornaments upon the

tree are crowns of beads

placed there by the peasants

of the neighborhood. After

the French Eevolution, such

homage to royalty was judged

illegal and forbidden, but the

descendants of the old ser-

vants who were driven from

the palace by the Revolutfdii

still cherish the ancient cus-

tom and come for miles dur-

ing the night with their trib-

utes to Saint Louis. These

crowns or wreaths of woven

beads are commonly used

upon graves and monuments.

The statue representing the

city of Strasbourg, in the

Place de la Concorde, has been

decorated with them continu-

ally since Strasbourg passed

into the hands of the Ger-

mans. They also constitute a

large part of the offerings of

lovers at the tomb of Abelard

and Heloise in Pere-La-

chaise.

The historic associations

connected with the forest and

castle of Fontainebleau are of
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peculiar interest ami cover a- large ami im-

portant part of French history. The forest

has been used from very early times as a

royal hunting ground. Importance was first

given to it by Louis VII, who, after return-

ing from a disastrous crusade, erected upon

the spot which the present palace occupies a

fortified castle in which he held his court.

He also dedicated there a chapel to Saint

Saturnin, which was consecrated by Thomas

Ti Becket, then a refugee in Franc(>.

While the earliest settlements were being

established in America, Louis XIII at Fon-

tainebleau was entering upon a career which,

with Richelieu 's help, was to lay the founda-

tion of the most glorious period in the his-

tory of France. Hither Henry IV had come

with Gabrielle d 'Estrees and later with

Queen Marie de Medicis, and here young

Louis was born and baptized, and from

Fontainebleau went forth to the early strug-

gles and successes of his long and eventful

reign.

Louis XIV. though born at Saint-Germain

and occupied with the construction of Ver-

sailles, still retained Fontainebleau as his

autunm residence, where he went to hunt and

to enjoy the exhibitions of new plays in-

tended for the French stage. It was here in

1085 that this tyrannical and bigoted mon-

arch signed away the rights of the Hugue-

nots granted to them nearly a century before

by Henry IV in the Edict of Nantes.

The marriage of Louis XV to Marie Le-

sczinska, of Poland, was celebrated at Fon-

tainebleau ; but the names of De Chateau-

roux, De Pompadour, and Du Barry, who
succeeded one another in the favor of the

king, have attracted more attention than

that of his Polish queen. It was a period

of license and of petty jealousies during

which Fontainebleau was the scene of many
personal and political intrigues. Sentimental

and unorthodox literature was also much in

vogue. Hither came the brilliant and ver-

satile Voltaire to see his plays produced;

and here Kousseau, after witnessing the

jihenomenal success of his "Le Devin du

Village," lost courage at the approach of his

presentation to the king and hurriedly left

the palace witho\it a farewell and without a

j)ensioii.

Tlie time-honor(Nl custom of spending the

autumn at Fontainebleau was continued by

T^ouis XVI and his queen, Marie Antoinette.

During these visits the king gave himself

over to the jileasures of the chase or worked

with his locks and bolts. The queen espe-

cially lookcij forward with delight to the

freedom and quiet and native beauty of a

forest unrestricted by the narrow boundaries

of Versailles and beyond the reach of its

cares.

The apartments of Napoleon I form an

attractive feature of the castle: a large part

of the garden, also, was laid out in the

English style under his direction. It was
during his residence at Fontainebleau that

N^apoleon willfully put away the Empress
Josephine for Maria Louisa; here he was
forced to sign his abdication of the throne

of France for the empire of Elba; and here,

in the Cour du Cheval-Blanc, he bade a

touching farewell to the soldiers of the Old

Guard, to greet them again on the same spot

upon his return from Elba the following

year.

And the Tree of Saint Louis has lived

through it all, defying time and change as

kings and centuries have passed; and, with

ring after ring, has slowly recorded the

years. Some rings have been thick, others

scanty; some even, others uneven. As it is

with the tree, so it has been with France:

there have been years of plenty and want,

of peace and war, of prosperity and adver-

sity in her history. It is to be hoped that

the peasants of Fontainebleau will not cease

to hang wreaths upon the tree while it lives,

or the French people cease to remember
what they owe to the good and wise king

whose name it bears.

M2int>



THE LAST OF THE PICURIS RACERS

At the Picuris fiesta, August 10, 1917, in honor of San Lorenzo, patron saint of the vil-

lage, which replaced the old time Scalp Dance, racing on the mesa was the chief feature of the

day. The racers were variously decorated: some streaked their bodies witli red, others painted

them with fanciful designs in white clay
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Last Dance of the Picuris

FoKEWORl).— Taos and I'iciiris. the most nortlirastciMi of llic Xcw Mi-xiiaii imclilos. unlike l]\v otln-rs arc

uot in the valley of the Kio tirandc Imt at tlic eastern base of nionntains wliieli are really the southern ex-

tension of the Hoekies. They were first described by Alvnrado. licntcnant of Coronado, commander of the

Spanish expedition of l;'i40-4'2, which was sent into the north from Mexico to search for the "Seven

Cities of Cibola" with their reputed stores of wealth. Picuris early became the seat of the Franciscan

mission of San Lorenzo, but when in HiHO the Indians made their Ki'<'iit revolt against Spanish dominion,

the Picuris killed their missionary, Iniriieil the elnireli, and for a lime aliaiKloned llie imelilo. Hy reason

of their pro.\imil\ lo the .lic.-irillas in later limes, the I'ieui-is have a ecinsideralili' inrnsioii of Ai)aphe

blood. Annual fientas, curious niixlures of Clirisliau and pa};an iiraeliees, ai-<> held al almiisl all of the

pueblos.— P. E. GODDARD.

PKTRIS is situatoil aiiiono' tin' iiiouii-

tain peaks of Truches, in iioftliiTii

New Mexico, iiioio than eiyht thou-

sand feet above sea level, the highest Imlian

village in the Southwest. Many travelers in

this strange corner of the United States have

looked toward the purple-veiled mountains,

little realizing the great drama that was

being played there. Difficult of access and

far removed from other pueblos, this village

has been visited by few Americans, and is

the last to feel the effects of civilization.

It is said to have had three thousand vigor-

ous inhabitants not so long ago ; now it has

only one hundred and twenty-three. Of

these, the older men, who still possess a

flicker of the fiery spirit of the tribe, are

fast disappearing, while the young boys, who
are being educated in the American schools,

are losing reverence for their native relig-

ion and the customs of their people.

But it was not many years ago, say the

historians, when this village of Picuris, be-

cause ' of its location in the rugged moun-

tain tops and its highly defensible position

against enemies, was very powerful. When
the Spaniards conquered the Indians of New
Mexico, the Picuris were the last to submit.

Later, in the great Indian revolt, these In-

dians were the leaders. And when the

Spaniards reconquered the Pueblo Indians,

the Picuris moved to the plains of Kansas,

but finally returned to their original home
near the skies and near the burial mounds
of their ancestors.

During the summer of 1917 there was talk

in the Southwest about a revival of the once

famous Scalp Dance which was to be given

at Picuris. A number of writers and art-

ists sacrificed considerable personal comfort

in the hope of witnessing this weird cere-

mony. A long hard ilri\c over forty miles

of "going up" mountain roa<l, an<l a bed

on the groun<l, were only part of the sacri-

fice. There was no Scalp Dance, however.

The Scalp Dance is no more—and never will

be danced again.

Ill this \iliag(' (if I'icuris was a castle

(tilled "Casa X'ieja," a guarded communal

house, in the tower of which, history relates,

was a collection of bloodstained scalps of

enemies conquered hundreds of years ago.

These had been cherished as sacred relics,

gruesome rcMiiindors of the days when the

stalwart I'icuris were brave warriors and the

fear of invaders.

When I visited Picuris I expected to see

these bloody trophies carried in the dance

procession. But I was disappointed. The

"Casa Vieja" is in ruins. It is now only

a fallen pile of adobe. The old men of the

village when asked about the scalps said,

"Quien sabe," and shook their heads sadly.

The young boys who had learned to speak

English seemed ashamed, and professed

ignorance of any such feature of the dance.

Inquiries were made throughout the day of

the dance, but all that could be learned was

that these trophies had disappeared myste-

riously about three years ago.

Instead of the Scalp Dance, the Picuris

Indians, on August 10, danced in celebra-

tion of the annual fiesta of San Lorenzo,

their patron saint. Early in the morning,

crowds of native Mexicans in horse-drawn

caravans, and reckless riders galloping their

horses, began filling the plaza in front of the

old church. This is said to be the only old

Spanish miss-ion church of the Indian pueb-

los that was built liy the ancient system of

construction, that is, by preparing a mortar

of adobe earth and pouring it into molds to

form the walls. After the church services,

a statue of San Lorenzo was carried at the

head of the jirocession of dancers, each

dancer kissing the garment worn by the

image. After many blows on an ancient

bell and many volleys from old muskets, the

Indians marched from the church to a high

mesa where the races were to be held. Here

the twenty-six dancers separated into two

groups of tliirteen each which were sta-

tioiHMl at the two ends of the race course; two

iMcii started at the same moment, one from

;j09



The ruined "Casa Vieja." — In this communal house were once kept as well-guarded sacred relics

the scalps of enemies conquered centuries ago. These were brought out only on the occasion of the

annual Scalp Dance. All that now can be learned from the Picuris is that these trophies have mys-

teriously disappeared

each side respectively, and the point at

which they passed each other determined the

progress of the race. As a racer ran the

course and returned to his side, his place

was taken by another racer, and so the

game continued with its interest centered

around the point at which the dancers passed,

this point moving first toward one goal, then

toward the other—reminding one of the yard

gains of a football team. Each racer ap-

peared with different bodily decorations.

Some had streaked their bodies with red,

others had made themselves grotesque with

white clay in fanciful designs.

The governor of the pueblo kept score by

marking the progress of the race with large

leafy branches. The governor of the Picuris

carries two silver-headed canes. One

was presented to seme former governor by

President Lincoln, whose name is inscribed

on the head. This has become the only

mark of the governor's office. The other

Once so many Picuris warriors took part in the dances that five sacred chambers, or kivas, were

needed. In 1917 the ceremony, which formerly lasted from sunrise to sunset, was performed in scarcely

thirty minutes, and the few participants disappeared into only two of the kivas
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cane was presented by the King of Siiuin

when these Indians were under Spanish rule,

before the United States acquired the ter-

ritory. On feast days tiie governor carries

these insignia of liis otlicc with great [irido

and dignity.

When the race was over, tlie racers again

fornu^d two sections of thirteen each and

began the "Dance of the Races." These

two small groups presented a pathetic jiic-

ture, trying to enact a drama in which for-

merly the chants of hundreds had echoed in

these same mountain tops. The dance step

of the old men had the masterful movement

of the great past, and their chant was rich in

the spirit they sent heavenward ; but it was

dift'erent with the short-haired Americanized

boys. The performance was very brief.

The groups of dancers jiassed through the

plaza once, and then on to the kivas.

This Indian village once had so many
dancers taking part in its fiestas that five

kivas, or sacred chambers, were required,

each accommodating a hundred warriors.

This time the two small groups of dancers

hurriedly closed the dance and disappeared

into two of the kivas, leaving three vacant.

In the olden days the dance started at sun-

rise and stopjied at sunset. This dance

lasteil scarcely thirty minutes, and when the

dancers disappeared into the kivas a death-

like stillness settled over the famous Picuris

pueblo, which made mourners of the hand-

ful of American visitors, who had seen the

last (lance of the Picuris.

— Chalmers Lowell Paxcoast.

The small group of Iiidiaii> taking part in the Dance of the Races is in mournful contrast with

the hundreds who in former years joined in the ceremon.v of the old time Scalp Dance. They are here

about to enter the kiva at the close of the dance



The Cuban Ground Sloth Mfi/iilor„i,.-<. — The joint explorations by the Havana Academy of

Sciences and the American Museum of Natural History secured materials to mount two skele-

tons of this prehistoric beast. It was about as large as a black bear and a rather distant rela-

tive of the extinct Megalonyx of North America. The upper figure shows the skeleton sent to

Havana. The skeleton of the lower figure is on exhibition in the American Museum, in the hall

of the Age of Man
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Skeletons of the Cuban Ground Sloth in the

Havana and American Museums
Some years ago, on invitation of Profes-

sor Carlos de la Torre of Havana, tlie Anier-

iean Museum deputed Mr. Barniiin Hiown to

investigate with him certain fossil localities

in Cuba. Asa result of tins joint cxiicilit ion

a large collection of remains, cliielly of the

extinct Cuban ground sloth Mci/iilnciiii.'i. was

obtained. Prom the materials we monntcil

two complete skeletons: one now stan<ls in

the hall of the Age of Man in the American

Museum, the other Avas sent to the Havana

Academy of Sciences Museum. The im

portauce of this skeleton was appr('ciat<'il

highly liy the scientilic fraternity of

Havana. It represents tii<> lirst discovered

and the most remarkable of the extinct

fauna of Cuba, as yet very little known. The

exercises at its formal presentation are pub-

lished in the Memorias of the Poey Society,

a scientifie associatiou founded in honor of

the pioneer Cuban naturalist Felipe Poey;

aiul in recognition of the part taken by the

American Museum, three of its staff, Pro-

i'essor Osborn, Dr. Matthew, and Mr. P>rown,

were elected among the first honorary mem-
bers of the society. The following extract

is taken from the report of the secretary of

the Poey Society, Dr. Aristides Mestre, for

the year 1915-1916:

(Translation)

"The Poey Society we state in conclusion

has finished by naming its first honorary

members; has unanimously bestowed that

title, the highest in its gift, upon two illus-

trions ('nlians, I >octors .Inan Santos Fer-

nandez and ,luau Cuiteras; and upon three

learned North American naturalists, Messrs.

Henry Fairfield Osborn, W. D. Matthew and

I'.aiiinni lirown. . . . They have contributed

to (lecijiher the enigmas which lie within

the soil that we tread upon and to bring

them back to life—reconstructing, through

the |iiiice(hires of science and the marvellous

Miethoils of an art truly amazing, beings

which existed in ej)oclis far remote from
ours lint \vhi(di today it is possible for us to

know ami study.

And these three notable naturalists are

Joined—and it is of especial interest that we
should note it at this moment—with the his-

tory of the Mfiomorphus or Megalocnus

iikIciis, wiiose restored skeleton we see today

in this hall, and in the earlier stages of

whose pala^ontologic investigation Doctor

La Torre was associated. Ah! if Poey could

rise from his grave—which for our consola-

tion is very near to this place—and contem-

plate it, even were it but for an instant, and

directing his glance backward, recall to re-

membrance the description which he gave on

the 15 Se]3tember, 1861, of that fossil man-
dible from Ciego Montero, he might return

certainly to tranquil repose after exclaiming

with justified pleasure, 'My favorite disciple

has brought to a satisfactory termination

the work which I initiated half a century

ago. What progress palaeontology has made
in those five and fifty years!'"—W. D.

Matthew.

Notes
Since the last issue of the Journal, the

following persons have become members of

the American Museum:
FeUow, E. H. Doheny.

Life Members, Messks. Albert C. Bur-

rage, Michael J. Clancy, Anson W. Hard,

Jr., II. B. H.\RRis, and C. H. Sanford.

Annual Memiers, Me.sdames William C.

Atwater, a. Frederick Beiire, G. H. Bend,

C. F. Chamberlaixe, and S. T. De Lee,

Doctors J. Kiddle Goffe and Eichard

Kovacs, Messrs. E. F. Abell, B, Lord
Buckley, George W. Chandler, William
V. Cohen, Martin L. Cohn, Rufus Cole,

Timothy F. Crowell, Burritt A. Cush-

MAN, W. P. Depp6, Lee Deutsch, Hermann
Dittrick, William A. Duncan, Walter R.

EiMER, Stephen C. Hunter, Fredericko

Lage, Carlos la Rosa, Jr., Montgomery
H. Lewis, Charles E. Mathewson, John
B. O'Reilly, N. T. Pulsifer, and H. E.

Raymond.
Associate Members, Miss Lauka Alice

JosLYN, Doctors Newton Craig, Omar F.

Elder, Henry Stevens Kiersted, Edwin
Lodge, Thaddeus Walker, Messrs. Alfred

Austell, Thomas J. Charlton, F. H.

DouTHiTT, Dean Emerson, John A. Mur-
TAGH, Dudley W. Smith, Vanderlynn
Stow, and Henry P. Williams.
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Free lectures by members of the scientific

staff of the American Museum of Natural

History will be given to public school chil-

dren on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,

at four o'clock, throughout Ajn-il and May.

Three courses are scheduled, covering eight

talks on geography, eight on United States

history, and eight on natural history. These

lectures are designed to supplement class-

room work and vrill be fully illustrated with

lantern slides and moving pictures.

Dr. Frank M. Chapman, curator of or-

nithology, who is second in point of seniority

on the scientific staff of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, completed on

March 1, 1918, his thirtieth year of connec-

tion with the institution. He joined as as-

sistant curator of vertebrate zoology in 1888.

He has, from the first, devoted himself

chiefly to ornithology, attaining preeminence

in educational and scientific work in that

branch. The effectiveness and high ecolog-

ical value of the large series of habitat

bird groups in the Museum, which it is sairl

by competent observers are second to no ex-

hibits of birds in the world, are based on the

careful observations made during his exten-

sive field studies.

The Geological Society of France has

awarded to Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn

the Gaudry Medal, which was established by

the Society in the year 1910 in honor of the

distinguished French palaeontologist, Albert

Gaudry. Previous awards of the medal have

been to the following palaeontologists and

geologists: Albert Gaudry, 1910, Marcellin

Boule, 1911, Henri Douville, 1912, Edouard

Suess, 191.3, Emile Haug, 1914, Charles D.

Walcott, 1917.

At the annual meeting of the National

Academy of Sciences, in Washington, April

22, 23, and 24, will be presented the sixth

course in a series of lectures organized

for the purpose of giving a complete his-

tory of the modern aspects of the evolu-

tion theory. The foundation of the series

was a gift to the National Academy by the

children of William Henry Hale, in memory

of their father. The first lectures were given

in April, 1914, by Sir Ernest Eutherford,

F.E.S., followed by Dr. William Wallace

Campbell, in December of the same year ; by

Professor T. C. Chamberlin, in 1915; Pro-

fessor Henry Fairfield Osborn, in 1916;

and Professor E. G. Conklin, in 1917. Pro-

fessor .John C. Merriam, of the University

of California, will deliver the present course,

his subject being, "The Beginnings of Hu-

man History from the Geologic Eecords."

A NEW General Guide to the Exhibition

Halls, edited by Director Frederic A. Lucas,

has just been issued by the American Mu-

seum of Natural History. Numerous illus-

trations, together with diagrams of each

floor and very full explanations and descrip-

tions of groups and specimens, make this

volume interesting and instructive to the

reader as well as helpful to the Museum

visitor.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Leonard M.

Davis and the Canadian Pacific Eailway

Company, the Journal has been able to pub-

lish as a frontispiece for this number a re-

production in color of one of a collection of

paintings by Mr. Davis, which will be on

display in the American Museum from the

miildle of April until June 1. The exhibit

includes about fifty small sketches and thirty

or more large pictures of scenes in Alaska

and the Canadian Eockies. Mr. Davis has

made a life study of mountain scenery, and

the excellence of his technique and grasp of

scenic effects and color give great pleasure.

The artist's paintings of Alaskan scenery

won for him a silver medal at the Panama-

Pacific International Exposition at San

Francisco.

A LETTER from the Eeverend A. Kok, of

Li-kiang-fu, Yunnan, China, addressed to the

president of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, tells of the cordial relations that

existed between the members of the Mu-

seum's Asiatic Zoological Expedition and

the Chinese people of the regions where the

expedition worked, and gives assurance of

the writer's desire to aid in every way such

undertakings in the future. He says: "Few
foreign travelers have left behind such a

good reputation among the population of

these parts as the members of Mr. Andrews'

party have done. To remember this is a

pleasure to me, and, if they ever return to

these parts they may be sure of a hearty

welcome and every possible assistance."

A GROUP illustrating the nesting habits of

hornbills, specifically, of the largest species

of hornbill found in West Africa, has been

placed on exhibition at the American Mu-
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st'uiii in the liall assigia'd to birds ol' tlu'

world. The hornbill in appearance, as well

as in habit, is distinctive, the huge bill with

its high casque giving to tlie head a gro-

tesque appearance. Thei-e are seventy spe-

cies, widely distributed over the warmer
parts of the Old World. The Museum group

has been pre])ared under the supervision of

Mr. Herbert Lang, whose article in the ])rcs-

ent number of the Journal describes in de-

tail the nesting habits of this particular

African species.

At a recent meeting of the New York

Academy of Sciences, the effect of heavy

shell fire on the human ear was described by

Professor J. Gordon Wilson, of Chicago Uni-

versity. Complete deafness often is caused

by the rupture of the tunnel of Corti in the

inner ear, but in many cases temporary deaf-

ness may be cured or improved by a graded

series of sound exercises, tuning forks being

])laced against the mastoid bone to stimulate

the inner ear; later on, resonating boxes are

used in the treatment. The speaker exhib-

ited an improved instrument to be worn in

the ear which protects it against shell shock

without preventing ordinary sounds from

being heard.

The American Museum War Eelief Asso-

ciation, which has been an active factor in

the Museum since June 1, 1917, reports to

date a very considerable amount of work

accomplished through its various branches.

Knitters for the Red Cross, Navy League,

and for Museum men in the service have

turned out 650 garments; sewers have made

for the Eed Cross 215 surgical shirts and

209 suits of pajamas; while the surgical

dressings class, which meets once a week,

reports an output to date of 10,000 pieces.

In addition, during the recent Red Cross

drive for garments to send abroad, energetic

workers collected, sorted, and packed for

shipment to headquarters one ton of clothes

which were turned in at the Museum station.

It is the aim of the Association to keep in

touch as far as possible with the American

Museum men who are in the service, and

thus far twenty-two of these have Ijeen fur-

nished from time to time with comfort kits,

knitted garments, candy, and tobacco, as

well as with reading material and letters.

Money for carrying on the work of the or-

ganization is raised through monthly sub-

scriptions obtained from members of the

MuscuiM stall', and through the generosity

of Mrs. Henry Faiifield Osborn.

TiiK Mii.scHni News Letter, a small pub-

lication which had its inception at the 1917

meeting of the American Association of Mu-
seums, supplies an actual need in the way of

furtluM'ing cooperation between educational

institutions of this character, keeping them
alive to one another's activities, and promul-

gating new methods of work. The leaflet is

edited by Mr. Harold L. Madison, curator of

the Park Museum, Providence, Rhode Island.

Dk. IIkkbert J. Spinden, assistant curator

in the department of anthropology at the

American Museum, is on his way to Colom-

bia, South America, to make a general ar-

chaeological survey of that little-known

country. It is a curious fact that since the

time of Ihnnboldt no one has advanced our

knowledge of prehistoric Colombia. While

on the whole we know very little about some
sections of South America, Colombia is the

one part about which we know least. Dr.

Spinden plans to visit the more promising

regions and to gather data upon the distri-

bution and forms of archaeological objects.

This will give a basis for future intensive

work on the prehistoric culture of that

country.

A BROXZE bust of the late Dr. Daniel

Giraud Elliot, mammalogist and ornithologist,

is installed on the second floor of the Ameri-
can Museum, in the hall devoted to birds of

the world. The bust, which is the work of

Mr. Chester Beach, is the gift of Miss Mar-
garet Henderson Elliot, daughter of Dr.

Elliot.

A VERY rare specimen of sea otter spear,

formerly used by the natives of the Aleutian

Islands, has been presented to the depart-

ment of anthropology of the American
Museum by Lieutenant George T. Emmons,
of Princeton.

Two canvases bearing realistic representa-

tions of the Dakota Sun Dance may be seen

in a case in the southwest hall of the Ameri-

can Museum. These paintings, which are

about six by two and a half feet in size, are

the work of Short-bull, a famous chief of the

Oglala Dakota (Sioux) Indians, now at Pine

Ridge Reservation, South Dakota. Short-

bull was one of the leaders in the Ghost

Dance outbreak in 1893 and fought an en-
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gagement with the United States troops at

the Catholic Mission near the present site of

the Indian agency. The pictures represent

the Sun Dance of foify years ago. The

green circle in the center of each is the

windbreak of fresh cottonwood boughs

within which the ceremonies of the Sun

Dance were performed. In one of the circles

figures are seen performing the famous tor-

ture feature of the dance, in which devotees

were suspended by cords passing through

loops cut in their skin. Another phase of this

torture is shown in the second picture, where

one of the Indians is seen outside the circle

dragging four buffalo skulls by cords run

through loops cut in the skin of his back.

The ceremony requires that he continue to

drag these until the skin is torn loose. In

the center of this painting, suspended from

the Sun Dance pole, are figures of a man

and a buffalo, drawn quite out of proportion

as is often the case in Indian art. The camp

of the assembled people is indicated by the

surrounding tipis, the typical tribal decora-

tions of which are well shown. These paint-

ings were collected by Dr. J. R.Walker, whose

account of "The Sun Dance and Other Cere-

monies of the Oglala Division of the Teton

Dakota" has just been issued as Volume

XVI, Part II, of the Anthropological Papers

of the American Museum of Natural History.

It is interesting to compare with familiar

West Indian fishes a small exchange collec-

tion recently received from the Museu Na-

cional at Rio de Janeiro. A queen trigger

fish (Balistes vetula) which is in this col-

lection has a bearing on the general distri-

bution of fishes by ocean currents. It

belongs to a group of small-mouthed,

leathery-skinned fishes. Sluggish by na-

ture, they often drift, especially when

young, great distances in ocean currents.

The queen trigger fish is one of the most

gaudily colored of the trigger fishes, common

in the West Indies, abundant about Ber-

muda, where it is known as "queen turbot,"

and also found in the South Atlantic and

Indian oceans. No similar species occurs on

the west coast of America although many

tropical fishes are represented on both Atlan-

tic and Pacific coasts, evidence of a former

sea connection. In 1913, Mr. Robert C.

Murphy brought back a queen trigger fish

(apparently of a different race from those

found in the West Indies) from South Trini-

dad Islet, six or seven hundred sea miles

east of Brazil. This aroused an interest in

the variation of the species over its great

range. The queen trigger fish was first de-

scribed from Ascension Island; and in 1916

Mr. Murphy obtained an Ascension Island

specimen through the courtesy of Major
n. N. Benett, then commandant at the

island. The one from Rio gives us another

link in the chain of evidence bearing on the

pr(jhk'm of its distribution.

Mr. Karl P. Schmidt, research assistant

in the department of herpetology in the

American Museum, was called to active ser-

vice in the United States Army in early

March.

In the New York Botanical Garden's sys-

tem for entertainment of visitors, parties are

met at the door of the museum building by
an instructor at three o 'clock on every week-

day afternoon and are escorted over various

parts of the Garden. Beginning Monday,

the routes differ each day as follows: Hem-
lock Porest, Mansion, and Herbaceous Gar-

den; Pinetum; Fruticetum and North

Meadows; Deciduous Arboretum, Public

Conservatories, Range 2, Nurseries, and

Proj^agating Houses; Public Conservatories,

Range 1 ; Museums.

April 3 was the birthday of Mr. John

Burroughs, author and naturalist. This

day, on which eighty-one years ago there

was given to the world a child with ideal-

istic, dreaming, nature-loving tendencies,

may become an important one in the social

history of the United States by its trans-

fusion each year of something of these same

qualities into the youth of the country.

Already the date has been adopted as an

annual "Bird Day" by several states of

the Union and we can foresee that the move-

ment is likely to continue. This is not only

because of the effect of many years' use of

his books for supplementary reading in the

schools, or because of the good work of

Houghton Mifflin Company, in publishing

Nature Notes, a small magazine for the use

of "Burroughs Nature Club" members

throughout America, but especially because

of the genuineness and charm of the nature

presented in Mr. Burroughs' writings

—

owing to his own profound interest. His

opening sentence in The Summit of the

Years is, "The longer I live the more my
mind dwells on the beauty and wonder of

the world."



The American Museum of Natural History

Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was ft)uiuled and incorporated in

1869 for the purpose of establishing a Museum and Library of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that end, of furnishing popular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made
for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1917:

Attendance in Exhibition Halls 786,151
Attendance at Lectures 11 5,802

Lantern Slides- Sent out for Use in Schools 63,111
School Children Reached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the Journal. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the Museum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Member annually 10

Sustaining Member annually 25

Life Member 100

Fellow 500
Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder 25,000

Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to tlie ^tembcrs" Poom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the American Museum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-

seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal—a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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which the Museum itself is dedicated—namely, that without deepening apprecia-

tion of nature, no people can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum
The Scientific Publications of the ^luscum comprise the Memoirs, Bulletin

and Anthropological Papers, the Memoirs and Bulletin edited by Frank E. Lutz,

the Anthropological Papers by Clark Wissler. Those i)uI)lic;itions cover the field

and laboratory rosoarclies of ihe institution.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the IlandhooTcs,

Lea/lets, and General Guide, edited by Frederic A. T^ucas, and the Journal, edited

by ^lary Cynthia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

HANDBOOKS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

By Clark Wisslkr, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
By Pliny Earle Goddard, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I, THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Ann E. Thomas, Pii.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
A new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C-E. a. Winslow, M.S., M.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By Herbert J. Spinden, Ph.D. Cloth. Price, 75 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By Louis P. Gratacap, A.M. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
By J. A. Allen, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By George H. Pepper Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Charles W. Mead Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By Harlan L Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
By Charles W. Mead Price, 10 cents

'Prices net; postage extra
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THE METEORITES IN THE FOYER OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Edmund Otis Hovey, Ph.D.

PERUVIAN ART
By Charles W. Mead

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Lawrence V. Coleman
THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS

By Frank j\r. Chapman, Sc.D.
Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D.

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY
THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY

By" William Beutenmuller Price, 15 cents

Price,
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS
VoLUiiE 1.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes Il-Vl 11.— Anthropology.

Volume IX.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-X IV.— Anthropology.

Volumes II. IV. V, VII, VIIT, X-XIV. and an Ethnographical Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

BULLETIN
Volumes I-XXIV; XXV, parts 1 and 2 ; and XXVI-XXXVII.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS

Volumes I-IX : X, parts 1-6 ; XI ; XII, parts 1-5 ; XIII ; XIV, parts 1 and 2

:

XV, part 1; XVI, part 1 ; XVII. parts 1-4; XVIII. parts 1 and 2; and XIX,
part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elliot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-
brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, with prices, of these publications may he had

upon application to the Lihrarian of the Museum.
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Photograph by Theodore Roosevelt

A FALLEN GROTESQUE GIANT OF THE AFRICAN PLAIN

Collected for jyitrposes of scientific study in America.—Few persons realize the great labor and expense

inrolrcd in the construction of the life (jroups of Ing game animals to he seen in the

American Museum at New York, and the National Museum at Washington

The giraffe, in striking an enemy, uses not only the front feet but also the teeth of the lower jaw. Great

size (the bull may stand 16 feet tall) and bright chestnut-red color make a reticulated giraffe especially con-

spicuous on the dry open plains or among the sparse thorn scrub where it lives, but it never tries to hide. It

trusts to keen sight, wariness, and speed. I have seen it through the field glasses one mile off only to find it

gazing steadily at me ; and usually before the hunter, or its only other enemy, the lion, approaches to within three

hundred yards, the giraffe has started away at a speed a galloping horse can scarcely equal. It may be that

during drought the giraffe spends long periods on the dry plain far away from water. Investigation of the

problem would be of value to biology. We were interested to find that this rare species (Giraffa camelopardalis

reticulata) and the common giraffe, at the meeting of the two ranges, do not intergrade. The specimen shown

here where it fell (Northern Guaso Nyiro, British East Africa) can now be seen in a stately mount at Washington
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My Life as a Naturalist

WITH A PRESENTATION OF VARIOUS FIRST-HAND DATA ON THE LIFE

HISTORIES AND HABITS OF THE BIG GAME ANIMALS OF AFRICA

By THEODORE ROOSEVELT
Illustrations of African big game from previously unpublished photographs by Kermit Roosevelt'

1AM asked to give an account of my
interest in natural history, and my
experience as an amateur naturalist.

The former has always been very real;

and the latter, unfortunately, very

limited.

I don't suppose that most men can

tell whv their minds are attracted to

certain studies any more than why
their tastes are attracted by certain

fruits. Certainly, I can no more ex-

plain why I like "natural history" than

why I like California canned peaches;

nor why I do not care for that enor-

mous brand of natural history which

deals with invertebrates any more than

' The J0URN.\L is particularly glad of the privilege to publish this zoological photographic record,

with its many portrait studies and views of the animals in their natural environments. The series is

remarkable, especially when we consider that taking photographs was one of the least items of Kermit
Roosevelt's work on the Smithsonian expedition. His main aim was to second his father in the work
of collecting the game animals of Africa for the permanent collections of the United States National

Museum. It is reported by his companions that on a long run or all-day tramp no member of the expe-

dition, black or white, could quite keep up with him. He collected 216 types of game, outside of the

small mammals; it was his indefatigable energy which secured species of highest scientific value, — and,

therefore, the i)hotograplis of them also, — such as the sable antelope, bongo, and greater kudu. He col-

lected the kudu on his twentieth birthday, having, while he was still nineteen, hunted and successfully

encountered all the dangerous African big game— buffalo, rhinoceros, elephant, leopard, and lion.

The .Joi'RXAL wishes to express gratitude to Charles Scribner's Sons for the use of certain cuts,

particularly those on pages 326, 336 (topi), and front and back covers.—The Editor.
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why I do not care for brandied peaches.

All I can say is that almost as soon as I

began to read at all I began to like to

read about the natural history of beasts

and birds and the more formidable or

interesting reptiles and fishes.

The fact that I speak of "natural

history" instead of "biology," and use

the former expression in a restricted

sense, will show that I am a belated

member of the generation that regarded

Audubon with veneration, that ac-

cepted Watertou—
Audubon's violent

critic— as the ideal

of the wandering

naturalist, and that

looked upon Brehm
as a delightful but

rather awesomely

erudite example of

advanced scientific

thought. In the

broader field, thank

Heaven, I sat at the

feet of Darwin and

Huxley : and studied

the large volumes

in which Marsh's

and Leidy's palseon-

tological studies

were embalmed,

with a devotion

that was usually at-

tended by a dreary

lack of reward—what would I not have

given fifty years ago for a writer like

Henry Fairfield Osborn. for some scien-

tist who realized that intelligent lay-

men need a guide capable of building

before their eyes the life that was, in-

stead of merely cataloguing the frag-

ments of the death that is.

I was a very nearsighted small boy,

and did not even know that my eyes

were not normal until I was fourteen;

and so my field studies up to that pe-

riod were even more worthless than

those of the average boy who "collects"

natural history specimens much as he

collects stamps. I studied books indus-

Courtesy of the Macmillan Company

I was extremely nearsighted as a boy

and could not see to make field observa-

tions, but I raised young gray squirrels,

tamed a woodchuck. and made friends with

a mother white-footed mouse

triously but nature only so far as could

be compassed by a molelike vision; my
triumphs consisted in such things as

bringing home and raising—by the aid

of milk and a syringe— a family of very

young gray squirrels, in fruitlessly en-

deavoring to tame an excessively un-

amiable woodchuck, and in making

friends with a gentle, pretty, trustful

white-footed mouse which reared her

family in an empty flower pot. In or-

der to attract my attention birds had to

be as conspicuous as

bobolinks or else

had to perform

feats such as I re-

member the barn

swallows of my
neighborhood once

performed, when

they assembled for

the migration along-

side our house and

because of some

freak of bewilder-

ment swarmed in

through the win-

dows and clung

helplessly to the

curtains, the furni-

ture, and even to

our clothes.

Just before my
fourteenth birthday

my father—then a

trustee of the American Museum of

Natural History— started me on my
rather mothlike career as a naturalist by

giving me a pair of spectacles, a French

pin-fire double-barreled shotgun—and

lessons in stuffing birds. The spectacles

literally opened a new world to me. The
mechanism of the pin-fire gun was

without springs and therefore could not

get out of order— an important point,

as my mechanical ability was nil. The

lessons in stuffing and mounting birds

were given me by Mr. John G. Bell, a

professional taxidermist and collector

who had accompanied Audubon on his

trip to the then "Far West." Mr. Bell



Ulan Coiniinnn

THEODORE ROOSEVELT, MY FATHER, TRUSTEE OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY FROM 1869 TO 1878

My father was interested in natural history through his connection, as trustee, with the American

Museum, and when he became aware of my liking for birds and animals he encouraged my
bent in that direction. It was when I was about fourteen that he noted my nearsighted-

ness. His gift of a pair of spectacles opened up a whole new world to me.

"My father, Theodore Roosevelt, was the best man I ever knew. . . . He would not

tolerate in his children selfishness or cruelty, idleness, cowardice, or untruthful-

ness. . . . With great love and patience, and the most understanding sym-

pathy and consideration, he combined insistence on discipline. . . ." ^

'^Theodore Roosevelt—An Autobiot/raphi/. The Macmillan Company, New York, 1913, p. 8.
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was a very interesting man, an Ameri-

can of the before-the-war type. He was

tall, straight as an Indian, with white

hair and smooth-shaven clear-cut face;

a dignified figure, always in a black

frock coat. He had no scientific knowl-

edge of birds or mammals; his interest

lay merely in collecting and preparing

them. He taught me as much as my
limitations would allow of the art of

preparing specimens for scientific use

and of mounting them. Some examples

of my wooden methods of mounting

birds ^ are now in the American Mu-
seum : three different species of Egyp-

tian plover, a snowy owl, and a couple

of spruce grouse mounted on a shield

with a passenger pigeon— the three

latter killed in Maine during my col-

lege vacations.

With my spectacles, my pin-fire gun,

and my clumsy industry in skinning

"specimens," I passed the winter of

'72-73 in Egypt and Palestine, being

then fourteen years old. My collections

showed nothing but enthusiasm on my
part. I got no bird of any unusual sci-

entific value. My observations were as

valueless as my collections save on just

one small point; and this point is of

interest only as showing, not my own
power of observation, but the ability of

good men to fail to observe or record

the seemingly self-evident.

On the Nile the only book dealing

with Egyptian birds which I had with

me was one by an English clergyman,

a Mr. Smith, who at the end of his sec-

ond volume gave a short list of the

species he had shot, with some com-

ments on their habits but without de-

scriptions. On my way home through

Europe I secured a good book of Egyp-

tian ornithology by a Captain Shelley.

Both books enumerated and commented

^ Director F, A. Lucas, of the American Mu-
seum, reports to me that Colonel Roosevelt is too

modest in this matter. The specimens are on ex-

hibition in an alcove on the west side of the hall

of birds, and compare favorably with the speci-

mens in the adjoining cases which were mounted
by the ordinary professional taxidermist of that

time.

—

The Editor.

on several species of chats— the Old

World chats, of course, which have

nothing in common with our queer

warbler of the same name. Two of

these chats were common along the

edges of the desert. One species was a

boldly pied black and white bird, the

other was colored above much like the

desert sand, so that when it crouched it

was hard to see. I found that the strik-

ingly conspicuous chat 'never tried to

hide, was very much on the alert, and

was sure to attract attention when a

long way off; whereas the chat whose

upper color harmonized with its sur-

roundings usually sought to escape

observation by crouching motionless.

These facts were obvious even to a dull-

sighted, not particularly observant boy

;

they were essential features in the com-

parison between and in the study of the

life histories of the two birds. Yet

neither of the two books in my posses-

sion so much as hinted at them.

I think it was my observation of

these, and a few similar facts, which

prevented my yielding to the craze

that fifteen or twenty years ago be-

came an obsession with certain other-

wise good men—the belief that all

animals were protectively colored when
in their natural surroundings. That
this simply wasn't true was shown by a

moment's thought of these two chats;

no rational man could doubt that one

was revealingly and the other conceal-

ingly colored; and each was an example

of what was true in thousands of other

eases. Moreover, the incident showed

the only, and very mild, merit which I

ever developed as a "faunal naturalist."

I never grew to have keen powers of

observation. But whatever I did see I

saw truly, and I was fairly apt to un-

derstand what it meant. In other

words, I saw what was sufficiently

obvious, and in such case did not usu-

ally misinterpret what I had seen.

Certainly this does not entitle me to

any particular credit, but the outstand-

ing thing is that it does entitle me to
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some, even although of a negative kind
;

for the great majority of observers

seem quite unable to see, to reeord, or

to understand facts so obvious that they

leap to the eye. ]\Iy two ornithologists

ottered a ease in point as regards the

chats: and 1 shall shortly speak of one

or two other cases, as, for example, the

cougar and the saddle-backed lecliwi.

After returning to this country and

until 1 was hall'wny througli college, 1

continued to obscrxc and collect in the

fashion of the ordinary boy who is in-

terested in natural history. 1 made
copious and valueless notes. As J saitl

above, 1 did not see and observe very

keenly; later it interested and rather

chagrined me to Hnd out how much
more C. Hart Merriam and John Bur-

roughs saw when 1 went out with them

near Washington or in the Yellowstone

Park : or how much more George K.

Cherrie and Leo E. jMiller and Ed-

mund Heller and Edgar A. Mearns and

my own son Kermit saw in Africa and

South America, on the trips I took to

the Xyanza lakes and across the Bra-

zilian hinterland.

During the years when as a boy I

"collected specimens'" at Oyster Bay or

in the north woods, my contributions to

original research were of minimum
worth—they were limited to occasional

records of such birds as the dominica

warbler at Oyster Bay. or to seeing a

duck hawk work havoc in a loose gang
of night herons, or to noting the blood-

thirsty conduct of a captive mole shrew
— I think I sent an account of the last

incident to C. Hart Alerriam. I occa-

sionally sent to some small ornitholog-

ical publication a local list of Adiron-

dack birds or something of the sort

:

and then proudly kept reprinted copies

of the list on my desk until they grew

dog-eared and then disappeared. I

lived in a region zoologically so well

known that the obvious facts had all

been set forth already, and as I lacked

the power to find out the things that

were not obvious, mv work merelv

paralli'led the similar work of hundreds

of other young collectors who had a

very good time but who made no par-

ticular addition to the sum of human
knowledge.

Among my boy friends who cared for

ornithology was a fine and manly

We found that the gerenuk {Lithocranius wal-

leri, specimen from the Northern Guaso Nyiro), a

small, long-necked antelope {the natives call it

"little camel" or "little giraffe" ), has habits differ-

ent from other African antelopes. It rises on its

hind legs to browse from the thorn trees, and
when alarmed skulks away or hides with its neck

stretched out on the ground. It is the only

African game animal about wliich we gained no

proof wliatever that it ever drinks— and it lives

under almost desert conditions. The gerenuk is

rare in British East Africa and so extremely

wild and wary that it was with difficulty any
specimens were collected
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young fellow, Fred shorn, the hrother

of Henry Fairfielcl Oshorn. He was

drowned, in his gallant youth, forty

years ago; but he comes as vividly be-

fore my eyes now as if he were still

alive. One cold and snowy winter I

spent a day with him at his father's

house at Garrison-on-the-Hudson. Nu-

merous northern birds, which in our

eyes were notable rarities, had come

down with the hard weather. I spied a

flock of crossbills in a pine, fired, and

excitedly rushed forward. A twig

caught my spectacles and snapped them

I knew not where. But dim though my
vision was, I could still make out the

red birds lying on the snow ; and to me
they were treasures of such importance

that I abandoned all thought of my
glasses and began a nearsighted hunt

for my quarry. By the time I had

picked up the last crossbill I found that

I had lost all trace of my glasses; my
day's sport— or scientific endeavor,

whatever you choose to call it—came to

an abrupt end; and as a result of the

lesson I never again in my life went out

shooting, whether after sparrows or

elepliants, without a spare pair of spec-

tacles in my pocket. After some ranch

experiences I had my spectacle cases

made of steel; and it was one of these

steel spectacle cases which saved my life

in after years when a man shot into me
in Milwaukee.

While in Harvard I was among those

who joined in forming the Nuttall

Club, which I believe afterward became

one of the parent sources of the Amer-

ican Ornithologists' Union.

The Harvard of that day was passing

through a phase of biological study

which was shaped by the belief that

German university methods were the

only ones worthy of copy, and also by

the proper admiration for the younger

Agassiz, whose interest was mainly in

the lower forms of marine life. Ac-

cordingly it was the accepted doctrine

that a biologist—the word "naturalist"

was eschewed as archaic—was to work

toward the ideal of becoming a section-

cutter of tissue, who spent his time

studying this tissue, and low marine

organisms, under the microscope. Such

work M'as excellent; but it covered a

very small part of the biological field;

and not onlv was there no encourage-

Courtesy of Charles Scribner's Sons

A small handsome river antelope, the saddle-backed or Nile lechwi {Onotragiis megaceras), col-

lected at Lake No, White Nile, that at the left an abnormal adult male, lacking white saddle.—Many

species of mammals have been collected and their skins and skeletons studied, and yet not one thing is

known of their habits ; whereas it is emphatically true that habits and life histories, as well as structure,

may show true blood relationship. Through studying the habits ^ of this small antelope, for instance, it was

possible to point out its nearest of kin, the lechwi of the Zambezi— and on examination of its structure

the discovery was corroborated. The species has been well known for fifty years but confused with the

water bucks and kobs

1 See Roosevelt and Heller's Life Histories of African Game Animals, Charles Scribner's Sons, Vol.

II, pp. 519-527.
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Photofirujiltvd hi/ Kirmit Koosei'clt in British East Africa

The smallest first-hand observation of the life of any species of big game is of more value than any

trophy. Of fundamental importance are all honest observations of the habits and life histories of ani-

mals, with interpretation along such lines as their geographical distribution, blood relationship, life

relations to one another, and future with reference to civilization. To open up to the world knowledge

of our fauna, answering questions of its place on the earth, what can be our pleasure from it and is

our duty toward it, is worthy the serious life effort of any man.

Thirty years ago we gave little thought to the life and beauty of animals: we had not reached an

adequate psychical development. But we have been awakening rapidly. The British Government espe-

cially has obtained results in protection. In East Africa her game preserves may well be called a "natu-

ralist's wonderland," and under her game laws of a decade or longer, the fauna has not been allowed

to diminish. ("Be loved the great yame as if he were their father."—Anglo S.^xon Chronicle)



A whydah bird on the papyrus.— I was interested in the wealth of bird life in British East

Africa, especially in the strange appearance and habits of the whydah finches. During the breeding

season of this species of the Kamiti River, the female remains dull-colored and short-tailed, but the

male takes on a shining dark color, with tail feathers more than twice the length of the rest of the

bird, and curled at the tips. (The heavy tail is a distinct handicap in flying.)

The time of the mere zoological collector is past ; every man in the field from now on should be-

come a trustworthy observer and recorder of natural history facts. The work of the camera is more

valuable than that of the rifle, but most valuable of all is observation of the life histories and habits

of the creatures of the wilderness

The whydah bird's dance ring.—The grassland next the papyrus swamp for cue and one half

miles along the Kamiti River was everywhere dotted with dance rings. In the early morning and

evening the dark-colored male birds were to be seen in the grass, continually bouncing two feet

into air, wings spread, tail hanging down, and dropping stiffly back again,—up and down, up and

down, as they slowly danced around the rings. The whydahs make the dance rings (about two feet

in diameter) by snipping off the long grass at the roots, leaving a central tuft

328
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iiu'iit for the work of the iiold natural-

ist, the faunal naturalist, but this work

was positively discouraged, and was

treated as of negligible value. 'I'he

ell'ect of this attitude, coniiuon at tliat

time to all our colleges, was detrimen-

tal to one very important side of natu-

ral liistory rt'seareh. Tlie adinii-able

work of the mieroscopist had no at I fac-

tion for me. nor was T fitted Tor it : 1

grew even moi'c int('reste(l in other

forms of W(U-k than in thi' work of a

faunal naturalist : and 1 al)andoned all

thought of making the study of my
science my life interest.

But I never lost a real interest in

natural history; and I very keenly re-

gret that at certain times I did not

display this interest in more j)ractical

fashion. Thus, for the dozen 3^ears be-

ginning with 1883, I spent much of my
time on the Little Missouri, where big

game M-as then plentiful. Most big

game hunters never learn anything

about the game except how to kill it

;

and most naturalists never observe it

at all. Therefore a large amount of

important and rather obvious facts re-

mains unobserved or inaccurately ob-

served until the species becomes extinct.

What is most needed is not the ability

to see what very few people can see, but

to see what almost anybody can see, but

nobody takes the trouble to look at. But
I vaguely supposed that the obvious

facts were known ; and I let most of the

opportunities pass by. Even so, many
of my observations on the life histories

of the bighorns, white goats, prong-

l)ucks, deer, and wapiti, and occasional

observations on some of the other

beasts, such as black-footed ferrets,

were of value ; indeed as regards some

of the big game beasts, the accounts in

Hunting Trips of a Ranchman, Ranch

Life and the Hunting Trail, and The
Wilderness Hunter gave a good deal of

information which, as far as I know,

is not to be found elsewhere.

To illustrate what I mean as "ob-

vious"' facts which nevertheless are of

real value I shall instance the cougar,

in tile winter of 1910 1 nuule a cougar

hunt with hounds, spending about live

w cH'ks in the nu)untains of northwest-

ern Colorado. At that time the cougar

had been seemingly well known to

liunters. settlers, naturalists, and nov-

elists for more than a eentui'y : and yet

it was actually impossible to get trust-

worthy testimony on such elementary

points as, for instance, whether the

male and feuude mated permanently,

or at least until the young were reared

(like foxes and wolves), and whether

the aninuil caught its pivy by randjiing

and stalking or. as was frequently as-

serted, by lying in wait on the

branches of a tree. The facts I saw

and observed during our five weeks'

hunt in the snow were obvious ; they

needed only the simplest powers of

observation and of deduction from

observation. But nobody had hitherto

shown or exercised these simple pow-

ers ! My narrative in the volume Out-

door Pastimes of an American Hunter
gave the first reasonably full and trust-

worthy life history of the cougar as re-

gards its most essential details— for

Merriam's capital Adirondack study

had dealt with the species when it was

too near the vanishing point and there-

fore when the conditions were too

abnormal for some of these essential

details to be observed.

In South America I made observa-

tions of a certain value on some of the

strange creatures we met, and these are

to be found in the volume Through the

Brazilian Wildei'ness; but the trip was

primarily one of exploration. In Af-

rica, however, we really did some good

work in natural history. ]\Iany of my
observations were set forth in my book

African Game Trails: and I have al-

ways felt that the book which Edmund
Heller and I jointly wrote, the Life

Histories of African Game Animals.

was a serious and worth-while contribu-

tion to science. Here again, this con-

tribution, so far as T was concerned,
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consisted chiefly in seeing, recording,

and interpreting facts which were

really obvious, but to which observers

hitherto had been blind, or which they

had misinterpreted partly because

sportsmen seemed incapable of seeing

anything except as a trophy, partly

because stay-at-home systematists never

saw anything at all except skins and

skulls which enabled them to give

Latin names to new "species" or "sub-

species," partly because collectors had

collected birds and beasts in precisely

the spirit in which other collectors as-

sembled postage stamps.

I shall give a few instances. In mid-

Africa we came across a peculiar bat,

with a greenish body and slate blue

wings. Specimens of this bat had

often been collected. But I could find

no record of its really interesting hab-

its. It was not nocturnal ; it was hardly

even crepuscular. It hung from the

twigs of trees during the day and its

activities began rather early in the af-

ternoon. It did not fly continuously

in swallow fashion, according to the

usual bat custom. It behaved like a

phoebe or other flycatcher. It hung

from a twig until it saw an insect, then

swooped down, caught the insect, and

at once returned to the same or another

twig—just as a phoebe or peewee or

kingbird returns to its perch after a

similar flight.

On the White Nile I hunted a kind

of handsome river antelope, the white-

withered or saddle-backed lechwi. It

had beenknown for flfty years to trophy-

seeking sportsmen, and to closet natu-

ralists, some of whom had called it a

kob and others a water buck. Its near-

est kinsman was in reality the ordinary

lechwi, which dwelt far off to the south,

along the Zambezi. But during that

half century no hunter or closet natu-

ralist had grasped this obvious fact. I

had never seen the Zambezi lechwi, but

I had carefully read the account of its

habits by Selous— a real hunter-natu-

ralist, faunal naturalist. As soon as I

came across the White Nile river bucks,

and observed their habits, I said to my
companions that they were undoubt-

edly lechwis; I wrote this to Selous,

and to another English hunter-natu-

ralist, Migand ; and even a slight exam-
ination of the heads and skins when
compared with those of the other

lechwi and of the kobs and water bucks

proved that I was right.

A larger, but equally obvious group

of facts was that connected with con-

cealing and revealing coloration. As
eminent a naturalist as Wallace, and

innumerable men of less note, had in-

dulged in every conceivable vagary of

speculative theory on the subject,

largely based on supposed correlation

between the habits and the shape or

color patterns of big animals which, as

a matter of fact, they had never seen in

a state of nature. While in Africa I

studied the question in the field,

observing countless individuals of big

beasts and birds, and comparing the

results with what I had observed of the

big game and the birds of North Amer-
ica (the result being borne out by what
I later observed in South America). In

a special chapter of the Life Histories

of African Game Animals, as well as in

a special number of the American Mu-
seum Bulletin} I set forth the facts thus

observed and the conclusions inevitably

to be deduced from them. All that I

thus set forth, and all the conclusions

I deduced, belonged to the obvious ; but

that there was need of thus setting

forth the obvious was sufficiently shown

by the simple fact that large numbers

of persons refused to accept it even

when set forth.

I do not think there is much else for

me to say about my anything but im-

portant work as a naturalist. But per-

haps I may say further that while my
interest in natural history has added

very little to my sum of achievement, it

has added immeasurably to my sum of

enjoyment in life.

^ Revealing and Concealing Coloration in Birds
and Mammals, Bulletin of the American Museum
of Natural History, Vol. XXX, Art. VIII, pp.
119-231, Aug., 1911.



WATCHING THE SKINNING OF AN EAST AFRICAN LION

There is certainly no more splendid sight than the great-maned tawny lion galloping over the plain or facing

its enemy for a mighty charge. And I think there can be no grander sound in nature than the full-lunged

roaring of a band of lions. I consider the lion, however, the most dangerous of African big game, and

for all the wilderness animals he is the "terror by night." Once in every five or six days he can dis-

pose of a hartebeest or zebra. I happened upon several hundred lion kills. The dozen lions our

expedition collected would ha^e eaten seven or eight hundred head of the large harmless game in

the year following. But lions continually take to man-eating also; in fact British East Africa

still reminds one of the primitive world in which warfare with wild beasts was one of the

chief features of ordinary existence. The cub lions (the same litter giving forth yellow

or black-maned adults) remain in the spot where born for three or four weeks, then

travel with the lioness, eating their fill at the kills. By the time they are six months

old they begin to help; we foind kills of zebra l)itten all over by young lions. The

lion is without doubt concealingly colored. Sometimes I could scarcely see the

crouching form in the brown grass, to take aim. But his color cannot have

been developed by natural selection for this use, because his success in

hunting comes entirely without tlic aid of the "protective color"
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A cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus rainei/i) and its kill, the small steinbok antelope.— This beautiful

member of the cat family is not so ferocious as the leopard, with not quite the same fury of attack,

but it is the swiftest animal on earth for a half mile chase. Unlike the lion it does its hunting by

day, also on the open plain— an interesting comparison with the lion from the standpoint of any

real part played by coloration in the hunting by either species. The cheetah differs from the lion

and leopard in having nonretractile claws like a greyhound

The leopard (East African. Felis pardtis suahclica) depends on surprise and daring furious

attack in getting its prey. We found the leopard everywhere in thorn scrub and open plains country

where the lion lived. It often turns "man-eating." It carries off children and, despite its smaller size,

will charge a man furiously, being more dangerous to limb than life, however
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When the hippopotauuis is swimniing in deep water, onlv no.strils, eyes, and eur.s can be ieen

above the surface. The British Government has been obliged to modify the protective law that cov-

ered these great beasts for under protection they grow bold and come ashore at night to feed in the

plantations— with appetites proportionately as large as their bodies

At work on a hippopotamus, to prepare its skin and skeleton for scientific use.— Before going to

Africa I had no realization of the amount of labor it is, in a hot climate, to prepare large thick skins

like those of the hippopotamus and rhinoceros for scientific purposes. And the handicap for a scien-

tific e.xpedition rests in the great number of men that must be taken along from camp to camp to

carry the ponderously heavy skins and help in their preparation. Chosen natives were trained so that

under supervision they could successfully remove a skin, but to insure success under the tropical

sun, the work had to be done immediately after the specimen was shot. The equipment for the

work is proportionately cumbersome and a problem for transportation ; for instance, we used four tons

of salt in curing skins in the field in British East Africa
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THE GREATER
KUDU

A female East African

kudu (lacking the throat

mane and the horns of

the male), a distinct

suVjspecies (Strepsiceros

atrepsiceros bea).— This

specimen was used in-

stead of the male as the

type, because before it

was described the male

had been mounted in

the National Museum.
Collected by Kermit
Roosevelt, on the escarp-

ment east of Lake Ba-

ringo, after three days of

the liardest labor

East African greater kudu horns measuring tori} -• \< i, ii-ri,.. along the curve.— The shy

greater kudu, with its spiral horns, its striped coat, and graceful body lines, is considered the

most beautiful antelope of the world. Kermit gave ten days' steady work to collecting the

specimen that bore these horns, together with the female above. The species inhabits steep

rocky hills where it feeds on the grass that grows among the thorn scrub and cactus. Be-

cause of its isolation in this type of country which occurs in Africa in small and scattered

areas only, the distribution of the species is discontinuous and local
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HORNS OF THE BONGO DISPLAYED BY 'NDOROBO HUNTER

In wet dark forests (Mau Escarpment, Uasin Gishu) six thousand feet above sea level, the elusive

bongo follows its trails, hunted by the 'Ndorobo natives and the forest leopard. We may con-

sider this antelope {Boocercus eurucerux inaaei) a highland representative of the eland. Both

male and female bear the long sharp horns with which it is said they break down high

branches to browse on the leaves. The color is bright chestnut with a dozen conspicu-

ous white stripes across the back. Specimens for a United States National Mu-
seum group were shot by Kermit after five days' hunting through the

almost impenetrable forest. The distribution of the species is as

remarkable as that of the giant eland— it occurs only in the

small area in British East Africa (from Mau Escarpment

east to Mt. Kenia) and far over on the west coast

along the Gulf of Guinea. Fewer than a half

dozen white men have ever seen the bongo

in its native haunt
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350 nOOSEVELT-MV LIFE AS A XATTRALIST

A siiKill herd ot ('lfi)hant cows aiiioiij!' iniiiiosa trees and tall grass near the 'Nzoia River.— It \v;is

from this herd that I shot the two cows for the American Museum. This monarch of big game animals

has a highly developed emotional and intellectual nature through coordination with the trunk. As I

watched the herd test and move objects, gather small leaves and berries and eat them, guide and fondle the

calves, I realized as not before the handlike value of this trunk. The sense of touch is at least equal

to that of the hand of the higher apes. Elephants are not limited to the experiences of a single habitat.

They wander much and far and are at home in all sorts of country. It was good to find out that a

lion will flee from an elephant as fast as his legs will carry him

Ivory hunters have very nearly killed out the elephant in Africa except in out of the way places. For-

tunately the species is now under protection. In British East Africa no cows can be shot except to safe-

guard life and property, and no bull with ivory weighing less than thirty pounds a tusk. That the great

beast might be represented in our American scientific institutions for generations to come, we brought

the two to the American Museum, and one to the University of California, in addition to those for a

group at the National Museum. (To be fit for scientific use a skin had to be removed at once, and its

preparation required ten days' steady work)



Heredity, Environment, and Civilization

ATTITl'DK OK TIIK AXTI 1 Ii( >I'OL()( i 1ST ToWAIx'I) KA('1 1.
— \V(>I^ K IN HIS

OWN KSPECIAL FIHLD TKACKS HACK TIIK HISTORY OF
•MAN ("ULTURALLV AND I'SV< "lIoLoO ICALLV

AS HKSPONSE To (iXIMZATloN

F.xhtifts from III' iiildi'iss on Jncfors roii/ml/iiK/ Iniiintii hi //(iriar us illiisfnitcil

bfl tin inifiri s (ij f/ii smitJiirishrH I iii/i d Shif(s ^

By A. I.. K H () H H M K'

I'rofi'ssor of AiitMr()iK)l();;y, I'lnvcrsity of (':iliforiii:i

TilF [\v>\ of the scNi'fal I'actDi's iiiccliaiiical laciillio >Ii(miI(1 pusscss

tlii'(>ui:li which il is louically iimfc and hi^hci' i mciil idiis. iho.-c in-

|)(i>sihlc to cxiihiin the life am! iialdy ,L;irtc(| in ihc dircclidii ol' music

c()n(hicl and customs ol' the Indiausol' shouhl dc\('l(»|i mm-c mchxlious songs,

the South\ve.st is that of race or herccl- and so on.

ity. in other words, the inherited ten- ^'et et hnoh)uists rather consistently

deiu-ies— jiliysical and ])sychical. hodily i-el'use to fall hack on such explana-

and mental— which the pi'ople that tions. ^\'heu it comes to using heredit\'

caify these customs have or might ha\c as a cause in the intei-pretation of hu-

The general attitude of anthropnlo- nian institutions oi- national attain-

gists. at least those that are primarily nients. tlieii' I'eaction is literally an

eonei'rue(l with modes of life, toward aloof one. I think 1 can speak for at

this factiH' of race or heredity as e.\- least a nuijority of niy colleagues on

planatory of the practices or conduct this point. What they do unanimously

of ]ieoples. is distinctly negative. At hohl is that if there are such hereditary

fii'st sight it seems as if this elenu'ut differences hetween hninan gi'ouj)s we
could not he left out of consideration. Iia\c not yet heen ahle to determine

W'c know that peoples differ in in- them. We innst assume racial differ-

herited characteristics of hody—com- euces. and we know that there ai'e also

])le\ion. features, hair, eye color, size, great differences in cultui'e: hut we
head-f(U'm. and the like. Theoretically. cannot yet in any ])articulai' case jirove

tlu^se hodily inherited peculiarities the connection hetween them. We can-

ought to l)e accompanied hy mentally not yet say that heredity is the specific

inherited traits : such as greater or less cause of this accom])lishment. of this

iiu-l illation to courage, energy, power of ])oint of \ iew. oi' of this mode (d' life.

ahstract thought, mechanical ingenuity. We cannot say that heredity is the de-

musical or a\<thetic proclivities, swift termini ng factor to such and such de-

reactions, concent i-ating ahility. gift of gree of such and such customs.

e\])ression. 'I'hesi' racial mental traits. I should liki' not to he misunderstood

again, theoretically should he e.\presse(| hei-e. I do not deny that there is every

not only in the conduct hut also in the pi'ohahility that such inhorn differences

custom- and cultui'e of each people. exist hetween many of the races. The
Races horn to a gi-eatei- activity of the point I am making is that we liave as

' Delivered before the TCew York Academy of Sciences, at the American Museum of Xatural History.

April 22, 1918. This was the culminating lecture of a monthly series before the New York Academy of

Sciences, all treating some phase of anthropological problems in the southwestern United States. The
other lectures were: "CTultural Problems of the Southwest." by Clark Wissler ; "Archa'ology of the South-
west." by N. C. Xelson : "The p;xcavatioii of the Aztec Ruin," by K:irl Tl. Morris.
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yet found no way of telling what is and

what is not due to the heredity factor.

The problem of science in general is to

tie up one cause or factor with certain

effects. The problem in the present

case is to tie up definitely the specific

race factor with specific phenomena of

culture or group conduct, such as set-

tled life, architecture in stone, religious

symbolism, and the like; to be able to

say so much of this symbolic expression

is instinctive in the race and so much
of it is the result of other influences.

That is precisely what we cannot do

;

nor has anyone yet been able to find a

method which he can honestly affirm

will enable us to do it. This is a great

pity. But I think you will agree that

under the circumstances a clean scien-

tific conscience does not allow us to do

anything but to adhere to our negative

attitude. When we do not know, the

best thing is to say we do not know, in

science as in business and in personal

relations ; when we are baffled, to admit

we are baffled.

We anthropologists do feel that the

greatest contril)ution we can make at

present to an understanding of this fac-

tor of race is to work with the other

factors with which we can deal specifi-

cally, and to push those other factors as

far as we can in analyzing the phe-

nomena of group conduct or culture.

Meanwhile students in other branches

of science—biology and psychology

—

can operate with this factor of hered-

ity, which is more directly amenable

to their techniques. Then when both

they and Ave have made some progress,

and the unknown quantities are propor-

tionately reduced, we may be able to

begin to connect the two sets of studies.

For instance, when we try to apply

to the mode of life which we know

these Indians of the Southwest to have

had, such biological or racial facts as

are at our command, we find that physi-

cal anthropologists, classifying peoples

into long-headed and short-headed

types, encounter both among the South-

western Indians. They have discov-

ered that long-headed peoples occur

among soiiie of the settled Pueblos and

also among some of the nomadic triljes;

and round-headed groups aiv also

found among the settled and nomadic

tril)cs. The Pueblo Taos and non-

Pucltlo ]'ima are both long-headed, the

Pueblo Zuni and non-Pueblo Apache

hotli broad-headed. Clearly, if the

shape of the head has anything to do

with the culture or mode of life of any

of these peoples, the data that we pos-

sess fail to prove it. If there is any

racial or hereditary reason for the dif-

ferences in the mode of life, the reason

is certainly a very much more subtle

one tlian anyone has yet been able to

establish.

So when we take up any other physi-

cal traits in regard to which we have

information: results simply do not

emerge. Dr. Hrdlicka found in a con-

siderable number of cases, almost uni-

versally, in fact, that the pulse rate of

Indians was about ten beats per minute

less than that of white peo])le— about

sixty instead of seventy. While we do

not know the specific cause of this phe-

nomenon, it does seem to be hereditary.

And to me it seems quite inconceivable

that the physiological workings of two

groups of people like Indians and Cau-

casians could differ so greatly without

there being some reflex in their mental

habits. Yet there are nomadic tribes

such as the Apache that are renowned

for their warlike habits, who lived as it

were by flghting, and, on the other

hand, there are the Zuiii who are fa-

mous for their timidity and gentleness

;

and the pulse rates of such divergent

tril)es are the same. If slow pulse made

for gentleness, as might l)e supposed,

then we have the fact that the aggres-

sive Apache has the identical pulse as

the pacific Zuhi. The conclusion that

we must draw is that whatever the

hereditary basis may be for the differ-

ence between ourselves and the Indian,

it is an exceedingly intricate one, be-
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cause we I'md all t\ [ics of l»clia\ ioi' hutli

aiUDiii:" The slow-pulsed ludiaus and

auiouii' tlie rapid-]»ulsed Caucasiaus.

W'lirii we cduie 1(1 the second I'aetor

liy wliieli we iniii'ht tlKM'irotieally ex-

plain eullui'e— the faciei' o{ physical

cu\ ii'diiiiieiil or i;'eo_<iraphy—our knowl-

edge is not very much greater. ^ ou

have probably all come across the type

of Greek history which begins liy giv-

ing a picture of the country— the dot-

ted islands, blue skies, rocky headlands,

and so forth— and in which the author

then goes on to say something about

how tlu'se gifts of nature molded Greek

civilization— liow Greek art is a reflec-

tion of the clear and serene atmosphere,

Greek speculation the result of segre-

gations and clashes enforced by the

rugged nature of the land, and the like.

Usually. I suppose, this is done because

the authors feel it necessary not to start

too bluntly on the thread of their story.

But it is certainly a mere literary and

thoroughly unscientific procedure. This

is clear from the fact that each author

wends his own sweet wav^ with his ex-

planations— letting his fancy roam
through the meadow picking pretty

flowers at will, as it were; and however

pleasing his speculations, the next

writer in that field does the same sort

of thing all over again.

It is the same with the theorists who
derive the culture of the Central Amer-
ican Maya, the civilization of China

and India, the origin of Mohammedan-
ism, from alternating cycles of arid

and humid climate. Such phantasies

are best met by the recognition that

whoever wishes to take the trouble can

easily devise any number of conflicting

but equally plausible theories.

It is of course obvious that a primi-

tive tribe under the equator would

never invent the ice box, and that the

Eskimo will not keep their food and

water in buckets of bamboo, although

we can feel sure that if the Eskimo had

had bamboo carried to him by the

ocean currents, he would have been

hoih g|;i(l and aMe to use it. Certain

nialei'ials and oppoi'tunities are pro-

\i(led liy nature and are made use of by
evt-ry ])eople. Otiiei- materials are not
pi-ovided, and eertain partictilar cus-

toms therefore cannot be developed as

tlii'y niiglit otherwise be. But all this

is only negative. Two nations have ice

and one invents and the othei- does not

invent the ice chest; two of them have
both band)oo and clay, and one draws
watei- ill bamboo joints and the other in

])ots. Obviously, natural environment
does iin])ose certain limiting conditions

on human life; but equally obviously,

it does not cause inventions or institu-

tions or progress of civilization.

We know a great many nations that

have wood and sinew and flint and
could make bows and arrows, but do not

use them. They employ something

else instead. Either their civilization

has not advanced to the point where

they know enough to manufacture the

bow ; or it has advanced so far that the

bow is no longer of real utility, as

among ourselves.

The determining factor then is not

2iature which gives or withholds the

materials, but the general state of

knowledge and technology and advance-

ment of the group ; in short, historical

or cultural causes and not environ-

mental causes.

The greater part of the Southwest is

arid. Fish are distinctly scarce. The
result is that most of the tribes get

little opportunity to fish. Now we also

find that most of these Southwestern

Indians will not eat fish; in fact, think

them poisonous. So one might say:

Xature does not furnish fish in abun-

dance : therefore the Indians got out

of the habit of eating them ; and finally

came to believe them poisonous. At
first blush this may seem a plausible

reason. But in other parts of the world

fish are prized as a delicacy just be-

cause they are scarce, and people feel

about them very much as we do about

oysters.
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Then, too, lisli ini>ilit <ir;i(hially be-

come more abundant, or s^ome of these

tribes might move to a place where

there always were ])k'nty of fish, so that

they would be living in an environ-

ment which differed from that in which

their customs were formed; and yet

we find that often even then they

adhere to their old customs in contra-

diction to the new or altered environ-

ment.

We have just such a case in the Jews.

It is often said that the Jew's prohibi-

tion against eating pork and oysters

and lobsters originated in hygienic con-

siderations; that these were climati-

cally unsafe foods for him in Palestine.

It is likely that this explanation is more

picturesque than true. Ancient Pales-

tine was not a country in which hogs

could l^e raised with economic profit,

and so they were not raised; and the

Philistine and Phrenieian kept the Jew

from the coast where alone he might

have obtained shellfish. Eating neither

food, he acquired an aversion for them

;

and having the aversion, he said to

himself that it was dangerous and irre-

ligious to run counter to the aversion-

just like our Pueblo Indian ; and ended

up by announcing that the Lord had

issued the prohil)ition. Surely this is

taking us a long way from the starting

point of natural environment. This

environment may indeed be said to

have furnished the first occasion ; but

the determining causes are of an en-

tirely <lifferent kind— psychic or cul-

tural, however we may want to call

them. If any doubt remains, we need

unlv look at the orthodox Jew of today

in our country, where environment

til rusts some of his t;d)ooed foods at

him as economically and hygienically

satisfactory, and he still shudders at

the thought of tasting them.

If this has happened among a civi-

liz(Ml and intelligent peo]ile, the like

must have occurred innumerable times

among uncivilized tribes.

The invention of agriculture has

often been associated with climatic fac-

tors. The first theory was that farm-

ing took its rise in the tropics, where

agriculture came naturally. Only after

people had acquired the habit and

moved into other countries did they

take their agriculture seriously on

bringing it with them into these less

favorable habitats. But it is just as

easy to believe that the reverse hap-

pened. The attempt has actually been

made to prove from the Southwest that

it was the people of arid countri(>s who

invented agriculture, necessity (h-i\iiig

them to it through shortage of natural

sui)plies. McGee^ has argued elabo-

rately for this view on the Ijasis of con-

ditions among the Papago of Arizona

and the Seri of Sonora.

Xow it is plain that mere guessing is

distinctly an unscientific procedure. In

this particular case we can be reason-

ably sure that 1)oth guesses are wrong.

Agriculture did not come to the In-

dians of the Southwest either because

nature was favorable or because it was

unfavorable. It came because, for rea-

sons which we do not now need to ex-

amine, some people in southern ^Mexico

or Guatemala or the northern part of

South America turned agriculturists

;

and from them the art was gradually

carried, through nation after nation, to

our Southwestern tribes, and finally

even to the Eastern Indians. The rea-

sons for acceptance of this explanation

are numerous. First, is the distribu-

tion of native agriculture. The farm-

ing region is about equally divided

between the two continents, with its

middle somewhere about Central Amer-

ica. Then there is the fact that in Cen-

tral America and ^lexico there was the

greatest concentration of population,

which normally accompanies agricul-

ture. Then, pottery has evidently

spread out from the same center, and

the two arts seem to go hand in hand.

1 W .7 McGee, The Beginning of Agrifulture.

Ami-rican Anthropoloi/ist, Vol. VIII, 1895, pp.

3.50-37.5.
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()tlu'i- rrasdiis iiiii;lit lie iulihu-cil wliicli noiiiadic li-ihcs. we lirst moct Iho

ai'c loo Iciii^tliy lo lie |iiirsiii'(l lici'c: .\a\alio, wlio. we liiid. have a i^'ood deal

such as the iiidirccl rviilciicc <d' ai'clia'- of llic Puddo ciillin'c. 'Idle ii'rcat stone

olo^ical r\|dorat ion. It is wlicii these towns are hi(d<ini:-. iiut most of t he iiohle

\ai'ioiis facts ai-e linke(l together that I'diiiion pei'sists. A little farthei' fi'oin

the I'ldl stl-eniith (d' the e\ idellce is the ceiitel'. anioilii' the Apaclie and

lioi'iie in u|HMi ns. I'inia. the i'elii;ion has |ieree|it ihl v di-

.\ow what caused the lii'st ti"ihe in of nHni-he(| in elahoi-ateness and lineiiess.

ahout Centfal America to |ii'actice aiii'i- As we radiate still more, the simpliliea-

eultui'e. we do not know. \\\\[ we ha\c lion (d'eulture increases among the Mo-
at h'asl done some! hini;'. We ha\e ae- haxc. most of whose cults are of a new
counted f(U' the |M-e\alence (d' aiii'icul- and riid<'i' kind. Still farther out, on

lui'e in oui' ahoi-ii;iiud Southwest for the sIku'cs id' the I'acilic Ocean in

>e\ci'al thousand yeai's: and accounted s(Uit hern ( 'ali foi'nia. ajuoiii^- I he I>uiseno

for it wholly hy a cultural or human and ( iahi-ielino. there are still a few

ex])laiiation without nd'ereiu-e to (di- distinctive hut isolated I'uehio ti-aits

mate or ,i;'eo,i:fa|thy oi' the to|toi;ra|)liy sui'\ i\ini;'. h'oi' instance, these Indians

<d' the c(uintry. in shoii. the einii-on- nud\e y'round paintings, symholic i-ep-

niental factor |ti'oves to he so I'emote or resentations or pictures of the nniverse,

indii'cct oi- elusive that we cannot seri- which are clearly liased on the Pueblo

ously operate with it. type of altar. l)Ut foi' e\-eiT siieli

'idle third set of faetoi's with which Puehlo-type ti'ait whi(di tliev possess,

we have to deal is what we may call the tliei-e are ten or twenty whicdi they lack.

]iraetiees or l)ehavior of people them- In central ('alifornia. which is still

selves taken in the mass— their typo of more n-mote. we find here and there a

cnltnre or civilization. I do not mean last hit of custom reminiscent of Pneblo

necessarily hio:h civilization, bnt ty]K' cultui'c: hut always only a snggestive

or kind of civilization irrespective of hit. so much is it whittled down. The
its lev(d. We may in this sense speak I'm'hlo cnltnre as snch, the typical one

as fairly of a Hottentot or Apache civi- of the Sonthwest, has vanished. In

lization as of Oreek or French civiliza- short, we get here a set of relationships

tion. in space very mnch of a kind with those

We have in the Sonthwest a rather which the evolutionary l)iologist works

good exam))le of how the phenomena of ont in time in the study of organic

civilization nsnally arrange themselves life.

when we look npon them geogra]ihi- AVe might represent these conditions

cally. In the center of our area we find gra])hically very mnch as ]\rr. X. C
fonr gronps of Pnehlo Indians— the Xels(m^ reccmtly re]n'esented his find-

Hopi. Zuiii. Keres. and Tewa or Tano ings in regard to the ancient cnltnre of

—who undoubtedly represent the i'litc the Sonthwest. Without reference to the

of the native culture and, to a greater living Indians bnt on the basis of in-

or less degree, of the aboriginal civi- vestigations of the remains of the past,

lization of the United States. Thesi^ he constructed a step pyramid which

fonr Pueblo tribes not only built towns had for its ape.x this very I'ogion where

of stone and lived almost wholly by the Pnelilos are now. As he passed to

agriculture, but they had workecl out each lower step, the arch;eological re-

an exceedingly com])lex system of i-eli- mains were ciMider and less notable, and

gion. with syml)olic rituals, a kind of eai li lower step was also so much nearer

rude ])hilosophy. and the like. When
we leave these town-buildino- people ' Tn an addmss on tlie ".4rrIwoIogv of tlio Soutli-

' ' . we.st. delivered before tlie Xew York Aciidomv
and come amoni;" the nomadic or semi- of Sciences, February 2.5. i9i8.
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the periphery. As he mentally contin-

ued to descend the pyramid, he was

simultaneously retrogressing in time,

descending in the scale of culture, and

spreading geographically; which is but

another way of representing the same

thing that I have been trying to picture

in terms of space alone.

We can then accurately speak of the

center and chief origin of our generic

Southwestern Indian culture as being

located among these four Pueblo

groups. Even within the narrow

Pueblo region it is practically certain

that at some time in the past, perhaps

a thousand years ago, the intensest

focus or acme of the culture was in the

San Juan drainage district, Avhere

there are no Pueblos at all now ; and at

some later time, but still before the dis-

covery of America, this nourishing

hearth had shifted eastward and be-

come located among the Tewa on the

upper Eio Grande, wdiere its develop-

ment was arrested by the arrival of the

disturbing Spaniard.

Just as agriculture and pottery have

spread out from the original great Cen-

tral American center, and then spread

afresh farther north from the minor

Ptieblo center, so undoubtedly many
other elements of civilization have been

diffused. Some day, for instance, Ave

may be able to prove that the South-

western clan system and type of reli-

gion have also in the main been shaped

among some of the four Pueblo tribes

or their ancestors; and that these in

turn derived at least the rudiments or

suffffestions of these institutions from

Mexico and Central America.

To designate Southwestern native

culture as being outright Mexican

would be slovenly, because it is plain

that merely its basis or stimulus was

derived from Mexico, and the great

bulk of its content was reshaped on the

spot. Just so the Mohave or Luiseiio

at the fringe of the Southwestern area

undoubtedly got their cultural start

from the Pueblos through the Pima or

Apache, but are far from Ijeing mere

dependents, Ijecause they have thor-

oughly worked over their cultural heri-

tage from the Pueblos into something

that is distinctively their own. They
represent subcenters of development of

civilization that stand in exactly the

same relation to the Pueblo center as

this stands to the Mexican super-

center; and the relation holds equally

in space, in time, and in cause.

I l)elieve that on the strength of this

illustration I can claim that we anthro-

pologists are working out some recon-

struction of what happened. ^Ye are

tracing back the history of man, not on

the physiological or climatic side, l)ut

culturally; and showing, in some de-

gree, how the civilization of the Ameri-

can Indian came to be. We have not

gone so very far, it is true; but solid

progress is not made by attempting to

solve at one fell swoop all the problems

that confront one.

There is one respect in which the cul-

ture of the Southwest is peculiar. It

is constituted of two elements that are

almost polar or opposites. We have the

strictly agricultural Pueblos in their

towns : and we have also the nomads
that separate and surround them and

show the same basic culture in a differ-

ent form. The ^avaho and Apache

live scattered in small groups in tem-

porary villages. Acoma and Zuhi were

inhaljited as permanent cities when the

Spaniard first marched into the land.

The difference jjctween these two types

of Southwestern natives is striking : and

the two dwell sandwiched in between

each other. In no other part of North

America does there appear to be any

such extreme contrast in so small an

area. Ordinarily we find such differ-

ences only among tribes that are far

apart, and we must travel hundreds of

miles before we encounter like changes.

The differences are apparently greater

than those in mediaeval Europe, and

even there the case is not quite paral-

lel, for the French noble and l)urgher
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aiul ]ic;iMUH wen- jit'tcr nil I-'iTiicli-

iiu'ii. wiioivas no .^ucli IVvliiiji' ol' coiii-

luunity oi lan,<ruaii\' or nationalily

unites till' Xavalio. .\|)ach('. Ziifii. and

Afoma.

This (lill'civiu-c cuts across the South-

west rather deeply and shows in minor

ways that may he very siiiiiiiicant. At

Zuni it is the custom for women to sit

liat on the i;-round hut for lueii not to

do so. Sometimes the luau uses an

empty hox: ordinarily he has huilt

around the walls of his i'()i)m a litth'

led*:e tliat i'orms a hnv soil of hcncli.

In general, he no more thinks of sitting'

cross-leiiii"ed on the ground than we do.

The Xavalio or Ai)ache sits right down

on the ground and crosses his legs. The

\ariou.- trihes arc perfectly conscious

of these customs. Once when I sat

Turk-fashion, my Zuni companion im-

mediately said. "Ah. you are Apache-

sitting." Xow. trivial as this is. such

a departure of hahits might easily cause

different methods of serving food, or

create different types of implements or

of etiquette. Even where such a minor

peculiarity results in nothing further,

it may often be deeply suggestive of

much greater distinctions.

In the discussion of a recent address

before the Xew York Academy of Sci-

ences,^ Dr. Pliny E. Goddard called at-

tention to one of these greater distinc-

tions. The Apache and Navaho fear

the dead body as they would fear small-

pox or any other contagious disease. A
person that has no near kin is likely

not to 1)0 buried. If a man dies in a

house his people move off and abandon

the vicinity. Even if he dies out of

doors, his house is not lived in again.

Among the Pueblos it is different. Peo-

ple die in their rooms and the building

is not pulled down. The Pueblo's atti-

tude toward his dead lacks entirely this

element of horror that the ghost may
come back and work an injury—he feels

slightly or not at all certain powerful

1 By Dr. Clark Wissler, January 28, 1918, on
"Cultural Problems in the Soutliwest."

emotions to which so many otlu'r In-

dian tribes are intensely susceptiljle.

Dr. (iodihird suggested that somehow
the auccstiM's of the I'ueblos got rid of

theii- di'cad and therefore were enabled

to cougi'cgate in houses of stone. One
obviously cannot build a town and

then move halt' a mile away when the

iirst inhabitant dies. My own inter-

])retation wouhl rather be the reverse of

\)\\ (;o(hhii-(rs. I should say that the

i'uehh)s found it exceedingly inconve-

nient to h'avc their stone dwellings

every litth' wiiile. and unprofitable or

dangerous to live in temj)orary ones.

'I'hcy therefore subdued their feeling

of dread as best they could and finally

got rid of it. That is, 1 should give the

economic cause precedence over the reli-

gious one. But it matters very little

whether 1 am right or Dr. Goddard is

right. We agree, and I think all an-

thropologists would agree, that there is

a connection between the two factors

involved in this matter.

This connection is in a sense cultural,

in a sense psychological. It refers to

an attitude of mind bearing on other

attitudes of mind or habits. And that

brings us to the last aspect under which

we luust consider human civilization:

namely, as a product of interacting cul-

tural factors each with its peculiar psy-

chological coloring. The mental atti-

tude that fears the dead is more than a

mere psychological phenomenon. It is

something that can be formulated in

terms of culture and connected with

cultural elements. The ISTavaho's emo-

tion is to us no longer a pure or

abstract emotion, but something that

we can bring into positive causal re-

lation with directly institutional fac-

tors such as architecture in stone or

wood.

For instance, in temperament the

Pueblo Indians are gentle. They are

an exceedingly amiable people, showing

some reserve, but not the stubborn reti-

cence characteristic of so many of our

Indians. They do not evince the manly,
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up.-tan(li]ig iiicisiveiiess of \\w Indiaiijs

of the Plains, their directness in per-

sonal intercourse, the interesting play

of individuality.^

Xow 1 think it is very clear that one

reason why the Puehlo is less incisive

and ])ersonal in his mentality, is that

his culture is much more pervaded hy

the idea of organization. To give a

hrief example chosen from the field of

religion, there are ahout sixteen hun-

dred Zuiii. or a little more than three

hundred adult males. Every one of

these belongs to a communal religious

society. At the head of this there are

fourteen sets of four or five priests

each, or one out of every six men.

These are ranked and grouped, with

certain divisions of function. In addi-

tion there is a head priest or sort of

pope, one of a college of six cardinals,

as they might be called, plus a speaker

or sun-priest, a woman assistant, a

grand dance manager, and two bow-

priests or executive officers. The re-

maining Zuni are divided into six

groups ; each of which has its own kiva

or ceremonial chamber, practically also

a club. Each of these clubs has its

manager and keeper of costumes. All

this is only part of the scheme of or-

ganization of the one communal so-

ciety. Beyond this are thirteen frater-

nal societies, each usually containing

several grades or orders, and each with

its head, deputy, speaker, and medicine

keeper.

Enough of such details. It is clear

that on the side of religion alone the

average Zuni can hardly escape holding

some office or function during his life

because his scheme of ritual organiza-

tion is so elaborate as to provide almost

as many offices as there are possible in-

cumbents. Among the Plains Indians

there is nothing like this. Such simple

forms of organization as they possess

' Dr. Robert H. Lowie. of the American Mu-
seum, in liis field study of North American In-

dians, has gone from the Plains to the Pueblos,

and has several times dilated on this very striking

difference.

are absolutely rudimentary in compari-

son.

What I am trying to show is tliat

these culture phenomena must ha\e a

reaction on the individuaFs psycliol-

ogy. The Zuiii does not think of an

individual except as a part of a ma-
chine. Organization is so dominant in

his life, so stamped all over himself

and his associates, that personality is

considerably stamped out of him ;

whereas the loosely organized Plains

tribesman has every opportunity to fos-

ter his individuality and to be direct

and frank in the expression of his char-

acter.

Ju.st so, the Zuiii always inclines to

think of the symbolic meaning of an

act rather than of the act itself. His

whole mythology, the history of his

people as he tells it, is more or less in

this symbolic form. What is not sym-

bolic, he has left out. If he is forced

by circumstances or induced l)y advan-

tage to take up new things, such as

sheep or wool or woolen cloth, he says

to himself : "We are indeed using them,

but they are unsymbolic and not old

and therefore we will not use them in

religion." Then he gradually begins to

use these things nevertheless, because it

is convenient, but he still denies em-

ploying them. Anything that is used

in any ceremonial connection must con-

tain nothing of Caucasian origin, is the

rule ; but actually there are few ritual

paraphernalia that do not include

something which has been produced by

the white man. The Zuni uses these

paraphernalia but still tries to explain

the fact away : again a psychological

factor. After the innovation has l)een

with him long enough, he finally man-

ages to say to himself: "Of course we
have always had this material. Our
creation story tells how it came wyi out

of the ground with us and was always

Zufii.'' So he has at last made the

Caucasian importation a real ]iart of

his mvthological and symbolic form

wliich he loves so much. Again, a ten-
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di'iicx III' his civilization lia> (lidatcil

lii> jicrxmal and urou)) (.oinluct.'

1 tliiiiiv these illustratii)iis ai-e per-

lia]>s eiiouiih to show tliat a mere iiiter-

jtretation aeeorilini;' to the three sets of

j'aetors with which we hei^aii our eoii-

>i(lei'at ion does not exhaust the liel(h

'Idle psychic aspects ai'e also present.

And they ai'e in some measni'e ntil-

i/.aliK' ill e.\])hinati()ii as soon as we can

hrinu- tliem into definite" relation with

insl it n! ional phenomena. Most (d' what

can he done ahini;' this line still helonji's

' As a study rt>i)r('sciitativt' of tliis more or less

psycliolcgical nifthod of ai)i>roach of fulturi". I

might mention tlie famous historical novel "Tlic

Deliglit Makers" by Bandelier, the pioneer of

Southwestern research. By no means of the higli-

est rank as a piece of fiction, the book is never-

tlieless jiervaded by a keener and more compre-
hensive insight into the psychic reactions accom-

l)anying the manifestations of Pueblo culture than

any other work in the field. Of similar order, al-

though formally much more scientific, is the essay

by the late Dr. H. K. Haebcrlin of tlie Museum,
on the idea of fertilization among the Southwest-
ern Indians. This monograph is misunderstood if

it is regarded as an attempt to reduce the entire

civilization of the Southwest to a single formula.

It does endeavor, and on the whole with remark-
able success, to view as much as possiV)le of this

culture in its relations to one of its dominant atti-

tudes of mind.

to the riiture; hut it i> important not

to overlook the oppoi't unit ies of the

I'ut nre.

'Idle antliro})oh)<i-ist works, then, not

hy denying' the reality of the factors

of hei'cdity and environment hut hy

<i()ini;" heyond them, lie does not seri-

ously ojX'rato with them hecause in his

own held he has heeii ahle to accom-

plish nolhini;' with them. The jirocrress

which he has made and which justifies

his reliance in his method and techniipie,

has l)con achiincd hy jiainstakinu- analy-

sis of human cultures into cultural ele-

ments; hy tracing the connection, first

in space, then in time, then in cause

and efTecf. hetween culture element ami

cult tire (dement, between cultui-e and

culture; hy explaining phenomena of

civilization not in terms of the under-

lying organic constitution or surround-

ing nature, but in terms of civil iza-

tional phenomena themselves ; with

human mentality never left out, but al-

ways regarded only as it is acted on by

custom and institution and reacts on

them.





Child-life among the Smith Sound Eskimos
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CHILDREN are always welcome

iU'rivals in the families inakiii,<;'

up iliL' little tribe of Eskimos

dwelling along the bleak shore of nortli-

west Greenland between Melville Bay

and Kane Basin. Childless couples, of

which there are a few in the tribe, arc

objects of ]Mty because they are looking

forward with dread to old age, when

the man will l)e still; in the joints and

not agile enough to hunt the seal, wal-

rus, and polar bear, and the woman will

be too slow and feeble to attend to the

traps, to catch the little auks, and to

prepare the skins needed for clothing.

Large families are not found in the

tribe, but many that we knew com-

prised four children, while several had

five little ones in the igloo. Nor are

the Eskimo children unmindful of the

care that watched over their babyhood

and youth, and they cheerfully support

their aged parents.

The first Eskimo family with which

I became acquainted was the one that

formed the entire native population of

Ip-soo-i-sook at the head of Parker

Snow Bay during the winter of 1915-

19 IG, when the auxiliary schooner

"George B. Cluett," the first of the

Crocker Land Expedition relief ships,

wintered there on her way home after

her unsuccessful attempt to reach Etah.

The family consisted of Pood-lahq and

his wife Ee-net-lee-ahq, and their three

children, Ky-u-ti-kah, a boy of seven

years, Ky-u-tahq, a boy of five, and

]\Ier-k'oo, a little girl of about three.

Tood-lahq's brother, Al-la-ko-tee-ahq, an

irrepressible lad of eighteen, filled ujt

the quota of the igloo. Pood-lahq had

been a famous liunter in his prime, but

snow blindness had injured his eyes so

that he could scarcely see, and he had

great difficulty in obtaining seals and

other game for food. fuel, and clotliiiig.

Illustrations from photographs liy Don

l^]c-n('t-lcc-ali(|, however, was t'uci'gctic

and faitliful in her efforts to su})port

tlic raniily and spent day after day

trani|iiiig the hills in attendance u])on

llic fox ti'aps and hare snares. They
jdiniMl liiii'nionicnisly in caring for the

children, and theirs was a model fam-

ily for devotion to one another and to

the coiiiMKin needs. I never heard one

of the children cry, exce]>t when it was

hurt through some misha|).

Like all the Eskimo children whom
I saw,Ky-u-ti-kah,Ky-n-tah(|.and iler-

k"oo were i-oiind-clieeked, licidtliy little

animals, quiet in their demeanor and

unselfish in their treatment of one an-

other, although undemonstrative in the

display of affection. Of course they

were fond of candy, as soon as they

learned what the pretty things were

that wo held out to them. Yet they

would never offer to eat a piece until

after permission had been signified, and
if one of the boys happened to be alone

on board ship, he would take his candy

home to share it with his brother and

sister. One day ]\ler-k"oo had nearly

succeeded in removing the w'axed paper

from her stick of peanut brittle, when
one of our men held out his hand and

asked for it. Without a whimper she

passed it over to him, but it was inter-

esting to see the look of relief and joy

that spread over her face when she got

the coveted morsel back and was free to

eat it.

The children are taught indepen-

dence very early in life. When this

family was moving from Tp-soo-i-sook

in the spring of 1!)H), I made Ee-net-

lee-ahq some triffing gifts, which she

was not content to accept until after she

had brought out and given me a little

soapstone dish— "^'from ]\Ier-k"oo.""

There are no baby carriages or even

bahv sledges in the Far North, and

ahl B. :MacMillan. copyriglitcd 1918
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AN ESKIMO FAMILY HEALTHY, HAPPY, INDEPENDENT

Pood-lahq. his wife Ee-net-lee-ahq, and their two-year-old daughter, Mer-k'oo. An Eskimo baby is car-

ried in the hood of its mother's coat from the time it is born until it is about two years old— and some-
times longer if there is no smaller baby to take its place. Compared with American children, it is said

that Eskimo babies are backward, not beginning to stand alone until two years old. Carrying the baby
in this way does not seem to inconvenience the mother greatly, and as for the baby, it is exceedingly

comfortable. It is rocked as in a cradle when she moves and bends about her work ; it is lulled to sleep

as she laughs and chats with its father; and when she goes to the fox traps or journeys to some neigh-

boring igloo, the child settles more snugly into the hood, soon becoming accustomed to the sting of frosty

air on its face and to the sight of vast stretches of snow and ice

.']62



Megis-s'oo and Shoo-e-ging-wah amid grass and flowers at Etah.— There are no happier children in

the world than the Eskimo, and when the dark winter is past and the sun has risen and begins to circle

about the sky, never setting at all at night so that the days are long for play, they are happier than ever.

As far north as this there are no trees to spread their leaves and give shade in which to play ; but by

June the ground is soft with moss, grass is growing green, and wild flowers blossom among the rocks,

while the chirping of snow birds and the sound of running waters blend cheerily with the laughter of the

children

( hahics tnncl. tlicv must ride aronml i'vn\\\ iK-hiiid lu'-iict-lcc-alKj'sMlh'll til

ill \\\r lioofl of the mother's alnif/'iini-

(xit. a coat made from the skin of the

ciiimiinn jiod-cc-zhi'c or rino;e(l seal. Mcr-

k"oo looked verv eunning as she i)eere(l

head, her own little head being ineased

in a close-fitting v«ealskiii hood with

lace i-()ll of hliie fo.\ tails. But the bal)}'

wni'c almost no other clothing while in



Me-giss'oo and Shoo-eging-wah are playing with their pet dogs in tlie July sun at Etali. In the

summer months, on days when the wind is not too strong, Eskimo mothers give their babies sun

baths on bear or deerskins stretched on the ground. Needless to say the little people like it, and con-

tinue to like it until they are quite big boys and girls.

Eskimo children are inured to relatively low temperatures, and the igloo with its seal-oil lamp

is so warm, even when the weather is bitterest outside, that they play about without their fur clothing.

In summer they are glad indeed to cast aside the fur while they play back and forth within the

toopik and out into the sunshine

the hood. A bal)_v must havL' to eliug

to its mother like a cat or a monkey, for

the mother seems to talve ahnost any

kind of exercise and to bend down to

the ground freely without ever spilling

out the child. One cold morning Ahng-
ma-lok-to and his wife arrived at Ip-

soo-i-sook after two days of sledging

from Cape York. The latter s hood

looked large and heavy, and on exami-

nation I found that it contained a na-
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ked baby only a few weeks old. Eskimo

babies begin to travel young, and with-

out much reference to temperature. I

asked Ahng-ma-lok-to where they had

spent the night and I learned that he

had built a snow igloo for shelter at

Sook-koon, ten or twelve miles south of

the ship.

Soon after Christmas, 1916. Ah-wee-

ah-good-loo, although but fourteen years

old. presented her husband with a son



ciiiLn-Lii'i-: AM().\(; riii-: sMrni soiwd h'sKiMos ;uir)

;it Kt;ili. .'iiiil two (l;iy> al'tt'i' llic li;iliv"- Irilii'. Itui I lie cliildi-cii nfici) rcc('i\c tlir

nrriviil she linui.uiit il iiilo r>(ii-u|i name of >()iii(' near or rciiintc rcla(i\('.

LimIuc the (illlcial iiaiiir fur (Hir head- like Sohf-kalik wIkhii I lia\c ju.-t iiicn-

i|uai1('i'> Ikhisc. 'I'lic ill faiil was <iiii|)lv lidiicd. nv n\' sunic I'i'cciitK' (Icccasccl

nillcil ii|i ill tile wliiic fur (if an Arctic friciuk .Mcr-k"n(i was iiaincil fur ( )(i-

liarc. a "raliKit skin"" — a rciiiiiKk'r of lali(|"> wi fc. who had died short I v hororc

the ohi nursery rhyme. The liahy was th<' hirth id' h]e-iiet-lee-ah(|"s hah\-. and

named Solw-kahk anionic- other name.-. her recei\iiiL; this name, tliiis |ie!'|)elii-

iii lienor of his father's grandfather atiiii;' the womairs ineiiior\-. adiiwed

who was a noted hunter, so that he in \ ah-\ rah-iia. I'eter |-"reucheir> wife, to

turn iin\i:lit he successful in the cha-e rouiue it. .\ah-\ rah-iia had alwavs

when lie i^reW up. lieell calle(l Mer-k"oo. hut cll>toni liad

'I'liere are no faiiiilv names in the fiu'ced her to ilroji the iiaiue when ( )o-

An Eskimo biiby.— It is spring. Tlie littk' auks liave conic to tlu'ir nesting cliffs in tlie Far
North. Eskimo women are shouting as they sweep tlie long-hanfllcd nets in air. All the children are
laughing. Little Tahtah-rahq. too young to walk, is waiting among the rocks while his mother tries

her skill with the net. (She has already caught one of the black and white birds, which lies on the

rock near the baby's head.) Below them stretches the great white ice of Foulke Fjord with dark
cliffs beyond, and in tlie air above swing and cirdi' the flocks of little auks
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Tahtahrahq, when about three years old (1917), cutting

meat.— In Eskimo land one eats when he is hungry— if there

chance to be any meat. The children soon learn that there are

times of plenty and feasting, and times of want, or even fam-

ine. They learn early also one of the most highly developed

of Eskimo virtues, hospitality : that no little boy or girl will

ever be allowed to go without food as long as anyone in the

tribe has some to be shared

Me-gis-s'oo listening to the Victrola taken north by the

Crocker Land Expedition

taliq"s wife died, and she

could not use it again until

after some sulisequentlyborn

child had been named in

specific honor of the de-

ceased. Most Eskimo names
are fantastical or without

signification, but Mer-k'oo

means a feather, Tah-tah-

rahq a raven, Ee-wid-doo

sinew (thread), Ahl-ning-

\v;\}\ a girl baby.

The Eskimo children

have almost no playthings:

a few bits of bone, some-

times rudely carved into

representations of men, wo-

men, seals, or walrus, pieces

of flat stone, occasionally a

small l-ah-moo-tik (sledge)

which can be used for coast-

ing on the hard snow banks,

rarely a modification of the

stick-and-ball toy or game
— the list is not long. As
soon as the light came back

in the latter part of the

winter, Ky-u-ti-kah and

even Ky-u-tahq spent every

day practising with a dog

whip that Pood-lahq made
for them. I was surprised

to see how well the older

little boy could snap the

lash, which was twelve or

fifteen feet long even on the

small-sized model that he

u.-(m1. The children grow

up with the young dogs and

are very fond of them. The

consequence is that, when
they grow large themselves,

they know dogs thoroughly

and can manage them well,

the girls l)eing almost as

adept as the boys.

At Etah, there were sev-

eral children around most

of the time and we saw

much of them at the expe-

dition headquarters, where



A twelveyearold girl helping to set a fox trap.— A little KsUinui girl begins very early to help with

the traps, and with the sealskins, to tend the lamp, and help care for the baby. Her education

comes entirely through imitation of her mother, and all her work and play concerns the serious

matter of learning to be grown up like mother

About the Crocker Land K.xpedition s headquarters was such wealth of boards and boxes for

making playhouses as these Eskimo children had never seen before. Wood is very scarce indeed in

the Smith Sound region and all that can be obtained must go into sledges and toopik poles. Often

narwhal horns have to be used for the toopiks. The older boys sometimes make snow playhouses,

little igloos, exactly as their fathers build the big igloos in which they live
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The hood of tlie Eskimo woiuaus coat has been
the Eskimo bab.v's cradle for more centuries than
history can tell. This is the little Eskimo boy,

Tah-tah-rahq, when two years old (1916) with

his mother Ahnee-nah. The baby's bare body
rests against his mother's back, he wears a short

shirt of young blue foxskin and a tiglit-fitting

sealskin hood edged around the face with blue

fox tails. A family is especially proud of its

boys, for they will grow into great liunters, the

heroes of the Eskimo race

some of US always could find time to

play with them. My little playmate

was Me-gis-s'oo, eight years old. She
would stand as much petting and
kissing as any little American girl

of her age, Ijut I never could teach her

to kiss me in return. The Eskimo suh-

stitute for kissing is rubbing of noses.

Tah-tah-rahq and Ig-loo-suah-mi were

three-year-old boys who loved to get

underfoot, and many were the perfectly

natural contests l)etween them over

blocks or other playthings that we let

one or the other of them have.

The girls begin early to help their

mothers. Almost the only item of

housekeeping in an igloo (winter house

of stones and turf) or toopik (summer
tent of seal skin) that requires any

skill is the tending of the flame of the

native stove-lamp. This is a shallow,

oval-triangular pan or dish, somewhat
like a big clam shell in shape, although

not so deep, from twelve to eighteen

incites across carved out of soapstone.

When in use it is propped up on edge

on stone supports on a special platform

at one side of the bed platform. It is

])rovided along its lower edge with a

wick improvised from dried moss,

which sucks up the oil that gradually

tries out of the lumps o'f blubber placed

in the upper part of the contrivance.

The object is to obtain the greatest pos-

sible amount of flame for liglit and

lieat, with the smallest possible amount
of smoke, and it requires some knack

and much training to pat the moss into

])roper shape for this with the curved

l)ranch of a willow l)ush that is used

for the purpose. Then the girl must
acquire skill in the use of the oo-Ioo, or

woman's knife, shaped like an Ameri-

can chopping knife, M'hich is used in

cleaning, scraping, and cutting skins

for the making of garments, and for all

other purposes for which the Eskimo
woman uses a knife.

Ah-nee-nah, Me-gis-s'oo's mother, had

many fox traps placed along the hill

slopes up Foulke Fjord from Etah, and

she used to take the little girl w^ith her

when she went out to examine them.

Thus was the child trained in know-

ledge of the habits of the ti/-ing-nee-a]i,

or blue and white foxes, which furnish

the l)est material for hooded coats and



('iiiLi)-i.iFi-: AMoxa 77//'; smith ^iorxn I'JSkimos :ui9

w <Miicii > t ninks.

rc(Hlil'ci| lVr(|ll('llI

I'lic hare >ii:ii'('S. too.

al lent ioi), and (il'tci)

im iiiv walks diil 1 niccl ilic iwn |iickiiii:

llicir \\a\ Imiiicw ai'il n\cr the I'oiiiili

Ii'ail. .Mc-L;is-s"()o >la,i:;i:('rin,u almii;' un-

ilc|- llcl' I'llITV lnif(lcll.

Cai'iiii:- t'T the skins and makiiiii

tliciii uii into rl(ithiii,ii" fall to tlie lot of

llic wniiicii. All seal and liii'd skills

iiiu>l lie <lic\\('d t<i rciiHUi' |>ai-t al l('a>l

of tlicii' inliri'i'iit I'at and ti» soften the

liliri'. a- ilii' I']skinio have nn wav of

(annin.u hides. Me-gis-s"oo began on lit-

tli' ank >kins destined for shirts. Chew-

ing skins takes tlie place of embroiderv

and otliei- fancy work with the female

|io]iulat ion, and oeenpies spare moments
from eai'lx girlhood to old womanhood.
Soniel iine> Me-gis-s"oo. A li-nee-na li. and

Ali-nah-dw ah. Ali-nee-nah"s mother,

won Id sit in a row on one of our

l)enches. each chewing vigorously on a

skin of si:)nie s(U't. In ap])earance, it

was not hotter than a chewing gum con-

te>t in the N'ew York Subway, but it

had the nii'rit of producing valnable

results.

Althougli the P^skimo garments have

no surface ornamentation, skins of dif-

ferent colors are cut into certain con-

ventional ]iatterns and sewed together

to i»rodiice ju-etty effects of design. A
womaiTs htih-jic-ldh . or hooded coat of

fox skins, nuist show one combination

of bine and white, while the man's l-ah-

pe-tali mu.st show another. The same

is true of the net'l or hooded coat made
from the skin of the poo-ee-zhec. The
kam-iJi-. or sealskin boot, is likewise of

different pattern for the man and the

woman. All the garments are cut out

with the ()ii-h>o and sewed with sinew

of narwhal or eai'ihon. and a girl must
learn to do all this work well before she

become> desiraljle as a wife. And girl-

liood does not last long, for a girl is

usually only from thirteen to sixteen

years old when she takes over the cares

of an indi'])endent lionsehold.

The boy's education is more exten-

sive and varied than the uiirs. It riin>

Ke-nali loo bringing home a whito and a blue

fox, obtained from her trap.s. She is wearing a

sealskin coat, foxskin trunks, and sealskin boots

mostlv to hunting game and the mak-

ing of a|)])aratiis and iin])leinents con-

nected therewith. 1 hav(> s])oken of his

earlv ell'orts at dog driving, lie also

must learn how to cut out and sew to-

gether the harness for his dogs, which

preferably is made of polar hear skin,

although sealskin is often used for the

|nirpi)>e. lie must he able to make his

own Ird/i-iiifiii-l il,' (sleilge) but this ha-



Tah-tah-rahq (three years old, 1917) with one of the sleds which the Crocker Land Expedition

took north to the Eskimo children. An Eskimo boy does not often have a little sledge to play with be-

cause there is seldom more than enough wood to make the family's big sledge— nevertheless he some-

times has a great frolic sliding down hard snow slopes without a sled. Life for the Eskimo boy is

more serious than for the American boy. and he is quieter. He must become self-supporting early and
so must learn very much from his father: to make snow and stone igloos; to drive the dogs and make
and mend the harness and the sledge; to use the rifle; to skin the game; to make harpoons, floats,

kayaks; and finally when he is about fourteen, to hunt the seal, the walrus, and the polar bear

I'hoto;/rai/li by E. O. Hovey

Oo-quee-ahq. with his wife. Ah-tee-tah. and their two children, beside their toopik at Ip-soo-i-^ook,

head of Parker Snow Bay, 1916. Oo-quee-ahq accompanied Peary to the Xorth Pole
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become a comparatively easy t;isk now.

since lie has l)een able to jiX't lioni-d^ ami

other wood from the while man am! no

lon^iitT is ol)liiieil to hish i)ieces of wliale-

boiie together for ninm>rs and to utilize

caribou antlers for ujistanders. The
thick, tough skill of tlie oog-jook. or

sqnaretlijipcr seal, is used for making
heavy line such as is needed for whijis.

dog traces, kah-iiioo-fiJi- lasliiug. har-

jioon and lloat lines, and the likt'.

Hence the lioy must learn t'ai-ly how to

use a knife skillfully in ordei' to slit

the oog-jook skin while soft into a long

even stri]i aliout a half inch wide. This

striji is then stretched and dried and i<

ready for use. For dog whijis, a strip

like this is trimmed down so that it

tapers gradually throughout its length.

and a thin snapper three or four feet

long of dried poo-ec-zhee skin is at-

tached to its outer end.

The girls and women usually skin the

birds, hares, and foxes, but the boys

and men attend to the seals, walrus,

narwhals, white whales, caribou, musk-
oxen, and polar bears, although the w^al-

rus almost always is cut up with its

skin on, especially when it is to be used

as dog food. The children learn to do

these and other tasks by constantly

helping their elders.

The boy must learn how- to carve

good ooJc-sooIs or rings from w^alrus or

narwhal ivory for dog harness ; harpoon

heads from ivory, using different sizes

for the seal and the walrus and nar-

whal, and pointing them now with

white man's iron : harpoon shanks frnm

wood, although formerly from narwhal

horn or walrus bone; floats and drags

from sealskin; kayaks or sealskin boats

for summer use; igloos or huts out of

flat stones and turf for the winter

home, and ig-loo-ee-ahs out of blocks of

wind-compacted snow for temporary

use when on the trail or a family jour-

ney. But the toopik or sealskin tent for

summer occupancy falls to the woman's
lot to make, on account of the sewing

involved.

\\ hen a hoy is about fourteen years

old, he goes out on the seal hunt with

the men and thus hecomes an actively

supp(Uliiig iiu'inber of the family.

Shortly afterward he takes jiart in wal-

i'us hunting and the eliase n\' the polai'

heai' and the eai'ilion. At about I'igh-

teeii he wi>hes to beconn^ inde])endeni;

and the head of his own t'aiiulv. and ho

Kah-ko-chee-ahq, an Eskimo boy.—He has

put, on the shirt of little auk skins inside out in

order to show its beauty in the photograpli. The
feathers are worn next the body. This is not

an outer garment, but is worn (or not worn ac-

cording to the weather) underneath the coat of

sealskin, fo.xskin, or caribou skin

marries— if there is a girl available.

He is fortunate if he can have the girl

who was picked out for him by the par-

ents on both sides when the children

Avere babies, because just now there are

more boys than girls of mai'riageable

age among these people of the Far
Xorth. But children are children no
longer when they reach the age for set-

tini:- UD their own homes.
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The Blue Tiger

1^ K O Y (• 11 A I' M A X A N I) K E W S

Illustrations from iilioto^riplis \<\ Yvotto Borup Andrews

A'T
!] K line liii.-. t r;i\ i'IimI in a (

'lii-

ih'M' >;i!ii|t;m t'oi- s('\i'i-al days,

llu' |)r()s|icct (if a ri\cr JDiinicy

in niir is not M'vy alliiriiii:'. I)iit we had

a iiifisl aiZTcraMc siii'|irisi' wlicii mc

>aiK'd out itf Fiichow" in a cliartenHl

lidusc liiial to liunl the "Muc ti^'cf"' at

l-"u-l>iiii;-. In fact we had all the liix-

urv of a private yacht, for our boat (.-on-

taiiH'd a lar^e central cabin with a table

and cliairs. and two state rooms, and

\\a> nianncd by a captain and a crew of

six men— all for $\S){) a day! In tlie

evening- we talked of the blue tiger for a

long time before we s])read our IxmIs on

the roof of the boat and went to sleep

iindci- the stars.

W'f left the boat shortly after day-

light at Daing-nei for the six-mile walk

to Lung-tao. To my great surprise the

coolies wt're considerably distressed at

the lightness of our loads. In this re-

gion they are paid l)y weight and some
of the bearers carry almost incredibly

hea\y biu'dcn<. As an example, one of

mir men came into camp swinging a

ri.")-pnnnd trunk on each end of his

])ole. huigliing and chatting as gaily as

though he had not l)een carrying 250

l)ounds for six miles under a l)roiling

sun.

The Chinese hunter. Da Da. em-
ployed bv ^Fr. Caldwell/ lived at Lung-
tao. ami we found his house to be one

of several built on th(> outskirts of a

beautiful grove of gum and banyan
trees. Although it was exceptionally

clean for a Chinese dwelling, we pitched

our tents a short distance away. At
' The Rev. Harry R. Caldwell represents the

Methodist Episcopal Church as missionar.v at Yen-
l)ing. Fukien Province. China.

Iir>t we wrvr .-oniew lia t donbtrnl about

sleeping nut>ide. liut after one night

indoors we decidetl that an\' I'isk was

pi-eferalile io spending auotliei' hour in

the >t i lling heat of t he liouse.

It was pi'ohahle that a tiger would be

so suspici(uis of the white tents thai it

would not attack ns. but ne\-erlheless

the lirst nights we were rather wakeful

and nioi-e than once, at some stranu'e

night sound, seized our I'illes and

Hashed the eleeti'ic lamp into the dark-

ness.

Tigers often come into this village.

Only a few hundred yards from oui'

canip site, in 11)11, a tiger bad rusheil

into the house of one of the peasants

and attempted to steal a child that had

fallen asleep at its ])Iay under the fam-

ily table. All was (piiet in the house

when the animal dasluMl suddenly

through the open door. The Chinese

declare that the gods protected the in-

fant, for the beast missed his prey and,

seizing the leg of the table against

which the baby's head was resting,

bolted through the door, dragging the

tal)le into the courtyard.

This was the work of the famous

"blue tiger" which we had come to hunt

and which, on two occasioiis, had been

seen by Mr. Caldwell. The first time

he heard of this strange beast was in

the spring of 1910. The animal was

reported as having been seen at various

places within an area of a few miles

almost simultaneously, and so mysteri-

ous were its movements that the Chi-

nese (leclai'e(l it was a spirit of the

de\il. .Vfter several unsuccessful hunts

^Ir. Caldwell flnallv saw the tiiicr at

* By the courtesy of Roy Cliapman Andrews and Yvette Borup Andrews, this chapter from their l)ook

Cnmim nml trails in Chin<i, in preparation by 1). .Ai)iil»'ton & (^o. for an early appearance, is jriven

advance i)ul)lication in the .Toi'RN.M.. Article and illustrations copyrighted. 191S, hy Roy Chapman
.Andrews.
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close range, Init as he was anned with

only a shotgun it, would have been use-

less to shoot. His second view of the

beast was a few weeks later and in the

same place. I will give the story in his

own words

:

I selected a spot upon a hilltop and

cleared away the grass and ferns with a

jackknife for a place to tie the goat. I

concealed myself in the bushes ten feet away

to await the attack, but the unexpected hap-

pened and the tiger approached from the rear.

huge cat, crouched for a spring, drew liack,

wavered uncertainly for a moment, and then

slowly slipped away into the grass. The

boys were saved but I had lost the oppor-

tunity I had sought for more than a year.

I had again seen the animal, however,

aliout which so many strange tales had been

told. The markings of the beast are strik-

ingly beautiful. The ground color is of a

delicate shade of maltese, changing into

light gray-blue on the underparts. The

stripes are well defined and like those of the

ordinary yellow tiger.

I'.iiirtesy of Marry R. Caldwell

In the "Big Ravine" at Lungtao, where we hunted the blue tiger, the Reverend H. R. Caldwell

killed this four-hundred-pound animal with one shot from his .22 caliber high-power Savage rifle

When I first saw the beast he was moving

stealthily along a little trail just across a

shallow ravine. I supposed, of course, that

he was trying to locate the goat, which was

bleating loudly, but to my horror I saw that

he was creeping upon two boys who had en-

tered the ravine to cut grass. The huge

brute moved along lizard-fashion for a few

yards and then cautiously lifted his head

above the grass. He was within easy spring-

ing distance when I raised my rifle, but

instantly I realized that if I wounded the

animal the boys would certainly meet a hor-

rible death.

Tigers are usually afraid of the human
voice, so instead of firing I stepped from the

bushes yelling and waving my arms. The

Before I left ^ew York Mr. Cald-

well had written repeatedly urging

me to stop at Fu-tsing on the way to

Yunnan to try with him for the blue

tiger which was still in the neighbor-

hood. I Avas decidedly skeptical as to

its being a distinct species, but never-

theless, it was a most interesting animal

and would certainly be well worth get-

ting. I believed then, and my opinion

has since been strengthened, that it is

a partly melanistic phase of the ordi-

nary yellow tiger. Black leopards are

common in India and the Malay Penin-

sula, and as only a single individual
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him sooner

of tlu' lilui' ti.uxT has hccn reported.

the evidence linrdly warrants the as-

sumption that it represents a distinct

species.

We hunted the animal for li\i' weeks.

Tlie hrute ranged in the vicinity of

two or three vilhiges about seven miles

apart but was seen most frequently ncai'

Lung-tao. He was as elusive as a will-

o'-the-wisp, killing a dog or a i;-oat in

one village and, by the time we had

hurried across the mountains, api)ear-

ing in another spot a few miles away,

leaving a trail of terrified natives who

flocked to our camp to recount his dep-

redations, lie was in truth the "(ireat

lnvisil)le"" yi't it seeme(l inipossil)le

that we should not get

or later— but we never did.

Once we missed him by

a hair's breadth through

sheer bad luck, and it was

only by exercising almost

superhuman restraint that

we prevented ourselves

from doing bodily harm to

the three Chinese who

had ruined our hunt.

Every evening for a week

we had faithfully taken a

goat into the "Big Ea-

vine," for the 1)lue tiger

had been seen several times

near this lair. On the

eighth afternoon we were

in the "blind" at three

o'clock. As usual we had

tied a goat to a tree near

l)y, and her two kids were

but a few feet away.

The grass-filled lair lay

shimmering iti the l)reath-

less heat, silent save for

the echoes of the bleating

goats. Crouched behind

the screen of branches, for

three long hours we sat in

the patchwork shade,—mo-

tionless, dripping with per-

spiration, hardly breath-

ing,— and watched the

shadows steal >l<iwly down the nari'ow

ra\ini'.

It was a wilil place wbicli seemed to

have been cut out ol' the mountain-side

with two strokes of a nnghty ax and

was choked with a tangle of thorny

\ines and sword grass. lm[)enetrable

as a wall (d' steel, the only entrance

Wiis h\- tlu' tigei- tunnels which drove

tlieii- twisting way ihi'iuigh the mur-

der(Uis growth fai' in toward its gloomy

heart.

'idle shadows had passe(l o\ci' us and

just reached a lone palm tree on the

opposite hillside. \\\ that 1 knew it

was six o'clock and in hall' an liour an-

other (lav of disappointment would be

ended. Su(hlenly just at the left and

Courti'sy of Harry R. Caldwell

Selling the meat of the tiger killed at Lungtao.— The Chinese

Ijclieve that the flesh, blood, and bones of tigers have great me-

dicinal value, and they will pii.v liigli prict's for tlicm



A view of the valley from the steps of tlie Lingsuik monastery.— At the base of the hill be\ oiul the

rice fields was a tiger lair

Approach to the Lingsuik monastery, where the expedition lived while hunting tlie bl

a short distance from this spot two tigers were killed
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THE BLUE TIGER

just Im'Iow us tliiTc cauu' tlu' fnintest

cruiu-liinL;' ^ouud as a loose stouc shifted

under a lieavv weight ; then a rustlinii'

in the grass. Instantly the <'aiitive

goat gave a shrill Ideal (d' teri'oi' and

tugged frantii-ally at the ro|ie whidi

liehl it to the tree.

At the first sound llari'V had

hreatlied in my ear. "Get ready, he's

eonnng." I was half kneeling, with my
heavy .4(>-") Winchestei- ]>ushed foi-ward

and the hammer up. 'I'he hlood

di'uininc(l in my ears and my neck inus-

eles aeheil with the sh-ain. hut 1

thanked ]lea\('n that my hands wei-e

steady. Caldwell sat like a graven

image, the stoek of his little .22 caliher

high-power Savage nestling against his

rheck. Our eyes met for an instant

and I knew in that glance that the l)hie

tiger would nevei- make another charge,

for if 1 missed him, Harry would not.

I-'or ten minutes we waited and my
heart lo.st a beat, when twenty feet

away the grass began to move again—
hut I'apidly and up the ravine.

I saw Harry watching the lair with

a puzzled look which changed to one of

disgust as a chorus of yells sounded

across the ravine and three Chinese

woodcutters appeared on the opposite

slope. They were taking a short cut

hoiue. shouting to drive away the tigers

— and they had succeeded only too well,

for the blue tiger 'had slipped hack to

the heart of the lair whence he had

come.

He had l)een nearly ours and again

we had lost him. I felt so bad that 1

could not (nen swear and it was not the

fact that Harry was a missionary which

kei)t me from it, either. C^aldwell ex-

claimed just once, for his disajipoint-

ment was even more hitter than mine;

he had been hunting this same tiger off

and on for six years.

It was useless for us to wait longer

that evening and we pushed our way
througli the sword grass to the entrance

of the tunnel down which the tiger had

come. There in the soft earth were the

great footprints whei'e he had ci'ouehed

at the enlrance to take a cautious sur-

\ev licforc 'liarging into the open. As
we looked, llai'iw suddeidy turned to

me and said. "l\oy. let's go into the lair.

Thei'e is just one ehaiiee in a thousand

that we iiia\' gel a shot." \ow I must

adndt that 1 was not wvy enthusiastic

ahout that little excursion, hut in we
Went, ci-awliug on our hands and knees

up the narrow ])assage. JMery U^w feet

we passed side branches fi'oni the main

tunnel, in any one of whieli the tigei'

might ea^ilv have been lying in wait

and could have killed us as we passeil.

it was a foolhardy thing to do and 1

am free to adnut that 1 was scai'cd. It

was not long before Hai'ry twistefl ahout

and said. "Hoy, I haven't lost any tigers

in hei'c ; let's get oitt." And ottt we
came faster than w'e went in. This

was oidy one of the times when the

"(ireat Invisible" was almost in our

hands.

A few days later a Chinese found the

l)lue tiger asleep under a rice bank

early in the afternoon. Frightened al-

most to death, he ran a mile and a half

to our cam)) mdy to find. that we had

left half an hour before for another vil-

lage where the brute had killed t\vo

wild cats early in the morning.

Again, the tiger pushed o\Kn\ the

door of a house at daybreak just as the

members of the family were getting up,

stole a dog from the "heaven's well,"

dragged it to a hillside and partly de-

\oured it. A\'e were in camp only a mile

away and oui- Chinese hunters found

the carcass of the dog on a narrow

ledge in the sword grass high up on the

mountain-side. The s])ot was an impos-

sible one to watch and we set there a

huge gi'i/.zl\' bear ti'ap which had been

eari'ie(l with us fi-oin Xew York. It

seemed out of the (piestion for any ani-

mal to i-eturn to the carcass of the dog

without getting caught and yet the

tiger did it. With his hind qitarters on

the up|)er tei'race he drop])ed down,

sti'etclied hi-; long neck aeross the traj).
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seized the dog, which had been wired to

a tree, and pulled it away. It was evi-

dent that he was quite unconscious of

the trap, for his forefeet had actually

been placed upon one of the jaws only

two inches from tlio pan which would

have sprung it.

One afternoon we responded to a call

from Bui-tao, a village seven miles be-

yond Lung-tao, where the blue tiger

had been seen that day. The natives

assured us that the animal continually

crossed a ridge thickly clothed with

pines and sword grass just above the

village, and even though it Avas late

when we arrived, Harry thought it wise

to set the trap that niglit.

It was pitch dark Ijefore we reached

'
\,

y' '

.

'\
/i

A Chinese ijriest of the Ling-suik monastery.

— These priests are often fugitives from justice

and are extremely unprepossessing individuals

the ridge—carrying the trap, two lan-

terns, an electric flash lamp, and a

wretched little dog for bait. We had

been engaged for about fifteen minutes

making a pen for the dog and Caldwell

and I were on our knees over the trap

when suddenly a low rumbling growl

came from the grass not twenty feet

away. We jumped to our feet just as

it sounded again, this time ending in a

snarl. The tiger had arrived a few mo-

ments too early and we were in the

rather uncomfortable position of hav-

ing to return to the village by way of a

narrow trail through the jungle. With

our rifles ready and the electric lamp

cutting a brilliant path in the darkness

we walked slowly toward the edge of

the sword grass, hoping to see the flash

of the tiger's eyes, but the beast backed

ofi^ Ijeyond the range of the light into

an impenetrable tangle where we could

not follow. Apparently he was fright-

ened by the lantern for we did not hear

him again.

After nearly a month of disappoint-

ments such as these, Mr. Heller ^ joined

us at Bui-tao with Mr. Kellogg. ^ Cald-

well tliought it advisable to shift camp

to the Ling-suik monastery about

twelve miles away, where he once had

spent a summer with his family and

had killed several tigers. This was

within the blue tiger's range and,

moreover, had the advantage of offering

a lietter general collecting ground than

Bui-tao ; thus with Heller to look after

the small mammals we could begin to

make our time count for something if

we did not get the tiger.

Ling-suik is a beautiful temple, or

rather series of temples, built into a

hillside at the end of a long narrow

valley which swells out like a great

Ijowl l^etwefn bamboo-clothed moun-

tains, two thousand feet in height. On

' Mr. Edmund Heller was a member of the

American Museum's Asiatic Zoological Expedition;

his efforts were directed particularly toward the

collection of small mammals. Mr. Claude Kellogg

was an instructor in the Anglo-Chinese College,

at Fuchow, China, who rendered great assistance

to the expedition.
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his foniuT \ i^it ^Ir. Caldwell had inado

friends with the head ]iriest and we

\\vw allowed to i'stal)li>li oiii->('l\('> upon

the broad porch of the third ;md hii:li-

cst biiildin,!;'. It was ;iii ideal place for

a eidleetinii" eanip and would iiave been

deliiiht t'ul exeepL J'or the tei'rihie heat

which was rendered doubly disai^reeable

bv the ahnost continual rain.

Our stay at Tdnii'-suik was ])i-oduc-

tive. and tlie temple life intei-esl Iiil;-.

We slejit on the porch and each nioiMi-

inji'. about half an hour het'oi-e daylight.

the measured strokes of a great gong

pounded from the tem])le just below us.

''Boom — boom — boom — boom" it went,

then ra]ddly "bamj. bang, hang." It

was a religious alarm clock to rouse the

W(U-li].

.V little later, when the upturned

gables and twisted dolphins on the roof

had begun to take definite shape in the

gray light of the new day, the gong
l)oomiMl out again, doors creaked, and

from their cell-like rooms shuffled the

priests to yawn and stretch themselves

before the early service. The droning

chorus of hoarse voices, swelling in a

meaningless half-wild chant, harmo-

nized strangely with the romantic sur-

roundings of the temple and became
our daily matin and evensong.

At the first gong we slipped from be-

neath onr mosquito nets and dressed to

be ready for the bats which fluttered

into the building to hide themselves be-

neath the tiles and rafters. When day-

light had fully come we scattered to the

four winds to inspect traps, hunt bark-

ing deer, or collect birds, but gathered

again at nine o'clock for breakfast and

to deposit our spoil. Caldwell and I

always sjienl the afternoon at the blue

tiger's lair but the animal had suddenly

shifted his operations back to lAing-tao

and did not appear at Ling-suik Avhile

we were there.

Our work in Fukien taught us mucli

that may be of help to other natural-

ists who contemplate a visit to the ]n-ov-

ince. ^^'e satisfied ourselves tliat sum-

mer collecting is impi-aclicable, for the

heat is so intense and th(> vegetation so

liea\y that (udy lueagei' results can be

ohtained fiu' t he ell'orls expended. Con-

tinual tramping o\-er the mountains in

the hlazinn' sun necessarily must have

its eU'ect upon the strongest constitu-

tion, and e\en a man like Mr. Caldwell,

who has liecouie thiM'oughly acclimated,

is not immune.

i'.oth Caldwell and 1 lost from fif-

teen to twenty ])ounds in weight dur-

ing the time we hnnte(l the blue tiger,

and each of us had serious trouble from

abscesses. 1 have never worked in a

more trying climate— even that of Bor-

neo and the Dutch East Indies where I

collected in 1909-10 was much less de-

l)ilitating than Fukien in the summer,
'idle average temperature was about 95

degrees in the shade, but the humidity

was so high that one felt as though he

were wrapped in a wet blanket.

In winter the weather is raw and

Tlie iiioiiasstcry ol' Jjing-suik is a beautiful

temple, built into the hillside at the end of a long

valley which swells out like a great bowl between

lianiboo-clothed mountains two thousand feet in

height
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damp, but collecting then would be

vastly easier than in summer, not only

on account of climatic conditions but

because much of the vegetation disap-

pears and there is an opportunity for

"still hunting.""

Trapping for small mannnals in Fu-

kien is especially difficult because of

the dense population. The mud dykes

and the rice fields usually are covered

with tracks of civets, mongooses, and

wild cats, wliich come to hunt frogs or

fish, but if a trap is set, it either catches

a Chinaman or promptly is stolen.

^Moreover, the small mammals are

neither abundant nor varied in number
of species, and the larger forms, such

as tiger, leopard, wild pig, and serow,

are exceedingly difficult to kill.

While our work in the province was

done during an unfavorable season and

in only two localities, yet enough was

seen of the general conditions to make
it certain that a thorough zoological

study of the region would require con-

siderable time and hard work, and that

the results so far as a large collection of

mammals is concerned would not be

highly satisfactory. Work in the west-

ern part of the province among the

Bohea Hills undoubtedly would be more

])rofitable. but even there hardly w^orth

while with limited time and money.

The language of Fukien is a greater

annoyance than in any other of the

Chinese coast provinces. The Fuchow
dialect (which is one of the most diffi-

cult to learn) is spoken only within

fifty or one hundred miles of the city.

At Yenping Mr. Caldwell, who speaks

Fuchow perfectly, could not understand

a word of the "southern mandarin"

which is the language of that region,

and near Fu-tsing, where a colony of

natives from Amoy have settled, the

dialect is unintelligible to one who
knows only Fuchow.

Travel in Fukien is an unceasing

trial, for transport is entirely by coolies

who carry from eighty to one hundred

pounds. The men are paid l)y distance

or weight ; therefore, when coolies

finally have been obtained, there is the

inevitable wrangling over loads so that

from one to two hours are consumed

Ijefore the party can start. But the

worst of it is that one never can be

certain when his entire outfit will ar-

rive at the new destination. Some men
walk much faster than others, some will

delay a long tiine for tea or may give

out altogether if the day be hot, with

the result that the last load will arrive

])('rhaps five or six hours after the first.

As horses are not to be had. if one

does not walk, the only alternative is

to 1)0 carried in a mountain chair, which

is an uncomfortable, trapeze-like affair

and to be found only along the main
highways. On the whole, transport by

man-power is too uncertain and expen-

sive for a large expedition.

It was hard to leave Fukien witliout

the Ijlue tiger, but we had hunted him
unsuccessfully for five weeks and there

was other and more important work

awaiting us in Yunnan. It required

thirty porters to transport our baggage

from the Ling-suik monastery to Daing-

nei, twenty-one miles away, where two

house boats were to meet us, and by ten

o'clock in the evening we were lying off

Pagoda Anchorage awaiting the flood

tide to take us to Fuchow. We made
our beds on the deck house, and in the

morning opened our eyes to find the

boat tied to the wharf at the Custom

House on the Bund, and ourselves in

full view of all Fuchow had it been

awake at that hour.

The week of packing and repacking

that followed was made easy for us by

]\Ir. Kellogg, who acted as our minis-

tering angel. I think there must be a

special Providence that watches over

wandering naturalists and directs them

to such men as Kellogg, for without

divine aid they never could l)e found.

When we last saw him, he stood on the

stone steps of the water front, waving

his hat as we slipped away on the tide,

to board the ship for Hongkong.



Discovcriiif: Proiii('tlir;i cocoons where they swing from the bare twigs

Quick Key to a Knowledge of

Common Insects'

A REVIEW OF THE FIRST GENUINE FIELD BOOK PUBLISHED ON THE
FAMILIES OF INSECTS OF THE NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES 2

By WILLIAM M O R T O X W HEELER
Dean of the Bussev Institution, Harvard University

WHEX this charming little

vohune, which fits the hand
and the pocket so comfort-

ahly, was sent me by the publisher, it

set me to thinking rather enthusiasti-

cally about the recent splendid progress

of American entomology and somewhat
regretfully about the state of the sci-

ence when forty years ago I first be-

came interested in the insects of my
native state, Wisconsin. In those days

what would I not have given to have

possessed such a volume? But, of

course, such a work could not have

been written at a time when American
entomologv was, if not in its infancy,

at any rate in its childhood. Where
now the public library shelves devoted

to entomology are loaded with beauti-

fully illustrated works on our moths,

butterflies, beetles, flies, and spiders,

there was then only a meager array of

European volumes, with Packard's

Guide and Harris' Injects Injurious to

Vegetation, and the two latter works

—

especially Packard's Guide— seemed

never to contain any information one

happened to be seeking. Perhaps there

were compensations in being compelled

to rely on one's own efforts, but I re-

member often repeating to myself an

aphorism of Goethe, learned from one

' Tlie .JOTRXAL expresses gratitude to G. P. Putnam's Sons for tlieir courtesy in allowing vise of the

eight color plates which follow the review.

- Fifid Book of Insects, with Special liefprencp to those oi Xnrtltenstern I'ttited States, .Aimiii;/ to

Answer Common Questions, by Frank K. T^utz. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York and London, 1918.
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of my teachers : "Wie schiver sind dock

die Mittel zu erlangen, womit man zii

den Quellen steigt!"

In view of the present development

of entomological literature, both Euro-

pean and American, it seems strange

that Dr. Lutz should be the first to

publish a genuine field book of the com-

mon insects of the northeastern United

States. He owes the idea, no doubt, to

the exigencies of his office as curator in

a large metropolitan museum where the

needs of the beginner in any branch of

natural history are very clearly and ur-

gently revealed. Both young and old

are continually asking him questions

and his endeavors to supply informa-

tion have enabled him to produce just

the kind of book that the entomological

specialist, who is interested in rare and

new species, cannot produce. The lat-

ter may be able to write monographs for

select esoteric circles of professionals,

but he is usually too tired of the com-

mon forms to care to write about them
in a spirited and instructive manner.

Dr. Lutz not only manages to be enter-

taining but lie at the same time accom-

plishes the more difficult feat of con-

densing into fewer than five hundred

small pages an enormous amount of

valuable information about our coin-

mon insects. He often summarizes in

a sentence a fact which it has taken the

plodding specialist months or even

years to establish. And if the reader

happens to be a plodding specialist and

comes upon such a brief summary of

his work, he experiences a startling,

and perhaps also a rather salutary real-

ization of the feebleness of his own ef-

forts and the immensity of entomologi-

cal science.

Several parts of the volume will be

of considerable use even to the spe-

cialist, for example, the tables of the

common muscid flies, of the Bombinae

and other Hymenoptera, and especially

the chapter on galls. The beautiful

plates, of which there are 101, many of

them in color, are the work of ]\Irs.

E. L. Beutenmiiller, whose skill in de-

picting insects is well known.

Dr. lAitz's book seems to me, as a

teacher, to be particularly timely and

valuable, because it covers the very

ground I believe should be covered in

elementary entomological instruction.

In most institutions that attempt to

provide such instruction, the time set

apart for it is very limited and is usu-

ally devoted to the dissection of a cock-

roach or a grasshopper, with the result

that the pupil acquires some knowledge

of the integument and viscera of a sin-

gle insect but can make no use of his

knowledge in the field, in the garden,

or in the household. After some years

of experience with this method of teach-

ing entomology I have reached the con-

clusion that it is far better to let the

beginner devote his time to a large

number of common insects of all orders.

He will, of course, know little about

any one species, but he will be kept

attentive and enthusiastic and inciden-

tally and unconsciously will be rearing

a scafl'olding of knowledge on which he

can build with ever increasing assur-

ance and profit. Dr. Lutz's volume may
be heartily recommended both as a text

for the classroom work and as a vade

mecum for the field excursions which

would, of course, form an essential part

of such a course of instruction.

There are in the work a few matters

of detail that one might be inclined to

criticize. For instance, the dipterist

will probably object to the insertion of

the Coleoptera between his favorite in-

sects and the Hymenoptera.

The work is fortunate even in the

season of its publication, for after the

very trying winter we have endured it

is just the book we need to induce us

to get out into the woods and fields, as

far as possible from the environment

in which we have been daily confronted

by the scarcity of coal, sugar, and

Avheat bread, and to commune with the

insects— although they also, to be sure,

have their economic difficulties.
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FROM FAMILIES OF INSECT MUSICIANS

Dissosicira belongs to a sulifaniily, (Kdipodin.f, of uliicli many species lin\e colored hind wings. Attention is

called to this adornment by the rattling of the wings as the insects tly.

P. camellifolia is the creature that apparently is so interested in the question as to whether Kat\' did or didn't—

that is, the male is; the female keeps quiet. This picture of A oblongifolia shows a not uncommon color "sport," or

aberration, of green insects. Normally this insect is as green as the caniellifnlia shown above.

(KcantliHS is a genus of tree crickets. The illustration shows a male. The wings of this sex are greatly broadened,

thereby increasing the volume of the sound made by rubbing them together.

Species of the tropical genus Panclilnra sometimes come north in shipments of bananas. We see from the illus-

tration that not all roaches are dull-colored



A Phasmid
(Manomera)

SUCCESSFUL CAMOUFLAGE
Because of the position of tlie front legs when at rest. Slagmomaiitis and others of tlie same family, Mantidae, are

called "praying mantids"—but it is prey that they seek. Other names are "devdrs rear horses" and "soothsayers." In the

South they are believed, erroneously of cotirse, to poison stock with the brownish fluid from their mouths and are called

"mule-killers." They are the only insects that can look over their "shoulders."

Some Phasmidae appear to be sticks that walk, hence the common name of "walking sticks." Our northern species

have no wings but in the tropics many species are "flying sticks." The species illustrated abo\-e is fairly common as far

north as New York Citv
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A STORY OF COMMON BUTTERFLIES

Anusia plcxippits is supposed to be distasteful to birds and to advertise this fact by its "waniing" reddisli color.

Birds are supposed to like the taste of species of Basilanhia and the resemblance of arckippiis to phwippus is explained

on the ground that it "mimics" that species and the birds are deceived. The departure of archippus from the color of its

relatives is indicated by a comparison with arthemis. It is belie\ed that this mimicry has been brought about by natmal

selection, not by conscious intention of arckippiis. Anosia plexippus is the "monarch" or milkweed butterfly. The

latter name indicates the food of its larva, which is shown together with the pujia in its "green house with golden nails."

The other lar\-a and pupa belong to air/iippu^, and they show that the mimicry exists i>nly in the adult



Actios Luna

BEAUTY IN A COMMON MOTH
The "luna" moth is rather generally considered to be our most beautiful insect, but its lovely green fades rapidly to

a light gray. In some sections of the coimtry it is at least double-brooded. The early spring adults usually have purple

outer margins on the vinngs; later individuals lack these. It is rather common and, once seen, is rarely forgotten. The

larva feeds on walnut, hickory, sweet gum, persimmon, and other trees. The cocoon is very thin and rattles when pressed

or when the pupa moves; it is usually made between leaves on the ground
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TWO MOTHS AND THEIR CATERPILLARS

The io moth is related to the luna, cecropia, and other large moths. It is not \ery large, howe\er, as the illustration

shows. The sexes differ greatly in color. The larva; should be handled carefully, as their spines are sharp and are

connected with glands which secrete an irritating fluid. They feed on a great variety of plants, including com, and, when

young, "follow the leader," spinning a silken path for the guidance of those which are behind. The thin, semitiansparent,

brown cocoon is spun among leaves on the ground.

Although variable in color, the rosy maple moth, /l i uhicitnda, may be known by its being a tluffy combination

of rose color and pale yellow, often tinged with pink. The lar\a feeds on maple and pupates underground
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FLIES COMMON ABOUT HOUSES
Here are shown some of tlie more important flies whicli are common about houses in districts where the entomo-

logical side of sanitation is not given proper attention. M. domestica is the so-called house fly—better called filth fly or

disease fly, because it breeds in filth and carries disease germs to our food. 5'. calcitrans is the biting house fly. Its

superficial resemblance to M. domestica and its biting habits have given rise to the error in supposing that the latter

species is adding to its many sins by sucking blood. On account of calcitrans being more troublesome during rains, it is

sometimes called the storm fly
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SOME BEETLES OF BEAUTIFUL COLOR

The three beetles shown at tlie top belong to the family Scaiah.Lidae and so are related to the sacred scarab of F.Kypt.

Oi these, P. carnifex is the most nearly related to it and has the same habit of feeding on dmig. C. lanigera, as its

specific name indicates, bears "wool" on its under side. It is a glorified May beetle or " Ju.ie bug." A
.
nilida is called

figeater in the South. Like lanigera, its larva feeds on the roots of grasses and other plants.

The three beetles in the middle of the plate are CerambycicUe, or long-horns. Their lar\;E bore in twigs. The

beetles at the bottom are ChrysomelidiE, relatives of the ordinary potato beetle. C. auratns is an iridescent insect gem.

It is fairly common on dogbane and may be had in one's garden by culti\ating its food plant. C". lulrola is not wanted.

It is the elm leaf beetle, an undesirable immigrant from Kurope
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INSECTS TO BE HANDLED WITH CAUTION
Species of ATutilla are knowii as \el\'et ants, the reason being e\"ident. They are not ants, howe\'er, but wasps,

and the wingless female should be handled with care. If insects are known by their works, the nest of the potter wasp,

Eunienes, should recommend it. Chrysis is beautiful in appearance but lazy; it is a cuckoo wasp and lays its eggs in the

nests of other wasps. Odytierus and Monobia are related to Eunienes. Vespa maculata is the black hornet that

makes the large paper nest on trees. V. coTnniJinis is a yellow jacket that makes a smaller but similar nest undergroimd.

V. crabro has been introduced from Europe



A Naturalist's Notes on a Trip up the Orinoco

Bv (J E (.) K (i E K. V 11 E U K 1 E

Till-' iinturnlist nii<i-ht travel far

hct'ore linding as interesting a

region for research as that

along the middle stretches of the Ori-

noco Kiver in Venezuela. Plant and

animal life ahound in great variety, al-

though the vegetation is less luxuriant

than in the delta of the river, where

a trojiical growth of forest replaces the

llanos or plains which, through the

middle section, form the great grazing

lands for which Venezuela is famous.

Contrary to popular belief, the Ori-

noco is a very large river. A little be-

low Caicara, which is about four hun-

dred miles above the mouth, I have

sometimes spent a whole day in cross-

ing, zigzagging among the innumerable

islands. This was during the rainy sea-

son when the water was at its highest

point. Undoubtedly at that place the

river was then forty miles wide. The
annual rise varies from sixty to eighty

feet, and the banks being low, the water

spreads over an immense territory, in-

undating hundreds of thousands of

acres. At such a time—when one is

pushing his canoe up stream—many of

the apparent islands are really only the

tops of tall trees, from fifty to sixty feet

high, protruding above the water. It is

difficult to comprehend that these are

not islands in fact. Even the birds do

not always seem to realize how rapidly

the waters rise, for many build their

nests on dry land which is later sub-

merged. Consequently a great number
of these nests with their eggs and young
are lost. Often I have noted orioles

building their homes twenty-five feet

above the water, yet by the time the

eggs were hatched the nests were washed
away and the young drowned.

As the floods begin at the headwaters

of the river and its tributaries about

the last of April, and continue to rise

steadily until about the first or middle

of September, one can see the level of

the water increase day after day. Rats

and other creatures have a chance to

get back out of harm's way; but even

these sometimes are compelled to stay

where they are, because they have not

taken advantage of the gradual rise of

the water and, perhaps being on a little

higher ground or a knoll, are sur-

rounded before they know it.

We spent four months making the

ascension of the Orinoco. Steamers are

available now, but in those days, seven-

teen or eighteen years ago, the only re-

liable mode of travel was by canoe or

native boats of one kind or another.

The few steamers then on the river had

no regular schedule, running only when
they had a sufficient cargo— or some

other particular reason. We had our

own canoe, manned by native men. It

is always advisable to employ men who
are familiar with the river. While there

might not be any particular risk in

pushing one's own canoe up stream,

there is possible danger of being swept

across rapids and falls. For instance,

if one's canoe were on the wrong side

of the river and, while being pulled

through a small rapid or waterfall by

means of ropes, should encounter some

ol)struction, such as a large rock in the

middle of the rapid, the prow might be

forced out into the river and the canoe

capsized. I prefer a native Indian or

Spaniard for manning the dugout ca-

noe. The Indians are semicivilized and

lazy, but even so they are better than a

large percentage of the half-breeds. In-

dians in Venezuela, except those at the

headwaters of the rivers in the interior,

nil speak more or less Spanish. Even

A\hen they cannot speak the language,

they sometimes understand it.

Our canoe, or bungo, which was a

oS3
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large dugout made from a single tree

trunk, was. a little more than five feet

wide, from thirty to thirty-six inches

deep, and thirty-four feet long. It was
so solid and heavy that we could

scarcely turn it over, although as a mat-

ter of fact we did drag it over a great

many rapids, the first of these at Cari-

ben, where there is a swift and danger-

ous cataract foaming between immense
sentinel-like masses of black granite.

For about one third of its length the

bungo was covered with a carroza, or

awning, which resembled in shape the

old "prairie schooner" coverings, but

the carroza was thatched with reeds.

Under this we slept, and also stored

such articles as needed to be kept

dry.

Arrangements for cooking in the ca-

noe included a box of dirt upon which a

fire could be built. Firewood in suf-

ficient quantity was gathered at one

place or another, and sometimes several

days would pass without our touching

land at all. When night came we would
simply tie up in the tree tops. We
found it advantageous to take with us

such articles of food as sugar, salt, cof-

fee, rice, and beans, for while some of

these could be purchased en route, the

prices were excessively high. For meat
we depended upon wild game; ducks

and geese were abundant, also squirrels,

a species of raccoon, the iguana, and
other animals which we esteemed as

food. Plantains, yams, and corn we
often were able to obtain from the na-

tives in exchange for coffee, pepper, and
salt, supplies of which we always took

with us for trading purposes. Natives

and half-breeds who had been in the

settlements and learned the use of black

pepper, were almost wild in their desire

to obtain this condiment ; so with a lit-

tle of that article we frequently made
advantageous trades; occasionally we
traded a little salt for some of their hot

red peppers.

We were very snug and comfortable

in our canoe, where a few chickens in

the prow gave an added touch of home-
liness, besides furnishing us with occa-

sional fresh eggs. It was interesting to

note that whenever the canoe touched

shore these chickens would clamor

loudly to get out, whereas while on the

water they stayed very contentedly in

their quarters. When we landed, and
the top of the coop was thrown open,

they would immediately fly out, al-

though they never wandered very far

from camp. In spite of this, however,

one of them flew squawking home one

evening with two toes missing, probably

nipped off by a turtle or a man-eating

flsh.

We camped in one spot from a day

to a week or more, depending on its

suitability as a place for collecting

specimens. On moving days we made
an early start, usually about four

o'clock in the morning, stopping when
we reached a favorable place for a new
camp. In the vicinity of rapids or

falls, we were greatly troubled by black

flies and other insect pests. Above the

falls of Atures and Maipures the black

flies were a great plague. They are tiny

little fellows but have a very big bite

which produces an intolerable itching.

Frequently I found it necessary to work
under the hammock net while prepar-

ing my specimens; otherwise the at-

tacks of the swarms of biting, blood-

sucking insects on my hands and face

would drive me almost frantic. Mos-

quitoes, during the dry season, were no

more abundant than they are in New
Jersey or Long Island.

A very curious bird found in this re-

gion is the "hoactzin." It is said to be

a distant relative of reptiles, which in

its immature stages it somewhat resem-

bles. It is provided with claws near

the wrist-joint; by means of these, its

feet, its bill—and often by hooking the

head over a twig or branch— it climbs

about its nest in the tree tops after the

manner of a quadruped. The nest is a

very frail affair, consisting of a plat-

form of sticks and twigs so slight that
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the eggs can be seen from below

through the ineslies. The nest is always

buih over the wnlcr. usually within

lour or live feet of the surfaee. But in

spite of being so placed, it may never-

theless l)e ill the top ol' a tree on sub-

merged laud, and should the waters

subside, would be fifty or sixty feet from

the ground. Within twenty-four hours

after the eggs are hatched the young

leave the nest, dropping into the water

at the least alarm. Although they are

tiny birds, they swiiu and dive wonder-

fullv wclK continuing this semi-aquatic

life until they are about one third

grown and tlu'ir feathers begin to ap-

pear; just when they cease this practice

I do not know. If I sat quietly in my
canoe, after startling a young bird from

the nest, I would presently see it emerge

from the water and creep up the branch

on which the nest was placed ; if undis-

turbed it would go into the nest and

settle down, but if again alarmed, it

would swim under the water to the pro-

tection of thickly growing twigs or drift

where, thrusting only the head above

the surface, it might breathe and watch

the enemy. The adults never go into

the water. This may be on account of

their heavy plumage, which if wet

would make getting about very difficult.

In color they are reddish brown with a

yellowish crest, giving them somewhat

the appearance of a peafowl. The body

is as large as that of a crow. They have

a strong musky odor which may ac-

count for their common English name,

"stink pheasant." The carpal claw per-

sists in the adult bird, but it is so small

that it can hardly be said to be func-

tional.

In the tree top islands we frequently

found wood rats and mice concealed in

natural cavities or occupying deserted

birds' nests. During the dry season

these animals are mainly terrestrial in

their habits. The fact of their living

in the tree tops during the rainy season

merely shows their power of adaptation

to a changed environment. A good

many of the wood rats found in this

region have the hair on the upper parts

very stiff and harsh, in some cases de-

veloped into sharp spines. I believe

they feed entirely on vegetable matter
— fruits, buds, and leaves— and they

lack the disagreeable odor of the house

mice and rats. Consequently, we were

not surprised to find that many of the

natives consider their flesh, which is

white and tender, very good eating— an
opinion in which we concurred after a

trial.

Another rodent esteemed for its flesh

is the capybara or "water-hog." As the

English name would indicate, it is al-

ways found near the water, making its

home amid the reeds or in the thickets

of marsh or swamp. During the day it

is usually wary and shy, but in the dusk

of the evening, or on moonlight nights,

numbers may be seen disporting them-

selves along the sandy beaches or play-

ing in the water. When hunted, the

capybara frequently attempts to escape

by swimming or making long dives. A
full-grown animal weighs from one

hundred and fifty to two hundred

pounds— it is the largest of living ro-

dents. Like the wood rat, its food is

exclusively vegetable. The flesh is fre-

quently cut into narrow strips by the

natives, salted, and sun-dried for fu-

ture use.

During our journeying on the Ori-

noco, we found it always unwise to go

into the water for a swim on account of

the man-eating fish, the caribe. When
we were collecting, it often happened

that shore birds and other specimens

fell wounded into the water. These

were immediately attacked by the vora-

cious fishes, and in an incredibly short

space of time were completely torn to

bits. One of Mrs. Cherrie's chief pas-

times was to fish for these caribe. Tak-

ing a line Avith a bit of rag for bait,

she would throw it out as far as she

could and immediately draw it back.

Fimr times out of five there would be

a caribe on the hook. One does not dare
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to touch these fish while they are alive,

as they snap and bite viciously. There-

fore, before attempting to remove the

hook, Mrs. Cherrie would take the pre-

caution to kill the fish with her hunting

knife. These fish vary in weight from

one quarter of a pound to five or six

pounds, the average weight perhaps

being three quarters of a pound.

When collecting waterfowl in ponds

adjacent to the river, I have often

waded out up to my waist and shot the

birds. Sometimes a wounded bird float-

ing about would attract the crocodiles

by its cries of distress, and four or five

would start for the bird, which I some-

times had difficulty in rescuing. The

only thing I could do was to fire at the

crocodiles one after another; one shot

was usually sufficient to discourage

them. They are extremely abundant in

that region, particularly along the trib-

utaries of the river and the small, slug-

gish streams, where they congregate by

thousands on the mud banks. It is rare

to see crocodiles on a sandy or gravelly

beach. During the flood season com-

paratively few are seen, but along the

smaller streams in midsummer they

are found in great numbers. When the

waters recede at the beginning of the

dry season, one species of small alli-

gator, called jacare, measuring in

length about four or five feet, buries

itself in the mud. It remains in a

semitorpid condition throughout the

summer months, during which the

swamps are covered with a thick crust

of baked earth. On breaking through

this dried marsh I have found the small

animals enclosed within mud walls, but

with sufficient room left to turn about.

While in this hibernating state they

nevertheless were quite lively and, upon

being aroused, were decidedly ugly,

snapping viciously whenever touched.

A very terrifying and awe-inspiring

sound at night is the roar of the ja-

guar, which can be compared only with

that of a lion or possibly the tiger. The

air seems to vibrate with the blood-

curdling noise. The jaguar is common
along the Orinoco, especially in the vi-

cinity of cattle ranches where it preys

upon the stock; a full-grown animal

often will attack and pull down an ox.

At one of our camps on the upper Ori-

noco I had a couple of big mules. About
daybreak one morning while I was stir-

ring up the ashes preparatory to start-

ing breakfast, I heard a terrific crash-

ing of the bushes and a moment later

one of the mules burst into camp. He
was streaming with blood and had long

scratches over the flanks and across the

face and nostrils. A jaguar had sprang

upon him, but he had been able to

shake the animal loose and outrun him
into the safe shelter of camp. I imme-
diately took my gun and went to the

spot where the struggle had taken place,

but the jaguar had disappeared. There-

after, I can assure you, the mule never

strayed more than a hundred feet away

from camp.

We had several similar experiences

without actually encountering the ani-

mal itself, which rarely attacks man
unless it is wounded or cornered. On
one of these occasions we were camped
at a little native village known as Las

Bonitas. This village is situated on a

small knoll quite close to the river, the

country about being more or less open

savannah thinly sprinkled with clumps

of trees. When I left camp every morn-

ing, it was Mrs. Cherrie's custom to

watch me until I was out of sight. One
day as usual she, together with several

native women, was looking after me. I

went down toward the river, following

a strip of brush close to the water's

edge, and finally turned into a narrow

path leading to the bank. At this

point those who were watching saw a

jaguar emerge from the thicket, turn,

and walk along behind me. An alarm

was given and men immediately started

out, but on reaching the river they

could find no trace of either me or the

jaguar. All unsuspecting of danger, I

returned to camp a few hours later, and
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found iiToat excitciiii'iit tluTc rvcrv nnr

supposiiiif that the jaL;'iiar had carrii'd

iiic away.

Some months hiter. aeeompanicd by

^Frs. (Mierrie and our three montlis' old

haliy. 1 ascended ilie Orinoco during

the hei,>:lit of the rainy season. As 1

liave [)i-evi()usly said, (hiring this season

it was very (htlieult for us to find dry

hind on whieli to make our camp. C(ni-

se(pu'ntlv. from iui(hhiy onward, we

wei'e on the loetkout iov a suitable place

to stop for the nio-ht. On one occasion,

when we had almost despaired of find-

iuii" dry land, just before dusk we came
to a jioiiit where the land was only a

few inches above the k'vel of the Avater.

Seeing no prospect of finding a better

place, we decided to try it there. We
were tired of pulling the heavy boat up
stream, it being always difficult to get

the necessary number of men to help

us. When we landed we found that the

water had subsided, probably within the

last few hours, leaving a layer of silt

which was still like soft mud. I picked

up my gun and got out of the canoe,

telling the men to make camp and pre-

pare our evening meal. As soon as I

stepped ashore I saw some jaguar

tracks, and saying to Mrs. Cherrie that

I would walk back into the forest and

try to find something to shoot, I fol-

lowed the trail. For quite a distance

the tracks seemed to grow fresher, and,

making as little noise as possible, I

peered here and there on each side ex-

pecting at any moment to see the ja-

guar which I felt was only a short

distance ahead, of me. Presently, how-

ever, the tracks seemed to turn toward

the river, and much to my surprise I

found that I had made a circuit and

was crossing my own trail, as well as

the jaguar's. But the thing that star-

tled me not a little was, on looking

down, to find by the side of my own
track the footprints of a second jaguar.

It was rather disquieting, T assure you,

and although I kept on for a little dis-

tance I often looked back, not likinir the

idea of ha\iiig a jaguar both behind

and in front of inc. ^Tec^ting with no

success in my seai'di 1 wvni back to

camp. Wlicn 1 arrived 1 saw by the

acti<ins of my men that something had
crcun-ed to aiai'in them. One of them
approaciied and tohl me that it was
dangerous to hear that "young animal"

crying. At first I did not understand

his alhision so I asked him what young
animal he was talking about, lie re-

plied. "The l)al)y is crying and there are

many jaguars abor;t camp." The canoe

men had seen the jaguar tracks and

were very uneasy, saying that if the

baby cried, the jaguars would attack in

an attempt to steal it. They were so

much alarmed, not only for the sake of

the baby but also for their own, that

they had actually ceased all preparation

for camp or dinner. I took another

short walk, looking carefully for further

signs of the animal but could see none.

Eeturning, I found that the men had,

without orders, put back the cooking

utensils and were standing by the ca-

noe, niuch to the disgust of Mrs. Cher-

rie who was not aware of any danger.

Explaining the situation, I told her

that owing to the action of the men and
also from the fact that I, too, felt a

little uneasy, not having been able to

trace the jaguar, it would be better for

us not to make camp there even if we
had to spend the night in the tree tops.

So we put everything back into the ca-

noe and pushed oft. In a couple of

hours we came to an open space on a

sandy island, covered with rushes and

reeds, and there we built our camp on

the shore.

Most of our time in Venezuela was

spent on the Orinoco and its tribu-

taries, particularly the Caura, the

Apure, and the Meta, where some of tlie

most thrilling events connected with

my explorations have occurred. Dan-

ger has not always been from wild ani-

mals; man also has been an enemy.

Natives em))loyed as boatmen have

.'iometimes proved untrustworthy, espe-
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cially in tliat i)art of the high interior

known as the Territorio Amazonas,

whicli is a place of refuge for criminals

from ('oloml)ia and Brazil, as well as

from other parts of Venezuela. On one

of my journeys into that region, after

we had arrived above the falls of

Atures, two of the members of my crew

began to make trouble and, one evening,

I overheard them discussing the value

of the cargo we carried and incidentally

bargaining about the different articles

that would fall to one or the other of

them. Evidently they were plotting to

rid themselves of me and take posses-

sion of the outfit. Fortunately, how-

ever, one of the crew remained faithful,

and on that same evening he came to

me and revealed the whole plot. Prompt
action thereupon not only saved myself

but the rest of my men from possible

destruction, and at the same time re-

lieved us of the two conspirators.

An expedition into the ^ interior of

any of the South American countries

requires quick wit and resourcefulness

on the part of its leader. He must be

able to handle cross-grained human be-

ings as well as ill-natured, bucking

pack mules, and while it is rarely neces-

sary to use force, firmness and a readi-

ness to act are absolutely essential.

iVFuch more can be accomplished by

making friends of the people than by

assuming an air of superiority, which

usual! v antagonizes them.

An invitation to the delights of the field.— Mr. i, in i i n iii South America, photographed by Kermit

Roosevelt, a.s they waited for the rest of the party to catch up. This was during the Roosevelt Expedi-

tion, the early part of the journeying down the "River of Doubt," while clothing was still in a good

state of repair



Collecting a fossil skeleton in tlie Bighorn Ha», , .,, ,,,

Anieriean Museum Expedition of 1910, is taking up a skeleton of the four-toed horse Eoliiji

far from the locality where he discovered the skeleton of the giant bird six years afterward

tlie

not

A Fortunate Collector

IX
TlIK Octolier .louRxNAL for 1917 was

a short account of the gigantic bird

skeleton discovered by Mr. William Stein

in the Bighorn basin of Wyoming. Our files

show one picture of Mr. Stein taken in the

rough field clothes that the fossil collector

wears (it is not a kid glove business). He is

standing in front of the wagon which he used

on the trip into the Bad Lands when he col-

lected the Diatryma skeleton. In a second

photograph he is shown collecting a skeleton

of the little four-toed horse Eohippus, an-

other imjiortant find made some years before,

and now mounted in the Tertiary mammal
hall. This picture gives a characteristic view

of Bad Land scenery and fossil collecting.

The Diatri/ma skeleton was found only a

few miles from this locality, on the far side

of the ridge in the background of the picture.

This magnificent bird was larger than an

ostrich and more impressive because of its

huge head and thick neck. The finding of the

skeleton in an almost complete and unusually

well-preserved condition is one of the few

really important discoveries which have been

made among fossil birds.—W. D. M.

Mr. William Stein, tlie discoverer of the fossil skeleton of the giant bird Diatrijma in the Big-

horn basin, Wyoming. At the left Mr. Stein is seen in field costume, standing in front of the wagon
wliirh he used on the expedition

;!89



Second Thule Expedition under Rasmussen

DURING the stay of the Crocker Land
Expedition in the Arctic, the Jour-
nal was privileged to report from

time to time various courtesies extended to

this expedition by Mr. Knud Rasmussen,
Danish explorer. It now wishes to call at-

tention to the Second Thule Expedition, un-

der Rasmussen, which has returned to its base

in Northwest Greenland, reporting success-

ful explorations of the fjords of the North
Greenland coast.

A telegram received on May 27 by Presi-

dent Henry Fairfield Osborn at the Ameri-
can Museum reads : "Knud Rasmussen on his

way back from Greenland. Carried out his

expedition and reached DeLong's Fjord. Has
mapped all great fjords [extreme North
Greenland coast]. No traces found of for-

mer [Eskimo] immigration. No game and
generally very bad conditions. The Swedish
Dr. Wulff and one Greenlander perished."

A Reuter's Copenhagen correspondent trans-

mits a further telegram in which the Danish
explorer says that his advance was attended
with greatest difficulties; that after Hen-
drik Olsen's death "we started on our home-
ward journey and reached land on August

:J90

24 at Cape Agassiz, in bad plight, without

provisions." After Etah was reached sledges

with supplies were sent back to the rest of

the party but too late to save Dr. Wulff.

The telegrams have been sent out by Mr.

M. lb Nyeboe, chairman of the committee

in charge of the Thule Station, Northwest

Greenland, and imply that Rasmussen re-

turned from his expedition in the fall of 1917

and probably wintered at Thule, sending let-

ters from there to Copenhagen. Letters sent

out from Thule in January by Eskimo mes-

senger across Melville Bay to Upernivik,

would catch the regular mail sledge going

southward through the Danish colonies to

Holstensborg and the steamer there for Co-

penhagen. Thule, situated on North Star

Bay, Northwest Greenland, is the northern-

most trading station of the world, and was
established by Mr. Rasmussen in 1910 for

special service to the Smith Sound Eskimos

as well as a scientific base for Danish polar

exploration.

The First Thule Expedition under the

leadership of Rasmussen left this station in

1912. It crossed the inland ice cap of

Greenland, somewhat south of the routes fol-



Gourti'sii of E. O. Hovey

View of North Star Bay, northwest coast of Greenland.— At the right Dundas Mountain rises

700 feet above the sea level. About one mile from its base can be seen the houses of Thule Station,

scientific base for Danish Arctic exploration and trading station established by Mr. Knud Rasmussen
for the Smitli Sound Eskimos in 1910. Mr. Peter Freuchen is resident manager of the station

lowed by Peary in 1892 and 1895, and
reached Danmarks Fjord (just south of In-

dependence Fjord at the northeast corner of

Greenland). This expedition made surveys

at the head of Independence Fjord, which

enforced the 1907 discovery of the unfortu-

nate Mylius Erichsen that "Peary Channel"

of the maps was nonexistent, Independence

Fjord a fjord only, and Peary Land not a

separate "land" but a part of the coast of

North Greenland.

Rasmussen planned a Second Thule Expe-

dition for the summer of 1916 to complete

the surveys of this region, particularly the

inlets and fjords of the coast between Inde-

pendence and Sherard Osborn fjords. For
the second expedition he left Copenhagen in

April, 1916, by the mail steamer to Holstens-

borg. From there he traveled by sledge

northward and across Melville Bay to North
Star Bay. He reached this point too late,

however, to complete the necessary prepara-

tions and start northward across the ice cap

by June 1, as planned. It was therefore

necessary to postpone the work until 1917,

spending the winter of 1916-17 at Thule.

This led to the great advantage, however, of

affording opportunity to make a very early

start in 1917, when the sea was still frozen

over. Thus the original plan of crossing the

inland ice cap to reach the unexplored areas,

following the route of the First Thule Expe-

dition, was abandoned, and the sea-ice route

determined upon, northward through Ken-
nedy Channel to Fort Conger, across Robeson
Channel to the Greenland coast, thence north-

eastward, mapping the coast with its fjords

to Peary Land.
The expedition left Thule April 4, 1917,

as reported by Dr. E. O. Hovey who, as a

member of the first relief ship sent north-

ward for the Crocker Land Expedition, was
wintering at North Star Bay at the time.

Rasmussen visited MacMillan at Etah on the

way northward about April 10. He was ac-

companied by Dr. T. Wulflf, Swedish botan-

ist, Lauge Koch, geologist and cartographer,

several Smith Sound Eskimos, and by Hen-
drik Olsen, a Greenlander who had been a
mem])er of the early Danmark East Coast

I]xpedition. Rasmussen's plans included liv-

ing on the supplies furnished by the coun-
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Courtesy of Donald B. MacMiltan

Hendrik Olsen, the Greenlander, with a loaded sledge of the Second Thule Expedition, 1917, photo-

graphed on the ice of Foiilke Fjord in front of the headquarters of the Crocker Land Expedition. Rasmus-

sen reports the death of Hendrik Olsen on this expedition

"^^^^^^^^^^r:

Courtesy of Donald B. MacMillan

Eskimos and sledges of the Second Thule Expedition, in front of Crocker Land Expedition headquar-

ters, just before starting northward on the sea ice
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Map of a part of Greenland, on

which Rasmussen outlined in 1916 the

intended route to Peary Land over the

inland ice cap. The expedition was

delayed until 1917, when an early start

in April allowed the sea ice route to b:-

followed instead. The fjords and inlets

explored are supposed to be those along

the North Greenland coast between In-

dejiendence and Sherard Osborn fjords

try. It is reportoil

tliat lie took only

suflicii'iit ptMumioan
to insure safety on
the return trip

which was to be
made over the in-

lauil ice cap.

One of the most
iiit'M-esting items in

t he report of the

1!)J"J expedition

was a discovery of

"t(>nt rinf^s," circles

of stones in position for fastening tents to the

ground, showing a former temporary occupation by
iinos. To search for evidences of previous per-

manent occupation was one of the aims of the Sec-

ond Thule Expedition. In describing these tent rings,

Uasniussen gives a picture of the isolated Peary Land
as a place of abounding animal and plant life.

"And here we found ourselves as it were trans-

ported to another quarter of the globe. We sighted

musk ox even before reaching land, and our first im-

]>ression, as soon as we had crossed the ice limit up
on to the shore [from Independence Fjord], was one

of fertility and life. It was a real delight to see,

not clay, nor rocks, nor gravel, but earth; mould,

dotted everywhere with red blossoming saxifrage.

Along the river banks were tracks of musk ox, hare,

and lemming, and in the air above, the skuas shrieked

out a welcome. . . . Naturally also, it was here that

we made one of the most interesting discoveries of

the expedition, encountering at several places old

Eskimo tent rings as evidence of previous occupa-

tion. . . . The tents faced towards the northeast,

the entrances looking out towards the fjord. The
hunting grounds appeared to have been chosen with

unerring instinct, for the fjord was full of seals

basking in the sun. . . . Those [tent rings] on the

eastern side were of unusually small circumference.

. . . The tent rings on the western side of the

Fjord, numbering five in all, were considerably

larger. . . . The largest of the best preserved rings

measured 4 m. long by 2.70 broad. The ground out-

side each of them was strewn with bones of musk
ox and seal, showing that the tent-dwellers had not

lacked meat."
The following outline by Mr. Easmussen giving

the original plans for work will be of especial in-

terest for comparison with the accomplished results

when these are known in detail.— The Editor.

Plans for the Second Thule Expedition

to North Greenland

Bv K N U D RASMUSSEN

IT
may Vje remembered that in 1912, on the

First Thule Expedition, Freuchen and I

found ourselves obliged to shape our
course for home without having been able to

penetrate entirely through the newly discov-

ered Adam Bierings Land to the neighbor-
hood of Nordenskiold Inlet and Sherard Os-
born Fjord. When we made the decision to

return, we had been out for more than four
months on a continuous march of very ardu-

ous nature through unknown country. As
soon, therefore, as we had succeeded in sur-

veying the base of Independence Fjord with

its immediate surroundings, and thus defi-

nitely ascertained that Peary Land was con-

nected by land with Greenland, it was neces-

sary, both for our own sake and that of the

dogs, to make our way back over the inland

ice, postponing the exploration of the last

unknown regions in Greenland until a more
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coiivtMiiout tiino, wlion tho work oould be

entcrod upon with ri'iu'wcd stiiMii^tli.

In the winter of 1!>14 the first attempt to

larry out this plan was made, witli Freuchen
as leader; owinj^- to a fall througli a lissure,

however, duriny the ascent to the inland

iee, he was obliged to turn back, and has not

siiu-e been able to set out ajjain. Thus the

expedition in question still remains an un-

redeemeil jiromise on the part of our Thule
Arctic station, and I shall make an attempt
to realize it this year fl!»l(i|. The plan may
be brietly stated as follows:

1 shall leave Copenhajien April 1, arriving

at Holstensborg, in South Greenland, about
April 20. From here, by forced marches
through the Danish colonies up to Upernivik

I hope to reach Thule in time to begin the

ascent of the inland ice by June 1 at the

latest. We shape our course from Clemens
Markham Glacier toward Sherard Osbom
Fjord, about ()<>() km. over the inland ice,

and if able to descend here, will ])ush on to

Xordenskiiild Inlet and the country between
there and Independence Fjord.

Should we be unable to get down at Sher-

ard Osborn Fjord, we shall then make di-

rectly for Adam Bierings Land, endeavor-

ing to find a route thence to the unknown
regions which are to be surveyed. By the

tenth or fifteenth of August we must be
ready to start back over the inland ice, so as

to reach Thule in time to begin the home-
ward voyage on board the "Kap York,"
leaving there early in September.
The main object of the expedition will be

the exploration and survey of the country
between Indepemlence Fjord and Nor-
denskiold Inlet, Victoria Inlet and Sherard
Osborn Fjord.

The investigation of these regions offers,

in addition to geographical results, also eth-

nographical problems of very considerable
interest ; it will be important to ascertain,

for instance, with regard to the theory of

Eskimo migrations, whether winter houses
of the Eskimo exist in the great fjords men-
tioned. It will be remembered that in Peary
Land tent rings have been found but no win-
ter houses, the northern limit of which, on
the east coast of North Greenland, lies at

So])hus ]\Iiillers Xess and Eskimo Ness, in

Anidrup Land and Holms Land respectively,

whereas the northern limit on the west coast

of Greenland is in the vicinity of the Hum-
boldt Glacier and Hazen Ijake in Grant Land.
In order to obtain thorough knowledge of the
Eskimo migrations, therefore, we have still to

investigate the great fjords of Nares Land
and the northwest coast of Peary Land.
Among the geological questions to be

dealt with by the exjiedition, it will suffice

to mention the following:
During the course of the last century, the

whole of West and East Greenland has been
geologically investigated by various expedi-
tions; the range from Sherard Osborn Fjord
to Peary Land, however, with the large un-
known fjords of the latter country, most dif-

firult of access, still remains as a missing

link between the east and west coasts, and
until exploiations have been made here it

will be impossible to form a comi)lete geo-

logical ])icture of Greenland. As the coasts

and fjords of this, the most northerly region,

still remain to be surveyed geographically,

so also, from a geological point of view, the

investigations hitherto made have yet to be
comiileted by investigation of these regions,

and it shoidd be a point of honor with us to

see that this work is accomplished l)y a
Danish geologist.

We know tliat there is a range of moun-
tains in Peary Land presumably forming a

continuation of the system discovered in

Grinnell Land. It will therefore be one
object of the expedition to ascertain the

extent and age of this range. It will be
remembered tliat Peary Land runs out as an
ice-free and i)artly snow-free alpine country
north of the inland ice, which remarkable
feature offers a peculiarly favorable field

for geological work generally, such as is

rarely encountered in these latitudes.

The entire journey out and home over the

inland ice amounts to something like 2000
km. and there will thus be opportunities for

making various investigations as to the
physical condition of the inland ice itself.

In addition to the work here mapped out,

the expedition will include careful noting of
meteorological conditions and the collecting

of botanical and zoological specimens.

As in the case of the First Thule Expedi-
tion, our equipment will be based through-
out on Eskimo principles, food being pro-

cured by hunting carried on simultaneously
with the scientific work.

The expedition is equipped and financed

by the station at Thule, the administration
of which is in the hands of a committee, with
Mr. M. lb Nyeboe, civil engineer, as chair-

man. The scientific work hitherto carried

out, and further contemplated by the sta-

tion, has, however, rendered it advisable that

we place ourselves in more direct connection
with scientists, and a committee has there-

fore been formed, consisting of the fol-

lowing gentlemen, representing different

branches of science: H. Jungersen, Ph.D.,

professor at the University of Copenhagen
(zoology) ; I. P. Koch, captain in the Dan-
ish Army (Arctic Exploration) ; O. B. B0g-
gild, professor at the University of Copen-
hagen (geology and mineralogy) ; H. P.
Steensby, professor at the University of
Copenhagen (geography and ethnography)

;

C. H. Ostenfeld, Ph. D., manager of the

Museum of Botany in Copenhagen (botany).
Finally, I should mention, that the ]ilan

of the Second Thule Expedition is but a link

in the chain of various scientific investiga-

tions which it shoulil be possible to carry out
from the station at Thule as a base. This
fact is not least among the considerations
that have led to the desire for cooperation
with a permanent scientific committee, so

composed as to include our most distin-

guished experts in the various branches of

Science rej>resented.



The Monk Seal of the Southern Pacific'

DISCOVEKY OF ITS BREEDING GROUNDS AMID THE TREACHEROUS
SHOALS OF PEARL AND HERMES REEFS,

THE HAWAIIAN ISLANDS

By A L F R ED :\L B A I L E Y
(Louisiana State Museum)

DURING the winter of 1912-13, I had

I

the pleasure of being one of a party

from the Biological Survey, United

States Department of Agriculture, to visit

the leeward group of the Hawaiian Islands.

We made as complete a survey as possible of

the different rocks, sandspits, and shoals

which extend northwest from Honolulu, a

distance of about fifteen hundred miles. Our

party, under the leadership of Commodore

G. E. Salisbury of the United States Navy,

was taken among the islands on the revenue

cutter "Thetis." Mr. G. E. Freer, the Gov-

ernor of the Hawaiians, and Judge Lindsay,

the Attorney General, accompanied us on the

trip.

On the outgoing voyage, we stood off the

volcanic bluffs of Necker and Bird Islands,

but the huge swells that frothed against the

steep walls prevented our making a landing.

Mr. G. Willett, the ornithologist, succeeded

in gaining shore by swimming, a somewhat

hazardous feat, considering the nature of

those waters.

We made a careful study of French Frig-

ate Shoals, so named from the schooner-like

appearance of the rock that stands sentinel

over the crescent-shaped string of small

sandspits gleaming a few feet above high-

tide mark. All these little islands and shoals

are famed for their stories of shipwrecked

sailors. We landed on a small grass-crowned

spit by wading among the beautiful head

corals left partly exposed by the outgoing

tide. On the highest point of land, sur-

rounded by a colony of albatrosses, scream-

ing boobies, and graceful terns, was a little

excavation; four pegs with tattered canvas

flapping listlessly marked the remains of a

shelter, and the numerous bleaching turtle

bones told plainly the main source of food.

A half-rotted turtle shell turned liottom to

the sky seemed still to ask for rain, and a

broken oar blade lay half buried in the coral

sand. The most unimaginative could read

those few lines.

The "Thetis" landed our party on Laysan

Island and went back to Honolulu, returning

for us three months later. We had an enjoy-

able time during those three months, for

Laysan is justly famed for her wealth of

bird life, in spite of inroads made by feather

hunters. The wonderful colony of alba-

trosses, the thousands of trim-rigged man

o' war birds, terns, tropic birds, and waders

make Laysan a real bird paradise. CTnfortu-

nately, rabbits have been introduced there,

and the destruction of the grasses has al-

lowed the sand to drift, so that thousands

of young birds are smothered by the shifting

dunes. We killed more than five thousand

rabbits and, unless something more is done

to exterminate them, I fear for the results.

A strict watch was kept at all times for

rare or new forms, and most of all, we

wanted to take the Laysan seal. We pa-

trolled the beach every day, and our efforts

were finally rewarded by the taking of a

large male specimen. We made careful notes

and preserved the skin and skeleton for

mounting.

We looked forward to our visit on Lisi-

ansky with high hopes for, after taking one

specimen on Laysan, and having reason to

believe that Palmer had killed two on Lisi-

ansky, we considered our chances were good

of finding stragglers there. The "Thetis"

took us directly to the island, which is only

* A species of seal was reported as inhabiting the warm waters of the Pacific near the Hawaiian

leeward group, and although nine specimens had been collected on Laysan Island in fourteen years' time,

none of the skins or skeletons had been saved for scientific purposes. This warm-water seal was

described by Dr. Matschie as Monachns schauinslandi (Sitz. Ber. Gcs. Naft/rf. Freunde, Berlin, p. 254,

1905). I believe that a Mr. Palmer collecting in that region for Rothschild, obtained two specimens on

Lisiansky, but these were reported as lost overboard. As I have had experience in trying to cure a

large seal without adequate instruments, in a tropical climate, I can readily understand the reason

these skins were lost.—The Author.
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Cinirtcnii of doiiiiitodorc (I. R. Salisbury

Tlic Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture sent an expedition on the

revenue cutter "Thetis" to the leeward group of the Hawaiian Islands in 1912-13. One point of spe-

cial interest lay in observation of the "Laysan seal," the real habitat and breeding grounds of which
have always been a mystery since the finding of the first specimen on Laysan Island in 1905. Al-

though strict watch was kept at all times for the rare Hawaiian seal, the expedition of 1912-13 saw
only one specimen in the waters or on the beaches of Laysan during a three months' stay. This was
a fine male, of which both skin and skeleton vs^ere saved for the United States National Museum. On
Lisiansky Island, northwest of Laysan, two specimens were seen; but it was on Pearl and Hermes
reefs, still farther north and never before visited by scientists, that the main rookery was found. The
seals were so tame tliat they allowed approach to within a few feet. When approached too closely,

however, they took to the water, althougli the old females sliowed a disposition to fight in prote<'tioii of

the young

iirtinji i)j Oiii'cniiir a. 1{. Freer

treacherous Pearl and Hermes reefs— so namsd
At the main breeding colony of these seals, on tl _ _

from ships wrecked there-we saw about sixty specimens altogether, including twentv females with
pups, but the expedition was able to give only one day to investigation. There is urgent, need for fur-
ther study of the species, as the small number of seals in the rookery seems to indicate that they are
rapidly becoming extinct
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ninety miles to the northwest of Laysan, and

we were not disappointed, for we found two

specimens on the beach. We killed the fe-

male, but the other, presumably a male, es-

caped. The kill was a fine specimen, but

was so heavy and cumbersome that we found

it very difficult to drag it from the shallow

water on to the shelving beach.

We then visited Midway, so well described

in Stevenson's The Wrecker. The cablemen

on Midway told us that seals occasionally

wandered ashore, but that the visits were

irregularly timed, and there was likely to be

a straggler in summer as well as in winter.

We made a survey of the islands, and en-

joyed the hospitality of Captain Morrison,

the head of the colony of cablemen. The

captain took us around the reefs in his

power launch, and pointed out the bones of

the famed ship, "The Wandering Minstrel."

"Wandering Minstrel,"—what

an appropriate name for a

boat cruising in those dreamy,

beautiful waters! And the

captain showed us the graves

of two sailors who had not

been able to stand the four-

teen months of starvation and

thirst that the survivors were

forced to endure. We ob-

tained additional data on the

nesting birds, but no informa-

tion relative to the seals.

We considered that our

chances of success rested

finally on Pearl and Hermes
reefs, for these never had been

visited by a scientific party

so far as we knew. And there

we found the main breeding

colony. The place consists of

numerous sandspits and shoals,

surrounded by extensive barrier

reefs, over which combers and

white-topped breakers tumble

with a continuous roar. These

treacherous reefs are exceed-

ingly dangerous to navigation,

and received their names from
the two ships, the "Pearl" and

the "Hermes," which were

wrecked within a week of each

other. Because of storms, it

was thought inadvisable to

stay in that vicinity longer

than necessary, so we decided

to spend the one day only.

]\Ir. Willett visited the largest of the spits

w'hile I took another cutter and started for

one charted about five miles off. Unfortu-

nately, the spit seemed to have disappeared,

for we could not find it, although we tacked

back and forth through the reefs for several

hours. The crystal-like water mirrored the

bottom, and the beautiful many-colored coral

fishes so characteristic of Hawaiian waters

darted to and fro among the head coral, and

the small reef sharks slid stealthily from one

deep lead to another. A school of porpoises

played off our bow and came in so close as

almost to splash in the boat as they cut

water, and huge loggerhead turtles slept

lazily on the sandy keys. Sooty-backed

terns winged close to the surface, their white

breasts green with reflected light, and their

shrill call, "wide-a-wake," seemed entirely

out of place in those sleepy tropical seas.

Photograph bij A. M. Bailey

We found two seals asleep on the beach at Lisiansky, and shot

one of tliem, a large female. This warm-water seal is a huge,

cumbersome creature, and difficult to handle in a tropical coun-

try, without adequate instruments

I'liotoyraijh by A. If. Bailey

AVe saw numerous seals flopped out on the beach at Pearl and
Hermes reefs, but the number of pups made a pitiful showing

when we consider that this is the main breeding colony



Courtrs]! of flfnr:,,- Wilhtt

We took a pup alive back to tlic sliip. a glossy black little fellow, which ceased its childlike cries

onlv when held in onr arms

We saw seals playing in the water or flop-

ping out on the shining bars, but did not

molest them. They were so tame that we

approached within a few feet, and one half-

grown pup lying out on a bar, flat on his

back, rolled over and beat a hasty retreat

only when I tickled him with the toe of my
boot. The old females, however, were a little

touchy when we approached too near the

pups, and one of the sailors had a close call

when an irate old lady slid down a bank

—

under which the sailor had been boredly

awaiting our departure and where only a

sailor's agility saved him from a drub-

bing.

The main rookery was located on the large

island visited by Mr. Willett. It was topped

with a scanty growth of tough wire grasses,

just enough to keep the sand from drifting

before the steady trade winds. Here we

found about twenty females with pups,

glossy black little fellows, a few half-grown

ones and a very small number of bulls, prob-

ably fewer than sixty individuals in the

rookery. It would be folly, of course, even

to estimate the number of individuals at

sea, but they must be few when we consider

the pitifully small showing of young in the

main breeding colony.

We took a pup back to the ship, and kept

it alive for some time, but its distress was so

great and its almost childlike cries so dis-

tracted the officers that we finally were

obliged to kill it. The only time the little

fellow would stop crying was when we held

him in our arms.

We considered ourselves fortunate to have

discovered the breeding colony of these seals

whose real habitat has been a sort of mys-

tery so long, and we contented ourselves with

taking the three specimens I have mentioned.

We felt that even with the favorable condi-

tions which they have for their mode of life,

the colony seems far from successful, and

that an intimate study of their home life

during the breeding season is very desirable.

The Laysan Seal

Bv J. A. xVL LEN

THE observations on the monk seal of

the Laysan Islands here recorded by

Mr. Bailey furnish highly interest-

ing information respecting a hitherto little-

known mammal, the existence of which, as

he states, was first maile known in 100.1,

when a skin and skull, parts of two other

skulls, and a headskin were brought to the

natural history museum in Bremen by its

director, Dr. Schauinsland. These were de-

scribed by Dr. Matschie of the Berlin Mu-

seum, by whom the species was named Mo-
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nachus schauiiislaiidi, after its discoverer.

He found that it differed little from the

two other known species of the genus, in-

habiting respectively the Mediterranean and

Caribbean seas. No other specimens appear

to have reached any other museum until the

return of the "Thetis" from the Laysan Is-

lands in 1913, when the three specimens ob-

tained by Mr. Bailey were received at the

United States National Museum in Wash-

ington.

The genus Monachus is of especial inter-

est on account of the isolation of its three

modern representatives, all of which seem

doomed to early extinction. The monk seal

of what we may call the Mediterranean area

appears not to have been very numerous

within historic times. It is known to have

occurred formerly in small numbers on both

the European and the African coasts of this

inland sea, and it also has been taken at

the Madeira and Canary islands. The early

naturalists apjsear to have had only scanty

knowledge of it, and few modern museums
can count it among their treasures. It was

first formally introduced into technical natu-

ral history as Pltoca monachus by Hermann
in 1779, and separated generically from
Plioca by Fleming in 1822 as the sole repre-

sentative of his genus Monachus.

The only known West Indian seal forms

the second species (in respect to its intro-

duction into scientific literature) referable

to this genus, it having been described by

J. E. Gray, of the British Museum, in 1850,

from an imperfect skin "from Jamaica," as

Phoca tropicalis, and referred by him sixteen

years later to the genus Monachus. This

species, however, remained virtually un-

known scientifically for the next twenty

years, but nevertheless it has a most inter-

esting and unique history, inasmuch as it

was met with by Columbus near the end of

August, 1494, as he approached the southern

coast of Hispaniola, where his sailors killed

eight of them for fooil.i Although this seal

was abundant in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries in the Caribbean Sea and
southern part of the Gulf of Mexico, from
the Bahama Islands westward to the islets

off the coast of Yucatan, it was nearly de-

stroyed for its oil in the eighteenth century

^ See BuUctin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. II, p. 23,
April, 1887.

and has since been on the verge of exter-

mination throughout its former range.2 It

is still reported as occasionally seen or cap-

tured near Cuba and among the keys and

islets southeast of the Bahamas.

The third species of Monachus was first

made known, as stated above, from the Lay-

san Islands, and an account of its distribu-

tion and habits, so far as known, is given

by Mr. Bailey in the present number of the

Journal.

These three forms of monk seal present a

striking similarity in size, coloration, and

structure, and thus show the strong persis-

tence of characters inherited from a remote

ancestor. As their present distribution is

restricted to warm temperate and subtropi-

cal latitudes, interest is added to the ques-

tion of how the Laysan seal reached the

Pacific Ocean.

All the nearest relatives of Monachus are

northern, inhabiting at present only north

temperate and arctic littorals ; it seems,

therefore, unquestionable that its place of

origin is northern, and probably not far

from the present Mediterranean region. The

Caribbean species beyond doubt was derived

from North Atlantic stock. In what way it

reached the West Indian region is open to

speculation, where its presence has been as-

sumed as evidence of a former land bridge

between the Antilles and the Mediterranean

region, before, however, it was known that

still anotner species existed in the Pacific

Ocean. It was suggested by its describer

that the Laysan seal had reached its present

home by way of a "northwest passage," or

arctic route, which appears wholly improb-

able. It seems more reasonable to assume

its derivation troiu the Caribbean area, it

finding a way westward into the Pacific dur-

ing a temporary submergence of the Isthmian

region of Central America, probably in pre-

Glacial times.

- The known general history of this seal will be

found summarized, together with a detailed ac-

count of its structure and relationships, based on
the fine series of specimens exhibited in the mam-
mal hall of the American Museum, collected at The
Triangles, a group of rocky islets off the coast of

Yucatan, in an article by the present writer, en-

titled: "The West Indian Seal (Monachus tropi-

ralis Gray)." BuUfitin Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,

Vol. II. pp. 1-3-4, pis. i-iv, April 2.5, 1887. (Adult

and young, skull and principal parts of skeleton

figured.)



Notes

Since the last issue of the Journal the

following persons have been elected menibeis

of the American Museum:
Associaie Benefactor, Mrs. Grace E.

KiTCHlNG.

Fellows. Messrs. Stanley G. Middi.eton

and James Shewan.

Life Members, General Warren M.

IIealey, Captain Edward B. Close,

Messrs. John B. Dennis, Robert Hendry
Kelby, IIou.vtio S. Rubens, Jacob Ruppert,

Theodore Peters, M. F. Savage, W. K.

N'anderbilt, Jr., and C. W. Watson.

Sustaining Memfters, Mesdames Wm. Fox,

August Heckscher, and Messrs. Le Roy
Frost, Chas. J. Graham, and Samuel
Sachs.

Annual Members, Mesdames Rose O.

Bear, Ansox W. Burchard, Hugh J.

Chisholm, R. J. Collier, William Con-

stable, John J. Corning, Clarkson Cowl,

R. J. Cross, Horace E. Deming, Louis J.

Ehret, Abram I. Elkus, A. R. Estey, Leo-

pold Fredrick, Morrill Goddard, H. Win-
throp Gray, Simon Guggenheim, J. R.

Harbeck, Harold Ames Hatch, Henry S.

Herrman, Percy Hall Jennings, Garrett

B. Kip, Gertrude W. Kohlman, W. J.

Matheson, Henry L. Moses, Carl Muller,

Henry Parish, Edward Potter, L. Ross-

bach, William F. Sheehan, L. Graeme
Scott, Pierre J. Smith, Henry M. Tilford,

Francis M. Weld, Howard F. Whitney,
Miss Helen A. Peabody, Doctors James
A. Corscaden, Jas. F. McKernon, Felix

VON Oefele, Messrs. Fridtjov Andersen,

C. C. AucHiNCLOss, J. L. Bell, Arthur
BoDANZKY, John S. Clarke, F. G. Cooper,

Richard Varick Dey, Ellis P. Earle,

Howard Elliott, Frank J. E. Fitzpatrick,

B. Frankfeld, Fred Frese, John H. Fulle,

William H. F. Gade, Eugenic Galban,

Eugene C. Harding, Clarence L. Hay,

Samuel A. Herzog, R. H. Higgins, Harry
L. Hoffman, Ernest Hopkinson, Chris.

G. Hupfel, a. S. Hutchins, Robt. H. Inger-

SOLL, Otto Isenstein, William B. Isham,

George S. Jephson, Eli Joseph, Daniel
Kops, Sigmund Klee, William W. Law-
ton, Henry Goddard Leach, William Mc-
Nair, Alexander J. Marcuse, Wm. Wal-
lace Mein, Jan W. Paris, Henry B. Platt,

Elwyn W. Poor, Samuel Pratt, Walter
N. Rothschild, Louis B. Schram, Arthur

A. Schwarz, Edw. W. Sparks, Emil ^I.

Sperling, the Scoville School, and the

Sisters of the Good Shepherd.

Associate Members, Mesdames Gordon T.

Beaham, Esther A. Horr, Lucy H. Rob-

ertson, the Rt. Rev. Edwin G. Weed, the

Rev. Robert Wilson, D.D., General Wm.
Vekbeck, Colonels John Millis, Frederic

J. Paxon, Henry Lee Valentine, the Hon.
George A. Parker, Doctors J. M. Francis,

St. Geo. T. Grinnan, H. F. Harris, Hugh
Nelson Page, Chas. P. Neill, Joseph A.

White, Robert Wilson, Jr., Professors
Alfred E. Burton, Melville T. Cook, Ar-

thur S. Eakle, Messrs. Wm. A. Adams,
L. H. Bailey, E. A. Boardman, J. J. Good-

rum, Jr., Chas. C. Hanmer, N. A. Hardee,
Henry K. Jones, Robinson Locke, C. G.

Memminger, Chas. C. Moore, Edwin C.

Northrop, Joseph Ripley, William Ran-
dolph Robins, Simon W. Rosendale, Earle
Sloan, J. P. Stevens, Thos. W. Synnott,
Francis J. Torrance, Seymour van Sant-

vooRD, and Robert F. Welsh.

Two bequests to the American Museum
were announced at a meeting of the execu-

tive committee of this institution on April

17. One is under the will of Ludwig Drey-

fuss for $10,000, the other under the will of

Mrs. Louisa Combe, who became a life mem-
ber of the Museum in 1894. The amount of

the latter gift has not yet been made pub-

lic.

The illustrations which accompany the re-

view of Frank E. Lutz's Field Book of In-

sects appearing in this issue of the Journal
were printed in color by the American Mu-
seum press from plates loaned through the

courtesy of G. P. Putnam's Sons.

Mr. Herbert P. Whitlock, of the New
York State Museum, was appointed curator

of the department of mineralogy in the

American Museum of Natural History at a
meeting of the executive committee on April

17. Mr. Whitlock was graduated from the

Columbia University School of Mines in

1901 and acted as assistant in mineralogy at

the University until 1904, when he ])ecame

connected with the New York State Museum
as mineralogist. He is especially interested

in methods of museum installation. His

resignation from the State Museum will take

401
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effect on June 1, at which date he will be-

come officially connected with the scientific

staff of the American Museum,

The sum of $10,000 has been added to the

permanent endowment fund of the American

Museum of Natural History, through the

will of a friend of the institution, for use

in the department of anthropology. It is

planned to utilize the income for the devel-

opment of physical anthropology.

In his new book, When the Somme Ban

Bed, A. Eadclyffe Dugmore relates his ex-

periences in the trenches and on the battle-

field as simply and forcefully as he has told

The Bomance of the Beaver or Camera Ad-

ventures in the African Wilds. Before the

great war began, Captain Dugmore's life

was devoted to the study of natural history

and his shooting was done chiefly with the

camera. He went to Belgium after the

German invasion, to see and record what the

Germans had done there. He was wounded

and made prisoner. Later, he offered his

services to the English army; he was sev-

eral years past conscription age. His ac-

count of life at the front and the first days

of the Battle of the Somme (to the time

when he was gassed) is graphic and con-

vincing. He leaves no doubt in the mind of

the reader that where such indomitable

spirit and courage have been displayed the

final outcome of the great struggle now
waging over the same ground is unques-

tioned.

It is reported 1 that the fields over which

the battle of the Somme raged during the

late summer and autumn of 1916 were

thickly carpeted with blossoming plants less

than a year later. July of 1917 saw vast

stretches of scarlet poppies, interspersed

with acres of chamomile {Matricaria chamo-

milla, L.) and large patches of yellow char-

lock, glorifying what had been but a dreary

waste of mud and water throughout the

preceding winter. Half hidden within this

luxuriant growth white crosses mark the

graves of the dead. Where shells left yawn-

ing holes, water has gathered and formed

ponds, which are rendered more or less per-

manent by the nature of the soil. In and

' Capt. A. W. Hill, Assistant Director, Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, England, in the Kew Bul-
letin of Miscellaneous Information, Nos. 9 and 10,
1917.

around these flourish the annual rush {Jun-

ciis bufo7iius), the smartweed {Polygonum

persiearia), and numerous water grasses.

Dragon flies hover about the pools, which

teem with water beetles and various other

forms of pond life. The woods which once

covered the uplands have been destroyed al-

most entirely by the heavy shelling. Only

at Aveluy Wood a few badly broken trees

still live, and these rise from a dense growth

of the rosebay willow-herb {Epilobium an-

gustifolium). The extraordinary method

of cultivation of the soil apparently has in-

creased its productive power. The under-

lying chalk formation has been broken up,

mixing with the subsoil and the old surface

soil, thus forming a new and very fertile

combination, from which the various seeds,

many of them perhaps long buried deep in

the ground, have sprung with great vigor.

Patches of oats and barley and occasionally

of wheat are to be seen. These may have

been sown by the Germans, or they may
have lain dormant in the ground since before

the war when this land was all under culti-

vation. Along the roadsides are traces of

the old permanent flora; while here and
there remains of currant and other bushes

show where had stood a cottage with its

garden.

The following letter, dated May 5, from

TJr. Jean B. Charcot, physician, Antarctic

explorer, and at present lieutenant in the

French Navy, comes to us through the cour-

tesy of Mr. Herbert L. Bridgman, business

manager of The Brooklyn Standard Union:

"How far the Antarctic is now! And
what different work I am engaged in ! It is

still oceanography, but of a special sort, as
I am running after tin-fish. For about a
year I was medical doctor in the French
Navy, but later obtained the command of an
auxiliary cruiser under British Admiralty
orders. The work we did north of Scotland
in winter was very hard, and after eight
months of this I fell dangerously ill, in fact
nobody knows how I outlived it; neverthe-
less after six months I obtained another ship
and for more than a year I have been run-
ning after the Huns in the Atlantic and
Channel. I cannot say that my health is

good, as one third of my lungs is useless,

but I hope to go to the end of the business
and play my part in the big adventure. I

am the oldest of the commanders of small
ships and I have with me part of my good
old Antarctic crew, who asked to serve un-
der my orders; some too old for conscrip-
tion have engaged to come with me and it is

a real satisfaction. I have lent my good
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olil 'rminiuoi Pas' to the (.iovormnont and
it is doin^' good work as a training ship.

Tlio Stars and Stripes are working with ns

in a s|d('ndid way and they are naturally

very }Hi]iular. They are saving my dear old

country and this we shall never forget."

Through the gift of the Peary Arctic

Club, the library of the American Museum

contains the complete series of reports, so

far as issued (33 numbers) by Dr. Charcot,

on his two Antarctic expeditions, 1903-05

and 190S-10.

At the session of the Royal Irish Academy
on the sixteenth of March, 1918, Professor

Henry Fairfield Osborn was elected an Hon-

orary Member of the Royal Irish Academy,

in recognition of his distinguished services

in the HepartTuent of Science.

At a meeting of the executive committee

of the American Museum on April 17, Mrs.

Frank W. Kitching, as the sole beneficiary

under the will of her husband, was named an

associate benefactor; Mr. Stanley G. Middle-

ton was elected fellow in recognition of his

gift to the Museum of an oil painting of

Professor Albert S. Bickmore; and Mr. M. F.

Savage a life member in appreciation of his

gifts to the dej^artment of anthropology.

The third Liberty Loan met with a hearty

response from the American Museum of

Natural History, where two hundred em-

ployees subscribed for $20,000 worth of the

bonds. In the Liberty Loan parade of April

26, the Museum was represented by its full

quota. On that day flags were unfurled for

the first time from the new poles in front of

the Museum building.

The Angrand Foundation of France has

awarded a prize of five thousand francs to

Dr. Herbert J. Spinden, assistant curator in

anthropology at the American Museum, in

recognition of his memoir on Maya Art, pub-

lished by the Peabody Museum of Harvard
University. This prize is awarded once in

five years for original investigations in the

anthropology of North and South America.

Dr. Spinden is engaged at present on recon-

naissance work in South America.

A MEETING of the American Geographical

Society was held at Carnegie Hall on May
15, for the purpose of awarding the David

Livingstone Centenary medal to Colonel Can-

dido Mariano da Silva Rondon in recognition

of his valuable work of exploration in South

Aniciii-a. rresi<k>nt John Greenough made
the iMcsentation speech, and the medal, in

the aiisence of Colonel Rondon, was offi-

cially received by the Brazilian ambassador,

Sr. Iloniicio da Gama. Colonel Roosevelt in

an inldress commended the I'razilian gov-

(Minneiit foi- the great amount of geograj)!!-

icai ('X|doration which has been conducted

tlirougho\it the diniiult region of Central

Brazil, with ])articular reference to the

work doiu' by Colonel Rondon and under

his direction in connection with the running

of lines for telegraphic communication be-

tween different parts of the country. In the

course of this work many streams were

crossed, some of which, although indicated

on maps in circulation, were incorrectly

placed, and many had not been noted at all.

The connection of these streams with known
affluents of the Amazon was entirely un-

known. Following the address by Colonel

Roosevelt several remarkable reels of motion

pictures were shown, illustrating not only

the accessible parts of Brazil but also some

of the almost inaccessible regions visited by
the Roosevelt expedition, and including pic-

tures of the savage tribes in their home life

and surroundings. These films have been

prepared by the Brazilian government and
sent to this country for the purpose of ac-

quainting Americans with some of the fea-

tures of the great South American Republic.

The story of six years' exploration in Co-

lombia, Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, Paraguay,

and Brazil is given in a volume soon to be

issued by Charles Scribner's Sons, entitled

/)( the Wilds of South America, by Leo E.

Miller. Mr. Miller, who is now a lieutenant

in the Aviation Corps of the United States

Army, is an assistant in the department of

ornithology at the American Museum of

Natural History, and it was in the interests

of this institution that his work in South

America was undertaken. An introduction

to the account of his travels is written by
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, with whom he

was associated as field assistant in the Roose-

velt expedition to Brazil, 1913-14.

A RESOLUTiox was passed at the meeting

of the board of trustees held on May 6, to

the effect that Mr. Robert Hendry Kelby be

made a life member of the American Mu-
seum in appreciation of his long and ef-

ficient service as librarian of the New York
Historical Society, to which he has devoted
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himself for fifty years, and of his friendly

spirit of cooijeration, which has materially

assisted the American Museum in developing

its educational work.

The National Academy of Sciences at its

April meeting awarded to Dr. Frank M.

Chapman, curator of ornithology at the

American Museum of Natural History, the

first Daniel Giraud Elliot medal and hono-

rarium. These are to be bestowed annually

for preeminence in zoology or palaeontology

under the terms of the gift to the Academy,

in 1916, of $8000 by Miss Margaret Hender-

son Elliot to establish a fund in memory of

scientific research will act as judges, it is

the wish of the said Margaret Henderson
Elliot that no person acting as such judge
shall be deemed on that account ineligible

to receive this annual gift. . . .

The result of Dr. Chapman's valuable

contribution to zoology, "The Distribution of

Bird Life in Colondiia; A Contribution to a

Biological Survey of South America," was

published in 1917 as Volume XXXVI of the

Bulletin of the Amer-ican Museum of Nat-

ural History. Although Dr. Chapman de-

scribed therein a very large number of

species and subspecies of South American

birds, it was for the scientific value of his

her father. The conditions governing the

administration of the gift are:

One such medal and diploma shall be given

in each year and they, with any unexpended
balance of income for the year, shall be
awarded by the said National Academy of

Sciences to the author of such paper, essay

or other work upon some branch of zoology
or palaeontology published during the year as

in the opinion of the persons, or a majority
of the persons, hereinafter appointed to be
the judges in that regard, shall be the most
meritorious and worthy of honor. The medal
and diploma and surplus income shall not,

however, for more than two years succes-

sively, be awarded for treatises upon any
one branch of either of the sciences above
mentioned. Professor Henry Fairfield Os-

bom, of New York, the scientific director of
the American Museum of Natural History
in New York City, and the secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution at Washington for
the time being, are appointed as such
judges. . . .

As science is not national the medal and
diploma and surplus income may be con-
ferred upon naturalists of any country, and
as men eminent in their respective lines of

deductions and the establishment of zonal

and faunal boundaries over a wide geograph-

ical range that the decision was made in his

favor.

The annual garden party of the New
York Zoological Society, which included the

reception of the Board of Managers and of

the Ladies' and Junior Auxiliaries, took

place on May 16 in the Zoological Park. Of
the special exhibits arranged to translate

into concrete form some phases of the war,

probably the chief in interest was one of the

latest type anti-aircraft guns from the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, which was loaned

through the courtesy of the Secretary of the

Navy and Eear Admiral McDonald, Com-
mandant of the Navy Yard. Three members
of its crew explained its purpose and opera-

tion. A second exhibit consisted of war
relics gathered on the battlefields of France

by Mr. William Beebe. One hundred and

fifteen books on natural history, including

many rare and costly editions representing
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all branches of zoology, the gift of Mr. John

Jay Paul of Watertown, Florida, a patron

of the Society, were also exhibited. The

reception was preceded by a luncheon and

meeting of the Board of Managers, presided

over by Henry Fairfield Osboru, president of

the Zoological Society.

Colonel Tiieodokk Hooskvki/i', wliosc ar-

ticle "My Life as a Naturalist" appears in

this number of the Jouuxal, was a trustee

of the American Museum from 1886 to 1891.

In his article, on page 323, appears a

portrait of the late Theodore Roosevelt, Sr.,

father of Theodore Roosevelt, whose name is

closely interwoven with the early history of

the American Museum. When the project

for establishing such an institution was first

urged by its friends, he was one of the most

vigorous supporters, and at the meeting on

January 19, 1869, which was considered the

actual foundation of the Museum, he became

one of the founders and first trustees. With

Mr. Haines, he managed the first private

view of the collections in the Arsenal Build-

ing, in 1871, and three years later assisted

at the laying of the corner stone of the pres-

ent building, the plans for which he had

been instrumental in selecting. Theodore

Roosevelt, Sr., devoted a large part of his

time to public affairs. The Roosevelt Hos-

pital, in New York City, is a lasting memo-

rial to his interest in the work of ameliorat-

ing human suffering. During the Civil War
he took a leading part in organizing and

equipping regiments for service, and at the

close of hostilities he was equally active in

the work of reconstruction.

The Galton Society for the Study of the

Origin and Evolution of Man was organized

at the American Museum of Natural History

on April 16, 1918. The objects of the So-

ciety are the promotion of study of racial

anthropology, and of the origin, migration,

physical and mental characters, crossing and

evolution of human races, living and extinct.

The charter members of the Society are as

follows: Madison Grant, Henry Fairfield

Osborn, .John C. Merriam, p]dward L. Thorn-

dike, William K. Gregory, Charles B. Daven-

port, George S. Huntington, .J. Howard
McGregor, Edwin G. Conklin.

The first formal meeting of the Society

was held at the home of Professor Henry
Fairfield Osborn on the evening of April 17.

Professor Osborn outlined the object of the

Society and emphasized the importance of a

union of effort on the part of specialists,

working in close cooperation and harmony

with one another but from widely diverse

lines of approach. Dr. C. B. Davenport was

elected chairman and Dr. W. K. Gregory

secretary. The following men were elected

as Fellows: Mr. L. R. Sullivan, American

Museum of Natural History; Dr. Ernest A.

Hooton, Peabody Museum ; Dr. Frederick

Tilney, New York ; Mr. Gerrit Smith Miller,

United States National Museum; Dr. Clark

Wissler, American Museum of Natural His-

tory; Professor Harris H. Wilder, Smith

College; Dr. Raymond Pearl, United States

Food Administration, Washington, D. C.

Two patrons were elected : Mrs. E. H. Harri-

man and Mr. M. Taylor Pyne, New York.

The first regular monthly meeting of the

Society was held in the Osborn Library at

the American Museum of Natural History

on May 14. At this meeting Professor Mc-
Gregor demonstrated his reconstruction of

the skull of a typical adult Cro-Magnon
man, based on all known remains of the race.

Mr. L. R. Sullivan, in giving an account

of his researches on the races of the Philip-

pine Islands, showed that at least three

physical types are present there, character-

ized by differences in skin-color, hair,

stature, head-form, and form of nose ; first,

the negritos, long recognized as a distinct

race, who are short in stature, with a very

dark brown skin, wide open dark brown
eyes, black kinky hair, short head, and short

wide nose; second, the Malayan tribes, tall-

est of the island groups, with skins of vary-

ing shades of brown, dark brown Mongoloid

eyes, straight black hair, and relatively

narrow nose; and third, a group which is

often confused with the second but belongs

to the Indonesian racial type. This type

stands between the negritos and Malays in

point of size, is less Mongoloid in appear-

ance, has the longest hea,d on the islands,

and straight or wavy dark brown hair.

A point of interest brought out by Pro-

fessor Davenport is the wide field for the

labors of the Society afforded by the pres-

ence in New York of representatives of

many of the living races of Europe and
Africa, and by the existence of various or-

ganizations which will gladly cooperate in

the study of the races of Europe. Vast

material is also available for the study of

inheritance and livliridization.
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We quote the following from Nature:

"Dr. Hugo de Vries, professor of botany in

the University of Amsterdam, has just com-

pleted his seventieth year. His long connec-

tion with the University has been marked by

patient and successful investigations on

'sporting' among plants, especially in (Eno-

iliera LamarcTciana, a plant which had be-

come naturalized in Holland. His work with

(Enothera began in 1895, and an article

upon it appeared in Nature of November

26, 1908 (vol. Ixxix, p. 101), when the Hor-

tus Botanicus at Amsterdam was the subject

of a contribution to our series of 'Scientific

Centres.' Out of the work and the experi-

ments that had led up to it the 'mutation

theory' of evohition originated and devel-

oped. Professor de Aeries gave an account

of this theory and of his researches in the

Masters memorial lectures, which he deliv-

ered before the Eoyal Horticultural Society

in 1909 (he was the first Masters memorial

lecturer), and his great book, Die Mutations-

theorie, has been ably translated into Eng-

lish by Professor J. B. Parmer and A. D.

Darbyshire. The fundamental idea of unit

characters upon which the whole argument

rests has been at the back of almost all

recent research into heredity in plants, and

the development of Mendel's work, which

had been so long overlooked, was prepared

for, and aided not a little by, the researches

de Vries made with OEnothera and other

plants. This work has had a profound effect

upon our outlook towards, and knowledge of,

the origin and development of horticultural

varieties of plants. In order to mark its

appreciation of the great value of this work

the council of the Eoyal Horticultural So-

ciety has conferred upon Professor de Vries

one of the Veitch memorial medals— a gold

medal awarded only to those whose re-

searches have had, or are likely to have,

great influence in the advancement of horti-

culture."

The following additions to the American

Museum library are worthy of note:

A valuable collection of works, largely in

the Spanish language, dealing with the his-

tory and archaeology of Peru, Bolivia, Cen-

tral America, and Mexico, comprising the

library of the late Adolf Bandelier. In the

neighborhood of four hundred volumes are

included in the lot.

A 1785 edition of Cook's Voyages, entitled

A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, Undertaken

hy the Command of Flis Majesty for Making
Discoveries in the Northern Hemisphere.

Volumes I and II were written by Captain

James Cook, Volume III by Captain James
King. An atlas accompanies the edition,

which is the gift of Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden.

Illustrations of the Nests and Eggs of

the Birds of Ohio, by Dr. Howard Jones and

Mrs. N. E. Jones. This book was prepared

after eight years of costly and painstaking

labor. It contains much valuable informa-

tion about Ohio eggs and nests, which is

equally true for those of all northeastern

North America. The full size illustrations

are drawn with great accuracy and beauty.

A first edition (1837), in six volumes, of a

History of the Indian Tribes of North

America, with Biographical Sketches and

Anecdotes of the Principal Chiefs, by
Thomas L. M'Kenney and James Hall.

This unusual work is embellished by 120

large colored portraits from the Indian

Gallery in the Department of War at Wash-
ington.

Through Dr. Herbert J. Spinden has come

a notable collection of about twenty vol-

umes concerning the language of the natives

of the Mosquito Coast.

The Grammar of Ornament, by Owen
Jones, published in London in 1868, covers

all stages of decorative designing, from the

work of savage tribes to the most oniate

jjroductions of European peoples. It is

fully illustrated with 1]2 colored plates.

A Check List of North American Am-
phibians and Eeptiles, by Leonard Stejneger

and Thomas Barbour, issued by the Harvard

University Press, fills an urgent need in the

field of herpetology. The list includes all

the species and subspecies which the authors

deem valid and of unquestioned occurrence

in North America, north of the Eio Grande,

and in Lower California, Mexico. The

names of the two foremost students of the

subject in North America appearing on the

title-page make of this list a work of au-

thority— one which should be but the first

edition of a permanent check list.

The black walnut is now being called the

"Liberty Tree," and all patriotic landowners

who possess such trees have been urged to

offer them to the United States Government.

Builders of aircraft have learned that there

is no wood so suitable for propellers, and it

has long been the wood employed in the
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inanuftn'ture of gunstoeks. Tiinbor for aoro-

plaiio propellers must be absolutely straight-

grainetl, not too hard or too heavy, capable

of standing the enormous air resistance in-

volved in revolutions up to fifteen hundred

or more a minute. No other wood meets

these requirements except mahogany, and to

import this would necessitate the use of

ships which cannot well be spared. Although

black walnut trees are widely distributed

over the United States, from the Atlantic to

the Pacific, they are likely to occur only in

small scattered groups. It is important that

all these walnut stands be discovered at the

present time; to aid in this work President

Wilson has called upon the Boy Scouts of

America to report to the United States For-

est Service every black walnut tree which

they are able to locate. Also, in order that

the demands of war may not destroy our

forests, farmers and boy scouts are urged

to plant new trees in the places of those

removed.

An appeal recently came to the American

Museum from the War Council of the Young
Men's Christian Association for lantern

slides which would help to give expression

in France to the true character of America

and Americans. Largely through volunteer

service on the part of the assistants in the

educational department of the Museum,
about four thousand slides of geographic

and industrial subjects have been prepared.

The collection was shipped at once to

France, where it is now being used in both

the American and French armies. In addi-

tion to these miscellaneous slides the depart-

ment has completed four illustrated lectures

for army use and delivered two sets of each

with their accompanying slides to the Young
Men's Christian Association. The American
Museum bears the cost of preparing these

lectures and making the first two sets of

slides. The expense thereafter is borne by

the Young Men's Christian Association.

Ix the May drive to obtain funds for the

Eed Cross, the American Museum contrib-

uted to the full extent of its force, 313

members.

At the general meeting of the Linnean

Society of London held on April 18, Profes-

sor J. P. Hill, F.K.S., F.L.S., gave an ac-

count of his expedition to Brazil in 1913 to

obtain material for studying the develop-

ment of American marsupials, in particular

the opossum. It was desired to settle cer-

tain conllicting statements about these ani-

mals and to determine the development of

those genera regarded on anatomical grounds

as nearest the base of the didelphyd series,

namely, Mar7)wsa and Fcramys, two small

rat like creatures, remarkable for the entire

absence of the pouch so characteristic of

other members of the order. The party ar-

rived at Eio de Janeiro on July 6, 1913, well

equipped with traps, tents, preservatives,

and provisions. By permission of the Bra-

zilian Minister of Agriculture, and at the

invitation of Dr. J. C. Willis, then director

of the Jardim Botanico at Rio, use of the

large laboratory attached to the gardens was
obtained. Collecting started immediately

and dissecting began with the first specimen

obtained— the Brazilian opossum, Didelphys

aurita. Five species of didelphyds, belong-

ing to four genera, were secured within

range and sound of the electric tramways of

Rio de Janeiro and about eight miles from
the center of the city. Other specimens were

taken on the Itatiaia Range at the borders

of Sao Paulo, and northward in the states

of Espiritu Santo and Minas Geraes. The
party afterward visited Therezopolis, in the

Serra dos Orgaos north of Rio, about 900

meters altitude, an ideal spot, with fine

bracing climate, rich fauna, and beautiful

scenery.

The American Museum Building Folder

Series, No. 5, contains complete plans and
illustrations of the new type of ward for

wounded soldiers, designed by Professor

Henry Fairfield Osborn. The plans, which
were suggested through the remarkable re-

sults obtained in the First Eastern General

Hospital of Cambridge, England, in effect-

ing rapid cures by direct exposure of the

wounded to air and sunshine, are presented

to the country as one of the contributions

of the American Museum to the national

service.

In the Sixth National Textile Exposition,

held in the Grand Central Palace, New
York, from April 29 to May 11, the Ameri-

can Museum was represented by a case of

prehistoric Peruvian garments and cloth and
two cases of clothing from various primitive

peoples. The specimens selected for this

purpose have been favorites with profes-

sional designers who visit the Museum's
collections for inspiration. The influence
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which these collections have exerted on tex-

tile art was clearly shown by the Exposition.

In the section occupied by the Fairchild Com-

pany, Inc., in which about one hundred and

fifty broad silks and silk ribbons were dis-

played, it was surprising to find so large a

number with design motives taken from

Museum specimens. The artists had drawn

from our birds and butterflies, and from the

Peruvian, Colombian, Mexican, Philippine,

Amur River, Chinese, Japanese, and North-

west Coast collections. The designs appeared

on silks manufactured in Paterson, Lodi, and

Hoboken, New Jersey; in Columbus, Ohio,

and in Boston, Philadelphia, and Chicago.

This sixth exposition by the National

Textile Association was the largest and

broadest in its scope of the series. All pro-

cesses of the manufacture of textiles, from

the raw fiber to the finished product, were

shown with the machines actually in opera-

tion. There was also an exhibition of hand

loom weaving and spinning and a very ex-

tensive exhibition presented by the dye

manufacturers to demonstrate the progress

of the dye industry which is new in Amer-

ica, dating from the beginning of the war.

A little playlet was staged twice daily, using

fashions designed by American designers,

and executed in American materials. More

than $15,000,000 worth of machinery was

sold to manufacturers in this country, and

orders were taken from Europe to be deliv-

ered after the war. The greatest interest

attaches to the orders taken by Mrs. Annette

Sterner Pascal for hand-woven tapestries.

They aggregate 16,3.30 square feet, to be

used chiefly for church decorations in this

country. A new exhibition is already being

planned in which greater attention will be

paid to the finished product and in which

documents from the American Museum will

be shown in the proportion which the im-

mense amount of material available de-

mands.

Whale meat has lately been put into the

municipal markets in the city of Portland,

Oregon, and Seattle, San Francisco, and

other coast cities are promoting its use ener-

getically. As a result, all whaling factories

on: the Pacific Coast will be equipped this

year to utilize, either canned or in cold

storage, the meat of whales for food. In

fact, the Victoria Whaling Company already

has placed the entire output of one cold

storage jjlant, and other orders are coming

in rapidly. It is probable that the demand

on the Pacific Coast will be so great that

little of the meat will be sent to eastern

cities. The British Government also is con-

sidering the use of whale meat, and com-

munications have been addressed to the

American Museum regarding its utilization.

Using whale meat for food is not a new
departure. For centuries the islanders of

Scotland have included it in their diet, and

the same may he said of the Japanese. As
early as 1261 whales' tongues were an im-

portant article of commerce, subject to spe-

cial tax, in the Basque provinces and

Gascony, on the Bay of Biscay. In Japan

the wholesome meat is eaten either fresh or

canned, a single whale sometimes supplying

as much as eighty thousand pounds. The

seven whaling stations on our Pacific Coast,

together with the one on the Atlantic side of

the continent, have a combined catch during

the summer of about one thousand whales,

which, if fully utilized, would make avail-

able for distribution throughout America a

yearly supply of nearly fifty million pounds

of palatable and nourishing food. The meat

is darker colored and somewhat coarser

grained than beef, but has no fishy flavor,

and when properly cooked tastes much like

venison. An analysis of the canned meat

made recently by the Bureau of Fisheries

at Washington showed its protein value to

be thirty-four per cent as against thirteen

to fourteen per cent in beef, mutton, or

pork. The "Whale Steak Luncheon" at the

American Museum on February 28 contrib-

uted largely toward the publicity which has

been given to the use of whale meat as food

since the first of the year.

Tales from Birdland, by T. Gilbert Pear-

son, secretary of the National Association

of Audubon Societies, has just been issued

from the press of Doubleday, Page and

Company. These ten short stories about

birds are equally fascinating reading for

young or old. The scenes are laid in many
parts of the country, from the rocky shores

of Maine to the cactus-covered plains of

Arizona and from Florida to Oregon. A
true picture is drawn of each region and its

wild life, with added human experiences

both grave and humorous. The illustrations,

fifty in black and white, with frontispiece

in color, are by Charles Livingston Bull, and

add greatly to the attractiveness of this

small volume.
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Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was founded and incorporated in

1869 for the purpose of establishing a Museum and Library of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to that end, of furnishing popular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made

for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1917:

Attendance in Exhibition Halls 786,151

Attendance at Lectures 115,802

Lantern Slides Sent out for Use in Schools 63,111

School Children Reached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the Journal. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the Museum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Member annually 10

Sustaining Member annually 25

T.ife Member 100

Fellow 500

Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder 25,000

Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members* Eoom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Room for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the American Museum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-

seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal—a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Room. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to ^Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Eoom for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

inlormation of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators luodeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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which the Museum itself is dedicated—namely, that without deepening apprecia-

tion of nature, no people can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of the ^luseum comprise the Memoirs, Bulletin

and Anthropological Papers, the Memoirs and Bulletin edited hy Frank E. Lutz,

the Anthropological Papers by Clark Wissler. These publications cover the field

and laboratory rcsearcbos of the institution.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the ^Museum comprise the Handbooks,

Leaflets, and General Guide, edited by Frederic A. liucas, and the Journal, edited

by ^lary Cynthia Diekerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS'

HANDBOOKS
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS

By Clark Wissler, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
By Pliny Earle Goddard, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I, THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Ann E. Thomas, Ph.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
A new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C-E. a. Winslow, M.S., M.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By Herbert J. Spinden, Ph.D. Cloth. Price, 75 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By Ix)uis p. Gratacap, A.M. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
By J. A. Allen, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By George 11. Pepper Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Charles W. Mead Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By Harlan L Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
By Charles W. ^Iead Price, 10 ceuis

' Prices net ; postage extra
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THE METEORITES IN THE FOYER OF THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Edmund Otis Hovey, Ph.D.

PERUVIAN ART
By Charles W. Mead

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
By Lawrence V. Coleman
THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS

By Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D.

Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D.

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY
THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY

By William Beutenmuller Price,

Price,
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS

Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes II-VI T 1 .
— Anthropology.

Volume IX.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-X IV.— Anthropology.

Volumes II, IV, V. VII, VIII. X-XIV, and an Ethnographical Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

BULLETIN

Volumes I-XXIV; XXV, parts 1 and 3 ; and XXVI- XXXVII.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS

Volumes I-IX ; X, parts 1-6 : XI ; XII, parts 1-5 ; XIII ; XIV, parts 1 and 2 ;

XV, part 1 : XVI, parts 1 and 2; XVII. parts 1-4; XVIII, parts 1 and 2; and

XIX, part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elliot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-

brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, with prices, of these publications may he had

upon application to the Lihrarian of the Museum.
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MEMBERSHIP
For the enrichment of its collections, for scientific research and

exploration, and for publications, the American Museum of Xatural
History is dependent wholly upon membership fees and the gen-

erosity of friends. More than 4000 members are now enrolled who
are thus supporting the work of the Museum. The various classes

of membership are

:

Benefactor $50,000
Associate Founder 25,000
Associate Benefactor 10,000
Patron 1,000
Fellow . . . .

• 500
Life Member 100
Sustaining Member annually 25
Annual Member annually 10

Associate Member (nonresident) . . . annually 3

Full information regarding membership may be obtained from
the Secretary of the Museum, 77th Street and Central Park West.

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM JOURNAL
The American Museum Journal, recording popularly the latest

activities in natural science and exploration, is published monthly
from October to May, inclusive, by the American Museum of Natural
History. The subscription price is One Dollar and Fifty Cents a

year. The Journal is sent to all classes of members as one of the

privileges of membership. Subscriptions should be addressed to the

Secretary of the Museum.

POPULAR PUBLICATIONS

A large number of popular publications on natural history, based
on the exploration and research of the Museum, are available in the

form of handbooks, guide leaflets, and reprints. A detailed list of

these publications will be found in the Appendix to the Journal.
Price lists and full information may be obtained by addressing the

Librarian of the ]\ruseum.

SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

The field and laboratory researches of the American Museum of

Xatural History and other technical scientific matters of consider-

able popular interest are represented by a series of scientific publi-

cations comprising the Memoirs, Bulletin, and Anthropological
Papers. A condensed list of these publications will be found on the

inside back cover of the Journal. Price lists and complete data

mav be obtained from the Librarian.
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|-'i'Miilis[tic(('. Such is the I >cso|;it ion in Xdi'i lici-n l'i';i lu-c 4\'i

Many of tlu' forests along the Western Front hit uIkiIIn (lr-tro\e<l ;m(l tlie land will have to

be cleaned and reforested after tlie war

Anieriran Forest KniriiU't-rs in l-'riincc lli:xiiY S. (Jii.vvKs 413
For the first lime in history soldiers have In'cii eiiKatced in extensive luinliering operations just

liehind tlie firing line
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families, of birds, and from the distribution of these through the three ranges of the Andes
and the valleys between have niapped Colomljian life zones and faunas
Illustrations from photographs b.v Frank M. Chapman, a map of life zones in color, and four
color plates of new species of birds

Hidden Wealth in British Guiana William J. LaYarre. Jr. 490
Deposits of diamonds and gold that may prove profitable
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SUCH IS THE DESOLATION IN NORTHERN FRANCE
A tree— unlike a man— receives unprotected the full storm of gunfire. Thus the trees which chanced to be along

the firing line in France have given themselves for freedom. Their presence has allowed triumph with the least

bloodshed in both offensive and defensive attacks,— but it will take a century to restore these forests of

the battle front. Not only are the trees dead but the exjiosed forest floor also has been destroyed,

tortured into hills and hollows and filled with fragments of metal and with shells that did not explode.

The photograph shows a small part of the famous Height of Hartmannsweilerkopf in Alsace, cap-

tured and recaijtured a dozen times by French and Germans. Many forests on the Alsatian slope

of the Vosges Mountains are totally destroyed. Over slope and hilltop there is nothing to be

seen but dark skeletons of trees, shell holes in the ground, and the countless crosses that

mark the graves of the dead. The country about Verdun is described as "the dead hills

of the Meuse," for the majestic trees of the Forest of Argonne stand today mere
bullet-pitted stumps. This forest, thirty miles long and from one to eight miles

wide, in the region of the Meuse and the sources of the Aisne, has seen more
bloodshed than any other part of the wide battle fields of the Western Front.

It saved Yerdun, but the fighting transformed green hills and valleys into a

place of death, into square mile upon square mile of desolation

412
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Our American Forest Engineers in France

Hy L T E r T K X A X T COLO X K L II K X K' V S. (i |{ A V K S

Chief Korcstcr, I'nitrd States ])ei)ai-tiiirii( of A-rirullure

FOl^ESTIiV is ))layiiig an iiiipnr-

tant ]»ai1 in the great World

\\';\v. The vast re(|iiii'enients of

the army for hiniher and other forest

products arc phieiiiii" a critical Ijurdcn

on the f(n"ests of tliis country and of

our Allies in Eurofie : and foresters and

luiiilicnuen are called u[>on for the

highest skill to produce the needed ma-

terials promptly and in aderpiate quan-

tities. For the first time in history

forestry regiments have been organized

as a part of the army, to extract the

raw material from the forests and to

manufacture it in Government mills. It

is a new thing for soldiers to carry on

logging operations and to rnn sawmills.

It is a new thing for soldiers to be prac-

ticing forestry. And yet this is exactly

what is being done in this country, in

(ireat Britain, and in France.

We are accustomed in the United

States to a large production of lumljer

and other forest products. Our forest

resources are still very great; and the

first extensive demands for lumber for

ti'aining camps, for shi])building, for

boxes, for vclucle stock, for aeroplanes,

and a \ariciy of other war pui'poses,

was met liy the existing lumber indus-

try. e(|uip})ed as it is with many thou-

sand sawmills scattered throughout the

country. Later, that industry was un-

able adequately to meet the special de-

mand for aircraft material without

(iovernment help. IIow the army is

now handling the aircraft ]>roiluction

with organi7.e(l soldier bel)). how the

American forests ai'e heing di-;i\vn upon
for war materials, how the foi'cst indus-

tries ai'c heing oi'gani/.cd to meet the

situation, and how the foresters are

doing their ]iart to furnish scientific

iiifoi'mation regarding the American
woods, is a se])arate stoi'v of keen inter-

est.

This war has often been spoken of as

a war of engineering. Certain it is

that the swift movement of men, equij)-

ment, and supplies depends on engi-

neering skill of the highest character.

Much of the engineering work must be

constructed swiftly and it is often of a

temporary character. This means that

lundicr. i)iling, round logs, ])oles, as

well as small forest products, are re-

quired in great quantities by the armies

at the front.

In the early part of the war the ar-

mies in France imported a great deal

of lumber from England, Scotland, the

Scandinavian countries, Eussia, Can-
ada, and the United States. To be sure,

the forests of France immediately be-

hind the lines were drawn upon heavily,

and the French lund:)er mills through-

out the country produced what they

could, although handicaiiped by short-

age of lal)or. VeiT early (ireat IJi'itain

was forced to cut hea\ily in the limited

forests of England and Scotland.

Owners of private estates ])atriotica]ly

sacrificed their woixllands and groves

to meet the needs of the armies, for

temporary structures at home, for the

war industries, and for the forces in
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France. To exploit these forests, bat-

talions of skilled forest and sawmill

workers from Canada were organized

and eqviipped. It was to aid in this

work that in 1!»1T several patriotic men

in Xew England financed and sent over

to '"Old England"' ten fully equipped

sawmill units. It was a gallant act and

deeply appreciated l)y the British au-

thorities.

But the shipping of forest material

to France was largely stopped in the

spring of 1917 on account of the re-

duction of tonnage l)y the Gerinan sub-

marine. It was then that France opened

her forests to the Canadian forestry

troops, to produce material for the

British armies and to help the French

engineers to increase the production of

material needed bv the French armies.

The entry of America into the war

placed a new burden upon the French

forests. At the beginning, a certain

amount of lumber, piling, and crossties

was shipped from this country. But

the need of ship space for men and for

ecjuipment and supplies that could not

be obtained in France was so great that

the French Government itself requested

that we send forestry troops to obtain

our lumber and other general forest

products from the French forests. Only

those familiar with the French forests,

with the long years of careful forestry

that has been necessary to build them

np, and with the sentiment of the

French nation for its forests, can ap-

preciate the great sacrifice involved in

this action.

It was to prepare for the forestry

- -*

:rfc.-,=.-,=...\

j'lrtesi/ of L'ndrrwood atul i ndi'

and American Forestry

Trench mats for the comfort of the boys who stand day in and day out in the trenches during the

rainy season.—Wood as an essential enters on a tremendous scale into the warfare of today, not only

for aeroplanes and hangars, wooden ships and docks, not only for hospital and camp buildings, but also

for trench timbers and camoiiflafje materials, for temporary railroads, telephones, and bridges just back

of the battle line. The miraculous must be accomplished in transportation of ammunition and food

;

there must be instantaneous communication with all parts of a long battle line. Therefore the forestry

soldier sings as he pushes the work ahead, perhaps to the accompaniment of bursting shells and in sight

of aeroplane fighting,— as one soldier writes: "If what we produce here is going to piit the Sammies

across the Rhine, you can all prepare to read soon that they have crossed over, for we are not going to

let anything interfere with pushing things to the very limit''
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work that the author of tliis article Wii.< Woolscy. Jr.. mid sudi cxjR'rienced

sent to France in the summer of 1917. lumhcrmm ,i> Majms (i. A. Kclh'v and

He was accompanird hy Caiitain r)ar- IJ. A. .InhiiMin.i>r ( )rc_:()ii. 1 1 has lu'ovcd

i-iiiL:1nn Miiort' who is (•(Uincctrd wiili |)(i>>ilil(' to ndapt 1 he mililai'v ni'^iini/.a-

ihc Auii'rican Mummiiii n\' Natural His- tinii to thr imhistrial iircd> of lund)er'

tory, and wlio rendered very valuahlo iii^;. so tliat onr liiid> t hi' coniiuissioned

service hotli in this ])r('liminai'y work in olliccrs lillini:' tlir \ariou> supervisory

Fraiu-c. and since in hamlliuL:' inipoi'- posit ions in charizc of |()^liinL; and niill-

taiit worl-: as a niondirr of the forr-try in.Li' <iprration>. and tlio noncommis-

statf there. sioiicil olliccrs and pri\atc> acting," as

I'odav there are in France ahout >aw\-cr> and cd^crs in the mill: or as

Coiirti/.Si/ of Undi'Twijod and i nderwuud

Roadside trees near tlie French battle front, somewhere between the Marne and the Ourcq, afford

shelter for American cavalry

9000 skilled forest workers in addition

to several thousand men organized as

hiiihway engineers and as lahor troops

to aid in the forestr}' operations. The
forestry troops are organized as a part

of the Corps of Engineers. The senior

officers of the regiments are regular

army officers, Colonid J. A. Woodrulf,

Colonel ^Mitchcl. an<l Lientenant Colo-

nel Marks. The other officers were se-

lected for their skill and experience in

forestry and lumhering. In the head-

quarters office one finds such distin-

guished foresters as Lieutenant Colo-

nel ^^'. 1>. Greeley and ^lajor T. S.

sawyers, swampers, and drivers in the

woods: or as l)lacksniiths. stahlemen,

and sup})ly men at the camps.

These are the men who are producing

the ])iling for our great dock extensions

at several of the ports placed at our dis-

]»)sal hy the French, the hundreds of

thousands of railroad ties for the main
lines of communication and the tem-

porary lines behind the l)attle front, the

many thousands of ttdephone poles

needed to perfect the communications

between our different fighting units,

the almost limitless ([uantity of heavy

road pla]d<s used in repairinu- roads for
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the movemont of artillery, the millions

of board feet of lumber used in con-

structing training and rest camps,

hangars for aeroplanes, temporary hos-

pitals, emergency buildings of all kinds,

and for miscellaneous general use at

the front and in the rear ; also the poles

and other material used in trench con-

struction, the excelsior to fill the bed

sacks of the troops, and the thousands

of cords of fuel needed for cooking, for

heating, and for sanitation.

The forestry troops are located at

many different points throughout cen-

tral, eastern, and southern France. In

several places there are as many as 750

to 1000 men logging for and operating

from three • to five sawmills. More

often a single compan}^ of 250 men, or

a detachment of from 80 to 125 men,

constitutes the unit. The size of the

unit depends on the quantity of avail-

al)le timber at any given point. In gen-

eral it has lieen the policy to scatter the

operations. It makes less of a burden

ui)on transportation, since there is need

for inaterialat nuiny different parts of

the rear as- well as of the front; and

witli comparatively small units it is

l)ossible to do better work in the forest.

The forests of France in which the

Americans are operating are in part

national, in part owned by communities

or institutions, and in part private.

Tlie cutting rights are obtained through

an interallied council for acquiring for-

ests, called Comits interallie des Bois

de Guerre. Through this council the

available resources are assigned to the

French, the British and Canadians, the

Americans, and the Belgians. Where
private lands are acquired the prices

are stabilized, thus preventing specula-

tion or competition between the allied

nations. The procedure is one of many
examples of the harmonious and unified

action Ix'tween the several Allies.

There are in France several forest

Phiitograph hy H. S. (frarcs

Forests for cutting (tlie illustiatiou iliovvs young Scotch pines) are being obtained partly through

grants from the French Government and partly through purchase from private owners. A tour of the

forests in autumn brings to the eyes of the American vivid pictures of the beauty of the French land-

scape, with its splendid roads bordered everywhere with trees,— especially beautiful is the gold of road

sycamores against the green of the pine forests
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ri'uions of r(ni>i(lcr;iliK' cxlcnl. (;u-li

caiTviiii:' nil niiiDUiit of siaiiiliii.i:' liiiiluT

astuiiishiiiu- to tlic avt'ra,u\" Aincrican.

'i'lic iiio-i i'\ti'ii>i\(' I'orcsl regions arc

ill ilu' Jura ami N'osucs iiionnlaiiis of

(a>ti'rn l'"raiici'. ami llio i'\ti'ii^i\(' piiio

|i|;iiii- Ix'lwi'cii r>onK'au\ ami the I'yrc-

iuM'~ Mountains. Tlu'rc is also a ccr-

laiii ainounl of tiiulirr in the Sa\oy and

llic Mariliiiic .\l|)>. ami in the I'yrciiccs

.Mountains. In adilition llicn' arc

\\a\>. llic Io,l;s cut aliout sixteen feet

Ioiil; ami coineM'il (u: an Aincrican

lumlicr \\a,L;on ; tlii> in contrast to

wimt he iniulil lia\e m'cii KcI^M'c

the war. when a team of oM'U wmihl

h;i\e laliorioiisly drawn out the loiii;-

Iriiiik id' a sin,:^le tree, to he cut into

shorter Icii-ths at the mill. If the

oh,-er\('r should iZ'o hack to the fore-t

froiii which lids loa<l (d' lo^is came, he

wiMild llnd a dclaehmeiil (d' hardv

thrtuiuhout central l'"raiice scallercd American lumhei'jacks in khaki relliiii:-

trees and drawing the lo,i:'s lo the skid-

wavs ill .\inerican rashion. \ vt tliere

woodland trac-ts catdi of rroiii a i'rw

acri's to several ihonsaml acres in ex-

tent, whicdi Lave hecn cared for duriiii;- would somi appear a dilTcrciice. The

manv vears and which olTcr I'avoralile sawvers arc cuttinii' the stumps virtu-

opportunities for lumher oiieratioii^

even from tlu' American stand])oint.

ally at the .L;'rouiid. Tlie}^ are seleeting

trees marked hy I'd'eiieh foresters, Icav-

We iiiav well 1k> proud of the natural inu many standinii" that are not yet

forest resourct's in our own eountry. ripe. The luniljerjack is exercising-

P^rance. however, is jiroving that hy scrupulous care not to injure any of the

years of thrift and scientific manage- young trees or the small reproduction,

mcnt she can now furnish the raw for- And when he has finished, there still

est material that is essential for all the stands a forest—reduced in volume of

armies fighting on her soil. France has merchantahle timher hut in good pro-

heen furnishing the most striking proof duetive condition. The lumherjack is

of the value of forest protection and practicing French forestry,

culture. In the Jura Mountains occur some

If one should drive through the Jura of the finest examples of French Gov-

Mountains today, the forest would at ernment forests and forestry. The ])vr-

first glance seem

to him unchanged.

He would see the

slopes, the high

ground, and the

poorer soils cov-

ered with dense

coniferous forests,

some areas of for-

est large in extent,

some occurring in

smaller tracts, sep-

arated l)y ti(dds.

with here and

there a village.

IT i s a 1 1 e n t i o n

might he at-

tracted, however,

to a load of logs

on one of the ex-

cellent forest hiuh-

Ph'iffif/raph bi/ H. S. Graves

I'jstublishing ramp in a Maritime piiif forest in .soutliern France, where

loKgiiii; conditions are about tlie same as in tlie long-leaf pine forests of

Georgia. In the cold mountainous districts of France comfortable barracks

are put up; otherwise tents with hoard floors are used. At times the sa\y-

mills run under pressure night and da.\ . and always the lumberjacks work

from sunrise to sunset



( nyirti'sn of Inderwood and Underwood

After the rain of shell and shrapnel fire which has mowed down enormous trees, some blackened

and shattered trunks still stand as evidence of the fierceness of the battle. These may be pulled down
by the troops and used for firewood in the trenches. They have little timber value, as the bullets

and fragments of shell embedded in them render sawing difficult

C'jdi-hsti ill I ' lull' ) wood and Underwood

Long columns of American soldiers march to the firing line. It is for the support of these that

the American Forestry Engineers work, sacrificing their own desire to get into the thick of the fight-

ing, knowing that the harder they work the less difficult it will be for the boys at the front
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(lominant si)eeies is the silver lir, witli

a .-prinkliuir oi l)eeeh and spruce. Even

American luiiiluTiiien. aeeu>ti)nuMl tn

the great size of ilie trees in Aineriean

forests, must admire llie stately silver

fir. for it is a ti'ee that i-eaelies dimeii-

sioiis rivaling our eastern white ]iine.

31any of the mature trees are fi-oni "i

to 3 feet in diameter, and proihiee from

12(»() to 1500 feet of hoards, and occa-

sionally from ;'.()()<> to 4000 firt. One
splendid example oct'urs in the forests

where the Americans are working,—

a

tree more than 150 feet in lu'ight, ex-

ceeding 4 feet in diameter, with a stem

clear of hranches for 90 feet.

If our ohserver should go to the vil-

lage near hy he would find an American
])orralile sawmill manufacturing the

logs into lundjer for army use. He
would find the camp stahles for the

horses, the hlacksmith's shop, comfort-

ahle huildings for the men, and all else

that is necessary for logging and mill-

ing enterprise,— all, however, binder

military discipline. Further ohserva-

tion would show the manner in which

these men are doing their work, hoth in

the woods and at the mill. Xot only is

there the precision of a well-organized

enterprise, but the men are working

with a spirit not commonly seen. They
know that the material they are pro-

ducing is urgently needed by the army,

that the success of the fighting depends

on the result of their labor. Hours of

work mean nothing to them. It is only

the results that count. They them-

selves are an essential part of the fight-

ing force. Their output is a fighting-

output. It is this spirit that is securing

from mills of 10,000 board-feet ca-

pacity more than 30,000 feet in 24

liours. and is demonstrating that an

industrial unit under war organization

can produce far more than with the

usual peace-time effort.

This is but an example of what is

occurring throughout the forests of

France. Similar conditions would be

found at the four or five other locations

of Aiiiei-iean forestry operations in the

-liii-a .Mountains, and at several loca-

tions in the Vosges iMountaiiis. where

the foi'ots have much the same general

ehai'aeter as iu the .1 ura.

In eeiiti'al l-"raiiee the foi'ests are

chietly oak and Scotch pine with a cer-

tain (piantity of hecch, ash, and other

s])eeies of less importance. Some log-

ging and milling units are cutting al-

most wholly in oak and beech, using the

])roduct for railway ties, bridge mate-

rial, and roail plaid<. It is interesting

to see the a(la])tability of the American
woods workers to French conditions.

Some units maile up chielly of Pacific

coast luml)ermcn, accustomed to the

giant sugar pine or to the Douglas fir,

are working in hardwood forests. They
work u]) the logs into ties and other

products. Then they cut the branches

into fuel, and finally lund the twigs

into fascines for use at the front in re-

])airing roads.

Some of the oak and beech is of ex-

cellent size and quality. In one forest

an American unit is cutting oak timber

ahout 200 years old, with many trees

2Y2 feet in diameter, tall, straight and

as clear as any oak of the southern Ap-
palachians. In some other cases the

bulk of the oak is smaller and chiefly

useful for railroad ties.

In central France, too, the French

foresters have encouraged the growth of

Scotch pine, by planting and by natural

reproduction. It is careful forestry

that has produced stands of this species,

which at only 60 to 80 years of age

carry 20,000 feet to the acre. A num-
ber of small mills are cutting lumber
from such stands, while in the younger

stands the forestry troojis are producing

hundreds of thousands of poles for tele-

]ihone lines, and short pieces for trench

material.

Still a ditrpi-ent condition prevails in

southwestern France. Xorth of the

Pyrenees ^Fountains stretches a great

])lain largely covered with a pure forest

of ]\raritime ]»ino. It is. to be sure.
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I'hnt(i!/raph by H. S. Graves

The trees of France are proving tlii-inselves silent deti-iidirs ot the nation. After America entered
the war one of the first demands on the Western Front was timber for piling, because new docks and
extensions to old docks had to be constructed in haste to accommodate rapidly arriving troop ships

and ships loaded with ammunition, military equipment, and food. Fortunately, the silver fir forests

of France correspond with what American forests of white pine were in the past. At once, under
the work of the American Forestry Engineers, these forests yielded straight and flexible trunks from
sixty to ninety feet long, in the necessary quantities

Phi,to;iraph h,, U. S. Graves
A silver fir forest in tlie .lura Mountains, from which the American Forestry Engineers have cut

the old ripe timber, using all possible care to leave the young trees uninjured and the whole in con-
dition for prosperous future development. Logging conditions in these forests are much like those in
the Adirondacks, except that the trees are of larger size. Dense stands of mature silver fir, especially
in the Vosges Mountains, arouse the enthusiasm of even those American lumberjacks who have
worked among the great trees of the Pacific Coast
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l'lK)to(ir(ii>li l/'i U. ,s. (tniri's

Till' Aiiu'i-icaii fort'stor will rome lioim- iih i i1h- wmi- willi a new respect for conservation. He
is learning to appreciate the need for complete utilization of every tree cut. Even the smallest

branches are put to use, thus preventing the necessity of cutfin;; younfi trees for small timber. The

German army in the French forests on conquered territory liave ruthlessly destroyed hundreds of

thousands of small trees for corduroy roads, fuel, wire entanglements, and screens for their trenches

and LMins

German prisoners are often employed by

the uses of the Allied armies

French to he

Phofdiiiai'li 1/1/ H. S. Graves

get out fuel and small timber for

As director of the Division of Forestry with the Expeditionary Forces, the writer was one of the

first Americans seen in our uniform in portions of the western war zone. The welcome in the vil-

lages that this uniform received from the children and tlie older people was tremendously affecting.

Everywhere the French realized that a nation was coming across the sea to fight with them in a com-

mon cause

421
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broken by small farms and communi-

ties, but in many areas fully To per cent

of the land is in forest. It is this pine

that furnishes the French tur})entine.

It is here that we have the example of

how we should develop the turjientine

industry of our own southeast.

The Maritime pine is not a large

tree. It is very commonly from 18 to

28 inches in diameter at TO years of

age. with a height of from TO to 80

feet. It is, however, furnishing a basis

for the operation of a number of the

American forestry units, yielding lum-

ber, piling, poles, and railroad ties.

The scale of the American forestry

operations in France is a large one.

For the tirst half of July there were

produced for American needs about

13,000,000 board feet of lumber, 155,-

000 railroad ties, more than 1200 piles,

and a great quantity of fuel. This does

not include the product of one Ameri-

can forestry battalion working for the

French, and one battalion working for

the British.

N"ecessity has forced the extensive

use of the French forests in order to

win the war. Every effort is being

made to carry on the woods operations

in a way that will leave the forests in a

good productive condition. The French

foresters mark the trees to be cut and

indicate the other restrictions necessary

to secure good forestry. It is hoped

also that the forest roads will be left in

as good or better condition than when
the Americans began their work.

Whether the American foresters can

undertake any actual work of planting

on the areas where they have worked or

on the devastated areas of the war zone

remains a question to be settled later.

It is hoped that assistance can l)e given

on both classes of land. Back of the

lines the forests cut under forestry

principles will recover very rapidly. In

the zone of devastation the forests have

been crushed down and ruined.

Still again one of the tragic injuries

to France is the destruction of many of

her roadside trees. All have heard of

the destruction of the trees in the line

of fire, and of the wanton felling of

trees by the Germans. But in many
places in the rear the French them-

selves have cut down the old poplar

trees lining the highways. This has

Ijeen done to supply local needs for

lumber. It is hoped that the United

States may be able to assist France in

the replacement of her forests de-

stroyed or injured during the war, and

also of her highway trees, which have

always furnished one of the picturesque

features of the French landscape.
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" Photosynthesis," or Sugar and Starch

Manufacture

THE GREEN PLANTS OF OUR WAR GARDENS STAND FOR THE MOST
FUNDAMENTAL OF ALL THE WORK OF THE EARTH: THEY

ALONE CAN MAKE FOOD FROM THAT WHICH IS

NOT FOOD—FROM EARTH AND AIR

By JOHN M. COULTER
Professor and Head of Department of Botany, University of Cliicago; President of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science; Founder and Editor, Botanical Gazette

Ar THIS time we are much con-

cerned with our national re-

L sources. Much of our business

has been reorganized to supply the ma-
terials needed, and as a consequence,

we think of the essential work in terms

of manufacture and transportation,

work that depends upon the activities

of men. Of course all this work is es-

sential, but it is made possible by a still

more fundamental process which should

be realized. Men could not work with-

out food and materials, but few realize

how these are produced. In fact, so

little thought was given to food pro-

duction before the war that our popu-

lation was increasing very much faster

than our food production. This was
the most important material problem

this nation was facing before the war,

and it became very acute as soon as we
entered the war.

If men cannot work without food,

neither can they work without mate-

rials, and fundamental among mate-

rials are wood and coal. Food and wood
and coal may be regarded as the basis

of our activities, and still very few

know how these essential things are

produced. They are made hy green

plants! The results of the work of

green plants are food used directly or

.transformed in the bodies of food ani-

mals, coal deposits, forests of timber.

Green plants have sometimes been

characterized as the mediators between

death and life, and this is true, in that

through their work a dead world is

transformed into a living world. They
426

stand at the threshold of our life, of

our resources and activities.

The word photosynthesis may not

suggest its meaning to many people,

but it stands for the most important

process in the world. It is primarily

the fundamental process of food pro-

duction without which the world of

organisms, including ourselves, could

not live. Photosynthesis is chiefly the

work of the foliage, because the

leaves represent the greatest display of

green tissue. To most of us foliage is

simply a thing of beauty in a park or a

landscape, but we must realize that it is

also a laboratory for food manufacture,

upon which the world depends. In this

laljorator}^ inorganic materials are built

into organic substances, and upon
these organic substances the green

plants live and provide an excess suf-

ficient to feed animals—and also those

plants which are not green, such as the

mushrooms and other fungi.

There are several general kinds of

food as man classifies them, but the

work of green plants has to do first and

foremost with carbohydrates, such as

sugar and starch—which, however, are

in turn the basis for the manufacture

of other foods.

The raw materials used in carbohy-

drate manufacture are a1)out the most

widely distributed materials on the

earth; namely, water and carbon diox-

ide. The occurrence of water needs no

explanation, while carbon dioxide is

everywhere in the air. Green plants

can manufacture food therefore wher-
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ever air and water are available. The

land plants, with which we are chietly

concerned in the production of food for

the human race, obtain water from the

soil, and carbon dioxide directly from

the air in contact with the leaves. An
interesting fact in rctV-rence to these

raw materials is that they are also "ul-

timate wastes" when food is beino; used.

This means that when living bodies are

using foods, carbon dioxide and water

are excreted because they cannot be

broken up in the body as a preliminary

step to the formation of new combina-

tions. From food to waste is the work

going on in all living bodies ; from waste

to food is the added work going on in

all green plants.

The active agent in the manufacture

of carbohydrates is the "chloroplast,"

which needs definition. Chloroplasts

are minute green bodies within the cells

that give green color to foliage. As the

name suggests, they comprise two con-

spicuous substances: the plastid is the

living substance (protoplasm), while

the chlorophyll is a green pigment.

The living plastid does the work, while

the chlorophyll supplies the conditions

for work; in fact, the chloroplast may
be thought of as a chemical laboratory

which uses raw materials in the manu-
facture of carbohydrates.

In order to work, the chloroplast

must have a supply of energy, and this

is obtained from sunlight. It is known
that chlorophyll is able to absorb en-

ergy from light, for when light passes

through it, certain rays are retained,

and it is these retained rays that sup-

ply the energy with which the chloro-

plast works. It is an interesting fact

that the rays of light not absorbed give

a green color; that is, leaves are green

because the green-producing rays are

not being used. If the energy for

photosynthesis is obtained from sun-

light, it is evident that at night the

process is suspended; in fact, many
plants live through the winter without

any opportunity to manufacture cai'bo-

iiydrates. It must be evident that a

process which is suspended for a con-

siderable period during every twenty-

four hours, and which may be sus-

])cnded for months, is not a process of

living, for living must go on continu-

ously. It is simply a manufacture that

])rovides material used in the process of

living.

The ])rocess of carbohydrate manu-

facture has been called "photosynthe-

sis" because the word means "putting

together in the presence of light." The

first step in the process is the breaking

up of water and carbon dioxide into

their constituent elements. Water con-

sists of hydrogen and oxygen, and car-

bon dioxide of carbon and oxygen. To
break up these two substances in our

university chemical laboratory requires

a great display of energy in the form of

heat or electricity, but it is accom-

plished by the chloroplast in the labo-

ratory of the leaf without any unusual

display of energy. Following this

breaking up of the raw materials, the

freed elements are put together in new
combinations, this being the "synthe-

sis" referred to in the name. It must

not be supposed that a carbohydrate is

the result of the first synthesis, for it is

reached only after a series of chemical

changes.

The final product of photosynthesis

is reached when a carbohydrate is

formed. In the production of a carbo-

hydrate, not all of the elements of the

raw materials are used. As much oxy-

gen is left over as entered with the

carbon dioxide, and this oxygen is a by-

product which is being given off when
green plants are engaged in photosyn-

thesis. (The name carbohydrate, mean-

ing carbon and water, is given because

it contains carbon and also hydrogen

and oxygen in the same proportion as

in water.) The total result seems to be

to get the carbon out of the carbon di-

oxide and combine it with water, and

therefore the process is often called the

'•fixation" of cnrlion : tliat is, getting
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carbon out of a gas and "fixing'' it in

a solid. Since hydrogen and oxygen are

both gases, carljon is the only solid that

enters into the fabric of the plant, and

this solid is obtained from a gas that

exists in the air.

The carbohydrates thus formed in the

plants are usually starches or sugars,

and they are freely transformed into

one or the other. Starch is spoken of

as the storage form, but when the car-

bohydrate is being used and is moving
through the plant, it is in the form of

sugar, for a substance must Ije in solu-

tion to be carried about, and therefore

sugar is spoken of as the transfer form
of a carbohydrate.

When it was first discovered that

green plants take in carbon dioxide and
give out oxygen, it was natural to sup-

pose that this gas exchange represented

the respiration of plants. Since the

gas exchange in the respiration of ani-

mals is just the reverse, the opinion be-

came current that plants and animals

differ in their "breathing." Since this

impression is still current, its correc-

tion should be emphasized. It is clear

that photosynthesis has nothing to do

with respiration, for respiration is asso-

ciated with what may be called the act

of living, and therefore is carried on by
every living thing all of the time. If

respiration stops, the plant or animal

is dead ; in fact, we use respiration as a

sign of life. Therefore plants and ani-

mals "breathe" alike, both taking in

oxygen and giving out carbon dioxide;

but green plants carry on the process

of photosynthesis also, in connection

with which carbon dioxide is taken in

and oxygen is given out. The confusion

arose from the fact that during the

day, when photosynthesis is going on,

the amount of gas exchange involved in

the manufacture of carljohydrates is so

much greater than the amount involved

in respiration, that the latter was not

noticed. If the observation had been

extended into the night, however, it

would have been discovered that only

the gas exchange of respiration was

being carried on.

Carbohydrates are by no means the

only foods that plants make, and there-

fore photosynthesis is not their only

process of food manufacture. Another

conspicuous group of foods is the group

of proteins, which may l)e regarded as

foods in the most advanced stage as liv-

ing protoplasm is largely composed of

proteins. Carbohydrates, therefore, may
be thought of as the first stage of food,

and protein as the last stage. It is

known that neither light nor chloro-

phyll is required for the manufacture

of protein, for the process goes on in

living cells removed from light, and in

plants containing no chlorophyll. It is

known, however; that carbohydrates are

used, and that to the carbon, hydrogen,

and oxygen supplied by them, the ele-

ments nitrogen, sulphur, and often

jihosphorus are added, and these ele-

ments are obtained from their combi-

nations in the salts of the soil.

The role of green plants in the world,

therefore, is evident. It is only by

them that food can be made from that

which is not food. For this reason they

are the only independent organisms,

that is, independent of the work of

other organisms. When we see the

phrase "nothing but leaves," with its

implication of failure, we must realize

that leaves stand for the most funda-

mental of all the work of the earth,

without which tliere would be no world

of livinff beings.



Racial Types in the Population of the

United States

Till': ••.MELTlNii I'OT" .MAKES AMERICANS OF US ALE AND PRODUCES
RAPID CHANGES IN CUSTOMS AND LANGUAGE. HUT IS SLOW

U\ BREAKIN(; DOWN THE BARRIERS BETWEEN
DIVERSE BIOLOGICAL RACES

Bv L. K. S ULLT VA X

NOW tlmt tlic H-,v;it World W;w is

diiiiiL;' Ml iinich Inward breaking"

diiwii natiiu)ali>lic fcelin.aj })v-

twrcn the dill'i'i'dlt clcllicllt s <d' oill'

])()])ulati()ii and iiiakiuL;' Americans out

of citizens whn hciTtoroi'c have jiridcd

themselves on birth in some foreign

hnid. it is interesting to inquire into

llic liiological signifieanee of the term

'•American."

It is no new tiling to say that in the

United States we liave an unusually

large number of nationalities, each

represented by thousands of individu-

als, living side by side. In fact, so

accustomed are we to hear America

spoken of as the "Melting Pot" tliat

few of us stop to consider the signifi-

cance or applicability of the term. To
most of us it invariably provokes the

conception of a very badly jumbled and

thoroughly mi.xed condition of people

and affairs, in fact a sort of biological

liash. A little investigation into the

matter seems to indicate that the mi.x-

ture is more truly cultural and lin-

guistic than biological.

Xo nationwide anthropometrical in-

vestigation has been made in the United

States. How then can we get any light

on the racial characters of our popula-

tion? Obviously the only resource in

lieu of a badly needed survey is to trace

our population to its original sources

and study the results of anthropological

surveys of these countries. While such

a method cannot give the desired accu-

rate information, it should at least help

us to form some conception of the prob-

able status of the various racial types

in oui' conntrv.

FoiiKKix Stock ok Differext
Xatioxai. Groups ix the

UxiTED States

While it would be ne.xt to impossible

to trace accurately the sources of our

entire population, it is a comparatively

simple matter to obtain the origin of a

v(>ry large sample. I refer to the so-

called "foreign stock" of our census.

"Foreign stock" includes all those in-

dividuals born in a foreign country or

haviiig one or both parents born else-

where than in the United States. Some
idea of the size of this sample will be

obtained from the fact that this for-

eign stock comprised 35 per cent of our

total population at the time of our last

census. Add to this the fact that about

11 per cent of our entire ])opulation of

93,000,000 are Xegroes and we have ac-

counted for nearly half our population.

A sample which includes 46 per cent

of a group of 93,000,000 individuals is

surely sufficiently large to throw some
light on the true status of affairs.

One disconcerting fact about this

sample is that it is not evenly distrib-

uted throughout the various states.

The proportion of foreign stock varies

from less than 1 per cent of the total

population in X'orth Carolina to 73 per

cent in Minnesota (see map 1). Very
few of the states contain less than 10

per cent while the greater number con-

tain more than 30 per cent. It is

noticeable that just those states which
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Map 1.—Percentage of Foreign Stock in Total Population by States
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Map 2.—Percentage of Xegroes in Total Population by States

Foreign stock includes all foreign-born individuals and also persons having either or both parents

born in a foreign country. Of the total population of the United States 34.6 per cent are of foreign

stock. The proportion varies considerably from state to state. It ranges from less than 1 per cent in

North Carolina to 72 per cent in Minnesota. It will be noted that map 2, showing the distribution of

Negroes in the United States, is to a certain extent complementary to map 1. The highest percentage of

Negroes is found in Mississippi and South Carolina where they form 55 per cent of the total population.

The foreign stock and Negroes make up 46 per cent of our total population
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contain tlie smallest proportion of for-

eign stoL-k accommodate the laravst

proportion of the Xegro population

(see niap ".'
) . ^o then, even with this

un('([ual ilistribulion of our foreign

stock, the samples for the most ])art

renuiin of suflicient size for a working

basis.

Another objection (o the method is

tlie common belief that immigration is

rather irregular and spasmodic in its

actions. A careful study of our immi-

gration records from IS'^O to 1917 does

not uphold this conception. Innnigra-

tion advances comparatively slowly and

steadily along very definite and well-

beaten paths. Marked changes in the

source or direction of migration are

slow in gaining momentum and equally

slow in being retarded. It is true that

in the last fifty or one hundred years

changes have occurred, notably in the

increase of immigration from Russia,

Italy and Austria, yet such are slow in

effecting marked differences in the

total population.!

First in numerical importance as a

source of our foreign population is

Germany, which contributed a little

more than 25 per cent of that element

of our population. With the exception

of the New England states and a few

of the mountain states individuals of

German origin outnumljcr all other

nationalities. However, were we to re-

gard the natives of the British Isles as

a unit the honors would be about

equally divided between them and Ger-

many. Since the proportions furnished

1)y Ireland, England, Scotland, and
Wales are so unefjual it has seemed

' On maps 3 to 14 I have plotted the principal

sources of our foreign population by nationality

and indicated the relative numerical proportion of
each nationality in the various states. To avoid
confusion in shading, only the four most important
nationalities in each state are indicated. Almost
invariably these first four nationalities comprise
50 per cent and in some instances as much as 85
per cent' of the foreign population. More than
that, in each state some one nationality leads all

others by a generous margin, individuals of Ger-
man, Irish, or Canadian origin oftr-n making up
more than 50 per cent of tlie foreign population in

different states.

better to treat them as independent

sources.

Jrclaiid is the second great source of

our i 111 migrants, furnishing 14 per cent

of our foreign stock. They, too, form
a very important element in the greater

number of our states. Canada is third

with 9 per cent. Of late 3'ears Canada
lias formed an intermediate station for

iimiiigrants of English, Irish, Scotch,

WcUh. and French descent. As yet they

have not penetrated very far to the south

and indeed they are unlikely to do so.

Eussia is one of our most recent

sources of population. In 1910 natives

of Russia formed 8 per cent of our for-

eign stock. As yet the Russians have

not penetrated very far inland, being

distributed for the most part along the

eastern coast. It seems reasonable to

say that they have not yet reached the

final stage of their migration but ulti-

mately will present an entirely differ-

ent distribution.

Direct immigrants from England are

becoming fewer in number although

many of our Canadian immigrants are

of English origin. The English formed

7 per cent of our foreign stock, how-
ever, at the last census and their dis-

tribution would indicate that they have

penetrated all parts of our country.

Map 8, indicating the distribution of

Italians, does not really convey the

actual importance of this element of

our population. The total of 6i/^ per

cent is widely distributed but is concen-

trated only in the states indicated. This

is one of the few cases in which the im-

migration reports distinguish between

different geographical areas in a for-

eign country and designate the propor-

tion of north and south Italians. The
south Italians are much more numerous
among our immigrants than are the

north Italians.

Austria also furnished more than 6

per cent of our foreign stock. The
greater number of the Austrians seem

to be concentrated in the north central

states.
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PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF OUR FOREIGN STOCK

Germany furnished 25 per cent of the foreign stock in the United States in 1910 and the Germans

numerically were most important in the greater number of the states. Ireland furnished l-t per cent

and holds second place in the greater number of the states. Canada is third in importance as a source

of our population
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OTHER PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF OUR FOREIGN STOCK

Fourth, fifth, and sixth in importance, judging by the relative numerical ranking in each state, are

Russia, England and Italy. The importance of Italy and Russia as sources of population is due to

a relatively recent and increasing tendency to emigrate from these countries. England is gradually be-

coming less important as a direct source of population for this country
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STILL OTHER SOURCES OF OUR FOREIGN STOCK

Emigration from Austria was increasing very rapidly before the present war. In 1914, Italy alone

surpassed Austria as a source of foreign stock. Of late years immigration to the United States from

Sweden and Norway has been on the decline
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MINOR SOURCES OF OUR FOREIGN STOCK

These maps show the relative numerical ranking of various national groups in each state. Immi-

grants from Denmark, Mexico, or France are fewer in number than those from Scotland, but the Scotch

are not sufficiently concentrated in any one state to rank among the first four nationalities in numerical

importance. The immigrants from Canada shown on map 5 include many people of French, English,

Irish, and Scotch descent
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Sweden and Xorway have made im-

portant contributions to the north cen-

tral and northwestern states. Utah is

the only state in which the Danes are

sufficiently concentrated to rank among
the first four nationalities in impor-

tance.

Through Mexico and Culxi we have

received a rather important Spanish

element in some of our southern states.

Since the outbreak of the war we have

had an increase of Spaniards from

other sources.

Louisiana is the only state in which

immigrants directly from France are

sufficiently concentrated to rank among
the first four nationalities in impor-

tance. It should be remembered, how-

ever, that about 30 per cent of our

Canadian immigrants are of French

descent.

These maps (3 to 14), besides show-

ing the sources of the foreign stock in

different states, bring out several im-

portant points. Most important is the

fact that our immigrants are not dis-

tributed at ranclom throughout our

country but that the peoples of a given

nationality show usually one region of

maximum concentration surrounded by

areas of decreasing concentration. With
the exception of the people of German,

Irish, or English origin, these areas of

concentration are fairly restricted.

Even among the more cosmopolitan peo-

ples the distribution is by no means
random.

How far can we go in judging the

past from the present ? Such a regular

distribution and localization of nation-

alities would seem to indicate that this

is a very important factor in determin-

ing the distribution of our immigrants.

Like attracts like. It is not assuming

too much to say that this has always

been one controlling factor and that the

present distribution of our foreign stock

will serve in a measure as an indication

of the relative importance of the vari-

ous nationalities in the various states.

Another important factor in the lo-

calization of national groups is inter-

state migration. Maps 15 and 16, based

on our last census, show that the gen-

eral trend of interstate migration is

from east to west. Nearly all the east-

ern states have lost by this migration.

It is also interesting to note that the

lines of migration are generally from

one state into another in the same lati-

tude. Only in instances where there is

some unusual drawing factor does mi-

gration depart from this rule.

Biological Eaces axd Some Inher-

itable Characters Distix-

GUisHixG Them

So far we have been dealing with na-

tionality which is quite a different thing

from race. It seems to be a common
fallacy for a nationality to look upon

itself as a biological race. We hear so

often of the Irish race, the Jewish race,

the Italian race, or the French race,

and numerous organizations exist in

this country for the purpose of per-

petuating and fostering pride in and

loyalty to these and other races. Even
in America those of us who can trace

back our American-1)orn ancestry five

or ten generations begin to look upon
ourselves as something quite distinct

and different from our newly arrived

immigrants whom we are satisfied to

lump together as foreigners. Yet the

difference is largely a temporal differ-

ence. Anthropological research has

proved that these fancied races do not

exist as such. There is no such thing

as an Irish race, an English race, a

Scotch race, or numerous others that

have been advocated. Differences, when
they exist, usually consist in a differ-

ence in the proportions of the various

racial elements represented in a nation-

ality. The United States alone cannot

lay claim to the distinction of present-

ing a heterogeneity of biological types.

France, Switzerland. Germany, Aus-

tria-Hungary, Eussia, and numerous
other nations are close seconds.

What then is race? The average ob-
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'Maf 15.— States showing a loss or gain by interstate migration
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Map 16.—The general trend of interstate :\riGRATiON

The above two maps sliow tliat tlie general trend of migration within tlie United States is from
east to west and generally in about the same latitude. Naturally on the Pacific Coast there is a slight

counter migration inland. On the whole nearly all of the eastern states show a loss and the western

states a gain by interstate migration
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serving person feels certain tliat lie can

easily pick from a heterogeneous crowd

the Jew, the Scotchman, the Irishman,

the Englishman, the German, the

Frenchman, the Greek, or the Italian.

But when questioned as to the criterion

for the selection, more often the basis

will be peculiarities of the clothing,

dress of the hair, beard or mustache, or

even facial expression and slight man-

nerisms. But these are not permanent

and stable characters Ijy means of which

we may always distinguish individuals

of one nationality from those of an-

other. The farther back an individual

can trace his American ancestry the

more difficult it is to guess the nation

of his origin. This difficulty is due not

to any marked change in biological

make-up but to very great changes in

language and culture.

For the purpose of determining the

racial origin of an individual or

group of individuals we must resort

to the more staple biological char-

acters. A character to be of any per-

manent value in distinguishing one race

of mankind from another must be an

inheritable anatomical character trans-

mitted from parent to offspring. One
has only to consider the complexity of

the human body to gain a conception of

the number and variety of these charac-

ters. It is probably safe to say that

there are racial differences of varying

degrees in every organ and part of the

body. Thousands of these differences

have been discovered and described and
with our newer methods of research

others are coming to light daily. Many
of these differences are complex and
minute and require special training and
refined technique for their detection.

But there are numerous very important

racial characters with which we are all

more or less familiar.

Of prime importance in anthropo-

logical analysis are the form and color

of the hair. Human hair ranges in

form from the coarse straight hair of

the American Indians, Chinese, Japa-

nese, and Malayans to the closely coiled

and frizzly hair of the Negro. In color

it grades from the pale blond hair of

the Norwegians and Swedes to the very

black hair of South European peoples,

the Negroes, and the various Mongo-

loid types. The distribution of the hair

on the body differs also. The Mongo-

lian and many of the Negro types are

characterized by very sparse beards and

mustaches and the body hair is very

poorly developed. Our European peo-

ples, some of the inhabitants of south-

ern*Asia, the Australians, and the Ainu

are characterized by profuse beard and

mustache and an abundance of body

hair.

We are all familiar with the marked

differences in skin color ranging from

the white skin of the North European

peoples through the darker colored

southern Italians and Spaniards, the

yellowish brown Chinese and Japanese,

the darker brown American Indians,

and the dark chocolate In'own or nearly

black Negroes.

Closely correlated with the color of

the hair and skin are differences in the

color of the eyes. The North European

peoples have blue eyes prevailingly as

do also some of our Central European

peoples. All the rest of the more

deeply pigmented types of mankind
have light or dark brown eyes. A l^lue

eye differs from a brown eye, not in the

nature of the pigment, which is the

same in Ijoth cases, Imt in the amount

and distribution of the pigment. When
the pigment is confined to the deep

layer of the iris the eyes appear blue or

gray, but when the outer la3^er of the

iris is also pigmented the eye appears

brown or even black. Irises having

only a small amount of pigment in the

outer layer often appear green or green-

ish gray.

Another inheritable character is stat-

ure or height of the l)ody. Perhaps

we have occasion to note the extremes

and range of differences for stature

more often than for anv other charac-
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ter. Yet survey after survey of o-roup?

of reasonable racial houioiieneity have

shown that this character is not niueli

more varinhle than tlie othrr chai-actcrs

noted ab(i\('. and the aNd'auc staturf of

regions with a fairly stable |H.]iulati()ii

has remained nearly the same Ini' cen-

turies. Among the Negroes we lia\e

both extremes of the very tall and veiT

short racial types. The greater niiinlter

of the continental Asiatics are short.

The Europeans of the north are among

the very tallest peoples while those of

the south are considerably shorter.

Head form, too, is characteristic of

racial types. It ranges from very broad

round forms to very narrow long forms.

The North and South Europeans, the

Xegroes with the exception of certain

Oceanic types, the Semitic and Ilamitic

tvpes. the Eskimo and certain Ameri-

can Indians are long-headed. The Cen-

tral Europeans, many ]\Iongoloid types

of Asia, many Polynesians, and some

American Indians are short-headed. To

this list of characters could be added

the extreme variations in the form of

the nose, the proportions of the face,

and indeed, proportions of the entire

body. However, the above are sufficient

for a general survey of the races of

mankind represented in the population

of the United States.

On the basis of the above characters

it has become possible to classify all

mankind into a relatively few groups.

There is some difference in opinion as

to the exact number and ranking of

these groups, but these differences of

opinion are, for the most part, differ-

ences in nomenclature and when anal-

yzed reveal a very close agreement on

relationships. Most anthropologists are

satisfied to distinguish between four

great groups or primary races of man-

kind : the lighter-pigmented European

race with straight or wavy hair, fairly

tall stature, and a rather jirominent

narrow nose; the yellowish-brown ^lon-

goloid race characterized by straight

black hair, ponrlv dovolopod faro and

l)0(lv hair, shorter stature, a broad face,

and a nost- vei'V low and tlal between

the eyes; the more heavily pigmented

N>gro race with l)lack frizzly hair, a

broad nose, and most frequently a fairly

long head; and fourthly, an Australian

I'aee with a dark browii skin, curly or

wavy hair, well-developed face and body

bail', and a broad nose.

Included in each of these ]M-imary

races are several racial types that are

characterized by certain i)eculiarities

wliic-h distinguish them from other

types of the same or different races. It

should be said also that there are sev-

eral smaller groups of mankind which

seem to ])resent characters intermediate

between two races and are therefore

dillieult to classify.

The Three Primary Biologtcal

Racial Types of Europe

Since we have seen, however, that l)y

far the greater part of our population

is of European origin, we are concerned

chiefly with the racial types represented

in Europe. In the main there are

three principal racial types in Eu-

rope: the North European, variously

called the Teutonic, Germanic, or Nor-

dic type, with blond or light brown hair,

filue eyes, tall stature, an elongated

head and face and a high and nar-

row nose ; the Central European, known

as the Alpine, Celtic or Slavic type,

characterized by darker hair and eyes,

medium stature, a shorter and broader

head and face, and a large nose; and

the South European, variously called

the ^Mediterranean. Ligurian or Iberian

tvpe, characterized l)y l)lack hair, brown

eyes, a darker skin, long head, short

stature, and fairly broad nose.

Besides these main types there are

other racial types of lesser numerical

importance. Although numy of the

Jews in Europe belong to the Central

Euro])ean type some of them clearly

represent a Semitic type or an Arme-

noid t\|)e. It is absolutely im])Ossible

to uiake anv reasonable estimate as to
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just what proportion of each of these

racial types is represented in tlie Jews

of various nationalities, and no attempt

has heen made to do so. In Austria-

Hungary, the Balkan Peninsula and

Eussia are representatives of several

Asiatic types, but there, too, it is im-

possible to estimate the proportions of

these elements. On the whole, though,

it is safe to say that the inclusion of

these types as one of the three Euro-

pean types tends to increase our esti-

mates of the number of individuals be-

longing to the Central European type

rather than to the Xorth and South

European types.

In iSTorway, Sweden, Denmark, Bel-

gium, Netherlands, and the British

Isles the ISTorth European type pre-

dominates. In the British Isles there

are also representatives of the Central

and South European types. The fact

that throughout the Islands the head is

rather long seems to indicate that the

South European type has been more nu-

merous than the Central European type.

In Germany we have the Xorth European

type in the north and the Central Euro-

pean type in the south. Considering

the country as a whole, the Central

European type is perhaps more numer-
ous. In France we have all three types :

the Xorth European type in the north,

the Central European type in the cen-

tral part, and the South European type

in the south. Here too, in Dordogne,
we have what is supposed to be a rem-

nant of the paleolithic Cro-Magnon
type.

In Switzerland and Austria the Cen-

tral European type is predominant.

The North European type, however, is

of sufficient importance to be men-
tioned. In Austria the Armenoid type,

supposedly related to the Central Euro-
pean type, also occurs. In Hungary we
have several racial types which have

been little studied and poorly described.

The same is true of the Balkan States.

The words Slav, Asiatic, Mongol, and
Turki have been used so carelesslv in

describing them that it is difficult to

make a very definite statement. On the

whole it seems that the greater number
of these people exhibit characters which

would identify them as belonging to the

Central European type.

Eussia also presents several types.

The Letts and Lithuanians are of

Xorth European type, the Great Eus-

sians and White Eussians are mixed,

and the Little Eussians and Poles are

Central European types.

In Greece the Central European type

predominates but is mixed with the

South European type. In Italy the

South European type predominates in

the south, the source of the larger part

of our Italian immigrants, and the Cen-

tral European type predominates in the

north. Traces of the Xorth European

race are also said to occur. Finally, in

Spain the South European type makes
up nearly the entire population.

populatiox of the uxited states
derived maixly from these
Three Europeax Types, from
Xegroes axd Americax Ix-

diaxs. — dlstributiox
amoxg the differext

States

Having then determined the princi-

pal sources of our population with some

idea of the racial composition of these

various nations, we are in a position to

estimate approximately the racial types

in the various states of our country

(see maps 17 to 19).^

It is of particular interest to note

^ The method in estimating the racial composi-
tion of each state was to assign each race a given
value for a certain nationality and to weigh that

value by the relative numerical importance of that

nationality in a given state. The average for the

first twelve nationalities in numerical importance
in each state was taken. The same values were
used throughout and if the results cannot boast of

accuracy they certainly are consistent. On the

whole I believe that the results can be relied upon
to give us an idea of the true status of affairs.

If I have slightly overestimated a racial element in

one nationality I probably have underestimated it

in another, so that in an average for twelve
nationalities these errors should counterbalance
and not appreciably affect the general results. All

of the estimations and calculations were made
before a single map was plotted.
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that we do get a somewliat similar dis-

tribution to that we found in Europe.

Although all of these three types are

found in every state, nevertlioh^ss the

areas of greatest concent ra lion of a

given type show some respect for lati-

tiule. The North European type is most

important in the New England and

northwestern states, the Central Euro-

pean type is most important in the At-

lantie and east-north central states,

while the South European type is most

important in the south central states.

What was true for the national groups

is more or less true for the racial

groups. Usually one racial typ(> is con-

siderably more numerous in a given

state than the racial type second in im-

portance. Notable exceptions to the

rule are New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania. Illinois, Wisconsin and a few

other states where, as near as we can

estimate, the North and Central Euro-

pean elements are about of the same

frequency.

Some concern has recently been ex-

pressed on the general decrease of indi-

viduals belonging to the North Euro-

pean racial type. Although it is in-

evitable that the Central European type

will become of first importance numeri-

cally unless there is some marked
change in the general trend of immi-

gration, at the present time the North

European type is considerably in the

lead, especially if we consider the popu-

lation by states. The North European
racial type is most numerous in about

half the states, the Central European

type in twelve and the South European

type in only three. There also promises

to be an increase in the number of rep-

resentatives of the South European type

in the future.

As mentioned before, these three

European types also contain represen-

tatives of other racial types the impor-

tance of which it is impossible to esti-

mate.

Besides these European racial types

we have also representatives of two of

the other primary races of mankind.

The Negroes form nearly 11 per cent

of oui- tdtnl population and are more
inijioi'tnut numerically than representa-

li\es of our South European type. The
Negro race stands third in rank of fre-

quency. Although the Negroes of the

United States undoubtedly represent

more than one type the greater number
belong to the Nigritian or Sudanese

type. 'Iliey are rather tall in stature,

have a long head, broad nose, thick lips,

frizzly black hair, and dark brown skin.

They still remain concentrated chiefly

in the southern states, where they are

the most ]iumerous single racial cle-

ment in eight of our states.

The American Indians, the original

inhabitants of our country, are of

rather minor importance numerically

at the present time. They form only

•^0 of 1 per cent of our total popula-

tion. Only in a few of the western and

southwestern states do they form any

considerable percentage of the total

population. They are relatively most

numerous in Arizona where they form

a1)0ut 14 per cent of the total popula-

tion of the state. Physically they are

allied to the Mongolian race in hair

form and color, eye color, character of

the teeth, width of the face and, in some

cases, the form of the eye and nose.

The skin is slightly darker and in many
instances the nose much more highly

developed than in many Mongoloid

types. The Japanese and Chinese also

make up %o of 1 per cent of our total

population. They, too, represent Mon-
goloid types.

Opinions as to the Valor of

Different Paces in the
World War

From the maps showing the distribu-

tion of these racial types (maps 17 to

22) it will be seen that our population

differs considerably in racial composi-

tion in different states. Each of these

racial types has its champions who
claim for it all that is hich and noble.
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The North European type is still the most important element in our population. It will be noted

that it is concentrated in the northeast and northwest. Second in importance is the Central European

type, ranking first in the north central and Atlantic states. The South European type is fourth in

importance at the present time. In a very general way there is some correspondence with the dis-

tribution of these racial types in Europe
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The Xegro types are third in rank in the United States forming 11 per cent of our total popula-
tion. The American Indians form only -fio of 1 per cent of our population. The Mongoloid types in-

cluding Japanese, Chinese, Koreans, and Filipinos also constitute -yio of 1 per cent of the population of

the United States
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Especially since this country entered

the great world conflict, statements have

appeared from time to time claiming a

greater amount of valor and courage or

num])er of enlistments for this or that

racial type. While such a condition is

entirely conceivable it is an absolute

certainty that no concrete data have as

yet been brouglit forwai'd lo uphold

these contentions. Before nuiking any

such statement we must take into con-

sideration Just such facts as I have tried

to bring out in this survey.

Were we to go into a military train-

ing camp in the northwestern states or

in Xew England and be impressed with

the high frequency of individuals of

North European origin, we should not

infer from this that the North Euro-

pean type is the more courageous. It is

just what we should expect from the

composition of the population. Nor
would it be fair to the other racial types

to estimate the courage of the Negro

race by the proportion of Negroes en-

rolled in South Carolina, the South

European type by the proportion of in-

dividuals of this type enrolled in Texas,

or the Central European type by the

proportion of its representatives en-

rolled in Indiana. Further than this,

the social and economic status of the

various types must be weighed before

any generalization on relative courage

or valor can be scientificallv made.

\ AKiATiux IN" Height, Cephalic Lv-

i)i:x, AND Fkequexcy of Blond
AND Brunette Types in Dif-

ferent Parts of the
ITnited States

Jt may also Ix; of interest to ti'ace the

distribution in tbe Ignited States of

some of the racial characters we have

mentioned. This can be approximated

more accurately than the proportion of

racial types. Here as before we cannot

take into account the selection exer-

cised by migration.

Considering first stature, we shall

proceed as before and weigh the average

stature of a national group by the rela-

tive importance of that nationality in

each state. By taking the average for

the first twelve nationalities in each

state we can get some idea of the aver-

age stature in each state. Here too we
must include the Indian, Negro, and
Mongoloid types. As nearly as it can

1)0 estimated it seems that the average

stature of the different states does not

vary more than about two inches. Tlie

northwestern. New England, and south-

eastern states have the higher averages

and the southwestern and north central

states rather lower. The Negroes help

raise the average in the southeastern

states.

There are also considerable data on

head form in the different European
and other nationalities. Head form is

Footnote (see maps on opposite page).

—

Map 23 was compiled by giving the average stature of the various European nationalities a weight
in accord with the relative numerical importance of each nationality in each state. There is a range of

only about 2 inches in the averages of the various states. AVhen we consider the range of stature for

mankind as a whole it will be recognized that the inhabitants of the United States are a rather tall

people. There seem to be three centers of very high stature which gradually merge into a region of

shorter stature that extends obliquely across the country from southwest to northeast

In map 24, also, the average cephalic indices of the various nationalities are weighted by their

numerical importance in each state. Although wo must expect to find the entire range of head form
well represented in the United States, the averages are not very different. The longer-headed peo-

ples (with the smaller indices) seem to be concentrated along the east and west coasts and along the

southern border. The longer heads in the south are in part due to the relatively high frequency of

Negro and southern European types. The large central area presents a greater number of short-headed

individuals and a higher average cephalic index

Degree of pigmentation is a racial character. Map 2.5 aims to show the approximate percentage and
distribution of blondness, or a slight degree of pigmentation, in the United States. In this map "blond-

ness" includes not only those individuals popularly known as blonds but also those that are scientifi-

cally known as dark and mixed blonds. The criteria arc the color of hair and eyes. Since there seems
to be a correlation between pigmentation in all parts of the body these criteria are consistent. Indi-

viduals having blond hair more frequently have blue or gray eyes. Again the large number of Negroes
and southern Europeans in the south accounts for the darker pigmentation in that region
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expressed by the cephalic index. The

cephalic index expresses the proportion

of the width of the head to the length

of the head in terms of percentage. A
small index denotes a relatively long

head and a large index denotes one in

which the width and length are more

nearly equal and hence relatively short.

This index ranges from 60 to 95. In

the United States we have a great va-

riety of head forms but the averages

for the various states are probably not

very different. The range of these aver-

ages is approximately from 76 to 83.

The longer heads are more numerous in

the south, northwest and New England

states while shorter heads predominate

in the north central states.

The only other character on which

we have sufficient data to base an

estimate is the relative frequency of

blond and brunette types. A high per-

centage of blond types indicates a

higher percentage of individuals belong-

ing to the North European racial type.

While the various percentages plotted

on map. 25 are not intended to denote

accuracy they must show the relative

frequency of blondness in the different

states. By blondness we include those

individuals popularly called blonds and

others having blue or mixed eyes and

light brown hair. From the map it is

apparent that blond types are much
more numerous in the northwest and

New England than elsewhere. The
high percentage of Negroes in the south

accounts in part for the relative scarcity

of blond types in that region.

Action of the "Melting Pot" Slow

We have seen, then, that a consider-

ation of our population l)oth as national

groups and as racial types exhibiting

certain peculiarities of physical make-

up shows them to be distributed in a

more or less orderly fashion. While we

do have the most diverse physical types

living side by side, one or the other of

these types is usually far more numer-

ous. The greatest amount of intermar-

riage is between individuals of the

same national or racial type. This

statement is fully substantiated by our

census reports. The more diverse two

types are nationally and physically the

less frequent are intermarriages be-

tween these groups. It is probably only

after several generations of a type have

lived in this country that many of the

national barriers are broken down and

free intermixture takes place. In the

case of some groups of very diverse

physical type it is probable that these

barriers never will be wholly removed.

So then we should not expect too much
of the "Melting Pot."

We are having repeated in this coun-

try in a somewhat more intense form

the same processes that have Iseen going

on in Europe and other parts of the

world for centuries. Many of nature's

own biological experiments of the past

are lost to us. We in this country have

the unusual opportunity of seeing some

of these experiments repeated before

our own eyes. It is our duty to observe

carefully and record the results of these

experiments. It is only in this way
that we can hope to throw any light on

the past and future history of the vari-

ous racial types of mankind. This sur-

vey aims only to indicate a very few of

the many interesting results a careful

anthropometric survey of our country

might reveal.



Tliis iiliotosi'iipli. taken on August 11, 1889, is believed to be tin; first ever taken of a living

Florida crocodile, Crocodylus acutus Cuvier. A few days later I shot what I thought the record
specimen, 14 feet 2 inches long (it was sent to Yale University), but discovered many years after-

ward that in 1875. fourteen years previous, Dr. William T. Hornaday, director of the New York
Zoological Park, had shot a specimen of just the same size. In later years I often visited the

Florida crocodiles and found great sport in photographing them. It was a matter of ethics that a

(•rocodile should be free at the time his I'icture was taken. This species of crocodile is found not only in

southern Florida, but also through the Greater Antilles (except Porto Rico), Mexico, and along both
coasts of Central America to Ecuador and Colombia

The Florida Crocodile

By A. W. D I M (; K i

^^'itll illustrations from photographs by the Author and his son, Julian A. Dimock

T
HAT the authors of dictionaries

were supermen I always be-

lieved until I began to make
the acquaintance of lexicographers and

learned that scissors and paste did most

of the authoring.

So in other lines, it is usually im-

possible really to tree an originator, or

even a discoverer, of anything. Lever-

rier's discovery of Neptune was ac-

counted the crowning triumph of

human reasoning, but Adams ante-

dated him by months, and many work-

ers had lifted the science of astronomy

to a plane which made the discovery in-

Mr. A. W. Dimock, member of the Authors Club, New York, and of the Camp Fire Club of America,
is the autlior of Florida Enchantments, Wall Street and the Wildn, and other books and articles setting
forth the natural beauties of Florida and other parts of the southeastern United States and tlie fascina-
tion of the region for the sportsman. His writings are illustrated by large series of photograi)hs taken
by Mr. Dimock and his son, Julian A. Dimock.

' September 11 brought the announcement of the sudden deatli of Mr. Dimock at his home at Peeka-
mose, New York.

evitable. Amerigo Vespucci gave his

name to the new world which Colum-
bus discovered. I have even originated

patentable ideas myself, only to find in

the Patent Office the evidence that from
one to a dozen or a hundred people had
originated the same thing.

In exploiting some of the creatures

of the wild, I have never been a pio-

neer; always the trail had been blazed,

usually by some one who was pursuing

his avocation with a singleness of pur-

pose that left no room for thought of

the distinction of discovery.

Uncle Remus' naming; of the toad dis-

u:
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closed a typical method of discovery.

The creature looked like a toad and

jumped like a toad, so he called him a

toad. But my preamble threatens to be

longer than my little story.

During twenty-two annual cruises on

the Gulf coast of Florida, I have ex-

ploded a few local myths regarding

monsters of fabulous ferocity and un-

known creatures which proved to be

well known to scientists. My pursuit

of the manatee was vain for so long

that my attitude ' became that of the

countryman toward the giraffe, "There

ain't no sich animile," but I finally

found the sea cow, some scores of him,

or her, and made the acquaintance of

their families, capturing specimens

ranging from two hundred to two thou-

sand pounds in weight and finally land-

ing a couple of them alive in the New
York Aquarium.

It was the ninth year of my hunting

and cruising in Florida when I discov-

ered a guide who could have qualified

as of that western type known as "half

horse and half alligator." We were in

the Big Cypress, traveling light, relying

upon the ground for our bed and a

tropical thicket for our tent. We car-

ried corn meal, coffee, and salt and my
rifle added venison, wild turkey, and

alligator to our bill of fare.

Our first camp was a dry one and I

was dying of thirst, but my guide was

cheerful, saying, "Plenty of water, just

find an alligator hole," which we soon

did, but the owner was at home and his

hole a close fit for him. We worried

him with sticks until he came outside,

when I shot him, but as we drank our

coffee I tried to think of pleasanter

subjects.

I was a crank on the subject of wild

life photography, an industry in which

I have reason to think I was a pioneer,

and my guide had promised to show me
more alligators than I could "shake a

stick at." He fulfilled his promise the

next day when, through an opening in

the jungle, I looked upon a pond a hun-

dred yards in diameter, the surface of

which was almost literally covered with

the reptiles whose eyes were all turned

upon me. After fixing and focusing I

drew the slide of the camera and, tak-

ing the bulb between my teeth, sent a

bullet through the brain of the nearest

alligator, pressing the bulb as he threw

himself half out of water. The prints

from this plate show the wounded rep-

tile partly in the air and seventy-three

live alligators on the surface of the

water.

That night as we lay on the ground

where the smoke from the camp fire,

drifting over us, made a barrage against

the mosquitoes. Hall told me of strange

monsters he had seen, which were like

alligators but were not alligators. They
had pointed jaws, long tusks, w^ere

larger and livelier, and were not black

like 'gators. He had seen them farther

from shore than alligators were ever

met and he was sure he could find them
again.

We planned to go in search of the

creatu-res the following year, but it was

two years before we met and then he

bad just taken Dr. Veile on the cruise

which we had planned. But that was

as near being a discoverer as I ever ex-

pected to get, so I went on the hunt

with Hall just as we had proposed two

years before.

One night we anchored a mile or two

off Madeira Hammock in Barnes

Sound, and in the early morning one

of the creatures we were seeking was

seen swimming near the "Sunrise," my
schooner. Hall and I chased it in a

skiff until he was worn out while the

quarry was still fresh. I got one shot

with the harpoon, but it was a case of

projectile versus armor and the latter

won.

In the days that followed, my son

Julian and I, with guide and boatman,

pursued the reptiles in skiffs, through

narrow bayous, over wide waters and

up creeks so overhung with rank vege-

tation and tangled vinos that we could
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not sit upright in our boats. We caught

a number of crocodiles from seven to

ten feet in length which we r(»uii(l-

skinned for mounting by the- institu-

tions to which I gave them. On Api-il

11, 1889, I struck four, of which two
escaped, and of one of tlie otliers I took

what is believed lo ho the first photo-

lad crocodile eggs

graph ever taken of a living Florida

crocodile. ]\ly journal records that on
the following diiy wi

and steak for breakfast.

The chief cxcileineiit of the cruise

came a few days later when we encoun-
tered the largest crocodile I have ever

soon. The story of this adventure has

The alligator. Alligator mississippiensis (Daudin), has a broad roundrd muzzle wliich at once
distinguishes it from the crocodile with its narrow pointed head. The alligator of the Western
Hemisphere (there is a single species in China also) inhabits the rivers and swamps of northern
South Carolina, of Georgia and Florida, and westward through Mississippi and Louisiana to the Rio
Grande in Texas. The teeth in the upper jaw overlap more or less those below; the large tooth fourth
from the front on the lower jaw fits into a deep pit in tlie jaw above



Early one morning, when we were anchored about one mile off Madeira Hammoclv in Barnes

Sound, we saw a crocodile swimming near the schooner. We chased the creature with a skiff and got

one shot with the harpoon, but it was a case of projectile ffrsus armor and the armor won

A Florida crocodile on the schooner bound for New York.— This is one of the pair of specimens

caught in the Madeira Hammock and sent alive to the New York Zoological Park, March 1. 1906
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liccii told elsewhere, sn I will inei'cly cxci' iimiMy and deep were the holes

>iii)miai-i/.e it here. \\"e had (•(•iTalled wliei'e >he t I'ied to hide,

the ci-ealiire in a diH'p Iml narrow ehan- 'I'he hope came lo iiie then of takin,i;-

iiel the ends of which were guarded hrr ali\c hut 1 lacked (he e.\|)eiaeiice

li\- our two skiffs. Julian's and mine. wliicli 1 accuuiulalcil in later yeai's and

He got the lirst shot with his harpoon. was worsted in a contest of some hours

which soon )udled out. ha\ing failed to which lid't. on our side, one hoat out of

penetrate the hide hex'ond the hai'h. couiniissiiui and the other (hunaged.

Tlie second shot was mine and the har- and a lighting mad crocodile on the

poon hehl. but the iron was so small othei'. That T resorted to my rille was

and its harh so short that T dared put my adnussion of defeat. lUd at least

little strain upon it. yet it enabled us 1 had killed Ihe record Florida croco-

lo follow and find the big saurian how- dile, of that I could be sure.

4

m
The P'lorida crocodile is a more vigorous fighter tliiui tlic alligator, Ijiit alter several vain at-

tempts to escape from a lasso he may become discouraged and tamel.v allow his jaws to be held open

while his photograph is taken. The teeth of the crocodile are somewhat longer than those of the alli-

gator, and more or less interlock, some of those in the lower jaw fitting into pits in the upper jaw,

but the long tooth fourth from the front on each side of the lower jaw fits into a notch on the outside of

the upper jaw and is thus never hidden from view
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I sent the skin to Professor Marsh
of Yale College, who wrote me that it

was a noble specimen and, making due

allowance for the end of her tail which

had been bitten off, was fourteen feet

two inches long. It was many years

later that I learned that my friend,

Dr. Hornaday, had not only killed one

of the creatures in 1875, thus beating

me by fourteen years, but that his was

fourteen feet two inches long without

making any allowance for an amputated

tail. Anyhow mine was a female which

ought to count for something.

In the years that followed I fre-

quently visited the little colony of Flor-

ida crocodiles which seemed definitely

limited to a region at the .extreme

southern end of the peninsula of Flor-

ida, a strip about ten miles long by

three wide. Saurians were plentiful in

this part of the world but, outside of

the limits named, all were alligators,

none of which did I ever discover

within them. I had specimens enough

of the creatures and I never did kill

them for sport, but my son and I found

ways of making them contribute to our

amusement. It was really exciting,

after locating the mouth of a crocodile's

cave in the bank of a river, to hang the

noosed end of a rope before it, while

standing on the bank above. As I

waited for a bite, my boatman busied

himself thrusting a harpoon pole into

the earth from ten to twenty feet behind

me. This was followed by the outrush-

ing crocodile and some excitement at

my end of the line. The big reptile

struggled and fought, he clutched at

the line and rolled over and over, he

swam out in the stream and he sulked

in its depths, but the noose was tightly

drawn and never allowed to slip, and

the end found the creature facing the

camera on the bank. It was a matter

of ethics that the crocodile should be

free when his photograph was taken,

and removing the lasso called for much

agility on the part of the volunteer.

After a few vain attempts to escape,

a crocodile would become discouraged,

and our hunter boy would hold open
the jaws of a very much alive reptile

while the camera-man photographed

them.

As compared with their alligator

congeners, the Florida crocodile is the

more combative as evidenced by the

larger proportion of mutilated members
of that family. Of the thousand alli-

gators which in my unregenerate days

I killed, a very small percentage were

battle-marked, while among the com-
paratively few crocodiles which were

my victims the number of mutilated

ones was surprisingly large.

It was not until 1906, just seventeen

years after my introduction to the

Florida crocodile, that I carried out my
project of sending some living speci-

mens to New York, and on March 1

of that year I sent from Key West to

the New York "Zoo'' a pair of the crea-

tures which I had captured in the Ma-
deira Hammock.
From the fact that I often found the

Florida crocodile far out from land

where the alligator was never seen, I

inferred that he was of an exploring

species, which, coming from the West
Indies, had established a colony at Cape
Sable with a view to the conquest of the

country. It was therefore with much
interest that last year, while cruising

with Commodore Benedict in his

"Oneida," I heard at Trinidad that a

river near by abounded in "alligators."

Happily there was in the party a man
younger than I by enough scores of

years to permit of carrying a rifle under

a tropical sun while wallowing through

waist-deep mud, and he brought home
as the result of an arduous day four

specimens of the Trinidad "alligator"

which were identical in species with my
Florida crocodiles of twenty-eight years

before.
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w Til 1 h r i CO soven-k'a,nue

hoots Olio could stride from

the coast of the United

States and wiili a dozen stops reaeli

British (iiiiana drv-sliod. From an

aviator's seat, the chain of West Indies,

Windward, and Leeward islands curves

gracefully southward. ]ik(> stepping-

stones across a Japanese stream. If,

corresponding to this annihilation of

space, we could abbreviate minutes,

hours, and days as in a moving picture

film, we might have the edifying spec-

tacle of our steamer's trip reduced to a

succession of loops, ricocheting from

island after island, as a stone skijis

along the surface of the water, sliding

along those dotted lines which are so

characteristic a feature of coasts in our

school geographies, and coming to rest

at last with a splash in the muddy cur-

rent off the Georgetown stelling.

Our steamer is preferable to the

seven-league trip, for we thereby omit

the big, cumbersome West Indies. It

is a curious fact that any land project-

ing above the surface of the water is in-

teresting and exciting in inverse ratio to

its size. The endless New Jersey shore

moves one not at all, while the single

volcanic cone of Nevis brings thrills and

emotions ; Cuba is wearisome as one

steams slowly past headland after head-

land, while Sombrero— a veritable

oceanic speck of dust— stimulates the

imagination to the highest pitch. It

seems as if our ego enlarges as our im-

mediate terrestrial cosmos diminishes.

In studying the birds of the endless

jungles of the South American conti-

nent my interest never flags, yet it never

quite attains the nth power of enthu-

siasm which accompanies the thought of

I lie |)ossil)ility of locating every nest on

St. 'i'liomas. This love of small islands

must savor of the joy of possible com-

]i]eteness in achievement, plus a king's

sensations, plus some of those of Adam !

Any guidebook will give the area,

population, amusements, best hotels (or

the least objectionable ones), summary
of history, and the more important ex-

ports. But no one has ever attempted to

tell of the soul of these islands— or even

of the individuality of each, which is

very real and very distinct. Some day

this will be done, and the telling will be

very wonderful, and will use up most of

the superlatives in our language. For

my part I may only search my memory
for some little unimportant scenes

which live again when the name of the

island is spoken—and string these at

random on pages, like the chains of lit-

tle scarlet and black sea beans which

glisten in the fingers of the nogresses,

held up in hope of sale from their leaky

boats, rocking on the liquid emerald

around the steamer.

St. Thomas, or How I Was Taught
TO Catch Lizards by a Dan-

ish "Flapper"

Nearly a week had passed since we
began to exchange a sleety winter for

the velvety tropics, to traverse the lati-

tude spectrum of ocean from drab-gray

to living turquoise. As on every trip,

it was early morning when the long

undulating profile of St. Thomas reared

itself lazily from the sea, and almost at

once flocks of great-winged booby gan-

nets began to wheel and veer around

the ship, banking in a way to make an

aviator's blood leap.

From a dusky monochrome the land

^ This preliminary publication of the third cliapter of Jitnfih' Peace, soon to appear from tlie press of

Henry Holt & Co., is granted tlirough the courtesy of tlio Autlior and pu})lisliers.
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resolved into shades, and slowly into

colors—gray volcanic rocks, dry yellow

turf, and green patches of trees. Then
contours became traceable, smooth

rounded shoulders of hills frayed out

into jagged strata, with the close-shaven

fur of bushes and shrubs, and occa-

sional tall slender palms reminding one

of single hydroids on the sargasso

fronds. A thread of smoke drifting

free from a palm grove was the first

sign of life, and after a few minutes of

twisting and turning, the steamer nosed

out her circuitous channel, and from

the very heart of the island the great

crater harbor opened before us.

The beautiful hills rolled up and

upward, and to their feet Charlotte

Amalie. crowned with Bluebeard's

castle, clung obliquely, her streets

climbing with astonishing steepness.

The little town was newdy roofed, all

the picturesque old red ones having

been ripped off in the last hurricane.

The houses were as flat, quite as like

cardboard theatrical scenery, as ever.

At the sight of a distant flag I en-

deavored to thrill patriotically at the

thought that this island was now a part

of the United States. I would have

been more successful, however, if I

could have recalled the vision of some

fellow countryman in far distant time,

landing on these slopes and taking pos-

session by right of discovery. Even if

some burly, semipiratical American

adventurer had annexed it for his presi-

dent ])}' feat of arms, my blood would

have flowed less calmly than it did at

the thought of so many millions of dol-

lars paid as droit de possession. How-
ever, a tropic bird flew past and put the

matter out of mind.

As always, near the wharf thrived

the same little open barroom, with its

floral-bedecked mirrors, selling good

beer and vile soda. Aside from a flag

here and there, the only sign of the

change of nationality was several mo-
torcycles with side cars which Ameri-

can soldiers drove like Jehu throu2:h the

narrow streets, hustling natives and
their tiny carts and ponies to one side,

and leaving enduring trains of gasoline-

scented dust. A few minutes' walk up
one of the steep streets and all was quiet

and unhurried, and the sense of a yet

undigested possession, of embarrassing

novelty of purchase, slipped aside and
we knew that St. Thomas was still the

unspoiled little island which the slow

mellowing growth of West Indian evo-

lution had made it. ^Ye climbed slowly

up the steep road toward Mafolie, and

behind us the glory of this wonderful

island unfolded and spread, the roofs of

the town shifting into strange geomet-

ric figures, and the harbor circle widen-

ing. We passed negroes and pleasant

sunburned Danes driving tiny burros

laden with small fagots and with

grass. At one turn a tamarind tree was
in full blossom, and here were gathered

all the humming birds and butterflies

of the island— or so it seemed. At last

we reached a ravine, dry as everything

else at this season on the island, and

walked slowly up it, catching butter-

flies. They were in great numbers and
gayly colored. The strangest sight was

hundreds of large, brown millipedes

clinging to the stems of bushes and

small trees, apparently finding more

moisture in the steady trade winds than

in the soil, which even under large

stones, was parched and dry; dragon

flies were abundant, but the dominant

forms were butterflies and spiders.

The road wound over the top of the

ridge, and from its summit we looked

down on the other half of the island.

Xo house or trace of cultivation was

visible and the beauty of the view was

l)eyond adequate description. KoUing,

comfortably undulating hills were be-

low us, and in front a taller, rounded

one like the head of some wearied tropi-

cal giant. Beyond this, a long curved

arm of richest green had been stretched

carelessly out into the sea, inclosing a

bay which, from our height, looked like

a small pool, l)ut such a pool as would
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jiTiU-c ;i I)uii>any (ale It wa> liiiipiil.

it8 surfat-i' like gla.'^s and of ihc mo-t

exquisite turquoise. Its inner rim was

of pure white sand, a windinu' line

bounding tur(|Uoise water and the rich,

dark green of the >lo|)iiii:- land in a tlat-

tened lliiiirc three. 1 iicnci' knew before

that iur(|niii>e had a liiiiidi'ed tints and

shade.-, hut here the 111 in nt'arest the

sand was nnlielievahly i)ale and trans-

lueent. then a deeper sheen overlaid the

surface, while the eenter of the i)()()l

was sliaded with the indescribable pig-

ment of sheer de])th. In a great frame

of shifting emerald and cobalt, set a

shining blue wing of a Morpho butter-

fiv. anil vdii can visnali/e this wonder

scene.

Outsidt' the encircling green arm.

the water of ocean glowed ultramarine

in the slanting sunlight, and stretched

on and on to the curving horizon of

Atlantis. The scene seemed the es-

sence of jieace. and to the casual glance

hardly a cloud moved. I sat for

a long time and let every part of my
retina absorb the glory of colors. Soon

motion and life became apparent.

Shadows shifted softly across the sur-

face. Ijringing hues of delicate purplish

blue, memory tints of open ocean, and

against these darkened tones a thou-

sand specks of white glowed and inter-

weaved like a maze of motes in a shaft

of stinlight. In innigination we could

enlarge them to a swarm of silvery bees,

and then my glasses resolved them into

gannets— great sea birds with wings six

feet from tip to tip—an astounding

hint of the actual distance and depth

beh^w me of this pool-like bay. An
hour later the sunlight left the tur-

quoise surface, and its blueness dark-

ened and strengthened and became

opa(pie. although it was a long time

before sunset, and the ocean beyond

kept all its brilliance.

^fy eye was drawn to two tiny dots

on the sandy rim. I could just make
out that they were moving and guessed

them to be dogs or chickens. The

glasses made magic again and split up

each gi'ou|) into a triumvirate of little

burros which trotte(l along, and ])res-

eiitly lui'iicd into an invisible side

I rail.

I'crhaps the most fascinating discov-

ery of motion was that of the water's

edge. To the eye thei'c were neither

waves nor ripples. l)ut careful scrutiny

through the strong jirisms showed a

rhythmical approach and receding, a

gentle breathlike pulsation wdiich regu-

larly darkened and uncovered a thread

of sand. I forgot the busy little town

on the other side of the island, the com-

merce and coaling and the distant echo

of war, and giving a last look at the

tarnished turquoise pool, the resent-

ment of financial acquisition of such

beauty softened, and I felt glad that I

had indirectly some small tithe of own-

ership, as well as the complete memory
monopolv of the glories of this passing

day.

As I made my way down the ravine,

the fascinating island lizards scram-

l)led about or watched me knowingly

from rock or tree trunk. As usual I

w^recked my net in striving to sweep

them into it, and bruised my fingers in

vain efforts to seize their slender forms.

Rarely I succeeded ; usually I found but

a bit of tail in my fingers, or a handful

of loose bark, wdiile, just out of reach,

the lizards would halt and look me over

derisively with their bright intelligent

eyes.

At the roadside I came suddenly

upon a little Danish girl of about

twelve years, dancing excitedly with a

lizard dangling from the end of a slen-

der grass stem. Her blue eyes flashed

with excitement, her yellow pigtail flew

wildly about as she danced and backed

away, fearful of touching the little

lizard, and yet too fascinated to drop it

and allow it to escape. I took it up and

found it had been captured with a neat

slij) noose. She said it was easy to catch

them and showed nie how. and before

I reached the wharf 1 had a dozen of
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the interesting little chaps stored in

various pockets. Thus after ni}- years of

effort a little Danish school girl solved

the problem for me. Acting on this

hint I tried fine hair wire, but nothing

proved as effective as the thin, pliant

but strong stems of grass.

It is surprising how difficult it is to

touch these little reptiles and yet how
easy to noose them. At the approach

of hand or net they are off faster than

the eye can follow, but the waving grass

merely interests them. Even when b}^

an awkward motion one flicks their

nose, they merely shake the head or shift

a step or two. They detect no connec-

tion between the moving grass and the

more distant hand that wields it.

Bound to the ground by their short

scales and four limbs, these small liz-

ards are yet remarkably birdlike in

their vivacity and their enthusiastic

playing of their little game of life.

Every motion is registered by quick

wrenlike movements and by the chang-

ing play of colors over their scales,

while when particularly excited, they

puff out a comical dewlap of yellow and

orange skin beneath the throat. Thanks
to my "flapper" acquaintance I am now
on more equal terms with the little

scaly people of the islands, and can

study their puzzling color problems at

close range.

Looking back at Bluebeard's and

Blackbeard's castles from the deck of

our vessel as we slowly steamed from

the harbor, some one asked when the

last pirate plied his trade. I looked

ashore at the fort and guns, I listened

to the warning bugle, I watched the

scattered lights vanish, leaving all of

the town in darkness, I saw our own
darkened portholes and shaded lights.

As my mind went to the submarines

which inspired all these precautions, as

I recalled the sinister swirl in the At-

lantic which had threatened us more
than once on my return from the battle

front, I could answer truly that Blue-

beard and his ilk were worthily repre-

sented at the present day. Indeed, of

the two enemies, I found much more
to condone in the ignorance and the

frank, primitive brutality of the pirate

of past centuries, than in the prosti-

tuted science and camouflaged Kultur

of the Teutonic Ishmaelite of today.

St. Kitts, a Pluxge, Exploration,

AND Monkeys

I came on deck at daybreak and

found the sea like a mirror. Even the

clouds were undisturbed, resting quietly

in the mountain valleys of St. Eusta-

tius, and on the upper slopes of St.

Kitts in the distance. The tropical

morning was a laz}^ one, and the en-

gines seemed to throb in a half-somno-

lent manner. I folded up into a deck

chair and idly watched the beautiful

profile of the island astern.

Suddenly the sea became alive with

virile beings—curving steel-gray bodies

which shot forth like torpedoes from

some mighty battery. I thrilled in

every fiber and the sloth of the tropics

fell from me as if by a galvanic shock

:

the dolphins had come ! Usually they

appear in their haunts between Do-

minica and Martinique or off the latter

island, but here they were in dozens,

leaping for breath with the regularity

of machinery. Now and then the spirit

of play would possess one and he

vaulted high in air, ten feet above the

surface, twisted and fell broadside

with a slap which could be heard a half

mile away. Then several simultane-

ously did the same thing. A school

would come clo^e alongside, slacken

speed to that of the vessel, and now
and then dive beneath and appear off

the opposite quarter. Another trick

was for one or two to station them-

selves just ahead of the bow and re-

main motionless, urged on by the pres-

sure of the water from behind. It was

very unexpected and very splendid to

have this battalion of magnificent ceta-

ceans, bursting with vital energy and

fullness of life, injected without warn-
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iiiii- into tlio oalin (|uit't of this tropical

sea.

Wc aiK-hori'd off Bassetoriv and

waited in vain for the doctor. Tliere

seemed no chance of hindinir for some

time, so several of its dived dlf and

swam ahout the ship for an hour. The
jov of this tropical water is something

which can be communicated only by ex-

]K'rience. It was so transjiarent that in

diving one hardly knew the moment he

would enter it. Paddling along just

beneath the surface, there was a con-

stant temptation to reaeh down and

grasp the waving sea ferns and bits of

eoral which seemed only just out of

reach, whereas tliey were a good thirty

feet beneath. Whether floating idly or

Ijarging clumsily along in the only

fashion possible to us terrestrial hu-

mans, we longed for the sinuous power

of the dolphins, whose easy sculling im-

parts such astounding impetus. Xow
and then we saw a deep-swimming fish,

Ijut the line of envious fellow voyagers

along the ship's rail were denied all this

joy by reason of their fear of sharks.

They had read in many books and they

had listened to many tales, and they did

not know what we shared with the little

nigger boys who dive for pennies—the

knowledge that the chance of an attack

from a shark is about equal to that of

having your ears sewed up by devil's

darning needles. Over all the world I

have swum among sharks ; from Ceylon

to the Spanish Main I have talked inti-

mately with scores of native captains

and sailors and learned the difference

between what they tell to the credulous

tourist and what they believe in their

hearts.

In time the St. Kitts doctor arrived,

and. as he rowed past, looked at us

critically as if he suspected us of in-

fecting the waters of the sea with some
of those mysteriously terrible diseases

which he is always hoping for on the

ship's papers, but never seems to find.

Walking hastily through the town,

we reached the first of the ffreat sugar

cane fields, and skirting these diago-

nally came I'ver nearer the sloping base

of the high land. Ravines are always

iiitfi-cstiiig for they cannot be culti-

\atcd. and it was u]) one of these lava

and w iitci'-woi-ii gullies that we began

to clind) Monkey Hill. We went slowly,

for there were many absorbing things

on the way. I'alm swifts swooped
about, while noisy kingl)irds gleaned as

industriously l)ut witli shorter flights.

IIeavy-l)illed anis whaleeped and flut-

tered clumsily ahead of us : honey creej»-

ers s(iueaked and small Ijlack finches

watched us anxiously. From a marshy
pool half a dozen migrating sandpipers

flew up and circbMl down to the shore.

Every shi'uliliy field was alive with bttt-

terflies of many kinds and the vigorous

shaking of each bush yielded excellent

harvests of strange insects which fell

into the open umbrella held beneath.

In a grove of wild mango and acacias

were hosts of green filigree butterflies,

dropping and swirling from the foliage

like falling leaves, the comparison being

heightened by the brown spots, like

fungus blotches, which were etched

upon their wings.

Leaving the ravine we climbed over

great lateral shoulders of the moun-
tain, grassy slopes with bold outjutting

rocks, and rarely a clump of small

shrubs, bringing to mind the lower foot-

hills of Garhwal and Kashmir. Higher
still came a dense shrubl)y growth,

much of it thorny, seamed l)y our nar-

row trail, and threaded here and there

by glowing fronds of golden shower

orchids, (xround doves perched on low

branches and an occasional ])igeon

whistled ])ast. From the summit a

wonderful view stretched out—the long,

sloping, green cane fields, the clustered

roofs, and beyond the curving beaches

the blue water with our vessel resting

at anchor. Xow came a search for mon-
keys, regardless of thorns and rough

stones, for, strange though it sound?,

St. Kitts possesses many of these ani-

mals. Whatever the accident of their
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arrival, they are firmly established, and

work much havoc in -the small hours

among gardens and sugar cane. Our
efforts were in vain. We heard the

scolding chatter of one of the small

simians, and were preparing to sur-

round him, when a warning l)last from

the shi]) summoned us and we packed

up our collection of insects and flowers,

munched our last piece of chocolate,

and began to clamber down the great

sun-drenched slopes.

Martinique, or a New Use for an^

Eight of Hearts

Columbus thought that this island

was inhabited only by women, and to

this day the market place bears out the

idea. It is a place apart from all the

rest of the city. In early morning, be-

fore the gaudy shutters were taken

down, the streets were quiet—the cal-

lous soles of the passersby made the

merest velvet shuffling and only an oc-

casional cry of the vendor of some

strange fruit or cakes broke the still-

ness. When the market was yet half a

block away, one became aurally aware

of it. The air was filled with a siib-

dued hum. an indefinite murmur which

might as well be the sound of tumbling

waters as of human voices. It Avas a

communal tongue, lacking individual

words, accent, and grammar, and yet

containing the essence of a hundred

little arguments, soliloquies, pleadings,

offers, and refusals. After the aural

came the olfactory zone, and none may
describe this, so intermingled that fish

and vegetables, spice and onions were

to l)e detected only when one ap-

proached their respective booths.

The details of market life hold the

possibilities of epic description; the

transactions of a stock exchange pale

into mediocrity compared with the

noise and excitement when a sixpence

changes hands between Martinique

negresses.

All the sales in the market were of

the smallest quantities; little silver was

seen, pennies, ha'pennies, and sous

composing all the piles of coppers. The
colors of the fruits were like flowers:

melons white with a delicate fretwork

of green; brilliant touches of red pep-

pers like scarlet passion flowers; tiny

hits of garlic, lilac-tinted. The fish

had the hues of sunsets on their scales,

and the most beautiful, the angel

fishes, were three for a penny, while

the uglier," more edible ones, were six-

pence each. Beauty was rated at in-

verse value here.

Around and around the iron fence

which bounded the market place, ^Daced

a pitiful joair^a tiny black mite Avho

could not have passed three summers,

leading an old blind woman by the hem
of an ample black skirt. After several

halting steps they would hesitate and

the gaunt hand would be thrust

through the bars begging for market

refuse. Once the gods were kind and

a bit of melon and a spotted mango
were given, but more often alms was

asked of an empt}^ stall, or within sight

only of a tethered duck or chicken.

Some of the gifts were no better than

the garbage over which the pair

stepped.

We sat in chairs in a tiny pharmacist

shop— the artist and I—and were at

once the center of a chattering, star-

ing throng, a kaleidoscope of shifting

colors. We shoved and dismissed to

no avail, then the owner of the shop

with a gentle "Permettez-moi' threw a

pailful of not-too-clean water over the

crowd, including the artist and myself.

The mob scattered shrieking and for a

short time the surrounding space was

open. Soon a larger crowd gathered,

with the still dripping units of the first

assemlflage smiling expectantly in the

offing, hovering at a safe distance.

The second dispersal had a legal

origin; the market policeman stole

quietly along the Avail of the shop and

hurled himself like a catapult, butting

goatlike into the heart of the crowd. A
half dozen fat negresses toppled over.
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and cassava, tin eii|)-. and stray lislics

ilt'w al)out. Even those \\*ho lost all

tlicii- pureliases showed no resentment

hnt only a roarini;- a|i|)i-eciatioii of tlic

joke. In this rush we were almost up-

set with the erowd, and we hegan to

look forward witli dread to any more

streinious defense of our eoinf(n-t.

Till' little Fi'i'Uch mulatto pliannaeist

\\ho was responsible for the oeeasional

joyful outbursts of cdii. scHMucil to

profit hy our presence, for a number of

interested onlookers who had puslie(|

into the shop to watch us fi'om behind.

when cornered and hailed by the irate

owner, staninieringly asked for some

small thing, by the purchase of which

they bought their liberty. The regular

business of this little sho]) alone was

worth}- one's whole attention. A pre-

sci'iption was l)eing pounded wyi in a

mortar and when the clerk reached

out for a scoop and for something to

scrape the sides clean, an eight of

hearts was the nearest and with this

the chemicals Avere mixed. Within the

next fifteen minutes eight or ten dif-

ferent prescriptions, powders and

crystals, were measured, shaken, mixed

and scraped by the same eight of

hearts, and the combination of ingredi-

ents which the last purchaser ol)tained

must surely have had some radical

etfect on his system— salubrious or

otherwise.

Then came . the unusual one— the

super person who is always to be dis-

covered sooner or later. Externally

she was indistinguishable from the host

of her sisters. She was garbed in a

wrapper, flowing and reaching the

ground, purple and pocked with large

white spots. A diminutive turban of

yellow and red madi'as was surmounted

by an ancient and crownless straw hat.

l)ut at the first word she was revealed.

A British subject, she had been here

at the eruption of Mt. Pelee fifteen

years before. That day she and one of

her daitghters happened to be far away
from St. Pierre. When the explosion

eanie. they were outside the danger

zone, but her hushaiul, son, and other

daughter were burned to death. She

regretted the im])olitoness of the French

here and apologized for them for crowd-

ing ns. Later she 1)rought a gift of

i-ose bananas to the artist, saying that

.\inericans had given her food and
clothes when she lost everything.

The crowd was curious, thoughtless,

sellisb, with its dominant hope a laugh

at some one's expense. Here was one

who sought us out, who left unguarded
lier little tray of bananas and garlic

to speak a word of thanks, to present

a handful of fruit which in her station

was a munificent gift, and who was

satisfied with and grateful for our sin-

cere appreciation. She has sisters in

graciousness over all the world, but they

are rare and widely scattered,—like the

Akawai Indian squaw who gave me
her last cassava, like the wrinkled

Japanese crone who persuaded her son

to become oiie of my best servants, like

the wife of the headman of an isolated

village in Yunnan, who from among
her sodden, beastlike neighbors came
forth and offered fowls and vegetables

with a courteoits s])irit worthy of any

station in life.

St. Lucia, a Study ix Contrasts

Each time I have visited Castries it

has seemed more somber and less pleas-

ant. It is colorless because it is full

of coal and no change of Aveather

brings amelioration. When the sun

fills the air with a blinding glare and

palpitating heat waves (as it occa-

sionally does), each step raises a cloud

of coal dust, and when the tropical rain

falls in a steady downpour (as it usually

does), the whole world seems covered

with coal mud, as if about to dissolve

into some carbon! fei'ous slime.

Castries is an important military and

coaling station, which perhaps explains

much. Military exigency compelled

me to procure a special. pass from the

Chief of Police to paddle about its
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dreary streets, but it strictly for-

l)acle my climbing the comparatively

clean and attractive mountains beyond

these streets. As a coaling station I

am sure of its success and popularity,

for the coal carriers who comprise most

of the natives, have apparently no time

to wash between steamers. So inten-

sive was the grime that the original

dark hue of their skins offered no

camouflage to the anthracite palimpsest

which overlaid it. Such huge negro

women, such muscles, such sense of

power, I had never before realized. I

should dislike, were I an official of St.

Lucia, to take any decided stand on an

antifeminine platform.

So saturated are the people in coal,

such is their lack of proper perspective

of this material, they seem actually to

be unconscious of its presence. Eeturn-

ing on board, one passes the Seaview

Hotel, about which coal is piled to a

much greater height than the roof.

Such abstraction is worthy of mention

at least.

Amid the memory of all the dirt

and damp, dull sadness, two things

were unforgetable, as untouched dia-

monds glisten in their matrix of wet

blue clay. Amid sodden clothes, un-

washed hands, and bestial faces, a tray-

ful of rainbow fishes gleamed opal-like

— coral, parrot, and angel fish, all await-

ing some unsavory purchaser. Then,

out of the ruck of sexless bearers of

coal, came the little French negress,

selling fans. When we answered her

appeal with a "Non, merci." her face

lighted up at the courtesy of the

words; "Voila'' said she, "c'est hien

refuse gracieusement." Xo mortal

could have resisted buying her Avares

after such delicate sentiment.

About five in the afternoon we parted

from the gritty wharf and steamed for

hour after hour along the shore. We
forgot the coal carriers, and the thought

of the misery and squalor of the town

passed with its vanishing, still clad in

its cloak of rain. As the natives ap-

peared to us so inferior to those of the

other islands, so by some law of com-

pensation the coast was revealed corre-

spondingly beautiful. At four bells the

sun sank on the side away from the

island, in a blaze of yellow and orange

with one particular cloud touching the

water line with flame color, as if a

mighty distant volcano had just reared

its head above the sea, still in the throes

of molten erection. On the opposite side

were passing the dark green headlands

and fjords of the land, while upward,

high into the sky, there arose now and

then some tremendous cloud, on fire

with rich rose or salmon afterglow, or a

maze of other tints defying human
name or pigment. In front was the

living blue water dulled liy the dim-

ming light and above all the tran>]>ar-

ent blue of the troj^ic sky.

Without warning, from out of the

soft folded edges of one of the filmy

clouds, crept a curved edge of cold

steel, like some strange kind of float-

ing shell coming forth from its cloud of

smoke, and a moment later the full

moon was revealed, unlike any other

color note in«this marvelous scene. The
icy, unchanging moon craters, the more

]tlastic island mountains fringed by the

wind-shapen trees, the still more shift-

ing waters, and the evanescent cloud

mist, all were played itpon and satu-

rated and stained by colors which were

beyond words, almost l^eynnd our ap-

preciation.

Tiny villages, fronted l)y canoes and

swathed in feathery cocoanut fronds,

snuggled at the foot of great volcanic

and coral cliffs. But the crowning

glory was reserved for the la^t. when

we surged past the irois ji'donx. rear-

ing their majestic heads above all the

island, hundreds and hundreds of feet

into the sky. Even the moon could not

top one, and after cutting into sharp,

silver silhouette every leaf and branch

of a moon-wide swath of trees, it buried

itself behind the peak and framed the

whole mountain.
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A >in;ill waiulri'iiii:- I'liiii >!i)i'in

(lrirtf<! ;i,u;iiii>l tlic t;illr,-l jiUdii ami

>\)\\\ ill two. (iiic halt' u'oiiiu' away dnwii

the Cin\>\ ami ihc yr>\ |)a>siiiu- close

on(ni,a"]i to u- to sliowrr tin- decks with

(lro|i>. A,- it t'ell astern, il spread out

faiiwix' and in its heart dcNcloped a

i;lio,-ily lunar rainhow -
t lie sped mm

ck'inised and deiinded of all tin' .^arisli

colors of day. . . .

Oiu-o a faint li.u'lit appeareij upon the

di.-tant >liore. Our steamer spoke in a

short. >liarp hla>t which thrilled us with

its unexpectedness, and t he sii^nal anioiiL;'

the palni> was (pieiiched. l-'rom the

^a'l'cat thinii-s of the cosmos, from liril-

liaiit \'enus. and from the North Star

low in the >ky. rmin the new splendor

of Fonialhaut. risini;- e\-er hiu'her in the

south, our thouu'hts were forced ])aek to

the litileiie-ses of t he World War, wliose

faint intiueiice reached even thus far to

hreak the thri'ad of our al)straetion.

Baiibados. IX EcLii'si': axd ix Sux

The vagaries of a naturalist are the

deli<i'ht of the uninitiated, and impress

simple natives more than immoderate

tips or the routine excesses of tourist

folk. One's scientific eccentricities may
even establish a small measure of fame,

or rather notoriety. So it was that as

I walked up the landing stage at

Bridgetown, a small ehon ])crsonage

pointed finger at me and confided to his

neighlior. "See de mon— de tall mon da

— he de mon who chase tree lizards in

de cemetry I"

'"Yes. George." I said. ''\'u] de mon
who chased them with you two years

ago. hut this time we shall catch them
as well."

"Anyting you say iriie, Boss, Fse yo

l)oy."

But as is always true in sport, cer-

tainty rol)s it of the finest element of

excitement, and our successfid stalks

that afternoon with grass stem nooses

were less memorable than the frantic

tree circlings and grave hurdlings of

two vears l)efore.

On our return from the cemetery a

hj-ee/.e swept up fi-om tlii' sea, the palm
fronds slithered agaijist oik; another,

and 1 suddenly caught myself shiver-

ing. The moment 1 became conscious

(d' this 1 thought id' fever and wondered
if my lifehuig immunity had come to

an end. 'Idieii I ohserxcd old hags

wrapping themselves up; my eyes sud-

denly i-eadjiisted, 1 ])t'rceive(l that the

glaring sunlight was tempered; again

the strange midday breeze arose, and
liiially 1 realized that I was witnessing

an ecli])se of the sun on the island of

Barbados. The natives and the birds

and e\-en the ])atient little doid<evs

grew restless, the light became weaker

and strange, and until the end of the

eclipse we couhl think of nothing else.

The most remarkable ])art to me was

the reflections. Looking, however has-

tily and obliquely at the sun. 1 per-

ceived nothing but a blinding glare,

l)ut walking beneath the shade of dense

tropical foliage, the hosts of specks of

sunlight sifting through, reflected on

the white limestone, were in reality

thousands of tiny representations of the

sun's disk incised with the segment of

the silhouetted moon, but reversed, just

like the image through the aperture of

a pinhole camera. I suppose it is a

very common physical phenomenon,
but to me it was a surprising thing to

trace the curve of the eclipse clearly

and with ease in the sunbeams on the

pavement beneath my feet, while my
retinas refused to face or register the

original.

Barbados is very flat, thoroughly cul-

tivated, and said to he the most densely

populated hit of land in the world : all

of which guidebook gossip was discour-

aging to a naturalist. But besides the

cemetery which was sanctuary for the

jolly little lizards. I found a bit of un-

spoilt beach, with sand as white and

fine as talcum powder, where dwelt un-

disturbed many assemblages of small

folk. There Wi'w land crabs which had

come to ha\'e at heart more aU'ection
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for the vegetable gardens at the beach

top than for the waters of their fore-

fathers. They had degenerated into

mere commuters from their holes to the

nearest melon patch. The lower part

of the beach was that ever-changing

zone—that altar upon which each tide

deposited some offering from the depths

of the sea. This will some day have a

worthy interpreter, a sympathetic re-

corder and commentator who will make

a marvelous volume of this intermit-

tent thread of the earth's surface, puls-

ing, changing—now showing as water,

now as land—but always vital with ex-

citing happenings.

I sat for an hour on the upper beach

and watched the little native folk, au-

tochthons which for innumerable gen-

erations had been so loyal to their arena-

ceous home that the sheltering mantle

of its pale hue had fallen upon their

wings and bodies. Here were tiny,

grayish-white crabs, here were spiders,

which, until they moved, were not s])i-

ders but sand. And when they did

move, recognition usually came too late

to some fly, which had trespassed on

this littoral hunting ground. Tiger

beetles drifted about like sand-grain

wraiths, whose life wanderings lay be-

tween low tide and the highest dune,

veriest ghosts of their brilliant green

brethren farther inland. Ashen wasps

buzzed past, with compass and maps in

their heads, enabling them to circle

about once or twice, alight, take a step

or two and, kicking down their diminu-

tive front door, enter the slanting

sandy tube which for them fulfilled all

the requirements of home.

From an aeroplane, Barbados would

appear like a circular expanse of patch-

work, or a wild futurist painting set in

deepest ultramarine— a maze of rect-

angles or squares of sugar cane, with a

scattering of sweet potatoes and sea

island cotton. I got a hint of this when
I motored to the highest point of land,

and then climbed the . steeple of the

loftiest church. At mv feet was the

Atlantic with great breakers, reduced

by distance to tiny wavelets twinkling

among the black boulders and feathery

palms scattered along shore. For more

than two hundred and seventy-five

years the church had stood here, and

the graveyard, not to be outdone by the

strangeness of the little beach people,

boasted the remains of a descendant of

a Greek emperor, who long ago had

been warden.

But again our steamer summoned us

and we left the dusky natives with their

weird legends and the tiny island which

they love, and were rowed steadily out

beyond the two miles of shallow coast.

AVhen we steamed away from shore

that night, no lights except those of the

dining saloon were allowed. Yet the

path of the vessel made a mockery of

this concealment. The world did not

exist a hundred feet away from the ship

and yet there was no mist or fog. The
outward curve of the water from the

bow was a long slender scimitar of

phosphorescence, and from its cutting

edge and tip flashed bits of flame and

In'illiant steely sparks, apparently sus-

pended above the Jet-black water.

Alongside was a steady ribbon of dull

green luminescence, while, rolling and

drifting along through this path of

light, came now and then great balls of

clear, pure fire touched with emerald

flames, some huge jellyfish, or fish per-

chance, or sargasso weed incrusted with

Noctiluca. Everywhere within the nar-

row zone of visibility were flickering

constellations, suns and planets of

momentary life, dying within the sec-

ond in which they flashed into sight.

Once Orion left a distinct memory on

the retina— instantly to die forever.

Perhaps to some unimaginably distant

and unknown god, our world system

may appear as fleeting. To my eyes it

seemed as if I looked at the reflections

of constellations which no longer swung
across the heavens— shadows of shadows.

Then four bells struck— silveryly

—

and I knew that time still existed.



BIRD LIFE OF SOUTH GEORGIA
Xiiio native species of birds of a subantnrctic island twelve hundred miles east of Cape Horn— Portraits

made during the South Georgia Expedition of the American Museum of Xatural History

and Die Urooklyn Muscu-.n, 1912 and 19i:$

PHOTOGRAPHS AND ORIGINAL DATA BY ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY

A SOUTH GEORGIAN TERN AND ITS EGG

Tliis small tern (Sterna vittntn yrnniUi') is unlike our northern representatives in that it lays but a single

egg. often among the bare pebbles of the terminal moraines of glaciers. The egg or the chick is con-

stantly covered by one of the parents, not only because of the prevailingly inclement weather, but

also for fear of enemies which include cannibalistic members of its own species. During

the almost daily summer snowstorms, the mother tern sometimes broods the egg or

young so persistently that a visitor may touch her before she will abandon it.

Photographed at Grace Glacier, Bay of Isles, January 24, 1913

4();;



The upland guu^t- [Chlue/'liatiu inayeUiinica) was introduced into South Georgia from the Falkland
Islands, where the species has been outlawed because it feeds upon grass and hence is supposed to com-
pete with sheep. If it can gain a foothold in its new home, it will be assured of a sheepless future, for

these animals cannot endure the South Georgian climate. The position of this pair of geese is charac-

teristic, the white gander standing on the safe side of his barred mate with respect to the observer. Cum-
berland Bav. Xovember 30, 1912

---r-^— ,i^-. ^,

.»;'

^MM^^y-
-y

^V'a

A female South Georgian teal (Nettion georgicum) , an endemic duck which is closely related to the

widely distributed South American pintail. This charming little teal is almost devoid of fear of human
beings, except when it has young. It builds its embowered nest in the heart of a grassy hummock, and
lays five cream-colored eggs. The ducklings are very difficult to observe, for, at the alarm note of either

parent, they disappear like magic in the tussock grass. Bay of Isles, December 30, 1912
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CAPE PIGEONS

The so-called Cape pigeon (Pi-tn-Ua rajii-nsis) is a familiar, Antarctic petrel, famous in the literature

of the sea. It finds its northernmost breeding grounds at South Georgia, but it migrates as far as the

tropics. It is a strong, rather stiff flyer, a very buoyant swimmer, highly gregarious in its feeding habits,

and one of the most voracious, noisy, and quarrelsome of sea birds. It is known also by the names
"speckled haglet" and "pintado petrel," but Cape pigeon is the best vernacular name, for, when it settles

on the water and preens its black-and-white plumage, it looks for all the world like a true pigeon out of its

element.

The species is o.xceedingly variable in its color pattern, the white area on the backs of some birds

being extensive and almost immaculate, while others are heavily speckled with black. This is partly

owing to individual differences but still more to the effects of abrasion, for the black tips of the new
feathers, acquired during the Antarctic winter, gradually wear away and leave the upper surface prevail-

ingly white before the new moult.

The flying Cape pigeon was photographed hundreds of miles from land on November 18. 1912; the

swimming bird on the coast of South Georgia, November 26

iQ,:^
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A giant fulmar leaving its nest on a promontory over Cumberland Bay. From such a site as this,

these heavy-bodied birds can easily launch into flight, v^'hile on a level surface they must run for a con-

siderable distance, even when they are "in light ballast"

A large, black petrel (Procellaria cequinoctialis) , which lacks an English name.— The Norwegian
whalers at South Georgia call it the shoemaker "because it sits in its shop and sings." During most of the

year it is a conspicuous and abundant species in the southern oceans, but in November, the Antarctic spring,

it returns to land, and digs a burrow into the partly frozen soil of some tussocky hillside. Colonies of

these petrels in their burrows make a chorus of sweet, bell-like piijings which can be heard a long distance,

particularly on calm evenings. This "shoemaker" is flying up the fjord to its nest. Cumberland Bay,

November 30, 1912
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" MOLLYMOKES"

Many of the sniallor albatrosses are known to seafarers as "moUxmokes." These pictures are of the

black-browed or spectacled albatross (Diomcdea melanophri/s) , a species fairly common at South Georgia.

During the long voyage to and from that island, the mollymokes were for weeks together the constant fol-

lowers of our whaling brig. As they poised above the quarter-deck, or swept across the stern so closely

that one could see the color of their eyes, they presented opportunities for studies in aeronautics as well

as in ornithology. The lower photograph shows a bird witli wings fully expanded to the light air. but the

))air above, illumined by the early morning sun, are flexing their wings, or "shortening sail." in a man-

ner which tells tlie initiatid that a brisk breeze is blowing
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Tills vuuiis waiidriiiig alliaUo>s is li-aliiiug to \\\ . Among tin- .-liialkT petrels the lliglit aijiiU.\ is

thoroughly coordinated with their general development; they have no "practice," but burst from their

burrowed nests when the proper time arrives, and fly away as though they had always flown. But the

heavy albatross fledgling must learn its art. Standing on a hillside, it spreads its great, weak wings,

which even at this early age have an expanse of ten feet; then it leaps into the air. and. poising for a

few seconds on the wind, glides downhill, perhaps to tumble head over heels when it alights

A male sooty alljatross ( Plicvbitria /itdptbrata a nt a irt tea ) guarding its downy nestling. This dark-

colored albatross is the finest flyer of all, reaching the very pinnacle of perfection in aerial grace. Unlike

the other albatrosses, it nests only on the perilous ledges of mountain headlands that rise abruptly from

the sea, and while one parent broods over the chick, the other may often be seen sailing with inspiring,

effortless motion, back and forth in front of the cliff, always passing close to the nest and gazing with a

wliite-ringed eye at its quiet mate. Bay of Isles, January 30, 1913



The American Ornithologists' Union

]W T. S. I'A L M K \{

Sccr.'tin-v of the A. O. U.

Tiili{TY-ri\E years a-o, on

September 2(5, 1883, a little

ijroiiji of seientifie men iiid in

the liltrarv of the Ameriean ^Iiise\iin of

Xatural History to effect a peniiaiieiit

or<!:anization for the advaiieeiiieiil of

ornithology. They were all (lee[)ly in-

terested in tiic study of birds and be-

lieved that greater ])rogress could he

made by cooperation than by individual

effort. It was essentially a group of

young uien. for of the twenty-one pres-

ent, seven had not reached thirty and

onlv three had passed the age of fifty.

This little company together with Dr.

J. A. Allen, of the American i\ruseum,

and Professor Spencer F. Baird, secre-

tary of the Smithsonian Institution,

constituted the twenty-three Founders

of the American Ornithologists' Union.

They builded better than they knew,

for Avhen they adjourned three days

later they had laid the foundation of

work which has since profoundly af-

fected the development of ornithology

in America. They had also outlined

woi'k which has since resulted in the

establishment of an important bureau

of the government service, the endow-

ment of a unique association for the

study and protection of birds, and has

extended its influence even into the

fields of legislation and international

dijilonuicy.

In Xovember of this year, 1018. the

rnioii. now the largest association of

its kind in the world, with ncai'ly a

thousand members, will return for tlic

twelfth time to revisit its "Ahim Mu-

ter," to review the work of the year,

and to outline plans for the immediate

future. It is not ""ranted to uianv men

to li\c to see the dcxclopinent of their

earlv plans, but more than ball' of the

I'^dunders df the Auu^rican Ornitholo-

gists" I Dion ai'e still living and most

of these ai-e members of its council.

The chief objects of the Union ac-

cording to the articles of incor})oration,

foi- the Union was didy incorporated as

a uatioiud organization in 1888, are

""tlic advancement of its members in

oniilliological scieiu-e and the publica-

tion of a joiii'nal of ornithology and

other works relating to that science.''

The first object is attained through per-

sonal intercourse, meetings, correspond-

ence, and the promotion of projects

of common interest, and the second

through publications Mhith have now

become widely known.

Mp:mbersiiip ii^ the American
Ornithologists' Unions

Memliersbi]) in the Union is o])en to

any reputable person who has an inter-

est in birds or bird study. The quali-

fications of the different classes of mem-
bers are so graded that any one, whether

a professional ornithologist, or a bird

lover familiar with only a few common
species, can find congenial spirits who
have interests in common. To meet the

needs of the various groups between

these extremes, the By-Laws provide

seven classes of membership, but virtu-

allv these groups are reduced to four:

( 1 ) Fellows, limited to 50 in nundiei-

and eligible to ofTice ; (2) Mendjers,

limited to 100, who share with Fellows

the right to participate in the business

of the Union: (3) Associates, unlimited

in UTimliei-: and (4) Foreign Members,

di\ idcd into two groups of (a) Honorarv

' The next meeting will be held at tlie American Museum of Natxiral History, New York. .November

11-14, 1918. Information concerning the Union may be had on application to the Secretary, 1939
Biltmore Street, N. W., Washington. I). C.
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©r,nit^aIogUls' l(mnn. 1883.

Hon. Charles Aldrich.

Qeorqe N. Lawrence,
COUNCILOR.

William Brewster,
COUNCILOR.

EUQENE P. BiCKNELL.

Dr. J. M. Wheaton. Dr. a. K. Fisher.

Prof. Elliott Coues, Charles F. Batchelder.
VIOE-PRESIOEMT.

Dr. D. W. Prentiss. H.B.Bailey.

THE HISTORICAL
GROUP
OF

THIRTY-FIVE
YEARS
AGO

The group includes the

tvvcntytliree Founders and
Messrs. H. W. Henshaw
and G. N. Lawrence ^^^lO

were members of the first

CounciL The call for ths

original meeting was
signed by J. A. Allen,

Elliott Coues. and Wil-

liam Brewster. Thirteen
of these members are still

living, and nine, includ-

ing Ur. Allen who served
for seven years, have
filled the office of presi-

dent. Five. including
Civptain Charles E. Ben-
dire, Dr. Elliott Coues,
Dr. E. A. Mearns, Ur.

D. W. Prentiss, and
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt.

served in the Army; of

these. Dr. Shufeldt, now
a major in the Medical
Corps, is the onl> sur-

vivor. Among the other
more prominent members
were Professor Baird,
secretary of the Smith-
sonian ' Institution and
•Xestor of American Or-
nithologists"; Mr. George
X. Lawrence who assisted

in the preparation of

several early government
reports on birds; and the
following ex-presidents:
Charles F. Batchelder.
for manv vears associate
editor of Thf Auk; C. B.
Cory, who has published
extensively on the birds
of the West Indies; Dr.
D. G. Elliot, author of

numerous illustrated mon-
ographs on birds ; Dr.
A. K. Fisher, who has
given special attention to
hawks and owls; Dr. C.
Hart Merriam. founder
of the Biological Survey
in the L'nited States De-
liartment of Agriculture;
and Robert Ridgway.
curator of birds in the
United States National
Museum. whose groat
work on the Birds of
Siirth and Middh Amer-
ica is now in course of
publication. When these
I)hotographs were taken,
com))aratively few of the
members had accom-
plished the work which
lias since made them well

known
475
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Fellows, limited to 25, and elected on

account of their eminence as ornitholo-

gists; and (b) Corresponding Fellows,

limited to 100. Fellows and Members

are residents of the United States and

Canada; Associ-

ates, of any part

of America ; and

Honorary or

Corresponding
Fellows, of any

country. The
other two groups

comprise Fellows

who, no longer

active, have been

transferred to

the class of Ee-

tired Fellows,

and Patrons, in-

cluding persons

who, desirous of

furthering the

aims of the
Union, contrib-

ute the sum of

$1000 for such

purpose. This

group as its

name indicates is

intended to dis-

tinguish those

members who by

their breadth of

view and inter-

est in the sub-

ject make pos-

sible the ad-

vancement of ornithology either in the

fields of research or in applied science.

^

Spencer FuUerton Baird,- after a crayon jiortrait

by Henry Ulke, in 1883, the year of the organiza-

tion of the A. O. U. Baird was a man of won-

derful ability. He was a friend of Audubon, and

his collection of birds afterward formed the

nucleus of the National Museum coUection. He
acted as secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion from 1878 to 1887 and was the organizer of

the United States National Museum and of the

United States Commission of Fish and Fisheries.

He was the author of Birds of North America,

Review of American Birds, and (witli Brewer and

Ridgway) of five volumes on tlu- land and water

birds of North America

The list of members includes many
of the most eminent ornithologists in

this country and abroad, while among
the names of members now deceased

may be found those of many well-

k n o w n m e n

whose works live

after the m.

Among the lat-

ter are George

N". Lawrence and

Spencer F.

Baird, the lead-

i ng American or-

nithologists of

their day, whose

best work was

(lone about the

middle of the

nineteenth cen-

tury ; and Coues,

Bendire, Merrill,

and Mearns
whose names re-

call the valuable

contributions to

ornithology made
by oflficers of the

Army. Among
the Honorary

Fellows may be

found the names

of Huxley, Scla-

ter, Sharpe, and

Wallace, known
the world over

wherever the

studv of birds

has received attention.

The business of the Union is con-

ducted by the president, two vice-presi-

dents, a secretary, treasurer, and a

council of seven members. Oflficers and

ex-presidents are ex officio members of

the council, and the editor of the jour-

-This portrait of Professor Baird, made in 1883, is apparently an unpublished one and historically

correct for the date. At this time he was sixty, and evidently showed his age, for this was only two years
before his health broke down and only four years before his deatli. Compare with the picture in the
large group (page 474) which is the standard and undoubtedly the best picture of Baird and is from
a photograph taken about 1875 by Mr. T. W. Smillie, photographer of the U. S. National Museum.
Baird, then fifty-two years old, was in the height of his vigor, planning for the exhibit in the Centennial
E.xposition, which was made the stepping stone to the foundation of the National Museum, the ambition
of his life. An interesting point is that the Smillie photograph faces to the left while the Ulke pictures

(of which the writer has seen two) face to tlie riglit.

^ No initiation fee is required and the annual
dues are $5 for Fellows, $4 for Members, and $3
for Associates. Life membership securing exemp-
tion from further assessment may be obtained upon
payment of $100 by a Fellow, $75 by a Member,
or $50 by an Associate. Patrons and Retired,
Honorary, or Corresponding Fellows are exemjJt
from dues and all classes of members except Corre-
sponding Fellows receive the journal free.
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is clix'ted hv tlic councilII

all the otlic'tT

some of tliciii

I tunes,

president.

miinher (

tile lil'.-t

vears and tilled

the position of

editor for twenty-

eight years. Mr.

Jolin H. Sajie,

the |)i'c>cnl |)i-esi-

deiit. \va> eli'cied

in l!tlT. after

havinii- servi'd as

secretary for

t wen ty - eight

years. Two of

the treasurers.

Mr. William
Dutcher and Dr.

J o n a t h a n

Dwight, have
served sixteen

and (ifteen years

re spec t i vely.

Thus the general

policy 'of the

Union has heen

maintained on a

singularly uni-

form and con-

servative hasis.

W (» M !•: X A s

w o u k e r s in
Orxitiiology

.\ltliongli

elected anmuilK

hren I'ci'lccteil a

Dr. -I. .\. .Mien,

served for seven

Dr. .loel Asai>li At

^Membership in

the Union is open

to women on the .same terms as nuMi. Sex

has been no bar to election, ami iiiei'i-

torious work In' women has always re-

ceived prompt recognition. More than

140 women are now on the rolls, four

of whom have been elected ^lembers.

and one a Corresponding Fellow. They

take part in the annual meetings and

frequently present papers containing

im))ortant original observations, it i>

hardly to be expected that women will

have the same active interest as men in

collecting binls in the field, but several

Ins eightieth birthday, served seven years as the

first president of the American Ornithologists'

Union, and twenty-eight years as editor of its pub-

lications. He is author of nearly one thousand

papers and reviews on ornithology, many bio-

graphical sketches of ornithologists, and a series

of papers on nomenclature, besides many publica-

tions on mammals and other subjects. This photo-

graph was taken in 1885 when he became cura-

tor of ornithologj' and mammalogj' in the American

Museum of Natural History, with which institu-

tion the A. O. U. has always been very closely

associated

(d" the nienilxM's do not hesitate to ven-

ture into the wilds in (|uest of speci-

niciis and data when o|iporluinlv oll'ers.

Di-. I'jnilia Snethlage, a ( 'orrt'sponding

I'^ellow who is director (d' the Para Mu-
seum in Brazil,

has made several

expeditions into

the tropical for-

ests of the Ama-
zon region, and

published the sci-

entific results of

her trips. Miss

Annie ^f. Alex-

andei', founder of

the Museum of

Vertebrate Zool-

ogy at Berkeley,

California, has

organized and

personally con-

ducted several

expeditions to

Alaska and to

remote sections

of (Vdifornia.

^Irs. Florence

^Merriain Bailey

has accom])anie(l

her husl)and on

many field trips

in the West and

has tluis col-

lected material

foj- her well-

known Iliindhook

of Ihe Bivfh of

ilie Wcslcni I'lilfril Shilcs. her recent

papers on the birds of the Glacier Xa-

tional Park, and other publications on

the hii'ds of the West. Mrs. Bailey was

the first woman elected to the Union
and for two years was the only femi-

nine member.

Tn several lines of work women are

especially fitted not only to inak'e suh-

.-tantial contributions to knowledge but

to adxance the cause of ornithology. In

making oliservations on habits and nii-

gi'ation. in ])reseiiting the subject in

who has just celebrated
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popular form, in teaching, and in arous-

ing an interest in birds among the

younger generation, they have already

accomplished invaluable work. The ob-

servations of Miss A. K. Sherman and

Mrs. Irene G. Wheelock, the works of

Mrs. Olive Thorne Miller and Mrs.

Mabel Osgood Wright need only be

mentioned as illustrations, while the

interest which Mrs. Russell Sage has

shown in the cause of popular educa-

tion and bird protection has made pos-

sible results accomplished by few other

persons either in this country or abroad.

Meetings and Field Journeys of

THE American Ornithologists'

Union

Eegular meetings are held annually,

usually in November, and continue

John Hall Sage, president of the American

Ornithologists' Union, today.— Prior to becom-

ing president of the Ornithologists' Union he

served as secretary of the organization for twenty-

eight years. He is a Fellow of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science and

a member of the New York Academy of Sciences

and of the Biological Society of Washington. In

collaboration with Dr. L. B. Bishop he published

The Birds of Connecticut, in 1913. (Half tone

from a photograph taken in 1918)

four or five days. The first day is de-

voted to the transaction of business and

the next three days to public sessions

for the presentation of scientific papers.

An informal dinner is usually arranged

for one of the evenings, and the fifth

day is devoted to an excursion or a visit

to some zoological garden, museum, or

other point of ornithological interest.

The excursions have included, besides

zoological gardens, several points of his-

toric or scientific interest such as Au-

dubon's home, Bartram's garden, "and

the Xew Jersey pine barrens near Phila-

delphia; the I^ew York Aquarium and

the Brooklyn Museum; trips to Con-

cord, the Thayer Museum at Lancas-

ter, and the Ipswich sand dunes from

Cambridge ; and the headquarters of

the Biologists' Field Club at Plummer
Island in the Potomac near Washing-

ton. As a matter of convenience, meet-

ings are usually held in the four cities

which have large public museums and

near which most of the members are

located, namely, Cambridge, New York,

Philadelphia, and Washington. Local

scientific societies such as the Xuttall

Ornithological Club of Cambridge, the

Linna'an Society of New York, the Del-

aware Valley Ornithological Club, and

the Biological Society of Washington

usually take part in entertaining the

members.

On two • occasions, in May, 1903,

and May, 1915, the Union crossed

the continent to meet in San Francisco

with the Cooper Ornithological Club.

On the former occasion a week was

spent en route and stops were made at

Santa Fe, New Mexico; in the Painted

Desert, and at the Grand Caiion in Ari-

zona ; and in the Mohave Desert, and

at Los Angeles in southern California.

Side trips were also made to Monterey,

the Farallon Islands, Los Banos, and

the Yosemite Valley, thus affording

most favorable opportunities for com-

paring the fauna and flora of several

widely different regions. On the latter

occasion stops were made at the Grand
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CaniHi and l>i>> Aiip'lcs. a week was

>|H'iit at till' ranaiiia-racilic iv\|)0!>i-

lidii. ami side \y\\i< to the redwoods and

the Yosoinilo ^'alUv wi're an-angi'd for

tliosc wlio could lake them. A ])enna-

iicnt and instruct ivr exhibit »d' one of

these lri|i> uiav he seen in tlie Aniei'it-aii

]\luseuni in two of the hahitat bird

groups— "Brandt's Cormorant at IMon-

torev" and "Snninicr Bird Tiife of the

San .Toa(iuin \'alU'v""— the material for

w hicli was coUeited in l!Hi;5.

Sc'ii:\i'ii'ic \V()i;k oi' Till-: A. O. T^.

The decade ininie(liate]y jireceding

the organization of the T'nion was a

])eriod of great activity in the study of

Xorth American hirds. ]\rany 1)Ooks

and itapers had been jtublislied, hut the

classitication and nomenclature which

they followed were not always uniform

and it was not uncommon for a bird to

a|)[)ear under several scientific names.

In fact two check lists of birds, ditfer-

ing widely in classification and names

of some of the species, were in common
use. To remedy this confusing condi-

tion a committee on classification and

nomenchiture was appointed at the first

meeting and at once began a thorougli

review of the whole subject. IJules of

nomenclature known as the A. 0. U.

Code were adopted and later were ac-

cepted by virtually all i\merican orni-

thologists and many workers in othei'

branches of zoology. They have since

lieen incorporated in large part in the

International Code of Nomenclature.

A new check list was prepared in which

well-markeil species were indicated as

u>ual by binomial scientific names.

whih' birds wliicli are slightly marked
and grade into geographic forms or

subspecies were designated by trino-

mials. Thus the name of the common
red-headed woodpecker is Melanerpes

rri/tJiroceplialus, but that of the Cali-

fornia woodpecker which grades into

several forms is Melanerpes forini-

civorus hairdi. Instead of beginning

with the highest birds and running

down the M-ale, the Dew list followed

the inoi'e logical |»lan of beginning with

the lowest or most generalize(l and

working gradually \\y to the higlu'st or

]nost specialized forms, 'i'he year 1758

was ri'cognize(l as the beginning of bi-

nonual nomenclature and the eaidiest

available ^cieiitilie name after this date

was a(lo|)te(l foi' each bird. The report

of the committee, published after three

years of laborious investigation, formed

a vdlunie of nearly four hundred pages

and was at once accepted as the stand-

ai'd ;iuthoi'ity on the names of North

American l)i rds. In this respect the

committee succeeded beyond ex])ecta-

tion in its dillicult task. As new birds

were discovered or changes in names

were made necessary by progress in

knowledge, supplements were issued

William Dutclicr, president of tlie Xational

Association of Audubon Societies, was treasurer

of the Ornitliologists' Union from 1887 to 1903.

His name stands for bird conservation, that most

popular branch of applied ornithology, and it is

largely due to his enthusiastic efforts that such

rapid strides were made in bird protection be-

tween the years 1896 and 1905, resulting finally

in the establishment of the Xational Association

of Audubon Societies and its incorporation in

the latter year. (From a photograph of 1910)
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from time to time and later incorpor-

ated in new editions of the check list of

which the second was puhlished in 1895

and the third in 1910.

Three other committees, also ap-

pointed at the first meeting, those

on migration, geographic distribution

of birds, and on the status of the Eng-

lish sparrow, began the collection of

data on such a comprehensive scale that

the work soon outgrew the resources of

the Union to handle it. In 1885 Con-

gress was indviced to provide a special

appropriation for carrying it on in con-

nection with the investigations of the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture, and thus was founded the Divi-

sion of Ornithology which later de-

veloped into the present Bureau of

Biological Survey. The first bulletin

issued by the Division was a Report on

Bird Migration in the Mississippi Val-

ley, the forerunner of many other pub-

lications on migration and geographic

distribution ; and the second was a

comprehensive bulletin on The English

Sparrow in America, the initial number
of a long series of reports on the food

and the economic relations of birds.

Some Pubj^icatioxs of the A. 0. U.

As a publisher the American Orni-

thologists' Union occupies a field pecu-

liarly its own and concentrates its ener-

gies on the two main objects of keeping

its members informed concerning (1)

current literature on birds and all that

relates to their food, migration, and life

histories; and (2) the latest facts con-

cerning the nomenclature and distribu-

tion of the species found in ISTorth

America. To attain these objects it

issues a quarterly journal and occa-

sional check lists. It has never under-

taken the publication of memoirs,

monographs, or similar extended papers

usually issued by academies of science

and other scientific institutions, or

manuals, handbooks, or works contain-

ing popular descriptions of birds which

are brought out frequently 1)y private

publishers. Its journal, known as IVie

Auk, in accordance with the custom of

naming ornithological journals after

some characteristic bird, serves as a

medium of publication for papers or

short notes on any phase of ornithology.

A bound set of this journal, now in its

thirty-fifth volume, fills a five-foot shelf

and contains an epitome of the princi-

pal ornithological work in America

since 1883. The Auh is practically a

continuation or second series of the

Bulletin of the Nuttall Ornithological

Chib which was published from 1876 to

1883. It is especially rich in short

notes, faunal papers or local lists of

birds of special regions, and reviews of

publications on birds which have ap-

peared elsewhere. A general index has

been published containing references to

all the articles in the Bulletin and in

The Aul: from 1883 to 1900, while a

decennial index covers the volumes

from 1901 to 1910. Thus by means of

these two indexes and the annual in-

dexes the great mass of records and

notes contained in about eighteen thou-

sand printed pages are rendered acces-

sible to the general reader.

The other publication, an authorita-

tive list of the genera, species, and sub-

species of birds found in Xorth Amer-
ica north of Mexico, with a statement

of the geographic distribution of each

form, is known as the A. 0. U. Check-

List. An abridged check list, contain-

ing only the names, was published in

1889, and a pocket edition for field use

in 1911. These publications, technical

as they may seem at first sight, contain

much of interest and are highly valu-

able as works of reference. Even the

CJteck-List contains many facts which

only require elal^oration to make them
interesting. Any one who will glance

over the charming chapter on "Reading

a Check-List"' in Bradford Torrey's

Field-Days in California will be in-

clined to agree with the author that

"for the right man there's a world of

ffood reading- in a check-list."
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The Ixfluexce
of the a. o. u.

ox Biiii) l*i;o-

Ti'crioN

_N'ui less im-

portant than the

scioiitilic and eco-

nomic work wliich

was taken over bv

the Department of

A^irienlture is that

relating to tlie

]iroteetion of birds.

A I the Secoml

('oni>-re.ss in 1881.

a committee on

bird protection was

appointed and at

once entered upon

an active cam-

paign. Wholesale

bird slanghter was

then at its height

due to the enor-

mous demand for plumage by the mil-

linery trade and the traffic in birds'

eggs and skins which was fostered by

dealei's and taxidermists. A compre-

hensive law for the protection of birds,

now known as the "Model Law," was

prepared by the committee and was

adopted by N'ew York in 1886, and later

in modified form by nearly three

fourths of the states. This law differed

from similar statutes then in force by

dividing all birds into three groups,

protecting at all seasons nf)ngame birds,

for example, thrushes; allowing a sea-

son for hunting game birds, such as the

(piail : ami withdrawing protection from
such iiijiii-ious species as the English

sparrow. Ample provision was made
for scientific work under a s^'stem of

permits. .Simultaneously M-ith the new
law, the first Audubon movcmont was

launched in 1886, but aftm- a lew ycai's

began to languish. Ten years later it

was again started on a different and

more permanent basis and soon devel-

oped to large proportions.

Mrs. Florence Merriam Bailey was the first

and for two years the only woman member of the

American Ornithologists' Union, which now num-
bers 140 women on its rolls. Among her publi-

cations on ornithology are : Birds Through an
Opera Glass, Handbook of the Birds of the

Wester7i United .Stati-s, and many pajiors on

western bird life

111 the decade

Irom 18!)6 to l\U)n

rapid progress in

hird ])rotcctioii

\\a> made uiidci'

the enthusiastic

Icadcrslii]) of Mr.

William Diitchci'.

In 18!Mi commer-
cial destruction of

sea turds' eggs on

tlie Farallon Isl-

amls in California

was stopped. In

1 !)()() the first

practical work of

guarding breeding

colonies of sea

birds along the

Atlantic Coast was

made possible by

means of the

Thayer Fund, the

first steps were

taken in the or-

ganization of the National Commit-
tee of x4.udubon Societies, and the first

Federal game law, the Lacey Act, was

passed by Congress. The year 1903 was

marked by the establishment of the first

Federal bird refuge on Pelican Island,

Florida, and an agreement with the

millinery trade to check the traffic in

plumage of native birds. In 1905 the

Xational Association of Audubon So-

cieties was incorporated, and the narra-

tion of subsequent events belongs more
properly to the history of that organiza-

tion.

Reference, however, may be made
to several matters in order to complete

this sketcli of American bird protection.

In 1906 the National Association of

Audulion Societies received an endow-

ment ami this fund, gradually increas-

ing. pro\i(les a pennanont and assured

income I'ny cai-i-yiiig on its work of

pi'actical hi I'd >tudy and protection. It

may he noted incidentally that the of-

ficers of the National Association are

all iiieiiihers of tlie T^iiion. In ][)]?>
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Congress enacted the Federal Migratory

Bird Law, and it is interesting to recall

that the members of the committee

which prepared the regulations for car-

rying it into effect were Fellows of the

American Ornithologists' Union. Fi-

nally in 1916 a treaty for the protection

of migratory birds in the United States

and Canada was concluded by the

United States and Great Britain, fol-

lowed in 1918 by an act of Congress and

the regulations necessary for carrying it

into effect. In these negotiations mem-
bers of the Union again took an impor-

tant part. Thns in thirty-four years

the work of applied ornithology orig-

inated by the committee on bird pro-

tection has developed in one direction

into that of the National Association of

Audubon Societies, a permanently en-

dowed corporation, and in the other has

found expression in the form of state

and Federal laws and also in an inter-

national treaty covering migratory

birds from the Gulf of Mexico to the

Polar Sea.

The American Orxitiiologists'

UXIOX AXD THE WOKLD WaR

Like other national organizations the

American Ornithologists' Union is tak-

ing its part in carrying on the great

World "War. It has invested in Liberty

Bonds, it has members in several

branches of the military and naval ser-

vice, and its members at home are as-

sisting in war work with the Eed Cross

and in various other ways. Those mem-
bers who have joined the colors are

exempt from dues during the war. and

to provide for these uues a fund is being

raised by special contributions. After

the war, this fund will become part of

the permanent endowment fund and

the income will be available for puljli-

cations.

Xearly 10 per cent of the member-
ship, exclusive of the Foreign Members,

is already in military service, and the

proportion is likely to be greatly in-

creased in the near future. The men

are in all ranks from private to colonel

in the Army and from seaman to lieu-

tenant in the Navy. Many are now in

France, some in the American Expedi-

tionary Forces, and some in the Cana-

dian Expeditionary Forces, while others

are in training camps and cantonments

in this country, eagerly awaiting an

opportunity to go to the western front.

]\Iost of them are in the infantry, artil-

lery, or medical corps but others have

been detailed to special duty for which

they are peculiarly fitted by previous

training. Destroying rats in the

trenches and in quartermasters' stores,

examining recruits for hookworm, car-

ing for birds in the pigeon service, act-

ing as gun pointer in a naval crew on a

merchant vessel, sighting rifles in an

arms factory, and assisting in camou-

fage experiments are only a few of the

actual duties performed by ornitholo-

gists in connection with the war. Let-

ters from some of the men indicate

that their interest in birds remains

unabated, notwithstanding the serious

work in which they are engaged, and re-

quests have been received even from the

trenches for pocket handbooks in Eng-

lish containing descriptions of birds

likely to be met with in France. But

whether at home or over there, whether

detailed to the aviation corps, on the

seas, or in the trenches, A. 0. U. men
are finding their field experience and

their habits of observation acquired in

pursuit of science of the highest service

in the grim work of war.

What of the Future ?

While reviewing its past record with

pardonable pride, the LTnion may well

feel confident that the future offers op-

portunities for even greater accomplish-

ments. With an adequate endowment,

an enlarged field of publication, and a

membership of several thousand, in-

cluding workers in every branch of

technical and applied ornithology, the

American Ornithologists' Union will be

in a position to advance the study of
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ornithologT on a hroadt'i- scale than lias

hitherto been possibh'.

On every side teclniical. thcdi'dical.

and practical problems await solution.

The problem of the siibsjiecies only be-

gins with tlic naiiiiiii:' of an (ibscui-cly

marked foi-m. and the moi'c dilliciilt

questions n\' \\\v hird's disti'ihuti(Hi. life

history, and relation to other forms still

remain to be worked out. In spite of

the progress made in recent years eei--

tain mysteries of bird migration still

confront ns. Where is the winter home
of the chimney swift or the breeding

ground of the blue goose? These fa-

miliar (|uesti(uis cannot I'emain unan-

swered much longer. As for other ques-

tions of migration, bird banding prom-

ises to throw much light on the routes

traversed by migrants, and aviation on

the height and speed at which birds

travel. How shall we learn more of the

extinct Mrds n\' America now known
only hy a few rragiiieiitai'v bones, and

how shall We |n'e\cii1 I'l'diii lii'conung

extinct othei' \alual)le s])ecies now
threatened wit h extermination ? These

and olhei' proMems ranging from the

jturely theoretical to the severely prac-

tical await solution l)y competent inves-

tigators.

I*]ven amid the distractions of war,

])lans are being made for broadening

the scope of the American Ornitholo-

gists' Union so as to make the organiza-

tion international in fact and enable it

to assume its share of the larger under-

takings in the world's work. To each

and all who are interested in birds the

Union extends a cordial invitation to

join in the advancement of ornithology

and the advancement of members in

ornithological science.

Figure from ;i rcitnt luimlitT of JItr Auk. oUiiial orKim of tlu' Aiiicrican Ornithologists' Union, illus-

trating the study of life histories of birds in the field. This nest of the bay-breasted varbler {Dcndroica

castanea) was photographed by Messrs. P. B. Philipp and B. S. Bowdish in June in northern Xew
Brunswick. Collectors of the American Museum of Natural History have found this warbler in the

mountains of Colombia between the middle of December and March 10. The route by which the bird

reaches the tropics and return.s again the next spring is one of the problems of migration as yet un-

solved. Since the bay-breast occurs neither in Me.xico nor Florida, it is sujtposed to fiy across the broad
expanse of the Gulf of Mexico in the course of its long journeys from its breeding grounds to its winter

home and back again



RIO NEGRO CANON IN THE EASTERN ANDES
Ea-sferu rhlf/e, near Moniercdondo, altitude 4500 fi. {Jmiction nf Oyiintciin Trofiiciil

and East Andean Subtropical Fantiaii)

The Chapman expedition stopped at Monteredondo and Quetame (five miles west) while following

the ninety-mile trail from Bogota to Villavicencio and the llanos of eastern Colombia. There was

scarcity of forest growth, therefore few tree-loving birds. Mingled with the Subtropical birds were

representatives of the Temperate Zone above and of the Tropical Zone below. This very evident

mingling of zonal species was not often found ; zones were usually sharply marked off.

It is chiefly from the Bogota region that millions of skins of small birds, collected by natives with

blowguns, have been sent to Paris and London for millinery purposes. The trade began about 1840

and was at its height in 1885. Many of these specimens reached scientific institutions but all were

without scientific data of any kind. In the latitude of Bogota the Eastern Andes have a width of about

100 miles. There is very great need for further exploration work in this eastern mountain range
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" The Distribution of Bird-Life in Colombia
"

A Review*

By A J{ T 11 r K* A. A L 1. K N

Assistant Professor of Oniitliology, Cornell University

OF tlic niiK'li-'L'ii ur twciitv lliou-

saud species and subspecies oi'

birds known (o iiiliahii ibe

world, from four to live lliousand, or

about one fourth, ai-c found in South

America. Soutli .Vnici'ica. therel'ore, is

the richest part of tlic :Li'lol>t' in variety

id" bird life. 'Hie vast stretches of forest

and Hanos. the hiuli mountains, tlie iso-

hiti'd ri<lp's. the ,i:rcat altiliulcs and ex-

tensive latitudes, with their resulting-

diverse climatic conditions, all combine

to create the inniiniei'ahle isolated en-

vironments that ai'e necessary for tbe

development of a lii-eat variety of

species.

In South .Vmerica there are found

not only a larger numl)er of -species but

also a far larger number of families

than in other regions of the world,

showing either that the birds have

diverged more widely from their ances-

tral types or that more of the connect-

ing links have been preserved. The lat-

ter is more likely to be the case because

most of the families are still those

which are considered low in the scale of

evolution. Some of these families have

many representatives in Africa ; others

seem related to Australian forms, and

still others, like the humming birds,

tanagers, orioles, and warblers, un-

doubtedly represent the stock from

which many of our Xorth American

liirds were deriv(>d. Indeed, the origin

of Xorth American birds and the p(>r-

plexing problems of their distribution

and migration are so closely linked

witli the origin and distribution of

South American birds that it seems

necessary to nnderstand the ])roblems

of South American bird life before we
can ofo verv far with our own. When

we laiow whei'e the ancestors of our

birds li\fd and where they probably

came from, we can deal more intelli-

gently with the mysteries that still en-

shroud the li\('s anil iiio\einents of our

own birds.

It was with this ultinuite aim that,

in December, 1910, the American Mu-
seum of iVatural History inaugurated

its extensive zoological survey of South

.\nierica. As the first great step in its

accomplishment, Dr. Chapman has now
j)iiblished the result of seven years'

study, "The Distribution of Bird-Life

in Colombia."

When the work was conceived, it was

thought that most of the exploration

had already been accomplished and

that the list of South American birds

was reasonably complete. The first

contribution was to be in the nature of

a survey of the distribution of the birds

already described. As material came

in from the various collectors, however,

and also through expeditions which Dr.

Chapman himself led into Colombia, it

was discovered that there was still a

good deal of j^reliminary work to be

done. In fact, before the paper on the

distribution of bird life could be pre-

pared. Dr. Chapman found it necessary

to describe from Colombia alone, 22

species and 115 subspecies of birds new
to science.

1

But it was not only in the descrip-

tions of new species that inoneer work

had to be done. Some of the expedi-

tions extended their explorations into

little-known parts of Coloml)ia that

had never been accurately mapped.

' BiiUetin Amr'rwan Museum Natural Historii,

XXXI. 1912, pp. 139-166; XXXIII. 1914, pp.
167-192. pp. 606-637; XXXIV, 1915, pp. 363-
388, pp. 63.5-662.

* BuUitin of the Amiririni M„s,„w <,f Siilinnl Uixlorii: Vol. XXXVI, 1017, The Distriljutioii of Bird-

Life in ColomVjia; A Contribution to a Biological Survey of South America, by Frank M. Chniiman.

4 S.J
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Always detailed accounts of the coun-

try traversed were preserved, altitudes

taken, and the nature of the water

courses and forests recorded— informa-

tion of utmost importance for Dr.

Chapman's study of the distrihution of

bird life and of almost equal impor-

tance to a knowledge of the commercial

or economic development of the coun-

try. The descriptions of transporta-

tion facilities, roads, and trails found

in Dr. Chapman's volume are valual)le

not only to the zoologist but to travel-

ers or explorers, particularly at this

time when Colombia seems to be on the

verge of an economic awakening.

The large number of photographic

illustrations of the country add greatly

to the value and interest of the written

descriptions. The maps of the life

zones, which are likewise crop zones,

and the map of the distribution of the

forests will be welcomed equally ])y

zoological, botanical, and commercial

investigators. What is important to the

zoologist in planning an expedition to

collect as many forms of life as possible

is equally important to the promoter of

a railroad or to anyone seeking the de-

velopment of the agricultural resources

of the country. The climatic factors

which control the distribution of ani-

mal life likewise influence the growth

of crops and the development of forests

or grazinsf country, and upon these de-

pend the building of railroads and the

growth of cities. The life zones of Co-

lombia found in Dr. Chapman's re])ort

are based upon the distribution of bird

life. Each zone, however, has its char-

acteristic plants and trees and its char-

acteristic cultivated crops. A glance at

the map will show equally "svell where

one can expect to find black merulas or

where one can grow wheat. Where red-

rumped tanagers occur, there coffee

grows well.

The topography of Colombia and tiie

resulting life zones are as varied and

interesting as can be found anywhere

in the world. This region, Ivinar. as it

does, just north of the equator, between

the first and twelfth parallels of lati-

tude, might be expected to possess a

uniformity of life and climatic condi-

tions, but because of the mountains

there is a greater diversity than occurs

between Florida and Greenland. Palms
and glaciers, dripping forests and sandy

deserts, tropical heat and blinding

snowstorms greet the traveler in rapid

succession.

The great chain of the Andes 1)reaks

up into three ranges in southern Co-

lombia, being separated by the Cauca
and Magdalena valleys. The highest

peak is Nevada del Tolima of the cen-

tral range, 18,500 feet, a symmetrical

cone of gleaming snow, extending GOOO

feet above the forest-covered ridges

al)0ut it. The eastern range continues

northward nearly to the Caribbean Sea

l)ut is separated by the valley of the

Cesar from the isolated ridge of the

Santa Marta Mountains. The central

range extends not quite so far, being

interrupted by the Cauca Eiver as it

swings eastward to join the Magdalena.

The western range was, at one time.

Dr. Chapman points out, continuous

with the mountains of Central Amer-
ica, but a great subsidence has taken

place in northwestern Colombia and in

Panama rather recently geologically,

leaving the high peaks of western Pan-

ama and Costa Pica with no direct

faunal connection with the Colombian

mountains but with ever}^ evidence of

once having been continuous with them.

Between the western and central

rangfcs extends the Cauca Valley, a flat

plain about thirty miles wide. Through
it winds the Cauca River, a fair-sized

stream, navigable to river steamers in

its lower and upper courses but inter-

rupted in the middle by a series of

rapids. The upper valley is apparently

the bed of an ancient lake which Ijroke

throiiizh its northern barrier, formingf

the cafion of the Cauca and the rapids

in that region. The land is fertile,

therefore, and although at present
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imu'li of it is <;i\('ii <i\('r lo _i,n*aziiii;' in-

stead (if agriculture ( duuhtlcss owiiiij to

transportation (lilllrult ics), suii'ar. cof-

fee, eacao. I'icc. and ti'o|Mcal I'l'uits

grow luxui'iantl V. 'The Mai^dalcna \'al-

Icv. Iiclwccn the ccnli'al and ca>tci'n

ran^U'cs, is somewhat l>i"oader and mucli

more arid except in its lower (norlli-

iM'n) reaches where it is ([uite the re-

\crse. 'idle exteiisixc le\(d re^'imi ea>t

(d' the easlei'ii I'aiiii'e is sinndai' to adja-

cent parts (>r N'enezuida and Ui'azil.

there heini:' Hanos noi'th of the (inavi-

are Kiver. and south of it the yreat

Amazonian forest.

l^r. ('ha]»nnin points ont that all the

life of tropical South America was

probably alike prior to the rise of the

Andes Mountains and as late as the

latter half of the Tertiary period. If,

at that time, there were no mountains

to act as barriers to the moistnre-laden

winds and no differences in altitnde,

the sea of life that flowed through the

continuous forest must have been quite

uniform from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific. Indeed, today, the faunas of the

tropical Pacific area and the great

Amazonian forest are very similar in

spite of the barrier separating them.

But with the rise of the mountains,

there came great differences in climatic

conditions and eventually five distinct

areas could be recognized. West of the

mountains was an area of great con-

densation, the moisture-laden winds

from the sea giving up most of their

vapor and causing vegetation of great

luxuriance to grow. Xorthward. along

the Caribbean Sea, was an area which,

entirely cut off by the mountains from

those breezes, then became arid. East

of the mountains, the northern Ori-

nocan part became arid while the south-

ern part received its moisture-laden

winds from the southeast and remained

extremely humid. The valleys of the

Cauca and ilagdalena Ijecame more or

less cut off from the other regions by

the mountain barriers and formed a

fifth area, part arid and j^art humid.

Altitudinally the change was even

more striking. IJeginiung at sea level

and continuing up to an altitndi' of

fl'om l.'iOO lo (iIMM) feet, the t I'opieal

foi'esis and all their life contituieil to

luxuriate. Fi'oni the upper reaches of

the tropical belt to about !)()()() or D.IOO

feet, coiidiiious (dianged. The temper-

ature decreast'd and the "I'owin"' season

became shorter. Ti'opical forms either

had to adapt tlieins(d\-es to [he shorter,

cooler seasou oi' pei'ish, and so. as thev

were carrie(l upwai'd liv the I'ise of the

]iiountains, many new forms or adap-

tations arose and a new fauna was es-

tahlished wduch Dr. Chapman ha.-

called the Subtropical Zone fauna. As
the mountains rose higher and higher,

a third belt was correspondingly formed

so that today between 9000 'to ^riOO

and 11,()(»0 to 13,000 feet, we have the

Tem])erate Zone. Conditions here are

not unlike those of temperate Xorth

America, or South America in Chile

and Argentina. In fact, so like were

the conditions of southern Chile to

those of the mountains of Colombia,

Ecuador, and Peru above 9500 feet,

that many southern forms of this region

extended their ranges northward to oc-

cupy the territory newly formed. Thus
while the l)irds of the Subtropical Zone,

between 4500 and 9000 feet, are today

most closely related to the tropical

forms below them, the birds of the

Temperate Zone are most closely re-

lated to the seacoast forms of southern

Chile.

At an altitude of from 11,000 to

13,000 feet, tree growth stops. The
season is too short for any tree to thrive

and there is an area of sedges, her1)a-

ceous plants, and curious woollv peren-

nials. This is the region called Paramo
and extends up to snow line at about

15,000 feet. It is a land of fog and

sleet during the l)leak months of its

winter, and even during its short sum-

mer clouds roll up from the forests l)e-

low to obscure the landscape part of the

dav.
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Colombian Life Zones (vertical distribution) and Faunas (horizontal

distribution in the Zones)

Colombia is a country just north of the equator, yet because of its mountains, it has as great diversity in

climate and plant and animal life as can l)e found anywhere on the earth. Palms and glaciers, dripping forests and

sandy deserts, tropical heat and blinding snowstorms, greet the traveler in rapid succession. In the development of

faunas in Colombia, humidity, character of soil, and ease of access have been the active agents.

West Andean Fauna

Tkomcai,

W^M Colombian-Pacific Fauna

I '-\ Cauca-Magdai.ena Fauna 1

I
I Caribbean Fauna

^^B Okinocan Fauna

I I A.mazonian Fauna

Subtropical \

Zone 'j

Temperate
Zone

Paramo Zone

East Andean Fauna

Temterate Fauna

Paramo Fauna

'The dotted area is the arid portion of this fauna.
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WAX PALMS ALONG THE QUINDIO TRAIL

Eastern slope of the Central Andes {East Andean Suhtropical Fauna)

The trail across the Central Andes from the Cauca Valley to the Magdalena Valley over the Quindio

Pass has been traveled for centuries. The country along the trail on the foothills of the western slope

up to 9000 ft. (beginning of Temperate Zone) is more or less under cultivation. Before reaching this

elevation one begins to catch occasional glimpses ahead of the brown paramo and white snowfields of

Santa Isabel and Tolima, the latter the highest Andean peak. The divide is passed at 11.500 feet and

the descent begun over the eastern slope down to the Magdalena. Wax palms appear on this eastern

slope a thousand feet below the divide in the Temperate Zone and are the most abundant tree along

the trail down through the Subtropical Zone.

These stately trees, discovered here by Humboldt and Bonpland in 1801, attain a height of from 180

to 200 feet. They are of especial interest to the ornithologist as the home of the yellow-eared parrot

(Ognorhynchus icterotis) . In places along the trail, every palm was occupied by a pair of parrots
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CHAPMAN EXPECITION IN THE HEART OF THE CENTRAL ANDES

Siihlniiiiciil /(iiic, Kdul AuiUdii F(uiii((.— ( ]"i(ir of the L'io Tochf

Jroiii (diorc El I'ir <!< San .hnui)

This locality was visited by the Cliai)niMii expedition on one of its journeys eastward over the

Quindio Trail from the Cauca Valley to the Magdalena Valley. The Rio Toclie is here a dashing moun-

tain stream, the home of torrent ducks and dippers. The new yellow licaded finch was found along the

trail at this jioiut (see color plate)
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'V\\v line PO])n rat iiiu' tlio (lin'oivnl

zones i^ ill soiiu' places verv sliarj). ])ar-

lielllai'lx' nil the easleni slnpes ol' llie

ranges where hiiiiiidilv eomhiiies with

altitude to make the line helween the

'I'ropieal and Suht ropieal /ones vei'v

(listinet. IWit (d'ten loni;- liniicrs of one

z(Hie. for one i'ea>oii or another, extend

into the one ahoxc or helow so that the

line is vei'v uneven. To deteriiiine tlie

limits of each zone, as given above,

from the nature of its bird life was,

tlierefore, no small task and requiretl

innum<>ral)le data and specimens before

any sort of a ma]) could be charted.

Tlie work of previous ornithological ex-

plorers was larg(>ly unsatisfactory from

the stand]ioint of the present distribu-

tional study, because the insufficient or

inaccurate data as to the locality where

specimens were collected confused

rather than assisted. Dr. Chapman
had before him, therefore, a work of

great magnitude when he began his

field operations in 1910, and he is to l)e

congratulated upon the wealth of ma-
terial which he has 1) rough t together

and interpreted.

Between 1910 and 1915 Dr. Chap-

man organized eight expeditions into

Colombia, as follows, two of which he

himself led :

The first was in the nature of a reconnais-

sance. Dr. Chapman, accompanied by L.

A. Fuertes, W. B. Eichardson and Leo E.

Miller, entered Colomliia at the western port
of Buenaventura and crossed the western
range to Cali, working at San Antonio at

the crest of the western range and then in

the Cauca Valley about Cali and La Manuel-
ita, and on the western slope of the central

range at Miraflores. Leaving Richardson
and ^filler in Cali, Chapman and Fuertes con-

tinued their survey across the central range
over the Quindio Pass to Tbague and Girardot
and then down the Magdalena Kiver.

On the second expedition Richardson and
Miller started for Popavan at the head-
waters of the Cauca River, whence they
worked westward to the top of the western
range at an altitude of 10,340 feet and down
the western slope of the first ridge, through
unexplored country, to Cocal, at an altitude

of 4000 feet. Thence they returned to Cali,

Richardson to return for a time to Nica-
ragua.

'i'liird, the writer joinivl Miller in Cali and
we proceeded over tiie route followed l)y

Chuiiinan and Fuertes in their reconnaissance
down the Cauca and over the (Quindio I'ass,

stopping to collect in each faunal zone. This
is the main route of travel from the Cauca
to the Magdalena Valley, and it might be
su|>posed that the birds along the trail would
be very well known. On the contrary, even
along this nuich traveled trail, several birds
new to science were found. In ten days' col-

lecting at Tjaguneta, near the Quindio Pass,
thii-teen specimens reju'esented two s])ecies

new to science and others represented sub-
s))ecies not j)reviously described. Fuertes'
parrakeet and Miller's antpitta were both
found here. At Rio Toche, just over the
ridge, four days' collecting yielded two
s{)eciniens of the new yellow-headed finch,

and at Salento on the western slo])e, was
found Allen 's antpitta. All four of these
l)irds are cpnte distinct species and yet were
found at no great distance from the trail.

Returning to Salento on the western side
of the central ranij-e, we made a side trip to
the paramo of Santa Isabel, climbing to
snow line at about 15,000 feet and camping
for ten days at the edge of timber. Here
were found a new goldfinch and a new fly-

catcher. Again returning to Salento, we re-

traced our steps to an extensive forest along
the Cauca River at Rio Frio and then pre-
jiared to cross the Western Andes from Car-
tago. This was a rather difficult trip as pack
animals could not be used, the trail being
barely passable for Indian packers. Because
of the scarcity of food, the trip over the
mountains was made as rapidly as possible,
in five days, and some very interesting coun-
try unfortunately was left unexplored. Ar-
riving at .Juntas de Tamana, on the Pacific

side of the range, we collected here and later

at Novita and Noanama, all in the lowlands
of the tropical Pacific fauna. The return
was then made to Cali.

On the fourth expedition Miller and the
writer were joined by J. T. Lloyd. The
party proceeded from Cali up the Cauca Val-
ley to Popayan and then crossed the central
range by way of Almaguer and the pass over
the paramo of the Valle de las Pappas to
San Augustin. Here fever contracted in the
Choco region so weakened the writer that he
was compelled to set out for Bogota with
Lloyd for medical treatment and thence to

return to the United States.

On the fifth expedition Miller proceeded
from San Augustin with a native hunter into
the Caqueta region, after first collecting near
San Augustin where he found the black-
headed finch and a nesting colony of the fa-

mous "cock-of-the-rock." Miller was the first

ornithologist to enter Amazonian Colombia
and he did so by crossing the eastern range
on the new government road by way of
Guadaloupe and Andalucia to Florencia and
Morelia.
The sixth expedition was that of W. B.

Richardson who explored the tropical Pa-
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cific fauna. He entered Colombia at the

southern port of Tumaco and continued up
the Patia River by steamer and canoe as far

as Barbacoas and Vjy trail to Tlicaurte, sev-

enty-five miles farther inland on the western
slope of the western range.

The seventh expedition, led by Dr. Chap-
man, explored the Bogota plateau and crossed

the eastern range, descending to Villavi-

cencio on the llanos. With Dr. Chapman
were L. A. Fuertes, G. K. Cherrie, P. G.

Howes, G. O 'Connell, and T. M. Ring. This

was perhaps the most important exjjedition

of all because it gave first hand information
of the country whence have been shipped the

thousands of bird skins without data, from
which so many species have been described.

The vast amount of skins shipped by deal-

ers from Bogota, labeled only "Bogota,"
may have come from any one of four zones

and three faunal areas. By means of the

fresh specimens collected. Dr. Chapman was
able, however, to locate the probable type
localities of many species and to escape
many pitfalls into which other ornithologists

have fallen because of the faded condition

of most "Bogota skins." One would not sup-

pose that any species would escape the na-

tive hunters after so many years of intensive

collecting and yet within six miles of the

city in the Suba marshes Dr. Chapman him-
self discovered a new least bittern and a new
yellow-headed blackbird and described a new
marsh wren and a new flycatcher from speci-

mens taken by Brother Apolinar, director of

the museum of the Instituto de la Salle at

Bogota.
The eighth and concluding expedition,

composed of Leo Miller and Howarth Boyle,

explored the northern end of the central

range in the Antioquia region. They crossed

the lower Cauea at Puerto Yaldivia and
worked in the headwaters of the Atrato
River at Dabeiba and Alto Bonito. On this

expedition, Miller and Boyle likewise ex-

plored the little-known Paramillo at the ex-

treme northern end of the western range.

Altogether 15,775 skins and valuable de-

tailed data were collected by these various

expeditions.!

In publishing this work on "The Dis-

tribution of Bird-Life in Colombia,"

Dr. Chapman lays the foundation upon
which Colombian ornithology will be

built. We cannot praise too highly the

^ Dr. Chapman had access also to collections

made by Mrs. Kerr in the Atrato drainage and
Smith's collections in the Santa Marta region.

From the standpoint of distribution, however, as

before stated, the reports of previous ornithologi-

cal expeditions, with few exceptions, are of little

value. Salmon's collections in Antioquia about
Medellin, reported on by Sclater and Salvin, are

an exception as is also the collection of the Michler
expedition in the Atrato, reported on by Cassin.
Palmer's collections about Call and in the Choco
and Carriker's work in the Santa Marta reg'on
should also be mentioned.

ability with which he laid his plans and
the care with which he executed them.

Those using the volume, whether scien-

tists or laymen, will be delighted with

the logical, convenient, and attractive

treatment of this difficult subject.

In mentioning those who assisted in

tliis monumental work, the writer be-

lieves that Dr. Chapman would feel

that a serious omission had been made
in this review if a conspicuous place

were not given to his acknowledgments.

We can, therefore, do no better than to

quote some of his own generous words:

We should indeed be lacking a sense of
appreciation if we did not express our grati-

tude to the people of Colombia with whom
at one time or another and in a thousand
nameless ways, we have come in contact.
From the peon by the wayside to the owners
of haciendas one and all have shown us the
most courteous attention.

When traveling through remote, unsettled
regions with a valuable outfit and often con-
siderable sums of money, we have felt as
safe (possibly safer!) as when in our own
homes. When in camp or at hotels, country
inns or posadas, we made no special provi-
sion for guarding our equipment and sup-
plies ; nevertheless, during the five years of
our work we did not suffer the loss of a
single item by theft. Indeed, on passing
through a certain village where one of our
jiarty had previously worked, we were
stopped by a native bringing a needle and
thread which had been left behind

!

But especially do I desire, so far as mere
words will permit, to pay a tribute to the

men with whom it has been my privilege to

be associated on our zoological explorations
in Colombia: To William B. Richardson,
Louis A. Fuertes, Leo E. Miller, Arthur A.
Allen, George K. Cherrie, Paul G. Howes.
Geoffrey O'Connell, Thomas M. Ring, and
Howarth Boyle. To their untiring enthu-
siasm and whole-souled devotion to the

American Museum's interests may be cred-

ited the most valuable collections of birds

and mammals which have been brought from
any part of South America.

The success of any great undertak-

ing depends not only upon the strength

of the leader Init upon his ability to

di'aw from his assistants the best that

they have to give. In this particular

Dr. Chapman has no peer, and what

help he received from others is in large

measure but a further tribute to him-

.=elf.



A NEW MOUNTAIN PARRAKEET
About one half natural siz^

Fuertes' Parrakeet, Ilapalopsittaca fuertesi (Chapman), a new species collected by one of the

Chapman Expeditions at 10,340 feet elevation, near Quindio Pass, Cauca, Colombia.

Of the r28ospe:ies, 61 families, des ribed in Chapman's Dinlribution of Bird-Life in Colombia,

all were coUec'ted by the Chapman Expeditions. These 1285 species of birds, with the exception of

4o North American migrants, are permanent residents of Colombia. Of this family of macaws,

parrots, and parrakeets (Psittacida;), there were 31 species collected, most of them living in low

altitudes; 22 spe:-ies in the Tropical Zone, 6 in the Subtropical, 2 including the new species in the

Temperate, and none on the Paramo.

The new parrakeet (there were 7 specimens taken) was named in honor of the artist, Mr. Louis

Agassiz Fuertes. The lower figure shows the plumage of the immature bird



NEW FINCHES OF COLOMBIA
One half natural size

Yellow-headed and black-headed finches {Allaipeleii flaviceps Chapman and Atlapetes fusco-

olivaceus Chapman) are two of the 22 species and 115 subspecies described as new to science in

Chapman's Distribution of Bird-Life in Colombia. That so large a piece of systematic work on new
forms was possible is owing in part to the very large collection brought together which allowed

comparative study. The yellow-headed finch was found along the Rio Toche at an altitude of

6800 feet on the Quindio Trail of the Central Andes, and the black-headed species came from San
Augustin, altitude 5000 feet, Huila, Colombia.

Of the family of finches(FringillidEe), more than 60 species were collected in Colombia. The birds

are distributed throughout the four life zones, but with a diminishing number of species as the alti-

tude increases; namely, 35 species in the Tropical Zone, 17 Subtropical, 11 Temperate, and 2

Paramo



PORTRAITS OF FRUIT-EATING BIRDS OF COLOMBIA
About ONC quarter natural size

These toucans of Colombia were drawn in color by the artist of the expeditions, Mr. Louis

Agassi?. Fuertes, directly from the freshly collected specimens. The bird at the upper left corner is

described by Dr Chapman as new. Twenty-three species of this family (Ramphasticte) were

collected by the Chapman K.xpcditions; 17 species among the 23 are characteristic of tropical

Colombia, while 7 species belong in the Subtropical Zone, and one is found in the Temperate Zone.

The birds whose portraits are shown live in the Tropical Zone except the upper two which are Sub-

tropical.

The species above are as follows;

Andigena nigrirostris occidetilalis Chapman Autacorliynchus albivitla albivitta (Boiss)

Ramphastos swainsoni Gould Pteroglossus torquatus nuchalis Cabanis

Ramphastos cilreolamus Gould Pteroglossus castanotis castanotis Gould

Ramphastos culminatus Gould Pteroglossus pluricindus Gould



TWO NEW ANT THRUSHES
One half natural si~e

The more evenly colored bird is Miller's antpitta {Grallaria milleri Chapman), named in honor

of Mr. Leo E. Miller of the American Museum, and was found in the Temperate Zone at 10,300 feet,

near Quindio Pass, Cauca, Colombia.

The lower bird is the second new species, Allen's antpitta (Grallaria alleni Chapman), a dis-

covery made while the Chapman Expeditions were working in the Subtropical Zone at Salento,

altitude 7000 feet, in the Central Andes. This species was named after Mr. Arthur A. Allen, of

Cornell University.

Of the family of ant thrushes (Formicariidfe), the expeditions collected 83 per cent of the 124

species known in Colombia. These small active birds living in dense undergrowth are more difficult

to study and collect than even the humming bird.s. The various members of the family are distri-

buted throughout the four life zones, but with far the greatest number in the Tropical Zone; namely,

82 species, Tropical Zone, 17 Subtropical, 7 Temperate, and 1 Paramo



Hidden Wealth in British Guiana

Hv WILLI A M J. L A VA U H L. .1 \i.

ON the iioitlu'rii coast of South

AiiuM-ica lies ]?ritisli (iuiaiia,

toj)ographieally varied by rivers,

juiioles, niountains, and savannahs, each of

which may some day furnish the world with

jiroducts of much vahu\ The rivers are

cai>able of turning great electrical dynamos;

the jungles contain vast quantities of lum-

ber, and both jungles and mountains con-

tain aluminum, to say nothing of other

mineral probabilities; the savannahs can be

converted into grazing lands for cattle, while

the opening up of the railroad from Brazil

to Greorgetown and the dredging of the har-

bor of Georgetown, puts the colony into

commercial relations with the outside world.

Gold and diamonds are now being found in

secluded places in British Guiana. Much
gold has already been taken, and in the days

to come valuable diamond deposits may be

discovered.

The Mazaruui River rises in the central

part of the colony, flows northwest around

the Merume Mountains and then back

northeast, emjitying into the Essequibo at

Bartica— where Kalacoon, the biological sta-

tion of the New York Zoological Society, is

located. This river affords the principal

lii'ld lor diamond exploitation. The region,

which lies (it'ty miles from Bartica and ex-

tends one hundred miles farther into the in-

terior, has Ix'eii scantily prospected by a

group of harum-scarum men locally termed

"pork-knockers." Th(\y know no system in

their ])rospecting, but move about here and

there in the wake of such of their group as

chance to make a discovery of any value.

As yet few de])osits of any size have been

located; t]H> <liamond-bearing gravel does

not seem to run in mother lodes, but is scat-

tered over the country in potholes. Only

one mine has been established, and this, both

because of the nature of the place and the

primitive methods ein]>loyed, has not proved

a success.

Nevertheless, there is shipped to England

each year a quantity of diamonds which are

the direct result of the labors of these pork-

knockers. The men go into the bush in small

groups or alone, and scrape the gravel from

the shallow creek beds, or perhaps dig one

or two feet into the gravel banks of the for-

ests if it seems profitable. They are a

happy-go-lucky lot of men, of either Dutch

and Indian or Negro lineage. They gather

together at Bartica, the outermost point of

^— .^—i:^
Not only is traveling up the rapids of tlie Mazaruni River very difficult, but the climate is humid,

and malaria and black water fevers tax the endurance of prospectors and laborers. Provision boats

(these are made of heavy greenheart wood) must bs unloaded before they can be drawn through the

rapids, while the provisions are carried around the rapids on land. Such scenes as this are typical of

the jungle interiors almost anywhere in the Mazaruni District of British Guiana during the dry
season

^99
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civilization, and await the departure of

some prospecting party that requires extra

paddlers, or of the supply boat going to the

numerous trading posts in the mining dis-

tricts. These trading posts carry a supply

of foodstuffs and gin (sad to say, mostly

The one diamond mine established in British Guiana was

equipped very little better than are the individual prospectors, or

"pork-knockers." Enough gravel for two or three days' sorting

was brought from the mine to the washing beds. A trough hav-

ing strainers of different-sized mesh was used for the first rough

sorting out of the coarser stones from the gravel, after which it

was turned over to the jiggers. This mine has since been de-

serted, as working it without proper equipment proved a failure

Two steps in the process of separating the diamonds from the

gravel.— The man at the right is swirling some gravel in his

sieve to send the diamonds to the bottom. The other man is

scooping out of his sieve the top layer of residue gravel from

which the diamonds have been jigged to the lower layer. A
careful jigger rarely loses a diamond from the mass of gravel

gin), which is sold in exchange for the dia-

monds of the porlc-linockers. By these boats

the men work their way into the diamond

fields; serving as paddlers, and toiling all

day long for several weeks, they reach their

destination, having earned in addition one

week's supply of rice, salt fish,

salt pork, sugar, tea, and

flour. They do not carry pro-

visions with them from Bar-

tica, but depend upon this

supply to last them until they

can unearth enough stones to

]iay for the next week's ra-

tions—and so on each week.

Their prospecting is begun

most often in some shallow

creek bed. Those who are

more fortunate in the posses-

sion of imjjlements may be

able to make enough each

week to pay for their provi-

sions and leave a profit, but

most of them make barely

enough to buy their provisions,

and often have to go into debt

during many weeks before

they make a find of any im-

portant size. Imjjlements usu-

ally consist of an ax, shovel,

pick, bucket, and a round

sieve used for separating the

diamonds from the gravel.

A party I once chanced upon

was illustrative of the average

group that one might meet in

the bush. A negro (giant

in size and clad only in a loin

cloth) stood knee-deep in the

creek and with a long-handled

shovel filled the bucket with

small gravel. The boy who
hell] the bucket carried it to

an old man (picturesquely

gray-haired and with exceed-

ingly large and knotted fore-

arms) who did all of the "sci-

entific part" of the work

—

that is, the jigging of the

gravel in the round sieve.

Diamond production depends

largely upon the abilities of

the jigger; if he be careful

and know his work there will

be no loss. This man was very

careful and experienced; in
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fact, as I learned later, lii.s ability was so

marvelous that instead of making the dia-

monds go to the bottom center as he should

have done, he often brought them to the top

and picked them off for himself.

When I first saw him he was at work,

stooping astride a pool about three I'cet

across and two feet tleep. By a series of

calculated motions he attempted to form a

centrifugal force which would serve to center

the heaviest material in the bottom of the

sieve, and as diamonds are the heaviest of

the pebbles, they naturally are the first to

respond to the movements. Where diamonds

are found, there are likely to be also tin, car-

lion, and pulsite, mixed with quartz. These

minerals are heaviest next to diamonds, and

are therefore also sent to the bottom.

The sieve filled with gravel was lowered

into the water and turned from left to right

while kept in a level position. Then it was

quickly lowered and raised in the water and

shaken from side to side while being turned

around. Finally, it was swung around while

tilted. After a few minutes of such work,

the man scooped up the top gravel and threw

it away; then he added new gravel to that

left in the sieve, and repeated the operation

again and still again for an hour. By this

time, there was left in the sieve only black

carbon, brown pulsite, and a small center of

tin, in which the diamonds, if any, were to

be found. The sieve was now turned upside

down on a piece of level canvas stretched

out on the ground by means of pegs. From
the middle of the overturned residue, he

picked out a small but perfectly shaped dia-

mond of one half carat. That stone I have

with me today as a reminder of the first time

I ever saw a diamond taken from the soil.

Diamonds are easily identified in the raw

state by their peculiar sheen and shape, but

if there is any doubt about the stones, the

matter can be decided by subjecting them to

pressure between two knives. Anything ex-

cept a diamond can be crushed. In color

they vary from white to pink, blue, yellow,

green, and black. Their shapes range from

spherical to flat, and include some nearly

perfect diamond-shaped gems. A few stones

which I saw were so perfect, both in shape

and color, that it was difficult to believe they

had not been cut and polished by ma-

chinery. The largest stone on record for

this region weighed fourteen carats ; it was

found by a pork-knocker nanicii London,

who, because of his great size and strength

and previous lawless acts, was feared by the

other bushinen. At that time he was work-

ing for another man, and strange to say,

contrary lo tlic precis h'lit set by his previous

life, lie lunicil tlic stone over to his em-

ployci-. 1 clKuict'il to meet him afterward in

the interior and asked him how it came

about that he ilid not keep the stone for

himself. With an unlooked-for show of

elo(|uence he said, "Give unto Cajsar what is

Ca?sar's, and unto God what is God's— any-

way he be too beeg a stone for one feller-

man to steal." His employer probably never

would have seen the stone if it had been a

mere five carats, but for once London had

been scared into honesty.

The one mine that the colony had, the "Le

Desire," was located in the alluvial deposits

in an old bed of the Mazaruni, about two

hundred miles within the forest. The river

had changed its course since depositing this

sixty-foot pile of diamond-bearing gravel,

which with age had conglomerated, and on

After the gravel has been worked down to a

very thin layer made up of a brown stone called

pulsite, small particles of tin, pebbles of carbon,

and any possible diamonds, the sieve and its con-

tents are turned upside down on the sorting

table. The biggest diamonds are usually found

right on top in the middle of the heap. With

the point of a knife, the sorters flip each pulsite,

tin, and carbon pebble, one by one, from the

mass, leaving tlic diiimonds on tlie mat
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tojj of which giant trees had grown. For the

working of the mine, the land was cleared

of trees which later furnished the beams for

the shafts. Water was encountered when

the work had progressed twenty feet below

ground and a diaphragm pump was used. In

time, however, the water increased and made
conditions so bad that the work had to be

continued at another side.

The only difference between the process

British Guiana has already yielded gold-bear-

ing material. The gold miners have a simple

way of washing earth supposed to contain gold.

The dirt is put into a shallow conical-shaped

wooden bowl called a batca, which is then slewed

about in the water with a circular sidewise mo-
tion. A bit of quicksilver in the apex of the

cone mingles with the dirt and attaches to itself

whatever small particles of gold are present

;

then, being heavier than the dirt, it sinks back
to the bottom again. The earth is gradually

washed away by the action of the water and the

gold and quicksilver are left in the batea

of getting the diamonds from the gravel in

the mine and the way in which the work is

usually done by pork-knockers, was in the

washing of the gravel in "long toms," and
the employment of several jiggers instead of

one. Of course there was also the advantage

that came from good tools for the work.

The "long toms" were long troughs placed

at the outlets of a dam in the creek. In

each trough were inserted three sieves of

different-sized mesh. The gravel was dumped
into the upper end of the trough and washed

down by the pressure of the water coming

through from the dam above. The larger

stones and gravel were kept back and thrown

away. After passing through the "long

tfim," the gravel of uniform size fell into a

rectangular flat sieve that was suspended by

four chains from a scaffolding in such a

way that the water in the pool below just

covered the bottom of the sieve. A man
stood in this water and shook the sieve (lo-

cally called a "baby") back and forth. This

gave the finishing touches to the washing.

Then the gravel was brought to jiggers, and

they jigged it in large square boxes which

had been filled with water after the seams

had been stopped with rags and rubber.

This mine undoubtedly has some valuable

material in it, but on account of the loose-

ness of the gravel which causes cave-ins, and

the presence of an excess of water, it has

proved a failure as worked. Supplies had

to be brought up the river from Georgetown,

and as the river has many rapids and falls,

nuich hauling and portage was necessary. The

only pump that could be had in Georgetown

was too small to serve the emergency at the

mine, as it could draw up water only twenty

feet, and the place has finally been deserted.

The buildings by this time have probably

disappeared, each board being carried away
separately by passing pork-knockers, or by

those who came especially to get them.

Boards are scarce there, and it could not be

hoped that such an unguarded supply would

remain long.

These diamond gravels, however, are a

valuable asset of British Guiana. Even by

their primitive methods, the pork-knockers

have enriched the colony by hundreds of dol-

lars collected as royalties, and have put upon

the market many fine gems, besides much

hort or chips and small stones, used in Brit-

ish manufacturing plants where highly pol-

ished surfaces of steel are required. Labor

is cheap in British Guiana, from forty-eight

to seventy-two cents a day. The men are

registered by the government for a period of

one hundred and twenty working days and

are forced by law to serve the full time.

Both diamond and gold-bearing material

is here, to be profitably, if scientifically, ex-

plored and prospected, for this interior of

jungle, savannah, and mountain represents

one of the least known places of the world.



A New Edible Shad

By K M H l{ S () N S T IM N (I H A M
S<-ientifi(' Assistant, rnitcd States Hurcnii of I'lsliorics

POSSIHIiY the cynics may liiid yrist for

their mill in this situation. The sliad,

which on the Atlantic coast is almost

as imich sought after as Kipling's "Old Man
Kangaroo," is despised on the Mississipj)!

River. It adds to the humor of the situation

that an effort was made forty-five years ago

to introduce the Atlantic coast shad to the

great river. The inland fish is not identical

with the coast species but it is so much like

it that the two were confounded by scien-

tists, and there are now specimens in the

National Museum which were wrongly iden-

tified as the coast species. Because it was

first scientifically described from Ohio Kiver

specimens, the fish is called Ohio shail (Alo.sa

oJiicnsis). But it was taken in numbers

from the Mississippi River at Keokuk, Iowa,

in 1914 and 1915.

There are three forms living with th?

Ohio shad which may be confused with it.

There is no occasion for confusing it with

the gizzard shad or mud shad {Dorosoma

cepedianum) which is found principally in

fjuiet waters and has a very small mouth.

The mooneyes are easily distinguished by the

absence of sawlike scutes along the ventral

edge. To distinguish the Ohio shad from

the river herring (Pomolobus chrysochloris)

requires more care. In general appearance

the two fish are similar, but the herring has

a protruding lower jaw, as shown in the

illustration. By opening the mouth the gill

arches may be seen and these are entirely

different. The herring has from 30 to 54

rakers in the outer arch, and the raker at the

angle of the arch is between one fifth and

one twelfth as long as the head ; the larger

number and greater relative length are

found only in young fish. The shad, of which

only adults have been examined, has from fin

to 75 rakers in the outer arch, the one at the

angle being about one quarter as long as the

hearl. A third distinguishing feature is the

color of the tip of the lower jaw, which in

the herring is olive in life (blackish in pre-

servative), while in the Ohio shail it is pink

(straw color in preservative).

The describer of the fish. Dr. B. W. Ever-

inann, stated that those who are familiar

with the .\tiantic shad find this one not at

all inferior, and the present writer is able,

from repeated trials, to concur in this opin-

ion. Although eaten to some extent along

the Ohio River, this fish seems never to be

iis(>d on the Mississippi. Several people liv-

ing in Keokuk were persuaded to try it and

one restaurant served it for part of a day.

But it was uniformly condemned because of

its bones, although it is certainly no worse

Ciitcliing tlu- "Oliio sliad" in a trammel net

near tlie Keokuk dam on tbe Mississippi Kiver.

Tliis shad, which reaches a length of nearly

two feet and weighs from one to three pounds,

is quite as palatable, either fresh or smoked, as

tlic in\ich i)ri7.cd Atlantic variety

5(i;;
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in that respect than any other shad. The

smoked fish, however, was generally acknowl-

edged to be delicious; bones are less

troublesome in smoked fish. Another reason

why the fish is neglected is that the fisher-

men confuse it with the river herring, which

is an excessively thin and tasteless fish, so

that anyone trying it would be likely to de-

nounce the whole tribe.

During the course of an investigation of

the relation to the fisheries of the huge dam
and power plant at Keokuk, the opportunity

to examine specimens of Ohio shad presented

itself. They measured from 16 to almost

20 inches in length and weighed from 1 to 3

jjounds. The structure of the mouth parts

indicates that the food consists of buoyant

organisms strained from the water. Stomachs

of more than 150 were examined and most

of them were wholly empty, but about 50

contained remains of hard parts of insects,

or fragments of vegetation. A further indi-

cation that they do not feed regularly at

this stage of their life is furnished by the

fact that they are rarely, if ever, hooked by

anglers. Examples are occasionally found in

fyke nets, but the usual implement of cap-

ture is the drifted trammel net, which takes

these incidentally. It seems that they swim

near the surface although there is no quanti-

tative evidence on the point.

It has been assumed that the fish is anad-

romous, spending part of its life in salt

water and part in fresh— principally because

of its close relationship to known anadro-

mous species. The most serious objection to

this view is the fact that it is found so far

from salt water. Observations made during

1915 and 1916 tend, however, to confirm the

assumption that it passes down to the sea.

In the former year it was present at Keokuk,

about a thousand miles from the Gulf of

Mexico, from the first of May to the middle

of July, and at no other time. In 1916 it

was a much rarer fish and was taken from

the middle of May to the end of June.

Among all examples dissected no spawned-

out fish were found; the absence of spent

fish is not surprising as Keokuk is the upper

limit of migration since the building of the

dam. Somewhat farther down the river it

should be possible to get such fish. The

spawning period appears to be early summer.

It is by no means certain that the Ohio

shad is abundant enough to sustain a con-

siderable fishery, but it is desirable that

those which are taken should be utilized.

The United States Bureau of Fisheries is

planning propagation on the Ohio Eiver

where they are now used.

If a market of any extent develops, it is

to be expected that other fishes will be sold

as Ohio shad. The mooneyes are themselves

good eating; the other possible substitutes

should not be sold at shad prices. A reason-

ably safe rule for the inexperienced pur-

chaser is to accept only fish weighing one

and a half pounds or more, as the four other

kinds rarely attain this weight and the adult

shad nearly always exceeds it.

-:r^
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The river herring (left), a thin and tasteless fish, is caught in the nets with the Ohio shad

(right) and is confused with it in the market. The shad is quickly distinguished, however, by its short

lower jaw, as well as by the greater number of gill rakers. This confusion is probably one explana-

tion of neglect to utilize this excellent food fish of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers



An unusually perfect skeleton of an alligator discovered by Mr. H. F. Wells some years ago

in the Tertiary formation of the Big Bad Lands in South Dakota and only recently extracted at the

American Museum from the rock in which it had lain imbedded so many thousands of years. Alligators

are found at present only in .southern United States, Mexico, and China, Very little has hitherto been

known as to their geological history. This is a rather small specimen, probably not full grown. The

lower jaw measures 9'^A inches in length

A Tertiary Alligator

CROCODILES have narrow and tri-

angular skulls with a notch on each

side into which fits the large fourth

tooth of the lower jaw. In the alligators

and caymans the head is broailer and flatter

and the notch is lacking, the lower tusk fit-

ting into a socket in the upper jaw. Croco-

diles are found in nearly all tropical coun-

tries, but alligators only in the southern

United States, Mexico, and China, and cay-

mans in South and Central America.

Numerous fossil crocodiles have been

found in the Tertiary and older formations

of various parts of the world, but hitherto

505
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nothing has been known about the geological

history of the alligator. One of the Ameri-

can Museum expeditions of 1916 found re-

mains of a true alligator in the later Tertiary

of Nebraska, and a fine specimen here figured

from the middle Tertiary of the Big Bad

Lands of South Dakota also proves to belong

to this genus; although in some respects it is

intermediate between modern crocodiles and

alligators. It thus appears that there were

true alligators in North America as early as

the beginning of the Oligocene epoch. Many
skulls of crocodilians from the older Ter-

tiaries of this country have been found, but

so far as known there were no alligators

among them; most of them were true croco-

diles but there were at least two peculiar ex-

tinct genera.

It seems probable, therefore, that the alli-

gator invaded this country at the beginning

of the Oligocene or middle Tertiary along

with the numerous kinds of mammalian
quadrupeds that suddenly appeared at that

time. Where they came from is not so cer-

tain
;
perhaps from the northern parts of

North America, but probably ultimately from

some part of central or northern Asia. The

earlier ancestry of the alligator is one of the

many problems for the solution of which we
may look to explorations in China and Cen-

tral Asia after the war has come to an end.

The specimen here figured was collected by

Mr. IT. F. Wells in the Big Bad Lands some

years ago, but has not until now been ex-

tracted from the matrix. It is an unusually

perfect skeleton, although lacking the tail,

and is probably the same species as the

"Crocodilus" prenasalis described by Dr.

Loomis 1 in 1904, from a part of the muzzle

and other fragments.—W. D. M.

1 Two New Reptiles from the Titanothere Beds,
by P. B. Loomis, Anirrican Journal of Science, 4th

series. Vol. XVIII, Dec, 1904, pp. 427-432.

Charles Rochester Eastman (1868-1918)

DR.
EASTMAN was associated with

the American Museum since 1915,

and under his learned editorship there

appeared from the Museum press two volumes

dealing with the literature of fishes which

included the collation and revision of about

fifty thousand titles,— a labor the patient

magnitude of which cannot be measured

readily. For the accomplishment of this

task Dr. Eastman brought into play an ex-

traordinary range of attainments: he had

had the training of Harvard, had studied at

Johns Hopkins, and had taken the degree

of doctor in philosophy at Munich; he was

a gifted linguist (our references deal with

about eighteen languages) ; he was an ac-

complished ichthyologist, familiar with the

literature of the fishes through years of re-

search; and, possibly best of all for our

purpose, he was a devoted bibliophile, which

enabled him patiently to consider the ways

and means of obtaining out-of-the-way ref-

erences to make our series complete. In

fact, in this regard, he had for our particu-

lar subject the zest of the amateur who
captures a rare specimen, or of a collector

of paintings who discovers under conceal-

ing varnish the name of an earlv master.

For this labor, then, the thanks of students

of fishes will ever be given to Dr. Eastman.

As an ichthyologist, Dr. Eastman had de-

voted himself since 189.3 to the study of the

older groups; and to our knowledge of fossil

fishes from all horizons, he contributed about

one hundred papers. His first publication

dealt with certain sharks of chalk times.

This led him to trace back the earliest

sharks, especially those of the Devonian

age, and these in turn introduced to

his critical eye a grouj) of contemporary

fishes known as "placoderms," whose forms

and relationships have ever been puzzles to

students. By some they have been recorded

as masquerading sharks, by others as highly

modified lung fishes, by still others as curi-

ous offshoots of a race of fishes older and

more primitive even than sharks. Dr. East-

man studied the remains of these early

jjlacoderms with the greatest zeal and skill.

He examined collections from all parts of

the world; he described new forms and he

traced their kinships, root and branch. His

keen eye associated the tattered bits of these

earliest creatures and presented them to us

almost as living fishes. His skill in this

interpretation was almost uncanny, and stu-
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mon in scienco. As a toaclier he was ]ii('-

oise, althoujjh his main service in this field

was less to individual students than to those

he helped liy his translation of the work of

his old preceptor. Professor Karl von Zittel.

During the last decade Dr. Eastman gave

his attention largely to the history of the

rer-ent fishes, lie had been the means of

luiiiging til tlu> Carnegie Museum a remark-

able' collection of these forms from Monte

Bolca, and during his sojourn in Pittsburgh

he published a descriptive catalogue of them

together with various sj^eeial memoirs. So

too in his last years he gave free rein to his

love for Greek and Eoman literature. He was

a constant reader of the natural history of

the ancients and was piobably better in-

formed in this field than any living author.

Dr. Eastman's death was a tragic one.

Anxious to help in the war, he had re-

lini|uished his work in the American Museum
ami hail associated himself with the War
Trade Board in Washington. Here he had

worked assiduously for several months. He
ii'turned to New ^'ork for a lirief rest, was

attacked by the ]ir(>sent epidemic of inilu-

en/.a, and had gone to Long Beach hoping

for a si)eedy recovery. On the evening of

liis arrival, September 27, although suffering

with fever, he left the hotel to take the air on

the board walk. So far as can be ascertained

he wandered away from the lighted part

of the walk and fell either from the edge

of the walk where the rail was broken, or

between loosened boards. The sea was

rougii and at that hour the tide extended

well beyond this dilajiidated end of the

walk, so that in the fall it a))pears that

he was stunned and carried out in the surf.

It had been the hope of Dr. Eastman,

as well as of the authorities in the Museum,

that at the conclusion of his work for the

United States Government, he would return

to the Museum and take in charge the edit-

ing of the index volume of the Bihliographti

to which he had given the last three years of

his life.—Bashford Dean.

Minerals That Are Helping to Win the War
(All Ejliihif ill fh( Udll of Mhit')'(ils (if tin- Aiiiiricdii Miiscinii)

THOSE of us who are constrained to

view the amazing spectacle of the

World War from this side of the

Atlantic are increasingly conscious of the

far-reaching effect of this supreme struggle

upon every phase of industry and production.

Xew and vital problems along many lines

present themselves for solution almost daily.

In few phases of the question of produc-

tion are the conditions more pressing than

in that which concerns the supj>ly of raw-

materials for the manufacture of munitions

of war. The term "war minerals" has recently

been applied to the ores which produce the

metals used in the making of ammunition,

ordnance, armor plate, special forgings for

motor parts, as well as those essential to the

production of tools and apparatus.

These basic elements of our war inai hinery

are featured in a series of war minerals and

their products just put on exhibition in the

hall of minerals at the American Museum.

So far as possible this series aims to visu-

alize the steps in the development of war

munitions, from the ore to the finished prod-

uct, and to emphasize the need of estab-

lishing an adequate domestic source of sup-

ply of ores of the rarer metals, such as

mercury, nickel, manganese, chromium,

tungsten, vanadium, and molybdenum.

Under each group of ores and products

in the exhibit the application of the given

metal or mineral to its specific war industry

is indicated, as in the case of molybdenum

steel, used in the inner tubes of large guns,

which "resists the erosion of the gases de-

v(do])ed by smokeless powder."

Small majts displayed with each mineral

in the exhibit show the occurrence of the

(ires in the United States, and are accom-
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panied by statements of the principal

sources of the world's supply prior to the

war. Specimens of the foreign ores and

of the occurrences which might, under fa-

vorable circumstances, be developed in this

country, emphasize the vital need as well as

the possibilities of domestic production.

It is in the display of the finished prod-

ucts of the war industries, however, that

the exhibit makes its distinct appeal to the

public. Through the courtesy of a number

of prominent manufacturing firms, material

has been made available which shows how

minerals, and metals extracted from min-

erals, are being turned into the tools of our

fighting Army and Xavy. In this way one

may see the sectional barrel of that very

efficient eliminator of submarines, the three-

inch naval gun, with its lining of molyb-

denum steel, designed to resist the corrosive

action of smokeless powder, or can trace the

application of mercury from cinnabar, its

ore, to the primers charged with fulminato

of mercury which explode the hand and

rifle grenades now being used to push for-

ward our fighting line in France and Alsace.

One of the most complete series in the

exhibit is that which shows the many stages

in the manufacture of the nickel-jacketed

bullets which are now being dispatched, mil-

lions in number, from the rifles, machine

guns, and revolvers of our Army and of

those of the Allies. These are assembled in

a number of mounts which show, step by

step, the evolution of a cartridge from a

meaningless bit of metal to the smooth,

slender-pointed engine of war. A significant

detail in the manufacture of the .303 caliber

cartridge used in the Lee-Enfield rifles of the

British Army, is the little "U. S." which is

stamped on the lead insert of the bullet be-

fore it is assembled in the shell.

On the whole, the "war minerals exhibit"

has already proved its popularity, judging

from the numbers of both soldiers and

civilians that have been attracted by it, and

it is to be hoped that it will have consider-

able influence in bringing to the front of pub-

lic interest a phase of our war production

which is of primary importance in this

period of more than usually important

things.—Herbert P. Whitlock.

Notes

Since the last issue of the Journal the

following jjersons have been elected members

of the American Museum :

Life Members, Mesdames George E.Chis-

HOLM, Phoebe A. Hearst, Linda V. Mal-
LiNSON, August E. Meyer, Morton F.

Plant, Benjamin Strong, Jr., Miss Althea
E. Sherman, Dr. Alexander Hamilton
EiCE, the Hon. Eobert Worth Bingham,
THE Hon. a. Barton Hepburn, Messrs. C.

F. Ahlstrom, D. Newton Barney, M. L.

Byers, Fuller E. Callaway, Hamilton
Carhartt, E. T. Crane, Jr., John T. Davis,

Geo. W. Hoadley, E. L. Ireland, Frank J.

Myers, Herman Armour Nichols, Henry
D. Sharpe, E. a. Cappelen Smith, Wil-
liam C. Squier, 3d, and A. F. Troescher.

SustawiJig Members, Mesdames S. S.

Merrill, Georgine Holmes Thomas,
Messrs. Walter B. Congdon, E. D. Ben-
son, Jesse H. Jones, Geo. A. McKinlock,
and C. J. Ulmann.
Annual Members, Mesdames Samuel W.

Allerton, Caroline S. Choate, Charles

M. Clark, Ceasar Cone, A. P. L. Dull, E.

M. Gallaway, J. W. Gates, Arthur Lee,

John Markle, Gifford Pinchot, Eobert

W. Sayles, Victor Morris Tyler, Misses

Virginia Scott Hoyt, Marie C. Jermain,

Etta Lasker, Gen. J. Fred Pierson, the
Eev. Irving C. Gaylord, the Eev. Arthur
E. Gray, Dr. Sven Gertzon, Messrs.

Erastus W. Bulkley, Harry Channon,
John S. Ellsworth, Anderson Gratz,

Leonard Harrison, Samuel Hird, Frank
E. Hoadley, Geo. A. Kuhirt, Maxwell
Lester, Houston Lowe, Eussell W.
Moore, Adelbert Moot, W. H. Mullins,

William T. Noonan, James M. Prender-

GAST, Aaron B. Salant, Hans Schmidt,

James E. Strong, Theo. F. Thieme, Edwin
J. Trefry, Philip V. E. Van Wyck, Albert

B. WiEMANN, and Master Dean Haavley

HOLDEN.

Associate Members, Mesdames T. P.

Burgess, William C. McGowan, Profes-

sors John M. Burnam, James Hardy Dil-

LARD, Charles H. O'Donoghue, the Hon.
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D. H. Beyea, Lievt. Col. Frank T. Wood-

BLKY. Messrs. Russell M. Bexxett, Rob-

ert D. Carson, Periival W. A. Fitzsim-

MONS, Lloyd Hemingway, Morton C.

Kahn, John T. Pikie. F. A. PritDV. and

Ernest Windle.

Dr. James Douglas, a trustee and bene-

factor of tlie American ]\Iuseuni of Natural

History since its orfjanization in ls()9, died

at his home in New York City on .lune 2.1.

liUS, in his eighty-first year. By the terms

of his will, dated December 4, 1017, the sum

of $100,000 was bequeathed to tlie Anieriran

Museum. Dr. Douglas was tor many years

rated as one of the foremost metal and min-

ing authorities of the world, lie was born

in Quebec, Canada, and received his educa-

tion at Queen's University, Kingston, and at

the I'niversity of Edinburgh. For his,work

in the field of hydrometallurgy, in which he

was associated with Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, fa-

mous for his copper research, McGill Uni-

versity, ^lontreal, awarded him the degree

of Doctor of Laws. After some years spent

in giving instruction he resigned the profes-

sorship in chemistry which he held in Morrin

College, Quebec, to become a mining engi-

neer, and in 187.5 came to Phcenixville, Penn-

sylvania, where he took charge of a copper

plant. Later he became identified with the

copper industry of Arizona, New Mexico,

and Sonora, Mexico, as well as with the rail-

roads, and together with his early associates

in business, the late William E. Dodge and

the late D. Willis .Tames, was largely respon-

sible for the development of that region.

He was president of the Copper Queen Con-

solidated Mining Company, one of the larg-

est copper producing companies of the

country, and also of the El Paso and South-

ern Railroad and allied lines. In addition.

Dr. Douglas was a historian and writer of

note and a philanthropist. His writings in-

clude Canadian Independence, Imperial Fed-

eration and Annexation, Old France in the

Xew World, and New England and Neiv

France— Contrasts and Parallels in Colonial

Ilistnr;/, besides numerous technical articles

relating to minerals and mining. He was

]>rominent in many organizations, including

the American Institute of Mining Engineers,

of which he was president twice, the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, the American

Geographical Society, and the Society of

Arts of London.

In honor of Mr. Joseph II. Choate, Pro-

fessor Henry Fairfield Osborn has prepared

a nu^morial volume, wliich contains an ac-

count of Mr. Chiiate's <'onn(>cti()n with the

American Must'uiii t'roni ls(;;i to liil7. An
address whicii lu' dt'lixcrcil in ls74, giving a

resume of the history of the Museum, is in-

cluded, and the volume (doses with his last

jiajier on tlie saiiii' subject, which was pub-

lished in ilii' .\.MEKi('AN Museum Journal

for May, lit 17. Copies of the memorial have

l)oen distributed to the following persons and

institutions: ]\Irs. Josejih II. Choate; Messrs.

.1. I'. Moigan; Frcilcrick F. Brewster;

'i'lniuuis \)i' Witt Cuyler; \'iscount James

P>ryce: the Libraiy of Congress; Salem Pub-

lic Library; the Harvard Club; the Associa-

tion of the Bar, Xew York City; the Metro-

politan Museum of Art; and the trustees and

library of the American ^Museum.

As all available space in the new National

Museum at Washington is occupied at pres-

ent by the Bureau of War Risk Insurance,

the building has been closed to the public

by the board of regents. It will be reopened

when the new office building of the bureau,

at Vermont Avenue and H Street, is ready

for occupancy.

President Wilson has authorized a loan

of one million dollars from the special de-

fense fund placed by Congress at his dis-

posal to the Forest Service for fire-fighting

expenses, in recognition of the fact that

protection of the national forests is an im-

portant and essential war activity. Early

drouth, high winds, electrical storms, and de-

pletion of the regular protective force as a

result of the war, have combined to make the

present fire season in the Northwest the most

serious with which the Govei'iiment has ever

had to cope.

Ox Bastille Day, July 14, in conunemora-

tion of the national holiday of the French

Republic, the French flag was raised at the

American Museum of Natural History, and

a cablegram was sent by President Henry

Fairfield Osborn to Paris, carrying the

greetings of the staff of the American Mu-

seum to their scientific colleagues in the an-

cient Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle,

an institution which entered a perioil of great

achievement following the first Bastille Day.

An immediate response from the director of
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the Museum d'Histoire Natu-

relle brought a return mes-

sage of cordial greeting with

an expressed hope for early

victory to the Allied na-

tions.

Major Frank M. Chap-

man, who has lately been

director of publications for

the American National Eed

Cross at Washington, D. C,

has been appointed Red

Cross commissioner to Latin

American republics. He
leaves for South America in

October.

XoT for a hundred years

will there again be a solar

eclipse like that of the sum-

mer of 1918 when the shadow

passed across the whole

United States from Wash-

ington to Florida. The war

prevented expeditions from

abroad, but from our own

country expeditions from

Lick, Mount Wilson, Yerkes,

Xaval, and other observa-

tories, as well as from the

Smithsonian Institution and

the United States Weather

Bureau, were sent to the

Xorthwest where opportu-

nity for observation was

greatest. Dr. W. W. Camp-

bell, director of Lick Observatory, whose in-

teresting account has appeared in many pub-

lications, made observations and obtained

photographs at Goldenilale, Washington, ex-

actly on the middle line of the j^ath of the

eclipse.

The American Museum service roll of

the war now numbers sixty-five names.

These include the men who are actively en-

gaged in the Army, Xavy, and aviation ser-

vice, and also those in the Red Cross and

scientific divisions. Lieutenant H. E. An-

thony, after about three months in France

with his company of field artillery, was

ready to go into action, when he received

orders from headquarters to return to the

United States to drill troops for the front.

The order carried with it a promotion to the

Sergeam Cl.aili^ A. Cun

nolly met his death while

fighting for the cause of the

Allies at Chateau-Thierry. He
was twenty-five years old,

one of three sons employed at

the American Museum and
all called into Army service

early in the present conflict.

As a member of the old 69th

regiment of the National

Guard of New York, he had
been in active service on tlie

Mexican border

rank of captain. He is at

Camp Lewis, Washington.

Lieutenant Leo E. Miller is

now chief observer in avia-

tion and has been transferred

to Camp Jackson, South

Carolina. Lieutenant James

P. Chapin is employed in the

south of France as billeting

officer, covering the ground

on a motor cycle or in a Ford

car. Mr. C. H. Rogers is

now a sergeant in physical

training at Camp Meade,

Maryland. Mr. Howarth

Boyle was one of twenty to

volunteer from Xaval Base

Hospital Xo. 1 for first aid

work in the trenches. Many
of the boys have had their

baptism of fire, having been

in and out of the trenches

many times. Private Chris

Schroth was the first to be

wounded, losing two fingers

in his third trip "over the

top." Private Albert J.

Kelly was wounded with

shrapnel. Both are now
ready f(tr action again. Pri-

vate Benjamin Connolly has

received the rank of corporal

since he went across a few

months ago. Sergeant Charles

A. Connolly, of the old 69th

regiment of Xew York, for-

merly an attendant in the

Museum, lost his life in the heavy fighting of

the Americans during the last part of July.

The "Museum Letter," issued by the pub-

licity department of the American Museum
under the direction of Mr. George X. Pin-

ilar, is designed to keep the boys in service

in touch with the happenings "at home,"

and also to give them news concerning one

another.

The American Ornithologists' Union will

hold its thirty-sixth stated meeting at the

American Museum of Xatural History, Xo-

vember 12-14, 1918. A business meeting of

the Fellows and Members will take place on

the evening of the 11th.

The .Journal is particularly glad to pub-

lish in this October issue the paper on the
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histoi'v of the Aiuoiicaii Ornitlu)lo>;ists'

Union. This organization may almost

be looked upon as one of the collatorai

branches of the American Museum, having

been born in the Museum in 1883, liavinjr

drawn one fourth of ail its oflicers from tlic

Museum's staff, and having- licld one tliird

of all its meetinijs witiiiii the Museum's

walls. The thirty-sixth annual mt>ctin<;- of

the I'nion will mark the twelfth to be held

in the American Museum.

Dr. Clark Wis.sler, curator of antliroiml-

ogy at the American Museum, spent July as

the guest of Dr. W. T. ^lills, state archaeol-

ogist of Ohio, who is making an archaeologi-

cal survey of the famous Flint Ridge district

between Columbus and Zanesville. Tlint

Ridge is an outcrop of flint-bearing lime-

stone extending east and west for ten or

more miles. The entire surface of the ridge

is covered with pits dug by prehistoric

miners while searching for flint suitable for

making implements. This is one of the most

remarkable prehistoric flint workings known

in America and perhaps in the world. Ad-

jacent to the ridge are large accumulations

of flint chips or fragments, struck off from

larger pieces in the shaping of arrowheads

or other articles. These deposits in some

cases reach a depth of fifteen feet and the

material is now being utilized for road

building in the vicinity. Scattered along

the small streams whose sources lie in Flint

Ridge, broken stone implements made of

flint taken from the pits on the ridge, to-

gether with fragments of pottery and bone,

mark former Indian village and camp sites.

Dr. Wissler was occupied during the re-

mainder of the summer in a reconnaissance

of southeastern Indiana, with a view to

determining how far westward the Ohio

mound area extends, in order to supplement

the very full and accurate map of mounds

and earthworks which Dr. Mills has prepared

for the state of Ohio. For this purpose all

the counties of southeastern Indiana were

visited and the situation and character of

the earthworks mapped. A nund)er of very

important sites were located for future ex-

ploration by the Museum.

The present year has been a period of

great activity in wooden ship building. In

May, according to the report of the United

States Shipping Board, an average of one

ship a day was laun<dii'(l. Duriiiy tlu' first

seventeen days of that month (id.dOd tons

were added to tlic Ainerican meicliant ma-

i-in(\ On a rccoid-lircakiiiy day four

launchings wcic n'l.oitcd, totaling 14,;')00

tons. On the l''ourtli of duly, fifty-two ships

were launched throughout the United States.

For the most part these wooden ships are

built of lir or part lir, and more than one

half of \\\o total runnbei- launched are pro-

(IucimI by the shijiyards of Oregon and

Wasliitigtoii.

A TiiiKU edition of Men of the Old Stone

A(/c. by Henry Fairfield Osborn, was issued

from the press of Charles Scribner's Sons on

September 18. This edition, which is in less

expensive form than the others, brings the

whole issue above the ten thousand mark.

The new volume includes additional illustra-

tions and appendixes bearing upon palaeo-

lithic implements of northern Africa and
Spain. Arrangements have been made by

the same publishers to bring out an edition

in French of Professor Osborn's work on

TJic Origin and Evolution of Life.

Captain Ralph Sanger, of the American

aviation service, met his death the latter

part of September in a flying accident in

France. A cable to Mitchel Field, Mineola,

indicates that the accident occurred in a

training field many miles behind the lines.

Captain Saliger was a son-in-law of Presi-

dent Henry Fairfield Osborn of the Ameri-

can Museum. He was graduated from Har-

vard University in 1904. After war was
declared he went to Plattsburg and received

a commission as captain of infantry. Later

he was sent to the aviation camp at Dallas,

Texas, where he showed peculiar adaptabil-

ity for air service, so that when he was

transferred to Mitchel Field he was recog-

nized as one of the most promising aviation

commanders in America. Captain Sanger's

wife, who was Miss Virginia Sturges Osborn,

is serving as a nurse in France.

Dk. Thorild Wulff, Swedish botanist

and geologist, after accomplishing a valuable

piece of scientific work along the coast of

northwest Greenland in the spring of 1917,

died on the homeward trip. It is rei)orted

that he continued work to the last, dictating

to his comi)anion, Lauge Koch, a survey of

the vegetation about Peabody Bay. The

party, whicdi was under the leadership of Mr.
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I nderwood and Vndcrwood

Captain H. E. Anthony last spring accompanied

the 309th F. A. regiment to France as First Lieu-

tenant. After three months, there came promo-

tion to a captaincy with the order to return to

the United States to drill and take across a new
company. Captain Anthony is now at Fort Lewis,

Washington, training a company of field artillery

for service at the front

Knud Rasmussen, left North Star Bay early

in April, 1917, traveled to Peary Land, and

returned across the Greenland ice cap. By
the time De Long's Fjord was reached, game

gave out and the men were obliged to retrace

their steps. They suffered incredible hard-

shijjs on the way back, and at Cape Agassiz,

Rasmussen and one of the Eskimos started

on ahead on a forced march for aid, while

the others followed slowly. After a few

days' travel without food, Dr. Wulff weak-

ened and died. In the fall, Peter Freuchen,

the Danish factor at North Star Bay, made
an unsuccessful attempt to recover the body.

Despite the general policy of the Ameri-

can Museum to suspend field work until the

close of the war, it has been deemed expe-

dient to continue certain explorations. Two

expeditions have been sent to China: The

Second Asiatic Zoological Expedition, in

charge of Mr. Roy C. Andrews of the depart-

ment of mammalogy, sailed on .June 22, and

plans to supplement the work of the Asiatic

Zoological Expedition of 1916-1917, if pos-

sible penetrating farther into the interior

;

The Third Asiatic Zoological Expedition,

under the leadership of Mr. Paul J. Rainey,

accompanied by Mr. Edmund Heller as natu-

ralist, left San Francisco on July 27, its

purpose being to collect large game animals

in the Far East. In Aztec, New Mexico,

Mr. Earl H. Morris, assisted by Mr. B. T. B.

Hyde, has continued the excavation of the

Indian ruins, which are yielding important

collections and historic data.

The department of verteljrate palaeontol-

ogy of the American Museum has lately

added to its study collection, through the

gift of Mr. Warren Delano, of New York,

the skull and vertebral column of a colt

which is a cross between an Arabian steed

and a Norwegian horse. Whether the Ara-

bian type, with its five lumbar vertebrae as

contrasted with the six lumbar vertebrae of

the commoner species, would be perpetuated

by such a crossing of species, or whether the

reverse would be true, is the question which

interests scientists. The present specimen

shows both influences. It follows the Arabian

type in having but twenty-three dorsal-lum-

bar vertebrae instead of twenty-four as in the

common horse, but to the last of the dorsal

vertebrae there are attached, instead of true

ribs, the transverse processes of lumbar ver-

tebrae articulated like ribs and having on one

side, not directly joined to the process, a

little abortive rib. Technically, however,

the possession of the correct number of ver-

tebrae seems to place the specimen with tliC'

Aiabian species.

Ix .June and July Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow,

of the American Museum, was in charge of

the courses in bacteriology and hygiene at

the Vassar College Training Camp for

Nurses, where four hundred college gradu-

ates received the theoretical part of their

training for service in the emergency created

by the war. In August he gave an iuten-
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sive course in imlustrial hygiene at the ^las-

sachusetts Institute of Technolojiy. As

chairman of a conunittee ai>pointe<l by thf

Committee on Higher p](lueation anil Special

Training he was in charge of the work of

preparing the official syllabus for instruction

in hygiene and sanitation to be offered to

the enlisted men in the Students' Army
Training Corps at four hundred colleges

this fall.

Professor Henry Shaler Williams,

dean of Cornell University, died at Havana

on August 14. Professor Williams was well

known both for his scientific attainments

and for his kindliness and nobility of char-

acter. He was born in Ithaca, New York,

on ^larch 6, 1S47. In 1S68 he was gradu-

ated from Yale University, where later, after

specializing in geology, pala?ontology, and

biology, he received the degree of Ph.D.

Preferring scientific work to a business ca-

reer, he began teaching at Kentucky Uni-

versity, but was soon called to Cornell

University, of which he became dean after a

few years. While in this position he founded

the honorary society of Sigma Chi, which is

now the highest goal of scientific students

in American colleges. By request of James

D. Dana, who was retiring from the jiosi-

tion, he accepted in 1892 the Silliman pro-

fessorship of geology at Yale. There he

edited the American Journal of Science and

published numerous books on scientific sub-

jects. For many years he was closely asso-

ciated with Major Powell, Charles D. Wol-

cott, and T. W. A^aughan in investigations

for the United States Geological Survey. He
made special studies of the Devonian and

Silurian periods both in this country and in

Europe. From 190-1 to 1912 he was again

at Cornell, in charge of the geological de-

partment, but was chiefly engaged in scien-

tific research. His surveys in Cuba from

191.3 on have resulted in the starting of oil

develoi>ments in western Havana and the

eastern Pinar del Eio provinces. He was

a member of many scientific societies in

America and England. Among his many
pulilications his Geological Biolor/i/ has been

a great stimulus to geological thought of

later years.

Dr. Frank M. Chapman, author of The

Distribuiion of Bird-Life in Colombia, has

been highly complimented by reviewers on

Major BarriiiKton Moore, associate curator of

woods and forestry at tlie American Museum, is

at present in France assisting witli the work of

the Cnniite intrrnllie di',s liuw di- Guerre, which

acquires and delivers to the Allies the timber

needed in the conduct of the war. (See p. 413

for further notice of his work)
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the quick completion and publication of the

work. As Dr. Witmer Stone says in The

Auk, "We realize at once that it is the most

important contribution ever made to the sub-

ject of which it treats, but we further rec-

ognize in it the completion of a definite

plan, clearly conceived and carefully carried

out— an accomplishment that must be as

much of a gratification to the author as it is

to those who consult the volume. Too often,

especially in America, important explora-

tions have been made and extensive collec-

tions obtained which through force of cir-

cumstances remain unreported. . .
."

The four species of South American birds

reproduced in color in this number and de-

scribed as new by Dr. Chapman are of

particular interest because so distinctly

different from species of North America.

The toucans are the strangest of all the

strange birds of Colombia, their huge bills

serving as arms to reach fruits borne on

branches not strong enough to bear the

weight of the birds. Their bright colors, often

in conflicting shades, are carried to the ex-

treme on their enormous bills. That the

color patterns of these birds look to us

much like today's experiments in shij} cam-

ouflage gives interest to Dr. Arthur A.

Allen's statement that the species are diffi-

cult to see in the forest despite their con-

spicuous colors. Anti^ittas have been called

"bobtailed robins," and the lower bird esj^e-

cially, of the two shown in the color plate,

will remind the citizen of the United States

of a young American robin. Antpittas are

not well known to the citizens of South

America, however. They are likely to

escape the observation of even the na-

tive collectors, becauss so well concealed in

their habitat, the moss-grown vegetation

of the jungle floor. Fuertes' parrakeet lives

in small flocks in the tree tops. Like other

parrots, these birds seem to be mated for

life, and in flight pairs always keep to-

gether. The finches of South America have

habits similar to those of our ehewinks or

towhees.

A HOSPITAL for birds is a new departure,

but one that seems eminently worth while in

view of the results achieved by Dr. W. W.
Arnold at Colorado Springs, as described in

a summer number of Bird Lore. Dr. Arnold

first became interested in treating wounded

birds when a little girl brought to him a

nighthawk and tearfully asked if he could

not make it well just as he did the broken

arms of little boys and girls. In a commo-

dious aviary he constantly provides for from

twenty-five to thirty feathered patients, dis-

abled by contact with telephone wires or by

other accidents which befall them in their

migrations across country. While minister-

ing to their needs he becomes acquainted

with many imsuspected bird traits.

Armaxd Thevenix, a French paleontol-

ogist, died on March 7 from the effects of

poisonous gases with which he was experi-

menting in connection with the war. He was

forty-eight years of age and well known for

his careful and accurate work in the de-

velopment of vertebrate palaeontology. He
was associated at the Museum Xational

d'Histoire Naturelle, in Paris, with palaeon-

tologists of international fame, and produced

under such stimulus his interesting studies

on fossil vertebrates. Thevenin gave

especial attention to the subject of fossil

Amphibia and was the discoverer of an in-

teresting primitive reptile, Sauravus costei,

a form which, as the most ancient reptile of

France, is paralleled in America by the

Eosauravus copei, described by Williston

from the coal measures of Linton, Ohio. The

publications of Thevenin number probably

not more than a dozen papers. Of these the

best known is his monograph on "Les Plus

Anciens Quadrupedes de France," in Tome
V of the Annales de Paleontologie, a well-

written, finely illustrated memoir which was

awarded a prize by the Academy of Sciences

;

it ei^itomizes the ability and ideals of

Armand Thevenin. His opinion that the

vertebrates of the coal measures, although

very ancient, were still a long way from

their origin, agrees with the decision reached

by students of early vertebrates in America.

The Katmai Expedition of the Xational

Geographic Society to the Valley of Ten

Thousand Smokes, Alaska, in the summer of

1918, had for its object a reconnaissance of

regions not yet visited, with a view to more in-

tensive study of the volcanic phenomena.

Because of war conditions, and particularly

the difficulty of obtaining transportation,

the party included only two men, Messrs.

Jasper Sayre and Paul P. Hagelbarger,

both members of last year's expeilition.
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After a somewhat hazanlous voyage, in

which their ship, the "Dora," was seriously

hampered by ice fU)es in Berinij Sea, they

finally arrived at Xaknek Lake by June 10,

iuiil in AuLiust. a wireless message an-

nuunced the successful termination of the

season's -work. The topographic survey be-

gun last year was extemled to the shore of

Bering Sea, adding about liftt'cii luindrcd

square miles to the map and completing a

section across the base of the Alaska Pen-

Liewtenant Leo E. Miller is ihief observer in

aviation at Camp Jackson, South Carolina. He is

the author of a forthcoming book, In tlw Wilds of

South Antprica, recounting a story of travel and
bird study while engaged in the work of the

American Museum expeditions

insula from Katmai Bay to Xaknek Lake,

thus furnishing data for an accurate topo-

graphic map of the region. The first ac-

curate measurement of the temperatures of

volcano vents was obtained, through the

use of pyrometers supplied by the geophysi-

cal laboratory of the Carnegie Institution.

The highest temperature measured was 430

degrees Centigrade. The part}' reached

Seattle in September, returning overland.

The new Whitlock Premier jiriiitiiig press

latelv installed at the American Museum of

Natural History is handling the various pub-

lications of the institution in good shape

under the direction of Mr. Stephen Klassen.

All Museum printing with the exception of

tlic .l(Mi;.\.\i, will licnccfortli lie ilone

through tlic iiK'diuiii of this press, which has

four times tlie capacity of the small press

ju'cviously in use. The work is further

facilitated by a iiKHHityjic riiacliin(',ob\iating

the necessity of setting ty|ic by hand.

Ohsekveks have noted that as a rule birds

on the battle front in Europe pay little at-

tention to tlie noise and confusion around

them. When a shell burst through the roof

of a shed in the rafters of which swallows

were nesting, the birds quickly took advaii-

tage of the new opening when flying liack

and forth to feed their young. Acconling

to H. Thoburn Clark, British ornithologist

and soldier, the masked sites of guns are

favorite nesting places. A brood of four

young blackbirds was hatched within four

feet of the muzzle of a gun ; and when a

German shell destroyed the stump of an

apple tree in which a pair of blackcaps ha<l

made their home, they built in th? adjoining

stump and reared their brood successfully.

The nest of a pair of hedge swallows in the

hub of a broken wheel was continually under

fire, yet the parental instinct of the birds

exceeded their fear and they fed their young

in disregard of dropping shrapnel and

bursting shells. Obliviousness to danger

often proves fatal, however, as is shown by

the large numbers of dead birds found in

the woods that have been exposed to a gas

attack, and by the complete destruction of the

bird life of the forests near Verdun through

the effects of bombardment. It is said that

droves of magpies have been driven from

France by gunfire and have settled in Eng-

land. At St. Omer, France, jackdaws have

been known to leave their homes in the

church steeples and attack passing aero-

planes, to which birds ordinarily seem to pay

little attention.

^Ik. Leslie Si'IEK has returned from cen-

tral Arizona where he examined during the

early summer prehistoric ruins in the White

Mountains and the Rio Verde Valley. Later

he visited the little-known Havasupai In-

dians, who live on a tributary of the Grand

Canon of the ( 'olora lo.
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Mr. Louis R. Sullivan, assistant curator

in the department of anthropology at the

American Museum, has received the com-

mission of Second Lieutenant in the Sani-

tary Corps of the United States Army, with

headquarters at Washington. Mr. Sullivan

is attached to a newly organized division of

the Sanitary Corps, which includes on its

staff Messrs. C. B. Davenport, of Cold

Spring Harbor, New York; B. W. Hawkes,

of Milwaukee; and W. D. Wallace, of Cali-

fornia. The work so far as planned is the

oversight of the physical measurements made

by the war boards with a view to their

standardization. The lieutenants will visit

the various army camps and make anthropo-

metric studies of as many of the men in

training as possible.

A NEW game bird law has been enacted

by Congress to make effective the treaty re-

cently entered into between the United

States and Canada governing the killing of

migratory birds. Under the rules based on

the new law, uniform bag limits are set for

the entire country, and the sale of wild

migratory birds is prohibited absolutely.

Permission to propagate migratory wild fowl

on game farms and preserves may be ob-

tained from the Dejiartment of Agriculture,

and birds so raised may be sold as an addi-

tion to the food supply. Experiments have

proved that many species of wild waterfowl

may be raised successfully in captivity, and

the sanction and protection of the Govern-

ment will do much toward promoting this

industry. There is now no spring open sea-

son for hunting wild fowl, and the fall open

season is the same throughout the country,

extending generally from September 1 to

January 31, with certain exceptions, as in

the case of the New England shore bird

season which is from August 16 to Novem-

ber 30. The open season for individual

species must not exceed three and one half

mouths. States may make and enforce their

own regulations, but only to afford greater

protection to the birds and not to extend

the open season or in any way to conflict

with the Federal law. Continuous protec-

tion is given to all insectivorous, birds, band-

tailed pigeons, cranes, wood ducks, eider

ducks, swans, curlew, and upland plover.

No night hunting is permitted, the killing

or capturing of migratory birds between sun-

set and a half hour before sunrise beiug

prohibited. Provision is made for the col-

lection of birds for scientific purposes, and

under extraordinary conditions Federal per-

mits may be issued to kill migratory birds

which are injurious to agriculture.

The large tusks of an elephant shot by

Mrs. Carl E. Akeley on the American Mu-

seum expedition to Africa some years ago

have lately been added to the collections of

the American Museum. They weigh 112 and

115 pounds respectively and are the record

tusks for the Mount Kenia region.

War is proving a stimulus to research.

Incidentally, opportunity for the study of

fossil plants of great scientific interest has

been afforded by the opening of abandoned

mines to increase the supply of fuel. Botany

seems remote from things warlike, yet as a

result of the food situation and the educa-

tional campaign of the Food Administration

and the Department of Agriculture, for in-

stance, American botanists have organized

for a vigorous onslaught on plant diseases.

A war board of American pathologists has

been api^ointed. Humanity, it has been

shown, in the last analysis is directly de-

pendent on green jjlants for food, and of

this food large amounts of wheat, fruits, and

vegetables are lost annually through plant

diseases. Some of these are known to be

preventable— such as the stinking smut of

wheat—and botanists realize their respon-

sibility.

Among important war services performed

by botanists are the study and cultivation of

kelp and other marine algae to augment the

supply of potash needed by the Government,

and the exploration of the country for cer-

tain species of sphagnum moss (especially

Sphagnum papillosum and S. palustre) which

are now recognized as valuable substitutes

for absorbent cotton in the making of sur-

gical dressings.

Mr. H. G. Barber spent the month of

July at the American Museum in research

work on the institution's collection of Hemip-

tera.

Dr. C.-E. a. Winslow has been appointed

consulting expert on industrial hygiene to

the United States Public Health Service in

charge of a squad of men studying conditions

affecting the efficiency of munition workers.
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The American Museum of Natural History wns rdiimlcd mid iiicdi'puiMtcd in

liSGJl for tln' pur}iosi' of olalilisliiiiL;' a .Musciiiii and l.ilirary of Xatiiral Jlistoi'y;
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general knowledge of l<indiTd sniijects. and Id thai end. (d' fni'nislung popnlai'

in^^truetion.

The ^Museum huilding is ei-ccted and largely maintaincij hy New \nrk City,

funds derived from issues (d' coi'porate stoi'k proxiding f(ir the const laut ion of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, wliile an annual a})propriation is made
for heating, lighting, the rejiair of the huikling and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year; on week days

from II A.M. to .') P.M.. on Sunda\-s fr(jm 1 to ."> i'..\i.

Tile .Museum not only niaintains exlnl)its in anthropology and natui'al Idstory,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of TO,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the p\dtlic as a reference lil)raiT.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by inimerons lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the Ijlind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each 3'ear, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Eoosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1917

:

Attendance in Exhibitiou Halls T86,151
Attendance at Lectures 11.5,803
Lantern Slides Sent out for L^se in Schools 63,111

School Children Reached l)y Xature Study Collections . . . 1,104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the ]\[usenm is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contril)ute either l>y direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of ^Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees nuiy deem most importaid. including the ])ul)lication of

the JouRXAL. There are now more than four thousand Meudx'rs of the Museum
who are contriluiting to this work. If you believe that the ]\Iuseum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustet's invite you to lend youi- sup-

port by becoming a Meml)er.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Meml>er annually 10

Sustaining Memter annually 25

Life Memter 100

Fellow 500

Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder 25,000

Benefactor 50,000

Ther have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to the ^Members" Eoom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Meml>ers* Eoom for distribution to

their friends

Servic-es of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two c-ourse tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numljers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the Aileeicax MuseoiI Jouexal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in Xew York City may associate with the Mu-

seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the Aieericax Museum Jouexal— a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, pulilished montlily

from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Eeport, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members" Eoom. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with ever}' comfort for rest, read-

ing, ^nd correspondence

Two c-omplimentary rickets admitting to the Members" Boom for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the jiuseum

All classes of Members receive the Amebicax Museum Jouexal. which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Mu.seum as depicted by pen and camera : also to furnish Members with reliab]e

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers: it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

gui.shed among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

IMuseum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of anunal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension Svstem. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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wliicli the MuM'iiiii itx'ir is dedicated— namely, that witlumt deepening apprecia-

tien nf nature, ne people can attain te the hi,L:hest gradt's oL' knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of the Mii>eiiiii coinprise the Mnnnii-s. Bulletin

and Aiilli rnjiuluijiciil J'lijicrs, the Mi'iimirs and Hiillclin edited hy [''rank Iv Liitz.

the AllillVopologlcaJ J'dpcrs hy Chu'k \\'i>slel-. IMie-e pidil ieat ioiis eo\'er the Held

and lahoratoi-v reseai-ehes of the in<t it ill ion.

The Popular Scientific Publications td' the Museum comprise the Ilandliodks,

Leafets. and Gcncnil (Iniilc. edite(| hy Fredei-ic .\. Lueas. and the JontXAL, edited

li\- Marv ('\nt!iia Dii'kerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS*

HANDBOOKS

NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS
I*.v ('i.ai;k Wissi.KK. I'li.l). Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
l>v Pliny Kaim.e CJoddakd. Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth. 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
By Frederic A. Lucas. Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
1)Y W. I). ^LvTTiiEW. PiT.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I, THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Axx E. Thomas, Ph.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By ^Iai;y Cyxiiiia Dickersox
A new edition in e(Hirse of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C.-E. a. ^YIXSLO^v. M.S., M.X. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By 1Ii:i;i5i:i;t J. Si>ixi)i:x. Ph.D. Cloth. Price. T5 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By Pons P. (tRatacap. A.^I. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
r.v .1. .\. .\m.i:n. Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By (iKoi;*;!: H. ri:iM'i:i; Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Charles W. ^Iead Price. 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
I')Y Haih.ax I. Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
\\\ CiiAKi.Ks \\'. ]\1eai) Price, 10 cents

' Prices net ;
postage extra
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PERUVIAN ART
I')V (11 AiM.Ks \V. ^Iem) Price, lU cents

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By J.awkexck A*, ('ole.aiax Price. K) cents

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
r>Y FiiAXK ]\I. Chapman. Sc.I). I'rice, 25 cents

Sccniid edition i.-sucfl May. ]'J]i>.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
P)Y Aeaxsox Skixxer Price, 20 cents

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett Price, 10 cents

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
I'.Y W. I). .Matthew. I'li.D. Price, 20 cents

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
r.Y W. I>. .Matthew. I'li.K. Price, 10 cents

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Fi;axk E. Lttz. Pir.T). Price, 10 cents

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Fkaxk E. Friz. l*ii.l).. axd F. E. "Watsox Price, 15 cents

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY Price. 10 cents

THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY
T'>y \\'h.li.\:\[ T>ErTEx:iirEEEi! Price, 15 cents

INSECTS AND DISEASE
By C.-E. a. Wixslow .a.xd Fe'AXHv E. Lutz Price, 25 cents

SOME REPRINTS

THE GROUND SLOTH GROUP
T)Y A\'. !». Matthew. Ph.D. Price, 5 cents

THE WHARF PILE GROUP
r.Y IiOY \V. ^IrxEi;. A.B. Price, 5 cents

THE SEA WORM GROUP
By Boy W. Mixer. A.B. Price. 10 cents

THE ANCESTRY OF THE EDENTATES
By W. D. ]\rATTnEAV. Ph.F). Price, 5 cents

THE STORY OF MUSEUM GROUPS
By i-'i;Ei»ERic A. Er( as. Sr.D. Price, 10 cents

THE NEW AFRICAN HALL
By ('ai!l E. Akeley Price, 5 cents

GENERAL GUIDE TO THE EXHIBITION HALLS
Xew edition issued January, 1918, illustrated, 136 pages. Price, 25 cents

SOUVENIR STAMP ALBUM
.V scries nf 100 subjects printed from four color plates, each stamp 21/^x3
inches. Sold in sets of 15 stamps for 10 cents. Album providing space for

the entire series including 10 stamps, 15 cents. Album and comiilete series

iif 6 sets of stamps. 75 cents : ])ostage. 4 cents.

GUIDE TO THE NATURE TREASURES OF NEW YORK CITY
Price, 75 cents

The purpose of this illustrated guide is to render accessible under one cover

an account of the public scientific institutions of Manhattan, the Bron.x, and
Brooklvn.
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS
Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes II-VI II.— Anthropology.

Volume IX.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-XIV.— Anthropology.
Volumes II, IV, V, VII, A^III, X-XIV, and an ETirNOGRAPiiicAL Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Vohuiies I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volume II, part 1.— Palaeontology.

BULLETIN
Volumes I-XXIV; XXV. parts 1 and 2; XXVT-XXXVII ; and XXXVIIL

parts 1-14.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS
Volumes I-IX ; X, parts 1-6; XI; XII, parts 1-5; XIII; XIV, parts 1 and 2:

XV, part 1; XVI, parts 1 and 2; XVII, parts 1-4; XVIII, parts 1-4; XIX,
part 1 : XX. in preparation; XXI, part 1 ; XXII, parts 1 and 2.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By L). G. Elliot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-
brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, with prices, of these publications may he had

upon application to the Librarian of the Museum.
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A League of Free Nations'

GEOGRAPHICAL ISOLATION OF COUNTRIES AND CONTINKXTS DISAP-

PEARS IN FACE OF INSTANTANEOUS TRANSOCEANIC COMMUNICA-
TION AND RAPID TRANSPORTATION OF RESOURCES.-LAWS OF

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN RAW .AIATERIALS.-COOPER-
ATIVE WORLD ORGANIZATION WILL MEAN

ULTIMATE WORLD PEACE

By CHARLES R. VAN H I S E

President of the University of Wisconsin

GERMANY, Austria, Bulgaria,

and Turkey have all urgently

asked tor armistices. By the

Allies the conditions of ceasing to press

their highly successful attacks have

been given, and have been accepted by

all the powers named. The conditions

are so drastic that hostilities cannot

possibly be resumed. The accepting

powers must submit to the terms of

peace imposed upon them by the Allies,

however severe they may be. The war

is won.

If. when the terms of peace have been

concluded, some way has not been

worked out so that gigantic wars will

not recur, we shall be obliged to con-

clude that the human being has not

traveled sufficiently far along the road

of rationalism to have learned even by

the most bitter and costly experience.

The proposal which has met general

approval for preventing war is a

League of Xations ; or. to introduce a

recent qualification, a League of Free

Nations. The President of the United

States and the premiers of Great Brit-

ain are definitely committed to a

League of Nations, and high officials

of France, Italy, and Japan have ex-

pressed warm sympathy with the prin-

ciple.

The League must be created as an

integral part of the terms of peace.

This is the golden opportunity. If it

be allowed to slip away and each of the

allied nations again devotes itself exclu-

sively to its own interests, it will then

be very difficult to form an effective

league. Now. when the allied nations

are acting together in all that relates

to the prosecution of the war and the

terms of peace, is the time that they are

most likely to agree upon obligations to

prevent the recurrence of wars.

In regard to the covenants of the

League, proposals have been made rang-

ing from a complete United States of

the World to an alliance with vague and

general obligations. A number of inter-

esting plans have been worked out for

the United States of the World, but so

far as I have met men in this and other

countries—and my opportunities in

England have been exceptionally fortu-

nate— I know of no man who believes

that a "United States of (he World" is

now a practicable proposal. If, in the

future, there is such an organization, it

will be a growth. Therefore I shall con-

' Opening address before the Wisconsin State Convention of the League to Enforce Peace, November
8, 1918.
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sider the problem of a League of Na-

tions from the minimum rather than

the maximum point of view.

What are the minimum obligations

which the nations entering into a free

league will be willing to accept, but

which will be sufficient to make the

league effective for the purpose for

which it is primarily created— the pre-

vention of war ?

All the proposals that I have seen

concerning a League of Xations pro-

vide for a separation of cases arising be-

tween the members of the League into

two classes: justiciable and nonjustici-

able. All agree that justiciable cases

should go to a regularly constituted

court, either the existing Hague court,

or a new court formed directly under

the League.

For the nonjusticiable cases it is

agreed that in the case of a difference

between two nations which they them-

selves are unable to settle, they shall

not go to war with each other until the

members of the League not parties to

the controversy have had the grounds of

difference investigated and have made
recommendations for settlement.

The method of reaching the recom-

mendations raises the question of the

nature of the organization of the

League. It is suggested that it will be

advisable for the body created by the

direct representatives of the nations in

the League to confine itself to essen-

tially legislative functions. This body

should control policies ; it should create

instruments and agents to carry out

these policies. The actual work should

be done by these instruments and

agents. A League of Nations composed

of a considerable number of members
could well consider and control poli-

cies. It could not wisely undertake the

investigation of a difference between

two nations and make recommendations

concerning the same. These duties

should be performed by a quasi judicial

body analogous to a commission.

Presuming, therefore, that the inves-

tigation in any case will be made by a

commission or council appointed by the

members of the League not parties to

the controversy, its recommendations,

whether unanimous or by majority,

must be final, precisely as the determi-

nation of a court, whether unanimous

or by majority, is final. To require that

the recommendations of a tribunal shall

be unanimous, or after their considera-

tion by the members of the League the

League itself shall be unanimous, as has

been seriously proposed, would be a de-

cision at the outset to make the League

of Xations futile.

The case of the nobles of Poland,

who acted under the principle of una-

nimity with calamitous consequences to

that country for more than a century,

is a conclusive illustration. On the

other hand, the acceptance by the Amer-
ican people of the decisions of the Su-

preme Court of the L'nited States, often

with a Ijare majority, upon most mo-
mentous questions, some of these be-

tween the several states during the early

years of the Union when the states were

being cemented into a nation, is con-

clusive evidence of the soundness of the

principle advocated.

The next question that arises is what

is to happen if a nation of the League

goes to war contrary to the recommen-

dations made. It has been proposed,

indeed strongly urged, by many who are

advocating a League of Nations that all

members of the League shall bind them-

selves in such a case to support the at-

tacked state with their armies and

navies and also economically.

It does not seem to me that it will be

practicable to obtain the agreement of

the nations to such a condition, and I

therefore propose as a substitute that

they agree that any nation in the

League shall be free, if it so desire, to

support the attacked state with its army
and its navy ; and that all the members
of the League agree absolutely to boy-

cott the offending nation, to have no

trade or communication with it in anv
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\v;iv \vli:i(r\ri-. to tri'jit il a- an oullaw

nilliMli;' till' t'i'cc |ic()]ilrs of the World.

So (lc])('n(l('iil ai'c nations upon one

anotluT in tlicse days of instautaiu'ons

comnninicatimi. ra]iid trans]iortation.

and internal ional coniinoi'co. that il

soenis to nic an\' nation would In' very

slow to »jo to war coin I'arv to I'rconi-

niondations which had hivn made upon

its case, with the certainty tliat tlu- war

would have to he ])rosecutod entirely

upon its own resources, tliat no liclp

ctMdd he derived in any way from any

other nation: not only so. hut tliat in

relations other than war, it would he

treated as a lejier.

In repard to dilTerences between

states that are memhers of the League,

and states not members of the League,

the League of N'ations should be free to

follow precisely the same procedure as

though both nations were members of

the League; and whether or not the

nation outside the League requested it,

the League should take steps for the

investigation of differences and the

making of recommendations. If the

nation outside the League attacked a

nation within the League before the

case was investigated and recommenda-

tions made, or contrary to the recom-

mendations, then, again, the nations of

the League should be free to support

their ally with their armies and navies

and should be hound to support it by

complete boycott of the offending state.

In the case of a controversy between

two nations altogether outside the

League, probably it is not wise to pro-

pose that the League should do more
than tender its good offices to settle the

diHerence which threatens war, pre-

cisely as if the two states were members
of the League. This offer might not

always be accepted ; but if it were ac-

cepted by one state and not accepted by

the other, it is inevitable that the state

that was attacked contrary to the recom-

mendation would have at least the moral

su])])ort and influence of the nations of

the League; and no war has ever illus-

trate(l the luiLihty power ol moi'al sup-

port a> has this war which is just being

linished.

'I'lie second fundamental point upon
which agreement nnist be reached by

the League of Nations is in regard to

aiinaments. At the end of this war, the

great iiatioii> in\o|\('d will ha\e mighty

ariiiaiiieiit> up(Ui laud ami -ea. 'I'hey

lia\c maintained tlioe armaiiieiits 1)V

borrowing enormous sums of money.

.\fter the termination of the war. the

ciiri'eiit expenses for any country luiist

he I'ediieed to the illcoiue derived from

taxation: and that income must in ad-

dition provide for the interest upon the

colossal war debt, and if possible some

increment toward liquidation. It is

therefore clear that armaments as they

exist at the end of the war cannot be

maintained. They must be reduced,

however jingoistic a nation may be. It

is obvious that it cannot be proposed

that armaments shall l)e equal for all

nations. It cannot be suggested that

liiberia and Great Britain shall have

armies and navies of the same size. The
reduced armaments should be propor-

tioned to the importance and power of

the nations.

As a first approximation toward this,

we may suggest that the disarmament

be proportioned, and that the disarma-

ment under this principle be carried as

far as possible. To illustrate for the

navies : Great Britain at the end of the

WAV will have a fleet upon the sea sub-

stantially three times that at the be-

ginning of the war. To maintain a fleet

in times of peace is almost as expensive

as during war. The men must be paid,

the ships kept in repair. It shoidd

therefore be agreed that the British sea-

going fleet shall 1)0 reduced to say one

thii'fl. one fourth, one fifth, one tenth,

nv any other fi'aetion which may be de-

cide(l upon, of the power of the fleet at

the end of the war: the reduction to

apply so t'ai" as practicable to each class

of slii])s. In regard to the ships which

are ])ut out of commission, the guns
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would be dismantled, and the ships

placed at anchor in the harbors. In

case of necessity they would be available

rapidly. The proportion agreed upon

would apply to the United States and

to all other members of the League.

The proportional reduction of armies

is not so easy to illustrate in simple

terms, but the principle of armaments

in proportion to power and influence

should be applied so far as practicable.

It is to be noted under the principle

of proportional disarmament that each

nation would have the same relative

power it possessed before such action.

I am glad to be able to state that Lloyd

George supports the principle of pro-

portional disarmament. In the major-

ity of proposals which have been made,

it has been provided that all the free

nations that desire to enter a League

may do so. A League thus formed

would consist of many nations. Eeeog-

nizing the very great difEerence in the

strength and influence of the members

of such a group of nations, various

schemes have been suggested for pro-

portional influence ; but all the schemes,

it seems to me. present insuperable diffi-

culties because of the pride of nations

of intermediate po^ver and influence.

These would claim as their right the

same position as the first-class powers.

It therefore appears to me that to

form a League of Xations which shall

at the outset include all the free nations

that wish to enter is inadvisable. The

League of Xations should at first con-

sist of the free nations that have borne

to the end the larger part of the burden

of this war against autocracy, namely,

the United States, England, France,

Italy, and Japan. The organization of

such a League under the principles

above given, even if it included no

other nation, would go far toward sus-

taining the future security of the world.

Even covenants to the extent above out-

lined of the English-speaking peoples

would be a mighty influence in that di-

rection. If the League of Free Xations

is first limited to the five powers named,

the difficulties in regard to representa-

tion are overcome. They will have ecpial

representation. The difficulties of dis-

armament are largely overcome. These

nations have acted together; their in-

terests are common; they are in sym-

pathy. They will work out a plan un-

der the general principle of propor-

tioned disarmament, maintaining in the

aggregate a power sufficient to secure

the peace of the world. The League of

the five nations once formed, other na-

tions would be admitted under the con-

stitution of the League, and they would

have the rights and powers given them

under that constitution.

A question which immediately arises

is, Shall Germany, which country is al-

ready committed to the principle of a

League, be admitted under the terms of

its constitution?

My answer is that as soon as the Ger-

man people have shown that they are a

free people, wholly independent of au-

tocracy, have completely abandoned the

evil doctrine of "Might," and are ready

to support the existence of a moral

order in the world, that nation should

become a member of the League of Free

ISTations. This would mean that Ger-

many, once admitted to the League in

the matter of armaments as well as

others, should be treated upon the same

basis as the other five powers. But
there should be the strictest guaranties

that the agreements will not be surrep-

titiously disregarded. If Germany is

allowed unduly to expand her armies,

this Avill start again in the world the

race for enormous armaments.

Another question that arises in con-

nection with the admission of Germany
to the League is the economic treatment

of the Central Powers after the war.

In this matter, to my mind, there are

two phases, that of reconstruction and

that of a permanent policy following re-

construction. It is possible, indeed

probable, that during the period of re-

construction, there will be a shortage of
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essential materials. I hold that during

this period the needs of the Allies must

have preference, since the restoration of

Belgium, France, and Serl)ia has heen

made necivsavv in large measure he-

eanse of ihe I'utliless and unlawrul acts

of the Central i'owers.

Following the reconst lau-tion pei'iod,

when the wm-ld has assumed its normal

condition. I he Central Powers should

be placed npoii precisely the same eco-

nomic basis as are other nations. Each

nation, with regard to tariff and sinular

policies, will retain its own autonomy;

bnt the League of Nations must see that

un nation within the lieaguc which has

equal treatment with regard to raw ma-

terials, shall pursue unfair practices in

international trade. In short, unfair

practices in international trade, illus-

trated by dumping, nnist be outlawed,

precisely as are unfair practices in na-

tional trade. In this respect Germany

has been an offender in the past ; and

only when she reforms completely, shall

she have the same treatment as other

nations with regard to raw materials.

In making the above statement, I

wish it clearly understood that if I were

in a position of power, I should be im-

placable in imposing iipon Germany, to

the utmost limit she is able to bear

them, the full penalties for all actions

she has taken contrary to international

law. When peace has been concluded,

the sanctity of international law must

be reestablished. The small nations

which have been outraged contrary to

international law, so far as possible

must be reimbursed for all the Avrongs

they have suffered. This position is not

taken with the idea of revenge, but from

the point of view of justice and the

necessity of convincing every German
that all violations of international law

will carry their inexorable penalties.

There is not space and it is not ap-

propriate for me to discuss the further

terms of peace. They undoubtedly will

be severe. Having been imposed, how-

ever, and the penalty having been ex-

acted, the |»ast should be eliminated

from rurtlier consideration and a course

of justice pursued. Only so can there

1)1' |)ermanent peace in the world. It

cannot be denied that the Germans are

a great people, and that, if permanently

kept out of a League of Nations, Ger-

many will 1)0 the center of another

gi'oup of nations; and we shall have the

ohl balance of power between the

League of Free Nations and another

Tjcague of Nations led by Germany.

There can be no permanent peace which

does not include finally all the great

nations of the world in the League of

Free Nations.

In accordance with the ideas of Gen-

eral Smuts recently expressed at a din-

ner in p]ngiand, I hope that the world

of the future may be a free world, an

organized world (that is, with a League

of Nations), and a friendly world.

In order that the League of Free Na-

tions shall have permanence and its in-

fluence grow, it is necessary that it have

something to do. In the matter of

justiciable cases this is provided for.

The nonjusticiable cases would be spo-

radic. They would doubtless be han-

dled as they arose by appropriate

agents, appointed for the purpose. The
terms of peace, however, are likely to

require a number of international obli-

gations. It is clear that the Darda-

nelles must be made open to the peoples

of the world ; they must be internation-

alized. It is generally believed that the

German African colonies should not be

returned to that country. With the ex-

ception of southwestern Africa, the ad-

ministration of these colonies in the

interest of their peoples might well be-

come an international obligation. New
states have been created through the

disintegration of Russia and will be

created by the disintegration of Austria.

It will be necessary that these states

have a big brother to assist them when
needful until they get on their feet,

precisely as the United States served as

a bis: brother for Cuba until she was
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able to act independently. This is in-

ternational \A'ork. It seems to me that

this function should be exercised di-

rectl}^ through, the League of Free Na-

tions. An organization should be cre-

ated l)y it to handle international

responsibility in the interests of the

world. This will involve the setting up

of an appropriate government in each

case, the apportioning of the necessary

protection, and the allocation of the re-

quired funds among the members of the

League. From time to time, as need

ari.ses, a helping hand should be given,

but always with the purpose of develop-

ing a province exclusively in the inter-

ests of its inhabitants, and when the

time comes, of establishing self govern-

ment.

The foregoing discussion assumes

that the L^nited States will become one

of the great nations of the Free League.

Already in this war, the United States

has abandoned the policy of isolation

and has acted in practical alliance

with the great powers fighting Ger-

many. In every respect in the con-

duct of the war the United States

has acted precisely as have the other

members of the alliance. Indeed the

L'nited States has taken leadership in

making the alliance stronger and firmer

through a common command of the

fighting forces, through cooperation in

the feeding of the Allies, and through

apportionment of the materials of war.

In the second place, even if we had
not already abandoned the policy of

isolation, sooner or later it would have

been necessary to do so under the condi-

tions of the modern world. The policy

ma}^ have been wise when the Atlantic

Ocean was a great gulf between Amer-
ica and Europe. Transportation and

communication were so slow that the

United States could pursue policies in-

dependent of those followed in Europe.

]S!"ow, however, that communication is

instantaneous and transportation so

rapid that goods cross the Atlantic in

less than a week, and the trade of each

nation depends upon materials derived

from other nations, isolation is no

longer possible. The world has become

one body, and no great member of it

can proceed independently of the other

members. They must act together ; and

this is possible only through formal

treaty covenants.

It seems clear that if the United

States now shirks the responsibility of

entering the League of Free Xations, it

is inevitable that some time in the fu-

ture she will again be obliged to inter-

vene in a war for wliich slie is in noway
responsible and the initiation of which

she has no means to control. Because of

the intimate international relations, if

a world conflagration again start, it is

almost inevitable that we shall be drawn
into it precisely as we were into this.

Finally it should be pointed out that

the proposal to join a League of Free

Xations is fundamentally different from

joining an alliance of the kind which

was meant when the doctrine of avoid-

ing entangling alliances was developed.

The danger of joining an alliance is that

this alliance will get into armed conflict

with another alliance. The plan of bal-

ance of powers between alliances in

Europe we know has led to disastrous

wars from time to time. If it were

proposed that the L^nited States should

enter into an alliance with one or two

powers of Europe, the objection would
hold that it would be entering into an

entangling alliance ; but the proposal is

that the United States shall enter a

League of Free Nations which shall, at

the outset, include the great dominant

free nations, and which shall finally in-

clude practically all nations. This is

not an alliance, but a step toward co-

operative world organization, and there-

fore World Peace. Xot only should the

United States enter the League of Free

Xations, but she should take the posi-

tion of leadership in its formation to

which she is entitled by the commanding
influence she is exercising at the pres-

ent time in the councils of the world.



Tlie wi'll-kcpt sjiacc cnciri-lcil liy :i Imnclrccl Imts is tin' "stiidimn" of Mangbetuland, over wiiicli

tower tlie groves of oil p;;lnis— an imposing setting for Okondo's great residence. Here, at the king's

bidding, the quiet of peace gives way to tlie turmoil of barter, to shrewd appeals of crafty justice,

to riotous gatherings of pleasure, or to turbulent waves of war. Those who are welcome are invited

to pass the forbidden gates to the king's harem; but woe to tliose who are subject to the cruel dict\im

of his tribunal

Famous Ivory Treasures of a Negro King

By HERBERT LAN G

The ethnographical collection, a small part of the 54 tons of natural history material

brought home by the Congo Expedition (1909-1915), comprises about 3800 examples repre-

sentative of the culture of the Mangbetu and neighboring tribes. More than 1000 photo-

graphs, including a series of portraits and illustrations of habits and customs, plans of vil-

lages and houses, together with water color studies of mural painting, and more than 100 life

masks, form a splendid contribution to the better knowledge of these little-known peoples.

The jewels "of the collection are 380 pieces of carved ivory, beautiful in design and remark-

able in execution, all denoting a keen sense for well-balanced composition. These ivories are

now on exhibition in the Morgan hall of the American Museum of Natural History, and
although made by untutored savages they harmonize surprisingly well with displays of art

treasures exhibited near them which have come from many lands. This collection is par-

ticularly valuable inasmuch as it cannot be duplicated, for Okondo, king of the Mangbetu,
died in 1916, three years after we left him, and for administrative reasons his realm was
divided among many smaller chiefs who more easily can be made to abide by the golden
rule of civilization. These chiefs, being virtually without authority, possess comparatively
few show pieces; nor can they offer inducements to artists in this line, as ivory is now
scarce.

These Mangbetu ivories astonish even modern artists of civilization. The unusual amount
of care the savages have bestowed upon their work is as surprising as the range and adap-
tability of the conventionalized subjects chosen. Man occurs as often as purely geometric
compositions, but cviriously enough, animal fonns are seldom admitted. The carved form
of the human head in miniature as a tenniuating figure for an ivory piece is especially com-
mon, sometimes in natural proportions but more often lengthened or flattened either to an
extreme extent or cleverly suggested by only a few sharp lines.

Those who enjoy the beauty of the Mangbetu ivories are indebted in a large measure to the

president of the American Museum of Natural History, Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn,
who Ijy his liVieral [dans and generous encouragement made possible the gathering of so unique
a collection, although the chief errand of the expedition was zoological.—The Author.

THE first decorative use of ivory

dates back to the cave men of

the Old Stone age. Their ar-

tistic inclination 'was forceful enough

to guide the historian's sharp-pointed

flints over the smooth surface of tusks.

About eighteen thousand years ago

primitive artists of France thus re-

corded stories of animals they hunted

and dangers they escaped. One of the

527
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earliest masterpieces, preserved from

the Magdalenian period, successfully

pictures, in realistic sharp-cut lines, a

spirited charge of woolly mammoths.^

Ever since, craftsmen of all races have

been encouraged to use ivory as a sub-

stance fitted for the expression of the

beautiful. Their success is proof con-

clusive of the fascinating possibilities

this rich material has offered to a re-

markable variety of tastes, and its con-

tinued association with the costliest

metals and even precious stones shows

the high favor in which it has been

held. Neither the relative rarity, nor

the naturally small proportions of

tusks, succeeded in imposing restric-

tions— as is proved by the colossal gold

and ivory statues of ancient Greece.

^

Monuments of deities and rulers,

thrones, chariots, and scepters, and the

broad field of religious art accorded it

prominence long before ivory was found

to be a suitable material for billiard

balls and modern trinkets.

America, champion of democracy,

long ago gave the alien negro a full-

fledged citizenship ; but, strange to say,

she has evinced small interest in the

study of the native African and there-

fore knows relatively little of the high

perfection to which he may attain along

certain lines under the sway of power-

ful chieftains. As a race, it is true, the

black man has often failed to profit by

the processes of civilization offered in

Africa. In the eastern part, which for

centuries has been in contact with an-

cient and modern culture, one might at

first be disappointed at the paucity of

indigenous art. But who would expect

niceties of this kind from tribes that

barely succeeded in eking out a meager

existence ; and that were afflicted at the

same time by the currents of slave trade

^ Their sundry achievements have been admi-

rably dealt with in Professor Henry Fairfield Os-

born's Men of the Old Stone Age. Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, 1916.
2 Ivory and the Elephant, by Dr. George Fred-

erick Kunz, Doubleday, Page and Company, 1916,
a standard work on this subject, representing the

harvest of a great authority (p. 22).

whicli swept over their country, with

their destructive sequels ? Other tribes,

although more prosperous, were cattle

owners, sometimes with seminomadic

habits, conditions equally unsuitable

for the development of artistic tenden-

cies. Even so well-organized a people

as the Waganda can claim no particu-

lar achievement in the realm of art.

The two great centers of true negro

art were discovered only within the

last few decades. They lie in Central

Africa, along the fertile fringe of the

huge, equatorial rain forests; in the

south, the Kasai region; and in the

northeast, the Uele district. Here, with

a background of more settled condi-

tions and a lavishness of natural re-

sources, art has flourished. In many
districts the powerful incentive of fe-

tishism occasions a profusion of elabo-

rate idols and offers a foundation for

artistic wood carving, widely practised

on account of its utilitarian character

and an abundance of suitable timber.

The favor in which negroes hold dances,

in connection with drinking bouts, fos-

ters the production of musical instru-

ments such as gongs, drums, and clap-

pers. A motley array of stools and a

diversity of curious potteries and orna-

mented gourds are also in common use

at such riotous gatherings, and it be-

comes apparent that the desire to arouse

the admiration of friends by the pos-

session of noteworthy pieces insures a

healthy stimulus to this industry. The
many queer shapes of hats, the pleasing

patterns of mats and other wickerwork,

a variety of elaborate hairdresses, and

the complicated designs of raised tat-

toos show the wide range of their artis-

tic tastes. Blacksmithing, too, is a

craft in which extraordinary results are

achieved. Some of the best work proves

that the West African Bantu negro has

a deep-rooted sense for decorative effect

together with a great store of practical

intelligence.

Although in many ways the natives

of the Kasai show a higher develop-
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ment in tluMr aii tlian ilir Miii),i:'l>rtu of

the Uole, the latter rank foremost

among negroes in the carving of ivory,

which is so essentially cininrcted with

luxury.^ Their kings alone, by contin-

ued encouragement of it, succeeded in

building up so dillieult an art. Their

superiority in many other lines has

been enthusiastically commented upon

by the few explort'rs and travelers visit-

ing their count ry.-

Living in the heart of Africa, eigh-

teen hundred miles inland, far removed

from trade routes, these people wm-e

shielded from foreign influence; and

ethnological specimens illustrating

their skill seldom reached civilized

countries. These Mangbetu were can-

nibals of the worst repute. Under King
Munza's reign (18T0) they inhabited

the fertile regions about the northeast-

ern edge of the African rain forest and,

toward the end of the last century,

nearly lost their independence in a stub-

born contest with the warlike Azande.

Their kings claimed power over life

and death and incidentally raised art

to an extraordinarily high standard.

Of all negro potentates not influenced

by higher civilization, they boasted the

greatest architects. Their dance halls,

compared with ordinary negro huts,

were gigantic palaces; one l)uilt during

' Tlie famous ivory carvings from the former
negro kingdom of Benin, on the Niger delta, sliow

a strong infusion of foreign influence, and can
hardly be attributed to pure negro art. Nor can
the natives of Loango (north of the mouth of the
Congo) make any legitimate claim; for they are

encouraged by traders and other white men to

make processionally carved tusks, which sometimes
are skOlfuUy executed, but which represent a

motley of European ideas badly jumbled in a ne-

gro's brain. At Stanleyville, in the Belgian
Congo. I saw more than a hundred tusks carved
in relief with subjects wending their way from
the root toward the tip. Human beings, perform-
ing various feats, were the favorite subjects. Ele-

phants, leopards, antelopes, crocodiles, lizards, but-

terflies, flowers, and leaves were rendered in poor,

school-boy fashion. Since the exportation of small
tusks is forbidden by law, these were transformed
into works of art, exported to Antwerp, and from
there sent to Khartum where they became Egyp-
tian curios, to the delight of foreign visitors.

- Schweinfurtli's able description has an added
value, for in 1870 he lived at King Munza's court,

which .Junker, Emin Pasha, and Casati also vis-

ited. Boyd Alexander (1906) assisted at a dance,
and Schubotz (1910) spent a fortnight there.

our sojoui'u tliei-e measured 35 feet in

lu'iglit. .so in width, and 200 in length.

Artistic features were impressed upon
e\ery object, and the barbaric splendor

t)f their court and the rigor of public

ceremonies were as much a surprise to

us as they had been to Schweinfurth.

(We, fortunately, were spared the grue-

some sight of piles of liuuian skulls

of devoured victims, lying about refuse

lieaps from tlie king's kitchen.) The
veneration of the people for their auto-

cratic chieftains is as overwhelming as

their fear, and any object of beauty or

value is oft'ercd speedily to them as a

gift, for possession might mean ruin to

its owner.

That the negro race produces a

smaller number of superior men than

other peoples becomes particularly evi-

dent in these regions. Perhaps it was

the fact that these riders surrounded

themselves with the few men of talent

and ability they could bring together

that raised Mangbetu domination to

such heights. No wonder thousands of

subjects flocked to the court to see the

spectacular exhibitions. Thus we can

understand why tyrants, who daily

slaughtered a dozen prisoners bound to

the stake, to furnish meat for their

household of hundreds of queens, would

grant generous protection to artists.

These, in turn, surrounded by a bewil-

dering chaos of rapidly rising and fall-

ing destinies, had grave reasons to

please their ma.?ter, and naturally

strove to outdo one another in eager

competition. Credited by popular be-

lief with supernatural acquisition of

talent, they formed a small caste to

which access could be gained only

through initiation, and any one at-

tempting to compete with them invited

severe misfortune or forfeited his life.

They even fashioned their own tools

;

thus the rude ax, the sharp chisels and

l)lades. the rough saw, the handles and

special tools, are their liandiwork.

That a real industry never was built

up cannot be imputed to these restric-



A FORMER PATRON OF ARTS IN THE CONGO
Three hundred and eighty pieces of carved ivory were gathered by The American Museum Congo

Expedition. Many of these had been the treasure of Okondo, King of the Mangbetu, and others
were made by artists of Mangbetu or Azande origin, and are now on exhibition in the American Mu-
seum. Okondo looked most spectacular in his dancing costume, which he always discarded immedi-
ately after the performance. His unusually dark torso was girded by stiff. Havana-brown bark cloth,

held in place by belts especially consecrated. Graceful plumes of dark eagle and red parrot feathers
crowned him impressively. A necklace of white beads, bunches of wart-hog bristles, skins of the
lemur, and a strap of okapi hide denoted royalty and supposedly endowed him with occult powers.
To him a dance meant the heroic effort of a star performer, and his endurance, agility, and display

of splendor were famed abroad by hundreds of admiring subjects
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tious aloiu' or to tlio [ii'o\crlii;!! iiido-

lent'L' of ii(_\iiTO(,'.>< ; \Ur urc-it ololaclc 1o

tribal intercourse in ;i Inml of ciiinili;!!-

isni is the fact that li-axclcrs were con-

sidered "walkiiiu' liiin|>> of meal." Con-

ditions liad liccoiMc so d;iii_i;crous llia(

men walkin.u' throuii'li the forest carried

bows and ]ioisoned arrows ready for

enRM\i;'eiic\'. and women woiiM no| xcn-

tnre ahi-end alone.

'rhn> tlie hhiek man ha> reeei\e(l as

little credit for attainments in carvinj;-

ivory as for his aliility t(t smell and

woi'k iron; alllionL;li lately lie has been

hailed by moilei'ii etlmolouists as tlie

inventoi- of the iron ti'ade. The carv-

ings of the !Maniibein show sncli tech-

nical perfection tliat the use of a lathe

and other modei'n instrununits suggests

itself. After much consideration, they

work without tracing a plan or indicat-

ing divisions, altliough apparently they

have a fair idea of the final form. 'I'he

tusk, or ])iece of ivory, is trimnuMl with

a hatchet exactly as if it were hard

wood. With an adz they shape the

ritder outlines. An indented blade

serves as a saw to cut the deeper mold-

ings. The finer, ornamental features

are cart'fully carved by variously shaped

tools: and. finally, the whole is

smoothed with the sharp edge of a

knife. Foliage, from various trees, con-

taining fine crystals of silica, is used

like .sandpaper : thus with a moistened

leaf they produce the polish which so

heiahtens the beautv of these ivories.

^

' Tlie Mangbetii neither soak nor in any otlier

way prepare ivory before or during carving. The
straiglitening of small curved pieces, however,
causes no perplexity. In the core of the juicy

banana trunk tlioy place tlie ivory to be bent.

This succulent cylinder, nearly a foot in diameter,
discharges steam from the center as it is turned
over the fire until the exterior is completely
charred. The ivory, thus exposed to a moist, in-

tense heat, and yet well protected from the flames,
is removed so hot that it <'an hardly be touched.
Water is poured over the straightened piece which
is then pressed between two logs. Bent ivory hat-
pins are easily straightened if put into a section
of the fruit stalk of plantains and treated in the
same manner. This process may be the key to
the lost art of ancient Greece and perhaps ex-
plains the presence of extremely large, flat pieces
of ivory required in the production of their colos-
sal gold and ivory statues.

Imagine the iiiieouth ligure of an ill-

smelling, nearly nmU' Jiegro bent over

I he immaculate, white substance, often

holding the object with his feet to have

bis hands IVee, industriously hewing,

eai'\ing. scraping, and |iolishing. while

>ui'i'ounde(l by a gi'<>ii|> of enthusiastic

fi'ieiid> who s|uii' on his desire for

gi'eatei' accom|>lishment>. Iii> one goal

is to arouse the admii'ation of his fel-

low men whom he likes to surprise by

changing the deciu'at ive features for

e\('!'y object, 'i'lie li'anslucent ('(feet of

the subtle, wa\y lines and strange con-

centric rings appearing on the \\-ell-

balanced forms of the ixoi'ies is ample

j-eward foi- his diligence, 'i'he best of

his ci-eations he jiasses from hand to

hand, for closer scrutiny brings out

more fully their peculiar beauty. In

fact, the delicate details stamp it as a

labor of love and can bt^ ai)]n-eciated

only 1)y careful oxamination.

Through their contributions, these

artists have unwittingly guided their

race to a keener realization of the beau-

iiful: and it is regrettable that the

greedy ti'ailei'- whom civilization sends

with his machine-made, utilitarian

goods, millions (d' them cast in the

same mold, should completely super-

sede an exquisite art. In these regions,

older chiefs often decline to wear the

gaudy cotton goods "fit only for

slaves" ; they still strut about in the

stiff, homemade ^'^Maluniba."" a bark

cloth peeled from their own fig trees.

The deeply folded, Havana-brown ma-
terial encircling their waists admirably

fits the well-built. In'onze torsos.

The day before our arrival at

Okondo's court (Xovemher o, 1910),

and indeed Ibi'ougbout ihe following

(lay. an ai'iiiy of runuers a>>ured us that

"'I'here is no greater king than

= Xot until 1910 (lid (iri'cks :iiul Hindus flock

info the northeastern I'cle offering so high a price
for tusks that ivory soon became scarce. In
former days only the larger tusks found their way
into the markets of the world, but later the chiefs

collected even the smaller ones, and thus articles

of ivory were rapidly disappearing. In fact, we
often liiid to liuy the ivory the artists needed.
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Okondo !'' A large deputation greeted

us about a mile from the royal resi-

dence, and we soon discovered the king

—poor slave to fashion— clad in an

officer's old, shabby uniform. Although

satisfied that, in this part of Africa at

least, the days of kings had passed, we

had no reason to complain. We were

fortunate ! The medicine man's oracle

had favored us and Okondo unhesitat-

ingly announced that our relations

would be friendly. The reception was

most enthusiastic and his behavior was

as stately as could be expected of a man
with 180 wives. His queens craved salt

— as much esteemed in Mangljetuland

as candy in America—and were far less

dignified than His Majesty. For a

pinch of it they parted gladly with

their entire costumes, small pieces of

bark cloth and decorative aprons twice

the size of a hand, substituting the de-

lightfully cooling leaves of banana

trees. I was not surprised when the

king ordered them to their huts and, as

an excuse, pointed to his garden, re-

marking that "a swarm of grasshop-

pers might have visited the banana

trees." I gave his foremost queens "as

much salt as he could not lick away in

the next month."

Although we thoroughly enjoyed the

horseplay of the first day, we did not

realize the admirable resources of this

people. Great dances were given in our

honor, sham battles^ were fought, hunt-

ing parties sent out, and artists con-

voked to court. And to such an extent

did they all exert themselves that the

splendor soon rivaled that of Munza's

time. When we expressed our regret at

the lack of the great halls made famous

by Schweinfurth's account, the arclii-

tects were bidden to proceed at once.

We had to start northward toward the

southern Sudan, and laughed incredu-

lously as we handed the king, in ad-

vance, the gifts we had promised to

assure his domestic peace during the

^American Museum Journal, Vol. XI (1911),
pp. 190-191.

undertaking. Two loads of salt and

one of brass wire for anklets and brace-

lets for his queens proved satisfactory.

His promise was kept; one year as

many as 500 men worked at the struc-

ture, of course with continual interrup-

tions for dancing and drinking.

One might hope to find within the

court large stores of ivory treasures ac-

cumulated for hundreds of years, as

ivory by right belonged to the king.

But at the death of a ruler barbarian

custom demanded immediate destruc-

tion of his residence and all his prop-

erty. ^ So it happens that only recent

objects are found at the royal headquar-

ters, and the Museum party was fortu-

nate that, because of some superstition,

the famous Okondo, last of these kings,

was willing to part with the best he

had, ordering other objects to be made
by his most skilled artists. Old Queen

ISI^enzima readily offered her advice in

this task.

The great carved horns made of huge

tusks naturally attract the attention

- Unfortunately tradition also required the

wholesale butchery of the queens who did not

succeed in escaping. Some of these intimate as-

sociates were buried with him to furnish cheer in

the fields beyond, while others were served as the

main course at the new king's inaugural feast.

So great was the popular regard for Queen Nen-
zima, formerly one of the powers behind King
Munza's throne, and now a dignified matron
past her sixtieth year, that three times she had es-

caped death at the massacre of queens, following

the demise of rulers. Most pathetic and signifi-

cant was her answer to my reiterated question

whether no art treasures remained from the three

former kings over whose harems she had presided

:

"There is nothing left, not a single object, except

myself. I am the only thing, such a very old

thing. Do you want to take me home?" As a

result of this interview, I was presented with a

necklace of her extremely long finger and toe

nails, an emblem of dignity, and especially cut to

show her high regard. In their belief, even a

single hair falling into the hands of an enemy
gives him power over them. Courteously reveal-

ing this, she shrewdly added that were I to give

her all the loads the expedition owned, I had but
badly repaid her trust. I quickly offered part of

my thumb nail, regretting its comparative short-

ness but assuring her that now she would have
the same powers over my person that I enjoyed
over her. Upon my return two years later, her
nails had grown again to a considerable length,

and a second necklace cost me another finger nail

which she wears on her bracelet (concealed in the

hollow of a small wooden cylinder) ; her gifts to

me are destined to show Museum visitors how
long the nails of Mangbetu queens can grow.



QUEEN NENZIMA OF MANGBETULAND

Xenzima was the forpmost of Okondo's one hundred and eighty wives, and is more than

sixty years of age. She has been queen during four reigns, and is the beloved mother of her

tribe. The abrupt changes from glory to nothingness that follow wars and revolutions have

failed to dim her fame. Endowed with great wisdom, she is renowned as a debater in court; the

righteousness of her motives lends her sufficient daring to oppose rudeness and cruelty, and her

charming simplicity places her beyond reproach. When it is announced that she will speak, great

numbers flock to court. She rendered important service to her people at the period of the Belgian

occupation
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TRIBAL AND PERSONAL IDEALS EMBODIED IN IVORY CARVING

One would scarcely expect to find in ivory figures carved by Congo cannibals the embodiment of

ideals. The figures, however, on the central piece, a mallet used to beat bark cloth, express, according

to the artist, the supreme faith of these savages in mother love. The carvings on the box at the left

express tlie unity of two friends. The female figure at the right is carved for the sake of beauty aloue,

as the Mangbetu have no idols; what appears to be a crown on the head is merely a conventionalized

liairdress. The two small figures below and in front are three-headed boxes, showing the trend of

Mangbetu ornamentation
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RED CAMWOOD BOXES FROM MANGBETULAND

These three camwood boxes, with hollow sections of ivory, receptacles for such finery as iron

and brass ornaments, beadwork, and talismans, are pieces that creditably reflect the artists' skill.

Karibu, a Mangbetu, carved and put the boxes together, while Saza, an Avungura (of the Azande
reigning class), engraved the hunting episodes on the ivory. The tops represent the large, con-

ventionalized hairdress of a man and two women, while the foot of an elephant and bows of boats

are seen at the base; encircling bands are symbolic of the roundness of a hut and therefore of

family life.

The pictographs on these boxes are figured and explained on pages 550 and 551
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FORKS AND SPOONS OF
NATIVE DESIGN

The natives' instinctive desire for

artistic expression is evident not

only in tlieir houses, which are deco-

rated with various geometric de-

signs carried out in three colors,

depicting scenes from native life,

but also in the humblest objects;

oven knives and other articles

bought from traders are afterward
beautifully ornamented.

These carved ivory spoons and
forks were presented to us by a

Congo artist as more suitable than
our simple camp implements. In his

enthusiasm he remarked that even
tliese elaborate models would be far

too simple and small for the king
should he eat in the presence of the

ordinary natives as most Europeans
do. Okondo's food, like that of any
liigh chief, was served in a hut to

which no one had access while he
ate, although on rare occasions his

councilors or relatives were invited,

when they, like all other natives,

used their fingers. Oil or peppery
sauce was much relished and was
dipped up in a piece of mush in

which the thumb had pressed a hol-

low. This took the place of a spoon

Saza, a particularly skillful ivory carver, enjoys an easy chair introduced into the Congo by white
men and widely imitated by the natives. A wife and a helper are of great assistance in his work. On
the ground lie the numerous ivory chips cut with his adz. He was particularly fond of engraving
sketches of scenes from native life. He also eagerly copied in outline pictures from European maga-
zines of which he had a great store
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This is a cannibal artist's first attempt

to portray tragedies in animal life. These

drawings and those which follow are me-

chanical reproductions of originals en-

graved by natives on the polished surface

of ivory

first. ^ They are

used during fes-

tivals. Their
loud, trumpeting

sounds form a

fit accompani-

ment to dances, and add to the admira-

tion of the throng of visitors who
spread afar the fame of the court.

The uncommon pride Mangbetu mu-
sicians display is attributable as much
to their skill in performing as to the

beauty of the instruments. No descrip-

tion can do full justice to the frantic

endeavors of a trio refreshed with

drafts of millet beer. To this

day they have lost nothing of

their verve, and Schwein-

furth's picturesque descrip-

tion of forty years ago still

admirably fits such a concert.

Eather ceremoniously they

moisten the inner surface of

the horn to heighten the reso-

nance. Awe-inspiring boom-
ing typifies

the ominous

trumpeting
of an ele-

p h a n t ' s

fury ; hardly

less deafen-

ing, but with

greater
IAMERICAN

Museum Jour-
nal,Vol. XV. No.
6 (Oct.. 1915) and
No. 8 (Dec, 1915).

Pictograph from Congo ivory, showing how elephants come
to grief for plundering native plantations.—The elephants,

frightened by two men beating drums, are speared as they
pass beneath the tree. An infuriated elephant charges one of

the men, while the little dog (whose whereabouts is indi-

cated by a clapper fastened to his collar) stands ready to

track the scent of any elephant which escapes

swiftness of action,

follows the charge of

the lion. The short-

cut roars of the leop-

ard merge impercep-

tibly into the curious

snorting of an attack-

ing boar, while the

bellowing of buffaloes,

gravely wounded, is

not to be forgotten.

The yells of followers

and the rapid tooting

denoting the calls of excited spearmen
are cleverly interpolated. More melo-

dious strains accompanying the joy-

ous dances of the fortunate hunters

and the happy crowd form the grand
finale.

Centuries ago, long before he had
learned to smelt iron, primitive man,
invading the great West African for-

est, probably celebrated with hollow

horns his success in hunting. Echoing
through the shades of the towering

trees, the blasts quickly brought to-

gether those fond of carousal and good

cheer. Even today the boys of hunting

parties claim the horns of the

larger forest antelopes as their

share of the spoils of the chase,

and on a rocky ledge they grind

off the solid tips and proudly

flourish the deeply resonant

notes of their own simple trum-

pets.

The tusks of elephants were,

and still are, reserved for the

leaders in all

strife. x\l-

though more
difficult to

work, horns

of ivory pro-

duced louder

sounds and,

responding
to the skill

of the trum-

peters, of-

fered a con-
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I'lirtliiT ;niiiii:il tragedies depicted in

ivory by a cannihal artist.— A leopard

springs upon a small antelope, crushing its

skull ; an African domestic hen worries a

snake it has caught

siclerable variety of plcas-

irifr notes. TIkmt size,

however, was liniiled hy

the weight (»!' lln' tnsks.

and henee only the liol-

lowest. tliose of young

liulls. were nvailalile.

After tlie n;ili\t's li.-ul

learned to work with iron

tools, the great ehiefs

soon derived part of tlieir

prestige from the size of

the horns, for the larger

iruiniu'ts (-(nild be heard

at a greater distance.

The well-known blasts represented the

chief's full authority, for they trans-

mitted the first suinnions to war and

called the bravest to liis side when he

seemed lost in the fray.

To make a good trumpet is a diffi-

cult task, but gracefully curved tusks

with a large cavity extending more than

two thirds of the length considerably

facilitate the work. These are common
among elephants foraging in the dis-

tricts Avhere grows an abundance of

succulent food, such as in the luxuriant

rain forest; whereas tusks from ele-

phants grazing on the rather arid,

nortlieastern plains are more massive

but with a smaller cavity as in the

greatly reduced female tusks. Their

texture is finer and the ivory harder,

however, due to slower growth, as indi-

cated by the concentric, probably sea-

sonal layers.

"With a flexible rod the art-

ist measures the extent of the

cavity, near the narrow end of

wliicli. on the coucave side,

tlie mouth]iiece is place(l.

Using only an adz and knife,

he carves the hole for this

mouthpiece, and in less than

Ivory pictograph of palmoil manufacture.—The native at the right is ascending an oil palm to

gather the nuts. He uses climbing ropes, standing on one while he moves the other higher. The nuts

are boiled in the caldron (above at left). In a mortar (e.\tremc left) the pulp is loosened from the

kernels which are then separated out on a mat (middle). The oil press (at the left of the palm) is

made of a flexible tree bent over, to which a troughlike, wickerwork basket with a loop at either end is

fastened. The pulp is placed in the basket and by slowly turning a stick inserted in the loops, the palm

oil is forced through the meshes into a wide dish on the ground

an lioiir the first

blasts announce his

success. For ordinary horns, tlie mas-

sive top is cut otf somewhat beyond the

mouthpiece, forming a terminal finger-

hole by which the pitch of the tones is

controlled, as in a flute. But trumpets

must be light, for they are brandished

in every direction by the constantly

])irouetting musicians. The solid ivory,

from which artists of other lands fash-

ion their treasures, flies otf in useless

chips until a mere shell around the

naturally tapering hol-

low remains. A good

artist never cuts

through no matter

how rapidly he works,

for the slightly differ-

ent shades of the inner

layers offer sufficient

guidance to his well-
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Ivory pictograph of elephant hunting.—The hunter makes music while his wives bring him wine

and food (at the left). He sets up his shield and awaits the dictum of the oracle. Hearing that success

will accompany his efforts, he proceeds to the hunt, holding in his left hand a yellow flower that is to

render him invisible. He kills the eleijhant by severing its trunk

trained eye, and when in donljt he holds

the ivory to the sunlight.

The king's trumpets are carved in

heavy relief, with bands and parallel

lines as the main embellishment. There

may be other motives, such as canoes or

human faces, but a conventionalized fe-

male figure or head is the most typi-

cal. This has evidently been adopted

in honor of Queen iSTenzima, the fa-

mous diplomat, who took part in all de-

liberations, and is perhaps responsible

for the fact that the Mangbetu have

adopted woman suffrage to a certain

extent— a fact the more remarkable be-

cause women were kept in complete

bondage by all the neighboring tribes.

The finest example of a war horn

The Mangbetu natives make rings of carved ivory after the fashion

of those they have seen worn by white men. These rings show the

fancy of the natives for conventionalized heads and faces

we have ever seen was prepared by the

most skillful of Okondo's men, Ka-

ribu. As usual only the upper half is

of ivory; the lower part consists of a

carefully fitted wooden tube covered

with portions of the hides of elephant

and okapi. Mangbetu superstition has

endowed these animals with extraordi-

nary powers, that by the magic of the

medicine men are concentrated in these

fragments of skin and can be trans-

ferred to the owner of these charms.

The elephant, the king of all beasts, is

supreme in power, whereas the mysteri-

ous okapi is supposed to retaliate by

wiping out his human aggressor, his

family, and all who live in the same

village. It is said that sounds of such

war trumpets are liable

to bring misfortune to

renegades and enemies

alike.

The subjects of Ze-

bandra, another Mang-
betu chief, boasted that

their battle horn con-

tained the medicine of

doom for others. There

were the finger bones,

teeth, hair, and other

dried portions of slain

enemies bundled to-

gether in unusual har-

mony and fastened in-

side the hollow. The
spirits of these victims

were supposed to hear

the notes of defiance,

and the sounds, pass-
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Pictograph of hunting and fishing.— One party has been succossful in tlie forest. The boar, sus-

pended from a pole by loops cut and pulled up from its own hide, is borne by two men, wliile a third

follows, carrying the hunting nets. The fishing party, too, has been fortunate, its success represented

by the proverbially large fish. The second figure in the boat, a little boy, eagerly awaits an opportunity

to spear a fish ; the two other spearlike implements are oars. In the group of three at the right, the

leader of the party (in the middle), on returning home, threatens his flirtatious wife with severe pun-

ishment for her conduct with a warrior (extreme right). To appease his anger, she offers him in one
Iiaiul a bowl of wine. ;iiul in the other, leaves to wipe his perspiring brow

iiig across the fragments of the re-

mains, were to carry such disaster to

opponents as they themselves had ex-

perienced.

The great chief.s of the Spartan-like

Azande, who conquered parts of Mang-
betu territory, tried to imitate the won-

ders of the court of the Mangbetu king,

for they recognized the importance of

favorably impressing the natives en-

slaved by them. A few of the ivories

in the American Museum collection

show the work of Azande artists. Sasa

especially decorated the horns with valu-

able records of customs and beliefs from

the native's point of view. Without any

previous sketch, these pictographs,

often direct from actual scenes, are

scratched on the well-polished ivory

horns with the sharp point of a knife.

From time to time the artist rubs his

thumb over a piece of charcoal and

passes it across the engraved line caus-

ing tlic picture to stand out clcni'lv in

bhick.

The only ancient ivory carvings

found in Africa are those from Egypt,

assigned by Petrie to about 7000 B.C.

Although Assyrian and Phoenician

ivories date to the ninth and seventh

centuries b.c.,^ subjects from about

4000 B.C. indicate that even then ele-

phant tusks must have formed a valu-

able article of commercial intercourse.

The first piece of carved ivory we
came across in the Congo was at Ava-

kubi. Dr. Rosati, the resident physi-

cian and a great sportsman, showed us

an interesting club, a smooth, nearly

cylindrical piece of brown ivory about

eighteen inches long. Natives, he told

us, found it of service in breaking the

bones of their victims—whose bodies

were then soaked, to render them more

1 Ivorij and the Elephant, by Dr. George Fred-
erick Kunz, pp. 8—13.

iriiK^Ui.aiHiCiiL.u- tl><llLH[KiiaifeJll>lrijll^ik:iii^lkllMlH!r>ln^ lll->»Kllli<lu;mailt^niMiKm -
.< i k- li r^ l

.:

Pictograph of buffalo hunt.— ^\|lln th.' wdHD.l.d Ipniialoes charge, one native climbs a tree, another
shoots poisoned arrows, while a third feigns death, illustrating the native belief that even an infuriated

buffalo will not hurt a "dead" man. Hunters with spears come to the rescue, and the women at the
extreme right carry home the spoils, a buffalo head and a basket of meat
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tender, in a part of the river inacces-

sible to crocodiles.

The largest tusks were always

proudly carried home by the successful

hunters and often exhibited in the vil-

lages as a matter of rivalry. Stanley,

in recounting his famous trip down the

Congo in 1877, mentions "a temple of

tusks" seen at Basoko, and states that

ivory was "as abundant as fuel." He
records the finding of ivory horns, pes-

tles, and mallets, and we know that

much of the ivory first exported con-

sisted of such roughly carved native

implements.

Africa, so long the dark continent,

for six thousand years has furnished

raw ivory and, in the last few centuries,

by far the greater amount of the world's

supply. 1 Elephants formerly swarmed
there; but, victims of the trader's

greed, they disappeared as steadily from
all sections as access was rendered more
easy. The Ivory Coast (Guinea) and
South Africa, once famous for the ex-

port of tusks, constitute the most strik-

ing examples of regions from which the

elephant has virtually been extermi-

nated in recent times.

^ Asia's contribution of ivory has been compara-
tively small, for the tusks of Indian elephants,
never as large as African, are often absent in the
female ; the supply of prehistoric ivory from mam-
moths has become available only recently although
used for many years in China." The records of a
single tusk of the African elephant are : in weight,
236 lbs. (British Museum), in length, 11 ft. 5 in.
(New York Zoological Society, National Collection
of Horns) ; whereas for the Indian elephant the
record weight is 109 lbs., and the length, 8.9 feet.

No other substance used in art was
procured at such exorbitant cost, and
yet it served for the admiration of only

the few. The gradual destruction of a

kingly beast would have meant little in

comparison with the desolation and dis-

tress loosed upon poor natives who hap-

pened to own tusks or lived where ele-

phants were abundant. Ivory trade for

a long period was identified with slave

raids of Arabs, dervishes, and other

irresponsibles.- The tusks were liter-

ally borne to the coast upon a stream of

human blood, caravans of mistreated

humanity. Those ransomed by rela-

tives before they were impressed into

such dreadful porterage were lucky in-

deed; in general, a large tusk bought

freedom for the unfortunate captive

who otherwise would have become a

slave. Now the ivory trade is every-

where under governmental control and

follows established commercial prin-

ciples. Though money was seldom used

in the northeastern part of the Belgian

Congo before its introduction in 1911,

Greeks and Hindus bought ivory, prin-

cipally in exchange for mules and don-

keys. Chiefs, arrayed in old, gold-

braided uniforms and looking for a

steed, were eager customers. Cheap

guns and powder also were acceptable,

and contraband whiskey has always

proved the most lucrative merchandise.

- Herbert Ward, A Voice from the Congo,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1910.

Among the tribes far to the interior of Africa, such as the Mangbetu, wars are waged only on land,

but if enemy boats accidentally meet in mid-river, as pictured here, the occupants make no attempt to

throw spears. They try to capture one another instead. The dugouts are dragged to land, and war-
riors (shown at either end) decide the issue.

Th only canoes used are hollowed from a huge tree trunk, and it takes experienced natives from
two to six weeks, according to the size of canoe desired, to chisel one out with ax and adz. A few
tribes also char the inside to render the process of hollowing easier



Research in Science

the past tkaciiksthat it infl'st not be kestricted tu utilitarian
problems: the whole horizon must be swept for facts:

the ultlmate practical value to man of all general
AND AliSTRACT IN VESTKiATIoNS SURPASSES BY EAR

ANY MONETARY COST

l^y W I X T E R T O N C. C l^ K T I S

Trofessor of Zoology, University of I^rissouri

Tlll-]U1'' is all exhortation, siip-

]iose(lly epitoinizini); the wisdom
of practical life, "Don't waste

your time speculating on why black

hens lay white eggs. Get the egg."

This is, doubtless, good advice in busi-

ness affairs and appeals to the average

man as a sensible doctrine. But as we
sliall show, those who have done most

for the world in a practical way have

often been the men who speculated on

just such problems as this—and who
solved them. Today the man who gets

the most eggs is he who in breeding and

rearing his poultry follows the methods

established by the scientific study of

heredity, of selection, and of general

physiology. And it is worth remember-

ing that the scientific workers who es-

tablished the more important of these

facts were not lured to their work by

the prospect of financial gain, but grap-

pled with biological problems because of

a conviction that knowledge of such

matters was indispensable to human
welfare.

If we analvze the "getting of eggs,"

as it goes on in the varied commerce of

our modern world, we find that indus-

try everywhere is rooted in the facts of

science. Xot uncommonly, whole fields

of commercial enterprise go back to

some simple but fundamental scientific

generalization. Thus, the canning in-

dustry is founded upon what the biolo-

gist terms "Tjiogenesis," or the fact

that there is no life save from preexist-

ing life. For since putrefaction is an

incident of the growth of microscopic

forms ill organic materials, there can

lie no putrefaction where all living

germs have been destroyed, by heat or

other means, and where new germs can-

not obtain access. The chemical proc-

esses which underlie so many industries

have all been built upon the fundamen-

tal theory of chemical combination,

which was elaborated during the latter

half of the eighteenth and the first half

of the nineteenth centuries, while in

physical science, the generalizations re-

garding the indestructibility of matter

and energy are similarly important.

We all recognize that only by pains-

taking effort can scientific knowledge

l)e obtained. But we commonly fail to

recognize the nature of the scientific

studies which preceded the discovery of

many facts applicable in our daily lives.

Science is the foundation of life in civi-

lized communities as well as of modern
industry; and the scientific discoveries

of the present will, if we do our share,

be as vital in the lives of future gener-

ations. We should understand defi-

nitely that the distinction between

"pure'' and "applied" science is an arti-

ficial one, because no line of separation

exists. On every hand, discoveries of a

theoretical and general nature are of

practical value; and, conversely, the

practical achievements of science are a

continual stimulus to further investi-

gations along theoretical lines which, in

turn, influence practice in wholly unex-

pected ways.

Any research tliat ]iromises substan-

tial additions to our knowledge is worth
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doing ill the present, because in the past

such work has often yielded results un-

dreamed of at its inception. The his-

tory of science urges us to the continu-

ation of theoretical and nonutilitarian

investigation, however much we may be

tempted to press the more obviously

utilitarian lines of study. Keseareh

along lines immediately useful will take

care of itself, for we are all convinced

that it pays big dividends. But where

the immediate return is not in evidence,

it requires a certain faith in the out-

come which can be held only by those

who know what has happened again and

again in the history of science.

It is, therefore, important that teach-

ers and preachers of science emphasize

this phase of scientific progress. Scien-

tific men have not made this item of

their creed sufficiently clear to those

who are not scientists. As they have

opportunity, they should preach to the

public as well as to one another the need

for investigation unhampered by utili-

tarian demands. The oneness of science

should be emphasized to the end that

the public may understand how science

advances, and that the public like the

scientist, may live in the faith that

knowledge of natural phenomena is al-

ways worth more than it costs.

There is not so mueli danger that we

shall fail to appreciate research in ap-

plied science—how to grow thirty bush-

els of wheat where ten grew before—

how to produce a new antitoxin. But

there is danger that we fail to see the

other side, that the men capable of

doing creative work as investigators be

unable to find a livelihood, and that in

the present, as in the past, the advance

of science may depend too largely upon

the chance meeting of brains and

means. To show that this danger is

real, not imaginary, we may say that in

zoological science there are in the

United States today few positions in

which a young man of promise may
earn a living in pure science. He may
teach, with small chance for investiga-

tion; he may find limited opportunities

in the applied zoology of government

or state service or of commercial enter-

prise ; but for the man who gives prom-

ise of being competent to do the pio-

neering demanded by pure science,

there is almost no opportunity for a

living. A like condition obtains in

many lines of science other than zool-

ogy. This failure to provide oppor-

tunity for the man of promise is a

shame upon our civilization, for we are

drying up the springs which feed the

fountain.

Conspicuous ability as an investi-

gator is rare, and every effort should be

made to discover the man giving prom-

ise of such attainment. When found,

he siiould have his chance, should be

given clearance papers for a voyage

into the unknown. ]\Ien who have this

ability, who, standing upon the ground

already mapped, can see the distant

mountains, and whose imagination pic-

tures the path across the intervening

valley, are like the explorers of a virgin

continent ; they "yearn beyond the sky-

line wliere the strange roads go down."

And our race has come out of bar-

barism because the desire for knowledge

has impelled men of this adventurous

spirit, in spite of discouragement and

misunderstanding, persecution and

death, to search after the facts of sci-

ence in what is for man the last "dark

continent"— the realm of nature.

"We were dreamers, dreaming greatly,

in the man-stifled town

;

We yearned beyond the sky-line where

the strange roads go down.

Came the Whisper, came the Vision, came
the Power with the Need,

Till the Soul that is not man's soul was
lent us to lead."

This stanza from Kipling's "Song of

the English" is chosen as a text in an

analogy between the "nature searclier"

and the explorer. Incidentally, it shows

that science has not destroyed the op-

portunity for imagination. For, al-

though "the old order changeth," there
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I'ciiKiins ill (uir ihiiikiiiL;' that whicli

brinjis tlic ciiidl ituial a|i|i('al nl' t'pio

verse: for licrc, iiidi'cd, men do con-

tend with liods and strive to wrest from

them tile knowledii'o whieli shall make
our future more secure.

The history of almost any line of

scientific investigation, if traced back,

will afford illustration of tJK^ matter in

hand. The followinu- tliree eases wliicli

I have chosen are n>presentative and

have often been used in my teaching:

1—Microscopic organisms, whieli

liave been a subject of careful investi-

gation for several centuries.

•-i^The development of the fresh-

water mussel (a case where I can lay

claim to some first-hand knowledge).

3—The study of heredity, a field of

investigation which is still in its in-

fancy.

Knowledge of the Microorganisms of

Human Disease Began in Theoreti-

cal Non-utilitarian Research

Our present knowledge regarding the

microscopic organisms which are the

cause of disease is recognized today as

of life and death importance for the

whole civilized world. But this knowl-

edge had its beginning in investigations

which w^ere of questionable value when
Judged by the utilitarian standards of

the past. Society might well profit by

this bit of history and assume a far-

sighted policy in dealing with scientific

investigation in the present.

That many diseases are caused by

minute organisms, living as parasites

within the bodies of animals and plants

and so producing the derangements

called disease, is a fact made familiar to

the public during recent years ; and we
are making such progress in the discov-

ery of germs hitherto unknown, of anti-

to.xins, of vaccines, and the like, that

even the antivivisectionists may some
day be converted. Today, diphtheria is

no longer the dangerous and often fatal

disease it was even twenty years ago;

and if we take the precautions already

well tested, tliere is no danger that yel-

h)w fever will again scourge our Gulf
cities, or hiilMiiiic plague devastate Eu-
ro|ie and .\inerica as it still devastates

the Orient. W'v have conquered typhoid

fever, at least in cases of local epidemics

or where large bodies of men are sent

into dangerous territory, and no man
can foresee where our conli'o] of dis-

ease will end.

][a\-e you ever considered how we
have attained to this mastery over dis-

ease ? Do you know what is the history

of tliis knowledge we now have, and
whence came this body of facts which
now grips us even unto matters of life

and death ? I do not refer to the most
recent chapters, as heralded in the

newspapers or current magazines, when
an antitoxin for diphtheria or a

method of preventing typhoid fever has

been announced. These are but the

recent pages of a book long in the mak-
ing, to find the title-page of which we
must turn back through many years

and to matters having little apparent
connection with what is now before us.

To test the truth of this last state-

ment, let us trace the course of man's
discoveries regarding the microorgan-
isms, taking as a convenient starting

point the year 1676 when the Hollander,

Antony van Leeuwenhoek, discovered

with the microscope, which had but

lately come into use as a toy and source

of amusement, what he described as

^'little animals observed in Eain, Well,

Sea, and Snow Water as also in Water
wherein Pepper had lain infused.*"

^

Leeuwenhoek's discoveries were, I sup-

pose, regarded as useless by all his con-

temporaries save a few, by whom the

work was highly esteemed. Some small

means enabled him to devote a generous

part of his time to study; and at the

end of a long life he had examined with

his microscope pretty much everything

he could lay hands upon in both ani-

^ S(>e Kont, AV. Saville, Manual of the Infusoria,
for quotations from, and an account of, the work of
Leeuwenhoek.



LEEUWENHOEK, THE FIRST GREAT
MICROSCOPIST

To know the history of our present control of dis-

( else tlirough the destruction of its microbes, we have
to go back to Holland and the middle of the seven-
teenth century, when Antony van Leeuwenhoek was
making what the world thought useless discoveries of
bacteria and protozoans. The microscope, then just
invented in a simple form, was little more than a toy,
but it so fascinated Leeuwenlioek that it is said he
gave a great part of his life to study with it and
examined almost everything he could lay his hands on.
It is recorded that he had more than two hundred in-

struments with an incredible number of lenses which
he ground himself. It was his discovery of the flow
of blood in the capillaries connecting the arteries and
veins that was the iinal proof of Harvey's theory of
the circulation. This man's work is only one instance
of the ultimate practical value of theoretical research

:

most of the biological discoveries of greatest value in
industrial and medical science have been made in the
course of studies in pure science. Can we not make
it possible that more of the young men of America
have a chance to do scientific research? The Leeuwen-

MENDEL, THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS hoeks of the future are among them

STUDENT OF HEREDITY

Gregor Mendel (1822-1884), abbot of a monastery at Briinn, Austria, through experiments made in
his garden, chiefly with peas, demonstrated a law of inheritance which was one of the great biological dis-

coveries of the nineteenth century. This law is based upon his discovery that, in cross breeding, the jiaren-

tal characters are not blended but retain their individuality to such an extent that in subsequent genera-
tions they may be separated and recombined like the cards in a pack. Mendel's interests were along
theoretical lines and not in any way utilitarian, yet so important was his discovery that today Mendelism is

becoming a household word. The most successful breeder of animals of the future will be biologically
trained and will know every twist and turn of the latest Mendelian formula (See page 562)

556 •
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iiijih' ;iiul iiiiiiiiuiatc nature. Among
olluT things lie discovorcd some of the

lai\u-er bacteria, many protozoans, the

passage of blood from arteries to veins

111 rough the capillaries (the one link

lu'cdcd to complete Harvey's evidence

for the circulation), and he was the

first to describe the human s])ermato-

zoon. He thus became the lirst gr^'at

microsco]iist.

"We wore dreanicrs, dreaming greatly,

in the man-stifled town;

We yearned beyond the sky-line where

the strange roads go down."

lX'S])ite crude and iniperlV'ct micro-

scopes, knowledge of these animalcules

grew a})ace, and during the eighteenth

century the more important types were

recognized. Their discovery reopened

the discussion of spontaneous genera-

tion, which, a few years before Leeuwen-

hoek's first observations, had been dis-

credited in the ease of insects and

larger organisms, and a bitter conflict

was long waged between the opposing

forces. During this struggle facts were

established which not only aided in the

final triumph of our conception of

biogenesis, but also resulted in exten-

sions of knowledge useful in other di-

rections.

With the advent of the cell theory in

1839 and with marked improvements of

the microscope, the distinction between

multicellular and unicellular organisms

was established, while the age-long

controversy was closed by Pasteur in

his studies upon disease and fermenta-

tion, Tyndall in his examination of the

floating matter of the air, Dallinger

and Drysdale, who first observed the

complete life cycle of a protozoan, and

a host of others. And here, these "na-

ture searchers," who since the days of

Leeuwenhoek had been pressing their

forces into the seemingly useless fields

which teemed with microscopic life,

joined with the men long baffled in

their fight for human lives, and gave to

medicine tlie support needed in reach-

ing the vantage ground from which to

discover a new horizon line in the

"germ theory of disease."

Foralong time, physicians had known

that certain diseases were "catching."

"The pestilence that walketh in dark-

ness,"" was no idle figure of speech. An
analogy between the spread of disease

and the spread of living organisms had

heeii pointed out for centuries. Pait

only in the nineteenth century, in the

generations of our fathers and grand-

fathers, did the medical men, aided by

the investigators who had ventured into

tlie wider domain of abstract science,

show that the germ is so truly the cause

of infectious disease that without the

microscopic germ the disease does not

exist.i Since the firm establishment of

this germ theory, now the "germ fact"

of disease, investigations in this direc-

tion have received increasing support,

until in recent years we have seen the

establishment of institutions for gen-

eral medical investigation, like the

Eockefeller Institute in New York City

or the Cancer Laboratory in Buffalo.

And so immediate have been the re-

sults, we may well believe that labora-

tories of this character are destined

in the near future to be generously

supported by state and private benefi-

cence.

The point for us is that these recent

triumphs in an applied science had

their beginnings in the days of Leeu-

wenhoek, and that this attainment has

been possible because of the work of

investigators who did not consider the

immediate utilitarian values of what

they sought, because of the labors of

men who persevered in the belief that

all facts of nature are worth while and

who died in the faith that somehow,

sometime, the facts they had estab-

lished would find a place in man"s

scheme of the universe.

' First-liand contact with tlie medical discussion

of this period may be obtained in Oliver Wendell
Holmes's essay upon puerperal fever, written in

1843. This is well done and has the advantage
of being found in almost every library.
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"Then the wood failed— then the food failed—

then the last water dried—
In the faith of little children

we lay down and died."

Did our time allow, and could we go

through this history in more detail, we

should see how the more important of

the earlier workers were students in

pure science attempting to make what

were termed in the earlier days "con-

tributions to knowledge"; we should

realize how the long fight over the ques-

tion of spontaneous generation was for

centuries only an abstract and academic

matter of no seeming value in everyday

affairs ; we should learn how the burden

of this jjioneer work was borne by men
who were given scant public assistance

and little recognition at the time—who
followed no path of least resistance.

"On the sand-drift— on the veldt-side—

in the fern-scrub we lay,

That our sons might follow after

by the bones on the way."

The lesson for us is plain. Are we
in this day of enlightenment doing

much better by the workers in pure sci-

ence? We hail extravagantly the suc-

cessful investigator in applied science,

like Edison, and he is well rewarded;

although what he gets is insignificant

compared with that allowed by society

to its swashbuckling captains of indus-

try. But we do not provide for the

man of promise in abstract science a

chance to keep at his work, in the hope

that he may make real contributions to

knowledge. We are greedy over the fin-

ished product, while we turn out, to

starve or teach, the young men among
whom the Leeuwenhoeks of some future

science must be found.

The criticism is that our civilization,

although made possible by the control

of nature which science has brought, is

not offering adequate opportunity for

further investigations. We are neglect-

ing that which might lead to things as

undreamed of as was the germ theory

of disease, when Antony van Leeuwen-

hock discovered certain "little animals

observed in Eain, Well, Sea, and SnoAv

Water as also in Water wherein Pepper

had lain infused."

Knowledge of the Life Illstonj of the

Fresh-water Mussel, Which Alloivs

Control of the Pearl and Button

Industries, Was Gained in

Theoretical Research

The details of the life cycle of the

fresh-water mussel were discovered

after years of study by those adven-

turers of science who struck into the

"hinterland" of nature, where lay no

beaten trails; and the facts established

in this earlier period and with no utili-

tarian aim have during the past twenty

years been turned to account in com-

mercial enterprise.

Briefiy, the life cycle of the mussel is

as follows: The sexes are separate, the

spermatozoa are discharged freely into

the water. These enter the body of the

female with the respiratory water cur-

rents and there fertilize the eggs con-

tained in brood-pouches which are

formed by a modification of the gills.

Development now begins and continues

until a larval stage, known as the

"glochidium," is reached. In this stage

the young are discharged into the wa-

ter. The glochidium, which in size is

near the limit of visibility for the un-

aided human eye, now rests upon the

bottom of the stream and must perish

before many days unless accidentally

brought into contact with a fish. In

the latter event, the glochidium fastens

itself upon a fin or gill, whereupon a

growth of the fish's epithelium takes

place and, in the course of a few hours,

the glochidium is completely enclosed

within the tissues of its host. Tints se-

curely placed, it undergoes development

to a stage in which it is able to assume

the life of the parent mussel. It then

drops from the fish to the bed of the

stream and takes up an existence which

is continued throughout life. Two
points are of importance in this cycle.



Slu'lls of iiiusst>ls artificially reared and two of the four buttons wliicli have been cut from the shells.

— The manufacture of pearl buttons from mussel shells began in 1891 and the rapid increase in the

business soon threatened the destruction of the mussels. Tlie United States Government in consequence

entered upon a series of investigations as to the practicability of propagating mussels artificially. This

is a commercial problem, yet success depends upon a knovi'ledge of the life history of the mussel, which
has been gained by various investigators in theoretical work. The life history is unusual :

after the

young mussel deve'lojis from the egg to a larval form called "glochidium," barely visible to the naked
"human eye, it is discharged into the water where it develops further or dies, depending on whether it

has an opportunitv to attach itself to some fish. If chance favors it, it takes up the life of a parasite

until far enough developed to leave the fish, drop to the bottom of the stream, and enter upon the life of

the adult mussel. The task, therefore, of artificially breeding mussels, involves the bringing together of

suitable fish and the young, almost microscopic, glochidia. Investigations have shown that a moderate
sized fish mav successfuUv carrv from one thousand to two thousand of these parasitic guests

Cinu-lisii (if il'f l-'nilcd States- Biircfiii of FLsluTirs

Part of a group of ponds for experimental work at the United States Fisheries Station. Fairport,

Iowa —This is an experiment station for the propagation of mussels as well as for fish culture. It was

established bv act of Congress in 1908. The mussels in the illustration above were reared in the pond

in the right foreground. Work is carried on at the station to determine what species of f^sh are best

suited to act as hosts to the parasitic young of certain species of mussels, and to ascertain the length of

the period of parasitism and the life history of the young mussels thereafter, as well as the possibility of

rearing them in ponds or in floating crates

5o9
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The glochidium is a stage at which de-

velopment ceases and death ensues un-

less the larva becomes attached as a

parasite upon a fish.~ The gaining of

this favorable environment within the

fish's tissues is wholly accidental; and

so many glochidia perish that they

must be produced in enormous numbers

in order that the chances of destruction

be overcome and the continuance of the

species assured.

When we examine the paths followed

in the establishment of the facts above

outlined, it happens that the trail

again begins with Leeuwenhoek. Be-

fore his day it was not even known
whether there existed in these lowly

organisms anything comparable with

the "maleness" and "femaleness" rec-

ognized in higher forms. Their whole

mode of generation, whether spon-

taneous or by means of eggs, was a

matter of dispute. In his efforts to

solve these fundamental, but at the

time wholly academic questions, Leeu-

wenhoek turned his microscope upon
the fresh-water mussels and discovered

the innumerable eggs and larvae which

crowd the brood-pouches. These he

correctly interpreted as the young of

the mussel in which they were found

;

and it is clear from his descriptions

tliat he saw enough of their develop-

ment to justify his opinion that mus-

sels, like the more familiar forms of

animal life, arose from eggs. In the

sulisequent advance of our knowledge

two periods are conspicuous, one marked

by a mistaken hypothesis, the other by

the discovery of the parasitism. The
first period, which extends from 1797

to about 1830, was ushered in when
the failure to secure stages beyond

the glochidium led to the so-called

"Glochidium Theory," which main-

tained that the larvae were not the

young of the mussel in which they were

found l)ut a wholly different species liv-

ing within the mussel as a parasite.

This theory had the one advantage of

all incorrect hypotheses; it aroused op-

position which in turn called forth in-

vestigations. These showed once for

all that the glochidium was the young

of the mussel in whose l^rood-pouch it

was found.

1

Disproof of the glochidium theory

left the facts regarding the subsequent

^ In passing, it is of interest that the word
"glochidium," by which we still designate these

larvae, had its origin at the period when the sup-
posed parasites were described as a species which
parasitized the mussel and were named Glochidium
parasiticum.

Coxi.rtesy of the United States Bureau of Fisheries

Seining fish in Lake Pepin, Minnesota, for mussel propagation, and transferring the fish to the in-

fection tank.—The supply of fish for this purpose is obtained chiefly by seining in the public waters.

Overflow ponds near the course of rivers which under natural conditions dry up leaving the fish to

die, are seined out, and those species suitable for infection with mussels are used in that work. After-

ward, these, together with the other fish taken, are liberated in the river, thus reclaiming large num-
bers of fish which otherwise would be lost— as well as propagating the mussels
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stages l)y wliicli tlic larv;v ivadi llic

coiulitiiin of iiiiiiiatiiiv adults, an uii-

nia])))('il tiTi'itttry wlici-c all trails went

l)liml, and only in IMdd, when a youni;

(u'rnian invi'stipitor^ made the some-

what accidental observation of glo-

chidia living as parasites npon fishes,

was the (K'W discovered and Ihe \vt)rk

of following the later stages made pos-

sible. During this final period, the

post-glochidial (Icvelopnicnt hecame

well known and the earliest stages of

esrg and embrvo were reexamined in

the interests of fundamental research

up(m development throughout the ani-

mal kingdom. Most important of all

for illustration of tlie point here made,

is the fact that, from Leeuwenhoek's

beginning, all this work was part of an

attempt to understand the nature of

individual development in the animal

world. Through it all, the direct pres-

sure of utilitarian consideration is

nowhere to be found, but rather a belief

l:)y the investigators that the facts were

worth knowing because they gave a

broader horizon to the landscape of

nature.

In 1891 the first pearl button was

cut from a fresh-water mussel shell.

The business soon became a substantial

industry and, within ten years, the

destruction of the mussel beds in

the Mississippi seemed imminent. At

the request of the manufacturers, the

United States Bureau of Fisheries un-

dertook a brief survey and offered some

wholesome advice, all of which was dis-

regarded with the opening of new
sources of supply in Arkansas, Indiana,

and along the Ohio. Seven years later,

under the stress of a still diminishing

supply, the manufacturers again ap-

proached the United States Bureau of

Fisheries with the result that the Bu-

reau made an extensive study of the

mussel with a view to its artificial

propagation. 'I'lio residts of tin's in-

' Leydig. F.. MUthrilting iil>fr den ParnsU'.smvs
juntier Vnioniden an FUrhen in XoU." Tiibingen,
Inaug-Dis. Frankfort a. M.

vcstigati<m have now been brought to-

gclhci-- and. since there are still many
rundiinicnial (piestions involved, the

gn\ci-nnient has constructed, at Fair-

|init. Iowa, a station for the investiga-

tion of llicsc and all other problems of

fresh-water biology, and as a part of

this station, a hatchery for the rearing

of mussels hy artificial means.

While niucli i-emains to be done be-

foi'c the rearing of liutton mussels is

established upon a connnercial basis,

the results are encouraging, and we
may lio|ie that hcfoi-c many years the

supply of raw material will be drawn

from beds artificially produced and

maintained. As this work in applied

science advances, it is conceivable that

the men who have dealt with these

practical proljlems may win popular

recognition greater tlian that given to

any of their predecessors during the

two hundred and fifty years since

Leeuwenhoek. Be this as it may, I do

not hesitate in saying that to the earlier

workers l)elongs the larger measure of

recognition, that theirs was the more
unique attainment; since between the

two there is the difference between the

man who broadens a beaten trail and

him who penetrates territory wholly new.

The Future Structure of Society and

Character of the Human Race Are

Likely to he Controlled hy Knowl-
edge of the Worl-ings of Hered-

ity; This Knowledge Was
Gained hy Investigations

not Aimed to he Utili-

tarian

In the field of heredity we have

known so little, have so failed in the

discovery of landmarks until very re-

cent years, that biological science is

oidy beginning to get its bearings and

hew its wav into the wild. We stand

- Lcfevre. G., and Curtis. \V. C. Studies on the

Reproduction and Artificial Propagation of Fresh-

water ^[ussels. BuUi't.in of the Bureau of Fish-

eries, Vol. XXX, 1910. See also the miscellaneous
papers 1)y other investigators, in United States Bu-
reau of Fisheries Bulletins since 1910.
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as those who have just effected a land-

ing iipon a new continent, whose sup-

ply camps are estahlished, whose ax-

men are out, and who are heginning the

march. This is a field of investigation

where discoveries are so new that men
have not yet grasped the importance of

them and set the facts to work in ways

to suit the need. This is a problem of

the future, and as such, appeals the

more strongly to our imagination.

How is it that we have come thus far

upon our journey ?

The fact of hereditary resemblance

must have been recognized since man
first gave attention to the breeding of

domesticated animals, or first saw that

his own offspring was like himself. But
heredity remained rather the plaything

of the philosopher than the problem of

the scientist, until the manner of indi-

vidual generation had become estab-

lished and the germ cells recognized as

its physical basis. All the earlier work

upon reproduction and development,

all the investigations which centered

around the discussion of spontaneous

generation, all the studies which led to

the cell theory were necessary to estab-

lish our present position, and to give

the investigation of heredity its point

of departure. With these things behind

it, heredity has become a subject of

prime interest in present-day biology,

and only in the last quarter century has

our attack begun. Two men stand out

as pioneers of the recent advance

—

Mendel, whose work was the earlier

done but the later known ; and Galton,

who should Ije credited with collecting

valuable data and with arousing public

interest by his eugenic propaganda, al-

though his supposed "law" appears of

small importance when compared Avith

the law enunciated by Mendel.

Without attempting an explanation

of either the Galtonian or the Men-
delian theory of heredity, a word may
be said in illustration of an essential

difference between the two. We are all

familiar with the tables |ml)lishod l)y

insurance eom})anies. which tell us the

expectation of life for a man at a given

age. I am, say, thirty years of age.

The table says I may expect to live un-

til I am sixty-four. This is well so far

as it goes. It is comforting to feel I

have that much lease on life, even

though life is half spent. And this

knowledge does very well for life in-

surance companies, since it can be ap-

plied to thousands of policyholders

with a degree of certainty which places

the whole superstructure of the insur-

ance business upon a stable foundation.

In my particular case, however, this

kind of certainty is not satisfying, since

it can tell me nothing of my own or

any other individual's duration of life.

Though I die tomorrow or live to be a

hundred, my life merely counts as one

item in the statistics upon which such

tables are based. These insurance

tables allow us to make prophecies for

populations, not for individuals, and

this is essentially the nature of Gal-

ton's law of heredity. It attempts to

say what will be the inheritance on the

average, but leaves us in the dark as to

what will happen in the individual case.

If, on the other hand, after looking me
over, the life insurance company were

able to say that, barring death by acci-

dent, I would become an octogenarian,

or to say that inability to resist disease

would cut me off at forty, then we
should have the kind of prophecy it is

possible to make in cases of Mendelian

inheritance. For here we can, by

proper testing of the individual, fore-

tell the characters he will transmit to

his descendants. Galton's law is then

of value as a statistical statement, but

Mendel's is a guide to a fundamental

analysis of heredity.

The discovery of the Mendelian

phenomena was not the result of any

feverish search for utilitarian values.

Mendel's interests were along theoreti-

cal lines, and the account of his experi-

ments remained buried in an obscure

])ul)lication until after the same phe-
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nomena hud lifcii I'cdiscovci'cil hy later

workers about P.HXi. And imw. witli

not two decades of the twcutioth cen-

tury ji'oue over our licads. Mcudelisni is

beeomiui:' a liouscliold woi'd. So many
facts liaxc alrrail\- hci'ii acciiiiiulatcd

and so jTvolut ioiiary ai'c some of tlir

conceptions, wc hciiin tn doubt wbctbcr

our otluu- theories of heredity have had

any value whatsoever. .\nd we look

forward with hope, because we at last

seem to be upon firm ground and to

have found a way of advance.

So great is the importance to man-

kind of accurate knowledge, and hence

control, of heredity that the results which

must inevital)ly iiow from the obscure

beginning made by ^lendel, the Abbot

of Briinn, are not easily appreciated.

Already the breeding of domestic ani-

mals is feeling the impetus, and the

superstitions which have clouded the

etforts of practical breeders are becom-

ing things of the past. The breeder of

animals in the future, who would have

large success, must be biologically

trained, and must know every twist and

turn of the latest Mendel i an formulge;

for the same laws hold good in the in-

sects as in man, in the horns of sheep

as in the colors of poultry. Breeding

will shortly liecome an exact science,

demanding extensive biological train-

ing and a thorough knowledije of the

shorthand which the Mendel i an worker

has invented for the visualizing of his

complex phenomena.

For the human race, we may some

day breed better men— although, of

course, the time is far distant when any

selective mating will be possible, save

as we develop a social tradition that

makes us feel disgraced if we marry
where the stock is clearly defective, and
save as we enforce a rigorous prohibi-

tion of the right which conspicuously

defective individuals now have to in-

flict their full quota of descendants

upon society'. These things will come
slowl}^ for the social organization is

discouragini^lv stalile. and we cannot

be oversanguine when we contemplate

the attainment of perfection at some

future period. As lluxley put it, "if

the temperature of space presented no

obstacle, I should be glad to entertain

this idea of idtimate human perfection ;

but judging from the ])ast progress of

our species, I am afraid that the globe

will liave cooled down so far, before the

advent of this natural millennium, that

we shall be, at best, perfected Escpii-

maux."

For all ])ractical jmi'poses, however,

it is enough that man nuiy improve his

condition in the course of a century or

so, a thing we obviously do accomplish

in some degree. And we may expect

material advance in the near future, if

we do no more than prohibit what is

clearly bad, while giving social appro-

bation to the kind of matings which

make for better men. But shall we

stop here, once we recognize the facts?

We have given up—among individuals,

if not among nations—the cherished

right to knock the other fellow on the

head if he disagrees with us; and the

type of mind which desires progress

rather than precedent believes that the

future will see the surrender or restric-

tion of other rights now regarded as

fundamental. It may even come to this

matter of marriage and giving in mar-

riage. Already we are making the at-

tempt to prevent hereditarily defective

individuals from reproducing their

kind, a thing which can be safely at-

tempted only when the facts of heredity

are fully known for the particular cases

in hand ; while the eugenic propagan-

dists are leading the thoughtful and

conscientious members of society to

consider their obligations in the light

of heredity.

When we really get beyond the pres-

ent "sky line," we shall do more than

this. For the future will demand bet-

ter brain and more of it than the past,

and a sound body to go with the better

l)rain. It has been said that "the rulers

of the world have been big eaters"

;
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which is pro])al)ly true to the extent

that those who hold their fellow men
effectively in hand are, commonly, men
and women of some brute force. One

might say, as the converse of this, that

the thinkers of the world have been

below the average in physical attain-

ment. For, while it cannot be stated

accurately, it seems clear that nature

exacts heavy penalties for much intel-

lectual effort and that for most of the

race physical toil, even though arduous,

is still the most wholesome of all ac-

tivities. How to realize the old Greek

ideal of the beautiful body and the

beautiful mind is still afar off.

Our present results indicate that

heredity, and not environment or edu-

cation, leads to permanent progress.

If this is so, the application of the

facts of heredity to our species will be

one of the great problems of the future,

and we see now that we are on the

right track and that adequate knowl-

edge, and hence control, of heredity

may be possible sooner than we had

thought.

What we have seen in the history of

man's study of the microorganisms, in

a more restricted case like the fresh-

water mussel, and in the broad field of

heredity, will be found in other lines.

Facts apparently remote from present

needs come to be the very life blood of

a subsequent generation. There are,

doubtless, barren fields, but almost any

fact of nature is worth studying, since

only by continued searching do we find

that for which we seek. In our quest

for facts, we must so advance that no

spot is left wholly unexplored; for we
cannot tell what importance any part

of tlie field may assume. We cannot

afford to concern ourselves today merely

with what seems useful, since the more

important advances of the past have so

commonly been made through fields

which at first gave small promise of

value.

To some extent, the needs of practi-

cal life have induced men to explore the

unknown territory of nature. But to a

greater extent investigators have been

led into this territory by their attempts

to learn more of nature irrespective of

utilitarian values. We should, there-

fore, spare no effort to make such in-

vestigations possible. The recent his-

tory of science indicates that a larger

amount of research is now in progress,

"where the strange roads go down,"

than at any time in the past, and that

the more important part of this work is

being pursued without the incentive of

immediate gain. Workers in science

should, in the face of the very general

failure of the public to appreciate this

situation, consider the ways and means
to a better understanding. The case

should be presented to the people and

to students in scientific courses in a

way to make all understand that sci-

ence is not "just a lot of this bug busi-

ness," as I heard one man say of zool-

ogy, but "a man's job" which appeals

to the imagination and which taxes to

the limit the intellectual resources—

a

task we must take up where our fore-

bears laid it down.

"Follow after—we are waiting

by the trails that we lost,

For the sound of many footsteps,

for the tread of a host.

Follow after— follow after^
for the harvest is sown

:

By the bones about the wayside

ye shall come to your own !

"



"How Shall I Learn to Teach the

Blinded Soldiers?"

By W A L T V] \i (J. 11 (> L M K S

President and JMaiuigcr of The Matilda Zii'ijlcr Mm/azinr for tho Blind^

NOT a week passes that several

persons do not conic to me and

ask what they must do to learn

to leach the hlinded soldiers.

When I ask what exiiericucc llicy

have had with tlio blind, 1 usually get

the reply that they have had ncme, and

often they tell me that they have never

known or talked witli a 1)1 ind person. I

then advise them to look up someone

who is blind, among the 75,000 already

blind here in this country, and who
needs help. Then they ask, "What can

I do for him ?"'

On one occasion I advised a lady to

find some blind persons who lived cir-

cumscribed lives and take them out to

"see" the world ; take them for a walk ;

take them to a theater; read aloud to

them ; take them to a museum ; or, best

of all, take them to the park or the

woods. She asked, "Why, what good

would that do them, they can't see?"

And such a woman thinks she can teach

the blind soldier— can lift him up and

make him feel that there is yet a place

for him in the world, to be useful and

happy

!

The word "sec" has two meanings

—

to see with the physical eye and to see

or comprehend with the spiritual eye

—

and possibly it is througli llic spiritual

eye after all that the most of om- ])lcas-

ures come.

If one wants a practical demonstra-

tion of this let him take a healthy nor-

mal blind person into the woods; there

show him the trees and their various

sizes, explain the bark of this and that

tree, and il> lf;i\cs. T.ct him touch

with bis lingvrs the growing grass or

soft mosses; let him touch and smell

the blossoms of the growing plants. His

sense of smell being quickened, perhaps

he may get a deeper fragrance from the

ilower than you do. His sense of hear-

ing has been more cultivated than yours

and he will detect a sweeter note in the

bird's song than you do, and will hear

more in the singing of the tiny insects

that fill tlH> grass and the trees than

ever coiiics to your ears. You would

give such a person a day of infinite joy,

and food for happy thought and re-

flection foi' days to come, and you

would go home realizing that the blind

can "see" if we will only help them to

do so.

You will find your blind friends ask-

ing you the color of each article or

flower. Of course, if they have ever

seen they will recall just what this or

that color is. l)ut if they have never

seen they will also get a satisfaction,

for they have a mental picture of each

color— incorrect no doubt—but who
knows thaf their mental picture of it

mav not be more beautiful than any

glowing color our oyos have ever seen?

I once asked my In-other, blind from

infancy, to tell me his ideas of color,

for he always asked the color of each

new article he "saw." He told me that

he got great satisfaction from knowing

the color of things, hut I found the

j'ealixatioii of eneh color came to him

as a sound. He said he knew that

"rcnV was a dazzliui;' color and that

1 The Matilda 7Af;iler Maf/azine for the Blind, of wliicli Mr. Holmes is president and manager, is a

monthly publication financed for the last ten years by Mrs. William Ziegler of New York City, at an

annual expense of about $25,000. Ten blind girls, two of whom are deaf as well as blind, are employed

in collating the sheets of the magazine. The maga/.inc is sent free each montli to every blind person

in the United States and Canada who can read.
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A blind girl is operating the Braille typewriter which
uses a system for the blind invented by a French teacher,

Louis Braille, in which the characters are represented by
raised dots. The "touch method" in typing here reaches
the point of perfection

A deaf and blind girl reads proofs of The Matilda
Ziegler Magazine and records errors on the tj'pewriter.

Useful employment removes the greatest burden, idleness,

from the shoulders of the blind

when one told him a thing was

red it came to him as a shrill

whistle; he knew that the foli-

age was green and a restful

color, and when told a thing was

green it came to him as soft

music. My brother's sense of

liearing is so acute that he can

tell when we are passing tele-

phone poles or lamp-posts at the

edge of the sidewalk from six to

ten feet away. If we are driving

along a country road, he can tell

hy the sound when we are pass-

ing a tree and when we are in

open country or in woods. This

comes from the law of compen-

sation—he has to depend on

sound and he has cultivated this

sense. I have heard it said that

the blind can tell color by touch,

l)ut I have never seen one who
could, and I do not believe that

there is anyone who can do this.

I do know a 1)1 ind lady, though,

whose sense of touch is so acute

that she can tell the denomina-

tions of paper money. She really

feels the ink in which the num-
Ijers on the bills are printed.

The blind, as a rule, have a

keen sense of humor, which is

surprising to the average person

who supposes that they think

gloomy thoughts only. One blind

person once said to me, in com-

plaining that most of the litera-

ture printed for them dealt with

religious matters : "They seem

to think that we blind can have

no pleasure in this world and

must always be thinking of and

preparing for the next."

I rememl^er, on one occasion,

my brother and I called to see a

very pious old relative in a dis-

tant state, who had never met

him. She w'anted in some way
to express her sympathy for him
and she said: "Oh, James, you

should be so thankful that you
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are blind, as there are so many wicked

things in this world thai yoii caiiiint

see." At once ho replied. "Wi'll. Cousin

Sarah, there are a lot (d' ilinii \\\ likt'

to ehaneo one eye on."

'I'he l)lind do not want sympathy—
they want to he treated jnst as otiier

people are treated, and they do not

want to be reminded constantly (d' their

blindness, of which they already know-

enough by_expericnce. A blind girl

once said to me, "I wish my friends who
knew me before I lost my sight wonld

help me to forget that 1 am not normal,

because I am. except that I do not have

my sight. They are always sympa-

thizing with nie and sympathy makes
me weak."

It is interesting to note that sooner

or later there comes to all blinded peo-

ple a sense to detect obstacles in front

ol' them. I have wondered if this fac-

ulty came from sound, a sort of echo,

or if it came fi'om a pressure of the

atmospheu' which they felt on nearing

an oliject. Psychologists have attrib-

uted it to the latter, but I believe it

comes from the former, for I have

heard blind persons "clucking" or mak-
ing a slight whistling sound when walk-

ing in unfamiliar places. They told

me they wei-e "sounding" to see if any-

thing was in front of them. I am con-

lirmed in this belief by the fact that a

gii'l in my office, who is both deaf and

blind, does not have this sense of de-

tecting objects in front of her. This

girl, however, has the sense of touch

developed to an unusually high degree.

I can write in ordinary script with the

Blind girLs collate the slii-uts of ilii- Matilda Zieylfr Matjazinc.— The one week ot eaili month
which finds them thus engaged they call their "week of happiness," as they are then profitably em-

ployed. Much of tlie world's work could be done by the blind, and the present shortage of labor is

calling attention to the fact
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I placed her haiul on one of tlic tusks of

tlie I)i,u- ele])hiiiit. and then mi its trunk,

and at niicc she cxclainicd. "{)\], a Ml;'

ek'|iliai)l
!"" She tohl mr she had nt'ver

"seen"" an fl('|iliaiit lid'orc, liut knew

it i>id\- I'rnni the docriplions slic had

I'eaih She was ureatly interested in a

liuiiian skeleton— its sinootli skull— its

loose teeth— its rihs and its long lingers

and toes. The big meteorite gave her

great pleasure and she asked its weight,

which necessitated my getting the in-

t'orniation for her that it weighed 37,-

107 llis. This girl rarely ever forgets

the hand of a ])erson she has met once or

twice. She tells the hands by the lines

along the back and at the knuckle-^, but

if tlie hands have jnst been washed and

sol'tened with soa[) she has dilliculty in

reeogin/ing them.

I had the pleasure of spending an
e\cning I'ccently in the home of Miss

Helen Kellei'. L was accompanied by a

young hlind woman who sings beauti-

fully, and of wdiom Miss Keller is very

fond. As she sang, sitting at the piano,

"Miss Keller stood liehind her. ami 1)V

lightly I'esting 1 he lii'st linger of her

left hand gently on the singer's lips

and the little lingxT on her throat she

got not only the words but the melody

of the songs, her lips sometimes moving
as she herself also repeated the words.

Occasionally in the ecstasy of delight

Miss Kellei- would move her right hand
w]) and down, slowdy or rapidly with
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tlic iiiii>ic, ;lll(l ;ll times Would tlll'oW

lijick lici' licjiil ;is >lic (li'aiik in the smi^.

It was ;i licauliful iiictui'c I shall iicvci-

foi\iivt. One (»r llic sdiius was ol' roses,

•"tlie red for joy and the white for

pain."" W'lu'ii it was linished Miss Kel-

ler said. "Oh, I thiid\ the tnn(> of your

voiee is so s|)lcndid on that word

'white.""" Another song was "I'lttci'.

Patter. Little Drops of Eain,"" and she

tapped her fingers on the singer's shoid-

der in aeeonijianinient with the drops

of rain on the windowpane. Later wc

walked ill her llower garden and she

knew cMTv llower as I phieked it and

showed it to her. naming at a moment's

toneh the ])ansy. iho larks])ur, the rose,

and other llowers.

W hat do the hlind get out of a stiidy

of nature yi They get all and perha])s

luoi'e than we do, but the shame is that

thousands of blind sit idli/ in their

homes— some of these too poor to he

called homes. Meanwhile there are

thousands* of persons ready to teach the

l)linded soldiers and get the glamour

that would come from that, and yet

seldom give a thought to these others

who could get so much pleasure from a

friendly chat, a walk, or anything to

take them out of their narrow lives and

give them a chance to "see" and taste

and smell and hear and feel the beau-

ties of nature that abound just out-

side and beyond their narrow walls. It

was Miss Keller who said, "The burden

of the blind is not their blindness but

their idleness." The fault that they

are idle is not theirs— it is ours. We
who have lieen blessed with sight are

l)lameworthy. We can give the greatest

pleasure to these blinded ones by help-

ing to make them normal, happy peo-

ple, and we can, too, find employment

' If one wants to read a faspinating story, let

him get the book of tlie blind naturalist and
writer, Claronoo Hawks, Tlittinfi the Dark Trail,

published by Henry Holt & Co.

lor them and lift this hurden of idle-

ness that is greater than iheir blind-

ness. At any rate we can give them
iioiirs and days of pleasure, and 1 will

guarantee that each of us will get

for himseU' even greater pleasure in

doing it.-

'riiere ai'e 7."). 001) hlind in the Tnited

States. It is not likely that there will

he '.')(l hlinded soldiei's. possibly not

one fourth of this niiniher. There is

plenty to he done, yon see. for all our

l)lind at home in addition to the needs

of the war hlinded ; and, hesides, the

(Jovernineiit and the lied Cross stand

I'eady to do for every one of them.^ Let

us. at least, become better ecjuipped to

helj) the soldiers, by learning more of

the neglected already blind, and of

their needs.

-
.Just now wlicn there is a scarcity of labor

everywhere, if we look about, with a visit to some
neighboring factory, we may be able to find where
the blind can fill many of these needed places. A
manufacturer called on me a few weeks ago and
during our conversation said, "I wonder if there
is any work in my place a blind person could do I"

I said, "Let me go with you and see." I saw at
once that there was, and the ne.xt morning two
blind girls were at work there getting, and earning,
$1.25 a day. Another girl has been added since.
Not one of these girls ever earned $3.00 a week
before with her knitting and similar work. The
work is the manufacture of spark plugs, and the
girls assemble, wrap, and box these plugs.

' A "Red Cros.s Institute for the Blind" has
been established on tlu' grounds of the Military
Training School for Blinded Soldiers, at Cold
Spring Road, Guilford, Baltimore, at the request
of the Surgeon General of the United States Army.
The Institute, located on a beautiful country
estate, is planned to supervise the activities of
blinded marines, sailors, and soldiers, after they
enter civil life and to supplement the training
given at the Militarv Training School for the
Blind.

The "Committee of Direction of the Institute,"
as appointed by the Red Cross War Council, is

made uj) as follows: Mr. Henry B. Wallace, chair-
man

; Lieut. Col. C. H. Connor, vice chairman

;

Alfred E. Shipley, M.D. ; Mr. .James P. Munroe;
Mr. M. C. Migel; and Lieut. Col. .James Bordley,
director of the Institute. The hope is that the
war-blinded men can be placed in i)ositions wliich
will utilize as far as i)ossible the training. e.\i)eri-

ence, and interest of their work before the war.
The Institute will cooperate with the educators
and other workers for the blind, including li-

braries, the Zii'iili-i- Manazinc, and other printing
plants for the blind, in the i)roduction and distri-

bution of study and reading matter.— The
Kditor.



Note on the American Museum's Worl

with the Blind

THROUGH the .Tonathuii Thorne Me-

morial Fund, established in 1910, the

American Museum has been enabled

to develop greatly the educational work for

the blind of New York City which was begun

in an experimental way during the previous

year. This work has been conducted along

the line of public lectures for adults and of

classes in the Museum for children. In addi-

tion, the schools are provided with Museum

specimens of mammals, minerals, birds, and

ethnological objects for use in their class

work, together with small plaster cast mod-

els of these, and also with large relief globes

of the world. Blind children in New York

City have such limited opportunities for com-

ing in contact with natural objects that the

use of such material as the Museum aifords

is in itself a revelation to them, stimulating

the imagination and widening the mental

horizon. School work is thus made more in-

teresting for both pupil and teacher. The

number of totally or partly blind children

in the grades in Manhattan, the Bronx, and

in the Washington

Street School, New-

ark, New Jersey, is

in the neighborhood

of ninety. These

children, in classes

of from nine to ten,

are brought to the

American Museum

by their teachers,

who select the day

and hour most con-

venient for them-

selves. Here the in-

dividual needs of

each child are met

by special instruc-

tion, since there is

of necessity consid-

erable variation in

age, intelligence, and

degree of blindness.

Pupils are allowed

to handle the objects

used to illustrate the

lesson and are en-

couraged to ask

questions. Talks are
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One "good turn" of the boy scouts of New
York City is to act as escorts to the lectures for

the blind at the American Museum of Natural

History

given by Museum instructors upon topics

selected by the teachers from a list sub-

mitted to them at the beginning of the

year. The list of topics for the spring of

1918 included the following: "The Earth and

Neighbor Worlds," "A Journey to Africa,*'

"Animals of the Seashore," "Animals which

Fly," "Trees, Buds, and Twigs," "Baskets

and Pottery of the Indians," and "The Story

of the Stone Age." Also a number of talks

given last year on similar subjects were

repeated by request. The Museum appre-

ciates the value set upon the instruction, as

evidenced in the regular attendance of the

classes and by numerous letters received from

the teachers of the blind children.

Besides the blind children, the number of

sightless adults with whom the Museum en-

fleavors constantly to keep in touch is about

seven hundred. Invitations are sent to all

these for the free lectures prepared by the

Museum especially for them. Wherever nec-

essary carfare to and from the Museum is

advanced and boy scouts kindly volunteer

to act as guides.

The attendance at

these lectures is usu-

ally about three hun-

dred. The animals,

liirds, or flowers

which form the sub-

ject of the evening

talk are placed on

exhibition in the

foyer of the Museum
where they may be

handled by the au-

dience. (See note at

the bottom of the op-

posite page.) Among
speakers at these

evening talks to the

l)lind have been

Messrs. Ernest Har-

old Baynes, Louis

Agassiz Fuertes,

Ernest Thompson

Seton, Charles Craw-

ford Gorst, G. Clyde

Fisher, and Admiral

Robert E. Peary.

—

Ann E. Thomas.



GETTING AN
IDEA

OF THE WORLD
WITH THEIR
FINGERS

]?y lucaiis of tlioso kU)1)0S.

wliich are loaned to tliosc

imlilic scliools of New York
City :ni(l l'.r()okl.\ ii wliioli

icMch til,, lilind. tlic cliiklrcn

Kct tlic'ii- first conccijlion of

what I lie world is liko. They
rcali/.f that it is round, that

it inclines on its axis, and
they learn to locate its prin-

cipal cities and chief i)hysi-

eal features. They feel the

heiglits of tlie mountains and
the flatness of the deserts and
run their lingers along the

courses of rivers. When
they have discovered the

character of a country they
are told the history of the

lieople who occupy it, and
they are allowed to handle
specimens illustrating cloth-

ing and implements and na-

tive animals. Blind children

who have taken a number of

lessons can point to any
l)lace mentioned. They may
make a journey by sea from
New York southward and
across the Panama Canal, or

a trip by train across the

continent and thence to

•lapan, stopping at the Ha-
waiian Islands on the way.

The American Museum has

fifteen such relief globes,

twenty-six inches in diame-

ter. They were designed in

consultation with the late

Gertrude E. Bingham, super-

visor of classes for the blind

in New York City, and were
executed by Howells' Mi-

crocosm, Washington, D. C.

Great care was used in pre-

paring them. A trial globe

was made and corrected

after experimental work with

the children

XoTK.— Tlie flaslilight photograph reproduced on tlie liack of the cover of this
number of the JofRN.\i. shows a group of blind and partly sighted persons
examining mounted specimens of wild birds in the foyer of the American Mu-
seum. It is not difficult to tell from the expressions on the various faces which
of tlie group are wholly blind and which have been surprised by the flashlight.
Opportunity is atTorded both before a lecture and afterward to see the objects
lectured about. On the occasion of a wi'd-flower lecture the foyer is gay with
masses of the fresh field and tree blossoms; before a bird lecture there are
tables covered with the mounted birds and with bird nests. In all cases in-
structors are at hand to answer questions. The interest of the blind in nature
is very genuine. They are especially glad when they "see" a bird or flower they
have heard about but have never touched before, or when they see one perhaps
known in years gone by when they were not blind. After having made the
acquaintance of the birds in tliis way they take special pleasure in listening to
tile whistled bird songs



IMAGINATION AND
THE SEEING

HAND

The suffering is deep

that comes from a sense

of Linworthiness for life,

of limitation which unfits

one to give service to

those he loves, and to

take his place with others

as a normal, useful mem-

ber of home and society.

This suffering is thrust

upon children of sensitive

nature who are blind.

They need help in such

study and play as will

give them a broad vision

outside themselves and a

courage of spirit to fight

their way into helpful-

ness to others and even

full self-support when
they are grown. Blind-

ness does not mar the

power to learn or to at-

tain to great knowledge

or wisdom ; it merely re-

quires a different channel

through which sensations

shall enter the brain. It

does not hinder the asso-

ciation of ideas or forma-

tion of theories as in any

child who can see. It

does not hinder the ac-

tion of the imagination.

In fact the blind build

up a very real and vivid

world— and as we all

know, the most beautiful

world is that of the imag-

ination. There might

even be the question

whether, other things

being equal, one sees bet-

ter with the hand or the

eye. Surely it is true

that the touch of the

hand is very real and

near, leaving nothing un-

certain. This blind child

can put together her

reading and her various

touch impressions and

visualize the traveler in

Arctic snows quite as

well as can the child who

has gained her ideas of

snow and snowshoes

through her eyes
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HAND AND FINGER MEMORY
He knows his liousehold pets— especially his dog. Now, from his opportunity at the Museum, his

mental vision is reaching out to include the wilderness animals. A blind child's hand becomes acutely
sensitive to line and surface. It soon learns to recognize innumerable fine distinctions and slight modi-
fications whieli carry to his mind a quick identification of objects. He reaches out his hand from his
darkness and it is as if the light shone; he reaches it out from his isolation and he is not alone. Helen
KclliT, speaking of the value of the sense of touch for tlie blind, says in connection with her dog: "He
loved it [her hand] with his tail, with his paw. with liis tongue. If he could speak, I believe he would
say with me that Paradise is attained by touch; for in touch is all love and intelligence." There is good
evidence for the a.ssertion that in the education of children who see we attach too little iiiiportiince to the
value of the sense of toudi



BLIND CHILDREN LIKE "TIP," THE ASIAN ELEPHANT
Fortunately for the children of the blind classes, many specimens exhibited in the American Museum

are not under glass. The children cannot quickly grasp through the sense of touch the idea of the whole
of a large object, or such a thing as a garden or a room, but they can get acquainted with the parts,

and the mind makes the combination. The American Museum has had made especially for use with the

blind classes small plaster models (one inch to one foot) of elephant, buffalo, giraffe, camel, and hippo-

potamus, from which an idea of the shape and pose of the whole can be gained before studying the real

object. One small blind boy, passing his fingers over the face of "Caliph," the great hippopotamus in

the African hall, remarked that it must have a good disposition as the corners of its mouth turned up
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PART OF A CLASS OF BLIND IN THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
Tlic American Museum can give opportunities to these children not easily found elsewhere. For

insliiiico, it furnishes models illustniting methods in the history of transportation,— moccasins, canoes,

l)ack horses, prairie schooners, steam cars, sail and steamboats, hydroaeroplanes. It also has an accurate

model of the Panama Canal. In New York the greater number of blind children and children partly

blind come from the homes of the poor. As a rule they are not highly gifted intellectually. In other

words they are just like the masses of all other children, except that they start with a definite handicap.

Tlie public sdiools of New York now provide study classes and teachers for partly blind children, with

suitable medical attention and provision of raised type. These children however, recite and receive

instruction in tlie roETiilar classes. Not isolating: the children from normal cliildrcii results in an adapta-

tion for till' l;itcr time ulicn tlicy must cam a livelihood aiMonic noi-nial pcoijlc
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The Danish Arctic Station at Godhavn

By W. I-: L M K K K K H L A W
Kcsciiii li I'cllow in (Joolo^.v, University of Jllinois. ;in(l Botiinisl on the

Crocker LmikI Kxpedition. l<ti:i l!ll(i

TO'IMII"' ))('i-s('\('r;ii)c(' ;iii(l iiidus-

t vy of iMic mail, "a man with a

vi>ii)ii."" |)ciiiiiark owi^s ouv of

licr most important colonial institu-

tions, the Danish Arctic Station at CJod-

havn. Unique among scientific labora-

tories in its far Arctic situation and in

ihc characti'r of its work, it exemplifies

what can he done by a man with a firm

conviction and inllexihle determiiiat ion.

To ^rortcii P. Porsild, director of the

station, who never once wavered from

his resolute purpose of estal)lishing

upon a firm and permanent basis the

scientific survey of Greenland— Den-

mark's Arctic colony— lielongs the credit

for making possible much of the research

that is yielding such valuable results in

the problems of Arctic biology, geology,

meteorology, and in the study of the

Eskimo. Once he had conceived the

plan of establishing the station, he did

not rest until it was fulfilled.

The Danish Arctic Station was estab-

lished as a base from which to prose-

cute the geographical and geological

survey of Greenland, the investigation

of its plant and animal life, the study

of the various physical and chemical

]ihenomena peculiar to the Far ^Torth,

and to train young scientists interested

in Arctic exploration and research in

the technique of northern travel and in-

vestigation. It was to serve also as a

station to which scientists of lands

other than Denmark might come for

opportunity to work out special prob-

lems presented by the N"orth. In all

these aims the station has been unusu-

ally successful.

The funds necessary for the estab-

lishment of the station were furnished

Herr Porsild by private subscription,

but after the work had once demon-
strated its value, the Danish (Jovcrn-

ment took charge and now appropriates

1(1,(1(1(1 crowns a year, not (piite $3000,

for the mainlcnancc ami activities of

the station. This a|t|)ro|)riat ion in-

chidcs not only Jlerr PorsihTs salary,

hut all the expenses of e(pii])])ing and

conducting the station, a sum that

sex^ms all too small for the many activi-

ties in which the director so success-

fully engages. The station was estab-

lished in 1905 at Godhavn, on the south

coast of Disco Island. ITerr Porsild

on an earlier journey to Greenland had

dccidi'd upon Disco Fjord as the best

locality in which to build the station,

l)ut when the time came for its con-

struction, circumstances determined

that Godhavn, farther to the east, in

latitude 69° 14' should be selected.

Godhavn, the capital of the province

of North Greenland, is really an excel-

lent place for the station, perhaps the

best on the . whole coast. The middle

portion of the west coast of Greenland

becomes almost ice-free early in April

and remains so until late in November.

Thus Disco Island is usually accessible

to ships throughovTt this period. This

fact in itself makes Godhavn a desir-

able place, but the presence of open

water for so long a time each year, and
its proximity throughout the whole

year, also have a direct influence upon
the climate; even in midwinter the

weather is not so severe as along the

coast farther to the south or north.

In addition to these fundamental ad-

vantages, Godhavn possesses for the

biologist unique superiority of posi-

tion in lying beside the "hot springs"

for which Disco has long been known.

'^I'hese springs are neither large nor ex-

tensive, nor so warm that they modify

the general temperature of the part of

the island where they issue, but their

relatively waim waters, four to five de-

grees above zero, even in midwinter
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seep down through the talus and soil of

the slopes and create conditions favor-

able to the growth of many plants and

the life of many invertebrate animals,

found elsewhere much farther south.

In these warm habitats many life forms

have their northern limit.

In summer a most luxuriant vege-

tation flourishes on the slopes watered

by these warm springs; willow heath,

waist high, grows almost everywhere

over the rocks; archangelica flourishes

in the richer soil along the springs

themselves, and its young stalks fur-

nish the people with greens not unlike

asparagus; ferns of several species are

abundant on the rock ledges ; and most

remarkable of all, five species of the

orchid family flourish, flower, and re-

produce themselves. Two of them
grow in such profusion on the narrow

flats along the shore that in walking

over them one crushes so manv blossoms

that the air becomes sweet with their

perfume.

Besides these and the many other in-

teresting plants, numerous rare mosses,

many of them of far southern distribu-

tion, grow in profusion. Many insects

and other forms of invertebrate life

likewise find in these warm areas their

northernmost home. Two species of

earthworms live in this sub-polar out-

post, hundreds of miles north of any

others of their kind.

In winter when deep snows blanket

the island, the snow drifts down from

the mountains over the springs. Then
the warmth of the water gradually

melts out caves and rooms, where even

in midwinter flies and snails feed and

are active. If a hole be punched in the

roof of one of these subniveal caverns,

the steam pours out into the frigid air

as though a volcano in miniature had

burst forth.

M(»it(ii r. I'orsild and liis youngest son.—To Morten P. Porsild, director of the Danish Arctic

Station, belongs tlie credit of making possible much of the research that is yielding such valuable re-

sults in the problems of Arctic biology, geology, and meteorology, and in the study of the Eskimo.

Even though he is forty-five years old, he can tramp all day with a heavy pack over liis shoulder, or

drive through rough ice a team of ten unruly Eskimo dogs
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Of these s|ii'iiii:'-\\;iUM'i't!. liotlicMiso-

like jiloti', llcrr l'oi-siltl lias iiuule reser-

vations wlici-c the iiiuisiial life forms

ami liixuriaiit vegetation may be pre-

serxeil. and their hahitats remain iin-

changed. He has ])oste(l conspicuous

signs, with notices in Eskimo, defining

the limits of liis reservations; since he

Iniiiis ami llshcs almost not at all, he

felt justilied in explaining to the Es-

kimo that because he did not disturb

their eider duck, or seals, or salmon,

they ought to leave to him his plants

and hugs. The Eskimos were amused

and pleased at his way of putting it,

and liave respected his reservations most

scrupulously.

Godhavn lies on a splendid little har-

bor quite sheltered from icebergs and

the fierce southwest storms that sweep

the coast. It nestles at the foot of

frowning basalt and sandstone cliffs

more than two thousand feet high, cut

by two deep gorges near the village.

Down one of these gorges flows the Eed
Eiver, up the valley of which sledging

to the interior and across to Disco Fjord

is rather easy after the first autumn
snowfall. East of the village several

seams of lignitic coal outcrop not far

from the shore line, and afford an

abundance of first-rate fuel. Not far

east of the village, too, is the basalt

exposure from which telluric iron is ob-

tained; it was this telluric iron that

Nordenskjold considered meteoritic,

and which led him to declare that if

the pieces he obtained were part of the

countr}^ rock, then the whole island was
a meteorite.

The Danish station at Godhavn is not

large but it is very well planned and
constructed, and very Avell furnished

and equipped, not only as a scientific

laboratory but also as a home for the

director and his family, and for the

men who w^ork with him there from
time to time. It is a frame building

about twenty meters long and fifteen or

more wide, two stories high. It in-

cludes the residence of Herr Porsild,

several guest rooms, a large laboratory,

an equally large library and herbarium,

a good dark room, and a small observa-

tory.

The laboratory is well equipped with

chemicals
;
physical instruments such as

balances, thermometers, and barome-
ters; surveying instruments; cameras

Just beyond tlie boundary of tlie map at the
north is the northern limit of the Danish province
of North Greenhmd and the beRinniug of Melville
Bay. The scenery of the west Greenland coast is

comparable with that of Norway ; in fact, no other
known land of such size as Greenland has so many
bold precipices, deep fjords, and valleys along iti

coasts. Often mountain peaks from six f.liousand

to seven thousand feet high stand less than two
miles back from tlie sea. At Jakobshavn is one of
the most active glaciers in the world, with an aver-
age velocity of fifty feet a day, discharging great
quantities of icebergs into Disco Bay (tlie glaciers
of the Alps average from one to three feet a day).
A Danish government boat makes one trip each

summer between Copenhagen and Holstensborg,
and attempts to go on to Godhavn, and later to
Upernivik if good luck attend it. Communication
with Melville Bay and regions farther north is

only by special dog sledge from Upernivik, and if

weather conditions are bad, often all the way from
Holstensborg



Photoi/raph by Morten P. PorsUd
The Danish Arctic Station, Disco Island, West Greenland, seen across a backwater lagoon.— The

flagstaff in the middle distance is planted on gneiss; the wall behind is of basaltic tufa ("Osterli")

with rich vegetation; in the far background at the right may be seen the top of the Skarvefjeld, 3200
feet elevation. Herr PorsiWs laboratories are in the right wing of the building, the living rooms oc-

cupying the left wing

and photographic material ; and nearly

all the instruments that a field scientist

requires. A powerful motor boat, "Clio

Borealis," properly arranged and

equipped for dredging as well as for

travel, is connected with the station.

Eunning water from the warm springs

supplies the whole station nearly all the

year.

The liljrary contains thousands of

volumes, needless to state nearly all of

scientific character. Herr Porsild's

friends and acquaintances are legion,

and through them he has acquired large

numbers of standard works in science,

including periodicals, from all parts of

the world. By no means exhaustive or

complete, his is nevertheless a very

good working library.

Herr Porsild, himself, is peculiarly

well fitted, both by temperament and
training, to direct the activities of the

station. He is a powerfully built man,
six feet tall, and broad in proportion.

sturdy and healthy as the Viking stock

from which he sjDrings. Even though

he is forty-five years old, he can tramp
all day with a pack over his shoulder,

up and down the steep, rough slopes of

Disco. He has become an expert dog

driver, and throughout the sledging

season is out in all kinds of weather

and in all kinds of ice conditions,

thinking nothing of the hardshi2:)s or

the hazards of the trail.

Under Arctic conditions such as

those that surround him, most men pos-

sessed of good nature, cheerful philos-

ophy, and genial sense of humor would

lose them in a few years, but he has re-

tained all. Throughout the year he is

either out of doors busily engaged in

investigation and research, or in his

library, herbarium, or laboratory, study-

ing or developing the results of his out-

door activities, and it would be hard to

find anywhere a man more happy and

content in liis work and station than
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lie, iiini'c r;i|i;ililc (if iiiakiiiL;' the iimsi (if

liie.

His family ((Hiiiii-iM's his wife, a

<'ai)al)it'. lunthcrly woman who iimliuihl-

<'(llv has hccii Ills stroiiL;- sii[)|i()i-l in all

his uii(l('i'Iakin,^s : ihi'cc sons, of whom
two are alino>t ready to eninplotc ihcii-

courses in the university at Copen-

hagen, while the youngest, liis fathei-"s

]iet. lias not yet left home; and a daugh-

ter, who thus far has heen taught l)y

her father and mother, in Greenhiml.

To liis children llerr I'nrsild is as kind

und imlulgeiit as he can well ]h\ hut he

maintains a just and rigorous disci-

jlliut'.

Fru I'orsild manages her household

as thoroughly and scientifically as the

nuister does his station. Her guests are

made to feel at home from the moment
they enter her door until they leave.

She keeps an Eskimo cook and an Es-

kimo maid, hotli «d' whoiu she has care-

fully trained. J^skiuu) girls arc quick

to learn when tactfully instructed, and
those in i-'ru PorsihVs service are very

ellieieiit. 'i'ho Daues say that the Es-

kimo women cannot he e.vcelled as

nni'semaids. With the aid of these two

i']skimos. i-'ru i'orsild is ahle to kee})

her home as (lean and orderly as if she

wwr in iJenuuirk, the land of scrupu-

lously kept homes.

'i'hc three hoys are splendid fellows.

Of the two in the university at Copen-

hagen, tlu' elder, 'i'horbjorn, has fol-

lowed in the steps of his father, taking

up botany as his particular subject; the

younger. Erling. is studying to become

a merchant. The youngest, the baby of

the family, not yet seven years old, is

the joy of his father's heart. Thor-

bjorn expects to take up his father's

work some time as director of the sta-

J'li(,l(i(jniiih hij Mort.tn P. Pnrsild

The motor boat "Clio Borealis" of the Danish Arctic Station, lying in front of the glacier Eqip Ser-

mia, 69° 45'. In this motor boat Herr Porsild has traveled far up and down the west Greenland coast

during the years he has been engaged in Arctic study and exploration



Fhotoyraijh by Morti'n 1'. I'or.sihl

The face of tlie glacier Eqip Sermia, discharging into Disco Bay.—The rough cordilleran portion

of the surface of this glacier indicates that the ice is afloat over the bottom of the bay

tion. With Godhavn as a base, he is

planning to explore and study Baffin

Land as thoroughly as Greenland has

already been investigated.

Men of many countries besides Den-

mark who have made this station their

headquarters while they have been at

work in Greenland, testify to the hos-

pitality and courtesy extended to them

by Herr Porsild and his good family.

Among those who have stayed at the

station at one time or another are

Swedes, Norwegians, Germans, Swiss,

Austrians, and Americans. Dr. Tho-

rild WulfF. the celebrated Swedish eth-

nologist and botanist who perished of

starvation when with Rasmussen's ex-

pedition across the ice cap of Greenland

last year, has worked there. One of the

first men trained at the station was Mr.

Lauge Koch, the young Danish geolo-

gist, who has apparently acquitted him-

self so creditably with Rasmussen's

expedition. Herr Porsild states that

one of the most delightful guests he

has entertained was Ossian Elgstrom,

the Swedish artist and cartoonist, who
spent the summer of 1915 in Greenland

studying native art.

The art of the Eskimo is primitive,

I'kotoyraph by E. O. Eovey

View of a part of Godhavn, showing the pastor's house and the church in the distance.— The Es-

kimos are exceedingly faithful in their church attendance, but when the weather is favorable for hunt-

ing the men usually do not observe Sunday. This photograph gives a good view of the Skarvefjeld,

one of the commanding headlands along the .south coast of Disco Island. Tidal currents are so strong

at the base of this headland that the sea ice there is rarely safe for sledge travel and a detour must be

made over the highland back of the mountain
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but Elgstroiii found so imicli of interest

tlint he lias ])ul)lishe(l a highly eiiter-

tainini;- hook as a i-csuh of his studies.

Under the eneoura,<ienient of Hcrr Por-

sild a nuniher of l^skinios at (iodliavn

are atteuiptiii,!;' to ])ortray their life and

envininnicnt in wati'r eoUn' and erayon ;

thi'y (h) very wi-ll eonsidering that they

must develop their own teehniqnc with-

out any instruction or guidance.

That Herr Porsild is thorough in his

methods of training young would-])e

Arctic scientists, no better evidence is

needed than the record that T^iauge

Koch has made as an associate of Knud
Rasmussen. Except for the summer
that Koch spent with Ilerr Porsild on

Disco Island, he had had no field train-

ing whatever until he accompanied

Kasmussen by dog sledge from Hol-

stensborg to Xorth Star Bay. Although

a novice at sledge work, he drove his

own team of dogs the latter half of the

trail, lived almost exclusively on seal

and walrus meat for a month after hav-

ing just left the "fleshpots"' of Den-

mark, and successfully completed a

most careful survey of the entire shore

of Melville Bay.

Xow word comes from Greenland

that Koch survived a journey wdiich

was too much for so experienced and

tried a traveler as Dr. Thorild Wulff ;
—

not only survived the journey, but

achieved the most important results at-

tained by the party. Herr Porsild said

last summer while I was his guest,

"Oh. Koch will come out all right ! He
learned here how to adapt himself to

difficult conditions. He found out that

Arctic exploration is no child's play,

when he was here with me; I sent him
out on several long tours with Eskimos
with whom he could converse only by

signs, with barely enough food to get

back safe, and to places where the mos-
quitoes almost ate him alive. And yet

he always did what he set out to do, al-

though I must say there were times

when he looked a little rebellious."

The work accomplished by Herr Por-

sild and the otlier men who have made
the station their base is extensive. Herr

Porsild has already published many
important ])apers, not only in botany,

hut in zoology, anthroi)ology, ethnology,

and divers other sciences. He has com-

pleted exhaustive studies of the flora

and the vegetation of the west Green-

land coast; he has studied the habits of

the Arctic salmon, of the caribou, of

the narwiial ; he has investigated many
of the old Eskimo ruins and kitchen

middens, and delved deep into former

and present arts and customs of the

Eskimo; and he knows the history and

geography of Greenland as no one else

I'liotoiiraph by E. O. Ilovey

Two native Greenland women living at God-
havn.— Their richly adorned trousers and boots

are almost their chief pride. Usually they wear
also a heavy bead collar of complicated design

that extends down over the breast, shoulders,

and back
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knows it. Even now he has great vol-

umes of manuscript ready for publica-

tion. To the series of studies which the

government of Denmark plans to issue

in 1921 to celebrate the two hundredth

anniversary of the Danish occupancy of

Greenland, Herr Porsild will be one of

the most prominent and extensive con-

tributors.

While I was staying at his station he

worked every day, and regularly far

into the night, on two comprehensive

reports which he was then preparing

for the anniversary series. One of them

M^as a "Phytogeography of Green-

land" and a study of the origin of the

Greenland flora, and the other, a com-

plete history of Greenland which he was

preparing in collaboration with Pastor

Osterman of Jakobshavn. This latter

work necessitates a study of all the old

records and documents in the archives

of the Eoyal Danish Greenland Com-
pany and those of the Danish Govern-

ment.

Generally Herr Porsild is busy at

field work throughout the summer,

traveling along the coast in his motor

boat. Both northward and southward

he still has large unknown fields to en-

gage his attention, many problems for

which to find the solutions. In winter

he is often kept to the station for weeks

at a time by storm or bad ice, but when-

ever sledging is possible he is loath to

stay indoors.

His particular hobby is road making.

From the wharf where the ships unload

their cargoes and take on the blubber

and skin, to his scientific station, is a

distance of almost, or quite, a kilome-

ter, the way leading over rock ledges,

little bogs, and around little embay-

ments. All this distance he has built a

roadway, a genuine Eoman highway, of

rock and sand filling. He has built it

up over the bogs, and blasted it through

the rock ledges, until now it is smooth

and level as a boulevard.

Like all Danes he is intensely patri-

otic, and although he is not so provin-

cial as to consider Denmark the only

God's coimtry on the globe, he would

be reluctant to make his home in any

land except where waves his beloved

"Dannebrog," the venerated national

flag of the Danish people. On all spe-

cial occasions, on all holidays, and

whenever a ship comes into port, the

rose-red flag with its white cross must

be raised on the tall flagpole above the

station. And in nearly every room of

the station, as in all the Danish homes

in Greenland, stands a conventional

little metal flagstaff with a miniature

"Dannebrog," constant reminder of the

homeland.

For Germany Herr Porsild can have

but little sympathy. Exiled from his

home in Schleswig not many years after

the Germans seized the province, he

cherishes a deep grievance against the

conquerors. But he says little about

the matter; not so, however, his assist-

ant, Herr Nielsen, or the governor,

Herr Olsen. Both of these men have

been hussars in the cavalry regiment of

Captain J. P. Koch, Danish army of-

ficer, famous because of his Arctic

explorations, to whom the word "Ger-

man" is said to be a red fiag.

Among the Eskimos of the coast,

Herr Porsild is considered a remarkably

good man. He can converse with them
in their own language, and never fails

to help them whenever the circum-

stances justify aid, and his means and
facilities permit. In times of accident

or illness he is their emergency physi-

cian and surgeon. A few years ago

when the dread "cadaver infection"

seized the natives of the village, he did

all he could to stop its ravages, without

thought of his own danger. After suc-

cessfully evading infection for several

days, he finally contracted the disease.

One of his hands showed that it had
attacked him there; like a Spartan he

stripped off all the skin on the back of

his hand, and saved himself.

It is by such ministrations and ex-

periences as these, and by his sound,
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C'iii-cl'iil ,i(!\iiT. tlinl he has won the cnii-

(i(li'i)c(' and iTspcct of the iiatixfs. in

like iiit'a>iiiv a> lie lias won tlu' iVicnd-

>lii|i (iL' llic Danes. The l']skini(is eonie

lo hini with all tlu'ir lales, and I I'adi-

ti(Mis. and diseoveries— a constant mine

(d' information and data for liiiu.

I"e\\ men ai-e bettor versed in the

tales ami traditions of the Eskimo than

he. .\nd id' tales and legends they ha\c

lei^ion. One of the most interesting-

stories aeeounts for the southern flora

and fanna of the island. They say that

Disco with its In.xuriant vegetation at

ont^ time lay nnieh farther south, oif a

]ii-o>|)ei'oiis \ illage. In this village dwelt

a gri'at hnntei' who was also a sorcerer.

Tired of going around this island every

time he went out to sea, he finally de-

cided to tow it away. By his magic

power he was able to do this without

trouble. Pulling a hair from his head

he attached one end to the island and

the other to his kayak, and started

northwar(L He proceeded without mis-

hap until h(> reached the spot where the

island is at present situated. Just as

hi' was about to pass Nugsuak Penin-

sida. an old wnman, a rival magician,

laughed derisively to see him working

so hard. TTei- ridicule spoiled his charm,

the hair by which he was towing broke,

and J)isco settled to its present site.

V.xor since that time, the island has re-

tained its southern climate and vegeta-

t ion.

If the I'^skimos were still as supersti-

tious as they used to be, llerr Porsild

would surely seem a magician or ange-

kok to them. And in all truth they

would not be far from right. By the

magic of bis purposeful character and

determined personality, he has achieved

the establishment of his station and the

wonderful results that have come from

it. To him and others like him is due

much of the extensive knowledge we
have of Greenland, knowledge much
more thorough and complete than our

knowledge of Labrador or the regions

about Hudson Bay, territories much
nearer to us. and much more accessible.

m

A
S^OIS^k^EPp^E/i 1

\ 'P:. G.OOH/V M ^,

lZ<y^<i

HithiTii) \niiMililislMil rnriddii l>> (Ksiiin l-llustroni, ilir Swnlisli artist.— Translation: In the rays

of tlie M-ttiiig sun (A) ilie spftti'i- .sliip— rfliTiiiig lo tlic spfi-torlilce transparency of tlie little Eskimo
skin boat (B) — with its captain, Herr Porsild (C), and its sails all set (D), and ladon witli kitchen-

middens rich in material for arehseological study (E), sails toward the Danish Arctic Station (F).

Drawn by Ossian Elgstrom (G), a floating mine
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Stefansson Returned After Four Years

of Arctic Exploration

By CLARK W I S S L E R

THE Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur

Stefansson, visited New Yorlc

and lectured at Carnegie Hall

for the benefit of the American Red
Cross, October 31, on the experiences

and results of his 1913-1918 Canadian

Arctic Expedition. One object of this

expedition was the discovery of new
land above the known Arctic Archi-

pelago. It had been thought that per-

haps a large body of land lay off the

north Alaskan coast and the seeking of

this land was the main purpose of the

ISTorthern Section of the expedition, the

Southern Party making scientific ex-

plorations of the country around Coro-

nation Gulf.

New land was found by Stefansson,

but in the form of three new islands on

the upper border of the Arctic Archi-

pelago. This discovery adds a consid-

erable area to the known land surface

of the earth, about three thousand

square miles. On the other hand, the

position of these new islands indicates

that they are the outer edge of the great

archipelago just off Hudson Bay, and

Stefansson's soundings offshore seem

to indicate deep water, thus suggesting

that no new land is to be expected in

the unknown area north of Alaska.

The First New Land, of about the

size of Ireland, discovered June 15,

1915, was fully surveyed in 1916. It

lies between Prince Patrick and Ellef

Ringnes islands, with its western tip at

77° 55' N. latitude and 114° 30' W.
longitude, its extreme northwestern

corner at 79° N. and 113° W., and its

eastern tip approximately at 78° 30' N.

and 108° W. The various prominent

land angles, capes Murray, Malloch,

Mamen, Beuchat, and Mackay, have

been named in honor of scientists on
the "Karluk" who lost their lives.

The Second New Land was discov-

ered on June 13, 1916, between Ellef

600

Ringnes and Axel Heiberg (its north-

ern tip lying in 80° 12' N. latitude

and 100° W. longitude) —with several

smaller islands off the east shore be-

tween the new land and Axel Heiberg.

The Third New Land, discovered on

August 3, 1916, occupies with the First

Land the sea north of Melville Island.

By looking at the map it will be seen

that these new islands lie in a line with

Prince Patrick Island, Ellef Ringnes,

Axel Heiberg, and Grant Land, forming

what would seem to be the abrupt edge

of an archipelago platform. Stefansson

reports that all the new lands as well as

Ellef and Amund Ringnes islands show

clear evidences of extensive elevation of

coast lines, which is still in progress.

Of very definite scientific value will

be his tidal observations, with instru-

mentally determined local time at Cape
Isachsen, Hassel Sound, and the south-

ern tip of the Third Land, tied up with

observations at the historical Parry

Rock at Winter Harbor on the south-

eastern coast of Melville Island, where

tidal observations were made in the

summer of 1820. Tide records were

kept also at Cape Kellett on southwest-

ern Banks Island, and in Prince of

Wales Strait.

Another important work of the ex-

pedition was the mapping and correct-

ing of formerly delineated coast lines

and surveys in the Arctic Archipelago.

A stretch of about tifty miles was

charted along the eastern coast of

Prince Patrick Island, that McClintock

and Mecham did not cover when work-

ing in the region sixty-five years ago.

The northeast corner of Banks Island,

at John Russell Point, was found to be

mapped a full degree too far east. The
coast of northeastern Victoria Island,

which the work of Hansen and Ristvedt

had left incompletely explored, was

mapped by a party under Storker Stor-
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kersen, llic wc.-^tcni pail nf it in tlie

winter of liM"), and tlic cnstci'ii part in

llic siiiiiiiii'i' dl' lull, with the discoNCi'V

of an island about twenty miles in tli-

ameter. The coast lines of Isaclisen Land
also were checkeit up and rectified.

When proceedinu' southward from

the Second Land in duly. I'JK!, ovei-

the ice of ITassel Sound, he reached

Kino- Christian Island (77° 41' N". lati-

tude), his route here crossing MacMil-

lan's from the east. Stefansson con-

tinued southw'ard to Finlay Island (77°

N. latitiide), finding a small new island

between Finlay and Paterson. His

work here breaks up the supposedly

large island of eighty miles diameter

shown on the Admiralty Chart, Isach-

sen's combined King Christian and

Finlay islands (1901), proving them
two widely separated, very small islands

(King Christian 15 miles diameter,

Finlay 13 miles) with a sea depth of

172 fathoms between. ]\Iuch work was
done in a survey of the interior of

Banks Island. Large lakes were dis-

covered, rivers traced, and the Avater-

sheds of the island marked.

Like all other such heroic undertak-

ings, the story of this one is full of in-

cidents of a thrilling nature. One is

the finding of a copper tube enclosing

a record of the McClure Expedition,

deposited on the northern shore of

Banks Island in 1851. The document
is signed by McClure and announces

that from the given spot (John Kussell

Point) he saw^ the waters of j\Ielville

Sound and thus discovered the "North-

west Passage." Stefansson had in-

tended to return to civilization by way
of the Northwest Passage and the well-

sailed route to the St. Lawrence. Al-

though he \vas not able to do this

through failure of his ships to cooper-

ate with him, he gives it as his opinion

from ol)servations of ice movements,
that navigation is no more likely to be

hazardous or interrupted by this east-

ern route through Prince of Wales
Strait and ^felville Sound than bv the

western route with the rounding of

I'oint Barrow.

At Dealy island oil' the southeastern

slion* of .Melville was found an old food

cache of the Franklin Search days,

placed there by Captains Kellett and
IMcClintoek in 1853. Strange to say, a

great deal of the food was still usable.

l>itnniinous coal was discovered in

many localities, for instance, at both

of the expedition's two camps on Mel-

ville (at Liddon Gulf and Cape
Grassy). Generally speaking, no drift-

Avood, such as has come from the

A'ukon and Mackenzie rivers and is to

be found on Banks Island and along

the mainland, Avas discovered in any of

the new lands. Also no musk oxen were

found in any of the new islands or in

Ellef or Amund Eingnes; and no
traces of bears were seen in these re-

gions except on the southern coast of

Ellef Eingnes Island ; while the species

of caribou is only about one half the

size of the caribou of the mainland.

Bears, musk oxen, and caribou abound
on the eastern coast of Melville Island.

Stefansson has established his ability

to live and to have his expedition live

on the resources of the North Polar

country for an indefinite length of

time. He has carried forward the work
of his expedition for four years, often

with very large parties of white men and

Eskimos, without the loss of a single

man in the field parties; and what is

most remarkable in the light of previous

polar history, without the death of a

single dog from starvation or disease.

Mr. Stefansson has been delegated

by the Canadian Government to pro-

ceed to the Pacific Coast to pay off the

crew of the "Polar Bear," lately arrived

in port from the North. He is ex-

pected to return shortly to New York
City to prepare a final report upon his

scientific observations to be submitted

to the Canadian Government. It is

hoped that he will give the Joukxal
the pleasure of publishing an account

of some phase of his remarkable work.
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Further Discoveries at the Aztec Ruin

By E A K' L II. Mo i; K' 1 S

Illustr;itioiis from i)lu)to};riil)hs liy tlic Aiitlior

1 NTRODUPTORY XoTE.— All :irtirl(< a] ipca led ill iIh' Amkkican Museum .Jouunal for Feb-

ruai'v, 1017, doscribiiisj tlii' great prclii^itoric I'ik'IjId coiiiinniiity-dwelling in northwestern

New Mcxiio, coiiiiiioiily known as the Aztec Ruin, ami tln' (oiHlitions uiuler which its excava-

tion was liegun liv the American Museuin of X'atural History. The March miniber of the

JoUKNAL for the same year contained a brief discussion of the more important specimens

which were uneartlied in tlie now famous ruin during the field season of 191G. Since these

artiides were wi-itten, tlic Museum's expedition lias sjieiit six months (previous to the summer
of liUSi in intensive exjiioration of the Aztec K'uiii, and for the lienelit of tiiuse wliu wisli

tt) iscep in touch witli tiie jirogress of the wori\, the foUowiiig description is given of tiie re-

suits of tlie Held season of 1917.1 — The ArTiKu;.

S1\'^^-^1XE
secular ro.uus an.

I

.ight (.•c'lvnioiiial cliaiubtTs, ('(nii-

jirisino- a ])art of the south win<i-,

all of the east wiii<i-. aud a ]»ai-t of the

north wing of the Aztec JJuiu. now
stand completely freed of dehris. The
ponderous walls, stripped of the shroud

of eartli wliieh for centuries protected

tlieni from tlu' elements, and more re-

cently from the even less considerate

hand of man, rise clear before the eye

of the visitor, their hat-

tered dignity attesting the

original magnificence of

the structure of which

they were a part.

A glance at the acconi-

panying nuip gives a more

definite image of the

ground plan of that part

of the ruin which has heen

excavated, and its relation

to the area which remains

to be cleared, than can he

imparted by written words.

The excavated part falls

into three divisions, based

upon differences of ma-
sonry and relative time of

construction.

The southeast corner of

the ruin, that is, the con-

vergent extremities of the

east and south wings, was

carelessly constructed of

cohlili'-toiio ami adobe, tile lattt'f in

some places having been used to the

e\elii>ion of more durable nuiterials.

C'onse(|uently the disintegration of

these walls was rapid, and today none

of them is more than four feet high.

What relation this poorly built section

may ha\e borne to the main structure

offers a perplexing, but an important

problem. Because of the identity of

construction with the evidently more

Ground plan of the Aztec ruin showing the relative propor-

tions of the excavated and unexcavated sections at the close of

the field season of 1917. Shaded walls indicate the parts of the

ruin which are cleared (see cut on opposite page). Comparison

of this chart with that of 1916 (appearing on page 86 of tlie

Journal for February, 1917) will show the amount of work
accomplished during the season of 1917

' Publication of this article has been delayed until the work of the season of 1918 is nearing com-

pletion. For facts on the more recent excavation and reconstruction of the Aztec Ruin, see note which

will appear in the December issue of the JouRX.M..—The Kuitor.
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ancient small ruins which surround the

pueblo on all sides, at first one would

be inclined to correlate these walls with

an older structure which underlies the

southeast corner of the pueblo, but in-

asmuch as they form a definite and

integral part of the great ruin, it seems

more justifiable to suppose that they

represent temporary buildings, hastily

erected to complete the predetermined

outline of the fortress-pueblo and

poorly constructed because they were in-

tended to be torn down to make way for

the more permanent, compact, many-

storied buildings which the demands of

a growing population necessitated.

Adjoining these tumbled-down walls

on the north there is a series of rooms,

numbers 16-36 inclusive, whose ma-
sonry, although much superior to that

described above, is markedly inferior to

the masonry of the main ruin. This

inferiority is due, however, not to a

lack of skill on the part of the masons,

but to the choice of building material.

The walls were erected of iron concre-

tions which weather out of the clay

strata of neighboring hills. Intensely

hard, and irregular in shape, they could

not be faced with primitive tools, and

walls built of them were of necessity

rough and unlovely to the eye. On the

A kiva with r.-i on^tructi'd roof.—The entrance is through a hatchway in the center of the roof

(see view above ground on page 602). The excellent architectural principle involved in the construc-

tion of this type of covering for a circular chamber is one of the highest tributes to the mechanical

skill of the ancient Pueblos. Pillars of masonry support the roof, which is a cribbing of timbers in

the form of a truncated cone. With its flat top and sloping sides, this sort of roof has the strength

and permanence of a dome, and the neatly dressed timbers placed in regular rows impart beauty and

dignity to the chamber which they enclose



A kiva or ceremonial chamber at Aztec in process of excavation.— The charred contents of this

chamber told of a grim catastrophe. At one side of the room lay a few calcined bones of an adult,

and against the opposite wall were clustered the carbonized bodies of four children. Bones and flesh

were reduced to slaglike masses of charcoal, rendered bluely iridescent by burning body fats ; cover-

ings of cloth and matting were fused to the flesh, retaining perfectly their original texture. Pottery

vessels, bone and stone implements, and ornaments of shell and turquoise were scattered about the

room, where last used or laid aside. Apparently the five individuals were overwhelmed and burned
alive together with most of their material possessions

3^.>.

a?i. '^

1
1 1-'

('

/>.

!i

A burial chamber in the east wing at Aztec— The bowl and vase appearing in the lower right

hand corner of the photograph were resting upon the breast of a skeleton covered from throat to

thighs with beads and pendants. To recover these last the earth was passed through screens. First

one with quarter inch meshes was tried, then one made of window screening. As many of the beads

were so small that they passed through even such fine meshes without difficulty, the earth was sacked

and taken to camp, where one patient assistant labored for seven days with a flour sieve and a mag-

nifying glass before the last of the beads was separated from the black dust. There were seventy feet

of them when strung—more than forty thousand in all

605
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In this section through refuse wliich had lain buried

for five or more centuries can be seen a plaited yucca san-

dal, a wooden disk strung on a long cord, and packed all

about them corn husks, yucca leaves, and strips of cedar

bark. As if by a conspiracy of nature the five feet of refuse

of vegetable origin which covered the floor of one room at

Aztec had been completely shielded from dampness, and

from it were taken a quantity and diversity of ordinarily

perishable specimens never surpassed in the history of

southwestern exploration

contrary, the kiva (ceremonial chain- ground

ber) belonging to this part of the ings of

house, built of quarried sandstone, is as angles

neat a piece of construction as

lias been found in tlie entire

ruin.

Because of the thickness of

the standing walls, and the

depth of the debris which was

removed, it seems indubitable

tliat the structure of which

rooms 16-36 give the ground

])lan was at least two stories in

lieight. The east wing was

l)uilt long before this section

was erected, as proved by the

fact that three feet of refuse of

human origin had accumulated

on the ground occupied Ijy the

later structure before its foun-

dations were laid. One may
venture the statement that this

"unit house" was an architec-

tural unit added to the pueblo

to accommodate a social unit

— a family, clan, or secret so-

ciety—which desired to be-

come affiliated with the larger

viUage and had been received

as an integral part of the com-

munity.

The remainder of the ground

])lan of the excavated area,

namely, the main east Aving

and the east end of the north

wing, seems to have been built

at al)out the same time. The
longitudinal walls are con-

tinuous, and the masonry uni-

form throughout. Quarried

sandstone blocks are the build-

ing material, and these were

faced and laid with admirable

])recision. In this quarter the

pueblo was at least three stories

in height, descending terrace

fashion toward the court.

Some of the walls stand to a

height of twenty feet— well up
on the second story. Two
rooms (59 and 61) on the

floor retain their original ceil-

cedar beams covered at right

with smaller poles, and sur-



FURTiii:i! n /set )]/: in h's at rifr: aztfj' ruin G07

iiKiuiilcil li\' a la\('r of atlohc iiiud ('s|ici-iall\' tliosi' nf the upiicr >|(ii'i('s.

wliicli I'tiniR'd tlif lloors ol' the rooiiif^ 'I'lic thick usually uiihi'okt'U walls oH'cr

above. such I'di'inidahlc harriers to tlic spi'cail

A \ci-\- I<mu' |ici'iiiil of eontiiiuous. or o\ a cimlla.Mi'at ion tiiat it seems evident

at lca>t <d' recuiTciit occu])aiicv. is dc- that lii'c was intentionally set from

noted h\- the >ucccssivi' decay and I'cha- rnom to room.

hilitat ion of t he noi'theast coiMicr of t he The upper sexcral feet of the walls,

puehhi. Walls collapsed. ceilinL;'s fell. although held in place hy the dehi'is

(juantitit's of refuse were thrown into which enclosed tiiem, were i^'reatly dis-

tlie ahandoned chaml)ers. and then new iiitei;i'ated hv the action of frost and

tlooi-s wei'c laid owr the deliris. and moist ni'e. In addition in many places

new walls wei'c I'aised aho\e the pai'tly strains (le\-elo])(Ml before tlie actual col-

ruined sti'ucturc. some conformable lapse cd' the liiijrher walls liad so weak-

Mosaic pendants were fasliioned with great skill and evince considerable artistic appreciation.

Twent.v were found upon the breast of one skeleton. In each case the inlay was applied to tlie convex

surface of a disk of shell, the individual fragments being held In place with pitch. These two mosaics

have central disks of pink stone. Alternating concentric rings of turquoise and gilsonite (a jetlike sub-

stance) complete the design of the left disk, but in the right one a fourth element was added. Tlie first

and third rings consist of alternate triangles of gilsonite and galena crystals, and the second and

fourth of turquoise

with the older walls, some resting upon

the artificial fill. Such secondary con-

struction is apparent where kiva F now
stands. Detritus from the upper walls

completely filled the rooms of the first

story. During the process of rehabili-

tation, the debris was leveled, obstruct-

ing partition walls were torn out, and

the foundations of kiva F were begun

at the level of the original second story,

about eleven feet above the court. In

consequence this kiva stands perched

higli in the air, not subterranean as was

the normal position of these ceremonial

chambers.

With few exceptions fire consumed

all of the ceilinfrs of the east winjx.

ened the remaining parts that they

would not have stood long after the

earth was taken away from them. The

tops of all the walls were removed, and

those that threatened to fall were torn

down and replaced with new masonry,

so that as the repaired part of the ruin

now stands it Avill remain for a long

time without much decay, a monument
to its aboriginal builders.

Kiva E, situated in the open court,

is one of the most interesting of the

chambers which have been excavated

because of its rather close similarity to

the kivas still in use among some of the

I'uehlo towns of the Rio Grande Valley.

.Mtliouiili mostlv subterranean, to allow
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for the covering of the conical roof

with earth, a concentric retaining wall,

slightly greater in diameter than the

kiva itself, was erected above ground.

In order to give an idea of the features

of a completed kiva and to present the

architecturally excellent method by

which these circular structures were

covered, the roof of kiva E was recon-

structed as shown in an accompanying

illustration.

A gratifying number of specimens

were found in all parts of the ruin

which have been opened— so many in

fact as to surpass all expectations.

Nearly every room yielded something

which will contribute toward the ulti-

mate reconstruction of the material

culture of the Pueblos of the Aztec

region, even to its most intimate detail.

A few discoveries merit individual men-

tion.

The contents of kiva D were mutely

eloquent of tragedy and destruction.

Fire had raged in the furnace-like

chamber, and had consumed or thor-

oughly carbonized everything inflam-

mable that it contained. On the floor

at one side of the room lay a few bones

of the calcined body of an adult, and

against the opposite wall were clustered

the charred remains of four children.

Burned to a crisp, these little bodies

came out in chunks of slaglike sub-

stance, pitted and honeycombed by

bubbles of gas, and bluely iridescent

from the burning of the body fats. The
carbonized cotton cloth of garments,

and rush matting, were fused to the

flesh and still adhered, retaining per-

fectly their weave and texture. Strewn

about the floor as they were last used

were many articles of household econ-

omy, cooking pots around the fireplace,

food bowls and drinking vessels leaning

against the walls, smaller bowls and
ladles in cupboard-like niches in the

masonry, and stone axes, bone imple-

ments, beads and ornaments scattered

here and there where they had been

carelessly laid aside.

Of several possible conclusions one

seems most acceptable. These five per-

sons were trapped and burned alive

in the kiva, either by accident, or by

the hand of enemies. As it would be

next to impossible for the roof of a

kiva to catch fire accidentally, it is al-

most certain that, perhaps for super-

stitious reasons, enemies within the

village sought to destroy these unfortu-

nate creatures, or that they were the

victims of an attacking party that

stormed and burned a part of the

pueblo.

Eoom 41 was one of the richest

burial chambers which have been found

in the entire Southwest. In common
with the other rooms of the east wing,

after having ceased to be used as a

dwelling place, refuse was thrown into

the abandoned chamber. When about

twelve inches of ashes and potsherds

had accumulated on the floor, for un-

known reasons it was desired to put

away the dead in this room. The ashes

were scraped from along the south and
west walls into a heap in the center, and

the bodies of at least two adults and

three children were laid in the shallow

depressions. The high station of these

individuals may be Judged from the

quantity and variety of mortuary offer-

ings which accompanied their mortal

remains. More than forty pottery ves-

sels were grouped around the bodies

— food bowls, drinking mugs and

pitchers, tiny cooking vessels, dippers,

vases, and graceful jars shaped like

the bodies of birds, each with a head

in full relief. Piles of arrowpoints,

sticks of pigment, both red and yel-

low, and hundreds of long polished

bone tubes were interspersed among the

pottery.

About fifty thousand beads and ar-

ticles of personal adornment were the

most conspicuous element of the mor-

tuary offerings. One body was covered

from throat to thighs with beads and

pendants. Strands of turquoise lay

against the skull where thev had been
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attached to the ears, while strand after

strand of beads of stone and shell en-

circled the neck, and anklets of shells

surrounded the bones of the lower

limbs.

The smallest beads are disks ol" l)hick

stone one twenty-fifth of an inch in

diameter, about three thousand of them
making a strand six feet in length.

Another mass of thirty-one thousand

was sifted from the earth and restrung

into a strand fift3'-seven feet long.

These beads are of the same material as

the former, but of slightly greater

diameter. From these tiny specimens

the disk-shaped beads range in size up
to pieces of turquoise as large as one's

thumb nail. Marine shells were worn

in great numbers, Olivella shells,

pierced and strung whole, Conus shells

truncated and worn suspended bell

fashion, and abalone shells cut into

great iridescent disk pendants. Some
large disks of shell were covered with

elaborate mosaics set in pitch. A disk

of pink stone formed the central ele-

ment of each design. This was sur-

1(111 IK led by narrow concentric rings of

t iir(|U()ise, gilsonite (commonly but

eiToneously called jet), and galena crys-

tals, repeated in the order given until

the periphery of the shell was reached.

Turquoise and gilsonite were fashioned

into representations of frogs and in-

sects. ;ind skill fidly mounted with gum
upon thin bone hackings which were

grooved on the inner side so that the

ornaments might be strung on a cord

like beads.

The skill with which the minute
])eads were drilled, and the masterly

execution and beauty of the mosaic or-

naments, mark the prehistoric Pueblo

artisans as jewelers of no mean ability,

especially when it is remembered that

they accomplished their ends without

the aid of metal tools.

The bodies which were placed in

room 41 were not covered with earth by

human as:encies. Long after their

What <are commonly supposed to have been spear points were the blades of knives. Tliree have

been found with their wooden handles intact, one in a rat's nest, the other two buried upon the

breast of a woman. The keen blades of agate or quartzite were cemented with pitch into slots

gouged out of the ends of the handles, which were strengthened with a wrapping of cord or sinew

that extended a short distance upon the blades. The keenness of the blades and the rigid attach-

ment of the handles made these implements effective tools or weapons, as necessity might demand
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burial, the second story room above

them was used as a uranary. Fire of

unknown origin burned away the ceil-

ing- beams beneath the granary, and

several hundred bushels of corn fell

down u|)on the burials. Naturally the

corn caught fire, and the terrific heat

generated during the carbonization of

the cereal damaged many of the shell

and turquoise ornaments, and com-

pletely destroyed whatever wrappings

and textiles may have shrouded the

dead.

While the greater nnml)ers of speci-

mens were taken from burial chaml)ers,

many scientifically important objects

were recovered elsewhere. Most of the

rooms of the east wing contained large

quantities of refuse which had been

dumped into them by the occupants of

other quarters of the pueblo. Such

cjuantities of material could not accu-

mulate and be cast aside without in-

eluding a good many articles that

would not have Ijeen intentionally

thrown away. Some beautiful bits of

handiwork were sifted from this rub-

bish, beads, pendants, one shell brace-

let set with an inlay of turquoise, and a

few hammered copper Ijells, being the

most noteworthy.

It is evident that in artistic appre-

ciation and manual skill no Pueblos be-

fore or since have surpassed those of

the Aztec region. During the very long

life cycle of this culture center indige-

nous arts and crafts were developed to

a very high degree, especially archi-

tecture, ceramics, textiles, and the

manufacture of Jewelry. Although

surrounded by wide stretches of moun-
tains and deserts, these Pueblos were

not isolated provincials like their

neighbors of the Mesa Verde, but were

familiar with distant lands whence

they obtained through primitive com-

merce things of beauty and usefulness

not afforded by their immediate en-

vironment, among which may be men-
tioned turquoise from the valley of the

Eio Grande, copper bells and macaw
feathers from Mexico, ornamental pot-

tery from southwestern New Mexico

and Arizona, and sea shells from the

Gulf of California and the shores of

the far Pacific.

tiiutfful bird loim vessels, each with a head in full relief , doubtless were intended more for orna-

mental or ceremonial use than for direct utility. About thirty thousand beads were buried in the

representation of a turtle-dove shown at the right



Samuel Wendell Williston (1852-1918)

]^v () X E OF HIS s T r 1) v: x t s

To II.WFJkvh .MIC i.r Williston's

stuilciils was a urratrr prix ilci^v

lliai) iiiii>i inci) and wnini'ii at

llu' time i'i'ali/.i'(l. Simli'iits workiM!

with liiiii, rcrliiii;- llial he was (Hif nf

lliciii. iiiiawai'i' of marks !<» Ix' i^aiiinl.

lull iin|u'll('il l>y the inlci'ot nf llic suh-

ji'cl ill hand aiul lircd liy llirir leader's

eiilliii>iasin. K\ry liel|d'id. lie \\a> slow-

In eeii.-ure. and (|uiek 1(1 reeomiizi' and

eiiciiuraL;'e i^ihhI work. I iicoiiseioiisly

lie inspired ilio.-e lie laii^lil to eiiinlale

liis acliie\ eineiils. and many are his sin-

dents who lia\(' (list inii'uishe(| ihein-

S('l\('> in nie(lieiiie or science.

Or. Williston \\;h e(piipped with a

w.nidcrrnlly iraiiieil, analytical mind,

he was (|uick to dotorniinc essentials, to

follow loii'ieally lines of develo])nient,

and to deduce salient facts. But, hav-

ing:' ari'ived at results, lie was careful

to separate facts from ])rol)al)ilities,

clearly stating reasons wln're evidence

was faulty, that others niiiilit not h;'

niisUnl. Einiiieiitly I'aii' in admitting'

the opinions of others, he was an ideal

investigator.

He was bnni in Boston, ^Massacliu-

setts, July 1(1. lS.->-i. While still a

small hoy, his family moved to Kansas,

then a frontier state, and settled at

]\ranhattan. His early education, lack-

ing the facilitit's of modern common
schools, was ac([uired under conditions

that would have discouraged any mind
less determined. He tells us that he

leai'ned his letters from the name aii'l

descriptiim in cast iron on the front of

the kitchen >to\('. While a voiith, he

gained much e.\p;'rience in railroad con-

struction, heljiing to siir\-ey one of the

first railroa(l> in his part of the State.

Studying in a docior's ollice later, he

liecanie con\inced ihat lie ninst have a

college education. .\t the Kan-a< State

Agricnltui'al College he recei\-e(l the de-

gree of B.S. in IsT'i and .\.M. in ISTo.

'^I'here. under the inllueiice of Professor

B>enjaiiiiii l-\ .Miidge. the great e-\j)lorcr

(d' the natural hi>t(U'y, geologw paheon-

lology, and economic resonrce> (d' i\aii-

>a>. his career as a scienli>l was deter-

mined. He was held assistant to I'n.)-

fessor Miidge ill se\eral exploring ex-

pedit ions.

In IS"!) he went to ^'ale rnixcrsity

as assistant to i'rofe>sor O. (
'. Marsh,

and here he ohtailied the degrees (d'

.M.j). and IMi.l). Me hecanie demon-

strator (d' anatomw then professor of

anatomy, and was health ollicer in

the city of .\ew liaxcii from jSSS to

ISIM).

in IS'.MI he was called to the Kansas

State l"ni\-ersity as professor of histori-

cal geology and anatomy, and later was

also dean of the Medical School which

lu' organized. This was the period dur-

ing which his influence was most felt

hy student bodies. In state educational

matters he was a wise counselor and an

originator of methods and ])ractice.

When the Kansas State Cieological Sur-

vey was organized in 1895 he was

])laced in charge of the department of

liahr-ontology and was influential in de-

termining the high character of the

work (h)ne. ^faiiy of his discoveries of

fossil marine reptiles were hrouglu

about in relation to this work.

Although loath to leave his work

in Kansas, he felt that tlu> ofl'er of

the T'niversity of Chicago permitted

greater opportunity for research, and

he accepted the cliaii' of professor of

)iala'oiitology there in I'Ji)''. a ])ositioii

which he held until his death in Au-

gust, I'.IIS.

In Chicago his class work was with

graduate students, and during the first

six years he continue(l pnhlications on

('retaceoiis ri'ptiles. i)iiriiig the last

tell years he de\dted most of his life to

se(-uriiig and dexrihinu' a \a<t series

of .\orth .\iiierican Permian fossils.

and at the lime (d' hi- death was en-

gageil ujioii a general W(irk on reptiles.

— B.vi.'NTAr l)i;()WN-.
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The Demand for Cheap Food

By L. H. BAIL P] Y

From an address given at the dedication of the Administration Building, New York Agricultural
Experiment Station, Geneva, New York, August 31, 1918

EVEEYONE of us looks to the im-

provement of agriculture in the re-

construction period which will follow

the war. We are concerned that agriculture

shall have proper attention when again we

put together a society that is now shot to

pieces. We want to keep our schools in

which agriculture is taught, our colleges of

agriculture, our experiment stations in

which truth is discovered. Very good: we

shall improve the occupation
;

yet agricul-

ture cannot take its proper place in human
society by internal improvements alone. We
must have a new kind of public view on the

question. The larger remedies lie with the

people.

The Standard of Living

The past generation has been known by

its attention to the standards of living. We
recognize that there can be neither democ-

racy nor effectiveness without sufficient in-

come to enable the citizen to acquire the

essential goods of life. The tenement system

has been overturned. The sweatshop is

being abandoned. Slavish piecework has

been virtually eliminated. Child labor has

been made illegal. We are standardizing

the wage, the length of the day's work, the

conditions under which labor is performed.

The justification of all this effort lies in

the human result. We are willing to pay

more for pig iron, for shoes, for furniture,

for books, for transportation, if only the

fair standards of living can be maintained.

No one raises a voice for cheaper workshop

commodities for the benefit of the consumer

and at the expense of the worker. Yet the

public still wants cheap food.

We go even farther than this with the

workshop products. By every means we en-

deavor to eliminate the risks of workers.

The compensation laws, and various insur-

ance plans, are of this order. We recognize

that society cannot be stabilized unless the

workingman is protected and his personal

hazards reduced to the minimum. Yet the

farm people, far outnumbering the factory

612

men and producing our fundamental sup-

plies, work always and necessarily against

the hazards of nature and carry the risks

imposed by the Almighty. These risks can-

not be averted ; but society must carry the

insurance.

The demand for cheap food is fallacious.

Pressing down the cost of food has one or

all of three results on the producers of it

(and its effect on the producers is a vital

concern with us as citizens of a state) :

we reduce the standards of living of the

producers in our own country; we exploit

the cheap labor and cheap lands of new and

remote countries; or we live on the products

of peasantry in other countries. These three

are the same, considered in the human re-

sult. If we are glad to meet the problem

of maintaining the standard of living for

workingnien, we must be equally glad to

maintain it for farmers. There are reasons

why we should not attempt the same pro-

gram for farmers as for workingmen: our

problem is to be willing to pay as much for

farm products as is necessary for the mainte-

nance of the standard of living on the farms.

We are building great fleets. Every soul

of us is glad of it and proud of the enter-

prise. We rejoice at every new launching.

The submarines will not sink these fleets.

After the war we must find water to sail

them on. We are looking forward with

much anticipation to the extensions of our

commerce. We shall send away our manu-

factured products. We shall bring back the

raw products, much of it in foodstuffs and

hides and other agricultural supplies. Shall

we be alert to see that the farming people

are as well protected as are the industrial

people? We can run no risk of lowering the

standards of income on our millions of

farms.

As a whole the public appears to be care-

less of the standards of living on farms.

We demand cheap food in the interest of

the consumer. Many discussions in the

press, on the platform, and in conference,

might be citeil as indication. I content my-
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self for the moment with a reference to an

interesting discussion of the importance of

importing Chinese labor to reduce the cost

of food, appearing lately in a magazine. It

is rejiresentative of a class. We may lay

aside the agricultural misconceptions of this

and similar articles. "A million such labor-

ers," the article says, "distributed through-

out the country would so increase the food

supply and so lower the cost of the neces-

saries of life that the laborer who now earns

$3 a day would then be able to buy for $3

more food than he can get for $5." I do not

think any such result could be attained; but

even if so, is it safe and worth while (except

possibly as a war ex])eriinent) to produce

food in North America on a Diiiiese scale of

living.' It assumes that "tlu> average Amer-

ican does not like farming. The sons of the

])rosperous farmers do not take kindly to the

tilling of the soil with their own hands.

They prefer the excitement and the diver-

sions and the stimulus of the life of city

and town, and they leave the farm for the

office and the factory. The average Amer-

ican laborer also finds the occupation of the

city and town more congenial than farm

labor. . . . The same reasons that have de-

nuded the farm of labor have denuded the

household of servants." Labor goes where

it is best paid and most secure. It is not

controlled very much by sentiment. It

would go from city to country if the induce-

ments were sufficient. And as for servants,

it is the hope of democracy that all persons

may better themselves. This writer affirms

that the Chinese laborers would relieve the

native laborers, allowing them to find em-

ployment elsewhere. This statement of the

case is its condemnation. We cannot have

a democracy with two very unlike standards

of living in the producing populations,— an

American standard for the industrial work-

ers and a Chinese standard for the agricul-

tural workers.

And now I come to the most dangerous

fallacy of all,— to the notion that food pro-

duction is only an economic question, and

that our problem is to produce the greatest

quantity at the least cost. Human success

and democracy require the best development

of the individual as a starting-point. The

first crystallization of democracy is in the

home. Without the training, free coopera-

tion, and discipline of the home, there is no

democracy. Farming is preeminently the

occupation of home making. The home is

l)art of the farm. We speak habitually of

the "farm home." The workingman does not

domicile in the shop nor does the manufac-

turer live on the factory premises. The pur-

chaser of a farm looks always at the resi-

dence as ])art in the valuation. The pur-

chaser of a factory or a steamboat does not

inquire about the residence of the owner: he

may not know where the residence is; it may
be in another city, or the owner may live in

a flat where it is agreeable to neither the

landlord nor the janitor that he have a fam-

ily large enough to constitute a school in

democracy. No public action is justifiable

that so lowers the standards of income on

the farm as to lessen the fullness and the

protection of the home. N'erily, these homes

are of the liackgroinnls. All tlie responsi-

bility anil the })ermanence of the occupation

enter into the farm home.

The service of the farmer to society is not

merely as a producer of supi)lies. The rural

range is a type of life, and one of the seed-

beds of citizenship. It is our nearest ap-

proach to a permanent society. It does not

move itself in search of work, nor ever find

itself out of employment, nor is it ever

closed by strikes or lockouts, not even tem-

porarily suspendeil by commercial conditions.

It is as much a part of the order of things

as the face of nature against which it works.

The standard of living maintained in these

backgrounds is therefore an elementary con-

sideration in the welfare of society.

We are to be convinced, therefore, that it

is at least as important to maintain stand-

ards of income in the open country as in the

industrial pursuits. It is the public temper

to blame the farmer himself if his standards

of living or his efficiency are not high in any

case, saying that he is ignorant and ambition-

less. We do not say it in the same way of

the industrial workers. This assumption

that the fault lies with the farmer is really

at the bottom of much of our legislation and

is responsible for a wide extent of loose

thinking. Certainly we must make better

fanners. All progress rests on personal

excellence. Certainly also must we not make
farmers the wards of society as we seem to

be doing with the workingmen and for which

the workingmen themselves will suffer in the

end. But we must be ready and glad to pay

for food what it costs to produce it plus a

good living margin.
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It -n-ill now be asked whether the standard

of living is not, in fact, sufficiently high on

the farms. I am not today discussing the

family standard itself, but only the income

without which it cannot be high enough to

meet the needs of democracy. We recognize

the high type of character bred by our best

farms, and the generous scale of living there

maintained; yet this does not release society

from its part of a plain obligation. We may
at once dismiss the glowing accounts of a

class of popular writers, who would make us

lielieve that farmers are the best off of our

people. Nor am I especially considering the

conditions of war time. We are to remember

that the farmer does not make a jjrofit in the

commercial sense. He receives a return for

his labor. I know that there may be excep-

tions, and not all that is classed as farming

is really such. The exceptions prove the rule

and they never can Vjecome the rule ; and

some of the profits attributed to farming

are the results of speculation or the selling

of fertility long stored by nature in lands

only recently opened.

The fairest way we know to measure the

farmer's net earning is by means of the

labor income. This is the sum left after all

working or business expenses and the inter-

est on the investment and the unpaid family

labor are deducted. It represents the in-

come the farmer receives for his labor, be-

yond what home supplies he may use from

the farm itself, which supplies are, of course,

subtracted from his jjotential sales. Prob-

ably for the country as a whole the labor in-

come will not exceed about one dollar a day.

If it rises to twice this figure, the price of

land begins to increase.

The Cost of Food

We are justified, of course, in reducing

the cost of food by such means as will not

endanger the plane of living of those who
produce it. We shall learn how to eliminate

many of the extrinsic costs between pro-

ducer and consumer. We shall supply the

farmer more knowledge of his occupation,

eliminate the incompetents, stimulate help-

ful organization, and in other ways improve

the business itself. Xever shall we need to

cease such efforts. How far we can apply to

agriculture the so-called efficiency methods

of quantity-production of the factories yet

remains to be determined. We are to con-

sider the results on the homes as well as in

commodity wealth. The copartnership and

corporation plans of farming have not been

successful, and there is little hope that they

can succeed outside exceptional circum-

stances. The private farm colony plans are

foredoomed, also, except perhaps in an un-

usual condition now and then.

Many persons not on farms expect that

farming must lend itself to the big-business

type of organization, with expert manage-

ment on a large scale and intensive depart-

mentalizing of the business. This subject I

am not to discuss here; I wish only to point

out that even if it were to succeed, we could

not expect to reduce the cost of food there-

by. As soon as farming is industrial-

ized, the home element is eliminated, all

labor must be hired outright, the going

wage must be paid, and salaried manager-

ship must be met. At the same time we are

facing lessened fertility. All this would at

once greatly increase the costs. At present

much of the effort in food production re-

ceives no direct wage, for women and chil-

dren contribute to it. Even if the farm

women do not labor in the fields, the keep-

ing of the farm home (which is part of the

farm business} devolves on them, as well as

much of the management and oversight. All

the efficiency methods we could apply on the

workshop plan probably would not offset the

unpaid or insufficiently paid labor available

under the present organization and methods.

The world has had cheap food because we

have not paid those who produce it and have

lived on stored or original fertility.

I see no hope for cheap food, on the old

Ijasis. That basis is gone forever. No
longer do we look for cheap lumber or cheap

paper or cheap clothing. We know that new

levels have been reached. We know that new

adjustments will have to be made, and that

if the consumer suffers, other remedies must

be found than merely to force down prices.

If the cost of food is too high for the

consumer, the subject is of course open

to investigation, but we are not to assume

that a penalty is to be applied to the pro-

ducer.

In the past we have been able to obtain

cheap food in this country in great abun-

dance, because of our vast extent of very

fertile land. We can no longer live on the

easily stored riches of the soil. Much of the

farmer's income goes back into the soil to

improve it. Eeduction of his income means
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soil robbery; this lupaiis an impoverished

people. Pinching the farmer is jtinching the

land. For a time, perhaps, we could main-

tain ourselves by imjiorting the produce of

new lands in other i)arts of tiie world; but

the day could not be far distant when we

should find oui-selves faced with disaster.

To iiuiiiitniii the producing power of its land

is the first responsibility of any people in

this century. No longer can we expect to

live by foraging, by chance, and by skinning

the earth.

The RtxoxsTiuTTiox

In all the plans and prophecies for the

reconstruction of society, I see nothing that

places the agricultural situation in its proper

jiroportion. Agricultural affairs must play

a pniiniufut part in international relations.

We are sending abroad commissions and

agencies to review situations, but little to

study agriculture in its international aspects.

It will be inexcusable if, when we try to

bring the peoples together again, we shall

not consult the opinion of those who till the

earth and produce the supplies for the sup-

port of all of us.

Certainly, also, we shall need a body of

experts, raised for the purpose and acting

under national authority, to study agricul-

ture in terms of reconstruction.

In spite of all our education in agricul-

ture and our fondness for quoting the crop

figures in the world's finance and the de-

partures we have fostered here and there,

we are apparently not yet in sight of com-

prehensive cohesive agricultural policies.

We are yet in the epoch of doing pieces of

work, not having arrived at the visualizing

of a society conditioned on the earth.

In the meantime, capital and labor are

vocal. Many interests are planning definitely

for reconstruction. The boldest pronounce-

ment yet made on the reconstruction of so-

ciety is the report of the Subcommittee of

the British Labor Party, proposed for con-

sideration by the party. It is a clear, defi-

nite program. It is ambitious, striking at

fundamental considerations, and holding no

reverence for traditions. Because of its

ilefiniteness it will make headway.

Yet this great program, although men-

tioning the land and the farmer incidentally,

virtually ignores the agricultural range as a

concept in the social order. Even though it

proposes to broaden the Labor Party in Eng-

land to include "all workers by hand or

brain," yet it practically excludes many of

them by holding to the panacea of labor

organization and control. This self-suffi-

ciency seems to be characteristic of the atti-

tude of the group we know as "labor." It

assumes that it speaks for society, and that

it holds the magic for democracy. It is pro-

posed to "liuild society anew," and "what

the Labor Party intends to satisfy itself

about is that each brick that it helps to lay,

shall go to erect the structure that it in-

tends, and no other." This sounds like in-

tolerance and dominion, and is anti-demo-

cratic in its expression. The tenor of the

report is to assume the right of way for

trade-unionism, even as against government.

What we speak of as "labor" is a minor

clcMicnt in society as compared with the

farm element. Probably even in Europe it

does not represent more than 20 per cent of

the population as against perhaps 50 or

more per cent of the agriculturally rural

population. Probably 75 per cent of the

world's population is yet pastoral and agri-

cultural. The major part of the ijopulation

can never be industrialized. These rural

people are neither industrial workers nor

capitalists; or, rather, they are a combination

of the two. They constitute a great bufl:er

range of the people that are not yet set over

as antagonists against other ranges. They

lie outside the usual classifications of

"workingmen" and "brain workers" and do

not come within the vision of the Subcom-

mittee's report when it declares that "the

policy of the Labor Party in this matter is

to make the utmost use of the trade-unions,

and, equally for the brain workers, of the

various professional associations."

It is not my purpose now to analyze this

great program. I am in sympathy with

much of it and with the evident needs of

the workingman. I admire its statement of

the case. We must largely accept its under-

lying philosophy that social and economic

values belong to society; we foresee a vast

enlargement of its desire for a share rather

than for wages. I wish only to use the pro-

nouncement as illustration of the ease with

which we overlook the rural side of society

in our great plans of social reconstruction.

This reconstruction must not rest alone on

the demands of the workshop, nor on "em-

ployment," nor on wage scales, nor on profit-

sharing. The attitude of "laltor" towaril the
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day's work can never be that of the farmer.

There are wider ranges of the population in

which unemplo^Tuent is not a major prob-

lem. Nor am I convinced that its "demo-

cratic control of industry" would be much

more than its control in the interests of la-

bor and urbanism.

Hot, again, does the "common ownership

of the nation's land" provide a solid founda-

tion. The piroduction from the earth does

not rest on the same natural necessities as

does the manufacture of commodities in the

workshop. The ownership of land provides

the program that in the industries is sup-

jjlied by the organization. We shall find the

peasants of Eussia dissatisfied after a time

with any plan of public ownership of all

farm land; the farmer naturally desires to

own his farm. Such private ownership does

not carry the menace to .society that may be

carried by organized or corporate industries.

The Problem

Xow we are ready to agree, I trust, that

we have before us a politico-social question

of the first magnitude. The problem is not

measurable by statistics (nothing expresses

so little, and obscures so many facts, as fig-

ures). The trouble with society is its en-

mities and antagonisms. For fifty years, the

great antagonism has been between capital

and labor. This problem still overshadows

all others. We think we begin to see solu-

tions in the legacies of the war. But there

arises another antagonism, between the con-

sumer and the producer. This has grown

with our urbanism and with our relative

neglect of the rural civic and social problem.

If the consumer and the producer develop at-

titudes of hostility to each other, it will in-

volve the whole of society and split it wide

open. It will raise an agrarian question of

far greater danger than the political agra-

rianism of some of the other countries. The

immediate task before us is to put these

great questions before the consumer with

fairness, sympathy, and all candor. If we are

to make the most of our responsibilities, here

or anywhere, we must come into harmony on

the question of the supply of food. This

means a real cooperation in spirit and in

practice V^etween the producer and the con-

sumer, with a determination on both sides

to avoid the hateful enmities that have riven

society in the name of capital and labor.

The Application

Today we celebrate at an experiment sta-

tion. What is its relation to our problem?

Its primary function is to aid in the in-

creasing of jiroduction hj contributing

knowledge and the confidence of science.

While we are feebly debating the ways of

getting cheap food, we are running straight

into the problem of obtaining food enough

at any price. We cannot forever scatter

over the earth and jjick up our supplies. La-

bor is becoming mobile, agricultural labor

with the rest; it goes where rewards are

greatest, and this means that rural laVjor

goes to cities and to industries; the great

government-controlled industries of war time

and thereafter will hasten this movement.

Democracy, for which we are fighting, will

release the serfs anrl unchain the castes; the

land may suffer. Population is increasing.

The standards of life are rising. The main-

tenance of armies utilizes great tracts of

land that might produce crops. The people

waste their supplies. We look to new areas

of virgin land to make good our needs, but

this only defers the issue and breeds incom-

petence in the people; it is a weakening pol-

icy.

This skill must be paid for. If we are to

educate the farmer to greater effectiveness

as an occupationist and to increase his train-

ing as a citizen, we must see that he is able

to get the value of his education and to have

the essential advantages of life. Bather

than try to force down the cost of farm sup-

plies to old levels, we must remember that

these old levels have often been too low and

that our problem now is to place them

where they belong in relation to other values.

To develop skill in the farmer requires in-

stitutions with good equipment, the best and

ablest investigators and teachers, freedom

of these ofiicers to devote their best efforts

to their work rather than to be diverted by

governmental interferences, patience on the

jjart of the people to wait for results that

come only in their due time and season.

You say this costs money. Yes, much money.

You would not appreciate the work if you

clid not pay what it is worth. We are now
destroying property and supplies. I suppose

that more money and treasure are being ex-

pended this day in destruction than have

Vjeen appropriated for agricultural research

in the history of the world. We have not yet

passed the destructive phase of our evolution.



The Platinum Situation in the United States

Win LI-:, ihuiiiji; the Great War, the

use of platinum for catalyzing

]nocesses in the production of con-

centrated suljjhuric acid for the manufac-

ture of explosives, for dehydrating nitric

acid, and for aeroplane and other war

machinery, has been made especially prom-

inent, the wide employment of it in electric

appliances of various kinds is at least of

equal importance. Large amounts of plati-

num have been used for dental work, because

of its durability and its resistance to the

action of acids. The latter qualities have

made it of the greatest possible value also

for various chemical vessels, such as cru-

cibles and retorts. Within the last ten or

fifteen years it has been employed by manu-

facturing jewelers in many ways, such as

for watcheases and for other of the smaller

ornamental pieces, and for precious stone set-

tings, more especially for diamond settings.

Because of the increasing demand for plati-

num in the war industries, the War In-

dustries Board decreed that after Octoljer

1, 1918, the use of this metal in the manu-

facture of new stocks of jewelry or for

other nonessential purposes should be pro-

hibited. The same law applies to iridium,

palladium, osmium, ruthenium, rhodium and

compounds thereof. It is said that the

Government has a sufficient supply on hand

after commandeering the stock of unmanu-

factured metal, and the prohibition, there-

fore, does not extend to platinum jewelry

already made up, which can be sold as here-

tofore—that is, by manufacturers or dealers

licensed by the War Industries Board. The

decree is the result of a special emergency

act to effect Government control over plati-

num, iridium, and palladium, passed by

Congress October 6, 1917, and amended July

1, 1918. The situation at that time, after a

careful survey, was recognized as serious.

Platinum in the L'nited States sold in 1890

at .$16 a troy ounce and is selling now at

$105 a troy ounce, five times the cost of

gold. This situation arose directly from the

embargoes of 1915 put upon exportation

from the countries at war, England, France,

Germany, and Eussia, and from the practical

cessation of the Russian supply, followed

by increased demands after our entry into

the war. Prior to the war, Russia had

furnished 95 ]>er cent of the world's entire

stock. The cutting off of the Russian sup-

ply, the principal source of the metal, the

imperative need for it for war purposes, and

the consequent stringent measures taken by

the various governments to restrict its ex-

jiortation, have operated to limit its use

greatly, and have also induced an active

search for substitutes which might prove

more or less satisfactory. To this end alloys

of gold and palladium, gold and osmium, or

gold and nickel have been used with fairly

good results in many cases. The shortage

has also stimulated the search for platinum,

not only in the metallic deposits of various

I)arts of the United States, but throughout

the entire world, and several new, minor

sources have come to light. It is possible that

a change in metallurgical methods may fur-

nish a quantity of platinum and palladium

in place of that not now available from

Canadian sources, and that the resources of

the United States and Colombia may be de-

veloped to greater extent.

There is good prospect from the devel-

opment of deposits in Japan, where a con-

siderable amount of platinum and palladium

has been obtained by electrolysis from cer-

tain copper ores. Brazil also offers good

and constantly improving prospects; here

platinum is to be found in a number of

localities, often combined with palladium.

Tasmania has recently sent out a notable

amount of osmiridium, one of the allied

platinum metals and one of the most useful

substitutes for the latter in many of its

uses. The copper ores of Canada, especially

those of Sudbury, Ontario, can be made to

supply a very large amount of palladium

and a considerable quantity of platinum

also, by systematic treatment. In all these

regions, however, except the last named

Canadian locality, the deposits are widely

distributed, and many new ones must be

added to those already reported in order to

give full promise of an important addition

to our much needed platinum supply. Un-

questionably, if our best hopes should be

realized in the constitution of a newly and

firmly organized Russia, that land will again

be able to resume her platinum output, al-

though the necessity for seeking new and

promising fields will in no wise be lessened

617
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by this, as we have always to bear in mind

the prospect of a uatural diiiiimition of the

Eussian deposits, which have been so long

and so extensively exploited. Should the

new region in the Eonda Mountains, Spain,

come up to the expectations when, by the

removal of the economic obstacles incident

to the war, the requisite capital and energy

shall have been directed thither, this field

also may come to be a source upon which

we can count for excellent results.

Of the 5,000,000 or more ounces of plati-

num already in existence, it has been

estimated very conservatively that catalyzing

processes have claimed 500,000 ounces, dental

uses 1,000,000, chemical apparatus 1,000,000,

electrical devices 500,000, and jewelry 500,-

000. These estimates are probably set rather

too low in view of the fact that the total

production of the metal has certainly been

as much as 5,000,000 ounces; indeed some

authorities have placed the total Eussian

production alone as high as 7,000,000 ounces.

This was crude platinum, of course, and

would furnish only about 5,800,000 ounces

of the refined metal.

In the period from 1900 to 1917 the im-

ports of unmanufactured platinum and of

bars am] ingots into the United States, have

had a total weight of 52,767.2 kilos, or

approximately 1,696,711 troy ounces, and a

total value of $48,981,879. To this must be

added imports of crucibles, retorts, and the

like, worth $2,302,236, giving a total value

of platinum in all forms of $51,284,115.

Of course, a good proportion of the import

was crude platinum. For the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1918, the imports of unmanu-

factured platinum, and of bars and ingots,

weighed 1613.1 kilos, or 51,862 troy ounces,

and were worth $4,572,614; the retorts,

vases, etc., were valued at but $2547, giv

ing a total of $4,575,161 for all platinum

imports to the United States. Of this Co-

lombia contributed $2,241,744 (27,030 troy

ounces), just about one half of the total

value and a little more than one half the

weight. A single special shipment of 21,000

ounces from Russia, acquired for $2,000,000,

accounted for most of the remainder.

—

George F. Kunz.

Notes

Since the last issue of the Journal, the

following persons have been elected mem-

bers of the American Museum:

Life Members, Miss Marie Louise Peck-

ham, Lieutenant Harry F. Guggenheim,

Messrs. H. Benis, Charles Watson Boise,

Everett Masten, and Albert Houghton
Pratt.

Sustaining Member, Mr. Gardiner H.

Miller.

Annual Members, Mesdames Lyndon
Connett, R. G. Hazard, Julie Kahle, R.

S. Koch, Eomaine A. Philpot, E. Llewelyn
Eees, Misses Mart Allen, Sarah M. Post,

Messrs. Eichard M. Andrews, Frank
Carlson, Albert J. Erdmann, Charles J.

Fay, John W, Frothingham, Louis B.

Hubbard, Robert Parker Lewis, Edwin
F. O'Neill, Arthur Smith, Sidney Smith,

and Bret H. Whitman, Jr.

Associate Members, Messrs. G. W. Mc-

Farland, L. H. Somers, and Dwight Win-
ter.

The Board of Trustees of the American

Museum, at its meeting on November 11,

adopted a resolution electing to life member-

ship Mr. Albert Houghton Pratt, in recog-

nition of his gift of negatives and motion

pictures to the educational work of the

Museum. Lieutenant Harry F. Guggenheim

was also elected a life member in recogni-

tion of his generous contribution to the

anthropological department.

The British Educational Mission to the

United States, composed of distinguished

representatives of the universities of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland, was enter-

tained at luncheon by the trustees of the

American Museum on October 10. The

Mission came to this country to develop, if

I^ossible, closer cooperation between British

and American institutions, and to strengthen

the bond of sympathy and understanding be-

tween the two nations. At the close of the

luncheon the party made a tour of inspec-
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tion of the oxhibition halls of the Musimiiii.

Mucli intiM-est was maiiifi stcil in llic .Icsu]"

collci-tion of Noith Aiiit'iicaii woods, arnl

the Darwin hall elititcil praise for tlie skill

manifested in the jiri'iiaration of speeiiiieiis,

especially those dealing with public health

problems. The food conservation exhibit

was studied, and in the dejiartnient of eilu-

eation the nature study collections and the

method of cooperating; with the classes for

the blind and with the city schools and

libraries received special attention. The

members of the mission were: Dr. Arthur

Everett Shipley, Vice Chancellor, Univer-

sity of Cambridge; the Reverend Edward

M. Walker, fellow and librarian of (Queen's

College, Oxford University; Sir ileniy

Miers, Vice Chancellor, University of

Manchester; Sir Henry Jones, professor of

moral philosophy. University of Glasgow;

Dr. -lohn doly, professor of geology and

mineralogy. Trinity College, Dublin; Lieu-

tenant Robert Nichols, Oxford University;

Captain H. A. Smith, fellow of Morgan Col-

lege, Oxford Uni\ersity.

C. S. PiETRO, Italian sculptor, whose work

is represented in the American Museum by

the busts of John Burroughs and Charles

L. Sargent, died of pneumonia at his home
in Pelham jNIanor, New York, on October 9.

When taken ill he was engaged on a piece

of sculpture intended as a gift to France,

believed by some to be his most important

work. Mr. Pietro was born in Palermo,

Sicily, and studied art in Rome. He came

to the United States ten years ago, at the

age of twenty-two. Other works executed

by him are portrait busts of John Muir and

Charles R. Van Hise in the University of

Wisconsin and of J. P. Morgan and Elihu

Root at Harvard University.

Mr. Carl E. Akeley, of the American

Museum, has devoted all of his time during

the last eighteen months to matters pertain-

ing to the war and service to the United

States Government. One of the enterprises

has been the manufacture of the Akeley

Motion Picture camera, an instrument orig-

inally designed by him especially for use

as a naturalist's field camera. Photography

as it has had to be carried on at the front dur-

ing the Great War has presented conditions

so nearly paralleled in peace times by the

conditions acconijian ying big game hunting

that it was <iuite natural for the Government

to turn to this jiarticular camera and adopt

it as an instruniciit of military service. The
canicra had not been manufacturcil com-

m('r<'ially jiroxious to the jiart icijiation of

the United States in the war; Government

orders, therefore, made it necessary to es-

tablish a factory, the entire output of which

up to the present time has been delivered

to the United States Army.

Mr. Akeley, as consulting engineer in the

Division of Investigation, Research, and
Development of the General Engineering

Depot of the United States Army, also has

been called upon for service in the develoj)-

meut and production of many mechanical

devices in connection with field searchlights,

sound ranging instruments, and other war-

time appaiatus. He has been special as-

sistant to the Chief of the Concrete Ship

Division of the Emergency Fleet Corpora-

tion, a position for which he was especially

well cjualified from his experience as inven-

tor of the cement gun, recognized as an

important tool in the construction of con-

crete ships. In addition, an extensive line

of experiments with concrete has been

carried on in connection with the Bureau of

Standards at Washington for the purpose

of determining the combinations which

would result in a medium embodying maxi-

mum strength with minimum weight.

While in the midst of these interests,

Mr. Akeley conceived, and with the sanc-

tion of President Henry Fairfield Osboru of

the American Museum of Natural History,

worked out the details of a plan whereby

the American Museum building with all its

tremendous resources and peculiar fitness for

such service might be placed at the disposal

of the United States Government for use

as a convalescent and rehabilitation hospital

for disabled soldiers. In the development of

his idea Mr. Akeley pointed out that should

the Government decide to accept the offer,

there were unique possibilities not only in the

building itself for easy conversion into hos-

jjital wards without retiring any large

number of exhibits, but also in the resources

at command through the service of the staff

of instructors and artists and the equipment

and facilities of laboratories, studios, and

shops, for mental entertainment of patients

and industrial occupation of convalescents.

The details of the i)lan were elaborated by

a special coinniittee a])]iointed by President
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Osborn, consisting of Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow,

Dr. E. W. Tower, and Mr. Akeley. The

matter is now awaiting the final decision of

the War Department.

Important explorations in the Huerfano

Basin, Colorado, have recently been com-

pleted. This little mountain basin is situ-

ated in a recess of the Front Kange not far

from Pueblo. It is of interest to palaeon-

tologists as a few fossil teeth and bones had

been found in it of geological age appar-

ently between the better known Bridger

(Middle Eocene) and Wasatch (Lower

Eocene) faunas. It was first explored by

Mr. E. C. Hills, of Denver, and subsequently

in 1897 by Professor H. F. Osborn and Dr.

J. L. Wortman for the American Museum.

In 1916, Mr. Walter Granger, assisted by

Mr. George Olsen, undertook a more thor-

ough search for fossils which was completed

this summer, 1918. The collection obtained

is a considerable one, although mostly frag

mentary, and will be of much scientific in-

terest. The best specimen in it is a very

Ijerfect skull and jaws with part of the

skeleton of Tillotlieriurn (a rare extinct

beast which looked a little like a gigantic

rodent but was not at all related to the true

rodents) discovered in 1916 by Mr. Olsen.

The formation in which these fossils are

found is a volcanic ash or tuff of about five

thousand feet thickness, indicating the con-

siderable and long sustained volcanic out-

bursts which must have taken place in this

region at the time when the Huerfano mam-
mals flourished. The stratigraphy of the

formation was carefully studied by Mr.

Granger, accompanied during part of the

time by Mr. Hills, who has devoted many
years to the study of the geology of this

vicinity, and who is at present curator of

geology and mineralogy in the Colorado

Museum of Natural History. The scientific

results of the Museum expedition will be

published later in the American Museum
BuUetin.

The establishment of the Katmai Na-

tional Monument by executive order of

President Wilson, dated September 24, 1918,

is regarded as the first step in making this

remarkable region of Alaska accessible to

the public as a national park similar to

Yellowstone and Yosemite. The area em-

braces the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes,

the volcano of Katmai, and considerable

outlying territory. It was visited last sum-

mer by one of the expeditions of the Na-

tional Geographical Society.

Mr. William deC. Eavexel has been

placed in immediate charge of the admin-

istration of the United States National

Museum at Washington with the title of ad-

ministrative assistant to the Secretary.

The Mission of the French Scholars to

the United States visited the American

Museum of Natural History on November

12, accompanied by Dr. William H. Car-

jienter, provost of Columbia University. The

Mission was received in the Board Eoom by

Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn and mem-

bers of the scientific staff and then pro-

ceeded on a tour of inspection of the educa-

tional methods employed by the Museum in

handling its exhibits. The members of the

Mission included: Dr. Theodore Eeinach,

of the Institut de France; Professor

Emmanuel de Martonne, of the University

of Paris; Professor Fernand Baldensperger,

of the University of Paris ; Professor Charles

Cazamian, of the University of Paris; Dr.

Etienne Burnet, of the Pasteur Institute

(Paris); Mr. Charles Koechlin, composer

and critic of music; and Mr. Seymour de

Eicoli, art critic and secretary of the

Gazette des Beaux-Arts.

For several months i)ast a series of ex-

periments with various jjatterns of life pre-

servers have been conducted at the New
York Aquarium by a committee headed by

Director C. H. Townsend. The tests have

been made after the building was closed to

visitors for the night, the large sea water

tanks serving admirably for observation.

First the flotation of the life preserver as

worn by a fully dressed man of average

height was tested ; sufiicient weights were

then attached to its lower edges to maintain

it at a water line marked while it was in use

and it was then left to float for twenty-

four hours or longer. It will be remembered

that the first vessel to reach the scene of

the "Titanic" disaster found only one body

afloat, although bodies with properly at-

tached life preservers continued to come

to the surface for several days. Naval

officers and steamship men have been present

at the experiments, but so far the details of
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the report have l)een suliinitt('(l diily to the

authorities at Wasliiiiyton.

The final results of the ^fuseuin's investi-

gation of the archa'ology of the /uni trilie

are soon to be juiblished in the Anthropo-

logical Papers. This coiu'ludes one section

of the Museum's extended studies of archte-

ologieal and ethnological problems in the

Southwest. By a reconnaissance of the ruins

in the Little Colorado River drainage, which

takes in a considerable area in Arizona and

New ^[exico, Mr. Leslie Spier has been able

to trace tribal movements in the western

]>art of the Pueblo area. He finds that

al)out the time the Indians gave up living

in <iiiall, isolated dwellings and ])egan to

build the great communal houses or pueblos,

there were two tribes living in this area, one

in what is now the Apache country in the

White Mountains of Arizona and the other

near the present Zuiii pueblo in New Mexico.

After a period of parallel development, the

New Txlexican group left the area, while the

White ^Mountain group moved north to the

Little Colorado where they jiresumably

joined the Hopi Indians. Again after a

perioil of common development the Zuiii

left this group, moving northeastward to

their present location, while the Ilopi seem

to have left the river for the northern

Arizona desert. On the basis of this his-

torical sketch of Mr. E. H. Morris' work at

the Aztec ruin, and of Mr. N. C. Nelson's

along the Rio Grande, the members of the

Museum staff are constructing a chronology

for all the archaeological remains in the

Southwest.

The fourth meeting of the American So-

ciety of Ichthyologists and Ilerpetologists

was held at the Brooklyn Museum, Novem-

ber 15, 1918. Previous meetings have been

held at the Museum of Comparative Zoology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, November 16,

1017; at the Academy of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia, March 8, 1917; and at the

American Museum of Natural History,

March 8, 1916. The present Brooklyn meet-

ing was opened with an address of welcome

to the Society by Director Fox of the Brook-

lyn Museum. Mr. .J. W. Titcomb, New
York State Fish Culturist, spoke of fish

conservation in New York State. Dr. Bash-

ford Dean told the Society of the late Dr.

Charles R. Eastman's work on fossil fishes.

Dr. William K. Gregory, of the American

Museum of Natural History, illustrated with

figures of the skeletons of dinosaurs the

correlation between habit, nniscular devel-

opniciit, aud skeletal form. Dr. K. I'hlen-

Initli, of the Rockefeller Institute for Medi-

cal Research, showed how a study of the

blind Texan cave salamander indicated the

connections of subterranean waters, and sug-

gested that a study of such nonmetamor-

phosing amphibians had an important

bearing on our knowledge of the glands con-

trolling metamorphosis.

Oflicers were elected as follows : president.

Dr. liConhard Stejneger; vice presidents,

Dr. Bashford Dean, Dr. Barton W. Ever-

mann, and Dr. Thomas Barbour; treasurer,

Dr. Henry W. Fowler; secretary, Mr. John

T. Nichols. Mr. Carl L. Hubbs, of the

Field Museum, Chicago, was elected to the

Board of Governors.

Mr. Roy C. Andrews, leader of the Sec-

ond Asiatic Zoological Expedition, writing

under date of September 18, to the president

of the American Museum, describes a re-

cent journey made to Urga, in outer Mon-

golia, a picturesque town made up of about

2000 Russians and 3000 Chinese, with 35,000

llamas. The trip was made by way of the

many century old caravan trail across the

Gobi Desert— a region not a "desert," how-

ever, but a vast rolling Siberian prairie.

About 2000 antelopes were seen of three

species, and Mr. Andrews states that indi-

viduals racing parallel with the automobile

and passing it must, at a conservative esti-

mate, have reached a speed of sixty miles an

hour.

The scientific results of the American

Museum Congo Expedition are now being

published in separate volumes of the Bul-

letin. A revision of the Vespidse of the

Belgian Congo by Mr. J. Bequaert has ap-

peared as Article I of Volume XXXIX. This

volume will also include a paper by Mr.

Karl P. Schmidt on lizards, turtles, etc., and

one by Dr. J. A. Allen and Mr. Herbert

Lang on the insectivores. An extensive pa-

per on Congo Mollusca by Dr. H. A. Pilsbry,

of Philadelphia, is in press as the first ar-

ticle in Volume XL.

Dt'rixg the last month ]\lr. Roy W.
Miner, of tlic American Museum, has eo-
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operated with Dr. Kobert Underwood John-

son, president of the New York Committee

of the Italian War Eelief Fund of America,

in the work of examination, selection, and

preparation for shipment of a number of

compound microscopes suitable for bacterio-

logical work, to be forwarded to Italy for

use in the field hospitals. Many of the

microscopes were donated, ten being given

by the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. Others were purchased by the Italian

War Relief Fund. Two shipments have

already gone and another, the final one, is

in course of preparation. The lens require-

ments for these instruments are important

as the character of the work to be done

demands a certain equipment embodying

high magnifications, which the ordinary stu-

dent's microscope does not often possess.

A COMMISSION on the study and control

of epidemic influenza has been appointed by

Governor Whitman of New York State. Dr.

Hermann M. Biggs, State Commissioner of

Health, is chairman; Dr. Walter B. James,

vice chairman ; and Dr. C.-E. A. Winslow,

secretary.

Ix addition to the brief description of the

American Museum's work with the blind

printed in this number of the Journal (page

572), we give here a quotation from a letter

to the Editor from Miss Frances E. Moscrip,

Inspector of Classes for the Blind in New
York City: "It gives me great pleasure to

express my appreciation of the American
Museum's work accomplished in connection

with the blind and sight conservation classes

of the public schools. The expensive relief

globes which have been furnished to all of

the classes are daily a source of information

and delight, not only to the blind and partly

sighted pupils but also to the normal pupils

who are associated with them. Several prin-

cipals have told me how envious they felt

that the globes could not be furnished to

the whole school. You would hardly recog-

nize some of the globes, they are so dotted

with principal cities, lined with important

rivers, steamship and railroad routes, and

marked with mountain ranges and interest-

ing peaks. The alternating days and nights

and the changing seasons have been ex-

plained and clarified also through the use of

these wonderful globes. Nothing that has

been furnished to the special classes in the

schools, however, can take the place of the

little excursions the children make to the Mu-
seum. On these occasions your instructors

have acquainted them with Indians, Eskimos,

Oriental peoples, and their interesting man-
ners and customs. I well remember the

delight of one child who took a ride on a

fully equipped Eskimo sled, drawn by a dog
with all his trappings. The child's imagina-

tion supplied the snow and cold and other

features of a real trip in polar regions. The

work in connection with the native birds and

domestic animals has stimulated the child's

interest in his surroundings and in the study

of geography. Intimate knowledge of flow-

ers and cereals gained at the Museum lec-

tures is one which might never be acquired

from Nature herself nor from the studies in

school except in a more limited measure.

Many of the older pupils, especially the high

school students, have ajspreciated the even-

ing lectures, and the assistance the Museum
has rendered in defraying the exjienses to

and from both the afternoon and evening

lectures has made possible the attendance of

many who could not otherwise have taken

advantage of them."

The Journal hopes to publish in the De-

cember issue an account by Miss Moscrip of

her work with the sight conservation classes

in the New York public schools.

Mr. George Chamberlain, assistant in

the department of publications of the

American Museum, died on October 29, 1918,

after a long illness. He was a native of

England, and came to the United States in

1897, and had been in the employ of the

Museum since February 6, 1909. He is

deeply missed by a large circle of acquaint-

ances and friends.

Miss Martha Eyther, a well-known tex-

tile designer in New York City, connected

with the firm of H. E. Mallinson & Company,

is conducting a class in textile design which

meets at the American Museum every Wed-

nesday afternoon. The membership of the

class is made up of designers in the textile

and garment industries and members of the

Keramic Society of America. The study is

based upon the large resources of the Mu-

seum in original documents of Peruvian and

other prehistoric textile material.

An article on "Ancient Peruvian Textile

Designs," in a recent issue of the British
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and Latin American Trade Gazette, rails

attention to the adoption by United States

textile manufacturers of ancient designs of

Peru and speaks of the advantage possessed

by this country in having large collections

of Peruvian specimens in our imisiniiiis.

Thousands of pieces of cloth of amii'iit nian-

ufacture, of unrivaled techni(|ue and color-

ing, and displaying a groat variety of orig-

inal artistic designs, have been brought out

of Peru by collectors. The Peruvian's mas-

tery of the art of coloring and fixing the

dye had reached such perfection that the

ancient patterns have remained bright and

beautiful after thousands of years. For

some time past American designers have

been making studies from tliese cloths and the

patterns created have been adopted eagerly

by manufacturers for both cotton and silk

fabrics. The Trade Gazette believes that

these designs will appeal with equal force

to customers of the Old World. The

Peruvian textile collections in the American

]\Iuseum, which have been the chief source

of inspiration to New York designers, num-

ber about one thousand pieces.

The leading article of this number of the

Journal, "A League of Free Nations," by

President Charles R. Van Hise, of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, was delivered as the

opening address before the Wisconsin State

Convention of the League to Enforce Peace,

November 8, 1918. President Van Hise has

been closely connected with America's war

activities. At the request of the United

States Food Administration in the early

part of 1917, he prepared a course of lec-

tures on "Conservation and Regulation in the

United States during the War," which were

printed and used in the universities, colleges,

and normal schools throughout the country.

During the summer and autumn of 1918, in

company with a party of editors, he visited

England and France, and as a guest of the

British Ministry of Information, was granted

full opportunity to understand the war ef-

fort of Great Britain both at home and in

the field. The fundamental purpose of this

visit, from which he has just returned, was

to cement more firmly the union of English

speaking peoples.

Ix order to develop the scope of useful-

ness of the files of lantern slides on educa-

tional subjects, a rejireseiitative of the

American Museum visited the New York

State College of Forestry at Syracuse Uni-

versity recently anil sclcitiMl a iiuiulier of

negatives showing practical and approved

nu'tlioils of reforestation, lumbering, fire

protection, and forestry in general. The

courtesy of the State College of Forestry

ill lending its negatives for this ]iurpose is

greatly a])preciated.

Mi;. G. K. Nohl?:, research assistant in

licriK'tology at t Ik^ American Museum, en-

listed as second-class seaman in the United

States Navy in April. Later he was as-

signed to the First Naval District Officer

Material School, at Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, from wiiich he was graduated on Octo-

ber 14 with the commission of ensign.

Guide Leaflet No. 48, Insects and Disease,

by Messrs. C.-E. A. Winslow and Frank E.

Lutz, lias been issued from the American

Museum press. Much valuable information

about insects and their intimate relation to

health conditions among mankind is em-

bodied in its seventy-three pages. Twenty-

two pages are devoted to the common fly.

Latest scientific methods of dealing with

insect pests of the household, and the remark-

able results which have been achieved in

wiping out typhoid and other malignant dis-

eases spread by insect carriers, are clearly

set forth.

The food conservation exhibit prejiared

by the department of public health of the

American Museum which was on view in the

gallery of the concourse of the Grand Cen-

tral Station in the spring of 1918, and

later formed an important part of the food

show held at the Grand Central Palace in

the summer, was brought back to the Museum
and is now established in the center aisle of

the forestry hall. This application of Amer-

ican Museum demonstration methods to prob-

lems of national mobilization for war service

has met with wide commendation. The ex-

hibit is pronounced by representatives of the

United States Department of Agriculture

to be the best food exhibit yet prepared, and

its details have been studied and copied by

food educators throughout the country.

The American Museum War Relief Asso-

ciation, composed of employees of the
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American Museum of Natural History and

members of their immediate families, has

issued a summary of what has been accom-

plished since its organization in May, 1917.

Among its activities is the work of three de-

partments under the Eed Cross which have

devoted themselves to the preparation of 920

bandages and 28,755 surgical dressings, and

the making of 688 hospital garments and 331

knitted articles. Eed Cross membership re-

ceipts during this period amounted to $313.

Garments knitted for other organizations

than the Eed Cross totaled 256 sweaters, 108

wiistlets, 147 scarfs, 367 socks, and 137

helmets. The total amount of money raised

from Museum employees and other sources

was $2,281.76 of which $1,610.22 was ex-

pended in various ways such as for sewing

and knitting materials, surgical dressings,

comfort kits and knitted outfits for the

Museum boys in service, and the support of

one French and one Belgian orphan. A
balance of $671.54 was reported in the

treasury on October 30. The Association

has also collected more than two tons of

clothing for Belgium and France.

Close rivals to the wonderful modern im-

provements and inventions of warfare have

been some almost forgotten weapons resur-

rected during the World War. Among these

were various forms of armor, as exemplified

in the steel helmets and trench shields used

by all the armies,—the heavy breastplates of

the Germans, the lighter breastplates for at-

tack worn by the English, and the armored

waistcoats of the Italians. The armor work-

shop at the Metropolitan Museum of Art

under the supervision of Major Bashford

Dean made many experiments in the manu-

facture of armor models for our American

soldiers. This workshop, unique so far as

known, was established originally for the

repair and preservation of one of the great-

est collections of armor in the world, includ-

ing the Eiggs C!ollection which contains some

of the rarest pieces on the market since 1850.

In the armor collection of the Metropolitan

Museum there are about ninety kinds of anvils,

several hundred types of hammers, curious

shields, and instruments the very knowledge

of which has today almost disappeared. All

these were studied by American design-

ers, and the ancient implements actually

were used to manufacture models in the

workroom. In direct charge of the work

under Major Dean, is M, Daniel Tachaux,

the descendant of a long line of armorers.

His skill is known to collectors the world

over. Born in Blois, France, M. Tachaux

went to Paris in the early seventies and was

apprenticed to the famous Klein, who was

Ijrought from Dresden by Napoleon III to

clean and repair the armor in the beautiful

Chateau of Pierrefonds. Ten years ago he

came to New York and was appointed assist-

ant to Professor Dean. When war was de-

clared and there was need of skilled workers

on models of armor, this department of the

Museum was placed at the disposal of Secre-

tary of War Newton D. Baker. In Novem-

ber, 1917, Major Dean, because of his life-

long study of the subject, was commissioned

Major in the United States Army and sent

abroad by the United States Government to

study the needs of the army on the Western

Front. On his return late in January, he

began to work out designs for armor in ac-

cordance with his observations and with

suggestions from General Pershing and the

Ordnance Department. These designs were

carried out by M. Tachaux, and no fewer

than twenty-five different types of armor de-

fenses were made in experimental lots by

various factories, numbering from a score to

many thousands of pieces. They comprise

all that was best in ancient armor. Helmets,

shields, breastplates, and even leg guards

and arm guards were made. These last were

suggested by the study of hospital statistics

in France and England, in which it appeared

that more than 40 per cent of the casualties

suffered were leg wounds and 33 per cent arm
wounds. It is interesting to note that so

completely were armored defenses studied in

the past that there is scarcely a technical

feature that was not worked out in elaborate

detail by the old-time armor makers.

The castor bean {Biciiius communis Lin-

naBus) has lately attained fame in the

winning of the war, owing to the fact that

the oil contained in the beautifully mottled

seeds is the kind which induces the ma-

chinery of an aeroplane to do good work.

The United States Government has con-

tracted with Florida growers for thousands

of acres of castor beans to produce oil for

aeroplanes. The best grade of oil is ob-

tained by hydraulic pressure.
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Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was founded and incorporated in

18l»i) fur the })urj»use of establishing a j\Iuseuiii and l.ihrar}' of Natural History;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing the

general knowledge of kindrt'd snhjects, and to that end, of furnishing popular

instruction.

The ]Musenni building is erected and largely niaintaincil by Xew York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made

for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from !• A.M. to 5 I'.-M.. on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.-M.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each 3'ear, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Vilhjalmur Steftinsson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roo.sevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year lltlT :

Attendance in Exhibition Halls 786,151

Attendance at Lectures 115.802

Lantern Slides Sent out for L"se in Schools 63.111

School Children Eeached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1.104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication, and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the JouRXAL. There are now more than four thousand ^Members of the Museum

who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the ^luseum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Meml)er annually 10

Sustaining- ]\Ieiiil>cr annually 25

Life Member ". 100
Fellow 500

Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder "25,000

Benefactor 50,000

Tliey have the following privileges:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Eoom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Eoom for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the A:\rEr;icAX Museum Jourxal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-
seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal— a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Eeport, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Eoom. This large tower room
on the third floor of the Imilding, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to ]\rem1)ers, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and corresjoondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Eoom for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American ]\Iuseum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera ; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers ; it contains

authoritative and popular articles b}' men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension Svstem. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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which the ]\ruseiim itself is diHlicatod—namely, that without deepening apprecia-

tion of nature, no peojjle can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and worth.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of liie ^luscuni cninprise the Memoirs, Ballelin

and AnthruiioJo(jlcnl J'd/icrs. the Memoirs and Hiilleiin edited b}^ Frank E. lAitz,

the AnfJiropoIogical J'njicrs by Clark Wissler. Tlicsc ]ud)]ications cover tlic (icld

and lahoratovv reseai-clu's of tlie institution.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Muscuin roni|)risc the Uandbool-s,

Leajicts. and (Icucrdl Guide, edited liy Fredei-ie A. I^ueas. and t lie Journal, edited

bv ]\rarv Cvnlliia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS'

HANDBOOKS

NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS
r.v C'l.AKK W'lssi.Ki;. I'll.!). Tajjer, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
By Pi.ixy EaulI': Goddaud, Ph.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
P)Y Frederic A. Fucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
1;y \\\ D. :\lATTin:\v. Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I, THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Axn' E. Thomas, Ph.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By Mary Cynthia Dickerson
A new edition in course of preparation.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
By C.-E. A. WiNSLOw, M.S., M.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By IIkrijkkt J. Si'ixdkx. Pir.TX Cloth. Price, T5 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
I')Y Fouis p. Gratacap, A.]\F Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
i'>Y J. A. Ai.i.KN'. Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By (i!:<)i;(;i: II. Pki-i'ki; Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Chaim.ks W. ^^Ikad Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By Harlan I. Smith Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
I'.Y Chaki.ks \\ . :\1i;ai) Price, 10 cents

' Prices net; postage extra
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PERUVIAN ART
J)V CiiAKLES W. ]\Iead Price;, 10 cents

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Lawrexce V. Coleman Price, 10 cents

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
By Frank M. Chapman, Sg.D. I'rice, 25 cents

iSocond edition issued jNIay, l!)ir;.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alanson Skinner Price, 20 cents

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett Price, 10 cents

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 20 cents

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.]). Price, 10 cents

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson Price, 15 cents

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY Price. 10 cents

THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY
By William Beutenmuller Price, 15 cents

INSECTS AND DISEASE
By C.-E. a. Winslow and Frank E. Lutz Price, 25 cents

SOME REPRINTS

THE GROUND SLOTH GROUP
By W. D. ]\[atthew, Ph.D. Price, 5 cents

THE WHARF PILE GROUP
By Boy W. Miner, A.B. Price, 5 cents

THE SEA WORM GROUP
By Eoy W. Miner, A.B. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCESTRY OF THE EDENTATES
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price. 5 cents

THE STORY OF MUSEUM GROUPS
By Frederic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Price, 10 cents

THE NEW AFRICAN HALL
By Carl E. Akeley Price, 5 cents

GENERAL GUIDE TO THE EXHIBITION HALLS
Xcw edition issued January, 1018, illustrated, 136 pages. Price, 25 cents

SOUVENIR STAMP ALBUM
A series of 100 subjects printed from four color plates, each stamp 2i/s x 3

inches. Sold in sets of 15 stamps for 10 cents. Album providing space for

the entire series including 10 stamps, 15 cents. Album and complete series

of 6 sets of stamps, 75 cents ; postage, 4 cents.

GUIDE TO THE NATURE TREASURES OF NEW YORK CITY
Price, 75 cents

The purpose of this illustrated guide is to render accessible under one cover

an account of the public scientific institutions of Manhattan, the Bronx, and
Brooklyn.
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS
Volume I.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes II-VIIL—Anthropology.
Volume IX.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-XIV.—Anthropology,
Volumes II, IV, V, Vll, VJII, X-XIV, and an Ethnographical Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.—Zoology and Palaeontology.
Volume II, part 1.

—

Palaeontology; part 2.—Zoology.

BULLETIN
Volumes I-XXIV; XXV, parts 1 and 2; XXVI-XXXVII; and XXXVIII,

parts 1-14.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS
Volumes I-IX ; X, parts 1-6 ; XI ; XII, parts 1-5 ; XIII ; XIV, parts 1 and 2

;

XV, part 1; XVI, parts 1-3; XVII, parts 1-4; XVIII, parts 1-4; XIX,
part 1 ; XX, part 1 ; XXI, part 1 ; XXII, parts 1 and 2 ; XXIII, part 1 ; XXIV,
part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elliot. 3 vohmies.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-
brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, with prices, of these publications may be had

upon application to the Librarian of the Museum.
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The Food Supply of Our Allies

STORY OF HOW KNOWLEDGE OF THE AMOUNTS OF IMPORTED
I\IEAT. FATS. SUGAR. AND CEREALS NEEDED DURING

1919 BY BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND ITALY,
WAS SUPPLIED TO mi. HOOVER

By G R A H A M L IT S K i

Professor of Physiology, Cornell Medical College, and Scientific Director
of Russell Sage Institute of Pathology

AI50UT 1750, Bcujamin Franklin

/ \ observed in Poor Richard's Al-

1 V manac that wherever there was

famine there was disorder, and wher-

ever there was disorder famine followed

in its train. This has been the keynote

of the present world situation. Lack of

hygiene and sanitation does not cause

disorder. Soldiers have lived in-

crusted in the mud of Flanders but

have maintained their morale when
well nourished. The Russian peasant

is firmly convinced that the louse is

necessary for health because this ver-

min leaves his body only in the event

of his death. If cleanliness were as

much desired by the people as food,

then the streets of our cities would be

kept in perfect order, and no dirt would
be allowed to accumulate upon them.

Indeed, Tolstoy teaches that the desire

for cleanliness is a cultivated extrava-

gance and not an instinctive impulse.

The call for food is, however, insistent

and instinctive and must be satisfied

or social discontent arises.

The food situation of the Central

Powers a year ago, so far as can be

ascertained, was that because of the

supplies they had obtained in Russia

thev were somewhat better off than thev

had been a year before. There are

some indications that Germany be-

lieved that after the treaty with Russia

there would be plenty of food for Ger-

many. The supplies, however, proved
disappointing because the vicious circle

of disorder and famine had had its

evil effect upon the Russian crop pro-

duction. If time is spent in pillage and
cheering the red flag, there is no labor

to produce a crop, and if the farmer's

crop is stolen from him, there is no in-

centive for him to raise one. Not only

this, but the German conquerors had
a first right to such crops as might be

raised.

On account of the free access to the

sea, the position of the Allied Powers,

as regards the food factor, was supe-

rior to that of Germany, and yet here,

too, were difficulties. The submarines
in March, 1918, were sinking vessels

faster than they could be built. Eng-
lishmen looking out to sea on the coast

of Cornwall in southern England could

frequently see ships go down with their

precious cargoes of food on board.

Furthermore, ships were needed for

the transport of American troops and
munitions to Europe. Everything was
done to roora'anize the situation. The

* Member of the Interallied Scientific Food Commission and American delegate, with Professor R. H.
Chittenden, to the meetings of the Commission held in Paris, Rome, and London, in 1918, for the pur-
pose of examining scientifically the interallied program for food supplies.
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Shipping Board brought ships from

all over the world, from the remote

trade routes in the Pacific, and put

them to work on the short line between

Europe and America. The ships were

no longer under orders from their

owners, but an interallied board of men

of genius and capacity directed whether

a ship should go here or there in ac-

cordance with the situation. England,

who owned most of the ships, did not

have the deciding voice if Italy's need

was at the moment predominant. Here,

indeed, was interallied government con-

trol which could be effective only through

the renunciation of many national rights

in the interest of world welfare. The

working out of such a scheme is pro-

phetic of the success of a League of

ISTations. It was the same way with the

food question. Theoretically at least,

we were all pledged to eat at a common
table in the interests of a common vic-

tory over the war lords of Berlin.

The beginning of the present year

witnessed an effective propaganda on

the part of Mr. Hoover's Food Admin-

istration for the saving of wheat on

the part of the people of the United

States. Our usual surplus carry-over

of the summer before had all been ex-

ported, and our crop of 1917 was only

Just equal to the necessities of our own

people, which amounts to an annual

per capita consumption of five bushels

or 500,000,000 for the whole country.

Our own people had never worked so

hard, they had never been so well paid,

and the natural tendency was toward

a larger consumption of all food ma-

terials. The response to the appeal

was whole-hearted. Several of the

southern states pledged themselves to

eat no wheat until the next crop was

harvested, and corn bread became the

bread of every patriotic citizen. The
supply of corn meal for this purpose is

practically unlimited in America, since

Indian corn is always our greatest crop,

reaching in 1917 more than 3,000,000,-

000 bushels. Under ordinarv circum-

stances only 6 per cent of the corn crop

is used for human food. The rest is

used as fodder for cattle. The number
of pigs raised is quite proportional to

the size of the corn crop, and in the

spring of this year Mr. Hoover was

able to offer to the Allies in one lot

450,000 tons of pork products. This

single offer was sufficient to give an

ounce of pork apiece to the 43,000,000

of the civilian population of Great

Britain daily for a year and to provide

about 20 per cent of its total re-

quirement of fat. Such results were

obtained by transforming the corn of

our western states into fat pork, and

by the fact that we gave up eating

bacon and pork in order to save the

material for our Allies.

At the beginning of the year, as we
have seen, the Allies were threatened,

first, by the submarine warfare; second,

by our wheat crop shortage; and third,

by the possible contingency of a second

crop shortage which might eventuate

in 1918. For that reason an Inter-

allied Scientific Food Commission,

whicli had been instituted by the In-

terallied Council at Versailles at the

suggestion of Dr. Alonzo E. Taylor,

was called together. Professor Chitten-

den and I sailing for Europe on Feb-

ruary G to attend the meetings of the

Commission.

It seemed strangely interesting to

transfer one's thought from the be-

havior of food in individual dogs and

sometimes in individual men. as I had

been doing, to the consideration of the

proper nutrition of 230,000,000 people

in Great Britain, France, Italy, and

the United States.

The Interallied Scientific Food Com-
mission met in Paris the end of March:
in Rome, the first of May ; and in Lon-

don, early in June. It was made up

of two men from each country: Pro-

fessors Gley and Langlois, of France

;

Starling and Wood, of Great Britain:

Bottazzi and Pagliani, of Italy; and

Chittenden and Lusk, of the United
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States. The celebrated Professor

Eichet was a member at the opening

meeting in Paris but was replaced bv

T^anglois. and at the TiOndon meeting

Pagliani was replaced by Mciiozzi.

Before the Commission was called

together we had an opportunity to

study the conditions as they existed in

Britain. The Eoyal Society of London
had established a Food Committee

under the chairmanship of Starling,

professor of physiology of the Uni-

versity of London. To this Committee

came T. B. Wood, professor of agri-

culture in the University of Cam-
bridge; Gowland Hopkins, of the same

college; Xoel Paton, of Glasgow; Hal-

liburton, Hill, Sir Henry Thompson,
Hardy, secretary of the Eoyal Society,

and many others, all men whom we had
known in happier years. This Com-
mittee had worked with great ability

upon the various problems connected

with the food situation, and their judg-

ment had on various occasions deter-

mined the policy of the Ministry of

Food under Lord Rhondda. It is only

justice to say that the principles

evolved by the Eoyal Society Food
Committee were in their essence the

fundamentals which the Interallied

Scientific Food Commission adopted.

The food situation in Britain was

quite different from that which existed

before the war. Meat, fat, and sugar

were all rationed, rich and poor alike

receiving the same amounts. The
quantities of these materials which

were available were only one half their

consumption before the war. The
quantity of meat which was allowed to

the civilian population of England and

Scotland last winter was about the

same in amount as that given to the

inmates of the poorhouse in Helsing-

fors, Finland, in 1910. The quantity

of fat in the diet was not far from the

amount allowed in Voit's celebrated

diet for a poor laboring man. The
reduction in the quantities of meat,

fat, and sugar amounted in value to

the elimination from the diet list of

one fifth of all the foods available be-

fore the war. To compensate for this,

intensive gardening had produced a

iKuiuliriil crop of potatoes, and arti-

chokes liad been grown in waste places

to add to the food supply, but more
than anything else, wheat from Amer-
ica added to the bread supply. The
consumption of bread grains had risen

from nine ounces per capita daily to

nineteen ounces per capita.

Bread was not rationed, although

plans were in readiness so that in case

of necessity, that is in case the German
submarine menace should actually be-

come converted into an efficient block-

ade, it could have been rationed at a

moment's notice. Fortunately, the

British fleet held the sea, for Britain

can raise at best only half enough food

to support her population. It was the

general political policy of the govern-

ment to make bread freeW available to

all classes of the people. It was sub-

sidized by the government so that flour,

which could be made into bread, cost

much less than corn, which was used

for chicken feed. No one would eat

to excess of the dark-colored war
bread of which there was some com-
plaint. Parenthetically it may be stated

that there is always complaint about

food, no matter what the condition of

life. In general, food priority followed

these lines : 1, the fighting forces ; 2,

the munition workers ; 3, children.

We visited the Woolwich Arsenal,

located in a fenced enclosure ten miles

in circumference and employing 110,-

000 workers, of which 25,000 were

women. The workers were fed in can-

teens managed and run by patriotic

women. The food was good, plentiful

and cheap, and the money paid for the

food covered all overhead charges.

Great ovens held piping hot potatoes,

and vegetable pies were in high de-

mand. The workmen preferred to

share their meat rations with their

families on Sundays and lived very
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largely upon a vegetarian dietary. Of

course, it was more difficult to satisfy

the palate without meat, but since the

worker knew that from the King down
all were sharing in the same depriva-

tion, there was no social discontent. Six

canteens were managed by the workmen
themselves, and these, we were told,

were the least satisfactory of the estab-

lishments. We were shown one can-

teen in which 800 girls were given their

food. This canteen was painted white

inside and the girls wore rubber soled

shoes when walking on the floor, their

occupation precluding the introduction

of a particle of gritty dirt into their

shop.

Variety was not always obtainable,

especially in the individual country

home. A friend of mine had a farm in

Sussex upon which lived sixteen farm-

ers. His men complained that when
they came home to dinner there was

frequently nothing but bread to eat.

When there is no meat at many of

the meals and little butter or margarin,

it is easy to see how bread alone could

become distasteful. If one introduces

bread through an artificial opening

into the stomach of a sleeping dog he

cannot digest it. Only after eating it

with appetite does the gastric juice

flow so that digestion takes place. So

my friend sent to Scotland and bought

350 pounds of cheese and rationed it

among the farmers at the rate of five

pounds per month per family. This

changed the condition of the men com-

pletely. An old proverb of the ancient

medical school of Salerno reads, "No
digestion without cheese." And
Shakespeare makes one of his charac-

ters say to another,^

"Why, my cheese, my digestioD, why hast

thou not served thyself in to my table so

many meals?"

Despite individual difficulties, it was
the general consensus of opinion that

the people of Great Britain had never

^ Troilus and Cressida. Act II, scene 3.

Ijeen so well nourished as during last

winter. The undernourishment of

large masses of the people, such as ex-

isted before the war, had entirely dis-

appeared. Children in London looked

well fed. Wages were higher than they

ever had been. It was the general feel-

ing among those who had to do with

the problem that an ample food supply

must be provided for all the people

in any policy of reconstruction after

tlie war. By what process or plan this

could be achieved I was never informed.

It seems certain, however, that the

peace and calm of Great Britain last

spring were due to the food policy of

her rulers. At night the darkened

streets of London were as safe to walk

in as any place in the world, and this

is in contrast with authentic reports

that crime in Berlin and other German
cities was constantly increasing. In

Germany the rich man could buy food

which the poor man was unable to ob-

tain.

The British policy as regards live

stock was directed by the knowledge

that there was a limited quantity of

feeding stuffs in the country and that

these should be largely applied to the

production of milk first for children

and then for adults. Cream was for-

bidden except on a physician's pre-

scription and real butter was almost

impossible to obtain. Instead of but-

ter, one was given a little pat of mar-

garin usually made of coconut oil.

In 1871 began the era of cheap bread

grains imported chiefly from America

to England, and gradually the wheat

fields of England were converted into

pasture lands for fine cattle and sheep.

Cattle fodder was also imported and

meat production acquired great jDropor-

tions. Last year the idea was to plough

np the grass land, to decrease the num-
ber of animals supported, and to feed

to such animals as could be raised only

those food materials which could not

be eaten by man. The carrying out of

such a program meant doing violence
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to the hereditary traditions of the agri-

cultural connnunity where individual

profit had been supreme and the wel-

fare of the state of secondary impor-

tance. In time of war. howev(>r, the

safety of the state rises above the per-

sonal profits of an individual. It was

realized that a decrease in llic number
of animals maintained would decrease

tlic amount of fertilizer for use upon

the soil, and so it was proposed to em-

ploy artificial fertilizers, such as am-
monium sulphate, for the renewal of

the soil. Professor Wood showed that

the relation between the number of

manure-producing animals and the size

of the crops Avas exaggerated in the

minds of the farmers.

The arrangement was such that the

home-grown meat was divided among
the civilian population, and the army
and navy were provided by importa-

tions from the United States and the

Argentine.

In Ma}', however, the importations

of American pork were on so large a

scale that it could be purchased without

giving up one of those precious meat

coupons which four times weekly al-

lowed an individual to purchase an

amount of meat not exceeding five

ounces, including bone.

The English army ration was a

pound of meat and four ounces of

bacon daily. Our own army ration of

meat, having descended from British

custom, was established by George

Washington in 1792 at one pound of

meat per day. The French army re-

ceives two thirds of this amount or

300 grams daily. The Italians have

heretofore received less than this, but

having been brigaded with French and
English troops, they have acquired a

taste for meat.

Major Ewing, who had charge of

the nutrition of the Canadian troops

quartered in England, gave a talk be-

fore the Royal Society Food Committee
one day last winter and described how,
in former vears, he had cared for the

provisioning of various gangs of men
who were pushing a branch railroad

from the Canadian Pacific Railroad up
a valley in the Canadian Rockies. The
Italians of the party lived more eco-

nomically than the men of other

nationalities and refused to buy meat.

Tlieir labor became poor and the situa-

tion was most unsatisfactory. Finally

the company ordered that eachman must
have deducted from his wages at least

$15 a month for food whether he ate it

or not. This resulted in the Italians eat-

ing meat and in a great improvement
of their working capacity. This experi-

ment, however, does not show whether
the benefit was derived from the meat
itself or from the fat present in the

meat.

Some American workmen leave a

standing order with the butcher for

a pound of meat a day or even two
pounds. Wood in England has shown
that it takes five times the quantity of

fodder to produce a pound of dry hu-
man food in the form of steer-beef

than it takes to produce an equal value

in terms of milk, veal, and cow meat.

The moral of this is that eating beef

in large quantities is a distinct social

loss to the community. The fodder

used to produce steer-beef would pro-

duce a fivefold food value if it were
used in dairy farming. The English
have attempted to divert their reduced

fodder supply so that it shall produce
a maximum amount of human food.

The reduced meat dietary had no
evil effect upon the British population

last winter, and it is extremely doubt-

ful whether the large quantities of

meat prescril)cd for soldiers is in any
way necessary. Colonel Murlin has

found that when the choice is left to

the men themselves, the troops in our
home camps take less than three quar-

ters of a pound of meat a day, or not

far from the ration of the French
soldiers, whose physical efficiency is

unquestioned. With so many other

precedents in the melting pot, it may
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in future be possible to change the

ami}' ration established by George

Washington and to reduce the quantity

of meat to a more rational level.

In France bread was rationed; two

thirds of a pound daily was allowed to

civilian adults, about half a pound

daily to children, and increased rations

were given to people doing hard work.

Bread cards were used and each coupon

was dated. On May 16 at the railway

station at Treport on the French coast

I was refused a piece of bread because

I had only a coupon dated May 14.

The difhculties of provisioning north-

ern France last spring were due largely

to difficulties of transport, the Ger-

mans having broken up important lines

of railway. Prefet Mirman at Xancy

told me that it was difficult to get flour

to his people. I understood there was

plenty at the ports of France. At the

American Eed Cross Hospital at Toul

I was told that until the first of Jan-

nary it had been easy to get chocolate

for the supper of 250 refugee children

who were cared for there, but since

that time chocolate had almost disap-

peared from the market.

In Italy wherever we went we found

that a large plateful of either rice or

macaroni was the prelude to the ordi-

nary luncheon or dinner. Neither the

French nor the British cared for this

invariable introduction to a meal, while

the Italians dining in London felt that

the meals were unsubstantial. The na-

tional psychology of food is indicated

by the English attitude toward corn

bread. They did not like it. An edi-

torial note in the Pall Mall Gazette

stated that it was good news to hear

that the bread supply of Great Britain

was assured and that it was to be hoped

that pig's food would be diverted in

the direction intended by nature.

The Interallied Scientific Food Com-

mission held its first session March 25,

1918, two days after the beginning of

the bombardment of Paris by the Ger-

mans with the long range gun. The

problems were to determine the quanti-

ties of food needed by each nation, the

quantities produced by each nation,

and the difference between these values

whicli would represent the quantities

of food to be imported by England,

France, and Italy, and the exportable

surplus of the United States.

The Commission decided to accept

as the basic standard for the food re-

quirement of each nation the quantity

of food which would be taken by an

"average man." The diet of an "aver-

age man"' was defined as one containing

3000 caloTies "as utilized" or, allowing

for waste, 3300 calories "as pur-

chased," and 75 grams (about 3 ounces)

of fat. It was resolved that meat was

not a physiological necessity, especially

when milk, cheese, and eggs in addition

to vegetable proteins were present in

the dietary. It was obvious, if a diet

contained 3300 calories and was com-

posed of foodstuffs ordinarily available,

that there would be ample protein in

the food.

In order to determine the require-

ment of energy in terms of calories for

a mixed population of men, women,

and children, it was necessary to es-

tablish the relative needs of food ac-

cording to age and sex. The following

figures were accepted as a basis

:

Eelative ISTeed op Food according

TO Age and Sex
Age in Years
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taken by the men workers. The values

fjiven for children are much higher

tliMii lliosc accepted in former years,

l)ut accord more fully with modern

knowledge.

Kcckon(Ml ou this basis, the food re-

quirements of the Ignited States are

presented in tlic rollouing (alilc/

for the representatives of the United
States to liand to ]\Ir. Hoover from the

Interallied Scientific Food Commission
a statement of the monthly needs of

meat, fais, sugar, and cereals of each

of the three J^]uropean allied countries

(hiring the coming year. Previous to

ihai time llicrc had not been an ordered

I'h'oVrsioXAI, KS'I'IMATE (»F TIIK ('Aholv'IC KK(,»ri K'K.M KNTS I'KK' DIH.M

OF THE UNITED STATES oE A.MEKMC.V

Age in Years
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The Havasupai of Cataract Canon

A TKIBE OF INDIANS HIDDEN IN THE (iOROES OF THE (iRAND ("ANON

OF ARIZONA PRESERVE THEIR PROHTIVE LIFE

By h V] S L I E S V 1 J] \i
.

IN"

the midst of unusual surroundings

nothing seems strange, and that I

found myself received as "ambassa-

dor from the

white people"' by

the little known
tribe of Havasu-

pai Indians
seemed quite in

the order of nor-

mal happenings

— after I had

threaded the trail

that s \\' i n g s

through gigantic

gorges to their

canon home. Cer-

tainly, they re-

plied to my re-

quests, if, in the

outside world

Havasupai modes

of life were un-

known to white

people, the head

chief himself
would supply the

needed facts,

and would even

requisition from

the tribe such

material aswould

make a suitable

collection.

A month of

traveling
through the
camps of the

Apaches in cen-

tral Arizona had

left little expec-

tation of finding

a people less

Man<ikadja, hereditary chief, and his wife,

Gwagwathgwave, are splendid types of old-time

Indians. Dignified, courteous, and hospitable, they

placed information and possessions freely at the

Museum's disposal. They are shown wearing "civi-

lized" clothes, for, following the Government assist-

ance given during and after the flood in 1910, which

washed away nearly everything the tribe possessed,

the Indians never returned to many of their primi-

tive industries. In fact, we secured for the Museum
the only remaining example of a stone knife which

they said they had forgotten how to make

touched by civilization than they, even

among the still primitive tribes of the

Southwest. Late in the summer I ar-

rived at the

firaiid Caiion

and, with a

party of Indians,

made the jour-

ney westward

across the forest-

clad plateau to

Cataract Caiion,

the tributary

gorge in which

the Havasupai

live.

From the rim

of Cataract
Caiion there is a

three- thousand -

foot descent into

the narrow val-

ley, and into

this abyss the

trail bravely
plunges. At first

it stretches away

in easy stages,

twisting through

the pine trees

or between cliffs

which converge

overhead, always

descending. At

last it arrives at

the brink of a

precipice, whence

the caiion floor

drops away in

a series of ti-

tanic steps. The
break reaches

from wall to

637



MIDDLE REACHES OF CATARACT CREEK

The creek bursts from the rocky canon floor in full magnificence, winds its way through the curves

of the gorge, and rushes on to join the Colorado River. Occasional cloudbursts on the high plateau

above pour their waters over the cliffs to swell the creek. It then becomes a torrent, filling the

canon and taking everything in its path. The Indians rely on this creek for irrigating their crops,

as in Arizona rains are always infrequent and usually torrential

wall, completely cutting off the

direct descent. A quick turn to the

right, however, allows us to follow the

trail out on to a narrow ledge hardly

wide enough for the passage of our

horses. Back and forth the trail winds,

following the folds of the rock wall^
638

here running out to pass a promontory,

there returning into a cleft. To us,

looking back, the horsemen appeared

like tiny beads threaded on the ledge

tliat suspended them in mid-air— al-

ways clinging to the face of the cliff

which towers overhead close on the one
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hand and drops away on the otluM- side

with nauseating precipitancy to tlie

rocky floor below. Now we entered a

cleft deeper than usual and arrived at

the liead of a great fall of rock, down
which the rough trail zigzagged in be-

wildering fashion to negotiate the last

drop of five hundred feet to the canon

bed. Following the example of my In-

dian companions, I dismounted and led

my horse— not in the least envious of

one foolhardy Indian boy who rode

aliead. jumping his liorse like a moun-
tain sheep from rock to rock. Arriving

at last on the comparatively level floor

of the caiion, we mounted onr horses

again and rode rapidly forward along

the arid bed of Cataract Creek. Still

descending, through cactus

thickets and over great rocks,

we came finally upon the

Havasupai oasis, fully

twelve miles from our ini-

tial plunge over the rim.

Here Cataract Creek

bursts forth in full volume to

dash away along its rocky

bed for about two miles be-

fore it tumbles in a series

of cascades down another

thousand feet or so to join

the Colorado Eiver. Over

the dense thicket of willows

and Cottonwood trees that

fills the caiion from wall to

wall drifts the blue smoke

from camp fires, in ethereal

strata.

Set among the trees and

difficult to delineate in the

dusk are the brush-covered

houses : some of these are

rectangular with dirt-strewn

roofs and brush walls

;

others are shaped like our

own wall tents, but so low

and so covered with dirt as

to seem mere sand mounds

;

still others are rough log

cabins such as the Xavaho
build : but the greatest num-

ber perhaps are dome-siiaped, brush-

thatched structures like huge beehives.

Around them stretch fields of corn,

beans, and squash, dotted with peach

and fig trees, irrigated by ditches lead-

ing from the little dams which divert

the current of Cataract Creek.

The life of these Indians of the

canon depths was most interesting to

study and to enter into. With dawn
the camps are awake, and after a hasty

meal, men, women, and children are off

to the fields. The early morning hours

witness an almost feverish activity-

planting, hoeing, reaping, or the more
strenuous household duties and native

crafts, such as scraping and tanning

the rapidly drying deer hides; for with

Tlie Havasupai still make fire on occasion with two dry
sticks, one of which, the "drill," is held with its point against

the other and then steadily twirled between the palms until

a glowing heap of wood dust collects on the hearth. When this

pliotograph was taken to illustrate the method, a brisk fire

was made in less than a minute. When traveling, the Hava-
supai carry short fire sticks, tlie drill being set in an arrow

shaft for use
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sunrise in the canon— as late as nine or

ten o'clock—the heat precludes any

further exertion.

The heat of the day is spent at the

"club houses"—the sweat lodges which

are a part of every camp. Usually only

the most popular will be in use at one

time; during the morning word will

pass around that Kathoda or Wodo is

going to make a sweat bath. There a

dozen men will gather during the after-

noon, each to enter the lodge the pre-

scribed number of times, the sacred

four. The lodge is the usual little bee-

hive structure made air-tight by its

blanket covering, hardly large enough

for three or four men to crouch in be-

side the red-hot stones on which they

sprinkle water to fill the lodge with

steam. The extreme heat is terrifying

in the intense blackness— but a plunge

afterward from the doorway into the

icy creek produces an almost ecstatic

exhilaration. Then, joining others

awaiting their turn outside the lodge,

one stretches out on the sand, listening

to the muffled songs or prayers for rain

that come from the sweat house, and

gossiping or discussing affairs of state

with one's neighbors.

Or, if you prefer, you may stroll over

to Tohawoga's where there is always a

group of women gambling or weaving

baskets, with occasional "bronco bust-

ing" for divertissement. But when the

heat abates in the late afternoon, camp
life suddenly springs up again ; the men
go off to gather in the last crops of the

day, women leave to prepare the even-

ing meal, and the acrid smoke begins

to drift through the canon as the shad-

ows lengthen.

With abundant crops and a plentiful

water supply the Havasupai have no

fears except of rocks which may come
tumbling from the heights above, and

floods that infrequently pour through

their canon home. Men and women
till the fields as the neighboring Pueblo

do, and like them, they store a year's

surplus corn in the rock granaries

which line the canon walls on a ledge

high above the reach of floods. Deer,

antelope, and mountain sheep abound

on the plateau and in the gorges of the

Grand Caiion. Work in skins is man's

."iinyclla makes a dress. Work in skins is the province of the men alone; they hunt and skin the

deer, tan the hides, and make the clothing, even the women's dresses (which are merely pairs of long

aprons, worn back and front, and belted with a Pueblo girdle). This style of skin dress, however,

as well as the men's leather leggings and shirts, is no longer in vogue, but moccasins are still made

and worn
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province alono. ami I'roiii tlicf^o ^kiii.<

the Havasupai still make moccasins,

altliough the leather leggin>i-s and shirts

and the man-made woman's dress are

no longer in vogue.

The life of the ITavasnj-ini is

epitomized by their baskets: sim])]e

and practical, yet witli an in Unite

\arietyof uses. There is the conical

burden basket in which the house-

wife carries home on her back the

corn from the field; there is the heart-

shaped pitch-covered Jug for fetching

water from the creek; shallow trays of

coarse weave are for dry seeds and

fruit, and similar baskets made
water-tight hold liquid foods

—

and formerly were used as re-

ceptacles in which to boil food

with heated stones; still other

baskets are fire-proofed inside

and seeds are roasted in them
^

by being tumbled about witli

live coals. Metal vessels now
stand all day on the fire where

formerly it was native pottery

that offered the continuous feast

to visitors. Without her bas-

kets and her grinding stones

the Havasupai woman would

feel lost.

Such simple worldly goods

have offered little temptation to

raiding enemies, but the diffi-

culties of ingress into the caiion

probably have proved the most

effective barrier to the aggres-

sive Apache and Paiute. The
caiion Indians for their own
part claim an unmatchable lack

of military spirit, maintaining

that their numerical inferiority

—the tribe probably never num-
bered many more than the 1?5

of today—would not permit re-

ciprocal raids, while abundant

harvests at home aroused a feel-

ing akin to contempt for seed-

gathering plateau dwellers.

Harvest time brings the

year's chief social diversions

:

ihf oiu' great (oiiiiiniiial dance, and

visits of the ti'adci-s Troni foreign

tribes. Food is abundant then; to

(|Uote their words, "Every day we
lin\c ciuuigli to cat. hut at harvest

lime we eat all (h-iy." Tlie village

is a halfway station in the aboriginal

trade route still flourishing in northern

Arizona. The Havasupai first journey

to tlie Jlopi villages, where Navaho and

even Zuiii from still farther east are

met. Here buckskin and horns of

mountain sheep are traded for woven

products, and then comes the return

journey, cautious because of fear of

l|

Bows have their tempers, and no unseasoned haste

produces a perfect weapon. Therefore, certain living trees

are trimmed and trained to grow straight-grained, then

are cut and scraped to size, and carefully fitted with

string and arrows. The effective distance of the arrows

is about tliirty yards, although tlieir range is much greater
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TWO TYPES OF HAVASUPAI HOUSES

The brush-covered lodges are set among the trees where it is difficult to see them. Every man
builds several— and then spends his days and nights, weather permitting, out of doors. Some of

the houses are log cabins like the Navaho hogans ; some are shaped like our own walled tents, but

so low and sand-covered as to seem mere mounds ; still others are rectangular with dirt-strewn roofs

and brush walls, while the greatest number are brush-thatched structures resembling huge beehives,

built in a style which these Indians claim as peculiarly their own
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A SAFE RETREAT FROM FLOODS OR COLD

Wasamema's family retreats to the safety of this cave in the cliffs when floods threaten the home
in the fields below. Such caves in the rocky walls are also snug refuges before summer sunshine
tempers winter winds, and even in summer the less hardy members of the tribe sometimes take refuge

here from continued inclement weather. These caves were once inhabited by a prehistoric pottery-

making people who, it is supposed, built the only stone structure to be found in the valley
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plundering Navaho. Later, the Wala-

pai and Mohave from the west congre-

gate in Cataract Caiion, to share the

Havasiipai harvest and to trade skins

and other down-river products for the

blankets and belts of the Pueblo.

Late autumn sees an exodus from the

cauon up on to the pine-clad plateau,

where snug winter camps are made in

the dense thickets. Here good firewood

is plentiful and the hunting grounds

are near at hand. Eunning water is

not to be had, but little reservoirs to

catch the occasional rains or melting

snow undoubtedly served in the old

days, as similar "tanks" do for their

few cattle today. Winter cold, because

of its humidity, is raw in the caiion, so

the last dwellers to leave in the fall and

the earliest to arrive for spring plant-

ing often turn troglodytes for a time,

seeking refuge in the little caves along

the foot of the cliffs. Sometimes con-

tinued inclement weather in the sum-

mer will cause the less hardy to leave

their leafy, 'shelters amid the jeers and

gibes of fheir neighbors and huddle in

caverns in the rocks. Curiously enough,

as the Havasupai themselves recognize,

these same caves were once inhabited by

a prehistoric pottery-using people, who
built the onlv stone structure in the

valley, a little pueblo atop a low mesa.

Beautiful and fertile as the canon is

and secure from the depredations of

warlike neighbors, it is by no means safe

from nature's ravages. According to

the Indians' account, in the spring of

1910 "it snowed four days, it rained

four days'^ (I suspect again the artistic

use of the sacred four), and with a sud-

den thaw, the thousands of miles of

watershed drained by Cataract Creek

let loose their floods down into the

canon. I saw such a flood on a minor

scale, when the water poured over the

rock walls until the caiion looked like

a gigantic Niagara. In the flood of

1910, the people fled to the refuge of

the cliffs, with the loss of only one

blind old woman, while they watched

the seething flood, which filled the

canon from wall to wall, complete its

destruction below. Houses, horses, cat-

tle, trees, crops, even the soil itself went
in the rush of the waters. Thanks to

prompt Government intervention the

Indians were safely tided over to the

next year's harvest. The United States

Government's active interest of that

time came to stay, and the cataclysm

of the flood of 1910 marked a turning

point in these people's lives, for by it

they lost those connecting links with

much of their ancient life to which

they now have no incentive to return.

The only stone knife that survived the

storm, for example, was obtained for

the American Museum, and they pro-

tested that with the subsequent disuse

of stone tools they had forgotten how
to make them. Literally, out of sight

is out of mind in matters of a people's

adaptation to life. But while the less

serviceable arrowheads and skin cloth-

ing were never made again, the old-time

everyday customs and industries sprang

up anew, and, except for the effects of

desultory schooling, their social life

took on its old complexion.

So much of the old life of the Hava-

supai still remains : take away their

guns, horses, clothing, metal tools and

pans, and one finds that even their ma-
terial existence, like their social life, is

that of yesterday. Although Father

Garces stumbled on the community in

1776, the California emigrants of '49

swung south past their caiion through

enemy territory, and not until redis-

covered by a railway exploring party in

1858 do we again hear of their exist-

ence. There was no regular intercourse

with the outside world until recent

years; in fact, many of the tribe claim

to remember the "first" white man who

came to them about forty years ago.

But it is their geographical isolation

which must be given the credit for

their backwardness, not their mental

outlook, which is a curious blend of an

avid interest in things beyond the

caiion's rim and a well-founded com-

placenc}^ toward life within its walls.
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Review of Wissler's "The American Indian

By ALBERT ERNEST J E X K S

Professor of Anthropology, University of Minnesota

THIS new book b}' Clark Wissler,

(if the American Museum, pre-

sents in a singularly unbiased

and unpedantic manner a critical sum-

mary of the important anthropological

facts of the Xew World. It is, besides,

a cyclopedia of anthropological sources

for the Western Hemisphere.

Xo one in America, or elsewhere for

that matter, is better equipped than

Dr. Wissler to prepare such a book.

His thorough theoretical training is

combined with extensive practical field

experience. To these is added a most

valuable development due to a free op-

portunity in a great museum to plan

his departmental work for a long pe-

riod of years and systematically to

work out his plan. He holds in his

hands the anthropological purview of

the Western Hemisphere— so far as

scientific data are now available. Not
until an immense amount of new data

has been collected is it conceivable that

another book will be likely to appear in

the field Dr. Wissler has covered. The
success of his endeavor is the occasion

of keen appreciation on the part of his

colleagues in America and the rest of

the anthropological world.

^ The American Indian: An Introduction to the Anthropology of the New World, 435 pages, with
illustrations, maps, complete bibliography, by Dr. Clark Wissler, Curator of Anthropology, Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, New York City. (Doiiglas C. McMurtrie. 1917.)
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The book presents many facts of

conmianding interest to tlie layman,

while complete bibliographical refer-

ences to all specific contributions in the

discussions are given, thus enabling the

critical student to satisfy liiinself from

the accepted sources.

Up to and including Chapter XIIT,

Dr. Wissler gives most successful dis-

cussions of the subjects of Food Areas,

Domestication of Animals, and Trans-

portation, Textile Arts, Ceramic Arts,

Decorative Designs, Architecture, Work
in Stone and Metals, Special Inven-

tions, Fine Arts, Social Grouping, So-

cial Eegulation and Ritualistic Obser-

vation, and Mythology. Distribution

maps greatly assist the reader to visu-

alize the areas discussed.

In the first chapter, on Food Areas,

we are told that there were in the New
"World eight distinctive food areas, each

with its outstanding staple of preemi-

nent importance. From north to south,

roughly, these are as follows: caribou,

salmon, bison, eastern maize area, wild

seeds, area of intensive agriculture (to

the exclusion of hunting), manioc, and

guanaco. The layman will be impressed

with the extreme importance of the

food contribution of the aboriginal men
of the Xew World to the economic life

of today by the following partial list

of exclusive world staples: lima beans,

cocoa, maize, potato, peanut, tobacco,

tomato, and turkey. Because of the

broad sweep of view before the author,

he presents such summaries as that in

all food areas except the area of inten-

sive agriculture the people were sea-

sonal migrants, all agriculture was by

hand power, artificial fertilization was

extensively practiced, as was irriga-

tion, and also alternation of certain

crops. Most of the industrial com-

plexes connected with foods developed

by the Indians were adopted, and
have been retained with surprising

completeness, by the white immigrants

in America.

Other interestincr facts brought out

in succeeding chapters arc tliat in spite

of the millions of milk-producing ani-

mals in the Americas, the natives no-

where used milk or its products; they

trained no animals for draft, but used,

only hand power. Cloth was made of

many fibers— such as wool, cotton, and

hemp, yet the "tailoring art" centers

around skin garments instead of cloth

garments; it appears to have had its

invention in Asia and from there spread

to America, and to Europe relatively

late.

The author's conclusion, under the

discussion of "Decorative Designs," is

that decoration is primarily realistic

while symbolism connected therewith

is derived from the completed decora-

tion. A personal experience of my own
may be illustrative here, and suggests

as well that we often overdo explana-

tions in our attempts to find definite

meaning in all details of primitive cul-

ture. I was one day photographing a

large collection of Pima baskets in

Arizona. Two very old Pima women
came along, and I asked them which of

the designs they liked best. Without

hesitation they selected three patterns.

(They were old designs, associated in

mind with the girlhood days of the

withered old women.) When I asked

the names and the meaning of the

three different patterns, the women
hesitated, conferred, and one of them
finally said, "That one is turtle, be-

cause it looks more like a turtle than

anything else." The other two they

would not name. They told me that

Pima basket makers searched over the

desert areas picking up the large deco-

rated red potsherds so common there.

They carried home those of which they

fancied the designs, and reproduced

them, as nearly as they could, on their

baskets. They sought decorative pat-

terns; they named them if and when
they had to do so.

Dr. Wissler's conclusion that "the

art of making bronze was known in the

Xew World, although the real purpose
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of the process may have been the facili-

tation of casting/' rather than the

hardening of the metal, must be under-

stood not to apply to the so-called cop-

per implements so abundantly made

from float or quarry copper of the

Great Lakes area.

Under the head of "Fine Arts" are

presented a few specimens of native

literature. I must be content with

calling attention to half a dozen lines

from "an Inca hj^mn" (pages 141-3),

which is one with the vocal yearning of

the great souls of all ages and races of

men:

"O Uira-eoc-ha! Lonl of the universe,

My eyes fail me
For longing to see thee

;

For the sole desire to know thee.

Oh hear me!

Oh choose me!

Let it not be

That I should tire,

That I should die."

The time has surely passed when there is

longer justifiable excuse for the "ortho-

dox" religionist of today to say that all

scientific researches of necessity rob

modern men of spiritual yearnings and

life. On the contrary, intimate knowl-

edge of primitive peoples compels the

anthropologist to see nothing plainer

than that from earliest times the truly

great men have struggled in a ceaseless

endeavor to understand the purpose

and meaning of God in tbeir workable

relations with the other men of their

time.

Dr. Wissler's study of western cul-

ture shows that, whether the anthro-

pologist studies the most measurable

facts of culture or the less material

traits, he finds unchallengeable claims

to the unity of the culture of the New
World.

Chapters XIV to XXI, inclusive,

constitute the most original part of the

book. First the great social groups are

presented by descriptive text and map

— such as the California area, the Es-

kimo area, the Amazon area. Then the

archaeological areas are similarly pre-

sented. Xext, the author brings to-

gether what facts are now accepted on

the chronology of Xew World cultures

;

the facts of linguistic classification fol-

low (where Powell is justly given

credit for probably as perfect a presen-

tation of pioneer work as any pioneer

scientist ever performed in so difficult

a field). The very recent scanty data

enabling an attempt at a somatic clas-

sification lead Dr. Wissler to conclude

"that our best lead in the development

of a somatic classification is to seek for

correlated distinguishing characters in

each recognized culture area."

Many interesting, new, and sugges-

tive conclusions are drawn by the au-

thor from this broad sweep over the

Xew World as he thus has spread out

before him the entire area multifolded,

yet diversified by the several criteria of

classification just enumerated. Among
them are the following: "Language
and blood seem to spill over the edges

[of geographic areas] far more readily

than culture" (page 336) ; "The loca-

tion of food areas laid down the gen-

eral lines of culture grouping" (page

337) ; "The origin of a culture center

seems due to ethnic factors more than

to geographical ones" (page 339) ;

"While the environment does not

produce the culture, it furnishes the

medium in which it grows, and that

when once rooted in a geographical

area, culture tends to hold fast" (page

339).

Dr. Wissler has, in this volume, ren-

dered a most valuable service to an-

thropology. Such a book could not

have been prepared earlier in the field

covered, and while the unsolved prob-

lems, as noted through the pages, are

numerous, their statement will assist

new students to visualize the problems,

to attack them with greater intelli-

gence and more reasonable hope of suc-

cess.
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NEANDERTHAL

CRO-MAGNON

TASMANIAN FUEGIAN

COMMON ORIGIN OF AMERICAN NATIVES

S]ioirn <»i 1)1(1p of i/ciicral (Hsperi<io)i of manlhid from a center in Jsia

{ hrokvii Hues represent most reeent morements)

From the great resemblance of all the peoples of the New World to one another, we may assume that they

are of cue stock. This common stock shows affinity with the yellow-brown Mongolian race of Asia. It

entered the New World through the narrow northwestern route and spread out over the two continents,

eventually becoming isolated in inbreeding groups, undisturbed until the occupation by the white population.

Dr. Wissler presents the question of the American native relative to the action of the polar ice cap which

four times at least is known to have crept down from the north to cover the Asian bridge into the New
World. He considers it reasonable that the peopling of the New World was interglacial and contemporane-

ous with the peopling of the Old World and not entirely postglacial (with an estimated age for the American

culture of 20,000 years only), and that the return of the ice in the "Glacial Period" cut off the hemispheres

from each other, leaving the diverged branches of stock to develop independently. The indirectness and nar-

rowness of the bridge from Asia, added to the accumulations of ice which still hover about it, probably

prevented the entrance of wave after wave of peoples such as poured over Europe.

The map indicates the dispersion of the branches of mankind other than this Asian-American, classified by

certain anthropologists into two great groups : the Polynesian-European with fair skin and straight or wavy

hair, and the Australian-African with black skin and woolly hair. Some regard the former as the main

stem from which the Asian-American and African-Australian diverged and specialized.

A later classification designates almost the entire original population of Europe, Asia, and the New World

as the generalized type, "Eurasiatie," with the variants from this type occupying the outskirts of land

farthest from the swarming center in Asia, namely, Patagonia, Greenland, Cape Colony, Ceylon, and

Tasmania, the British Isles, and Canaries. This theory seems to correspond with facts of distribution and

culture in the New World; outlying regions must have proved veritable blind alleys where primitive man.

was brought up short and where in some cases his descendants are still marking time
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LONG-HEADED SKULLS FROM THE ARCTIC COAST SIMILAR TO THOSE
FROM CAPE HORN

Photographs of four skulls (I'ront and side views of each) to show similarity between those from
the extreme outskirts of New World dispersion, that is, the Cape Horn region of South America and
the Arctic belt of North America. The upper two are Eskimo skulls from the Arctic coast; the third

is from a village site on Grande Island (150 miles northwest of Cape Horn), and the last is Yahgan
Indian, from Cajie Horn (see map. page 6.5.5. for comjiarison in cephalic inde.\). That the New
World was peopled contemporaneously with the Old World is suggested by a certain parallelism exist-

ing between the skulls of ancient man in western Europe and skulls of American natives. The breadth
of face of the Cro Magnon man. for instance, suggests a New World ('liaractcr ; vague likenesses have
been noted between certain Pala-olithic races of Europe and the Eskimo; the two Cape Horn skulls

above show close relationship with the Eskimo. That we thus find these primitive men of western
Europe and the primitive men in the outskirts of the New World longer headed and broader faced
than the races massed in the centers of population is suggestive that researches in Asia may some
day disclose that these very early types of the two hcmisplieres came from a common stock
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Plains Area
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Eastern Woodland

ASIAN-AMERICAN TYPES OF MEN

In classifying groups of mankind certain common characters are taken into consideration. The
hair, for instance, in the main indicates great stability as to type and often is made the basis of first

classification. As the hair of the New World tends to be black and straight, and this is also a dis-

tinguishing feature of Asiatic peoples, particularly of the Mongoloids, this may be taken as one very
strong indication of common descent
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NATIVE AMERICAN TYPES OF MEN

Besides the similarity of hair in the American and Mongoloid types, there is also agreement in the

broad face and prominent cheek bones, the small, partly closed eyes, and the comparatively thin lips

(also in a peculiar cavity of the upper incisors). In the American type, however, the color is usually

darker and the nose larger, the latter being both broad and long and often with a convexity in the

bridge similar to that of Semitic peoples
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ASIAN-AMERICAN TYPES OF WOMEN
As a rule, women are less suh.iect to environmental influences than men, and consequently do

not show the recently acquired and special characters of a racial or local type ; hence, also, a racial

character once acquired is retained by them with greater tenacity than by men. A comparison of wo-

men from northeastern Asia and North and South America shows striking resemblances throughout
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Mexico

yaliiiqua

South America
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South America
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South America
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South America
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South America South America South America

NATIVE AMERICAN TYPES OF WOMEN
That the women of America have remained more nearly like their Asian prototypes than is the

case with the men is partly explained by the difference in the rate of growth in the two sexes. While

women reach maturity earlier than men. they still retain more of the characteristics of childhood.

Special race traits appearing late in development are accentuated only in the men
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A TREE FERN IN THE HIGH ANDES
The tree ferns of the Andes, which look at a distance like palm trees, thrive best in the relatively tem-
perate, moist, and shaded areas of the forested mountain slopes. (This photograph was taken in a
government camp at an altitude of 7000 ft.) About a third of Colombia is congenial to these ar-

borescent ferns which are interspersed among the oaks, bean trees, and luxuriant shrubbery, forming
a perfect "ocean" of forest. Here the explorer finds an abundance and variety of wild life that is

almost bewildering— as well as a superabundance of sand flies fleas, and malarial mosquitoes.
Mr. Miller took part in six of the eiglit expeditions sent to Colombia by the American Museum,

under the direction of Dr. Frank M. Chapman, for the purpose of making an ornithological sur-
vey of that country. His collecting carried him into regions almost unexplored—some even
unmapped— which he describes with care and accuracy. Transportation facilities, for the most
part, were limited to pack animals and porters, and some sections visited were almost im-
passable to even these primitive trains. In fact, Amazonian Colombia is so little opened up
that Mr. Miller is the tirst ornithologist to enter this large and zoologically rich area. Mr.
Miller's additional travels (see map opposite page 664) through ten other South Amer-
ican countries, extended over nearly six years, during M'hich time he traveled about
150,000 miles. All were American Museum expeditions, including the Roosevelt-Ron-

don South American Expedition
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SPECIALIZATION, like every

otlier good thing, can be ear-

lied to excess; and no forms of

specialization are less desirable than

those which make of the outdoor natu-

ralist a mere collector of "specimens,"'

and of the indoor naturalist a mere la-

borious cata-

loguer and de-

scriber of these

specimens
when collected.

The outdoor na-
turalist ought

to be able to do

all the indoor

work too; and

he ought to

have the power

to see and to

portray the life

histories of the

shy creatures

of the far-off

wilderness.

But it is well

if he can go

even beyond

this. No man
leads a hardier

or more ad-

venturous life

than the col-

lecting natural-

ist whose quest

takes him to the uttermost parts of the

earth. He works in the wildest lands,

and on the shifting borders where the

raw outskirts of civilization merge into

savagery. He works with the wild men
of the forest and the desert, and with

the men only one degree less wild who
do the most primitive work of civiliza-

tion on the borders of the forest and the

1 Colonel Roosevelt prepared this article for the Journai- during his recent stay at a New York
hospital, showing his vast interest in natural history, his groat energy even under the trying con-

ditions of ill health, and his loyalty to tlic men wliose work he hud roniH to know jiersonally on liis

expeditions.—The Editor.
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Courtesij of Charles Scribner's Sons

Mr. Miller, the author of In the Wilds of South Amer-

ica, with "Moses." — Mr. Miller's prime work every-

wliere, the work which is never neglected, is that of a

keen mammalogist and ornithologist, but he is likewi.se

an observer of men and manners, and a lover of beauty.

He has written a book which will appeal to all cultured

people who care for adventurous wanderings in out-of-

the-way places, for studies of remote peoples, and for the

gorgeous animal life of the tropics

desert. If he has eyes to see he will

have many a tale to tell ; and if he can

tell it aright the tale becomes an addi-

tion to that shelf of true stories of ad-

venture in strange lands which is so

fascinating a part of the great library

of worth-while literature.

Mr. Leo E.

]\lillcr is one

of these men.

At the mo-
ment he is a

lieutenant in

aviation, chief

observer at

Camp Jackson,

South Caro-

lina, and if the

opportunity
comes, all those

who have seen

him in times

of hardship and

stress in the

wilderness
know that he

will make good.

He has jour-

neyed far and

wide through

the middle, the

north, and the

west of the

great South

American con-

tinent. He has seen the strange and

curious things which are only to be seen

by those who leave the beaten paths of

travel. His prime work everywhere, the

work which is never neglected, is that

of a keen mammalogist and ornitholo-

gist. But he is likewise an observer of

men and manners, a lover of beauty,

and a well-read man of well-trained
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mind. He has written a book^ which

will appeal to all cultured people who
care for adventurous wanderings in

out-of-the-way places, for studies of

remote peoples, and for the gorgeous

animal life of the tropics.

Mr. Miller's observations on natural

history are full of interest to the lay-

man who possesses an intelligent lay in-

terest in science ; and it is very much to

be hoped that he will sometime publish

a special book on South American birds

and mammals, giving their life his-

tories as many men and women have

given the life histories of North Amer-

ican birds and mammals. In the trop-

ics he went from the reedy marshes and

steaming forests of the plain to the

cold alpine pastures which lie just be-

low the snow line of the stupendous

Andean mountain masses. He tells of

innumerable species of birds, beautiful

in plumage, or odd of form and of hab-

its; of gaudy macaws, always flying in

pairs, no matter how large the flock ; of

the gold-bird's ringing whistle, uttered

as the singer stands motionless in the

forest gloom; of birds so shy and fur-

tive that it is almost impossible ever to

see them, and of other kinds so tame

that they live in the houses and climb

into the sugar bowl ; of humming birds

that literally get drunk on the strong

nectar of certain plants ; of huge night-

hawks looking like ghosts as they

crouched on forest trails in the impene-

trable gloom ; of cow buntings in which

the habit of parasitic egg-laying, in

spite of the small relative number of the

hens, has made them a real menace to

most other forms of small bird life; of

huge masses of waterfowl, from grebes

to flamingos, in desolate desert lakes.

A special, and a most delightful, chap-

ter is devoted to the quest of that flam-

ing wonder of the bird world, the cock

of the rock.

The glimpses we get of other crea-

tures are equally interesting. There

^ In the WUds of South America, by Leo E.

Miller, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1918.

are squirrels and j)Ossums as small

as mice; howler monkeys whose roar-

ing is in sound more sinister than that

of lion or tiger; sloths which when
angered not merely claw but bite

—

to me a most unexpected bit of in-

formation; jaguars which kill horses

and cattle but are rarely dangerous to

man.

Then there are the smaller things

—

aside from the innumerable insect

plagues—which do attack man. The
piranha fish, the size of black bass (but

more savage than any sharks), are oc-

casional man-killers; and Mr. Miller

gives a really extraordinary account of

one spot in which immense swarms of

vampire bats attacked the mules, the

pigs, and even the human beings with

a fury that was dangerous to life.

There are writers who make the per-

sonal note too strong. Mr. Miller's

fault is the reverse—and it is a l-eal

fault, insistence upon which is not to be

taken as a compliment to him. He slurs

over his personal experiences in a way
which detracts somewhat from the

value of the book as a record of first-

hand observation. For example, I

happen to know that once while he was

in the water landing a canoe, an In-

dian who was with him was attacked

and badly mutilated by a piranha ; but

there is no mention of the incident in

the book. And the sudden attack on

him by a bushmaster, the most deadly

of all jDoisonous snakes, is narrated in a

way which may be modest but which

deprives the incident of most of its

narrative value.

The accounts of the human beings

among whom he sojourned are as inter-

esting as his accounts of the wild life.

In the tropical lowlands and in many
of the Andean regions, man, although

in his Indian form he has dwelt there

for tens of thousands of years, still

finds nature so hostile that his race-life

is a constant and doubtful struggle

against degradation and destruction.

The natives often refuse to heed the
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commonest dictates of hygiene; in \\\v

past, great strange civilizations \\w\o

sprung up, in tlie forest or on the higli

phiteau, and then those wlio built them

have perished utterly; and within his-

toric times populous cities have risen,

thriven, and then been wiped out of

existence by mysterious and deadly

sickness. Of the native races some per-

sist in the presence of the

invading white man, both

perpetuating themselves

and mingling with his

blood, others are untam-

able and die rather than

leave the savagery in whicli

they have lived for untold

generations. The whole

chapter in which our

author describes his visit

to the rather despotic

minion among the Yura-

care Indians is of especial

interest. It was not until

the south temperate zone

was near that our traveler

came out among conditions

not substantially unlike

those of our northern

hemisphere.

]\Ir. Miller has written

an admirable book; and

the get-up, as usual with

Charles Scribners Sons,

is as good as the book

—

which is more than can

be said for certain good

books recently written by
other naturalists of repute

and published by other

firms. But I wish to make
one protest, which is

against the spirit of the

times, which I know will

go unheeded, but which
ought to be made. A very

few photographs like the

Indian portraits by Curtis,

are as good as [)iclu res— they are pic-

tures; good ordinary photographs serve

a good ordimii'v |)urpose; but in a first-

rate l)ook ilici-i' should be first-rate

]ii(liii-i's, liy lirst-rate men. They will

be far hcllci' tliiiii the photographs upon
which they ai'c !iasc(l and which gave

them the needed foundation of ac-

ciiracv in i'act.

Mr. Miller with four of the negroes oi .Jvimas de Tamana on

the west coast of Colombia.— He speaks of these as a miser-

able, sickly lot. too indolent to grow the plantains, yuccas, and
other plants that thrive with a minimum of attention. This

part of the San Juan River watershed, into which the natural-

ist's search for out-of-the-way places carried him, has rarely

been visited because of its adverse climatic conditions, notwith-

standing that it is noted for fabulous wealth of gold and plati-

num. Epidemics of malarial and yellow fever scourge the coun-

try. Rain pours daily, averaging four hundred inches a year,

and when the sun does shine, the forests are turned into a

steaming inferno under the tropical heat. After the return of the

exploring party to the highlands, the members paid the inevitable

cost of penetrating tropical wilds by spending several weeks on
their backs recovering from the fevers with which they had be-

come inoculated
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA

{Mrs. Ahlni (tiHl J. T. Jr.)

As I was using the binoculars, J. T. climbed to my shoulder to see too. We may doubt, how-

ever, whether she derived any benefit from the glasses— in fact, she preferred turning

them around and looking in at the big end. Like a human child, she was inquisitive,

"butting into" whatever we were about and using her hands and teeth with which to

explore any strange or iinusual object. She little needed any optical assistance, as

she could distinguish familiar objects at great distances. She more than once proved

that she recognized me far beyond the range of the unaided vision of members
of the expedition, for things near at hand her sight was almost microscopic,

and she would make a great fuss over picking from her fur some tiny

speck of dust which we could scarcely see
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Notes on African Monkeys

WITH THK PP:RS0NAL STORY OF .1. T. .1I^.• WHO TRAVELED TWO YEARS
WITH THK AKELEY EXPKDITIOX IN AFIU(\V. WAS BROUOHT

TO A.^IHKICA IN l!il_'. AND NOW MAY HK SKEX IX THE
NATIONAL Z(H>L()(il("AL I'AK'K. WASH IN(iToN. D.C.f

By I\I K S. (' A \{ L Iv A K !•: I. 1-: Y

Illustrations of J. T. Jr. in Africa from pliologriiplis l)y Carl E. Akeloy

OX the Akele}^ African expe-

ditions of 1908-1909 and

1910-1912, for the collection

and study of elephants, the first for the

Field Museum, Chicago, the second for

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, ISTew York, I had splendid oppor-

tunity to observe many of the small

African mammals. The black boys of

the expedition would bring them in to

me so that I had a "zoo" of considerable

size at each camp—young antelopes,

hyrax, and monkeys— although we car-

ried few of the animals from camp to

camp.

Greatest of all delights, however, were

the long hours I spent watching such

animals, especially the monkeys, in

their own home life. During the weeks

we were at "Tembo Circus," ^ whenever

it chanced that I did not accompany

the day's hunt and was left alone in

camp, I would go out, taking a black

boy with me, and sit down under the

trees, which were very high, from one

hundred to one hundred and fifty feet.

I would even lie down on my back in

the grass—with the boy stationed on
guard behind me so that leopards could

^ The name given to the camp near the spot
where Mrs. Akeley shot the record Kenia ele-

pliant. .See "Elephant Hunting on Mount Kenia."
The American Museum Journal, November, 1915.

not creep up unawares—and watch the

Colohus monkeys 2 in the trees.

At first everything would be quiet,

ajiparently with no monkeys to see.

1 would be sure, however, that they

wore seeing me. Soon their curiosity

would get the better of them. One
would peek out here, others there

and yonder. Then they would come
down a little closer to get a good look

at me. Sometimes they would bark

and scold. It is difficult to see Colohus

monkeys owing to the wonderful way
they have of hiding themselves among
the leaves; also the black and white of

their coats blend with the color of tree

branches and with the black and white

of the tree lichens. These monkeys
have no thumbs, but the lack does not

impair their grasping power, and as

they travel from tree to tree they may
leap twenty or thirty feet, their long

plumed fur spreading in the air. They
are very beautiful indeed as they sail

downward, and to watch the Colohus

mothers with their babies is a sight

not to be forgotten. They are so care-

ful and loving with them and are evi-

dently as worried if the baby is hurt

or sick as human mothers might be. I

- This genus of monkeys ^vill be illustrated in a
succeeding issue of the Journal in connection
with a series of pictures of some of the habitat
monkey groups in the American Museum.

* Named after Mr. .J. T. McCuteheon, the cartoonist, who was traveling with the Akelov expedition at
the time J. T. Jr. was captured.

7 It is said that all African monkeys bite as they grow older. So it proved with J. T. We kept her
until she was about eight years old, but she bit me twice, so we had to send her to the National
Zoological Park. There she can get out of doors every day in her cage, which is large and kept very
clean. She can play on the ground, dig up the stones, and eat the dirt as monkeys like to do. I go to
visit her sometimes and she recognizes me. Apparently she has become very much accustomed to adapt-
ing herself to existing conditions. It is known that monkeys live a good many years. One at the New
York Zoological Park is twenty-eight years old.

—

The Author.
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should say that monkeys probably make
better mothers than very many of the

natives we saw in Africa.

One incident that we witnessed in

connection with the Colohus monkeys is

hard to understand. We were studying

them at Kijabi for a group for the

J. T. with her "cliaiiilifrlain" and full regalia.

This picture with AUie, her "nurse," as we al-

ways called him, was taken immediately "on the

equator" near Eldama Ravine in British East

Africa. She rode on Allie's shoulder or head in

our travels from camp to camp and was usually

fed by him, but. as she was accustomed to a life

on the forest-covered banks of streams, the glare

of the sun made her sick, wherefore the um-
brella. In going about their own business in

their own way the guenon monkeys (Lasio-

pyga^, to which genus J. T. belonged, are very

wiry and agile. They travel through the for-

ests, swinging from branch to branch, and even

make long and warlike excursions into distant

parts, but the strange monotony of human travel

was very fatiguing to .J. T.

Field ]\Iuseum, and shot some of them
for specimens to mount. When one

of the young monkeys was wounded and

fell to the ground, an older monkey
came down out of the tree and killed

the wounded one, and then made its

escape.

The baboons are amusingly human in

taking care of their babies— as I dis-

covered during a two weeks' stay we
made on the Lucania Hills. These hills

nre alive with baboons, hundreds and

1 1 undreds of them in troops or families,

— one family used to come every night

to sleep in a tree just back of our camp.

The mothers with the young monkeys
on their backs climbed the rocks; even

though the wall seemed absolutely per-

]iendicular, these baboon mothers would

find a way up. The big old male baboon,

weighing at least seventy-five pounds,

would come down perhaps fifty yards

nearer our tent than the mothers, who
stayed with the babies on the rocks

above. Here he would sit on scout

duty, his chin propped on his hand,

where he could see over the whole coun-

try.

Meanwhile, the mothers prepared

their children for "bed" by taking them
on their laps and picking off the burs

and ticks. If one of the babies, with its

head hanging over the mother's lap,

would try to play, reaching out its

hands to another baby on the ground,

the mother would take it up and slap

it and shake it just as human mothers

do, then put it down again and go on

with her work. And the baby would

squeal and the other little one would

run off. The one punishment was

never sufficient, however, to teach the

baby to lie quiet, and it would have to

be spanked two or three times before it

was ready for bed.
*

Then the children would scamper off

up into the tree and we could hear them
squealing and fighting for the best

jjlaces—probably to get next to their

own mothers. It grows dark very

quickly in equatorial Africa and they
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have to Imri-y. One night we were

awakened by a great commotion among
tlie baboons. In the morning we found

that a leopard had been there, and after

that the baboon family did not come

to its tree.

The natives are very iniuli afraid of

these baboons, which not only come

down into the gardens and eat the

corn and dig up the sweet potatoes, bnt

also sometimes carry away little chil-

dren. The old male is frightful to be-

hold, a very vicious aninml with long-

fangs. When we Avere hunting in a

forest of Uganda, the natives came to

us begging that we kill some baboons

which had taken a child and which they

could not drive out of their gardens.

One of these baboons, later shot by

Mr. Akelej', was the largest we had

ever seen.

About the camp fire at night wc

never tired of talking over what we

knew of the ways of these monkeys and

of the other creatures in the African

wilderness and of relating tales of our

daily adventures. One evening the talk

chanced to turn upon our zoological

gardens at home in America, and we al 1

fully and emphatically agreed that we

did not believe in taking back these free

creatures, monkeys, lions, elephants, or

any others, to unnatural conditions and

a life of captivity and homesickness.

Some of the party cited the monkeys of

our "zoos" as especially pitiable under

the conditions of their imprisonment,

so much so that there had been created

in the minds of many people a feeling

of repugnance for the whole monkey
race. At this point I decided that I

would capture and introduce to the

company a icild, free monkey for com-

parison. But I had no idea at the time

that the captive would prove of interest

to me for so long a period of years.

So J. T. was brought into camp just

to let the friends who were with us.

Mr. J. T. McCutcheon and Mr. Fred

Stephenson, see the diffefcnce between

a wild monkey and the zoological park

specimen. Our porters made a basket-

like trap and baited it with corn, and

till' monkey was only frightened when
the basket fell snugly over her. We
judged she was six or eight months

old; and she surely was just as saucy

as she could be. She was not afraid of

An afternoon cmU ou :i little Boer girl of the

Uasin Gishu Plateau (note the tender pride of

guardianship in Allie's face). Monkeys are

suspicious of strangers, even of monliey stran-

gers outside their own clan, but they possess an

underlying sociability easily developed into

friendship, Tliey have long memories for both

people and their acts, and have been known to

repay a grudge as well as a kindness after a

considerable lapse of time. Among one another

the members of any band of monkeys are likely

to be aflfectionate. and monkeys probably make

better mothers than many of the natives we saw

in Africa. .J. T. undoubtedly was lonesome for,

because of the expedition's rapid change of

base, she could rarely have other monkeys to play

with for more than a week or two at a time



Near die suiuiiiil of Mount Klgoii, an extinct volcano of the East African liighlands.

fered from the cold and from mountain sickness when taken into too high altitudes

J. T. suf-

J. T. admires bouquets of African wild lluuii>, Ijut licr appreciation is largely limited by her sense

of taste. She liked to nibble many kinds of flowers, especially the wild gladiolus. Monkeys of

J. T.'s species are mainly vegetarian, searching out fruits, bulbs, and berries, but they also very

cleverly catch and eat caterpillars, beetles, white ants, and locusts. They readily distinguish between

poisonous and edible insects, and it is even very difficult to trap them with artificially poisoned food

as is sometimes attempted when they become agricultural pests. J. T. displayed great finesse in

cracking and eating the eggs she could steal from the natives' baskets, a skill which betokened nest-

robbing proclivities in days of freedom
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J. T. makes herself at liome for Thanksgiving Day hmcheon in the high grass on the southern

slope of Mount Elgon. Human food is quite to the monkey folk's liking. In fact what constitutes

their major vice in the eyes of the settlers of British East Africa is the propensity for raiding grain

fields and orchards in large bands. They feast on maize or fruit until they are "stuflfed" and then

cram their elastic cheek pouches for future use ; but what is worse, they always destroy in their

foraging far more than they eat

Stopping to pose for their photographs while crossing a small stream on Mount Kenia. Although

here perched high and dry on AUie's shoulder, J. T. had by no means any dislike for water; mon-

keys are fastidious bathers, keeping both themselves and their babies scrupulously clean. If neces-

sary, they can, in all probability, even swim a stream

(57.1
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anyone, and at once bit a hole in Mr.

Stephenson's mosquito boot.

We put a collar on her and tied her

to the tent pole. She looked us right in

the eye and told us what she would do

to us if we should come within reach.

Not that she made any sound. She

did her talking by making faces at us

and by dashing at us as she ran the

length of her string. And she pursed

her lips. I never saw another monkey
do that. Later she would often do it

when she kissed the companion monkey
we had for her, or when anything

pleased her very much, or after she and
I became good chums and she hugged
me in human fashion, opening her

mouth in a funny little way to express

her feeling.

She was so pretty and saucy that

when we left the Tana Eiver camp three

or four days later, we decided to take

her along with us. She rode on top of

a porter's load. When we got into a

new camp that night, she was so tired

and hungry that she jumped on to my
lap—her first acceptance of friendship

—and sat there and ate a banana. I

was a little afraid of her, but her teeth

were so small then that she could not

have injured me if she had attempted

to bite.i After a while I began to brush

her hair tentatively. She made a face

at me; then she decided she rather

liked the brushing—and after that she

expected it every day.

From this camp we went up into

the foothills of Mount Kenia after ele-

phants. We did not pay much atten-

tion to J. T." during the first part of

the trip, but she gradually impressed

herself upon us. Monkeys seem to have
individuality and I think it was J. T.'s

personality which finally attracted us:

she was so intelligent and so thoroughly

able to take her own part.

We were all busy at camp, however,

^ When their fangs begin to get long, these mon-
keys can give a very nasty bite. The teeth of the
monkeys have a cutting edge like a saw, and mon-
keys of this species fight a good deal among them-
selves and even in play will bite each other.

and left her alone with the black boys

a good deal. At first I used to tie her

to the tent pole, but she acted so afraid

I made a little house for her; still she

seemed terrified to death and would

go up on the table and not sit on the

floor. She slept on the table at night

and sounds outside the tent seemed to

terrify her. I soon remembered that

she was used to living high in the trees,

beyond reach of leopards and the many
other ground-prowling enemies of her

race. J. T. had no considerable general-

ized sense of fear ; she was particularly

courageous, and later, when she came to

depend on my friendliness, from the

vantage place of my lap she was afraid

of nothing, and would defy anybody.

She had definite fears, however, a few

instinctive and others which developed

from particular experiences.

Her instinctive fear was always very

great during a thunderstorm. She

would get under my raincoat, hold it

tight together so that she could not see

the lightning, and not come out until

the storm was over. The storms in

British East Africa are appalling in

their intensity. Sometimes they come
up so quickly that you can hear the

rain long before you can see it. Par-

ticularly in the forest a wall of spray

like that of Niagara would come up
over the tree tops with a roar so loud

that we would have to shout to each

other and then could barely hear a voice

above the storm. Such a storm would

sweep everything before it, and if it

came in the night the porters would

rush to our tent and hang on to the

tent ropes and see that the big trench

dug around the tent to carry off the

water had not filled up with debris

washed or blown into it. I often won-

dered what the little wild monkeys did

in such a storm. In the Uganda forest,

for instance, there are so many dead

trees and dead branches that the danger

for the forest animals during storms

must be very great.

When we went back to Nairobi, J. T.
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went with us, again riding on a porter's

load. I remember that wc had made
a very long march when wo slopped foi-

lunch, and the porter put hov down,

stuck a spear in the ground near our

table and tied her to it. I can just

see how she sat beside this spear and

put her arm around it, almost falling

over from fatigue and sleepiness, but

squealing and trying to eat a piece of

bread as she squealed and nodded.

It was after this that we decided to

get a little black boy to take care of

lier. So Allie became her bodyguard.

She rode from camp to camp on his

shoulder or up on top of his head, and

he always fed her. When we found

that the sun and wind affected her eyes

and made her sick on the long marclies

(for she was used to life in the shadow

of green trees), Ave got an umbrella for

her. Allie would carry the umbrella

over her head— or she would sit on his

head and help carry the um])rella her-

self.

When we went on to the Uasin Gishu

Plateau, J. T. traveled with us by

train. The Indian station masters,

when a train pulls in, have the habit

of following along the running board

at the side of the train and looking in

at the windows. One morning when
one of these station masters stuck his

head over the blind into our compart-

ment, J. T., who was awake, resented

the intrusion and promptly slapped his

face. Her movements were always like

lightning and the man was taken com-

pletely by surprise. He demanded her

ticket. We laughingly referred him to

the station master at jSTairobi, and he

must have written to him for when we
came back to Uganda we were asked

to buy a ticket for her or to put her in

the baggage car. We observed, however,

that he was careful not to put his head

over the blind of our compartment.

J. T. went with us to Uganda and

followed the elephants with us. She

went to the top of Mount Elgon and

^NFount Kenia. She suffered from tlir-

cold at high altitudes and on Mount
Kenia got mountain sickness and we
had to send her back.

As a rule the black boy, with J. T.

on his shoulder, followed after us.

That is how it happened that in

Ugaiuhi the elephants nearly got her.

Allie heard the shooting and came up
on the wrong side; the elephant hap-

pened to be one which had already

charged us twice. The third time he

came rushing on with a great branch
in his trunk, but instead of charging

straight at us, he wont off to one side,

and Mr. Akeley killed him just be-

fore he reached Allie and J. T. jMr.

iVkeley did not know they were in dan-

ger until ho wont over to the elephant

after killing it and found the boy and
the monkey fallen into a clump of grass

and bushes from fright. J. T. did not

like the forest life. Along the banks
of the Tana Eiver where she lived, the

tree growth is never dense forest but

merely open scrub.

We took her with us also across the

Budango Forest and there she was very

much frightened by the chimpanzees.

We wanted to study these chimpanzees
and get photographs of them, so treed

two or three troops. But -the big crea-

tures broke huge branches from the

trees and thrust them at us, all the

while screaming horribly. "Baldy's"

roar and scream in the monkey house

at the Zoological Park in ISTew York
had not seemed one half so terrifying

as was this screaming of the wild chim-

panzees in the forest.

By this time J. T. had become an
experienced traveler. She had dropped
into our ways without any training.

We never punished her and in fact

never tried in any way to train her,

l)eing interested to see what she would
do by just being with us. She learned

things quickly and remembered. She
learned most quickly about the things

she liked best. She liked to take a bath,

for instance. Judging from her great

foudness for water I think the troops of
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monkey;? o£ this species on llic 'I'aiia

Eiver must have bathing phieos in the

river despite their fear of ci-ocodilos.

In camp tlie bhick boy wouM luiiii;- her

tub of water into the tent every day.

She liked the water very liot and would

always put her hand in to test Ihc tem-

perature before she jumped in. 1 f it was

too hot she would lly at the boy, and it

too cold she would do the same thing.

The boy would try to fool her some-

times by making it too hot or too cold,

but she was not to be trifled with. Slie

would play with the soap like a chihl,

and would get into tlie water many
times, jumping about and ])laying be-

tween times. When she had had enough

she would go out on top of tlie tent

and sit in the sun.

From the specimens that we see in

the zoological parks we might judge

that monkeys are not always as cleanly

creatures as they are in nature. Mon-
keys of this species are very cleanly.

They have a little woodsy odor, some-

thing like that of a squirrel, but their

l)odies are perfectly clean when they are

caught wild. J. T. never could endure

having her hands dirty, and if she got

her fingers even wet while eating she

would dry them immediately. The
poor little monkeys in the zoological

park get tired of trying to keep their

hands clean. Their habit of extreme

cleanliness, as well as their keen eye-

sight, is evidenced by their continually

picking at their fur—which people in-

terpret as meaning that they always

have vermin on them. But J. T. would

sit down and pick off from her fur

every little speck of dust, atoms so

small that they would not be noticeable

to my eyes. When playing with other

monkeys, she would pick off the dust

from their fur, and when she and I be-

came friendly it was her delight to try

to discover tiny bits of dust on my hair

—even my eyelashes and eyebrows

would get the same treatment if I al-

lowed it.

The powerful vision of this type of

monkey was sliowii continually in J.

T.'s behavior. Slie was very farsighted.

On one occasion wlien slie was witli Mr.
StepluMison and Mr. Akeley at the

(•ani|t, she altiactcd their attention by

constanlly looking oil' toward one point

in the I'oi-est. They could see nothing,

hilt on taking the field glasses dis-

(o\ci-c(l that I was coming out of the

forest with my hiack hoy at just that

l)oint more than a miU^ distant.

Her vision for small objects, as well

as her delicate sense of touch, was
shown in the care with which she would
rip fine si itches from cloth. Sometimes
when I was sewing or reading and
wanted to get rid of lier I would give

her some old garment and she would
rip out the stitches without tearing a

single bit of it— also if not interrupted

she would rip the lace from the window
curtains to amuse herself.

I am afraid she often was lonesome,

in spite of the dolls she loved and slept

with, the many comforts of her life,

and her strong attachment for us.

Gregarious life is instinctive in the

blood of this species of monkey. But
we seldom could have other monkeys
for her to play with for more than a

week or two at a time, because we never

stayed very long at any one camp. At
a camp in Uganda we kept a baby red

Colohus monkey, but the little thing

became so fond of J. T.'s black boy
that it would cry and mourn whenever
the boy left it. On Mount Kenia we
brought into camp a female green

monkey, a species in which the fur is

tipped with yellowish green, in the

manner of "tipped fox." While we
had her she gave birth to a baby, but

it was dead, and she woidd only turn

her head away and not look at anyone,

and hid the little dead baby by cover-

ing it with leaves and grass in the

cage.

'Tatcir' proved J. T.'s best compan-
ion. But he did not enter her life until

we were on the boat coming back to

America. He was a little yellow mon-
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key that was being brought over from

South Africa. The passenger who
owned him left the boat at Port Said

but could not pay the fare for the mon-

key, which consequently fell into the

hands of the captain. It was just after

Patch had been down in the coalhole

that J. T. first saw him, Ijut she im-

mediately put her arms around him,

so the captain said she might have him.

After that Patch and J. T. were

inseparable.

That monkeys may be friendly with

certain other creatures, as well as de-

voted to the companionship of their

own kind, J. T. proved to us many
times. She had two or three dog

friends while she was in Africa. In

Duniig 31r. Ak<-lf'\ s convalesff-nce from the

almost fatal mauling he had suffered from an ele-

phant, J. T. was his faithful entertainer. Never

before or since has she given such undivided at-

tention to amusing one person, and she was a

source of great help and cheer throughout the

trying weeks

Uganda a native African dog followed

her into camp. One night this dog

gave birth to a litter of pups just out-

side the tent. Early in the morning

J. T. heard the puppies and gave a purr-

ing sound while she lifted up the blind

of the tent to look out. On seeing her

the dog turned over and licked her face

and J. T. put out her hand and touched

the dog, which then licked J. T.'s hand
—and J. T. continued to sit there as if

admiring the puppies. We took them
out by the camp fire and J. T. went

over to them there and softly put her

hand on one of them and sat there and

watched them. She always tried to kill

a little bird or other young thing, but

these puppies she did not attempt to

hurt.

She was always greatly interested in

the little black babies of the natives.

She would ignore the mother and go

straight to the baby, and sit down close

Ijeside it and look at it. If allowed,

she would kiss it, pursing her lips, and

opening her mouth and pressing it

against the baby's face.

Of all her playthings and compan-
ions, none perhaps proved a source of

more constant comfort to her than her

mirror. What the workings of her

mind were it was diflficult to tell, but

her reflection evidently stood to her as

that of her own kind and as company.

After gazing steadily into the mirror

for some time at her own serious eyes,

she would look back of the mirror as if

searching for the monkey she saw in it.

She always slept with her face against

her mirror. In addition to this com-

panionship, the mirror afforded her un-

ending amusement and she was very

clever in handling it and turning it

slowly back and forth from side to side

while she watched the changing reflec-

tions in it.

It was inevitable that her energy and

cheer should infect the camp life and

make us all very much attached to her.

She often indulged in swift rough play

and, from the human wav of looking at
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tilings, was often mischievous. At one

time we had a I'ooster and some chick-

ens ; it was her special delight to chase

these around and around the tent and

through the jjorter's yard— until one

day the rooster chased her in return

and frightened her out of her wits.

The cook of the expedition was tor-

mented continually by various tricks

she developed. She would steal into

the kitchen and, if he were out, would

unhook every pot and pan from the

roof where he kept them hanging, and

so quickly that he could not reach her

until the mischief was done. Many a

time I had to mollify his temper by

giving him another supply of tobacco

when she had carried his away.

It was no unusual thing to see the

black boys roll on the grass and howl

at her antics, especially when she ate

an egg or a locust. The locusts were

two or three inches long and very

strong, yet she was expert in catching

them and holding them tightly by the

legs so that they could not kick. The
monkeys of this species like meat as

well as fruit, and they not only eat in-

sects and spiders but also, no doubt,

kill the young of many small mammals
besides robbing many a bird's nest.

The natives brought hens' eggs into the

camp to sell and J. T. would steal an

egg whenever she could get the chance

and go up on the roof of the tent with

it. There, with the egg held firmly in

her hands, she would crack the top and

lick thi' lluid as ii ran down the side.

If the fluid ran a little too fast, she

would get very excited, stand on one

leg, and continually jump into some
new position more ludicrous than the

one before in her effort to keep the egg

from getting on her fur.

Finally came the time at a Mount
Kenia camp when Mr. Akeley had been

mauled by an elephant and spent diffi-

cult weeks in recovering from his in-

juries. He used to get worried an<]

become despondent because he was con-

valescing slowly and his work was mak-
ing no progress. Sometimes when I saw

the worry coming into his face, I tied

J. T. to the foot of the cot, and wonder-

ful playtimes would follow. She would

pretend to be terribly frightened at any

slightest movement of the bed covering

and would jump wildly up in air like a

playing kitten; she would never tire of

playing hide and seek ; she would watch

demurely for an opportunity and snatch

his pipe or tobacco and hide them at

the foot of the cot out of his reach.

When he was able to walk down the

path from the tent she was not content

unless she could ride on his shoulder;

then she would jump down and play

hide and seek from the grass, jumping
out at him from unexpected places. She
had never played quite in this way be-

fore and never did it afterward, and it

seemed almost strange to us that she

should help us out and cheer us when
we needed the help and cheer so sorely.
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Narrative of a Cruise to Lake Okeechobee

DKSCHIPTION OF A LAND OK "PKAT.- WIIKKK TIIKKK IS NKITHKR SOIL
NOR ROCK. EVEN TOWNS BEING BUILT ON THE TREMBLING SPON(iE

OF VEGETATION.—NEED FOR GOVERNMENT PROTECTION
OF SELECTED AREAS HEFOIM-: THE FLOI^A OF THIS

REGION, NOWHERE DCPLICATED IN OUR
COUNTRY, CEASES To EXIST

By .1 Oil N K r X K H L S M A L L
Head CiirMloi- nf tin' Musfiiiris ,'iii<l I I.Tl.ariuiii nf the Nm \i,yk l'..itinii<'iil Canicii

Til \'] words "Everoladcs !' "Okfc-

ehobco !" "Big Cypress !" carry

great fascination, particularly

to the naturalist. Until recent years

the regions represented by Iliese names

held many mysteries in tlieir nn^'x-

plored depths. Some of the mysteries

have yielded, while others remain to ])v

solved.

In continuation of a botanical ex-

ploration of southern Florida, I set out

May 5, 1917, on a collecting trip to the

Lake Okeechobee region in the Ever-

glades. Wonderful changes have taken

place in southern Florida within the

last decade or two. Previous to that

time anything in tlie way of modern
transportation was wanting. What was

then a matter of weeks is now a matter

of hours. I had returned to Miami
May 4 from a collecting trip to Big-

Pine Key and Key West, a distance in

latitude of nearly one hundred miles,

and the night of May 5 found me in

the Everglades nearly one hundred

miles farther north. Our party left

Buena Vista early in the forenoon, on

board the "Barbee," generously fitted

out by Mr. Charles Dcering. Aljoard

were Paul Matthaus, captain: Victor

Soar, horticulturist: Charles T. Simp-
son, conchologist ; Leban lietiiel, ciew

and cook; and the writer. This classi-

fication, however, did not hold good at

all times. It was a very democratic

party: sometimes all members were of-

ficers, at other times they Avere all crew.

We were forced to go to Lake Okee-

ciiohee liy way of Fort Lauderdale, as

I lie Miami Camil was still securely

blocked by politics and finance. (See

map, page 68G.) All went well until

we entered New River Sound, a very

beautiful spot in the inland waterway
— but also a place where the unexpected

always seems to happen. As we were

about to pass from the sound into Lake
Mabel, a severe electric storm accom-

panied by drenching rain and high

wind suddenly broke upon us. We
groped about until the close proximity

of a bolt of lightning and an overpow-

ering quantity of ozone brought us to

our senses and we decided to throw

over an anchor and wait.

After the storm passed, we proceeded

into Lake Mabel, passed Fort Lauder-

dale, and went up to the source of New
River at the rim of the Everglades and

entered the North New River Canal.

The water in the canal was excep-

tionally low owing to the prolonged

drought. While entering the first lock

the keel of the "Barbee"' caught on the

concrete sill amidships and there we
hung, so nicely balanced that we were

unable to move the boat forward or

backward. We had to wait until the

water rose sufficiently to float us,—per-

chance some boat ahead of us had gone

through a lock many miles nearer the

lake, or the tide may have risen.

Our real troubles, however, were only

beginning. Again the low water and

an imperfectly divdged channel de-

layed us. Pjcfore proceeding far we
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were compelled to reduce our speed to

a minimum, for the stout bronze shoe

on the keel of the "Barbee" began to

touch projecting rocks along the bot-

tom of the canal, and for a distance of

about forty miles we scraped rock after

rock, causing as much friction on our

nerves as on the shoe.

Had it not been for the ingenuity of

our captain we should have had to aban-

don the cruise. He
created a ballast by

pulling our row-

boat aboard, setting

it across the bows

of the "Barbee,"

and filling it with

water. This weighed

down the bows, and

thus elevated the

stern with the pro-

peller high enough

to allow the boat to

float safely above

the rocky bottom.

In order to counter-

balance the delays

and the loss of time

caused by the re-

duced speed, we ran

well into the night.

Of course, plant

collecting suffered

neglect, but, fortu-

nately, I had col-

lected rather thor-

oughly along the

l)anks of this canal

in the fall of 1913.

After passing

through the second

lock, the sailing was

smoother— at least

The southern part of peninsular Florida, showing about 120 miles of Atlantic coast, the narrow

strip of high land adjacent to this coast, the area of the "Big Cypress" on the west, and the "Ever-

glades" and Lake Okeechobee between.—The Everglades represent a wet prairie, partly dry in winter,

submerged in summer, treeless except for the higher hammocks, like islands, along or near tlie borders,

and the dense hammock surrounding Okeechobee (25 ft. above sea level). The region is impenetrable to

travel, with no natural channels for navigation; hence the canals, four water highways from the coast

across to Lake Okeechobee. When the channel is opened westward from Three Mile Canal and Lake

Hicpochee, the last link will be completed in a water route across this part of Florida.

The expedition went to Lake Okeechobee from Miami by way of Fort Lauderdale, as the Miami

Canal is not completed; but it found that North New River Canal needs to be deepened. The expedi-

tion's boat was able to keep its propeller from scraping the rocky bottom only by means of a ballast on

the bow. Return was attempted unsuccessfully by way of the West Palm Beach Canal.

At least parts of the Everglade and Lake Okeechobee regions should be made state or federal

reservations for the benefit of future generations of Americans. Florida is behind other states of the

Union in not having reserved any of its forests or other natural features (except Royal Palm Hammock,

together with some of tlie adjacent Everglades, called "Royal Palm State Park")



Looking into Liikc OkcccholM'c I'loiii Wrst I'alm l'>c;icli C-iiial (sec map, page 686), wliicli

has been dredged through a heavy sand ridge thrown >ip along this shore by westerly winds.

Pond apple trees may be seen at the sides of the canal, and the tops of the cypress trees facing

the lake are visible, rising above the pond apples

as far as tlie bottom of the canal was

concerned. This lock is not a real one,

but an improvised and homemade af-

fair, and really a wonder ! Each gate

consisted of a score of separate pieces

of planking which had to be handled

piece by piece when the gates were

opened and closed. But, fortunately,

it dammed up enougli water to float a

boat of three or four feet draft and

thus keep it from striking on the bot-

tom of the canal. The lock at the edge

of the lake is in the same condition as

in 1913— that is, the place where it is

to be is marked out on the canal banks.

Upon entering the lake we were lost.

The water level was from five to seven

feet lower than it fnrmcrlv had l^een,

Defying alligators and giant catfish in the dark waters, we gradually maneuvered the boat

into a deeper channel a quarter of a mile to the northward. The expedition's party on the

"Barbee" was democratic, sometimes all were officers— and sometimes all were crew, as when
the boat struck this bank of putty like mud near Kreamer Island. The "Barbee" was generously

outfitted for the expedition by Mr. Charles Deering, of Miami. Besides the captain and a man
who acted as crew and cook, there were three scientists aboard, namely, a conchologist, a horti-

culturist, and a botanist
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j'oiid :ippl(' tii'cs, and watiT iiyarinlliN set with tln'ir beaiililul sitikcs ol' blue ilowyrs, tlotlii'd

the margin of Pelican Lake for a distance of many miles in 1913. Water hyacinth attained here

a most extraordinary growth, sometimes three or four feet in height, a size greater than ever re-

corded elsewhere. Whether the species is native in Lake Okeechobee or an introduction from South

America, can probably never be decided

Cypress trees (Taxodiuia) tliat fringe the liammock, tlieir gray trunks and light green foli-

age outlined against a background of various broad-leaved trees. This is on the crest of the

sand ridge just above the wide beach of the eastern shore. Land and vegetation are quite differ-

ent here from farther south. Only a few small grasses and sedges grow on the sandy shore.

Indeed, from certain plants found, it is thought that this was once a seacoast

(588
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anil instead of an uninterrupted expanse

of watei'. Lireat ai'eas of lake bottitni ex-

tended as far as (lie eye could see, Avitli

uncertain iliaiiiiels running here and

there betwei'U them. We finally found

our way into the lake between Xreame!'

Ishmd and Hu' southern shore and

liea<led tor K'ita Island. On account of

the low slate of the water we passed the

nortlu'rn side of the latter island, and

headed for Sand Point. Thence we

attempted to pass between Observation

• Island and tlie inaiidaiid. but were con-

fronted by a harrier in the form of a

reef^ of jagged rock extending from

the island to the southern shore of the

lake. It proved to be a ridge of rock

placed nearly north and south at the

southwestern corner of the lake, with

Observation Island built up on the

higher part. As the water stood at that

time, the reef extended just under the

surface for about nine miles north of

Observation Island.

Darkness fell as we arrived abreast

of Observation Island. "We were bent

on reaching the newly established set-

tlement of Moorehaven, which is situ-

ated at the mouth of Three Mile Canal,

a dredged channel connecting Lake

Okeechobee with Lake Hicpochee. On
the eastern side of Observation Island

we were about twelve miles, in a direct

line, from Moorehaven; but in order

to reach it we had to sail many miles to

the north to get around the end of the

reef already described. Several times

we imagined we saw the lights of the

settlement in the distance, and subse-

quently learned that our observations

were correct. Having been informed

that there was a beacon at the northern

end of the reef, we proceeded northward

in the darkness, keeping along the edge

of the reef by continual soundings.

The beacon was supposed to be lighted

at night, but after proceeding north-

ward for a distance of nine miles or

* This reef is the one I was on the lookout for

in 1913, at which time we evidently sailed over it

twice without ohserving it. Journal of the New
York Botanical Garden, 15: 76. 1914.

more no beacon light liove in sight, and
the night was too dai'k' lo see the bea-

con itself unless we had happened to

inn (|iiile close to it. Just how many
times we saw tlie light of that beacon

in imagination it would not be safe to

recoi-d. A\'hen we thought we were

fully twehe miles north of Observation

ishind. the lights of j\Ioorehaven were

\{'V\ e\ident in the distance, and we
could distinguish the outline of the

western shore of the lake above Fisheat-

ing Creek. Assuming that avc had in

some way succeeded in rounding the

end of the reef, or at least that we were

far enough to the northward to round
it. we decided to run on a southwesterly

course, which would take us to the

mouth of a canal recently dredged in

the lake for the distance of about eight

miles northward of the mouth of the

old Three Mile Canal. Successive at-

tempts were made but each resulted

only in finding shoal water. Finally we
seemed to get into deeper water. "We

increased our speed, when, to our sur-

prise, the stout keel of the "Barl)ee"'

struck a rock. The boat jumped the

rock and came down twice on other

rocks. We all watched to see the water

come in through a hole somewhere in

the hull ; but none appeared. This in-

cident, however, determined us to spend

the rest of the night at anchor.

In the morning we found the much
sought for beacon in the distance. After

we rounded it, we reached the northern

end of the canal without incident, ex-

cept for an hour's delay on some mud
banks during the regular morning
squall and rainstorm. At the entrance

to the canal our real troubles in naviga-

tion began again. Up to within several

hundred feet of the canal was deep

water and within the canal was deep

water, Imt the bar of hard sand at the

entrance was covered with only one or

two feet of water.

An old boatman within the canal was
watching for the stern-wheeled steamer

"Osceola,"" which was three davs over-
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due on a thirty mile run across the

northern part of the lake. As we lay

piled up on the sand bar the boatman

told us that it was possible to get a

boat across the bar by means of the

proper combination of time and labor.

So we began our task. First we re-

sorted to our water ballast again, placed

the rowboat across the bows and filled

it with water. Then the engine was

set going at full speed and all hands

jumped overboard. By pushing and

pulling and lifting, the "Barbee" was

moved inch by inch, and after an hour

or two of this violent exercise on our

part she glided into the canal. Every-

body clambered aboard, and we were off

on the final tangent of our course to

Moorehaven.

We had finally reached an extraordi-

nary portion of the earth's surface.

There was present neither soil nor

rock ! All the dry land was built up of

pure humus. We were in a land of

"peat." For many miles in all direc-

tions there was nothing but vegetable

matter in all degrees of decomposition,

derived from both herbaceous and

woody plants. This accumulation of

"peat" extends around Lake Okeecho-

bee. It is interrupted and partly ob-

scured just back of the eastern shore

by a sand ridge which represents the

one-time bottom of the lake, blown out

and piled up by strong westerly winds.

At the southern and southwestern side

the accumulation of peat is more mas-

sive than elsewhere, varying from three

to fifteen feet in depth— or even more.

Although this form of decayed vege-

table matter is spoken of as "peat," the

basis of true peat, sphagnum and the

usual associated plants, does not enter

into its composition. Furthermore, it

is evidently not as acid as sphagnum
peat, for all or nearly all cultivated

crops may be grown on it in its virgin

condition. No preliminarj'' preparation

is necessary, except the loosening up of

the surface so that seeds may be

planted.

The natural plant covering is the

hardwood growth known in the south-

ern United States as "hammock." The
trees consist principally of cypress

{Taxodium), strangling-fig (Ficus),

pond apple (Annona), pop ash (Fraxi-

nus), and elder (Samhucus). The
growth is impenetrable except with the

aid of a machete.

From the vicinity of Moorehaven
around the southern side of the lake,

the "peat" formation is remarkable. It

resembles a gigantic sponge and walk-

ing on it is extremely tiresome. The
mass trembles under foot with each

step; yet, the concrete sidewalks, the

houses, and other structures in Moore-

haven are built directly on it.

We tied up to the bank of the Three

]\Iile Canal in town for a time, then

proceeded slowly down to Lake Hic-

pochee, where the canal terminates.

This lake is a beautiful body of water

to behold, with narrow and wide di-

mensions of about three and five miles

respectively. It is the source of the

Caloosahatchee Eiver, and consequently

one of the links in the chain of the

transpeninsular waterway. We navi-

gated our boat to about the center of

the lake without difficulty, but out

there we ran into a "Slough of De-

spond" of the most discouraging kind.

This was a mass of black "gruel" of

just the proper consistency to prevent

the "Barbee" from moving forward or

backward. To make things worse we
could not move the boat by hand, as a

pole pushed into the black mass would

sink to an indefinite depth without ap-

preciable resistance.

The propeller churned up this ink-

black loblolly, with the aquatic plants,

water moccasins, fish, and what not,

without making progress. But a vio-

lent electric storm with high wind came
to our assistance and blew us into a

gruel of less dense consistency, and by

degrees we drifted into deeper water,

whence we were able to make our way
back to the mouth of the canal. x\fter
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this experience we realized the force of

the information which had been given

us by an old boatman as we entered the

canal north of Moorehaven. He told us

we could not navigate the upper waters

of the Caloosahatchee River on a

shingle ! We do not think he exagger-

ated.

Once back to the canal, we sot to

work gathering live plants and herba-

rium specimens. It was interesting

collecting ground, not only on account

of the various strange plants, but also

because of the uncertainty of the foot-

ing. Of course, walking was out of the

question except where the dredge had

dug into the bottom of the lake below

the "peat" and thrown out some of the

sand underlying the decayed vegetable

matter. Even on this coating of sand

one could not tell when he would

break through and, in the twinkling of

an eye, find himself waist deep or up to

the armpits in the black loblolly— as

one member of our party can testify.

The intervening territory between

Lake Hicpochee and Lake Okeechobee

is a collector's paradise. ISTaturally,

water plants and marsh plants are

much in evidence. In the lower ground

arrowheads (Sagittaria)
,
pickerel weed

(Pontederia)
,

pennyworts (Hydro-

coti/le), persicarias (Persicaria) ,
pond

weeds (Potamogeton) , eelgrass (Vallis-

neria), and naiads (Naias) predomi-

nate. On the higher land, wild cucum-

ber (MelotJiria) was rampant, while

two kinds of mallows dominated the

landscape; curiously enough these

plants of closely related genera did not

occur much intermixed. In some

places, acres of open land as far as the

eye could see, were covered with an

almost pure growth of a species of

Kosteletzhya having rose-purple flow-

ers, while at other places, areas equal in

extent were similarly clothed with a

rose mallow (Hibiscus) which bears

myriads of large light-pink flowers.

We returned with the "Barboe'' to the

^loorehaven public dock for the night.

and the following morning set out

afoot for an examination of the coun-

try between ]\Ioorehaven and Sand

Point, about a dozen miles eastward on

the southern shore of the lake and

south of Observation Island. As we

proceeded, the wonderful phenomena of

the country gradually unfolded them-

selves. The natural features of that

region are duplicated nowhere else, and

unfortunately they are fast being de-

stroyed. After about two years of

the progress of civilization only rem-

nants of the once unique pond apple

hammocks and other plant associations

are left. Moreover, we found many
parts of the country aflre. Over a large

area fire had eaten into the "peat," and

numerous subterranean fires were re-

vealed by the smoke which came up
through craters where the substratum

had burned away and the superimposed

"peat" and ashes had caved in. The
same member of our party who the day

before had fallen into the loblolly of

Lake Hicpochee, fell into one of these

craters and was partly buried in the hot

ashes. Although this gentleman had

never, either by word of mouth or ac-

tion, led any of us to suspect that he

believed in mediasval theology, he him-

self was now thoroughly convinced that

if there was any place to be fallen into

he was the predestinated man.

Fires were so numerous that the re-

gion might well be designated "The
Land of a Thousand Smokes." ^ We
had smelled the smoke that drifted east-

ward beyond the middle of the lake dur-

ing the day and night we were hunting

for the lightless beacon.

We passed through sections of virgin

primeval forest, as well as through re-

gions partly denuded and regions wholly

denuded of all natural vegetation ; thus

we were treated to a panoramic view of

all the stages of devastation. Follow-

ing the final stage of destruction were

^ With apologies to Professor Robert F. Griggs
in The National Geo'jraphic Magazine for Febru-
ary, 1918.
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fields of potatoes, tomatoes, onions, and

other vegetables, hundreds of acres in

extent.

In some places pond apple trees and
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and harvosted each year wiiliiuit tlie

use of any kind of fertilizer. In many
of the clearings intended for the plant-

ing of cultivated crops, animal weeds

had appeared and were thriving. One

native weedlike ]ilant was conspicuous,

a pigweed, hdtimically known as Ac-

ni(J(i and popularly as "careless." This

aniuuil is a giant among weeds. It

produces in one season a stem often

more than twelve feet high and a foot

in diameter. It is usually much
branched, and bears myriads of flowa-rs.

Soil, aside from mere decayed vege-

table matter, however, was nowhere in

evidence. We passed over areas of what

had been formerly lake bottom, as well

as the cleared forest lands, and found

nothing but spongy "peat."

Later in the afternoon we collected

on the prairie-like regions west of

Moorehaven and also in the open places

in and about the settlement, which

probably a year or two before had been

covered with saw grass. It was inter-

esting to find how the garden flow-

ers which the settlers had brought in

I he ]»revious year had taken possession

of this untamed soil. Phlo.x {Phlox

Dniiinnoiidii), evening primroses (Ikdi-

nniniiid Druinmondii, liaimannia la-

ci II ill hi), blanket flower (Gaillardia)

,

zinnia (Crassina), and the flower-of-

an-hour (Trionuni) , all grew witli

greater luxuriance in this wild state

than I have ever seen them in culti-

vation. As a result of growing crops,

thei-e had escaped from the fields al-

falfa (Medicago sativa), tumble-mus-

tard {Norta aliissima), cowpea (Y'iijna

fdncnsis), beggar-ticks {Mcibomia pur-

purea), and several large grasses.

Having used up the time our sched-

ule allowed for our work here, w'c reluc-

tantly started back through the Moore-

haven canal for Lake Okeechobee. In

dredging this canal, which is really a

channel in the lake, there have been

thrown up high banks of a mixture of

white siliceous sand and sea shells, a

deposit that was formed when the re-

gion was the bottom of an ancient sea.

Although this material did not seem to

have any available plant food in its

Compare this picture of the sliores of Pelican Lake in 1917 with the photograph on page

684, showing the same area five years before (1913). The hammock has been destroyed, the

water has receded, the humus, dried and cracked, supports only a rank growth of coarse weeds.

Vast tracts in this region will be devoted to agriculture, but certain selected areas of imique

interest and value should be conserved under Government control
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composition, luxuriant vegetation had
sprung up on nearly every part of the

banks. Prostrate herbs, among them
Bramia, formed dense carpets; while

morning-glory vines {Convolvulus)

formed mats. Plumelike bonesets {Eu-

patorium) and a brilliant yellow core-

opsis covered large areas. A score of

other kinds of bright-colored flowers

were in evidence nearly everywhere. A
milkweed relative (Philihertella), a

stout vine, with stems and branches

seventy feet long or more, ran over the

shores and banks in much the same way
as the railroad vine {Ipomoea Pes-

Capri) grows on the seabeaches.

At the mouth of the canal we spent

several hours in lifting the "Barbee"

over the bar, as we had done when we

entered. After she glided into deep

water, we sailed up to the vicinity of

the mouth of Fisheating Creek and

then headed eastward for a point on the

opposite shore of the lake about mid-

way between Chancy Bay and Pelican

Lake, which course represented the

widest part of Okeechobee. We were

soon in ten feet of water and then made
rapid progress to the eastern shore.

Owing to the low level of the water,

there was a very wide sandy beach

partly carpeted with grasses and sedges.

The hammock begins about the top of

the ridge with a fringe of cypress.

Back of this is a dense growth of maple

(Acer), holly (Ilex), ash (Fraxinus)

,

and pond apple (Annona). The herba-

•ceous plant cover is so complete that

one rarely, if ever, sees the ground

upon which he is walking. One of the

more interesting herbaceous plants here

is the climbing valerian (Valeriana) , a

delicate vine with clusters of small

white or pink flowers'. Liverworts,

mosses, and ferns cover nearly all the

ground about the trees and also a great

part of the tree trunks themselves.

Several kinds of tropical ferns occur in

profusion, evidently owing to the pro-

tection afforded by the thirty-odd miles

of water lying to the westward. Every-

where we had been, both in the Ever-

glades and on the western shore of the

lake, vegetation had been killed or se-

verely damaged by the almost unprece-

dented "freeze" of the preceding Feb-

ruary; but on the eastern shore and in

the hammock swamps behind it, there

was not the least sign of damage from

the severe frosts, and vegetation was as

fresh and luxuriant as it apparently

had been for ages.

After sunset we weighed anchor and

proceeded southward to hunt for the

beacon that marked the entrance into

the lake of the West Palm Beach Canal.

Fortunately, this beacon was lighted

and we had no difficulty in finding our

way into the canal, where we tied up to

the bank for the night. At sunrise we
moved into the canal for a distance of

a couple of hundred yards, where sand

and humus were piled up higher than

elsewhere, and went ashore to explore a

magnificent hammock which clothed the

ridge that gradually sloped off into the

Everglades toward the east.

This hammock is picturesque beyond

description. The trees for the most

part are pond apple. The trunks are

strongly buttressed, apparently thus de-

veloped so as better to maintain an up-

right posture on the soft mud floor.

Herbaceous plants and vines are present

in abundance. The most interesting

vine is a species of dew flower (Coni-

melina), which grows in mats and in

dense masses, often, with stems and

branches more than half an inch thick,

climbing into the trees to a height of

from fifteen to twenty feet.

Here, too, the milkweed vine, instead

of growing on the ground, climbed into

the trees where it formed tangled

masses of stems and leaves on the tree

tops. We found evidence again, in the

presence of several tropical species of

epiphytic orchids on the pond apples,

of the protection afforded by the waters

of the lake against the cold westerly

Avinds. The tomato grew wild in the

hammock and was laden with myriads
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of fruits no laviior than a small cherrv.

Our cook gathered a supjily from which

he made us sonj) and stew, wliicli we

had for dinner as we started down the

canal toward the eastern coast.

After we reached the Everglades sev-

eral stops were made along the hanks

for collecting. The first was on the

southern bank of the canal at the head

of what was formerly Pelican Lake.

Four years ago this lake was one of the

most beautiful spots I had seen. When
cruising in Okeechobee in 1913 wc

spent an afternoon and a bright moon-

light night in Pelican Lake. Then it

was filled with floating islands of the

water hyacinth and water lettuce. It

was surrounded by beautiful pond apple

hammocks which were fringed with a

growth of water hyacinth and water

lettuce made up of plants more robust

and larger than had previously been

recorded. The hammock islands served

as immense heron rookeries and the

waters abounded in alligators of all

sizes. Today it is a waste. The lower-

ing of the waters of Okeechobee has

changed these conditions and, instead

of the paradise described, the exposed

bottom of the lake as far as the eye

could see supported a dense growth of

the large pigweed "careless" {Acnida).

The sight was disheartening.

Similar cases of unique areas that

should have been preserved for future

generations might be cited by the score.

Many localities whose natural features

are not duplicated elsewhere could

easily have been made state or federal

reservations, if the public officials had
had the proper interest in such matters.

In Florida, aside from Eoyal Palm
State Park, there arc no reservations

for the preservation of the natural fea-

tures, except those maintained by a few

interested individuals, and a partly de-

veloped national forest. Steps for pro-

tection of selected areas should be taken

at once by state or federal government.

It is not yet too late to save much.

As we started down the canal a

])lague of horsetlies overtook us. No
matter how numy we killed, their num-
bers seemed to increase. We passed

through still another plague : the Ever-

glades were covered with a moving mass

of giant grasshoppers, known in some

southern localities as "devil's horses."

They are from three to five inches long,

with stout yellow and black striped bod-

ies. They are too clumsy to fly and
their walk is decidedly awkward, and if

birds did not dislike them for some rea-

son, they would furnish a large food

supply. The assemblage was moving
northward. In many places the south-

ern bank of the canal was a living mass,

with myriads of grasshoppers in the

rear pushing those ahead into the water

where most of them were drowned. The
few that reached the northern bank
passed on into the Everglades.

Late afternoon found the "Barbee"

approaching the pine lands back of

West Palm Beach. At that point we
came upon a large dredge that blocked

the canal. Two boats that had preceded

us were also held up. The dredge oc-

cupied the width of the canal and was
in the act of digging a channel by its

side to let the boats pass. While we were

waiting for the completion of this chan-

nel, we were informed that the canal

ahead was closed, that the county of-

flcials at West Palm Beach, wishing a

road across, had filled in the canal and
carried the county road over instead of

building a bridge. In the face of such

brilliant engineering work, there was
nothing left for us to do but to turn

around and retrace our course through

the Everglades.

Although we had seen a part of the

Everglades which would have been de-

nied us had we known in advance that

our course was blocked, we were exas-

perated at the loss of time, and decided

not to stop until we reached Lake Okee-

chobee again. By continuous running
we came to the end of the canal some-

time between midnight and daybreak.

After a few hours' rest we set out to
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hunt for the mouth of the canal to

Fort Lauderdale. The channel between

Kreamer and Torry islands was too

shallow to be navigated and we were

forced to run to the westward of both.

Even out where formerly there had been

deep water we found only enough to

float the "Barbee," and all the way to

the southern end of the lake we slid

slowly along the smooth mud bottom,

which was almost as level as a floor.

At last a beacon hove in sight and we
thought our troubles had come to an

end, but as we neared it and turned,

into the indicated channel we ran up
on a mound of putty-like mud. We
decided that it was best for all mem-
bers of the party to jump overboard

and walk in different directions until

some one should step into deep water.

Thus, defying alligators and giant cat-

fish, not to mention other strange ani-

mals that might have been prowling in

the dark waters, we walked about that

part of the lake until one member of

the party reported deep water a quarter

of a mile to the northward. We gradu-

ally maneuvered the boat into this

deeper channel and finally found our

way to the head of the canal leading to

Fort Lauderdale.

As we entered the canal, truck grow-

ers begged us to carry their vegetables

to Fort Lauderdale; but we could not

assist them owing to the shallow wa-

ter. After we passed through the first

lock, in spite of our improvised water

ballast, the keel of the "Barbee" repeat-

edly scratched the tops of submerged

rocks. When we were within a few

miles of the lower lock, although run-

ning at slow speed, the keel struck a

rock a glancing blow. This turned the

boat toward the side of the canal, where

the projoeller hit a rock with force suf-

ficient to bend the shaft. The bend

was not sharp enough to prevent the

shaft from revolving, but each revolu-

tion was accompanied by an irritating

thud. In this condition we crept along

to the lock, where we tied up for the

night, and in the morning made Fort

Lauderdale by running the engine at

the lowest speed possible as well as by

taking advantage of the slight current

of New Eiver.

In order to save a day's time for

further field work and to care promptly

for the specimens we had collected, we
telephoned to Buena Yista for an auto-

mobile. As soon as it arrived the party

divided, and several members with the

perishable specimens hurried to Miami,

while others spent the day taking the

boat down the coastwise canal.

From the scientific standpoint the

cruise was successful beyond anticipa-

tion. The vegetation and structure of

a part of our country which is nowhere

duplicated were studied. Many geologi-

cal data were discovered from the de-

posits of fossil marine shells, and a

series of photographs obtained of scen-

ery and of plant associations which in

the near future will have ceased to

exist.



The Grafting of Tissues

PRACTICAL VAIA'K IN KKPAIRIN(i TllK WOUNDED OH DISKASHD HUMAN
BODY.—THKORETICAL VALUE, AND SOME OF THE FACTORS WHICH

CONTROL SUCCESSFUL TISSUE TRANSPLANTATION

]^y L E O L E B

Professor of Coniparative Patliology, Washington University Medical School, Saint Louis

THE graftino- of plant tissues is

a well-known and practiced

custom, one which has become

so important that should the practice

be discontinued, the present high grade

of our fruit orchards, for instance,

would completely disappear. Some re-

markable results have been produced

experimentally, such as the grafting of

the nightshade on to the tomato. The

great value, however, lies in the exact-

ness with which cultural varieties can

be propagated without the serious loss

of type characters that inevitably fol-

lows from reproduction by seed. All of

us are doubtless familiar with the re-

sults obtained by grafting a young twig

of the double rose on to the root of the

wild variety, obtaining thereby the

l)oanty of the former and the hardiness

of the latter.

In graftiiig animal tissues, trans-

]ilantations succeed better among the

lower animals than in higher classes,

just as the regenerative power for in-

jured or lost parts is on the whole

greater in the lower forms. The more
complex the organism, the more diffi-

cult it is to accomplish the transplanta-

tion successfully, the more must the

various factors which control the phe-

nomenon be carefully studied. Because

of the very practical importance in re-

placing lost or injured tissues in man,
much study and experimentation have

been conducted by scientists in order

to understand the process most thor-

oughly, and as a result of these studies

much has been learned.

Grafting of tissues is a procedure

used bv the surgeon in cases in which

there are defects somewhere in the body

which are very extensive. Without

grafting, such defects either would not

heal at all or they would leave a scar

whit'li might threaten to interfere with

the normal activity of the body. Dur-

ing the last four years, in dealing with

the ravages of war on the human body,

even the features of the face have been

built up of grafted tissues in many in-

stances. Defects in the skin are per-

haps most frequently treated by graft-

ing; but grafting of bone, tendon,

fascia, and fat tissue is resorted to in

certain cases.

It is therefore of great practical in-

terest to analyze the factors on which

successful grafting (transplantation)

of tissues depends.

But of much greater importance is

perhaps the theoretical interest that

attaches to grafting of organs. The
experimental method permits us to

place a tissue under conditions which

differ from those under which it lives

normally. We can vary such condi-

tions at will and thus we can obtain an

insight into the factors which deter-

mine the life and growth of tissues in a

normal as well as a pathological state.

It is a mode of investigation which

brings us in touch with the deepest

problems of biology and pathology,

namely, factors determining growth

and life itself. Many diseases are

caused by abnormalities in growth of

various tissues. In diseases of the

heart, liver, kidney, pancreas, thyroid,

and other organs, abnormalities of tis-

sue growth are often the underlying

factor.
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But there is in addition a disease

whic-li represents altogether an abnor-

mality of tissue growth. This is can-

cer. Cancer is an abnormal, excessive,

and continuous tissue growth or pro-

liferation. In comparing the conditions

which determine the growth of normal
tissues with those of cancerous tissues,

which latter we can graft in a way
very similar to normal tissues, we ob-

tain a deeper insight into the character

of cancerous growth.

In the following we shall limit our

discussion to a few of the factors which
come into play if we graft a normal tis-

sue from one animal to another or from
one part of the body to another part of

the same animal. The greater number
of the experiments in grafting tissues

are carried out in smaller animals, like

guinea pigs, rats, mice, and rabbits.

In transplantation of animal tissue

we are concerned in a general way witli

three conditions: (1) the character of

the host, that is, the animal or tissue in

which the graft is made; (2) the char-

acter of the graft, that is, the tissue to

be transplanted; and (3) the relation-

ship between the host and the graft.

We know that a wounded tissue will

heal much more rapidly and perfectly

in a young than in an old person.

There is something present in the

young that is deficient or wanting in

the old. Likewise a graft grows better

in a young host than in an old one.

This characteristic is particularly no-

ticeable in experimentation on trans-

plantable tumors in mice; it also ap-

plies, at least in certain cases, to the

transplantation of tissues that are not

abnormal. Experiments of this sort

indicate that the young animals differ

from the older ones in the character

of the substances circulating in the

body fluids. What then may these

substances be? Are they the ordinary

food constituents—the proteins, fats,

carbohydrates, and mineral substances,

or the two more elusive yet specific

substances known as "vitamines"'

—

both of which are necessary for main-

tenance as well as growth? Or are

they special growth substances such

as are known to exist in the corpus

luteum of the ovary, in the thyroid, and

probably in the pituitary gland ?

Although these questions cannot be

definitely answered at the present time,

the results of many and varied experi-

ments indicate that the advantage

which the young animal possesses is not

due to the quantity or quality of the

food stuffs but more likely to some sort

of specific growth substance. It has

been shown ^ that substances circulating

in the tadpole cause those remarkable

metamorphic growth processes which

occur in the life of the developing sala-

mander. Tissue grafted on a tadpole

from another tadpole undergoes meta-

morphosis at the same time as the host.

Experiment has determined that the

corpus hiteum of the ovary gives off at

certain times a substance which, circu-

lating in the body of the host, will

cause a placental structure to be pro-

duced. On the other hand, it has been

found difficult to graft tissues in ani-

mals bearing young, but here there are

indications that abnormal substances

are circulating in the body fluid which

exert an injurious influence on the

transplant, or perhaps neutralize, in

some way, the specific growth sul>

stances which are normally present.

The fate of the graft is dependent

also upon the character of the grafted

tissue itself. A good evidence of this

fact is that growing embryonic tissue

which is not yet fully differentiated is

more susceptible to successful trans-

plantation than adult tissue which is

fully differentiated.

In each organ there are formed dif-

ferent constituents which vary greatly

from one another in the ease with

which they lend themselves to trans-

plantation. On the whole, the simpler

structures, the ones developing first on-

^ Uhlenhuth. Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol, and Medi-
cine, Vol. XIV, 88, 1917.
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toiionotically. and also those strueturos

^vhiell have the greatest power to regen-

erate, best withstand the injuries re-

sulting from the process of grafting.

Thus, the excretory ducts are more re-

sistant tlian the secreting portion of the

glands, the small follicles of the ovary

are more resistant than the large fol-

licles, and the ordinary connective tis-

sue cells are more resistant than the

corpus hitemu.

The transplantability of tissues,how-

ever,is greater than is usually assumed.

The spleen tissue may live for a consid-

erable period of time, if transplanted

into near relatives. After transplanta-

tion of liver, carried out under favor-

able conditions, not only bile ducts and
connective tissue may survive, but also

the liver tissue proper. The liver cells

even may multiply by mitosis under

these conditions.

There exists a definite graded rela-

tion between the structure of a tissue

and the amount of unfavorable condi-

tions which such a tissue can tolerate

without being destroyed. Such unfa-

voraljle conditions are always present

after transplantation. Thus the ex-

cretory ducts can withstand a greater

combination of unfavorable conditions

than liver cells or the cells of the con-

voluted tubules of the kidney.

There are other more or less acciden-

tal factors which play a part in deter-

mining the result of transplantation.

It is found that after transplantation

of skin, the epidermis is destroyed in a

number of cases even under otherwise

favorable conditions, and this in spite

of the simple structure of the epidermis

which, as such, would readily lend itself

to transplantation. The presence of

hair (combined perhaps with the hard-

ness of the keratin, its chief constitu-

ent which is constantly produced by
growing epidermis) leads to its de-

struction. Almost invariably a piece

of skin transplanted subcutaneously

forms a cyst. Around the hair the

transplanted epithelium is injured and

the stimulus of the hair acting as a

solid foreign body causes the connective

tissue to grow. Along the hair this

connective tissue pushes into the cavity

of the cyst, gradually filling it and
causing a destruction of the epidermis.

Another accidental factor of impor-

tance occurs in grafting a lobe of the

thyroid gland when it sometimes hap-

pens that fat adhering to the thyroid

remains attached to the organ and is

carried into the host together Avith the

graft. The peripherally situated fat

tissue prevents the thyroid from devel-

oping and consequently there is pro-

duced a deficiency in acini in the

thyroid graft wherever fat tissue was
adherent to the thyroid proper. There-

fore great attention must be given to

removing carefully all extraneous tissue

in carrying out such transplantations.

Again, the fate of the graft is deter-

mined by the relationship between the

transplant and host. Each individual

belonging to a certain species differs

from every other individual in the

structure of certain proteins which are

a part of all, or almost all, of the va-

rious kinds of cells as well as of the

blood of each individual. Even chil-

dren usually differ from their parents

and from their brothers and sisters, in

this respect. Greater than between rel-

atives is the chemical difference be-

tween unrelated individuals; greater

still is the chemical difference between

different strains belonging to the same
species. White mice, for instance,

which have been bred in different coun-

tries and may be otherwise indistin-

guishable from one another, may show

marked chemical differences, while be-

tween different species the chemical

differences are greater still, and the

differences increase the farther apart

the species are in the genealogical sys-

tem. Thus the fate of the graft de-

pends upon the chemical relationship

between graft and host. Generally it

can l)e staled iliat the greater the chem-

ical difference between orraft and host.
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the greater will be the injury to the

transplanted tissue; this is especially

so in the tissues of the higher animals;

it is apparently less so in the phyloge-

netically lower organisms.

In mammals we find that, on the

whole, grafts can live indefinitely only

after transplantation into the indi-

vidual in which the tissues originated

(autotransplantation). Some excep-

tions occur, however, to this rule— as,

for instance, in the case of certain tu-

mors, which can live and grow in other

individuals of the same species; and

perhaps the same may hold good in the

case of a few particularly resistant tis-

sues. After transplantation into other

individuals of the same species (homeo-

transi3lantation) tissues usually die

after a period of transitory life the

duration of which varies in different

tissues and different individuals. Even
in nearly related individuals, grafts

have usually a mere temporary exist-

ence, although in most cases they live

longer than in individuals of the same

species which are not related. It may
be that occasionally the transplanted

tissue lives in a near relative as well

as it does after autotransplantation,

but such cases, if they occur at all, cer-

tainly represent only a small minority.

After transplantation into different

species, tissues live a very short time,

and they die the sooner the farther dis-

tant the species of host and transplant

are from each other. In invertebrates,

however, grafts may, under certain

conditions, live permanently even in a

strange species.

"We have reason to assume that the

chemical differences existing between

graft and host lead to disturbances in

the metabolism, or proper taking care

of the food, by the grafted tissues. Af-

ter transplantation into different spe-

cies (heterotransplantation) these met-

abolic disturbances are so marked that

the grafted tissues die either directly or

after a short duration of life. After

transplantation into other individuals

of the same species some tissues are in-

jured by the body fluids of the host to

such an extent that they also die as a

result of this chemical injury. Others,

however,—and this applies especially

to certain glandular organs,— suffer

only a relatively slight metabolic dis-

turbance in the new environment, a

disturbance which as such would be

perfectly compatible with the life of

the tissues. However, this metabolic

change in the transplanted cells attracts

the lymphocytes of the host, which now
invade the graft and help to destroy it

;

and, in addition, the connective tissue

cells of the host may produce more
fibrous tissue around a homeotransplant

than around an autotransplant and

thus interfere with the nourishment of

the graft.

These two factors bring about more
or less gradually the death of the trans-

plant in cases in which the body fluids

alone would not be sufficiently toxic to

produce this effect. In general, the

more sensitive a tissue is, the more

susceptible it is to the injurious ef-

fects of those toxic substances which

are present in all homeotransplanta-

tions.

While only autotransplanted tissues

can live indefinitely, the temporary life

of tissues taken from other individuals

of the same species, or preferably from

nearly related individuals, may be of

great practical importance, inasmuch

as it may permit the adjoining host

tissue to repair defects in a much more

efficient manner than could be accom-

plished through grafting of dead mate-

rial or tissues taken from different

species. The investigator is constantly

faced by new problems. Also he is

rewarded by new knowledge which

promises to throw light on fields which

apparently are far removed from that

of tissue growth. Thus tissue grafting

may serve as a method which helps to

clear up problems of immunity.



Charles Richard Van Hise (1857-1918)

HONORED FOR A LIFE DEVOTED TO SCIENCE AND PUBLIC WELFARE

-

TO RESEARCH, CONSERVATION, AND EDUCATION

By C H A M L E S P. B E R K E Y
Profossor of Geology, Columbia University

PRESIDEXT Chnrles Rieliard

Van Hise, of the University of

Wisconsin, whose death was re-

corded in November, was born at Ful-

ton, Wisconsin, May 29, 1857. He was

educated in the schools of Wisconsin,

including the University, so that he was

the product of a typical American pub-

lic school system. He became the best

known and most representative man of

his state and one of the best known edu-

cators of America.

The University of Wisconsin gave

liim the degree of bachelor of mining-

engineering in 1879; bachelor of sci-

ence, 1880; master of science, 1882;

and doctor of philosophy, 1892. Hon-
ors of many kinds were showered upon
him after he had made a world-wide

reputation as a scientist and had come
into prominence in the councils of edu-

cation. The degree of doctor of laws

was given by Chicago in 1903 ; Yale,

1904; Harvard, 1908; Williams, 1908;

Dartmouth, 1909.

He began his career as a teacher in

metallurgy, gradually changing to

niineralog}' and to geology, leaving that

ultimately to devote himself wholly to

executive and public service work. His
first appointment to the teaching staff

at the University of Wisconsin was in

1879 as instructor in metallurgy, in

which position he continued until 1883,

when he was made assistant professor

and in 1886 professor of metallurgy.

During part of this time, he was under
the influence of the late Professor E. D.

Irving, who was then preparing his

great monograph on "The Copper-bear-

ing Rocks of Lake Superior." This

association with Irving and tlie attrac-

tiveness of the field that he represented

final] V led to an entire change in his

life work and the field of his investiga-

tions. Under these influences he grew
to such mastery that with Irving's

death, in 1888, he was appointed to the

chair of mineralogy to succeed Irving.

His genius for structural geology and
the attraction of the very complex field

represented by the Pre-Cambrian rocks

which had engaged Irving, led him out

of mineralogy proper into this most ob-

scure and at that time almost unknown
field. The background that he had in

chemical principles gained in his metal-

lurgical experience and in mineralogy

was, however, a firm foundation for the

kind of work that he now set about and

in which he made a signal success. In

1890 he became professor of archoean

and applied geology. In 1892 he was

put in charge of the geology depart-

ment, in which position he continued

until he became president of the Uni-

versity in 1903.

His fame as a teacher and investiga-

tor and his recognized leadership in the

field of structural and metamorphic

geology made his name honored in tlie

annals of science, and his assistance

was sought by other educational institu-

tions and by organized surveys. He
was, for example, nonresident professor

of structural geology in the University

of Chicago for a period of ten years,

while caring for his own work at the

University of Wisconsin. He had been

connected with Irving on the Lake Su-

perior division of the United States

Geological Survey under Powell from

1883 on, and at Irving's death he suc-

ceeded to his position in that work also.

In 1900. he was put in cliarge of Pre-

Cambrian and metamorphic geology on

the United States Survey, with the

rank of geologist, which position he
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held until 1909. He was also at the

same time consulting geologist for the

Wisconsin Survey.

With his elevation to the presidency

of the University in 1903, the energy

with which he had developed his chosen

science largely transformed itself into

activities of a broader scope, connected

with the executive work of his own
institution, the welfare of the state, and

with commissions on many matters of

national importance. From 1908 to

1915 he was a member of the Wisconsin

State Conservation Commission; 1909,

a member of the Xational Conservation

Commission; 1912, chairman of the

Board of Arbitration between the East-

ern Eailroads and the Brotherhood

of Locomotive Engineers; in 1915.

chairman of the commission appointed

by the Xational Academy of Sciences

at the request of President Wilson to

report on the Panama Canal slides; in

1909, he was made one of the trustees

of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching.

He was a member of many societies

and influential organizations. Among
those representing his scientific rela-

tions are the Wisconsin Academy of

Science, Arts, and Letters, of which he

was president from 1893 to 1896 ; the

Geological Society of America, of which
he was president in 1907; the Ameri-
can Philosophical Society; and the

National Academy of Sciences, to

which he was elected in 1902.

He was the author of many scientific

and general articles. His most endur-

ing contributions were in the field of

geology connected with his elaborate

and vigorous investigations of the prin-

ciples represented in the complicated

and very ancient formations of the

Lake Superior region. The most im-

portant works of this type are : "Prin-

ciples of North American Pre-Cam-
brian Geology," 1896; "The Iron-ore

Deposits of the Lake Superior Eegion,"

]901 : "'A Treatise on Metamorphism,"

]904; and "The Geologv of the Lake

Superior Eegion," 1911 (with C. K.

Leith), all issued through the United

States Geological Survey. There are

many other titles, but more are unnec-

essary. It is worth noting, however,

that some of these titles represent very

elaborate pieces of work instead of sim-

ple articles; for example, "A Treatise

on Metamorphism," listed above, repre-

sents a great Monograph, Volume 47,

of the United States Geological Survey,

which is a quarto volume of 1286 pages.

President Van Hise has exercised a

peculiarly pervading influence on geol-

ogy, largely by reason of his genius for

constructive investigations in a field of

very varied relations and his ability to

bring an obscure and baffling lot of

data into an organized system. The
principles that he emphasized or re-

worded and the applications of them
that he made and suggested have modi-

fied the whole product of geological

workers in those particular fields ever

since his work became known. But his

contribution to his chosen science and

his influence upon his associates is al-

most equaled by his success in the

broader field of administration and

general public service. It has fallen

to few of the scientists of our day to

see his own work so widely used and so

generally appreciated as is the work of

Van Hise. His death came in the

midst of his activities and before any

of his remarkable powers were dimmed.

He was a man of positive convietiou

and vigorous expression, but, with it

all. he kept so rigidly to the true scien-

tific attitude in his zeal for truth that

he roused few antagonisms and made
practically no lasting enemies. His

own native state—more than that— all

America, and the whole world for that

matter, wherever contributions to sci-

ence and to conservation and to educa-

tion are appreciated, may well honor

the name of Van Hise, who throughout

an active life has been a great contribu-

tor both to knowledge and to public

welfare.



A World of Billions

Hy W. W. K K I'] X, M.l).

Kiiieritiis rrofcssoi- of Surt;t'!"y, JcITitsou Mi'dical Collpge, i'liiUuli'lpliiu
;

Mn.itir Mt'ilii-;il Coi))s. I'liiti'd States Army

"With the passing years, I am more and more impressed with tlie wonderful 'moclianism' of Nature,

which to me bespeaks— God." [Quoted from letter to the Editor.]

OCCASIOXAT.r.Y it is a -ivat

relief to turn away for a sea-

son from a review of the Great

War with all its horrors, atrocities, and

sorrows, and think about some wliolly

detached subject. Our ])assions are

stilled, our emotions subdued, and <»iir

minds are freshened for a time

"Does the title suggest the Lil)erty

Loans?'' you ask. N'o, not that. "Then

the number of bushels of various grains

in our harvests?" No, not that. "Then
it must be the number of dollars spent

every year or month or day Ijy the va-

rious belligerents ?" No, not even that.

You will hardly guess it. It came to my
mind in this wise.

Not long since, one morning as I was

shaving, it suddenly occurred to me
that there were only two means by

which we could actually measure the'

growth of any part of the human body

from day to day—the finger nails and

the hair. During the Civil War. 8. Weir

Mitchell, George R. Morehouse, and

I often compared the rate of growth,

especially of the finger nails, for ex-

ample, in cases of gunshot wounds of

the great nerves of an arm, or of

paralysis of one half of the body. We
stained one or more corresponding

nails on both hands with nitric acid or

nitrate of silver. The new growth of

the nails would be free from stain and

would show the relative rate of growth

on the two hands at a glance. But the

growth of the nails is too slow to be a

satisfactory index of daily growth. On
the contrary, the hair, and especially

the beard, grow so ra])idly that in

twenty-four hours tlic stuMiv nut-

i^rowth of each hair is ]im'j: (iinii'jli to

lie easily >rri]. It gives one an imtifly

a|)|>carance. "Unshaven" is equivalent

to neglect of the proprieties, one might

almost say, of the decencies of life. As
I thought of it while my razor was rasp-

ing away the hair, I reflected that it in-

troduced me into "a world of billions."

P)iit til is immediately brought to my
mind another instance of multiplied

billions, not the billions of cells in solid

suljstances like the hairs, but the bil-

lions of cells in that life-giving fluid

—

the blood.

As is Well known, the blood consists

of a liquid in which float the red blood

cells or blood "corpuscles." These are

round, disklike cells about Ysooo of an

inch in diameter. Besides these red

cells there are other cells called the

"white cells" or "leucocytes." These

number several thousand in a cubic

millimeter, but though of great im-

portance, physiologically and pathologi-

cally, we may disregard them in our

census of the blood cells.

My friend, Prof. John C. Da Costa,

Jr., of the Jefferson Medical College, at

my request has furnished me with the

following estimates

:

The total amotmt of blood in a man
weighing 144 lbs. and in good health

is about 12 pints. The number of red

blood cells in each ctibe of blood meas-

uring only one millimeter (l-^r, of an

inch) on each side is about 5.000,000.

Sometimes this rises to 6,000,000, T,-

000.000, or even 8,000,000 in a cubic

millimeter. The number of red blood

cells in one pint is, therefore, on tln'

lowest basis, approximately ]n.-.M(i.-

iino.doo.doo. that is. ten thousand, two

liuiidi'(M| and roi'ty In'llions.
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A VOLUNTEER IN THE
UNITED STATES ARMY

1861

Major Keen received his first

commission in the United States

Army on July 1, 1861. In 18G2-

1864, he served in the Ascen-

sion and Eighth Street geu-

eralhospitals at Washington,

D.C.,the Satterlee Hospital,

and with Drs. Weir Mitchell

and G. R. Morehouse in

the Hospital for Nervous

Diseases and Injuries at

Turner's Lane, Philadel-

phia. When the United

States Medical Reserve
Corps was established in 1909

he immediately volunteered

for service and was commis-

sioned First Lieutenant. In

April, 1917, his rank was raised

to that of Major

MAJOR W. W. KEEN
1917

Major Keen, of Philadelphia, is

a man of international reputa-

tion and a pioneer in many
branches of surgery. The
foremost brain surgeon of

America, he was one of

the earliest to operate upon
brain tumors. He has been

connected for many years

with the Jefferson iledical

College of Philadelphia, as

lecturer and professor of

surgery, and is a member of

many of the leading scientific

idiieties of this country and

Eurf>pe. (This portrait and

the above reproduced through

tlie courtesy of Houghton !MiiSin

omxiany)
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Remarkable Activity ix the World
OF Billions

The number of these red blood cells

destroyed and renewed every day in the

ordinary activities of life cannot be ac-

curately estimated. But we can get an

approximate idea.

No physical or menial process can

be accomplished without the destruc-

tion and regeneration of millions, or

more likely of billions, of these blood

cells in bringing oxygen from the lungs

to burn up waste tissue and to aid

in building up new cells and new tis-

sues.

You lift an arm, you eat a meal, you

reason about anything—every one of

these actions means the using up of the

cells in the muscles of the arm, or of

the muscular cells of the walls of the

stomach, and the cells of the glands

producing gastric juice, or of the cells

of the brain. The blood is one of the

agents in effecting these various pro-

cesses, and billions upon billions of its

cells are used up every day.

The loss of blood in accidents,

wounds, and operations must be made
up quickly in order to keep us in good

health. In an accident or in any se-

rious operation the loss of blood may
easily amount to a half tumblerful, a

tumblerful, or even more. A tumbler

holds six ounces. A loss of half a pint,

eight ounces, is not very uncommon.
In a serious accident, such as a shell

wound in France, attended with great

hemorrhage, the loss might amount to

as much as three pints—about one

fourth of the estimated total amount in

the body. Bierfreund estimates that such

a loss may be made good in four weeks.

In three pints of blood there would be

about 30,720,000,000,000, that is,

thirty thousand, seven hundred and
twenty billions of blood cells. In every

hour of the four weeks then there would
be a regeneration of more than 45,000,-

000,000 of cells, or more than 760,000^-

'000 cells every minute, day and night,

for four weeks

!

Not only are the blood cells destroyed

and regenerated at this enormous rate,

but all the tissue cells which make up
the muscles, the bones, the brain and
nerves, the liver, pancreas, spleen, kid-

neys, are being destroyed and regener-

ated day by day.

Confessedly these figures are only ap-

proximate, but even if they are, the

impression of the enormous cellular ac-

tivity of the entire body is justified. Is

it not a wonder that the body does not

get tired of doing such hard and never

ceasing work ?

But to return to the beard and the

growth of each hair, which introduced

us to the world of billions. The amount
of daily growth of the beard may vary

possibly from man to man, with health

and illness, with the seasons, with the

quantity and quality of the food, pos-

sibly from race to race, or with differ-

ent latitudes from the poles to the

equator. Even different parts of the

beard grow at different rates—toward
the margin of the beard near the eyes

the growth is less rapid than on the

cheeks and the upper lip.

The number of hairs in the beard it

is impossible to count, but let us as-

sume that it would probably be say

5000 on an average face. Then we
must remember that the beard is only

a small portion of the hair on the hu-

man body. Besides the hair on the face

there are the hairs on the head, in the

eye-brows and eye-lashes, and finally

the fine lanugo or soft hairs which
overspread the entire body, growing to

groups of long hairs in the armpits and
other parts of the body, but disappear-

ing entirely on the palms of the hands
and the soles of the feet. With age, we
men at least, usually lose the hair on
the top of the head which becomes bald

over a smaller or larger area. On the

ears the hair often increases markedly
in length after middle life. Even in

women a mustache not uncommonlv
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develops sometimes to an almost disfig-

uring degree. I have seen in some male

patients the ordinarily fine hairs over

the body, arms, and legs develop into a

hairy coat over nearly the whole body,

quite comparable with that of the lower

animals.

My problem was: How much does

each hair of the beard grow every twen-

ty-four hours ; how many new cells are

thus produced in each hair ; and finally,

what is approximately the total number

of new cells produced in the beard each

day?

Eecently I collected the fragments of

hair which I had shaved from my face

and asked Professor AUer G. Ellis,

of the Jefferson Medical College, to

measure them and if possible give

me an estimate of the number of

cells per hair which must have grown

on my face in twenty-four hours. He
found that each hair had grown about

one millimeter (^5 of an inch) in

the twenty-four hours, and that the

number of cells in that length of one

hair would be about 10,835. This

would indicate a growth of more than

450 cells every hour, day in and day

out. This, remember, is for the new
growth of only one of the hairs shaved

off. If now we accept 5000 as the num-
ber of hairs on the face alone, that

would mean 14,175,000 new cells had

grown every twenty-four hours, or

nearly 600,000 cells every hour, or

10,000 cells every minute in the beard

alone. Cut the figures in half if you

wish. The fact is just as marvelous.

If we broaden the calculation to the

hair all over the body, growing on the

head at probably a somewhat slower

rate and still more slowly all over the

rest of the body, we would have a world

of billions upon billions of hair cells, as

of blood cells, produced every day.

The same enormous activity is seen

in the destruction and restoration of

the cells in many glands such as those

that secrete the saliva which flows so

abundantlv when we chew our food : in

the glands of the stomach, for its share

in the digestive processes ; in the glands

lining the entire twenty-five feet of the

intestine, producing the intestinal juice

(succus entericus) so important in di-

gestion. To these are to be added the

enormous activity of the accessory or-

gans of digestion, such as the liver,

which secretes about twenty-five ounces

(about IY2 pints) of bile every day,

and the pancreas, which pours out a

large quantity of pancreatic juice to

aid in digestion. To these must again

be added the activity of the kidneys

and of the millions of sweat glands.

These two—the kidneys and the sweat

glands— curiously enough are much
alike. The skin might be called a kid-

ney unrolled and spread out over the

surface of the body, and conversely, the

kidneys two portions of rolled-up skin

placed within the atrdDmen.

In emergencies the skin may actually

perform the function of the kidney.

When I was a medical student— in the

long, long ago, now verging upon sixty

years !— I had in my own person a

striking example of this "vicarious"

action of the skin when my kidneys

"struck work." I was very ill with a vio-

lent tonsillitis and a high fever—how
high I do not know, for it was before

the days of the clinical thermome-

ter ( ! ) , but I should judge that it must

have been 104° to 105° F. Lying in bed,

I perceived a most disagreeable urinary

odor. I first thought it was due to the

neglect of the maid. But this proved

not to be the case. I soon observed

whenever I brought my hands near

to my face as in taking a drink of

water or using my pocket handkerchief

that a whiff of this disagreeable odor

was pronounced. Then I deliberately

investigated the condition of my skin

and found that it was doing nearly all

the work of the kidneys—a most dan-

gerous condition, which might easily be

followed by uremic coma and speedy

death. Prof. J. M. Da Costa, who was

attending me, at once took the most
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vigorous means to stimulate the kid-

neys. These remedies, with hot drinks.

a sharp purgative, and abund;mt drink-

ing of water soon averted the dangLT.

In the ease of some patients the ttrca

excreted by the skin has actually

formed crystals on its surface.

How many billions, trillions, and

quadrillions of cells in the blood, the

hair, the innumerable glands of the in-

testines, in the liver, the pancreas, the

kidneys, the brain, and the skin perish

and are replaced every day no one can

possibly estimate. That svtch huge

armies of cells serve us every day, every

liour. every minute of our lives day and

night, in sickness and in health, and as

a rule in orderly sequence so that the

balance of health is maintained, or in

case of illness is restored, gives one an

idea of the wonderful mechanism of the

human body—nay, of the whole animal

and even of the vegetable kingdom, for

only by the same nice adjustment of

number and function of cells to the

needs of the body of the man or the

animal or the plant can health be main-

tained.

Moreover, the great strength of these

minute cells is wonderful. We are all

familiar with the bricks or even the

heavy flagstones around the trunks of

trees on our sidewalks which are lifted

and tilted by these same little cells

growing slowly but inexorably. I well

remember seeing in the old churchyard

at Jamestown, Virginia, a full-grown

sycamore tree which had split a great

bowlder in two. The little tree had
found a chink into which it had insinu-

ated its slender stem. Then these

myriad Lilliputian cells, slowly but

steadily increasing in number, had
gradually thickened the tree trunk and
finally had rent the stone asunder.

II

The Orgaxizatiox of the World
OF BiLLIOXS

Every plant and every animal, in-

cluding man himself, starts from one

niicroscopic wW which multiplies in-

(Icliiiitcly uiiti! the number mounts to

millions and hillions. The rapidity of

ilii.- gniwtli in siunc instances is almost

inconccixalilc. 'I'lic cholera bacillus

nnilii|ili('s I'rdni mic to two; these two
di\i(lr inid lour; these four into eight,

sixteen, and so on every twenty min-
uU's. In seven hours, provided it has

room enough and food aplenty, one

single cholera bacillus would have more
than 2,000,000 descendants, and three

hours later more than 1,000,000,000,

and so on. These 1,000,000,000 in

twenty minutes would become 2,000,-

000,000; in twenty minutes more 4,-

000,000,000. In twelve hours after the

first single cell with which we started

had begun to multiply, its descendants

would number about 64.000,000,000,-

000, sixty-four thousand billions of

cells. What would the number be in a

week or a month

!

Or again, consider the silkworm. In

thirty days after being hatched from
the egg it increases in weight 15,000

times; that is 500 times its original

weight every day. We can get a more
impressive idea of what this means by
comparing it with a human baby.

Were the same rule to hold, a baby

weighing seven pounds at birth would
weigh 3500 pounds the very next day,

and when a month old would weigh

105.000, or more than fifty short tons,

which, however, could hardly be called

"short weight." If you will pardon the

abominable but expressive argot of the

street, that would be "some baby." But
we may be somewhat consoled by re-

membering that both mother and nurse

would be of corresponding elephantine

bulk—made to "fit the job" as the ex-

ponents of efficiency would say.

But this is a gross, unimaginative

way of looking at such a phenomenon.
'WTien we analyze it seriously, what a

wonder world we enter upon ! How
these little silkworms must feed, feed,

feed ! Think of the abounding life of

each microscopic cell. Every one has
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to multiply itself five hundred times in

every twenty-four hours. Yet all goes

on in an orderly manner, according to

the law of its being, but with incredible

swiftness, day after day.

In the development of a human or an

animal body the increase is far more,

however, than a mere numerical in-

crease, although that in itself is a won-

derful phenomenon. Among these mul-

titudinous cells a wholly new factor

soon comes into view. They do not all

continue merely as multiplied dupli-

cates of their predecessors but they be-

gin to differentiate among themselves.

Some will become first cartilage, that

is, gristle cells, and later, when the

blood carries to these cartilage cells

lime and phosphorus and other mineral

ingredients, these cells bathed in the

liquid portion of the blood will pick out

each its own required mineral com-

pounds and will turn from soft, flexible

cartilage to stifi', yet elastic bones—the

skeleton of the animal.

Other cells will remain soft but will

select those ingredients which are nec-

essary to form the muscles—that is, the

red flesh of animals or the white and

dark meat of birds. These muscles

acting on the bones as levers will move
them so that we can lift the ribs and

by the diaphragm depress the floor of

the chest and thus aid further in ex-

panding the lungs for inspiration ; then

we reverse the action, depress the ribs,

compress the abdominal viscera, and so

push up the diaphragm, thus compress-

ing the lungs for expiration. Thus the

alternate processes of breathing—

a

continuous function essential to life

—

are carried on. We are also enabled to

regulate our breathing and our vocal

cords in such a manner that we can

speak or laugh, swallow or sing.

Still other muscles attached to our

jaws permit us to eat, others to our legs

allow us to move about, others to our

arms and fingers fit them for labor or

other useful functions.

But these muscles do not move of

themselves. They require a stimulus

connected with the center for our men-

tal organization. Thus then the need

for a nervous system—in fact, as I

shall show, for two interdependent and

correlated nervous systems. The first

of these two systems is composed of the

brain, the spinal cord, the nerves

emerging from the latter, and the spe-

cial end-organs in which the nerves

terminate. From the skin by means

of these special organs at the ends of

the nerve fibers, impulses start and are

carried to the brain. In the brain they

are appreciated, for instance that the

finger is in contact with a source of too

great heat. The brain quickly decides

that the finger must be withdrawn, and

sends down to the proper muscles the

order to retract at once. In such a

case, long before the whole of this brief

description has been read, the muscles

have executed the order. This is but

one example of a voluntary movement
resulting from a sensation.

The second nervous system consists

of the sympathetic system. At certain

important points collections of nerve

cells are gathered into small bodies

called ganglia. These ganglia are con-

nected with one another by a large

number of nerves. The familiar ^'solar

plexus" just in front of the spine at

the level of the "pit of the stomach" is

the largest and most notable collection

of such ganglia.

The nerves of the sympathetic sys-

tem are distributed to the muscular

cells in the walls of every artery in the

body. This muscular coat consists

chiefiy of circular fibers, which, by their

contraction and relaxation change the

caliber of the arteries and thus regu-

late the supply of blood to all parts of

the body according to its needs.

For example, the eye is a very fa-

miliar instance. When a cinder gets

into the eye, in a short time the white

of the eye becomes very red or 'l^lood-

shot," but returns to its normal white-

ness as soon as the foreisrn bodv is re-
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moved. The sudden redness of a young

girl's "^'blushing"' cheeks is caused in the

same way.

Again, when we have eaten a meal,

the stomach needs a very large and

sudden increase in its supply of blood

to elaborate the large quantity of gas-

tric juice required for digestion. In-

stead of a rather dirty looking brownish

yellow appearance, as when it is empty,

the stomach (like the eye) at once be-

comes of a bright red color from the

dilated blood vessels. As soon as the

meal has been digested, the nerves

stimulate the circular muscles of the

arteries. By their contraction these

immediately lessen the caliber of the

blood vessels, and less and less blood

reaches the stomach until at length the

supply is only enough for the ordinary

demands of the stomach in its period

of inactivit}^, and it has reverted to its

original brownish yellow color.

These sympathetic nerves are dis-

tributed not only to the muscular coat

of the blood vessels but to many other

muscular fibers which are involuntary,

that is, not controlled by the will. We
have an excellent illustration of this in

the iris, the circular colored disk in the

eye with a hole in the center which we
call the pupil. This is constructed like

a wheel with a circular hub and radi-

ating spokes. The "hub" consists of

circular muscles which, by contracting,

narrow the pupil to a pin point. The
spokes are radiating muscular fibers

which pull the pupil wide open. We go

out into blinding blazing sunlight. For
a moment we wink and blink, or have

to shade the eyes by the hand or by
closing the eyelids. But in a few sec-

onds the muscular fibers of the hub
contract strongly, the pupil narrows
down to a pin point, and the eye is

automatically protected from the in-

jury which it would otherwise suffer.

On the contrary, we go into a darkened

room. At first we may stumble over

the furniture which we cannot see on
account of the small amount of li^jit

oiiloring the eye through the minute

pui)il. In a few minutes the pupil

has been dilated by the "spokes," or

radiating fibers, to a maximum, and
we can see everything with perfect clear-

ness.

All these changes, be it observed, are

perfectly involuntary. They are ac-

complished for us, and in fact, in spite

of ourselves. We do not order the

l)lood vessels to dilate when a meal is

oaten, or order them to contract when
it is digested. We do not order the

pupil to contract or dilate according to

the brightness or the dimness of the

light. In fact we cannot by any possi-

bility control the caliber of the blood

vessels of the stomach, or the size of the

pupil. It is all done for us whether we
wish it or not. And it is most fortu-

nate that this is so. Suppose it had
to depend on our conscious volition.

Suppose, tired out and hungry, we ate

a hearty meal and fell asleep ! The
stomach would get no increase of blood,

there would be little or no gastric juice

secreted, no digestion would take place.

What endless confusion there would be !

Before long we should surely perish!

In the case of the pupil, the bright

light might easily seriously damage the

eye, or we could never see in a dimly

lighted room.

In this rather long discussion we
have almost forgotten that we were con-

sidering the differentiation of the rap-

idly multiplying cells into bone cells,

muscle cells, and cells forming the

l)rain, spinal cord, and nerves to con-

trol the voluntary muscles, and the

sympathetic nerves to control the in-

voluntary muscles.

If we examine a chicken embryo, we
shall find even as early as the third day
the well-recognized and differentiated

parts of the organs of sight, of hearing,

and of smell. When we remember the

ultimate excessive complexity of these

organs, especially of the eye and the ear

in num, this faculty of differentiation

causes our wonder and astonishment to
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become intense. By it cells that at first

could not be distinguished from one an-

other eventually develop into cornea,

iris and pupil, lens, and retina—the

retina alone having ten different layers !

—and the strong and tough outer pro-

tecting fibrous envelope of the eye ; the

three bony semicircular canals of the

internal ear lined with their soft mem-
brane, the wonderful spiral cochlea in

which are distributed the nerve fila-

ments forming the ultimate organ of

hearing; the three little bones of the

ear attached to one another and by

flexible membranes to the internal ear,

and externally also to the drum of the

ear.

And as if all this were not enough,

there are certain other cells which be-

come segregated— shall we say segre-

gate themselves?—from the others and

develop on an entirely different plan

from any of the others. Some of them

form a long hollow tube, the esophagus,

followed by a dilated part, the stomach,

and then the intestines. The stomach

has a wholly different function from

all the rest of this long tube, which

is about twenty-five feet long in man
and far longer in some of the lower

animals. The stomach portion of the

tube suddenly narrows again at the py-

lorus, the outlet from the stomach into

the small intestine, and finally widens

anew into the large intestine. Through-

out its length this digestive tube is

lined with different sorts of glands to

aid the different stages of digestion.

Connected with this long digestive tube

are two large accessory solid organs

—

the liver to secrete bile, the pancreas

(the "sweetbread" in animals) to fur-

nish a juice to aid digestion.

At the same time other cells are

segregated at one point to form the

spleen. Its function is still, in part, as

yet obscure. Its presence is not essen-

tial to life for many times it has been

removed, and the patients get along

without it, as they do also without any

gall bladder or appendix.

Still other cells are segregated into

two masses of cells which form the two

kidneys. The character and function

of these cells become wholly changed.

Their secretion is wholly different from

that of the glands in connection with

the mouth (for saliva), in the stomach

(for gastric juice), in the liver (for

bile), in the pancreas (for pancreatic

juice), in the intestine (for the intes-

tinal juice) all aiding in digestion, that

is, in the nourishment of the body. The
cells of the kidney select from the blood

such of the waste products as otherwise

would accumulate in the blood and

quickly threaten life. Hence their

enormous importance. As a surgeon I

would far rather operate on a patient

with very grave heart disease than on

one whose kidneys were seriously out of

order.

The sweat glands of the skin as I

have already pointed out are analogous

to the kidneys, and supplement, or may
even replace them.

All the stages of development of all

these different tissues have been dili-

gently worked out, chiefly in the ferti-

lized egg of the hen. One can abstract

an egg from an incubator at any defi-

nite time, one hour, two, three, four

hours, or on the second, third, fourth,

fifth day and so on, carefully open the

egg shell, harden the embryo chick in

certain fluids and then cut it into very

thin slices which are kept in their serial

order. These "serial sections" are so

thin that the light easily passes through

them. This enables us to study each

one in detail. They can be cut also

lengthwise, crosswise, or obliquely. By
these means the embryologist can ex-

amine each section, each system, each

organ, or even a part of any organ. By
suitable stains one can differentiate

and study the individual cells of the

various tissues.

Occasionally accident will furnish a

htiman embryo in which similar exami-

nations by similar methods may be

made. These absolutelv establish the
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fact that the dovolopment, as studied

in the chick and otlier lower animals

and in tlie human nviim and cmlti'vo.

follows exactl}' siniihir lines. .Similar

organs develop in similar ways. The
wliole vertehratc kingdom from the

lowest aninuil consisting of only one

cell to nuin, follows the same general

l)lan although varying in details from

animal to animal, and growing more

and more complex as we ascend in the

scale.

Ill

The Wonderful Powers Implicit,

i.e. Ixfolded ix the Fer-

tilized Ovum

Having reviewed the enormous num-
her of cells in the blood and the body

—

whether of man or other animals—and

their orderly development by differ-

entiation in structure and function, it

will be of interest to consider the won-

derful powers implicit— that is to say,

which are infolded— in an ovum. These

powers remain latent until fertilization

takes place. Then they immediately

start up into amazing activity. We can

best study it in the development of the

chick in the fertilized hen's egg as just

indicated. From the moment when the

hen begins to sit, hour by hour, there

begins and goes on during the whole

period of incubation (twenty to twenty-

one days) the most marvelous growth

and development. Within even the first

three days there is developed, in the

growth from the one single cell, a mass
in which can already be distinguished

the front, middle, and hind parts of the

brain, the starting points of the eyes

and the ears, even the pulsating heart

can be seen, divided at first into only

two separate halves. There is a begin-

ning of the circulation of the blood.

What will become the lungs, the liver,

and the pancreas are recognizable.

Later the fore and hind limbs of quad-

rupeds, the wings and legs of birds, or

the arms and legs of the human body
begin as little buds. The cartilages of

the ilii:ils (lingers and toes in man)
M'oii rolliiu. Foster and Balfour^ say

tlial (Ml llic lll'tli day "the embrvo (if

a hird does imi mattn-ially diU'er in

its eai'ly ]>liases I'l'om that of a reptile

or a mammal, even in the points of

structure which are most distinctively

avian"' (that is, characteristic of birds).

By the sixth day the distinction be-

comes clear.

In all this apparent "hurly-bui-ly," as

when a cell in the silkworm multiplies

itself 500 times each day, or less swiftly

in the cases of vertebrates, there is an

orderly, almost uniform development

of each animal after its kind.

For a moment let us limit our-

selves to the consideration of the liu-

man body and ovum. Look at the

.symmetrical and asymmetrical organs

of the body. We have two ears, two

eyes placed always in front and not at

the side of the head as in the fly, the

horse, and many other animals, always

at a certain distance apart, within a

very slight maximum and minimum
range; two ears, two arms, two legs,

two lungs, two kidneys. Even the nose

is symmetrical ; but the two nostrils are

fused into one central organ. The
tongue also is composed of two sym-

metrical halves fused together. The
bones of the head are as a rule in pairs,

right and left, or if in the middle. line,

they have originated in two symmetri-

cal halves as in the upper jaws (maxil-

la) which are not fused together, while

in the lower jaw (the mandible) the

two halves are permanently united for

its special function of biting and crush-

ing the food. The ribs, right and left,

correspond to one another. The com-

plete or ideal vertebra consists of a body

and a pair of ribs which are also joined

together in front, not directly but indi-

rectly, by means of the sternum or

breast-bone. In the neck the ribs are

suppressed, but have their representa-

tives in little processes or knobs of

hone. In the loins (the lumbar
^ Elements of Embruolooy, p. 275.
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region) there are also no ribs, but their

representative vestiges are even more

marked than in the neck.

Asymmetry rules chiefly in the inter-

nal organs. Most of the heart lies to

the left of the mid-line of the body. As

already stated it begins as two separate

halves, which soon fuse into one heart

with four cavities, two auricles and two

ventricles. Each of these four cham-

bers has a different function but all

four are coordinated into one beauti-

fully regulated organ. The heart is

one of the most wonderful pieces of

mechanism in the world, more powerful

in proportion to its weight than any

Baldwin locomotive, more delicately

constructed than the finest watch; an

organ, which must do, and

—

mirahih

dictu!— does do its own repairs while

busy at its work. It knows no Fourth

of July or Christmas or Easter holiday,

never even can know the joy and relief

of sleep, "^tired nature's sweet restorer."

It begins its orderly, reiterated contrac-

tions and relaxations long before birth,

and they cease only at death. It must

continue them in health and in sick-

ness, when its function is often sadly

disturbed. In mid-career let it stop for

but a few moments and death comes

swiftly, almost instantly.

Sometimes, oddly enough, by a very

early irregular development, asym-

metrical organs are transposed, and

then, as in "Le Malade imaginaire,"

"nous avons change tout cela" is liter-

ally true. This is very rare, so much
so that in a long and active professional

life, I personally have never seen a case.

When it occurs, the heart, stomach,

and spleen lie on the right side, the

liver and appendix on the left, and the

large bowel reverses its course, running

upward on the left side.

In this enormously complex machine,

far more complex than any of man's

making, a machine, all parts of which,

like the heart, must be repaired without

the omission of an hour's or even a mo-
ment's work, it is not surprising that

things sometimes go awry. The wonder

is rather that they almost always de-

velop aright. Nature is persistently

conservative. To this conservatism we
owe it that most people are practically

normal. Especially fortunate is this

conservatism during the early develop-

ment of the embryo. Then, every cell

is working feverishly and at top speed,

and a minute divergence of, it may
be, even a single cell, followed by a

progressively greater and greater di-

vergence from the normal in its de-

scendants, would produce an arrest of

development here, or an error of de-

velopment there; but only occasionally

is there such a failure of orderly or of

complete development. The result is

a local, or even, it may be, a general

failure in normal growth. If there is

one deformity, therefore, there are very

apt to be others.

The saddest of all of these errors of

development are those cases in which

there has been a defective development

of the brain and hence a mentally de-

fective child. How many scores, or I

might even say hundreds, of such chil-

dren have been brought to me with the

fond delusion that, "He is naturally an

unusually bright child, you know, but

with a pressure on the brain." How
often have I had to dash unfounded

hopes to the ground ! The children

have been brought to me in the confi-

dent expectation that I could cure them
by a surgical operation that "would re-

move the pressure on the brain." An
explanation that the defective develop-

ment was by no possibility to be laid

at the door of either the father or the

mother, but that the defect was pre-

natal, and had long preceded birth has

often afforded the distressed parents

some little comfort, although it can

never wholly remove the heartache.

The only hope for such children is in

educating the more or less blighted fac-

ulties ; a long continued, expensive bus-

iness, and often with but a slight im-

provement as a reward for years of
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parental devotion. In other cases, siieli

as cleft palate, harelip, and clubfoot,

surgery holds out relief by operation.

Let us now go back again to the

single cell of tlie fertilized ovum in

which the human or animal body al-

ways begins. We have seen its develop-

ment into many billions of cells which

have become differentiated from one

anotlier and have formed many differ-

ent tissues (bone, muscle, or nerve),

and many different organs (brain, eye,

ear, liver, or kidney), in which the ulti-

mate cells differ enormously from one

another, although all have had this

common origin in the single cell of the

fertilized ovum.

Think for a moment of the enormous

powers latent in that single little micro-

scopic, primordial cell ! Nothing that

I know of can for a moment compare

Avith it. If we know its origin we can

foretell its development into a horse, a

bird, a fish, or a human being. We can

foretell that it will show the racial

traits of its parents to a greater or less

degree : the white skin, the black skin,

the yellow skin ; the straight hair or the

curly hair ; the oblique or the horizontal

eye; the racial nose of the Eoman, the

Greek, the Hebrew, or the Negro; the

high cheek-bone of the American In-

dian. There are marked physical re-

semblances in many, if not in most

cases, even to the features of the parents

and the brothers and sisters which in

turn may be transmitted to the next

generation. Nay, more, in that tiny

cell are contained the forces that make
not only for the physical structure and

the intellectual characters of his race,

but also for those of his nation, and it

may be, of his particular family. In it

are contained in posse, and if fertilized

and developed, in esse, the powers of a

Newton, a Shakespeare, a Franklin, or

an Abraham Lincoln.

Why should the little bud which is to

become a human arm always develop at

exactly the right place and not grow
out on the front of the chest or on the

back nearer the spine? Why should the

human arm grow to its proper length

and then stop, instead of growing far

longer as it does in our simian ances-

tors? Why should tlie two arms (and

the two legs) always grow to virtually

the same length ? Why should the hu-

man body grow for about twenty years

and then stop growing?

The answer is evident. In that sin-

gle, primordial cell there existed a

force, a law of orderly development

which compelled all these phenomena
to take place, and to take place at the

proper situation and in the proper se-

quence; and, when the proper time

came, the laws enshrined in that pri-

mordial cell said to the lengthening

arm and the heightening frame,

"Stop," and they stopped

!

As a rule each tiny egg develops in

an orderly normal way the characteris-

tics of its particular breed of ancestors.

The sheep's ovum will develop into a

timid adult, while that of the lion will

be courageous and cruel; in the differ-

ent breeds of horses one ovum will de-

velop into a powerful draft horse,

another into a fleet race horse ; if it be

a dog's ovum it will develop, it may be,

into the swift gre3diound, the fierce

bulldog, or the fawning spaniel. If this

be true of horses, dogs, and cattle,

should it not be true of men ? I firmly

believe in the virtues, and alas, as the

Great War has revealed them, in the

vices, inherent in different breeds of

men and of nations. Good blood is a

great asset whether in horse or man.

I confess I stand in awe before such

manifestations of power packed, one

might say, into such a microscopic

space. To me there is no other expla-

nation of such a mighty gift save from

an Almighty Giver—the Fountain of

Life, the ever blessed God. I bow be-

fore Him in reverence and also in

gratitude that we live in a world of

such wonderful Order, instead of a

world of blind Chance.



Characteristic coast scene of Bermuda.— The Bermuda Islands :iy in liiii.stiiin- tdiiuiMi through

the centuries by coral polyps; the islands rest on the top of a suboceanic volcano. This discovery

was made in deep well boring

"The Flora of Bermuda": A Review'

By JOHN W. H A R 8 H B E R G E R
Professor of Botany, the University of Pennsylvania

THE Bermuda Islands have long at-

tracted the American tourist because

of their accessibility to New York

City by a regular line of fast steamers. The

number of visitors has been reduced greatly

since the present war began, but there is

every reason to believe that the popularity

of these islands will be restored when the

final treaty of peace is signed. There are so

many attractions that it is hard to know

where to begin in enumerating them. The

blue sky and still bluer sea, rivaling the Bay
of Naples in depth of color, the coral reefs,

the bathing, the boating, the sailing, and the

deep-sea fishing have long been famous. The

geologist has been attracted by the interest-

ing matters connected with the formation

from the ground-up remains of corals and

calcareous seaweeds of the rocks, the sands,

the soil, and the limestone caverns with their

stalactites. The character of the sinks and

picturesque cliflfs has also appealed to him.

^ The Flora of Bermvda, by Xathaniel Lord Britton,

718

The recent discovery, described by Dr. Brit-

ton in the introduction of his book, that the

limestone cap lies on top of rocks of volcanic

origin, as revealed by deep well boring, is a

matter of intense interest. The visiting

geologist is informed that of the 1400 feet

penetrated by the boring, the first 360 feet

are in the limestones of the usual character

known in Bermuda. Below them for 200

feet, soft yellowish to brown, often clay-like

rocks are met, whose nature indicates that

they are more or less decomposed volcanic

tuffs. Below them blackish to gray compact

volcanic rocks are found, of andesitic and

basaltic appearance. The study of the sec-

tion made from a chip indicates that this is

a lava, and, though considerably altered, an

augite-andesite. This rock continues without

essential change in character for the remain-

ing 800 feet penetrated. The zoologist is

fascinated by the beautifully colored fishes,

by the sea anemones, the holothurians, the

pp. xi, 585, New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1918.
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coral polyps, the Amphioxus, aud the i)hos-

phorescent insects and sea auiinals, which

light their ghostly lamps as the short tropic

twilight begins to blot out the distinctness

of the landscape.

The botanist and the lover of plant life,

to whom this volume will appeal most

strongly, are interested in the scenery of

Bermuda at once, as the steamer, after a

voyage of two days and two nights from

New York across the Gulf Stream, ap-

proaches the archipelago. The hill slopes are

clothed with the deep verdure of the pre-

vailing Bermuda cedar broken here and there

by cultivated fields and clumps of the native

palmetto. The blue sea penetrates the land

here and there, and the promontories are

characterized by the location of attractive

villas and planted grounds. The white roofs

of the cottages are seen above the tops of the

ubiquitous red cedars. The student of plants

finds that he can travel readily to all parts

of the island group by the fine roads, which

are kept in excellent repair by the liberal use

of the crushed limestone rock.

By the use of the manual which Dr. Brit-

ton and several collaborators have given us,

he can soon learn the more important native

plants, which species have been introduced

and escaped from cultivation, and which are

grown in the fine gardens of the native Ber-

mudians. The eleven species of indigenous

flowering plants soon become old acquaint-

ances; some of them are common, as the blue-

eyed grass (Sisyrinchium Bermudiana), which

appears in color as the frontispiece of the

manual and the color of whose flower is at-

tractively reproduced on the covers. The

four endemic ferns, including the maiden-

hair (Adiantum helium), as well as the

mosses, lichens, and algae, have no doubt

been collected by him, if in search of a rep-

resentative collection of the native plants.

He soon learns by a study of the Flora of

Bermuda that about 80 per cent of the na-

tive land plants inhabit the West Indies, or

southern Florida, or both. About 8.7 per

cent of the total native flora is endemic,

there being 61 species in Bermuda or its

waters not known to grow naturally any-

where else in the world. The number of in-

troduced and completely or partly natural-

ized species is about 303. The number of

species of cultivated plants which either

grow now in Bermuda or are recorded as

having grown there, is 864. The number of

native si)ecies known, those tiiat have reached

Bermuda independently of human activities,

including the flowering plants, ferns and

fern allies, mosses and hepatics, lichens,

;il^;i', ;iihl t'lingi, is at least 700.

r^laiiy of these forms are illustrated, so

that with a description of them, and a fine

bibliography and glossary, the visitor should

not be at a loss to learn a great deal about

the vegetation without undue expenditure of

effort. The lal)or which the author has ex-

pended in the field, in the herbarium, and in

the library, will render easier the labor of

others, who may undertake to investigate

other phases of the plant life of the archi-

pelago. A more detailed study of the fungi

and the diatoms is a desideratum, which, un-

less investigated by some person resident in

Bermuda, must sooner or later be undertaken

by some visiting mycologist or diatomist.

The species of the Bermuda flora are ar-

ranged under their respective families, and

the handy keys under each family group,

with the line drawings given in the text, will

enable the tourist lover of plants to identify

the greater number of those of the islands

which will be met in excursions from place

to place, from St. George at one end to Ire-

land Island at the other. The more interest-

ing facts about the plants have been incor-

porated. The reader of the book will find,

for example, interesting facts about vari-

ous trees.

The endemic palmetto (Sabal Blaclc-

hurnianum), for instance, is common in all

but saline situations, and the plants differ

greatly in size, depending on soil and situa-

tion. This palm, which shows hourglass con-

strictions of its stem, was first named botani-

cally by Glazebrook in 1829 in the London

Gardener's Magazine, 5 :54 and there illus-

trated. The specific name was given in

honor of a Mr. Blackburn, in whose collec-

tion in England it was then known, but all

record of its origin had been lost, other than

that it came into possession of his grand-

father in 1737. It is now frequent in green-

houses in Europe and occasional in West

Indian gardens. Its closest relative is prob-

ably Sahal Palmetto of Florida, the Baha-

mas, and Cuba, from the seeds of which,

brought to Bermuda by floating, it may have

sprung through isolation. Baskets of many

kinds, hats, dish-mats, napkin-rings, fans

and other small articles are made from the

bleached leaves. An intoxicating beverage
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called "Bibey" was formerly distilled from

its fruit.

The yellowwood, or satinwood (Zanthoxy-

lum flavuyn), native of Florida and the

West Indies, was widely distributed in Ber-

muda many years ago, but nearly extermi-

nated by cutting for its valuable lumber,

which was exported to England. This busi-

ness was restricted by gubernatorial procla-

mation as early as 1632. Old records prove

the occurrence of large trees in Cooper and

Ireland islands prior to 1693. The large

tree recorded by Governor Lefroy as 30%
inches in girth about 1872, was, in December,

1912, 331^ inches (83 cm.) in girth. It bears

Lefroy's initials (EHL). This tree flowered

and fruited abundantly in September, 1913.

The olive appears to have been introduced

prior to 1612, being one of the first Old

World trees brought to Bermuda. In 1661

the Bermuda Company ordered it widely

planted, but it never became the basis of an

industry. Lefroy states that some of the

trees planted in 1661 were standing about

1875. This may very well apply to the an-

cient tree still in perfect condition at Nor-

wood, and perhaps to one at Walsingham.

The fruit produced in Bermuda is small and

of inferior quality, averaging only about

half an inch in length.

Critical studies, which Dr. Britton has

made of all the plants described by him, will

enable botanists to make the first careful

comparison of the Bermuda plants with

those of regions near by in order to deter-

mine the evolutionary processes involved in

their differentiation as new forms. A ques-

tion might be asked in this connection : Is

the "age and area" hypothesis of WilUs

verified in an intensive study of Bermudian

plants, such as has been presented in this

volume on the flora?

The visitor from the Eastern United

States will find such familiar plants as the

narrow-leaved cat-tail, eelgrass, Spanish

bayonet, weeping willow, bayberry, red

mulberry, pigweed, four-o'clock, chickweed,

life plant, red and white clovers, garden nas-

turtium, flax, poison ivy, Virginia creeper,

tamarisk, sea lavender, persimmon, oleander,

French mulberry, henbit, heal-all, spearmint,

peppermint, Jamestown weed, mullein, rib

grass, chicory, shrubby fleabane, seaside

goldenrod, and many others. These and a

number of the common weeds of Europe,

which are cosmopolitan in their distribu-

tion, win give him a floral nucleus on which

to begin a more detailed examination of the

Bermudian vegetation.

Dr. Britton's book will be indispensable to

all those persons, whether native Bermudians

or otherwise, who wish to become acquainted

with an interesting, near at hand, oceanic,

insular flora.

The pink flowers of tlie bay bean i^tafiUiut: tmrata) give color to the sand dunes and sea

beaches through nine months of the year. The original seeds probably floated to Bermuda from the

West Indies or Florida



" Personal Identification"

i^,v ].. n. s r L L 1 \'A X

M'
OST systems of identification are

connected in our minds with crimi-

nals and are dismissed as being un-

important for honest men and women. The

attitude of the public generally to the prac-

tice of finger printing was well illustrated

by the reaction of the alien enemies, espe-

cially the women, whose finger prints and

photographs were recorded at the time of

registration. Some felt that they were

eternally disgraced, and others, with relief.

believed they had very narrowly escaped the

electric chair itself.

Such a conception is very unfortunate.

The criminal side is but a small part of the

whole problem. To one case involving a

criminal, there are a dozen in which the in-

dividual to be identified has committed no

wrong.

Personal Identification, by Professor

Wilder and Mr. Wentworth, besides serving

as a very complete handbook of the technique

of the various systems of identification, aims

to correct some of the fallacies in the minds

of people and to prove the usefulness and

even the necessity, to every individual, of a

method which will furnish absolute identifi-

cation.

The various systems so far a^lopted are

discussed in turn and their merits weighed.

It is pointed out that there are times when

the name and the aspect of the face and

figure are not sufficient for identification.

There may be a duplication of features and

expression. Photographs often fail to es-

tablish identity because features and expres-

sion may change in the course of time.

Marks, scars, and tattoo, while valualde

within certain limits, are cumbersome to

record and classify.

How far anthropology has progressed is

shown by the fact that even if only a skull

or other part of the skeleton is found it is

possible to give in some detail a description

of the sex, size, and race to which the indi-

vidual it represents belongs.

The Bertillon svstem of accurate measure-

ments of the body and head, supplemented

l)y descriptions of the hair and of eye color,

is very valuable, and in the greater number

of cases establishes identity. Several in-

stances are noted, however, in which two

individuals presented very nearly the same

measurements and proportions throughout.

But for a final and conclusive means of

LOOP .

Courtesy of Richard G. Badf/er

All the designs formed by the ridges on the ends

of the fingers can he classified under some one of

these four general types. If it is desired to de-

scribe a design further than merely calling it a

loop or a whorl, it can be done with reference to

the "delta"' or triangle, shown in the cut by the

conjunction of the heavy black lines. The arch

has no delta, while the whorl and composite both

have two. In the case of the loop, for instance,

a count is made of the number of ridges found be-

tween the delta and the central ridge of the

loop or the "core" (which in this case is three).

Consideration is also given to the direction in

which the open end of the loop points, whether

toward the little finger or toward the thumb side

of the hand, known respectively as the ulnar and

the radial sides. Then, assuming that the loop in

the drawing is from the right hand, it is de-

scribed as a radial loop with a count of three

' PerxonaJ Irlentifiration. Milhoilx ior the Identification of Jndividua's, Lirinn or Dead. By Harris

H. Wilder, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology, Smith College, and Bert Wentworth, Former Police Commis-
sioner, Dover, N. H. Published by Richard G. Badger, Boston, Mass. 1918. 374 pages, 150 figures.
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Courtesy oj Richard G. Bad;jer

Photographs from Scotland Yard of three men who so

closely resemble one another that they might easily be

mistaken for the same person. Their thumb prints, however,

show such marked differences that no one would have trouble

in identifying these at once as having been made by dif-

ferent individuals. One advantage in the use of finger

prints for identification in criminal work is owing to the

fact that the friction ridges are formed of sweat pores whose
oily secretions keep the fingers sticky, so that whenever a

man handles an object his fingers leave an impression, espe-

cially as he is likely to require a sufficient use of his sense

of touch to preclude his wearing gloves. Sometimes faint

imprints are developed by applying powder with a camel's

hair brush, black or white according as the impression has

been made on a white or dark surface. The powder is then

blown off. There is always danger of damaging the im-

pression, however, and efforts are being made to discover

some method of staining it with chemical fumes. The
certainty of the identification has recommended this method
not only to the police for criminal investigation, but also in

some instances to banks and to the Government for the army
and navy. The authors of Personal Identification advocate

that a national registration of finger prints be made with

the birth or school registration of the entire population

identification the authors find that the use

of the configuration of the friction skin (best

known in the form of finger printing) alone

fulfills all the necessary requirements. If

the reader will glance at the palmar sur-

face of the distal joint of the fingers, he

will observe that the ridges which make up

the skin texture form very definite patterns.

In general these patterns may be distin-

guished as loops, whorls, arches, or com-

posites. In detail there is no limit to the

range of variation in these patterns. The

loop opening toward the inner side of the

hand (ulnar loop) is the most common
pattern. It occurs on the right middle finger

in 74 per cent of cases. Yet it

is overwhelmingly improbable

that this pattern, as found on

the finger of any one individual,

exists in all its details on any

other finger at the present time,

or has ever been duplicated in

history.

The points in favor of this

system of identification may be

summed up as follows: it is

individual and impossible to

duplicate in another indi-

vidual; it is permanent; it is

marked in four imj^ortant and

convenient places (hands and

feet) ; it is easy to record and

classify; and objects which a

man has touched often retain

a legible record from which his

identity can be established.

This system has been in use in

criminal courts since 1895, and

not a single judicial error can

be imputed to it.

Finally much stress is laid

on the value of a national

identification bureau in which

the i)alm and sole prints of

every individual would be re-

corded. Such records would be

invaluable in establishing the

identity of individuals having

a lapse of memory, lost chil-

dren, in granting passports,

travelers' cards, travelers'

checks, identifying pensioners

and beneficiaries of various

sorts. It would also be valu-

able in maternity hospitals in

identifying babies. In banks

it could supplement signatures and prevent

forgeries. In the case of illiterates it would

eliminate the "mark." Chinese coolies and

other undesirable citizens could in this way
be detected. The system is already in use

by our Government in identifying soldiers

and sailors. Famous paintings and other

works of art could be so marked that they

could not be counterfeited.

The whole subject, which in parts is fairly

technical and complicated, is made very clear

and decidedly interesting by the numerous

incidents taken from the authors" experiences

or from records of widely known police

courts and police commissioners.



Report on the Work at Aztec

THE season's excavating at the ruined

pueblo located at Aztec, New Mexico

(continuing last summer's ^vork de-

scribed in the November Joukxai, liy Mr.

Karl 11. Morris, in cliarge of the work), be-

gan June 16 and continued with but two days'

interruption until October 17. Heavy storms

twice stopped the work but otherwise the

weather was londucive to the very best en-

deavor. Owing to lack of spring rains and

practically no fruit crop, the farmers of the

valley would have been obliged to look else-

where for work had there been no excavating

this season, so that an abundance of labor

was available and of a quality unusual be-

cause of the intelligent personal interest

taken by the men. The problem of clearing

the rooms successively and restoring the

walls as the digging progresses is one reciuir-

ing the best of planning and execution. The

large floor beams firmly imbedded in the

walls, when broken by the weight of falling

floors and walls from above, have been torn

out and the walls twisted and shaken, so that

the mason in charge must exercise consider-

able care that no harm comes to the workers

and that the restoration is inade as speedily

as possil:>le. It required three masons and

two helpers each to keep up with the work.

The number of men employed easily aver-

aged twenty-five a day and most of the time

three teams were kept busy hauling away

the rock and earth.

About fifty rooms and three kivas were

dug out (emptied) and the diameter of one

other kiva determined which is the largest

in the pueblo and more than forty-six feet

across on the floor level. The last week's

work brought to light rooms on the court

facing south which were plastered in bands

half white and half red, and in one room

under the outer layers of white piaster were

found incised figures in the harder gray

plaster. They resemble the well-known pic-

tographs of the cliff and caves. A satis-

factory colored Lumiere process picture was

made of this wall.

Of the burials uncovered the most in-

teresting is that of an infant on its papoose

carrier. Pack rats had removed many of

the bones. Over a layer of corn husks, cobs,

aiul otlier refuse was placed a worn reed

mat and upon it another perfect one, the

cradle and child being then deposited on the

mat near one side. With this were found in

perfect condition a small basket, a tiny boot

moccasin, the buckskin covering for the head

piece, fringed and decorated with horizontal

bands of colored porcupine quills, and a

bird bone necklace strung on white buckskin.

A ceremonial stick and parts of a wooden
baby cradle were not far away.

The work at Aztec has progressed so far

as to warrant some definite historical con-

clusions. Pueblo occupation of the vicinity,

either continuous or intermittent, lasted

through a number of centuries. The great

community house came as the culminating

architectural achievement of a long period

of growth and development, and itself went
into partial ruin at least once and perhaps

twice, with subsequent repair and reoccupa-

tion. The first builders completed the in-

tended size and form of tlie fortress village

and dwelt in it for generations, if one may
judge from the bulk of refuse which ac-

cumulated during their occupancy, and from
the fact that, during this interval, silt and
sand raised the country level along the north

side three feet above the foundations of the

walls. Then, either because of neglect or

entire abandonment, many quarters of the

structure partly collapsed, filling the lower

rooms with debris.

Later, as a result, perhaps, of an increase

in resident population, but more probably as

a consequence of the migration of clans, the

partly fallen walls were repaired, new floor

levels were laid, and additions were made to

the structure on the court side; that is, the

dwelling was made to accommodate a greater

number of people than had ocnipied it at

any previous time.

Again, after a lapse of many years, the

population dwindled to a mere handful. It

seems evident that the few remaining fam-

ilies were conquered by a hostile band or

tribe, which went from room to room of the

community house, intentionally setting fire

to the ceilings. The ensuing conflagration so

damaged the stronghold that it was not

again reoccupied.—Clark Wissler.
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Since the last issue of the Journal, the

following persons have been elected members

of the American Museum

:
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E. L. Mayer.
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W. Aldrich, Maurice Goldsmith, Hugo

S. Joseph, Henry Lambelet, Arthur W.
Lawrence, Seth Low, Henry Morgenthau,

James E. Newcomb, Adolph Obrig, Wil-

liam M. Polk, Annie D. Eawson, Charles

F. Schmidt, Misses Emily L. Cornell,

Emma B. Hopkins, Martha K. Humphrey,
Florence L. Pond, H. Townley, Doctors

Nelson H. Henry, Austin W. Hollis,

Richard Jordan, Mozart Monae-Lesser,

Eugene C. Mowry, Mefford Runyon,

Messrs. C. Edward Billquist, George P.

Conger, Jacob Dashew, Waters S. Davis,

Wm. L. Fish, Lorenzo M. Gillet, W. V.

Griffin, Percy L. Guiterman, Henry B.

Hall, Chas. C. Harris, Geo. A. Harris,

Richard Harris, Julius Heilner, C. H.

HooLE, F. T. Howard, George Leland Hun-

ter, J. A. Jeancon, Thos. W. Johnson,

DeWitt Clinton Jones, Arthur J. Kahn,
Oswald J. Karsch, Fred Kaufman, Au-

gustus W. Kelley, William M. Kern,

Wilhelm Koch, Gustav Lange, Jr., John
Langton, J. W. Lee, Jr., Henry Leon, J.

C. Leslie, Louis Levi, C. Seton Lindsay,

Charles S. Lippincott, Howard J. Lyons,

James McCourt, James R. R. McEwen,
Wm. H. McGee, Edward A. MacManus,
J. G. C. Mantle, William Marburg, Isaac

F. Marcosson, Langdon Parker Marvin,

Herbert Mead, Jr., Felix Meyer, George

D. Milne, William G. Moller, C. D. Mon-
tague, A. Cressy Morrison, Philip J.

Mosenthal, Moss Ferris Moses, Floyd W.
Mundy, Henry B, Newhall, Jr., Edward
Plaut, Wm. C. Popper, Max Richter, John
E. Rousmaniere, R. Schuster, Fred. W.
Shibley, Sol. D. Silberstein, W. N.

Ste'\'ens, E. M. Townsend, and Edward P.

Tysen.

Associate Members, Mrs. D. S. Stanley,
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Miss S. K. Pierce, The Hon. Franklin
Ferriss, Doctors Thomas M. Bull,

Thomas B. Futcher, The Rev. James Ban-

croft, The Rev. Wm. M. Chapin, Messrs.

Albert Babcock, Louis H. Barker, R.

Dale Benson, Jr., William Binney, Louis

H. Bregy, W. B. Brooks, Percival Chrys-

TiE, Walter J. Comstock, Frank Battle

Dancy, Sr., William C. Dart, Foster B.

Davis, William Ely, Chas. G. Fitzgerald,

M. Gillet Gill, Rufus K. Goodenoav, Erik

H. Green, Wm. E. Guy, R. Brooke Hop-

kins, B. C. Howard, Robert H, Keiser, I.

H. Lionberger, W. N. Matthews, Paul H.

Miller, M. Ib Nyeboe, Alqnzo Price, C. W.
ScuDDER, Joseph Nicholas Shriver, David

S. H. Smith, J. Edward Studley, Rush
Sturges, Knox Taylor, and Ashbel T.

Wall.

The American Museum is a beneficiary

under the will of the late Mrs. Russell Sage.

The amount of this bequest is not as yet

definitely known.

On December 18 a gathering of members

and friends of the American Museum in con-

nection with the Red Cross Christmas Roll

Call, presided over by Prof. Heury Fairfield

Osborn, was addressed by Miss Kathleen

Burke of the Scottish Women's Hospital,

and Dr. Woods Hutchinson, of New York

City. Colonel Burke, for she was recently

made colonel of the 138th Field Artillery,

in the United States Army, pictured scenes

of the suffering in Belgium and France.

She brought home to her audience the state

of mind of the Allies in Europe, a state of

mind that is still unknown to this country in

its remoteness from German barbarities and

the terrors of war.

Dr. Woods Hutchinson spoke of the work

of the medical profession in the war. On
account of his position as a sanitarian,

the military authorities of the allied armies

furnished him with facilities for viewing the

medical work of the army in all its phases.

The marvelous efficiency of modern surgery

is demonstrated by the fact that 92 per cent

of all wounded have been saved, while 80

per cent have been returned to the firing

line. So skillfully has the surgeon accom-

plished his task that not more than 4 per
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ceut of the woiuukHl will be crip2)kHl. These

figures, Dr. Hutchinson pointed out, were the

basis of the Germans' conclusion that inas-

much as a doctor, by returning about a

thousand men to the front every few weeks,

was worth to the Allies a battalion of in-

fantry, the Medical Corps and the Red Cross

were a fair target for artillery and aero-

plane. At least two thirds of the hospitals

Dr. Hutchinson visited had lieen bombed.

He spoke of the woik of rtM-onstriirtion and

reeducation in France, a work whicdi has

been so marvelously accomplished that three

fourths of the crippled soldiers who have

been taught new trades are earning more

than they did before the war.

The American Museum will perpetuate the

memory of Sergeant Charles Connolly who

lost his life in the heavy fighting in France

in July, by planting a grove of fruit trees

on the Ourcq near Chateau-Thierry.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory through the department of public

education has prepared eighteen lectures for

use by the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion in encampments at home and abroad.

These consist of stereopticon slides and

manuscripts prepared by various exjalorers.

The Museum has mainly borne the expense of

the preparation of these lectures. The cost,

however, has been materially reduced by the

volunteer help of the young women of

the department of public education, who

have contributed their services in coloring,

l)inding, and captioning the slides of the

lecture sets, and also in arranging and

captioning about four thousand slides that

were presented to the Young Men's Chris-

tian Association for war work.

A HOSPITALITY room, or "canteen," for

men in uniform has been established by the

American Museum of Natural History on

the first floor of the building near the main

entrance.

The American Museum War Relief Asso-

ciation has "adopted" two war orphans for

the period of one year, through the Belgian

Relief Commission for Babies and the Fund
for the Fatherless Children of France.

Christopher Schroth, of the registrar's

office in the American Museum, greatly dis-

tinguishetl himself in the fighting of the

last few mouths of the war, receiving eight

citations. He has recently been awarded the

Croix de Guerre for exceptional bravery in

action.

The annual meeting of the New York

Academy of Sciences was held at the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History on the

(>vening of December 16. The annual ad-

dress by Professor S. A. Mitchell, of the Uni-

versity of Virginia, was delivered in the audi-

torium under the auspices of the American

Museum, the New York Academy of Sciences,

the American Scenic and Historic Preserva-

tion Society, and the Institute of Arts and

Sciences of Columbia University. Professor

Mitchell spoke on the general subject of

eclipses. He drew particular attention to

the great uncertainty of observation, men-

tioning instances in which parties had been

dispatched half around the world at great

expenditure of time and money, only to fail

in obtaining any results on account of

weather conditions. A feature of the obser-

vations made at Baker, Oregon, was the

attention paid to portraying the corona.

Through the interest of Mr. Edward Dean

Adams, the services of the accomplished

artist, Mr. Howard Russell Butler, N.A., had

been obtained, and a painting was made

that portrays the corona better than has ever

been done before. The finished painting was

exhibited in Memorial Hall of the Museum,

together with the sketches on which it was

based.

The American Museum will continue its

Second Asiatic Zoological Expedition for

another year. The first expedition sailed

from the United States in March, 1916, and

the second in June, 1918, both under the

leadership of Mr. Roy C. Andrews, of the

department of mammalogy. So far Mr. An-

drews has canvassed especially the Chino-

Tibetan border and western tropical China

as far as Burma. He is at present in Peking

and proposes, as soon as the spring weather

arrives, to proceed to Urga in northern Mon-

golia. This town is situated near the junc-

tion of two life zones, the Siberian and the

ilongolian and Central Asian, and will ac-

cordingly make an ideal base camp. In this

region Mr. Andrews expects to take moose,

elk, wild boar, and other large game. After

a four months' stay in northern Mongolia,
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he hopes to hunt big-horu sheep along the

Chino-Mongolian frontier. The species of

mountain sheep found here is large, with

horns measuring sixty inches. In following

out the present program the expedition plans

to be back in New York some time in Feb-

ruary, 1920.

The Eoyal Society of London, at its anni-

versary meeting on November 30, reelected

as president Sir J. J. Thomson, of Trinity

College, Cambridge, and professor of i^hysies

at the Eoyal Institution, London.

The British Museum is considering re-

opening exhibits which have been closed dur-

ing the war, and placing again in their cases

those objects which were of such value as to

necessitate their storage in the basement for

safe keeping from damage by Zeppelins.

One wing of the building is still occupied

by government offices.

Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn,

president of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History, has been awarded the Darwin

Medal by the Eoyal Society of London.

The following is quoted from Science, De-

cember 27 : "The Darwin Medal is awarded

to Dr. Henry Fairfield Osborn. Dr. Osborn's

chief work has been in palaeontology, and, in

connection with it, he has organized many
collecting expeditions to the early Tertiary

rocks of the west. One of the results of his

work is the more precise determination of

the relative ages of the extinct mammals in

North America, and that has led to a cor-

relation between the order of succession of

the Mammalia in Europe and in America.

A good deal of this work was summarized in

his book The Age of Mammals in Europe,

Asia and North America, published in 1910.

In 1900 Osborn had come to the conclusion

that the common ancestors of Proboscidia,

Eirenia and Ilyracoidea would be found in

Africa ; and the correctness of this view has

since been confirmed by Dr. [C. W.] Andrews'

discoveries in the Egyptian Fayum. Amongst

the more important of Osborn's contributions

to our knowledge of extinct vertebrata are

his memoirs on the rhinoceroses, the horses,

the titanotheres and the dinosaurs. In addi-

tion to all the work he has done personally,

Dr. Osborn has had a wide and most bene-

ficial influence upon biological research in

North America, and he has pjroduced a

flourishing school of younger vertebrate

palaeontologists."

Ox exhibition in the Morgan gem hall of

the American Museum is one of the world's

finest known examples of gem carving, in

the form of a chalcedony figurine eight

inches high, "Pas de Danse," by the eminent

French artist and stone engraver, M. Ton-

nelier. This graceful figure is carved out of

an unusually perfect block of translucent

blue sapphirine, of natural color (not

stained), found in Uruguay, South America.

It was a gift from the late .J. Pierpont

]\Iorgan to his lifelong friend, Charles

Lanier, who has generously deposited it in

the Museum. The artist, M. Tonnelier, is a

cripple, having the use of one leg only, and

does all his work while seated on the corner

of a high stool. He selects his material

with the greatest care from the best that

can be had anywhere, and never entrusts

any part of his task to an assistant, or

a pupil, not even the reduction of the rough

block to approximate shape. The chalcedony

figurine was exhibited in the Paris Salon

in 1912.

The Brooklyn Museum has put on ex-

hil)ition a collection of enlarged photographs

of the cathedrals and churches of devastated

northern France. The collection of cathedral

photographs, from which this group was se-

lected, constitutes one of the most notable

works in architectural photography that have

ever been attempted. Mr. Wm, H. Goodyear,

the Brooklyn Museum's curator of fine arts,

has been interested for many years in the

architectural refinements, or deviations from

rectilinear and strictly perpendicular con-

struction, found in medieval structures.

Where reconstruction of the damaged

churches of France is to take place these

views will be of material assistance, while

in the case of those buildings irreparably

destroyed, the pictures form a unique and

valuable possession.

On the occasion of the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of the appointment of Dr. Frederick

J. V. Skiff as director of the Field Museum
of Natural History, Chicago, eighty-six of

his colleagues presented him with an en-

grossed copy of resolutions congratulating
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liim nil tlio successful caroor wliich the ^NIu-

scuni li;i> enjoyed during liis difectorsliiji.

Theke has come to hand a noteworthy

volume ou Decorative Tcj-/ i/c.v i by George

Leland Hunter. As an example of good

taste in book-making, it leaves little to lie

desired. Over its 458 pages are spr(>ad

many wonderful plates of color aiid numer

ous lemarkable half tones. Tlu' author takes

up the leailing modern textiles used in iionn'

decoration such as damasks, brocades, vel-

vets, laces, embroideries, carpets, rugs, taj)-

estries, wall papers, and toole<l leathers.

Under each will be found a brief statement

of the historic evolution resulting in the

present forms, a characterization of the tech-

niques by which the textiles may be recog-

nized, followed by a lengthy illustrated ac-

count of distinctive type textiles. Special

attention is given to prehistoric and primi-

tive textiles and their place in the history of

the textile art as a whole. The material for

these sections is taken from the American

Museum's collection. The publisher is the

J. B. Lippincott Company (Philadelphia and

London) and the printing was done on the

press of the Good Furnilure Magazine, our

one high-class household art publication.

Ix a recent book - from the press of the .J.

B. Lippincott Company is told the interesting

story of the Virgin Islands from the time

of their discovery by Columbus in 1493 to

the present time. The volume is of particu-

lar interest to us since the United States

acquired (on March 31, 1917, at a price

paid to Denmark of $2.5,000,000) the im-

portant islands of St. Thomas, St. .John,

and St. Croix, together with a number
of adjacent rocky islets, formerly con-

stituting the Danish West Indies. The
acquisition of these islands increases the ter-

ritory of the Ignited States by 138 square

miles. Mr. de Booy spent the winter of

1916-1917 in the Virgin Islands engaged in

1 Di-rnrative Textiles. An illustrated book on
coverings for furniture, walls and floors, including
damasks, brocades and velvets, tapestries, laces,
embroideries, chintzes, cretonnes, drapery and fur-
niture trimmings, wall papers, carpets and rugs,
tooled and illuminated leathers. By George Leland
Hunter. Published by the .1. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, Philadelphia and London, and the Dean-
Hicks Company, Grand Rapids; pp. 4.58, illustra-
tions 580. and 27 plates in color. 1918.

- y/(c Tirijin Is'ands. Our Xew Po»>ii'fi«io)ui. ami
the British Islands. By Theodoor de Booy and
John T. Faris. Published by the J. B. Lippincott
Company, j)]). 287, 5 maps, and 97 illustrations
from photographs.

archu'ological investigations in the interest

of the Museum of the American Indian,

II eye Foundation, New York City. This

exjiedition and others to various parts of the

West Indies which he has conducted in the

interest of the same institution have brought

him in intimate contact with the people and
their home life. As the book owes its

origin to the exploration of caves and the ex-

cavation of kitchen-middens of the West
India Islands, we naturally find in it much
information concerning the aborigines. The
authors have not confined themselves to ob-

jects of interest in the larger towns, as is

often the case, but take the reader the length

and breadth of the islands. The tourist

will find all requisite information ; the busi-

ness man will find something of the activities

of the islands that may suggest investment;

the spirit of romance that has always hov-

ered over the islands has not been neglected

;

while accounts of the buccaneers, tradi-

tions of Black Beard, Blue Beard, and
others are included. The book is profusely

illustrated with photographs taken by Mr.

de Booy.

Ix connection with the review in this issue

of the JouRXAL of Dr. Wissler's The Ameri-

can Indian we note a review of the book and
an appreciation of the author's work in the

American Indian Magazine. This magazine

is the official organ of the Society of Amer-
ican Indians. The society is exactly what
its name states— an organization of Indians

to promote the education and general prog-

ress of the race and to assist in defense

against incompetency and dilatory politics

in the administration of Indian affairs.

The copy containing this review is a spe-

cial Sioux number. Early in his anthropo-

logical work Dr. Wissler went out among
the Sioux of South Dakota where he obtained

much of the material which now forms in

the American Museum the exhibition re-

lating to the Indians of the Plains. A num-
l)er of Sioux Indians (notably George Sword
and Thomas Tyon) actively assisted him in

the work, to whom both th6 Museum and Dr.

Wissler are greatly indebteil.

The recent fire that swept over several

hundred square miles of ^linnesota forests,

destroying $100,000,000 worth of property

and killing more than one thousand persons,

is a matter to attract national attention even
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in these times when we have become ac-

customed to destruction of life and property

on a huge scale. This holocaust was ap-

parently the result of negligence on the part

of the state legislature, which cut the forest

protection appropriation nearly to the van-

ishing point. Although the state forester

announced the presence of slow bog fires in

the northern forests, he was unable to obtain

labor for extinguishing them. It is to be

hoped that Minnesota public opinion will

now force the necessary legislative action

to prevent a repetition of such catastrophes

— of which the present fire is the third in-

stance (Hinckley 1894, Bandette 1910, Du-

luth 1918).

A RECENT issue of the Memoirs of the

American Museum i contains a notable series

of illustrations of the North American

species of the genus Catocala or "underwing

moths," by Wm. Beutenmiiller, with addi-

tional plates and explanatory text by Dr.

Wm. Barnes, of Decatur, Illinois, and his

entomological assistant. Dr. J. McDunnough.

This memoir is the most elaborate and beau-

tifully illustrated work of the kind that the

Museum has issued, covering, as it does, the

work of many years and the services of

several entomologists. It contains more than

550 illustrations, of which .381 are colored

drawings by Mrs. Beutenmiiller. The whole

series is for the most part the material for

a monograph on these moths left unfinished

by Mr. Beutenmiiller when he withdrew from

his curatorship in the American Museum in

January, 1912.

The war has centered attention on what

can be gained by cooperation between the

scientific men and the government of a

country. A noteworthy instance of the will-

ingness on the part of men in governmental

positions to cooperate with men of science

was illustrated in the summer of 1918 in the

West Indies, when the nineteen instructors

and graduate students composing the Bar-

bados-Antigua Expedition of the State Uni-

versity of Iowa were entertained in govern-

ment buildings and provided with laboratory

and field facilities. The scientific results of

^ "Illustrations of the North American Species of

the Genus Catocala by Wm. Beutenmiiller, with
Additional Plates and Text," by Wm. Barnes,
M.D., and .J. McDunnough, Ph.D., Memoirs of The
American Museum of Natural History, New Se-

ries, Vol. Ill, Part 1.

the expedition will be reported upon by Mr.

John B. Henderson, of Washington (Mol-

lusca). Dr. Barton W. Evermann, California

Academy of Sciences and Pacific Fisheries

Society (reef fishes). Dr. W. K. Fisher, Hop-

kins Marine Station, Stanford University

(Asteroidea and llolothuroidea), and Pro-

fessor C. C. Nutting, State University of

Iowa (Hydroidea and Alcyonaria).

That disease has not always Ijeen a

scourge to animal and i^lant life, but arose

some time during the great Coal Period of

the earth's geological history is the opinion

of Professor Roy L. Moodie, set forth in a

recent number of the Scientific Monilily.

The evidences for the antiquity of disease

are limited to such forms as would leave

their marks upon fossilized bones and among
these Professor Moodie has found a number

of pathological conditions closely resembling

those resulting from known maladies. The

giant reptilians (dinosaurs, etc.) show tu-

berculous and tumorous degeneration of the

bones ; among these monsters disease seems

to have reached a climax, for after their ex-

tinction its evidences are less prominent un-

til the appearance of mammals. Nothing

new with regard to pathological structure

has been learned nor was this to be exi^ected,

although, inasmuch as we know from the

evidence of medieval history that diseases

become extinct, further study may reveal

infirmities hitherto unknown to science.

Furthermore, no light is thrown on what

part, if any, disease may have played in the

blotting out of species, so that we are left

in this important question to fall back en-

tirely on historical analogy.

In connection with the memorial by Pro-

fessor Charles P. Berkey in the present num-

ber of the .Journal (page 705), the Editor"

wishes to call attention to a portrait of the

late Charles R. Van Hise, geologist and

president of the University of Wisconsin, in

the February, 1918, issue (page 9-1). The

rei)roduction is from a photograph of the

lironze bust by the sculptor, the late C. S.

Pietro, which was executed for the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, and was on view in

Memorial Hall of the American Museum for

several weeks in the spring of 1918, before

being sent to its destination. The bronze

well portrays the fine intellectual strength of

the man.
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The Aniorican Forestry Association lias

iiiauguratoil the plan of planting trees as

memorials to our soldiers and sailors who

lost their lives in the war. Xo better monu-

ments to the nu'inoiy of our fallen heroes

could he devised than rows of living trees.

The idt>a is receiving nal ion-wide conuiicnda-

tion, and several sjxMdlic methods have been

suggested, among them the bordering of the

great interstate highways. Tlie fact that

the now destroyed forests of France are

recognized as having savcil Paris makes this

form of commemoration peculiarly appro-

priate.

Count Begouen, whose discoveries of pre-

historic art objects in the caves of southern

France are well known, is reported in Le

Figaro (quoted by Sciotcc) as having made

some additional explorations with his three

sons during the latter's furloughs from the

front. This time they discovered a series

of painted figures. These paintings are

among the most ancient records of human

art (30,000 years old?) that have ever been

found, and in this last instance include the

unusual representations of a lion and the

human figure. One jiartieularly remarkable

silliouette is that of a powerful, thick-necked

man with perfectly human lind)s but with a

camlal appendage like that of the apes.

About twenty miles south of the great

fossil quarry at Agate, Nebraska, there is

a peculiar fossil deposit of somewhat later

geological age, which has been called the

Snake Creek beds. They consist of a series

of small pockets in the sand and gravel beds

near the surface, full of fossil teeth and

bones, mostly fragments, but with many
jaws and complete bones and occasional

skulls among them. Three-toed horses are

the most numerous; many thousands of

teeth have been found, hundreds of jaws,

and one fairly complete skeleton. A great

number of other animals of the Lower

Pliocene are represented in the American

Museum collections from the pockets, ob-

tained in 1908 and 1916. During this last

summer Mr. Albert Thomson has obtained

for the Museum an additional collection

which includes a few interesting specimens,

the best being fine skulls of the long-legged

rhinoceros, Aphelops, and the rare rodent,

MyJagaulus. The collection which he has

brought back to the Museum will add ma-

terially to our knowledge of the nianinuilian

life of the Lower Pliocene.

The American Muscuin Handbook Series

presents to the public; a new volume on FisJux

II f ihc TicinHji of Netv York Citii, by ^Ir.

John T. Nichols. In addition to a key and

illustrated descriptions of all the local fishes,

the book contains an introduction by IJr.

William K. Gregory on "The Structur(> and

Mechanism of Fishes." This handbook will

appeal not only to local collectois ami

anglers but also to everyoiu; interested in the

natural history of New York City as found

both out-of-doors and in the New York

Acpiariuin and the Anici-ican Muscuni.

Mr. II. C. Ravex, of the Smithsonian In-

stitution, who returned to Washington from

the island of Celebes on September 28, has

gone to ('Ornell University to continue his

studies. Mr. Raven has collected in the East

Indies during the last six years more than

four thousand mammals and five thousand

birds for the National Museum.

Mr. Roy W. Miner, of the American Mu-

seum of Natural History, and his corjjs of

assistants, Messrs. Show Shimotori, Chris E.

01sen,and Herman Mueller, spent six weeks of

the summer of 1918 at the Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

There, through the courtesy of that institu-

tion, they enjoyed facilities otherwise im-

possible for obtaining data and sketches for

a new Museum group. The group will repre-

sent, magnified 625 times, an area of the sea

bottom which could be covered by a 1% inch

magnifying glass. It is designed to show

the natural history and methods of life of a

number of minute sea animals, those known

as the moss animals and their associates, and

one of the ascidians (a "sea squirt"), the

latter as a representative of forms closely

relate<l to the stock from which it is su])-

[losed the vertebrates have sprung.

Fish life at the very edge of rocky coasts,

both in the tropical or subtropical Atlantic

and the north Pacific, is represented in two

new minute groups, each 22 x 13^4 inches,

lately placed in one of the cases of the fish

hall of the American Museum. Small scul-

pins in the North superficiallj^ resemble

blennies and gobies of the Tropics, whereas

northern and southern blennies are quite un-

like. The southern Atlantic group contains
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brightly colored coral reef fishes, the north-

ern Pacific, viviparous surf fishes.

The Eilucation Act passed by the closing,

1918, parliament of England is in a way an

epochal piece of legislation for the United

Kingdom. The selection of men for the

army has revealed the need for greater at-

tention to the physical well-being of the

country's youth so this feature has received

special attention. Special provision is also

to be made for the physically inferior as it

has previously been made for the feeble-

minded. All fees are abolished and school

attendance is made compulsory Vjetween the

ages of five and fourteen. Although secon-

dary schools are not established by the Act,

their growth is encouraged and the central

schools are extended, providing for higher

studies than those of the elementary schools.

The bill is a recognition of the liberal

aspects of education and the place that these

have in the welfare of the people. A notable

feature of the Act is that it places the con-

trol of child labor in the hands of the edu-

cational authorities so that there is hope that

this evil is finally settled.

To quote from Nature, November 7, the

measure provides "not only for a fairly ade-

quate training in literature and in science,

but also for effective, practical instruction

for both eye and hand, as well as for the

physical health and training of the child,

and that at just the period of his life when

he is most susceptible of treatment and of

the permanent effect of such training. Few
Acts have been subjected to so large a

measure of public discussion as the Educa-

tion Act of 1918, or have won so general an

api^roval. Its chief purpose, whilst pro-

viding for the general well-being of the

childhooil of the nation, so vital a matter in

present circumstances, is to give full oppor-

tunity for those who are naturally gifted to

share in the highest educational advantages

which the nation can offer. . . . And there

is abundant testimony ... to the wonder-

ful initiative and intelligent grasp of the

young men trained in the elementary schools

who, in their scores of thousands, joined the

national forces in 1914. The crux of the

success . . . lies with the teachers, who must

now, whatever the cost, alike in respect of

payment, prospects, and pensions, be at-

tracted to the most vital and worthy of the

national services."

The annual report of the Secretary of

Agriculture for 1918 reveals the fact that

very satisfactory results have come from the

farmers' response to the world's unusual de-

mand for food. Although 1918 is not in

every respect a record year for production,

it is so far above the 1910-14 average that

it stands favorable comparison with the four

years that have witnessed intensive war
cultivation. While the yield of crops is a

result of climatic conditions as well as of

industry and acreage, and these conditions

were very adverse in 1917 and especially for

corn in 1918, the production of cereals dur-

ing these two years has been exceeded only

by the record year of 191.5. The acre-

age planted in cereals, tobacco, and cot-

ton in 1918 exceeds by more than five and

a half million the acreage of the record

year.

With regard to monetary value, the Secre-

tary estimates that the value of all crops for

1918, together with that of all live stock on

farms, is somewhere around $24,700,000,000

as compared with $21,325,000,000 for 1917

and $11,700,000,000, the annual average for

the five year period 1910-14. This does not

mean that the country's wealth has increased

to that extent, but rather that the financial

returns to farmers have increased propor-

tionally with those to other producers and

their purchasing power has kept pace with

the general rise of prices.

Owing to the retirement of Mr. Wallace

Goold Levison from the American Mineral-

ogist, Dr. Edgar T. Wherry, Bureau of

Chemistry, Washington, D.C., will assume

the duties of editor-in-chief, with the fol-

lowing associate editors: George F. Kunz,-

president of the New York Mineralogical

Club; Herbert P. Whitlock, American Mu-
seum of Natural History; Alexander H.

Phillips, Princeton University; Waldemar T.

Schaller, U. S. Geological Survey ; Edward
H. Ivraus, University of Michigan ; Austin

F. Rogers, Leland Stanford .Junior Uni-

versity; Thomas L. Walker, University of

Toronto, Canada; and Samuel G. Gordon,

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.

A coLLECTiox of valuable archaeological

objects from Oncion, Santo Domingo, has

been acquired by the department of anthro-

pology in the American Museum through the

gift of Mr. E. J. Valeur, of New York City.



The American Museum of Natural History

Its Work, Membership, and Publications

The American Museum of Natural History was founded and incorporated in

18cil» for llio purpose of establishing a Museum and Library of Natural Ilistory

;

of encouraging and developing the study of Natural Science; of advancing tlie

general knowledge of kindred subjects, and to tliat end, of furnisliing popular

instruction.

The Museum building is erected and largely maintained by New York City,

funds derived from issues of corporate stock providing for the construction of sec-

tions from time to time and also for cases, while an annual appropriation is made
for heating, lighting, the repair of the building and its general care and super-

vision.

The Museum is open free to the public every day in the year ; on week days

from 9 A.M. to 5 p.m., on Sundays from 1 to 5 p.m.

The Museum not only maintains exhibits in anthropology and natural history,

including the famous habitat groups, designed especially to interest and instruct

the public, but also its library of 70,000 volumes on natural history, ethnology

and travel is used by the public as a reference library.

The educational work of the Museum is carried on also by numerous lectures

to children, special series of lectures to the blind, provided for by the Thorne

Memorial Fund, and the issue to public schools of collections and lantern slides

illustrating various branches of nature study. There are in addition special series

of evening lectures for Members in the fall and spring of each year, and on Satur-

day mornings lectures for the children of Members. Among those who have

appeared in these lecture courses are Admiral Peary, Dean Worcester, Sir John

Murray, Yilhjalmur Stefansson, the Prince of Monaco, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The following are the statistics for the year 1917 :

Attendance in Exhibition Halls 786,151
Attendance at Lectures 115,802
Lantern Slides Sent out for Use in Schools 63,111
School Children Reached by Nature Study Collections . . . 1,104,456

Membership

For the purchase or collection of specimens and their preparation, for research,

publication^ and additions to the library, the Museum is dependent on its endow-

ment fund and its friends. The latter contribute either by direct subscriptions

or through the fund derived from the dues of Members, and this Membership

Fund is of particular importance from the fact that it may be devoted to such

purposes as the Trustees may deem most important, including the publication of

the JouRXAL. There are now more than four thousand Members of the Museum
who are contributing to this work. If you believe that the Museum is doing a use-

ful service to science and to education, the Trustees invite you to lend your sup-

port by becoming a Member.
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The various Classes of Membership are as follows

:

Associate Member (nonresident) annually $3
Annual Member annually 10

Sustaining Member annually 25

Life Member 100

Fellow 500

Patron 1,000

Associate Benefactor 10,000

Associate Founder 25,000

Benefactor 50,000

They have the following privileges

:

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Eoom
Complimentary tickets admitting to the Meml)ers* Eoom for distribution to

their friends

Services of the Instructor for guidance through the Museum
Two course tickets to Spring Lectures

Two course tickets to Autumn Lectures

Current numbers of all Guide Leaflets on request

Current copies of the AMEEicAisr Museum Journal

Associate Membership

In order that those not living in New York City may associate with the Mu-

seum and its work, the class of Associate Members was established in 1916. These

Members have the following privileges

:

Current issues of the American Museum Journal— a popular illustrated

magazine of science, travel, exploration, and discovery, published monthly
from October to May (eight numbers annually), the volume beginning in

January

A complimentary copy of the President's Annual Report, giving a complete

list of all Members

An Annual Pass admitting to the Members' Eoom. This large tower room
on the third floor of the building, open every day in the year, is given over

exclusively to Members, and is equipped with every comfort for rest, read-

ing, and correspondence

Two complimentary tickets admitting to the Members' Eoom for distribution

by Members to their friends

The services of an Instructor for guidance when visiting the Museum

All classes of Members receive the American Museum Journal, which is a

magazine issued primarily to keep members in touch with the activities of the

Museum as depicted by pen and camera; also to furnish Members with reliable

information of the most recent developments in the field of natural science. It

takes the reader into every part of the world with great explorers; it contains

authoritative and popular articles by men who are actually doing the work of ex-

ploration and research, and articles of current interest by men who are distin-

guished among scientists of the day. It takes the reader behind the scenes in the

Museum to see sculptors and preparators modeling some jungle beast or creating

a panorama of animal life. It shows how the results of these discoveries and

labors are presented to the million public school children through the Museum
Extension System. In brief it is a medium for the dissemination of the idea to
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which the ^luseuni itself is dedicated— namely, that without deepening apprecia-

tion of nature, no people can attain to the highest grades of knowledge and wortli.

Publications of the Museum

The Scientific Publications of the Museum comprise the Memoirs, Bulletin

and AiUhropohgical Papers, the Memoirs and BuUetin edited by Frank E. Lutz,

the Anthropological Papers by Clark Wissler. 'J'lu'se ]nih]ications cover the field

and Inbnratory researches of the institution.

The Popular Scientific Publications of the Museum comi)rise the Ifandbools,

Leaflets, and General Guide, eilited by Frederic A. Lucas, and the Jourxal, edited

by Marx Cvnthia Dickerson.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS

HANDBOOKS

NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS OF THE PLAINS
By Clakk WissLKK, rii.D. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents

ANIMALS OF THE PAST
J>Y FuKHKRic A. Lucas, Sc.D. Paper, 35 cents

DINOSAURS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D. Price, 25 cents

TEACHERS' HANDBOOK, PART I, THE NORTH AMERICAN
INDIAN COLLECTION

By Axx E. Tjio]\[as, Pii.B. Price, 10 cents

TREES AND FORESTRY
By' Mary" Cynthia Dickersox
A new edition in course of prej^aration.

HEALTH IN WAR AND PEACE
I'.Y C.-F. A. WixsLOW, :\r.S.. :\r.A. Price, 25 cents

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA
By' Herbert J. Spixdex, Ph.D. Cloth. Price, T5 cents

FISHES OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK CITY
By J. T. XiCHOLS, A.B. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents

ILLUSTRATED GUIDE LEAFLETS

THE COLLECTION OF MINERALS
By' Louis P. Gratacap, A.]\r. Price, 5 cents

NORTH AMERICAN RUMINANTS
By J. A. Allex, Ph.D. Price, 10 cents

THE ANCIENT BASKET MAKERS OF SOUTHEASTERN UTAH
By (iKORci: n. iM:i'pi:i: Price, 10 cents

THE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS OF THE INCAS
By Ciiaim.ks W. Mi-ad Price, 10 cents

THE SAGINAW VALLEY COLLECTION
By' Harlax I. SAfiTii Price, 10 cents

PERUVIAN MUMMIES
r>Y CirAi;r.ES W. ]\Teai) Price, 10 cents

'Prices net; postage extra
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PERUVIAN ART
By Charles W. Mead

SYLLABUS GUIDE TO PUBLIC HEALTH EXHIBITS IN
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

By Lawhexce A^. Cole:\ian

THE HABITAT GROUPS OF NORTH AMERICAN BIRDS
By Frank M. Chapman, Sc.D.

Second edition issued May, 1916.

THE INDIANS OF MANHATTAN ISLAND AND VICINITY
By Alaxson Skinner

PLANT FORMS IN WAX
By E. C. B. Fassett

THE EVOLUTION OF THE HORSE
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

MAMMOTHS AND MASTODONS
By W. D. Matthew, Ph.D.

HOW TO COLLECT AND PRESERVE INSECTS
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D.

OUR COMMON BUTTERFLIES
By Frank E. Lutz, Ph.D., and F. E. Watson

THE BIG TREE AND ITS STORY

THE INSECT GALLS OF THE VICINITY OF NEW YORK
By William Beutenmuller

INSECTS AND DISEASE
By C.-E. a. Winslow and Frank E. Lutz

Price,
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Scientific Publications

MEMOIRS
Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes 11-V II I. —Anthropology.

Volume IX.—Zoology and Palaeontology.

Volumes X-XIV.—Anthropology.
Volumes II, IV, V, VII, VJII, X-XIV, and an Ethnographical Album
form the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, Volumes I-X.

MEMOIRS—NEW SERIES

Volume I.— Zoology and Palaeontology.
Volume II, part 1.— Palaeontology ; part •^.—Zoology.

BULLETIN

Volumes I-XXIV; XXV, parts 1 and 2; XXVI-XXXVII; and XXXVIII,
parts 1-14.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS

Volumes I-IX ; X, parts 1-6; XI; XII, parts 1-5; XIII; XIV, parts 1 and 2:

XV, part 1; XVI, parts 1-3; XVII, parts 1-4; XVIII, parts 1-4; XIX,
part 1; XX, part 1;XXI, part 1; XXII, parts 1 and 2; XXIII, part 1; XXIV,
part 1.

MONOGRAPHS
A Review of the Primates. By D. G. Elliot. 3 volumes.

Hitherto Unpublished Plates of Tertiary Mammals and Permian Verte-
brates. By Cope and Matthew.

A more detailed list, with prices, of these publications may be had

upon application to the Librarian of the Museum.



PhofOf/nipll hi/ ri,ih-nn„.,l A- fi,<l<,,n„«l.

TO THE SOLDIER WHO DOES NOT SHRINK FROM DANGER, FROM HARDSHIP, OR FROM BITTER TGI

AND WHO OUT OF THESE WINS THE SPLENDID ULTIMATE TRWJMPH. -Theodore Roosevelt
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